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FOREWORD
Welcome to the 2022 AMA Summer Academic Conference! We are delighted to be joining you
in person for this annual conference for the first time in three years.
In defining the theme of this year’s conference, “Light in the Darkness: Marketing’s Role in
Driving Positive Change,” one of our goals was to develop a program that would bring a
proactive, rather than reactive, lens to understanding how marketing can impact the path forward
for consumers and businesses. When we began our work preparing for the conference, we were
all still coping with the height of the global pandemic, grappling with heightened awareness of
racial and social inequity, and sensing dire urgency around the climate crisis. As these factors
continue to impact consumer behaviors and firm strategies, additional disruptions including the
Ukraine crisis and extreme inflation have added to the landscape of challenges. Given these
turbulent times, we are proud that the 2022 AMA Summer Academic Conference will emphasize
research that illustrates how marketing can play a leading role in driving positive change and
building a sustainable future.
In bringing the theme to life, we are grateful to the amazing team of track chairs for their
enthusiastic willingness to lead the tracks in their respective areas and the wealth of expertise
they brought to shaping each of the tracks. We believe this is among the most diverse group of
track chairs in conference history across multiple dimensions. We also appreciate those who
coordinated special sessions and thank the Expert Workshop presenters. These sessions and
workshops offer attendees unique opportunities to take a deep dive into growing and impactful
areas of research. We also thank all the volunteer reviewers for their dedication to providing
feedback on the submissions that illustrate cutting-edge marketing research on relevant topics
across the 14 tracks. Of course, the conference wouldn’t happen without the hard work of the
hundreds of academics from around the world who submitted their research—we are excited to
feature your innovative work in this year’s program!
We truly appreciate Maura Scott, President of the AMA Academic Council, for inviting us to
cochair the conference and inspiring us to advance the academic rigor, diversity and inclusivity,
and impact of the event. We are indebted to the AMA Academic Council and AMA staff,
especially Hannah Finkelstein, Marilyn Stone, and Matt Weingarden, whose hard work behind
the scenes allowed us to focus on opportunities to infuse our vision into the conference.
One evident sign of our “new normal” is the hybrid format of this conference, which
incorporates one full day of virtual sessions, followed by in-person preconference events and
then the traditional two-and-a-half-day in-person conference. We are excited to continue to hold
part of the conference virtually, as it expands the reach of the conference and fosters inclusivity
throughout the United States and internationally.
The conference will also have a different feel this year with the shift of the U.S. marketing
doctoral student job market to the fall. This shift will allow attendees to more fully engage with
the conference program and network with colleagues without juggling the stress and additional
time demands of the job market process.

Thank you to those who are traveling to Chicago—home of the American Marketing
Association’s Global Support Center—from across the globe. We hope that you will enjoy the
conference program, have an opportunity to reconnect with colleagues, build new connections,
and enjoy your visit to this unique city!
Sincerely,
The Conference Co-Chairs (in alphabetical order and with equal contribution)
Andrea Godfrey Flynn, University of San Diego
Ravi Mehta, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Cinthia Satornino, University of New Hampshire
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2022 AMA SUMMER ACADEMIC CONFERENCE AWARDS
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A CROSS-CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF IMPULSIVE BUYING BEHAVIORS AMONG
CHINESE AND US CONSUMERS: THE INFLUENCE OF CULTURAL VALUES

Pei Wang
Florida State University
For further information, please contact Pei Wang, Doctoral candidate, Florida State University
(pw19a@fsu.edu).

Keywords: Consumer behavior; Cross-cultural; Impulsive buying behavior; Long-term
Orientation
Description: This study examined the relationships among cultural value (i.e., hedonic shopping
value, utilitarian shopping value), personality traits (i.e., self-control) and cultural dimensions
(i.e., long-term orientation) with consumer impulsive online buying behaviors among China and
the US consumers.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, online purchases became the new normal making research on
consumer behavior around the globe more relevant. While researchers have begun to understand
what personality traits make consumers shop online, much information including cultural value
antecedents and motivations to purchase is still needed. Based on the theory of planned behavior,
this study tests a model to investigate the impact of long-term orientation on Chinses and
American consumers' impulsive buying behavior. The model includes cultural antecedents and
the moderating role of hedonic and utilitarian values and impulsive buying behaviors as
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outcomes. Survey results from 237 Chinese consumers and 198 U.S. consumers indicate that the
hedonic shopping values drive impulsive online shopping in China and the US, though some
differences exist between consumers in the two countries. However, the study showed that selfcontrol is one of the personality traits, which influences impulsive online buying behaviors.

Research Question
Hofstede's culture theory is the most widely used model of cultural differences in cross-cultural
research (Nardon & Steers, 2009). Long-term orientation (LTO) based on Hofstede's cultural
values framework stands for the fostering of virtues oriented towards future rewards, in particular
perseverance and thrift" (Hofstede, 2001, p 359).
The literature states that a long-term-oriented consumer who may be focused on the future may
enhance their self-control to achieve long-term goals (Bearden et al., 2006; Nepomuceno &
Laroche, 2017), it may also impact personal value as well. Previous research shows a connection
between LTO and utilitarian value (Lin et al., 2015; Joshanloo et al., 2021).
Overall, the literature indicates that consumers who think long-term are more likely to exert selfcontrol. Long-term orientated individuals have high-level utilitarian value and low-level hedonic
value. LTO also can negatively affect intention to purchase. This also raises the question of what
kind of relationship exists between long-term orientation and hedonic value. Thus, the following
research questions and hypothesizes are proposed.
RQ1. Does the level of LTO negatively affect hedonic shopping value?
H1a: LTO positively affects utilitarian shopping value
H1b: LTO negatively affects self-control.
H1c: LTO negatively affects impulsive online buying.
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H2: HSV will positively affect impulsive online buying.
H3: Utilitarian shopping value will negatively affect impulsive online buying.
H4: Self-control will negatively affect impulsive online buying.

Method and Data
An online survey created in English and Mandarin was administered using convenience samples
through social media. For Chinses participants, the questionnaire and all measures were
translated into Mandarin following the translation-back-translation technique. The sample was
composed of 198 Americans and 237 Chinese participants. As for the validation process, the
loadings of items were above the recommended level of 0.7 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).
Additionally, the results of Cronbach's alphas revealed that the reliability level was above the
recommended level of 0.7 to all the scales (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). For convergent
validity, the average variance extracted (AVE) by each variable was confirmed. All variables
satisfied the criteria of 0.50.
For the model testing, first of all, we tested the conceptual model by using structural equation
modeling (SEM) in Amos. The result meets the recommendation level, indicating the model
correlate with expectations (Hair et al. 2016).
Then, we used an SEM multigroup analysis across dependent samples to test the invariance of
the American and Chinese consumers to answer the research question. As a result, H1a, H3 and
H4 are supported among Chinses and American sample. In addition, for Chinese consumers,
RQ1 and H1a are supported, H1b and H1c are supported in the US.
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Summary of Findings
The result of multigroup analysis shows that hedonic shopping value leads to impulsive buying
behavior among two countries (0.54 in China; 0.39 in the U.S.). It is confirmed the findings from
previous research on impulse purchase. The previous study indicated that hedonic shopping
value has a direct effect on consumer impulse buying behaviors in an online daily shopping
context (Kukar-Kinney et al., 2015).
Another important finding is that Chinese participants more plan for the long-term and have a
higher level of self-control than American participants. The results indicate that long-term
orientation in the two countries is both significantly impacts the utilitarian shopping value (0.23
in China; 0.14 in the U.S.), and self-control has negatively influenced impulsive online shopping
(-0.57 in China; -0.34 in the U.S.). The result verified the differences scores within the two
countries from Hofstede's long-term orientation dimension (Hofstede et al., 2005). Additionally,
these differences further demonstrated the relevant studies (Haws et al. 2012b; Nepomuceno &
Laroche, 2017) that consumers with high self-control are more likely to decrease impulsive
purchase intention, resist impulsive consumption.

Key Contributions
This study examined the relationships among cultural value (i.e., hedonic shopping value,
utilitarian shopping value), personality traits (i.e., self-control) and cultural dimensions (i.e.,
long-term orientation) with consumer impulsive online buying behaviors among China and the
US consumers. In addition, it also tested the relationship between the long-term orientation with
cultural value and personality traits. By doing so, we attempt to address existing gaps in the
literature with respect to three areas: 1) the lack of a proposed model that examines the impact of
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self-control as personality traits on impulsive buying behavior; 2) the need to extend the testing
of the antecedents of culture dimensions beyond collectivism and individualism, and 3) the
limited research that studies countries other than the U.S.
Furthermore, the results indicate that long-term orientation in the two countries is both
significantly impacts the utilitarian shopping value. Most importantly, Chinese participants more
plan for the long-term and have a higher level of self-control than American participants. Thus,
comparing to American consumers, the culture value and self-control ability of Chinses
consumers leads them to decrease impulsive purchase intention, and then resist impulsive
consumption.
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ANALYZING PERCEIVED CUSTOMER ORIENTATION AND INNOVATIVENESS
EFFECTS ACROSS NATIONS
Nele Jacobs, Trier University, Trier, Germany
Bernhard Swoboda, Trier University, Trier, Germany

For further information, please contact Nele Jacobs, Trier University (n.jacobs@uni-trier.de).
Keywords: Perceived Customer Orientation, Perceived Firm Innovativeness, Cross-National Research, Multilevel Structural Equation Modeling

We analyze the direct and more important indirect effect of perceived customer orientation through
perceived firm innovativeness on consumers’ purchase intention across nations and give novel insights into how these effects differ due to national culture and country development.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
MNCs increasingly force customer orientation and firms’ innovativeness globally, but thereby
attract international consumers differently.
Scholars have broadly studied the effects of perceived customer orientation and innovativeness
(e.g., Aurier and Séré de Lanauze 2012; Wu and Ho 2014). Most studies have addressed either
customer orientation or innovativeness in developed or emerging countries, some with contradictory results (e.g., Pappu and Quester 2016; Wu and Ho 2014). Two studies show that customer
orientation affects innovativeness and intentions in developed countries (Kibbeling et al. 2013;
Meißner et al. 2017). Few international studies have provided partly contradictory results (e.g.,
Blocker et al. 2011; Swoboda and Batton 2020). Only Eisingerich and Rubera (2010) study perceived customer orientation and innovativeness internationally, but not linked to each other or to
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intentions. Finally, scholars address national culture as a possible rationale for the country differences found, yet with mixed implications (e.g., Eisingerich and Rubera 2010; Swoboda and
Batton 2020).
Based on information processing theory, we aim to address calls and gaps and advance our
knowledge on the effects of customer orientation and firm innovativeness on consumer purchase
intention across nations. Moreover, we ask whether and how national culture and the degree of
country development change these effects.
Method and Data
The data derive from cooperation with a German MNC offering nonprescription drugs, skin and
beauty care, crop products, and consumer goods across nations. The MNC uses a standardized,
centrally managed approach toward its customer and innovation orientation. The study in
2018 was conducted in 53 countries selected due to their importance for the MNC. A marketing
agency collected the data using a cross-national panel approach. After eliminating Mahalanobis
distance-based outliers, 89,813 respondents remained in the dataset.
Individual-level variables were measured on a five-point Likert-type scale. We relied on
scales from previous studies that were intensely pre-tested and applied blind translation-backtranslation with translation reviews. For country-level data, we relied on updated secondary data
sources. We controlled for age, sex, brand familiarity as well as cluster size and complementary
cultural dimensions (Schwartz 1999).
Reliability, validity, and discriminant validity yield satisfactory results. Intra-class correlation indicates 15% of variance in purchase intention is due to country differences. Multilevel reliability was tested using multilevel alpha, composite, and maximal reliability. Endogeneity
tests were applied using MNC’s employee orientation as instrumental variable. Hypotheses
were tested using multilevel mediation structural equation modelling with cross-level interaction effects in Mplus 8.3.
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Summary of Findings
Regarding our first research question, the results show direct and indirect effects of perceived customer orientation through firm innovativeness on purchase intention across nations. While most
studies address the effects of either perceived customer orientation or firm innovativeness in only
developed or emerging countries, our results extend the few international studies.
Regarding our second research question, we underline the role of the degree of country development and national culture as moderators (referring to calls, Eisingerich and Rubera 2010; Rubera
and Kirca 2017) and contribute to the limited and partly contradictory research on country-specific
contexts that affect consumers’ information processing (Ha and John 2010). Both moderators were
found to affect the direct effect of customer orientation on purchase intentions but not the indirect
effect through perceived innovativeness. The results across nations extend the two national studies
that link customer orientation to firm innovativeness and purchases in developing countries (Kibbeling et al. 2013; Meißner et al. 2017). The role of both moderators is notable, as insignificant
insights occur by applying MSEM with cross-level interactions to direct and indirect effects simultaneously and as both affect the direct effects of customer orientation on purchase intention across
nations.
Key Contributions
First, conceptualizing the effects of both perceived customer orientation and firm innovativeness
across nations contributes to most studies addressing either construct individually and may clarify
some inconclusive results (e.g., Pappu and Quester 2016; Blocker et al. 2011). Our results show that
the indirect effect of perceived customer orientation on purchase intention through firm innovativeness is significantly stronger than the direct effect. We contribute to the application of information
processing theory for a promising conceptualization of perceived customer orientation effects
across nations and contribute to research, as many studies do not provide a theoretical foundation.
Second, we account for country differences. We find that the degree of country development is
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a strong multiplier for consumers’ information processing (Bettman 1970). Consumers from more
developed countries perceive customer orientation as relevant and directly decisive information
(e.g., Hsieh et al. 2004), while reduced country development weakens consumers’ accessibility of
customer orientation information. Further, we underline the important role of national culture (referring to calls, Ha and John 2010). An increasing degree of embeddedness weakens the perceived
customer orientation effects, while consumers within lower embedded societies access customer
orientation as strong information. However, embeddedness is a negative and weaker moderator than
country development.

References are available upon request.
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ARE FRUGAL CONSUMERS RECEPTIVE TO OPPOSING VIEWS? A CROSSCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE FROM DEVELOPING AND EMERGING ECONOMIES
ON THE DUALISTIC MODEL OF PASSION

For further information, please contact Marcel Hechler, RWTH Aachen University,
hechler@time.rwth-aachen.de
Keywords: Harmonious Passion, Intellectual Curiosity, Frugality, Developing and Emerging
Economies, Self-Determination Theory
Based on our cross-cultural sample of 1,059 entrepreneurs from seven developing and
emerging countries, surveyed between February and August 2021, we can empirically demonstrate
that entrepreneurs' intellectual curiosity has a positive impact on the development of harmonious
passion for entrepreneurship.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
It is the purpose of this study to understand the impact of entrepreneurs' intellectual
curiosity on their entrepreneurial passion and how the relationship is moderated by the personality
trait frugality. As research on the antecedents of passion is rather scarce, the question remains as
to what drives entrepreneurial passion (Murnieks, Klotz, et al., 2020; Newman et al., 2019; Pollack
et al., 2020). Based on findings from psychology and sociology research, we have reason to believe
that the development of passion requires a curiosity about the new and unexplored and the
entrepreneur's willingness to learn (Loewenstein, 1994; Minson et al., 2020). Without curiosity, no
learning, innovation or creativity will thrive (Wagstaff et al., 2021). Therefore, intellectual
curiosity, meaning a person's willingness and intrinsic motivation to acquire new knowledge, is an
important trait in entrepreneurship (Davidsson, 2013; Kashdan et al., 2009). Drawing on SelfDetermination Theory, we theoretically argue that the satisfaction of the three basic psychological
needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness determines the extent of the entrepreneur’s
psychological growth and, thus, the development of harmonious passion (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan
& Deci, 2000; Vallerand et al., 2003).

Method and Data
Our primary data set was collected between February and August 2021 from entrepreneurs
in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Iran, Iraq, Colombia, and the Philippines. With the number of responses
for each country ranging from 134 to 170 our sample counts 1,059 respondents in total. At the
individual level, about 75 % of the respondents were male and 25 % female. Their ages ranged
from 18 to 71 years with an average age of 34 years, only slightly changing across countries and
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other subgroups. The majority of 53 % had an undergraduate university degree, followed by 24 %
who had a graduate university degree. In addition, 58 % of the respondents were serial
entrepreneurs. At the firm level, the average number of full-time employees in a firm was 4.5. Most
entrepreneurs operated in the IT and communications (30 %) and professional, scientific, and
technical services (14 %) industries. The remaining 56 % were distributed among other industries,
with no more than 8 % in any one industry.

Summary Of Findings
The results of our hierarchical regression analysis show support for the hypothesis that
intellectual curiosity is positively associated with harmonious passion for entrepreneurship.
Accordingly, entrepreneurs with higher intellectual curiosity also exhibit significantly higher levels
of harmonious passion for entrepreneurship. Similarly, the model shows a positive relationship
between frugality and harmonious passion, suggesting that frugal entrepreneurs pursue their
profession with greater passion than entrepreneurs with a more lavish mindset. The interaction term
for intellectual curiosity and frugality showed a statistically significant negative relationship with
harmonious passion for entrepreneurship, providing additional support for our hypotheses.
Frugality weakens the positive relationship between intellectual curiosity and harmonious passion.
Thus, frugal entrepreneurs who report high levels of intellectual curiosity develop lower levels of
harmonious passion than if they were less frugal. Alternatively, in other words, frugality is only
beneficial for developing harmonious passion if the entrepreneur is less willing and less interested
in understanding and exploring alternative and divergent perspectives than their own.
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Key Contributions
We examined the impact of entrepreneurs' intellectual curiosity (Minson et al., 2020) on the
development of harmonious passion for entrepreneurship (Vallerand et al., 2003) and how the
relationship is moderated by the character trait frugality (Michaelis et al., 2020). Thereby, we
contribute to theory and practice in three ways: First, we contribute to bridging the gap left by the
neglect of consumer research in developing and emerging countries, and of the influence of culture
on shaping opinions and purchasing behavior, which is also becoming increasingly important as
societies become more diverse in advanced economies. Second, our study introduces selfdetermination theory and the dualistic model of passion to the marketing and consumer literature
and contributes to establishing them as more holistic theories of human motivation (Ryan and Deci
2000; Vallerand et al. 2003), bringing together earlier conceptualizations of motivation types
(Porter and Lawler 1968) and motivation strengths (Gagné and Deci 2005). Third, our work offers
practical implications for marketing professionals. They should be aware of (a) how consumers
form their opinions, (b) how they develop positive versus harmful types of passion, (c) when they
are receptive to perspectives other than their own, and (d) the role of background and culture.

References are available upon request.
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DEMOGRAPHICS, COGNITIVE AGE, MATERIALSM, FASHION
INNOVATIVENESS, AND HEALTH SATISFACTION AS CORRELATES OF LFE
SATISFACTION: A CROSS NATIONAL STUDY

Keun S. Lee, Hofstra University
Anil Mathur, Hofstra University
Yong Zhang, Hofstra University

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Keun S Lee, Department of
Marketing and International Business, Hofstra University (keun.s.lee@hofstra.edu)

Keywords: life satisfaction, demographic correlates, behavioral correlates, cross-national
research

Description: The present study examined the relationship between life satisfaction and its
correlates with samples from Korea, China, and the United States.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Understanding life satisfaction of people in the context of culture is imperative. There is
evidence suggesting that there are indeed cultural differences in life satisfaction (Diener et al.
2013). However, before any conclusion can be drawn about the observed differences, it is
important to ascertain whether the concept of life satisfaction and its meaning in different cultures
are consistent and comparable. The present study examines the life satisfaction and well-being
literature and explores the relationship between life satisfaction and the key demographic and
behavioral variables of interest to marketing academicians and practitioners. Despite some
empirical evidence on the relationship between life satisfaction and the selected variables, crosscultural analysis and multi-country comparative validation attempts have been sporadic, which
calls for further empirical inquiry.
1
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The study presented in this paper relied on surveys conducted in South Korea, China, and the
United States. Data collected enabled investigation of potential association between self-perceived
life satisfaction and two sets of potential correlates: (1) demographic variables including age,
education, and family size, and (2) psychographic variables such as cognitive age, materialism,
fashion innovativeness, and health satisfaction.

Method and Data

Data were collected in Korea (N=464), China (N=321), and the United States (N=265).
The study presented in this paper relied on surveys conducted in South Korea, China, and the
United States. While the American respondents received the original English version of the survey
instrument, Chinese respondents received a Mandarin Chinese version and Korean consumers
received a Korean version of the questionnaire. Translation into Mandarin Chinese and Korean
was carried out by bilingual professional translators.
A regression analysis for each of the three countries was used to examine the
relationship between life satisfaction as a dependent variable and demographic and behavioral
variables as independent variables. In a separate analysis, the data for all three countries were
combined and used China and Korea as two dummy variables in the model. The two dummy
variables were not significant, which means that the regression models for the three countries
were pretty much the same.
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Summary of Findings
Demographic variables were not significant predictors of life satisfaction across all three
nations except that education is a predictor of life satisfaction only for the United States. Both age
and family size were not statistically significant predictors across all three countries selected for
the study. The findings of this study indicate that, for all three countries, life satisfaction is not
related to age and family size, but is significantly related to materialism, fashion innovativeness,
and health satisfaction. Life satisfaction is related to cognitive age only for Korea, while life
satisfaction is linked to education only for the United States.
For a country-to-country analysis, health satisfaction, fashion innovativeness, cognitive age,
and materialism were the significant predictors of life satisfaction for Korea. For China, health
satisfaction, fashion innovativeness, and materialism were the significant predictors. For the
United States, health satisfaction, education, fashion innovativeness, and materialism were the
significant predictors of life satisfaction. For all three countries, health satisfaction was the most
significant predictor. The goodness-of-fit measures of the regression equation models of all three
countries was good with the acceptable R-squared.

Key Contributions
While many researchers studied the relational dynamics of life satisfaction using various
national samples separately, cross-cultural studies with multiple national samples and the same
set of life satisfaction measures have been scarce. In this study, several correlates of life
satisfaction were included and examined across Korea, China, and the United States to reveal if
the concept of life satisfaction is used in the same way across these different countries and if the
life satisfaction measure relates to the same variables in a similar way. The results will be of
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particular interest to global marketers and public policy makers when designing strategies and
policies to promote consumer life satisfaction and well-being. When a global marketer targets a
foreign market, the marketer may need to design a unique country-specific segmentation and
positioning approach. For example, as detailed in the discussion section, age, gender, and family
size were not related to life satisfaction across all three countries, while health satisfaction was
related across all three countries.

References are available upon request.
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EFFECTS OF INTANGIBLE RESOURCES ON E-COMMERCE FIRMS’
GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Bernhard Swoboda is Professor of Marketing and Retailing at Trier University,
Universitaetsring 15, 54296 Trier, Germany.
Marius Müller is Research Assistant and Doctoral Student at the Chair of Marketing and
Retailing, Universitaetsring 15, 54296 Trier, Germany.
For further information, please contact Bernhard Swoboda, Prof. Dr. Prof. h.c., Trier University
(b.swoboda@uni-trier.de).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
E-commerce firms, which provide physical goods to consumers through online shops and platforms,
rapidly expand their geographic scope, i.e., number of foreign markets (with country-specific online
shops). They are assumed to internationalize differently than traditional firms. Thereby, e-commerce
firms like Zalando and Esdemarca, for example, develop distinct geographic scopes depending on
their acquired resources over time. Therefore, this study examines what intangible resources drive ecommerce firms’ geographic scope and how these effects are affected by different host country
contexts.
Method and Data
Building on extant literature and resource-based theory, the authors first identify relevant intangible
resources for e-commerce firms and then develop an extensive framework to test the hypotheses using
a longitudinal dataset of 263 leading e-commerce firms active in Europe. We study interactions with
the effects of intangible resources. By applying multilevel modeling with cross-level interactions we
methodologically account for the nested data structure, which reveals the relative importance of each
moderator.
19
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Summary of Findings
Our results reveal effects of e-commerce firms’ international online experience, website traffic and
social media use on geographic scope. Firms’ intangible resources are critical drivers of their foreign
expansion. We underscore the relevance of international online experience, i.e., knowledge acquired
over time is an important base for e-commerce firms’ ability to transfer their business to foreign
markets and exploit opportunities. However, consumer-related intangible resources unique to the
online context are more important. Website traffic, i.e., firms’ customer relations and online shop
popularity, is found to be a valuable resource, as is in particular firms’ social media use, enabling
firms to exploit and transfer their communications and promoted services across borders.
The moderators affect international experience and social media effects differently, but not the
website traffic effects. E-commerce firms can best transfer their resources to increase geographic
scope by entering host countries with a strong rule of law, high degree of country development and,
most importantly, high local logistics performance (explaining, 43.2% of the country-level variance).
Managers of e-commerce firms are advised to enter host markets with a strong rule of law, high degree
of country development, and most importantly high logistics performance.
Key Contributions
This study extends the scarce literature on e-commerce firms’ in general (only nine empirical studies
on the various research topics in International Marketing and Management) and in particular their
geographic scope decisions and contributes to the application of the Resource-Based View (RBV) in
this context. The study further contributes to our understanding of how experiential and consumerrelated intangible resources affect the geographic scope of e-commerce firms (referring to calls) and
further advances research by showing that the effects depend on important local host country
boundaries.
We shed light on the important role of local host country contexts, which affect e-commerce firms’
resource transfer to foreign markets (referring to calls): host countries’ rule of law, country
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development, and logistics performance. Thereby, we contribute to the application of the RBV and
the suggested role of contextual factors in this theory.

Keywords: E-Commerce Firms, Online, Geographic Scope, Resources, Country Context.
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INSIGHTS INTO STUDENTS’ COLLEGE EXPERIENCES AT A STATE UNIVERSITY
IN TURKEY USING THE ULTIMATE QUESTION: A NET PROMOTER SCORE
ANALYSIS
Ali Kara, Penn State University – York Campus
Deniz Zeren, Cukurova University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Ali Kara, Professor of Business,
Penn State York Campus (axk19@psu.edu).
Keywords: Net Promoter Score, state university, student experience, student satisfaction.
Description: This empirical study investigates the pertinence of the Net Promoter Score (NPS) in
a state higher education institution (HEI) in an emerging market.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Reichheld (2003) argued that simpler measures would be more effective and suggested that
companies have to ask their customers only one simple question: How likely is it that you would
recommend our company to a friend or a relative? This became known as, the Net-Promoter
Score (NPS), which is mainly used as a metric for customer loyalty by focusing on the positive
connection between user/customer positive recommendations and repeat purchases that result
from such a strong loyalty. Although the NPS has been a very popular tool and extensively used
by for-profit businesses in various industries, its use among the Higher Education Institutions
(HEI) has been relatively scarce. This research attempts to answer the following research
questions: (1) What value does NPS offer to college administrators? (2) How do students’
university experiences influence their satisfaction levels? (3) How does student satisfaction
influence their likelihood to recommend a university’s business degree?
Method and Data
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We used a conceptual model of antecedent factors that are hypothesized to influence students’
college experiences and collected data using an online (Qualtrics) survey (n=238). DeShields,
Kara and Kaynak (2005) had reported that student satisfaction with a college or program was
influenced by several antecedent factors related to students’ college experiences (e.g., faculty,
courses, advising, staff, and facilities). In addition, using the likelihood to recommend (LTR)
scale along with the process of NPS calculations suggested by Reichheld (2003), we calculated
the net promoter score. Structural equation model along with ANOVA were used to test the
hypothesized relationships. To provide additional insights into the quantitative analysis used, indepth interviews with the students are also conducted.
Summary of Findings
First, in the context of a state university where student demand for its programs has not been a
major concern for college administrators due to the demand supply mismatch, NPS provided
critical information regarding the overall health of the program as perceived by the current
students enrolled in the program. Second, our study findings confirmed the conceptualized
relationships between various antecedent factors that effects students’ LTR in higher education
environment and validated it in an “unlike” international higher educational environment where
state plays an important role in delivery of the higher education. Third, NPS provides a simple
way to gathering continuous information about students’ “voice” or “pulse” on campus or about
their future intentions. These scores can be compared with the scores of other institutions in the
country to further improve institution’s mission and improve its reputation/ranking. Finally,
tracking NPS over time can provide additional value beyond short sighted view of short-term
enrollment improvements. Higher NPS scores are known to contribute future sales growth (in
this case, attracting more qualified pool of students and faculty), better student engagement with
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campus life and governance, and increased student interests for the graduate and online programs
offered by their alma mater.
Key Contributions
A popular metric (NPS) used by for-profit institutions to uncover their customers’ experiences
and brands’ future health is applied to higher education setting. NPS can be added as a new
measure into their toolkit for checking students’ pulse and health of the institutions’ prospects.
Our study contributes to the higher education marketing by validating students’ likelihood to
recommend a college degree is affected by their evaluations of various key actors delivering the
educational experience. This may require training and development of faculty and staff about
their interactions with students. In-depth interviews yielded that students’ pessimistic perceptions
about future employment opportunities heavily weighed on their LTR. Some of their concerns
may be justified based on the country macro environment, but others may be based on
information that is not supported by the evidence. High quality education along with coaching,
mentoring, empowering, and connecting them with industry helps to achieve this goal. Adoption
of NPS by the colleges may become an important mean for achieving those ends by making the
student issues/concerns a focal point.
References are available upon request.
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Description:
The paper analyzes how to elicit greater consumer compliance following a liability-invoking
incident through the intersection of regulatory focus theory and the uncertainty avoidance
dimension of the national culture.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Companies often face incidents due to which their offerings cause negative bodily
(e.g., product safety defects) or psychological (e.g., data breach) harm to consumers. Such
incidents may invoke product liability lawsuits against them. Companies may seek to recover
from such incidents by notifying the affected consumers, offering a remedy, and persuading
them to comply with the company message. As these incidents involve harm and make safety
salient, the messages are prevention- or promotion-focused. Critically, whether consumers
comply more with prevention- or promotion-focused messages depends on the compatibility
of the message with consumer characteristics.
To date the marketing discipline, lacks knowledge about how to frame recall
messages that elicit consumer compliance and how the effectiveness of such framing is
contingent on national cultures. When companies face a liability-invoking failure, they need
to acknowledge that national cultural characteristics may moderate how consumers react to
the recovery message and adapt their message accordingly.
We hypothesize that a post-failure recovery message with prevention focus achieves
higher consumer compliance when national culture has high (vs low) uncertainty avoidance,
driven by goal compatibility. We propose that a post-failure recovery message with a
promotion focus achieves higher consumer compliance when the national culture has low (vs
high) uncertainty avoidance due to goal compatibility.

Method and Data
We conducted two studies across four different countries to test our hypotheses. Study 1
examines regulatory focus in the context of car recall notices. We recruited the employees of

2
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two automobile companies, one located in the UK (national culture with low UA) and the
other in Hungary (national culture with high UA) as participants. Study 1 tested the main
effect hypothesis (whether, on average, a promotion- or prevention-focus message elicits
higher compliance across national cultures) and moderating-effects hypotheses (the
moderating role of uncertainty avoidance on consumer compliance). Study 2 used the context
of a data breach at a financial bank, and we recruited graduate students from two Asian
countries: China (low UA) and South Korea (high UA). Study 2 replicated Study 1’s findings
and tested the mediation hypothesis (goal compatibility mediates the relationship between
regulatory focus theory x uncertainty avoidance on consumer compliance).

Summary of Findings
Our study offers three important insights. First, on average, a prevention-focused
message achieves greater compliance than a promotion-focused message. Second, a
prevention-focused message works better when national culture is characterized by high (vs
low) UA. Conversely, a promotion-focused message is more effective when the culture is low
(vs high) in UA. Third, goal compatibility mediates this interaction effect. That is, consumers
from a high-UA culture aim to avoid harm and a message framed as preventing harm (vs
promoting safety) is more compatible with consumers’ goal. In contrast, a promotion-focused
message is more compatible than a prevention-focused message with individuals from low
UA culture. The upshot is that such goal compatibility, in turn, determines consumer
compliance.

Key Contributions
In considering product safety incidents and data breaches as phenomena of liabilityinvoking failures, we contribute to the literature on product-harm crises and data breaches.
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These streams have focused on the impact of such crises or failures on company outcomes in
the product and financial markets (Cleeren, Dekimpe, and Helsen 2008; Liu et al. 2012; Liu
and Shankar 2015;). We extend this literature by considering affected consumer compliance
as a performance outcome (Cleeren, Dekimpe, and van Heerde 2017; Pagiavlas et al. 2021).
We contribute to the emerging literature on regulatory focus theory in an international
marketing context (e.g., Kumar et al. 2021; Westjohn et al. 2016). Our theory links regulatory
focus theory with message framing (e.g., Lee et al. 2021; Micu 2010) and argues that product
recall and data breach incidents can indicate an actual or a potential harm and make safety
salient to consumers. We empirically demonstrate that, on average, prevention-focused
messages achieve higher compliance than promotion-focused messages across national
cultures. We also take a cross-national perspective, observing consumers in four countries
(UK, Hungary, South Korea, and China) with varying levels of UA, to validate our
framework and confirm the role of national culture in consumer compliance and regulatory
focus theory.

References are available upon request.
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THE FUTURE OF ONLINE RETAILER BRANDS? – THE INFLUENCE OF VIRTUAL
TRY-ONS ON BRAND CHOICE AND INTER-CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

Luisa Thomas, Andrea Greven, RWTH Aachen University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Luisa Marie Thomas, RWTH
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Description: Our research empirically investigates the influence of consumers' virtual product
try-on technology usage on consumer brand choice, assessing the effectiveness of the technology
to increase private label choice and considering cross-cultural differences.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question – With thinning margins in online retail, many retailers have resorted to
offering private label (PL) brands, as they can help achieve higher profit margins (Martos-Partal
& González-Benito, 2011). However, especially in fashion, consumers often still prefer wellknown brand names (Mieres et al., 2006). Brands provide product information cues, from which
consumers infer quality and status, reducing so-called product quality uncertainty (Swait &
Valenzuela, 2006). Online, product uncertainty is elevated (Dimoka, Hong, and Pavlou 2012).
Hence, to promote online purchases, retailers are looking to reduce this uncertainty. A new
approach can be found in offering technology to try on products virtually, namely virtual try-ons
(VTOs), which are likely to reduce especially product fit uncertainty. Our research explores how
usage of VTO technology influences consumers' brand choice. Another factor influencing both
brand choice as well as technology adoption and usage is national culture (Bagchi, Hart, and
Peterson 2004; Erdem, Swait, and Valenzuela 2006). However, the intersection of these research
areas remains unexplored. We aim to close these research gaps by answering the following
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research questions: (1) How does virtual try-on (VTO) usage influence national-brand vs. privatelabel brand choice? (2) How does national culture impact brand choice in the context of VTO
usage?
Method and Data – We investigated the research questions using a large-scale dataset obtained
from a large European e-commerce retailer specialized on eyewear comprising browsing and
transaction data of over 1.15 million orders from January to December 2020. To have a large
sample with equally distributed observations per national culture, we included 8 countries with a
random sample of ~15,000 observations per country. We analyze the influence of VTO-usage on
brand choice and consider the moderation effect of five cultural dimensions (Uncertainty
Avoidance, Individualism, Masculinity, Indulgence, Long-term orientation). We conduct a logistic
regression for the binary dependent variable brand choice similar to related research (Noormann
& Tillmanns 2017). We extended the regression in a step-by-step logic, increasing the number of
predictors. The base relationships are moderated by national culture (Hofstede, 1980, 2010).
Control variables include customer age and gender, order value, return, previous purchases,
category, first and last touchpoint channel, as well as macroeconomic factors such as grossdomestic-product (GDP), following research that consumer-behavior differences are also
attributable to macroeconomic and political factors (Kumar and Krishnan 2002; Taras et al. 2012).
To ensure superior statistical soundness, we perform robustness checks to test for and counteract
multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, and endogeneity.
Summary of Findings – We found that usage of VTOs is positively associated with private label
choice. It seems that the VTO reduces product uncertainty by offering fit verification to consumers
and that this signal is stronger than that of a well-known national brand. Additionally, our results
indicate that national culture partially explains consumer heterogeneity in brand choice. The
influence of VTO usage on private label choice is significantly elevated for cultures with high
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levels of uncertainty avoidance, indulgence, and long-term orientation. On the other hand, highly
masculine cultures negatively moderate the base relationship, indicating that despite VTO usage,
national brands are preferred on average. The interaction with Individualism failed to be
significant. Overall, our findings indicate that VTOs provide superior product fit information and
can function as a signal, decreasing uncertainty and resulting in beneficial retailer outcomes via
increased private label purchases.
Key Contributions – We advance prior literature in several ways. From a theoretical perspective,
we contribute to marketing literature by applying inter-signal comparisons to technology, showing
that in our context the product fit signal outweighs the brand signal. We advance the previously
detached research areas of information-systems usage and brand literature, which are both
influenced by cultural tendencies, however, with scarce insights on the interface (Gürhan-Canli et
al. 2018). We add to cross-cultural literature, aiming to offer potential explanations for both
technology usage and purchase behavior in different cultures. We increase generalizability by
considering 8 countries – addressing the critique that only 11% of cross-cultural samples include
more than 5 cultures (Engelen & Brettel, 2011). Methodologically, our unique data sample with
real-world transaction and clickstream data enables us to overcome limitations of prior studies on
VTOs, which mainly use laboratory studies and primary data, limiting insights on actual consumer
behavior (Dacko, 2017). From a managerial perspective, practitioners could use our findings to
build e-commerce strategies around their brand portfolio, leveraging the try-on technology and
altering the approach country-by-country.
References are available upon request
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PRODUCT PURCHASE: THE MODERATING EFFECT OF CONSPICUOUSNESS
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Description: This paper investigates the moderating role of public vs. private consumption setting
on xenocentric consumers’ evaluations of and purchase intentions towards domestic and foreign
products.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Increased globalization provides consumers with new product consumption opportunities.
These opportunities could be in the form of domestic vs. foreign alternatives for several product
categories. This development led international marketing firms to consider cultural diversity as
well as consumer behavior diversity within countries when developing their marketing strategies.
Consumer xenocentrism is a key concept that has recently been proposed by Balabanis and
Diamantopoulos (2016) to explain consumers’ dispositions towards domestic and foreign
products. Using system justification theory (Jost & Banaji, 1994), the authors assert that consumers’
foreign product preference over a domestic alternative could be explained by their xenocentric
tendencies. Yet, despite the increase in its importance and contribution to international marketing,
there is a very limited number of studies on this topic. In fact, after reviewing the literature on
xenocentrism, it was revealed that less than 20 studies have been conducted since its introduction,
which emphasizes the urgent need for more research on consumer xenocentrism. Consequently,
drawing on system justification theory, we aim to answer the two questions below:
RQ1: What are the roles of brand origin and conspicuousness in the relationships between
consumer xenocentrism and purchase intention?
RQ2: Does product judgment mediate the impact of consumer xenocentrism on foreign
brand purchase intention?
Method and Data
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We selected Turkey as an empirical setting and received 201 complete responses to use in the main
analysis. The average age of respondents was 34.02 years, with ages ranging from 18 to 73 years.
Also, 57.7% of the participants were men while 43.3% held bachelor’s degrees. Finally, the
average monthly income level held by the participants was TL 6734.79 (or an equivalent of $406).
This study employed a 2 (brand origin: domestic vs foreign) x 2 (conspicuousness: private
consumption vs. public consumption) between-subjects experimental design and participants were
randomly assigned to the four scenarios. Concerning the product category, we selected joggers as
the focal product as they can be worn either at home or outside and there are both domestic and
foreign brand alternatives. We used fictional brands (foreign vs. domestic brands) of joggers to
avoid any brand-related confounds. Overall, we employed established measures to assess the key
constructs. We first designed the questionnaire in English and translated into Turkish using the
translation and back-translation method (Brislin, 1970). A pretest was conducted with 50
respondents to ensure effective semantic design. Finally, Cronbach’s alpha values for the scales
(> 0.807) provide evidence for the construct reliability.
Summary of Findings
We ran PROCESS Model 2 (Hayes, 2013) with 10,000 bootstrap resamples to test our hypotheses.
Results showed that conspicuousness moderates the relationship between xenocentrism and
purchase intention for domestic brands. More specifically, xenocentrism is negatively related to
purchase intentions both when the domestic brand is consumed at home (b = -.29, p = .01, CI: [.52, -.07]) and in public (b = -.37, p < .01, CI: [-.60,-.14]). This provides support for H1.
Furthermore, we ran a moderated mediation analysis through PROCESS Model 10 (Hayes, 2013)
with 10,000 bootstrap resamples to test our mediation hypothesis and obtain 95% bias-corrected
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bootstrap confidence intervals (BCCIs) for the indirect effects. Results revealed that product
judgement mediates the relationship between xenocentrism and purchase intention when the brand
is domestic and consumed in both private (bINDIRECT = -.18, CI: [-.34, -.02]) and public settings
(bINDIRECT = -.15, CI: [-.29, -.03]). Therefore, H2 is supported.
Key Contributions
This study has several implications for theory and practice. From a theoretical perspective, we
contribute to international marketing literature by revealing the pathways through which consumer
xenocentrism influences product judgment, and, ultimately, purchase intention. Our results also
provide support for the conditioning factors on the relationship between consumer xenocentrism
and product judgment.
Concerning the managerial implications, understanding the xenocentric behaviors of consumers
can help international brand managers effectively approach local consumers and achieve higher
company performance. International marketing and c-level managers can better decide whether to
enter a foreign developing market. Domestic brands of developing markets can drive sales among
high and low xenocentric consumers by highlighting (or concealing) the conspicuousness of the
product (i.e., public vs private use) in their marketing communication. They can also emphasize
the overall quality of the branded product, alongside its design and innovativeness. Finally,
patriotic campaigns (‘made in’, ‘shop local’, ‘nostalgia’) would encourage purchase intentions of
low xenocentric segments.
References are available upon request.
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consumption
Description: This empirical study demonstrates how interactive virtual presence (IVP) of
online bystanders in social media complaints can have a strong impact on complainants’
recovery expectations; more specifically, it shows how this influence is dependent on IVP’s
valence (positive vs. negative bystander comments), the type of consumption (conspicuous vs.
inconspicuous), and complainants’ cultural background (collectivistic vs. individualistic).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
In this pandemic era, online retailing has grown at a rapid pace worldwide with consumers
increasingly using social media channels for engaging with retailers (Euromonitor International
2021). Consumers consult retailers’ Facebook pages, etc. not only to obtain information prior
to purchases, but also to share their negative experiences following service failures with the
involved company and interested others (Weitzl and Hutzinger 2017). On social media,
complaining and recovery reactions both typically take place in public. This means that
potentially many other consumers can witness the communication as bystanders. Most of them
remain silent, whereas some become active and jump into this conversation by posting
comments that are supportive of the criticized retailer, neutral or against it (Schaefers and
Schamari 2016). For marketers, it is important to understand how these comments affect the
focal complainant’s recovery expectations. Prior research demonstrates that the actual presence
of others shapes consumer reactions (He et al. 2012). However, literature on the virtual presence
of others is still sparse. While some research has successfully demonstrated the impact of
bystanders’ activities during the online recovery process (Schaefers and Schamari 2016;
Hutzinger and Weitzl 2021), no efforts have been made to investigate the boundary conditions
of complainants’ cultural background and consumption type. This paper answers the call of
1
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service recovery researchers (e.g., Schaefers and Schamari, 2016; Van Vaerenbergh et al.,
2019) to examine how individual customer differences like cultural orientations impact public
online recoveries. Furthermore, this research strives to shed light on post-failure expectations
of complainants who consume conspicuously vs. inconspicuously. By doing so, we attempt to
answer the following research question: how do bystanders’ comments affect recovery
expectations following conspicuous (as compared to inconspicuous) consumption failures of
cross-cultural online complainants?
Method and Data
In this study, we employed a 2 (cultural background: individualistic vs. collectivistic) x 2
(consumption type: conspicuous vs. inconspicuous) x 2 (IVP: positive vs. negative) betweensubjects quasi-experimental-design. Participants were recruited from two countries (USA =
individualistic culture and India = collectivistic culture) that have contrasting national scores in
Hofstede (2001) individualism-collectivism dimension. Specifically, we recruited 242
participants from US (n = 128; male = 67%; 25- 45yrs age group = 41%) and India (n = 114;
male = 79%; 25- 45yrs age group = 60%) using Mturk and collected data online via Qualtrics
with a fully standardized questionnaire. Participants from each country were randomly assigned
to one of the four conditions and were asked to imagine that they had purchased a t-shirt from
a well-known brand that had either a famous logo prominently displayed on the t-shirt (i.e.,
conspicuous condition) or no logo displayed on the t-shirt (i.e., inconspicuous condition). Then,
participants were informed that they received an incorrect size and therefore contacted the
brand’s customer service on Facebook. Further, respondents were shown the reactions of
complaint bystanders. The comments were either positive or negative. After reading the
scenario, participants had to respond to several scales from established literature capturing
(amongst others) our key dependent variable, recovery expectation (Cronbach’s α = .96).
Because we recruited participants from two different cultures, we included questions assessing
the level of collectivism (6 items adapted from Hofstede’s scale; Cronbach’s α = .917). As
expected, we found that the participants in the individualistic (US) condition scored
significantly lower on the collectivism scale than their collectivistic (India) counterparts (MUSA
= 4.29; SD = 1.16 vs. MIndia = 5.62; SD = 0.73; t(240) = 10.53, p < .001).
Summary of Findings
Direct effects: An ANCOVA with consumption type, cultural background, and IVP as
independent variables and age, gender, income, education, marital status, as well as social
2
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media usage as controls, showed that consumption type directly impacted recovery expectation
(F(1,228) = 71.87, p < .001, partial η2 = .24), with respondents having significantly lower
recovery expectation for conspicuous consumption (MCC = 3.26; SD = 1.86 vs. MIC = 4.97; SD
= 1.57, F(1,234) = 62.18, p < .001, partial η2 = .21). Cultural background also influenced
recovery expectation (F(1,228) = 9.55, p < .01, partial η2 = .04), with respondents from India
having higher expectation than respondents from US (MIndia = 4.56; SD = 2.06 vs. MUSA = 3.70;
SD = 1.69; F(1,234) = 4.83, p <.05, partial η2 = .02). In contrast, IVP did not have a direct
effect on recovery expectation (F(1,228) = .68, p = .41).
Two-way interaction effects: interaction of consumption type and country was significant
(F(1,228) = 6.70, p < .05). Follow-up tests showed a significant difference in recovery
expectation between respondents from India and US for inconspicuous consumption (F(1,111)
= 13.95, p < .001, partial η2 = .11), as respondents from India showed a significantly higher
recovery expectation compared to respondents from the US (MIndia = 5.76; SD = 1.11 vs. MUSA
= 4.27; SD = 1.59). The interaction of comment polarity and country was significant (F(1,228)
= 13.76, p < .001, partial η2 = .06). Follow-up tests showed that when IVP was negative,
respondents from US had a lower recovery expectation than respondents from India (MIndia =
4.89; SD = 2.01 vs. MUSA = 3.19; SD = 1.58; F(1,109) = 18.25, p < .001, partial η2 = .14). For
positive IVP, there was no significant difference in recovery expectation across the two
countries (F(1, 117) = 1.02, p = .32).
Three-way interaction: interaction of comment polarity, consumption type, and country was
significant (F(1,228) = 8.33, p < .01, partial η2 = .035). Follow-up testing showed for
inconspicuous consumption, IVP valence did not have a significant effect on recovery
expectation (F(1,109) = 0.88, p = .35). Country significantly impacted participants’ recovery
expectation (F(1,109) = 13.59, p <.001, partial η2 = .11), with Indians showing higher recovery
expectations than US (MIndia = 5.76; SD = 1.11 vs. MUSA = 4.27; SD= 1.59). This confirmed the
hypothesis that positive and negative bystander comments lead to the same recovery
expectations within collectivistic as well as within individualistic cultures. For conspicuous
consumption, a significant interaction effect of IVP and country was present (F(1,113) = 16.62,
p < .001, partial η2 = .13): more specifically, in collectivistic culture, positive IVP decreased
recovery expectation (M = 2.78; SD = 1.83) as compared to negative bystander comments (M
= 4.05; SD = 2.22; F(1,50) = 4.54, p < .05, partial η2 = .08), supporting our second hypothesis.
In contrast, for the individualistic culture, positive bystander comments increased the recovery
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expectation (M = 3.86; SD = 1.48) as compared to negative bystander comments (M = 2.30; SD
= 1.35; F(1,57) = 12.88, p < .001, partial η2 = .18) thus confirming our final hypothesis.
Key Contributions
This research makes several contributions to both theory and practice: from the theoretical
perspective, this study advances our knowledge of the increasingly discussed topic of online
bystanders’ (i.e., consumers who observe the recovery process following service failures on
social media) role as co-creators of the online service recovery experience. Specifically, this
study extends the sparse research on the impact of others’ social presence on complainants’
recovery expectations, which are an important element of recovery satisfaction. By doing so,
we are the first to show that bystanders’ positive (i.e., company-supportive) and negative (i.e.,
company-criticizing) comments can be an important social signal to complainants, but their
influence is widely dependent on boundary conditions. We demonstrate that both consumption
type and culture are important moderators of this influence. Hence, we extend not only the
knowledge of co-created persuasion effects in a public online complaining setting, but also
consumer culture theory. Furthermore, we investigate the significance of conspicuous vs.
inconspicuous consumption and the role of prominently visible (vs. not visible) brand presence
when service failure experiences are shared with others online. Finally, this research helps to
better understand the intercultural differences in the conditions described above by showing
that complainants’ cultural background must be considered by the company to predict the
impact of social others’ opinions on their dissatisfied customers. By demonstrating that the
findings of the limited existing literature in social media service recovery may not be applicable
– as it is to consumers in collectivist cultures because opposite effects are suggested – we
answer Schaefers and Schamari’s (2016) call to investigate individual consumer differences.
As consumers in collectivist cultures (e.g., in Asia and the Middle East) are increasingly using
social media for complaining, we inform managers of global e-commerce firms on their
strategies to manage virtual presence.

References are available upon request.
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A NEW MARKETING MANIFESTO FOR A CHANGING CLIMATE
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Description:
Against the backdrop of marketing’s role in encouraging overconsumption as the main driver
of climate change, this study interrogates the current discourse in the top 10 marketing
textbooks, finding limited mention of marketing’s part in creating and perpetuating the climate
emergency and developing four possible remedies, including a new manifesto for marketing.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Curbing GHG emissions sufficiently to support human survival and flourishing on this planet
will require fundamental changes in human provisioning systems and consumption
preferences. Accordingly, the dominant social paradigm in high-income societies which
currently emphasizes materialism and consumerism, requires intensive scrutiny. The role of
marketing in exacerbating consumerism is evident; marketing historically is focused on
demand creation and a growth imperative at odds with climate change mitigation. A
fundamental rethinking of the marketing discipline will be warranted on route to a net zero
carbon economy and society; this requires a fundamental revision of the way in which
marketing practices are taught. Against this backdrop, our research takes a step towards
positive change by examining and evaluating dominant narratives on marketing’s role in the
climate emergency in textbooks, to provide a point of departure for reconceiving and
reinventing marketing education. Specifically, we ask “How do contemporary marketing texts
tackle marketing’s role in the climate emergency?” We answer that question by content
analyzing 2020’s best-selling 10 introductory marketing textbooks with potentially global
reach. These and other textbooks educate and shape pedagogy, and hence the knowledge, if not
values, of the next generation of citizens and business leaders.
Method and Data
We employed a four-step approach to content analysis. First, we obtained e-book versions of
the top ten ‘principles of marketing’ textbooks for 2020. Second, we created a list of key
climate change-related terms drawn from our reading of literature on the climate changebusiness nexus, and from government and NGO websites. Notably, these terms relate to climate
change in a narrow sense, not to environmental sustainability in a more general sense. Third,
we instructed two undergraduate research assistants (UGRAs) who participated in a Directed
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Research course for credit, to undertake a keyword search in the e-book (including table of
contents, body, glossary and index of textbooks), and to insert the excerpts found around the
terms into a spreadsheet. The authors audited the UGRA’s work by selecting five terms at
random. No discrepancies were detected. Finally, the UGRAs were instructed in coding the
identified text excerpts according to a predefined code plan to better understand the format and
context in which climate change-related terms are discussed in marketing textbooks. Using
deductive coding, each coder independently analyzed the text excerpts, then codes were
compared and coding discrepancies reconciled.
Summary of Findings
All ten textbooks made at least some reference to “emissions” (carbon or other), and eight
referred to “carbon footprint”. Five used the term “global warming”, and four “climate
change”. In total, climate change-related terms were mentioned 116 times across a total of
6,485 accumulated textbook pages (1.3%) in ten textbooks. In addition to determining word
counts, we content analyzed climate change-related statements. We extracted relevant text units
i.e. the sentence or paragraph containing the meaning unit referring to the relevant key term.
Typically, climate change-related terms were used for illustrative purposes, describing
corporate examples, sustainability-related strategies and marketing tools (e.g., “green”
products, “sustainability-related” communication), or were used in general statements about
corporate social responsibility initiatives. Two of the textbooks mentioned a key term in a
general reflection about the overall role of marketing. However, none of the textbooks offered
a critical analysis of the complex linkages between climate change, overconsumption and
marketing and observed realities (drought, floods, wildfires), and none mentioned activist
narratives (e.g. Greta Thunberg). In short, the role and responsibilities of marketing, whether
as a core mechanism or a potential remedy for the climate emergency, is largely invisible in
top selling textbooks.
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Key Contributions
The powerful tools of marketing have driven the greatest period of innovation and affluence in
history. Owing to those activities, the planet is rapidly approaching a climate tipping point; an
inconvenient truth mostly unacknowledged by marketing education stakeholders. It is time to
rethink our fundamental logics in ways that Gen Z students – the future generations inheriting
a degraded planet – find relevant and realistic. Our study encourages rethinking of marketing
academe and education. Its key contributions are, first, to provide initial empirical evidence of
the failure of introductory marketing textbooks to address one of humanity’s greatest
challenges, and to link climate change with marketing practices. Second, it presents possible
cultural and psychological explanations for the marketing discipline’s collective failure to
engage with climate change. Third, the study includes suggestions for marketing educators to
respond to the challenge. Finally, it offers a proposal for a new marketing manifesto to support
marketing researchers and educators in rethinking the discipline and its responsibilities in the
climate emergency; and to collectively support urgent transformation into a net zero carbon
society. This draft manifesto is available from the authors upon request.
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Description: This study examines how emotions evoked by cognitive and affective appraisals
influence attitude formation that lead to actual sustainable consumption behaviour as suggested in
the theories of consumer behaviours, particularly theory of planned behaviour and model of goal
directed behaviour..

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
A sustainable attitude but unsustainable behaviour phenomenon is posing challenges to
stakeholders who wish to encourage the practice of sustainable consumption behaviour among the
society for a better future. Prior studies on sustainable consumption behaviour have predominantly
used cognitive component as the focal point in examining attitude, and this could be one of the
leading causes of attitude-behaviour gap in sustainable consumption behaviour. Since attitude is a
multi-component phenomenon, it should be conceptualised as multi-component construct to
investigate the formation of attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour. Questionnairebased survey (N = 411) provides evidence that even in the absence of cognitive component,
attitude is still greatly influenced by other attitudinal components, namely affective, behavioural,
and normative responses. The results show that these three responses account for 61% of variance
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in individual’s attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour where behavioural response is
found to have the strongest impact, followed by self-conscious negative emotions in affective
response, and lastly normative response.

Introduction
The Earth is made up of highly dynamic system where changes in its atmospheric, biological, and
geological properties are expected to happen over the course of time, forcing humans to make
changes in their ways of living in order to adapt to such changes (GEC, 1992). However, the global
environmental change now is happening at a dramatic pace. If we continue to consume at the
current level, we would require nearly 2 Earths to maintain our living standards (UN Environment
Assembly, 2021). This shows that environmental changes that are occurring now are mainly
anthropogenic in nature. Consumption has significant impact on sustainability because every
decision consumers make – from what and how much to buy to how much to consume and how to
dispose – has a direct as well as indirect effect on environment and society (Trudel, 2019).
There are more businesses are incorporating sustainability as part of their business goals and
missions (McKinsey, 2014). From the consumers side, there is consistent evidence showing that
they have positive attitudes towards sustainability (Luchs, Phipps, & Hill, 2015). Some research
suggests that 7 in every 10 consumers are more likely to purchase products and services from a
company with sustainable practices (G&S Business Communications, 2014). As a result of such
preferences, businesses are changing their business model to include sustainable products and
services in their portfolio. However, despite the huge interest displayed by consumers as reported
in sustainable consumption studies, in real life, only a small percentage of consumers are found to
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be putting concerted effort to make a change in their behaviour by consuming less or consuming
differently (Phipps et al., 2013; Prothero et al., 2011).
Table 1 summarises the recent literature on attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
As it can be observed from the Table 1, the research interests lie in examining consumers’ attitude
only from the cognitive angle. Investigating attitude from one perspective is insufficient to get a
broader and deeper understanding of the phenomenon due to incomplete conceptualization and
operationalization of attitude construct (Bagozzi, 1979). Attitude is a multi-component
phenomenon; therefore, it should be conceptualised as a multi-component construct to examine
the formation of attitude towards a chosen behaviour. Accordingly, this study considers three types
of attitudinal responses in the process of attitude formation. These responses include affective
response, behavioural response, and normative response.
In this study, cognitive dimension of attitude formation is excluded because of the well-established
role of this dimension in attitude formation and its high correlation between cognitive and
normative dimensions (Miniard & Cohen, 1981). Furthermore, people in general find it easier to
express their views and opinions about normative dimension as compared to cognitive dimensions
(Ridge, 2014). Due to this, affective, behavioural, and normative responses leading to the attitude
formation are examined in this study.
Eagly and Chaiken (1993) defines attitude as “a psychological tendency that is expressed by
evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favour and disfavour”. This means that prior to
forming an attitude towards an object, a person has to go through an evaluation phase. Hence, the
three types of responses leading to attitude formation are derived from an evaluation, or appraisal
object. Most appraisals have two dimensions and therefore, this study focuses on both cognitive
appraisal and affective appraisal. These two appraisals evoke affective responses (manifested in
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the other-focused and self-conscious emotions), behavioural responses and normative responses
which leads to the formation of attitude. Zajonc (1980) proposed that affect and cognition are
controlled by two separate systems in the brain; though they can affect one another, they are
believed to operate independently. Both affective and cognitive appraisals involve the evaluation
of the objects/behaviour and result into the normative, behavioural, and affective responses
(experience of the self-conscious emotions as well as other-focused emotions). Moreover, affective
appraisal is a person’s first reaction to stimuli which can either pass through a cognitive process,
or even through a noncognitive process. The self-conscious emotions theory discussed in Weiner
(1980)’s Cognitive-Emotion-Action Model of Motivated Behaviour says that these emotions are
stemmed from an appraisal process and may be responsible specific behaviours.
As discussed above, the gap in understanding the role of appraisal in attitude formation could be
the cause for attitude-behaviour inconsistency. Both attitude formation and appraisal in prior
studies focused primarily on the cognitive dimension only. Therefore, this shows that there is an
evident need to extend and complement previous studies by examining how emotions evoked by
cognitive and affective appraisals influence attitude formation that lead to actual sustainable
consumption behaviour as suggested in the theories of consumer behaviours, particularly theory
of planned behaviour and model of goal directed behaviour.

Hypotheses Development
Based on the above discussion, nine hypotheses are developed as follow:
H1a: Individuals’ positive affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their other-focused affective response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H1b: Individuals’ cognitive appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their other-focused affective response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
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H1c: Individuals’ positive affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their self-conscious positive affective response towards sustainable consumption
behaviour.
H1d: Individuals’ cognitive appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their self-conscious positive affective response towards sustainable consumption
behaviour.
H1e: Individuals’ negative affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is negatively
associated with their self-conscious negative affective response towards sustainable consumption
behaviour.
H2a: Individuals’ positive affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their behavioural response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H2b: Individuals’ negative affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is negatively
associated with their behavioural response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H2c: Individuals’ cognitive appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their behavioural response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H3a: Individuals’ positive affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their normative response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H3b: Individuals’ negative affective appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is negatively
associated with their normative response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H3c: Individuals’ cognitive appraisal of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their normative response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H4a: Individuals’ other-focused affective response of sustainable consumption behaviour is
positively associated with their attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H4b: Individuals’ self-conscious positive affective response of sustainable consumption behaviour
is positively associated with their attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H4c: Individuals’ self-conscious negative affective response of sustainable consumption
behaviour is negatively associated with their attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
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H4d: Individuals’ behavioural response of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H4e: Individuals’ normative response of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H5a: Individual attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour positively influences their
desire for sustainable consumption behaviour.
H5b: Individual subjective norm positively influences their desire for sustainable consumption
behaviour.
H5c: Individual perceived behavioural control positively influences their desire for sustainable
consumption behaviour.
H6a: Individual desire for sustainable consumption behaviour positively influenced their intention
to consume sustainably.
H6b: Individuals’ subjective norms about sustainable consumption behaviour are positively
associated with their intention towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H6c: Individuals perceived behavioural control of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively
associated with their intention towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
H7: Individuals’ normative response of sustainable consumption behaviour is positively associated
with their subjective norms about sustainable consumption behaviour.
H8: Individuals’ intention towards sustainable consumption behaviour positively influences their
actual sustainable consumption behaviour.
H9: Individuals’ actual sustainable consumption behaviour positively influences their future goal
to consume sustainably in future.
Method and Data
Sample of respondents for this study is drawn using snowball sampling. Respondents are
Malaysian adults residing and working in greater Kuala Lumpur area, Putrajaya, and Selangor.
The criteria of eligibility for taking part in the questionnaire-based survey included the age (20
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years old and above) and proficiency in English Language. A total of 411 of responses are collected
for data analysis. This study used partial least squares based structural equation modelling (PLSSEM) for the statistical analyses of the collected data to examine the relationships pattern among
the variables in this model. The measurement of variables is presented in Table 2.

Summary of Findings
Internal consistency reliability is measured using Cronbach’s alpha (⍺) and composite reliability
(CR). Values of Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability of the measurement are between .70
and .90. which means it has achieved the satisfactory values. Convergent validity is established as
the outer loadings of all the indicators are above .70, and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of
each indicator is higher than .50. Discriminant validity is confirmed through cross-loadings,
Fornell-Larcker, and Heterotrait-Monotrait ratios (HTMT) of the correlations. Cross-loadings
assessment of this study exhibited that the loadings of indicators are higher in each respective
construct than in the rest of the other constructs. Fornell-Larcker criterion is also examined by
comparing the square root of the AVE values with other latent variables (Hair et al., 2017). The
square root of each construct’s AVE is greater than its highest correlation with any other construct.
The HTMT ratios for all constructs were below .85 except for Intention and desire. A value of .88
for Intention and Desire is acceptable because both constructs are conceptually similar.
Discriminant validity is established as all three criteria are met.
Structural model is also examined. All nine hypotheses are supported by the data of this study.
Positive evaluations in affective appraisal (ß = .46; S.E.= .06; p = .000) and cognitive appraisal
(ß = .32; S.E.= .07; p = .000) have a significant positive relationship with individuals’ otherfocused emotions in affective response towards sustainable consumption behaviour. Therefore,
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H1a and H1b are supported. Positive evaluations in affective appraisal (ß = .44; S.E.= .06; p = .000)
and cognitive appraisal (ß = .33; S.E.= .07; p = .000) have a significant positive relationship with
individuals’ self-conscious positive emotions in affective response towards sustainable
consumption behaviour. Therefore, H1c and H1d are supported. Negative evaluations in affective
appraisal (ß = .70; S.E.= .04; p = .000) has a significant relationship with individuals’ selfconscious negative emotions in affective response towards sustainable consumption behaviour.
Therefore, H1e is supported.
Positive evaluations in affective appraisal (ß = .32; S.E.= .07; p = .000); negative evaluations in
affective appraisal (ß = -.20; S.E.= .04; p = .000); and cognitive appraisal (ß = .36; S.E.= .07; p
= .000) were found to have significant positive relationship with individuals’ behavioural response
towards sustainable consumption behaviour. Therefore, H2a, H2b, and H2c are supported.
Positive evaluations in affective appraisal (ß = .45; S.E.= .05; p = .000); negative evaluations in
affective appraisal (ß = .09; S.E.= .04; p = .019); and cognitive appraisal (ß = .21; S.E.= .06; p
= .001) were found significantly related to individuals’ normative response towards sustainable
consumption behaviour. Therefore, H3a, H3b, and H3c are supported.
Other-focused positive emotions in affective response (ß = .11; S.E.= .05; p = .040); self-conscious
positive emotions in affective response (ß = .16; S.E.= .06; p = .008); self-conscious negative
emotions in affective response (ß = -.20; S.E.= .04; p = .000); behavioural response (ß = .37;
S.E.= .05; p = .000); and normative response (ß = .19; S.E.= .04; p = .000) were positively related
to attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour. Therefore, H4a, H4b, H4c, H4d, and H4e
are supported.
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Attitude (ß = .45; S.E.= .05; p = .000); subjective norm (ß = .28; S.E.= .05; p = .000); and perceived
behavioural control (ß = .21; S.E.= .05; p = .000) have significant positive relationship with desire
towards sustainable consumption behaviour. Therefore, H5a, H5b, and H5c are supported.
Desire (ß = .49; S.E.= .05; p = .000); subjective norm (ß = .35; S.E.= .04; p = .000); and perceived
behavioural control (ß = .11; S.E.= .04; p = .004) have significant positive relationship with
intention towards sustainable consumption behaviour. Therefore, H6a, H6b, and H6c are supported.
Normative response (ß = .63; S.E.= .03; p = .000) was found to be significantly related to subjective
norms about sustainable consumption behaviour. Therefore, H7 is supported.
Intention (ß = .63; S.E.= .04; p = .000) was found to be positively related to actual sustainable
consumption behaviour. Therefore, H8 is supported.
Actual sustainable consumption behaviour (ß = .64; S.E.= .03; p = .000) was found to be positively
influencing their goal to consume sustainably in future. Therefore, H9 is supported.
Statement of Key Contributions
This study contributes three notable findings, particularly in attitude and behaviour of sustainable
consumption. Firstly, results show that affective response play a substantial role in influencing
one’s attitude towards consuming sustainably, even in the absence of cognitive responses.
Secondly, this study re-conceptualizes the attitude construct. Results show that the three responses
account for 61% of variance in individual’s attitude towards sustainable consumption behaviour
where behavioural response is found to have the strongest impact, followed by self-conscious
negative emotions in affective response and normative response. Lastly, the frequently mentioned
weak relationship between subjective norms and intentions is addressed in this study by treating
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cognitive and affective appraisal as the antecedents of normative response, and normative response
is hypothesized as the antecedent of subjective norm. The results show that by incorporating
appraisals in normative response, it enhances the relationship between subjective norm and
intention. In fact, subjective norm is the strongest predictor of intention to consume sustainably.
This study also provides several insights to marketing practitioners. Firstly, marketers can get
consumers to involve actively in their mission to create a more sustainable society by
acknowledging consumers for their sustainable consumption behaviours through a thank-you note
or a rebate on their bill which act as a positive reinforcement and encourage them to continue such
behaviour. Furthermore, results show that consumers are more concerned about themselves than
others, therefore marketing practitioners who wish to organize campaign to raise awareness for
sustainable consumption, the message should focus more on how sustainable consumption can
bring benefits to oneself instead of how it is helping the environment or society. This study also
finds that females relatively more inclined towards practicing sustainable consumption, and that
consumers’ intention to consume sustainably is greatly affected by their family members, hence
marketing efforts related to promoting sustainable consumption should pay more attention to
woman as they are more capable of influencing the behaviour of their family member.

Limitations and Future Research
This research adopts self-reporting survey method to understand sustainable consumption
behaviour and the result may not necessarily reflect the true emotions or responses of the
respondents. Thus, experimental research can be considered in future research to address this
concern, and to examine whether similar results are observed in experimental research. Majority
of respondents in this research are Malaysian, and Malaysian are known to be a collectivist society
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and more susceptible to family’s influence. Responses may not be the same to non-Asian countries
or to Individualistic society. Therefore, a cross-cultural study is recommended between
individualistic (e.g., United States) and collective (e.g., Malaysia) society to better understand the
differences or similarities between the two contexts in regard to sustainable consumption
behaviour.
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Appendix
Table 1 Summary of Recent Literature on Attitude towards Sustainable Consumption
Author
Shalender
Sharma
Aboelmaged

Year Model Used
& 2021 Theory of planned
behaviour
2021 Theory of planned
behaviour
Wang & Wong
2020 Theory of planned
behaviour
Liu, Liu, & Mo
2020 Theory of planned
behaviour
Ting,
Hsieh, 2019 Theory of planned
Chang, & Chen
behaviour
Yang & Zhang
2018 Theory of planned
behaviour
Vantamay
2018 Theory of planned
behaviour
Wong, Hsu, & 2018 Theory of planned
Chen
behaviour
Hwang, & Lee
2017 Cognitive,
affective,
normative,
and moral factors
Jansson, Nordlund, 2017 Norms, Attitudes,
& Westin
Opinions
Yadav & Pathak
2017 Theory of planned
behaviour
Liobikienè,
2016 Theory of planned
Mandravickaitė, &
behaviour
Bernatonienè
Dermody,
2015 Self-identity
Hanmer-Lloyd,
Koenig-Lewis, &
Zhao
Lee, Levy, & Yap 2015 Theory
of
Consumption
Values
Yoon
2015 Model of goal
directed behaviour
Chen & Tung
2014 Theory of planned
behaviour
Lee
2014 Social cognitive
theory

Context
Intention to adopt electric vehicles in India
E-waste recycling behaviour
Marketing environmental-friendly hotels in
China through religious segmentation
Chinese consumers’ green purchase intention
Consumers’ intention to stay in green hotels
Understanding
consumers’
sustainable
consumption intention in China
Determinants of intention to perform
sustainable consumption
Consumers’ attitude and purchase intention
towards suboptimal food products
Convention traveller’s pro-environmental
decision formation
Study on attitudinal constructs related to the
adoption of electric vehicles
Consumers’ green purchase behaviour in
developing nations
Understanding the green buying behaviour in
EU
Using pro-environmental self-identity to
explain sustainable consumption
behaviour
Factors
that
encourage
sustainable
consumption among citizens in NZ.
Consumers’ intention formation in selecting
environmentally responsible hotel
Consumers’ intention to stay in green hotels
Predictors of sustainable consumption among
the young, educated consumers
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Table 2 Original and modified measurement of variables
Variables/Dimension
Attitudes

Subjective norm

Perceived
Control

Desire

Behavioural

Original
Items
(as
reported in the literature)
I think that to keep a diet in
order to decrease my body
weight during the next 4
weeks is
- useless/useful
- ineffective/effective
disadvantageous/advantage
ous
- stupid/intelligent
- punishing/rewarding
- foolish/wise
- unpleasant/pleasant
- joyless/joyful
- boring/exciting
- unattractive/attractive
- unenjoyable/enjoyable
List
the
three
most
important persons for you
and indicate how much each
of them would approve or
disapprove of you doing
physical exercise in order to
decrease your body weight
during the next 4 weeks.
1. How much control do
you have over keeping
to a diet in order to
decrease your body
weight during the next
4 weeks.
2. For me to keep to a diet
during the next 4 weeks
in order to decrease my
body
weight
is
difficult/easy.

Modified Items (as used in this study)

Source

I think that practicing sustainable
consumption behaviour as described on the
first page of this questionnaire is
- useless/useful
- ineffective/effective
- disadvantageous/advantageous
- stupid/intelligent
- punishing/rewarding
- foolish/wise
- unpleasant/pleasant
- joyless/joyful
- boring/exciting
- unattractive/attractive
- unenjoyable/enjoyable

Perugini
and
Bagozzi
(2001)

1.

1.

2.

3.
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I desire to do physical
exercise in the next 4
weeks in order to
decrease my body
weight. (False -->True)
My desire for doing
physical exercise in the
next 4 weeks in order to
decrease my body
weight can be described
as…
I want to do physical
exercise in the next 4
weeks in order to

(Most people/family members/spouse/close
friends/colleagues) whose opinions I value
most would approve of my practicing
sustainable consumption behaviour as
described on the first page of this
questionnaire.
1.

2.

2.

3.

How much control do you have over
your
sustainable
consumption
behaviour as described on the first
page of this questionnaire?
For me to practice sustainable
consumption behaviour as described
on the first page of this questionnaire
is difficult/easy.

I desire to practice sustainable
consumption behaviour as described
on the first page of this questionnaire.
My desire for sustainable consumption
behaviour as described on the first
page of this questionnaire as (no desire
at all/very strong).
I want to practice sustainable
consumption behaviour as described
on the first page of this questionnaire.
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decrease my body
weight. (False --> True)
Intention

1.

2.

3.

Actual
Sustainable
Consumptio
n Behaviour

Frequenc
y of past
behaviour
Recency
of
past
behaviour

Behavioural Response

I am planning to keep to
a diet in order to
decrease my body
weight during the next
4 weeks.
I will expend effort on
dieting to decrease my
body weight during the
next 4 weeks.
intend to keep to a diet
in order to decrease my
body weight.

1.

2.

3.

How often did you do
physical exercise during the
past year to decrease your
body weight [stay the same
body weight]?
How often did you do
physical exercise during the
past four weeks to decrease
your body weight [stay the
same body weight]?
1. In order to increase my
studying effort, I have
done [Activity X]
during the previous 4
weeks.

How often did you (bring your
own/recycling used clothes) during the past
one year as part of your sustainable
consumption behaviour?

1.

In order to achieve my goal of
sustainable lifestyle, I carry my own
bags / boxes/ containers / bottles
/cutlery/straw etc. for use outside my
home.

2.

2.

(Bringing my own/recycling used
clothes) will help me achieve my goal
of sustainable lifestyle.

(Ajzen,
2019)

My goal to continue achieving
sustainable lifestyle in future can be
best expressed as
My goal to continue practicing
sustainable consumption behaviour in
future can be best expressed as
My goal to continue bringing my own
bags/boxes/containers/bottles/cutlery/s
traw etc. in future can be best expressed
as

Bagozzi
and
Edwards
(2000)

Generally, I'm very aware of
sustainable consumption.
I
reflect
about
sustainable
consumption a lot.

Fenigstei
n et al.
(1975)

Future
Goal
for 1.
Continuance
of
Sustainable Consumption
Behaviour

My walking on a
treadmill for at least 30
minutes each day in the
forthcoming month will
lower
my
blood
pressure.

How often did you (bring your
own/recycling used clothes) during the past
four weeks as part of your sustainable
consumption behaviour?

My goal to lose weight 1.
in the next three months
can be best expressed as
2.
3.

Cognitive Appraisal

I am planning to practice sustainable
consumption behaviour as described
on the first page of this questionnaire
during the next 2 months.
I will expend effort on practicing
sustainable consumption behaviour as
described on the first page of this
questionnaire during the next 2
months.
I intend to practice sustainable
consumption behaviour as described
on the first page of this questionnaire.

1.
2.

Generally, I'm not very
aware of myself.
I reflect about myself a
lot.

1.
2.
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3.
4.

5.

Normative
Response

Normativ
e belief

Motivatio
n
to
comply

Affective
Response

Affective
Appraisal

I’m generally attentive
to my inner feelings.
I sometimes have the
feeling that I’m off
somewhere watching
myself.
I’m usually aware of
my appearance.

My family thinks that I
should/I should not walk on
a treadmill for at least 30
minutes each day in the
forthcoming month.
When
it
comes
to
exercising, how much do
you want to do what your
family thinks you should
do?

Otherfocused
emotions

Contempt, Righteous anger,
Disgust,
Elevation,
Gratitude

Selfconscious
positive
emotions
Selfconscious
negative
emotions
Positive
evaluation
s

Moral Pride

Negative
evaluation
s

Sleepy,
Gloomy,
Unpleasant, Distressing

Shame,
Embarrassment

Guilt,

Arousing,
Exciting,
Pleasant, Relaxing

3.
4.
5.

I'm generally attentive to my inner
feelings
about
sustainable
consumption.
I sometimes have the feeling that I'm
practicing sustainable consumption
behaviour.
I'm usually aware of my sustainable
consumption behaviour.

(My
family
members/spouse/close
friends/colleagues) think that I should
practice
sustainable
consumption
behaviour on a regular basis.
When it comes to practicing sustainable
consumption behaviour as described on the
first page of this questionnaire, how much
do you want to do what your (family
members/spouse/close friends/colleagues)
think you should do?
I feel (elevated/gratitude) when I practice
Sustainable Consumption Behaviour as
described on the first page of the
questionnaire.
I feel (pride) when I practice Sustainable
Consumption Behaviour as described on
the first page of the questionnaire.
I feel (shame/guilt/pride/embarrassed)
when I practice Sustainable Consumption
Behaviour as described on the first page of
the questionnaire.
Rate the feelings on the scale of 1-9 after
reading the paragraphs on the first page of
the questionnaire.
Arousing, Exciting, Pleasant, Relaxing
Rate the feelings on the scale of 1-9 after
reading the paragraphs on the first page of
the questionnaire.
Gloomy, Unpleasant, Distressing
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BALANCED PURPOSE: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON HOW SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURS BALANCE MARKET AND SOCIAL NEEDS IN LIGHT OF
MISSION HYBRIDITY
Ilias Ikarri, RWTH Aachen University
For further information, please contact Ilias Ikarri, M.Sc., ikarri@time.rwth-aachen.de
Keywords: Social Entrepreneurship, Self-Efficacy, Mission Hybridity, Effectuation
Description: This study examines the relationship of social entrepreneurial self-efficacy and
social venture performance and the moderating effect of effectual decision-making practices.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
By the nature of their entrepreneurial endeavor, social entrepreneurs inevitably have to deal with a
hybrid mission entailing a commercial and social ambition. Particularly the latter is often complex
and multi-faceted and increasingly sparks scholarly interest as social entrepreneurs commonly
contribute to the social good (Saebi, Foss, and Linder 2019). The hybrid mission of social
entrepreneurs does not only imply them to develop specific individual characteristics for the intent
to embark on such a journey, e.g. a strong belief that change is possible, but also to face a
continuous tension of balancing market-related commercial and prosocial trade-off decisions
(Ebrahim, Battilana, and Mair 2014). Scholarly attention in preceding research predominantly
focused on determining drivers of aspiring entrepreneurs’ intent to engage in social
entrepreneurship (Bacq and Alt 2018; Hockerts 2017). Beyond intention, scholars began
researching how to combine different decision-making approaches such as bricolage, causation,
and effectuation over a social venture’s lifecycle based on first case study research (Journal,
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Servantie, and Rispal 2018) and how to apply the latter for opportunity identification (Corner and
Ho 2010). This study now examines how social entrepreneurs’ social entrepreneurial self-efficacy
is linked to social venture performance, and what role effectual decision-making plays in that
relationship.

Research Question
The academic discourse is subject to two research gaps. First, we lack a perspective on whether
individual-level self-efficacy, beyond the mere intent to engage in social entrepreneurship, is linked
to actual hybrid performance outcomes. Recent publications in this field, therefore, state that it
“seems important to extend the main outcome variable to include observable action […] rather than
self-reported intention” (e.g. Saebi, Foss, and Linder 2019, p.10). Second, it is unclear which
decision-making approaches help social entrepreneurs translate self-efficacy into positive
outcomes along with their hybrid mission. Researchers have argued that different decision-making
approaches can be considered a learnable capability to adopt in the social entrepreneurial practice
(Servantie and Rispal 2018; Yusuf and Sloan 2015), however, we see a gap in the academic
discourse as there is no empirical investigation in light of mission hybridity. Consequently, we
formulate the overarching research question: How is social entrepreneurial self-efficacy linked to
social venture performance, and what role does effectual decision-making play in that relationship?
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Method and Data
We conducted an online-based survey with German entrepreneurs to validate the outlined
hypotheses. Data collection was finalized in December 2021 and resulted in a data set comprising
more than 1,300 respondents.
Our empirical assessment is based on well-established theoretical constructs. Social
Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy is measured by the scale developed by Hockerts (2017). We thereby
follow scholarly guidance to use a measure of self-efficacy adapted specifically to the respective
domain of social entrepreneurship (Bacq and Alt 2018; Newman et al. 2019). We measure our
moderating variable effectual decision-making as conceptualized by Chandler et al. (2011), with
the respective sub-dimensions experimentation, affordable loss, flexibility, and pre-commitments.
The hybrid performance outcome social venture performance is conceptualized with the variables
scale of social impact as used by Bacq and Eddleston (2018) and economic performance as used
by Vorhies and Morgan (2005).
We tested our research model and data collection set-up with experienced scholars and applied
several remedies proposed by Podsakoff et al. (2003) to avoid common method bias. We followed
a dyadic approach in data collection to prevent a potential single informant bias and included a set
of individual and firm-level controls.

Summary of Findings
Our findings based on the complete data set confirm our hypotheses. We find that social
entrepreneurial self-efficacy is positively related to social venture performance as a hybrid
performance outcome (β=+.074, p=.0144). Hence, hypothesis 1 is confirmed by the regression.
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Further, we find that this relationship is strengthened by effectual decision-making (β+0.124,
p=.0073). Therefore, the purposeful application of effectual-decision making is useful in translating

perceived self-efficacy into actual performance outcomes along with a hybrid mission.
Our findings empirically underline that social entrepreneurs, in light of the complexities arising
from a market-oriented commercial interest and a prosocial ambition, benefit from a strong belief
in their very own capability to drive social change. Further, we find that effectual decision-making
can help handle the aforementioned complexity and translating their perceived self-efficacy into
actual performance outcomes along with their hybrid mission.

Key Contributions
Our study makes two contributions at the intersection of entrepreneurship, decision-making, and
marketing theory. First, we shed light on the antecedents of social entrepreneurial performance
outcomes, specifically entrepreneurs’ individual characteristics, and thus add richness to the recent
academic discourse (e.g. Grimes et al. 2013; Hockerts 2017; Mair, Mayer, and Lutz 2015; Saebi,
Foss, and Linder 2019). We thereby broaden the academic lens by examining the role of selfefficacy beyond the mere intent to engage in social entrepreneurship (e.g. Hockerts 2017) as we
look into the effect of self-efficacy on hybrid performance outcomes. Our study finds that
entrepreneurial self-efficacy is linked to achieving both the commercial and social mission inherent
to social enterprises.
Second, as we conduct the first empirical study that examines whether effectual decision-making
can help cope with mission hybridity, we advance entrepreneurship research by broadening our
view on viable decision-making approaches to overcome the challenges that are inherent to this
phenomenon (Saebi, Foss, and Linder 2019). In turn, we also enrich effectuation theory as we add
4
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empirical insight into its applicability in the field of social entrepreneurship and provide a
conceptual explanation of why social entrepreneurs should consider an effectual decision-making
approach.
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CAN KARMIC NUDGE INDUCE SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOR?

Satadruta Mookherjee
For further information, please contact Satadruta Mookherjee, Assistant Professor, Grenoble
Ecole de Management (satadruta.mookherjee@grenoble-em.com)

Keyword: Karma, nudge, pro-environmental behavior, green consumption, sustainability
Description: The paper examines the effectiveness of karmic nudge in encouraging
environmental consciousness and pro-environmental behavior.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

RESEARCH QUESTION
Karma is defined as a cosmic “moral law of causation,” such that one’s actions, good
and bad, result in positive and negative consequences, respectively (Atkinson 1908; Rao
1987). Thus, there is a focus is on long-run consequences (Kopalle, Lehmann and Farley,
2010) which can impact the behavior of beings. The recent pandemic which supposedly
originated from consuming odd species (Reddy and Milton, 2020) bringing the world to a
standstill for over two years, has once again highlighted the consequence of our behavior or
karma towards the planet. In fact, it has raised this question that maybe such events (like the
pandemic or extreme weather) are a way for nature to rectify our wrongs and reset the
balance. As extant research observes (Converse, Risen and Carter, 2012), the experience of
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awaiting an uncontrollable outcome increases the likelihood of people to engage in good
deeds. In the context of the market too, researchers have observed that belief in karma
moderates the consumers’ tendency to transmit the type of word of mouth (Valenzuela,
Bonezzi and Szabo-Douat, 2018). In this research, our objective is to examine if nudging
consumers (Demarque et al. 2015) about karmic consequences can result in environmental
consciousness and pro-environmental behavior.

METHOD AND DATA
To test our hypotheses, we conduct an experiment with two conditions. Eighty USbased participants took the survey on Prolific for a payment where we randomly presented
one of the two conditions. We present a visual stimulus of the decaying planet with a
message about saving the planet in both conditions but with an explicit message triggering
karmic consciousness in the treatment condition and without the message in the control
condition. We then measure their awareness of the environmental implications (like humans
are abusing the environment and the present course of actions will bring about a
catastrophe) and the intention towards pro-environmental behavior (like going out of my way
to help recycling campaigns and donate to help an environmentalist organization; Castaneda
et al. 2015; White and Simpson, 2013) using a 9-point Likert scale (1=Much less likely,
9=Much more likely).

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Results of the means and ANOVA analysis revealed that those who were primed with
the karmic message had a significantly higher realization (alpha=0.8) of the environmental
implications (Mk=7.1, Mc=6.5, t=2, p=0.05). In terms of behavioral consequences

2
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(alpha=0.8) too we observe a significantly higher intention to engage in pro-environmental
behavior (Mk=7.1, Mc=6.3, t=2.1, p=0.04).

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
The contribution of this research is two folds. First, it shows that nudging the
consumers with the karmic message generates a higher consciousness of the environmental
implications. Secondly, it identifies that the karmic message can push the consumers towards
sustainable behavior. Managerially, this has important implications for green marketers or
those who are selling sustainable, eco-friendly products. The marketers can use this karmic
nudge through their communication, taglines, etc. to push the customers to make a
sustainable choice.

References are available upon request
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CAN
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HUMANIZE

DOGS
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PROTECT

THEM?

THE

ROLE

OF

HUMANIZATION ON EMPATHY AND ANIMAL PROTECTION

Chi-Cheng Luan, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
Ngoc Anh Pham, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
Su Zhang, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University

For further information, please contact: Chi-Cheng Luan, Dr, National Yang Ming Chiao
Tung University (cluan@nycu.edu.tw)

Keywords: anthropomorphism, consumer behavior, experimental study

Description: This research provides insights to develop humanization advertising strategy
which applies the humanization effect on non-human for stray dog helping behavior and
empathy plays a mediated role in the relationship between humanization and donation intention
as well as donation amount.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Humanization is defined as the attribution of human characteristics to non-human entities like
things or events (Stewart 1993) and can trigger empathy because the non-human objects are
humanlike. For example, people tend to empathize with human-looking robots (Riek,
Rabinowitch, Chakrabarti and Robinson 2009). Empathy plays a significant role in saving
shelter animals after a video or touching story in the donation campaign (Young et al. 2018).
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Thus, the humanization effect on donation should be mediated by empathy. A natural question
then arises: How does humnization advertising strategy affect consumer behavior on helping
animals?
Consumers should feel greater empathy and willingness to donate to the dog in the humanized
ad than non-humanized.
Method and Data
Study 1
Ad design
The humanization way we used was subtle humanization, which refers to link a non-human
object with human characteristics by using humanized pronouns (i.e., he, she, or they) instead
of nonhuman pronouns (it) (Reavey et al. 2018). In advertising messages, secondary emotion
was manipulated as it is uniquely human with a high order cognition (Vaes, Paladino and
Leyens 2002). Therefore, we used ‘optimistic’ to describe the dog’s secondary emotion in the
humanized ad, whereas “It” was used to indicate the dog without humanlike secondary
emotions in the non-humanized ad”.
Participants and procedure
The data was collected from Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk). Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the two conditions (non-humanized vs. humanized). After deleting the
responses without answering most of the questions and that did not pass the attention check,
237 participants were used for the following analysis. The manipulation check on humanization
level was successful (Mnon-humanized= -.3710, SD = .7947; Mhumanized= .3497, SD = 1.0493, p
< .001) based on Reavey et al. (2018) (e.g., ‘The advertisement clearly shows the dog as if it
were a human.’). Then, participants were asked to indicate empathy through five items (𝛼 =
.887) (e.g., ‘I can felt what the dog was experiencing.’; Bagozzi and Moore 1994). Donation
intention was measured by ? items (𝛼 = .958) (e.g., ‘I am likely to donate.’; Merchant, Ford,
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3
and Sargeant 2010). Respondents were asked to decide the donation amount from $1 to $10
(e.g., ‘How much are you willing to donate if you have ten dollars?’).
Study 2
Ad design
Since the humanization way in study 1 was not effective to increase donation via empathy, we
found another humanization way adapted from Butterfield, Hill and Lord (2012); that is, all
participants saw the same picture of the dog without the humanized descriptive language as
study 1. Participants in the humanized condition rated five items regarding humanized
characteristics with a seven-point scale (e.g., ‘This dog has a good sense of humor.’) and those
in the non-humanized condition rated five items regarding non-humanized characteristics (e.g.,
‘This dog would have a good sense of smell.’).
Participants and procedure
Study 2 data was also collected from 277 Mturk samples. Participants were randomly assigned
to rate one of two conditions (humanized vs. non-humanized) and answered a single
manipulation check item from Turner-Collins and Breitenbecher (2019) (e.g., ‘The dog seemed
to have human characteristics.’), which was successful (Mnon-humanized = 4.89, SD = 1.6; M
humanized = 5.3, SD = 1.18, p < .05).

Then, participants also answered the items regarding empathy

(𝛼 = .854), donation amount, and donation intention (𝛼 = .941) as in study 1.

Summary of Findings
In study 1, the results of PROCESS model 4 illustrated an insignificant direct effect of
humanization on empathy (B = .04, p = .83), a significant direct effect of empathy on donation
amount (B = 1.06, p < .001), and an insignificant indirect effect through empathy (Effect = .04,
95% C.I. [-.31, .75]). Humanization has no dirrect affect on donation intention (B = .17, p = .32),
a significant direct effect of empathy on donation intention (B = .75, p < .001), and an
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4
insignificant indirect effect through empathy (Effect = .03, 95% C.I. [-.16, .5]). We also
compared the scores of emapthy, donation amount, and donation intention between humanized
and non-humanized conditions. All of hypothesis are not supported.
However, in study 2, the results of PROCESS model 4 illustrated a significant direct effect of
humanization on empathy (B = .18, p < .001), a significant direct effect of empathy on donation
amount (B = 1.08, p < .001), and a significant indirect effect through empathy (Effect = .19,
95% C.I. [.1, .3]). Humanization has a direct effect on donation intention (B = .09, p < .05), a
significant direct effect of empathy on donation intention (B = .84, p < .001), and a significant
indirect effect through empathy (Effect = .15, 95% C.I. [.09, .23]). Thus, empathy mediated the
relationship between humanization and donation for helping stray dogs. Independent t-test
shows that the scores of empathy, donation amount, and donation intention in the humanized
condition are all higher than the scores in the non-humanized condition. Thus, consumers in
the humanized condition feel greater empathy toward stray dogs than those in the nonhumanized condition. Consumers in the humanized condition are more likely to donate to stray
dogs than those in the non-humanized condition.

Key Contribution
The humanization strategy in study 1 was to directly manipulate humanization in the ad
message, whereas the strategy in study 2 was indirect to manipulate consumers’ perception
regarding humanization with additional questions. According to National Geographic, the
number of stray dogs was up to 300 million worldwide in 2020 (Langley 2020). The present
study found that indirect humanization strategy was more effective to animal protection
behavior than direct one. Indirect persuasion attempts in an ad are more effective than ad words
(McQuarrie and Phillips 2005). The indirect message can lead to more willingness to purchase
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products (Um 2016). Our finding reflects these studies but provides effective humanization
strategies for animal protection.
Besides the problem of stray dogs, charitable organizations are also facing competition.
Humanization strategy is a bridge to build the relationship between human and non-human
becomes closer. Then it makes consumers evoke prosocial behavior. The findings provide
insights to develop advertising strategies in non-profit organizations for rescuing stray animals.

References are available on request.
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CONSUMER PERCEPTION OF BRAND ACTIVISM; THE ROLE OF MORAL
GRANDSTANDING
Sahel Zaboli, Oklahoma State University. Steven Shepherd, Oklahoma State University
“For further information, please contact Sahel Zaboli, Ms., Oklahoma State University
(sahel.zaboli@okstate.edu)

Keywords: Brand activism, moral grandstanding, self-brand connection, consumer perception.
Description: This paper examines consumer perception of brand moral grandstanding when a
brand takes a stance.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research shows that morality is central to our judgments of others and has the dominant
role in our perception of others (Goodwin, 2015). However, signaling morality and one’s moral
status may not always be received well by others. In fact, some people may respond negatively to
others that exhibit morally motivated behavior (Cramwinckel, van den Bos, & van Dijk, 2015).
While there is very limited research on moral grandstanding in general and none in the marketing
literature, it is consistent with other research showing how people may react negatively to those
who display heightened morality or moral superiority.
Humans are social animals; they strive for social bonding to establish communities and
social identity (Baumeister & Leary, 2017). They also seek status among their community
(Cheng, Tracy, Foulsham, Kingstone, & Henrich, 2013). Literature also indicates that there are
two ways that humans try to seek status: dominance and prestige. In a dominant way, humans
seek social status by dominating, controlling, or harnessing opponents, and in a prestigious way,
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humans seek status by gaining respect and admiration. Based on philosophical literature, MG is
defined as status-seeking motivation; therefore, previous research states that MG happens
through these different status-seeking paths (Maner, 2017).
Brand activism (Moorman, 2020; Sarkar & Kotler, 2020; Vredenburg, Kapitan, Spry, &
Kemper, 2020) as a new marketing tool for brands that seek to create a different image by taking
public stances on socio-political issues is not risk-free (Vredenburg et al., 2020). When brands
are active in the socio-political domain, their underlying motivations are increasingly examined
by consumers (Holt, 2002). In this regard, we believe that brand activism can be perceived as
MG in the eye of the consumer. If consumers perceive that the brand activism is a dominance
striving MG, they will react negatively toward the brand and socio-political activities. If the
brand activism is a prestige striving MG, they will react more positively toward the brand and its
socio-political activities.
My proposed framework of the relationship between the constructs different messaging
styles can lead to lower or higher self-brand connection (S-BC) in consumers based on their
previous beliefs about whether corporations should take a stance on socio-political issues or not
and MG perception.
Research Question
What is the impact of brand activism on consumer S-BC? Is it always a good idea for
brands and companies to take a stance in social and political issues? How do consumers perceive
brand activism? Do they perceive the brand activism as a genuine act or just a show off?
In this research, I argue that the different responses from consumers not only originate
from their belief system but also their perception of marketing that engages in “moral talk”; that
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is, moral public discourse “intended to bring some matter of moral significance to the public
consciousness” (Tosi & Warmke, 2016).
Method and Data
Study 1. In the first study, participants were randomly assigned to read a statement
(based on a real-world example of MG from Tosi and Warmke (2020)) ostensibly posted by a
brand on Twitter regarding their thoughts on reduced funding for cancer treatment research.
This study measured participants’ perception of the statement’s trustworthiness,
participants’ S-BC, brand authenticity, and the interaction between the manipulation and
participants’ dispositional MG on brand authenticity and S-BC.
Study 2. In the second study, participants were randomly assigned to view a poster ad by
an electric car company that either included or did not include a statement about saving the earth.
Otherwise, the ads were designed to be as similar as possible between conditions.
In this study, we measured participants’ S-BC and ad attitudes. We also tested the twoway interaction between condition and participants’ belief on whether brands should take a
stance on social issues, predicting i) participant’s S-BC, ii) ad attitudes, and iii) perceived brand
MG.
Summary of Findings
First study found that the manipulation successfully influenced participants’ perceptions
of statements’ level of dominance MG. It showed that participants perceived the statement as
more trustworthy in the control condition and less trustworthy in the high dominance MG
condition. However, the level of MG only predicts S-BC or brand authenticity marginally; there
is a negative correlation between high dominance MG condition and the measured outcome
variables. Therefore, the higher the level of dominance in the message, the lower the
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participant’s S-BC and the lower the brand authenticity rating. The results also indicated that the
manipulation did not significantly interact with participants’ dispositional MG to predict any of
the measured outcome’s variables.
In the second study, the manipulation successfully influenced participants’ perceptions of
the ad’s level of prestige MG. The results also showed that participants had a more favorable
attitude toward the ad with high prestige MG message. Lastly, a three-way interaction between
conditions, participants’ beliefs about the brand’s taking a stance, and dominance MG on ad
attitude was tested. The interaction was significant; when participants did not believe that a
company should take a stance on socio-political issues, seeing more dominance MG in message
decreases ad attitudes and S-BC.
Key Contributions
This paper proposes that when brand advocates for a social or political issue, they run the
risk of engaging in MG which is using public moral discourse to achieve social status (Tosi &
Warmke, 2016).
The most important contribution of this research is the use of grandstanding as a relevant
concept to consumer behavior. MG could explain the effects of corporate social responsibility
activities of a brand when it comes to political issues and brand activism.
MG may help explain the relationship between consumers’ adverse reactions to brand
activism such as advocacy advertising, social media statements, and cause events by showing
that consumers perceive a brand’s moral stance not as sincere support but as a gesture for
showing off. This research finds different effects of prestige and dominance MG, such that
higher perceptions of prestige (dominance) MG were generally associated with positive
(negative) outcomes.
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In practice, marketing strategists and advertising campaign managers should consider the
potential to appear as moral grandstanders and its consequences for their brand’s image.
Marketers and corporate managers may need to be more conscious about their corporate political
activities and be aware of the different consequences these activities can have for brands.
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CONSUMER PRO-ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIORS: THE INFLUENCE OF COVID,
CULTURE, AND MINDSET

Nan (Iris) XUE, The Chinese University of Hong Kong (Session Chair and author of Paper 3)
Isabella, BLENGINI, EHL Hospitality Business School, HES-SO, University of Applied
Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland (Co-author of Paper 1 and Paper 2)
Elisa K. CHAN, The Chinese University of Hong Kong (Co-author of Paper 1 and Paper 2)
Cindy HEO, EHL Hospitality Business School, HES-SO, University of Applied Sciences and
Arts Western Switzerland (Co-author of Paper 1 and Paper 2)
For further information, please contact Ms. Nan (Iris) XUE, The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, Irishsueh@link.cuhk.edu.hk
Keywords: Pro-environmental behaviors, Covid-19, Cross-culture, Implicit theory
Description: In this special session, we examine consumer pro-environmental behaviors from
three perspectives (i.e., COVID, culture, and mindset).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Consumer pro-environmental behavior is not a new topic but encouraging such behaviors remain
a challenge for scholars and practitioners. In this special session, results from three papers
contribute to our knowledge about how the current COVID pandemic changes consumer
behavior, how cultures predispose people to a different human-nature view that influences their
preferences for marketing incentives, and how an incremental vs. entity mindset impacts the
persuasiveness of marketing messages. Jointly, all papers in this session add to our current
understanding of consumer pro-environmental behaviors.
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Research Question
Past literature from the various disciplines including marketing that is seeking solutions to
environmental problems suggests that pro-environmental behaviors can be (de)motivated. Such
(de)motivation is not only dependent on personal attitudes, but also on contextual factors.
Marketing scholars mostly examine the impact of various marketing programs and incentives on
the individual consumer’s or group’s tendencies to act green. Furthermore, psychologists attempt
to link psychological factors to promoting such behaviors. The objective of this special session is
to advance our knowledge of consumer pro-environmental behaviors by examining the issue
from these three perspectives: a macro external event (i.e., COVID-19); a cultural perspective
(i.e., European vs. Chinese); and an individual difference (i.e., incremental vs. entity mindset).

Method and Data
Dataset of the first paper was collected at two time periods – pre- and post-COVID – with two
different subsets of students from a University in Switzerland. A total of 341 participants were in
the study (pre: 203 and post: 130) with a 2 (time: pre- vs. post-)  2 (New Ecological Paradigm:
low vs. high) mixed design. The result indicated a notable decrease in people’s willingness to act
green from the pre-COVID to the post-COVID period that is reflected in the significant main
effect of time (F = 4.533; p = .03). Moreover, the drop in willingness to act green is observed in
both the low and high NEP group across time (low NEP: Mpre = 4.96 vs. Mpost = 4.58; high NEP:
Mpre = 5.02 vs. Mpost = 4.84).
Data from the second paper is still collecting. We propose that consumers who are high vs. low
in pro-environmental attitude (i.e., new ecological paradigm (NEP) will react favorably to
different types of incentives for green behavior. The reason is that we expect people who possess
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high NEP to be driven by personal norms focusing on the self-environment relationship, but
those who possess low NEP to be driven by social norms focusing on either self-gain
(individualist) or others-gain (collectivist).
The third paper conducted two studies (544 participants in total) and provided initial evidence.
In study 1, I designed a two-cell (information type: pro-environmental vs. control) betweensubject experiment. As expected, the interaction effect of mindset and information presentation
on tourists’ preference is significant (Fpreference(1, 282)=22.60, p< .001). In study 2, I applied a 2
(mindset: incremental vs. entity)  2 (information presentation: eco-certificates vs. eco-efforts)
between-subjects design. An ANCOVA on people's preference for hotels revealed a significant
interaction between mindset and type of information presentation (Fpreference(1, 250)=8.94, p< .01,
𝜂𝑝2 =0.035). In addition, the results indicated that processing fluency mediates the interaction
effect on people’s preference (b=0.16, 95% CI: [0.0216, 0.3644]) for pro-environmental hotels
exerted by matching information presentation and implicit mindset.

Summary of Findings
The first paper examines the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on consumers’ pro-environment
intentions. Results provide initial evidence that the pandemic might have made people (both low
and high in pro-environmental beliefs) less willing to act green. The second paper looks at how
cultural differences between European and Chinese consumers predict their reactions to various
marketing incentives to encourage green behavior. Findings suggest that due to the different
views with respect to the self and nature in the two cultures, consumers from each culture are
motivated by the type of marketing incentive that corresponds to their respective self-nature
views. Finally, the third paper investigates how different mindsets (i.e., incremental vs. entity)
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influence the processing fluency of two types of pro-environmental information (i.e., eco-efforts
vs. eco-certificates), which in turn affect consumer preference.

Key Contributions
The intended audience for this special session is marketing researchers and practitioners with an
interest in sustainability in general. We also believe that researchers and scholars from various
disciplines might derive new insights from each paper as each one taps into a different area. The
first paper contributes to research that examines the impacts of the current COVID pandemic on
consumer behavior. The second paper might appeal to researchers interested in cultural studies
as it adopts a new theoretical framework regarding how two prominent cultures predispose
people with a different view about the human and nature relationship, which unexpectedly leads
to their differential preferences for different marketing incentives (i.e., “take” vs. “share” vs.
“give”). Finally, the third paper concerns two psychological mindsets (i.e., incremental vs.
entity) that had been found to play significant roles in new product adoption in the past. This
research expands past literature on these mindsets to consumer pro-environmental behaviors and
contributes to our understanding of how consumers perceive common advertising messages used
in marketing channels like Google.
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CONSUMERS’ POLITICAL ORIENTATION AND INTENT TO BOYCOTT AND
CORPORATE SOCIAL IRRESPONSIBILITY NEWS

Sohyoun Shin, California State University, Chico
Jung Min Jang, Brunel University London
Jennifer Brundidge, California State University, Chico

For further information, please contact Sohyoun Shin, Associate Professor of Marketing,
California State University, Chico (sshin3@csuchico.edu).
Keywords: corporate social irresponsibility (CSI), political orientation, boycotting, firm attitude
Description: We investigated the interaction effects of news types of corporate social
irresponsibility (CSI)—product defect versus labor condition issue—and consumers’ political
orientation on consumers’ firm attitudes and intent to boycott.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Objectives
Corporate social irresponsibility (CSI) is understood as a wide collection of phenomena or
practices encountered time and again (Lin-Hi and Muller 2013), while the details and/or
categories of CSI have not been explored extensively yet, compared to corporate social
responsibility (CSR). Due to the negative bias (i.e., Aaker, Drolet, and Griffin 2008), CSI related
news, compared to CSR news, may receive more attentions, and is far more talked about and
shared, and therefore can bring significant impacts to the individual readers, the public, and
businesses. Different types of CSI news can be differently perceived by readers as well.

1
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Therefore, we have tested the effects of two widely known corporate wrongdoing issues in the
news—product defect problem versus labor condition concerns—on consumers’ firm attitudes
and intent to boycott. We specifically attempt to find if consumers with different political
orientation differently respond toward these two news types. Therefore, we strive to provide
insights to practitioners for their media selection and mitigation strategies when relevant CSI
incidents occur. In addition, consumers’ extended roles as not only decision makers for their own
purchases but also as active agents for social changes, i.e., intent to boycott, are recognized in
this study.
Method and Data
The data were collected using an experiment embedded in a Web-based survey. A total of 156
participants (53.2% female; mean age = 22.85 years) provided their responses. Throughout the
survey, a 7-point Likert-type scale and bipolar items were used. We used a mock print news
story as a stimulus. Two different types of CSI news clips were written, and each included
identical information in the first part of the article—a corporate name and descriptions of its
business and brand. Each of the news clips presented one of the two dimensions of CSI—
product defect problem versus labor condition. It was 2 (News types—product versus labor) X 2
(Political orientation—Democratic versus Republican) between-subjects design. All the
measures used in this study were adopted from the previous studies. To measure political
orientation of consumers, we used a single bipolar scale of political party identification—
Republican Party leaning at one extreme anchor and Democratic Party leaning at the other
extreme anchor. For attitudes toward firm, a 7-point Likert scale was used for two semantic
differentials—favorable and good. Intent to boycott was measured in three separate item sets—
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boycotting intent to product, boycotting promotion to friends/family, and boycotting pressure to
media, all in bipolar scales.
Summary of Findings
Each dependent variable—firm attitude and three sets of intent to boycott—was submitted to 2 X
2 ANOVA between-subject factors analysis with the CSI news type and respondents’ political
orientation. For attitude toward firm, the interaction effect between political orientation and news
type was not significant. We only found the main effects of news type and the political
orientation separately, indicating that product defect news than labor issue caused more negative
attitudes toward the firm regardless of political orientation (M = 1.77 vs. 2.29, respectively; F
(1,152) = 6.79, p = .010) and Democratic Party partisans showed more negative firm attitudes
than Republican Party partisans regardless of news types (M = 1.82 vs. 2.18, respectively; F
(1,152) = 3.95, p = .049). However, we found a series of significant interaction effects between
news type and political orientation on three sets of intent to boycott—boycotting intent to
product, boycotting promotion to friends/family, and boycotting pressure to media. Democratic
Party partisans showed greater social action intent (all three boycotting related action intents) in
the labor issue news condition than Republican Party partisans.
Key Contributions
This study makes contributions to the marketing literature. First, by inviting variables of political
consumerism into the study of marketing, we attempt to broaden the boundary of consumers’
feedback that marketing scholars need to monitor for better marketing and communications. We
propose consumers’ extended roles as not only individual decision makers for their own
purchases but also as active agents for social changes, who believe in their power to make a
difference and take actions. Second, we suggest product defect problem and labor condition
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issues as examples of corporate social irresponsibility (CSI) and dive into the effects of these two
on consumers’ reactions (firm attitude) and actions (intent to boycott). CSI has not been clearly
conceptualized and/or studied extensively compared to corporate social responsibility (CSR).
Therefore, we invite further examinations on various episodes of CSI, as response and recovery
strategies on the corporates’ malpractices may vary greatly. Finally, we attempt to offer an
implication to practitioners. As certain types of CSI news may trigger consumers with particular
political belief, it is important for marketers and PR personals to proactively correspond to their
possible inquiries to prevent social influences that they can bring against the firms.

References are available upon request.
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DON’T BE A HYPOCRITE! HOW INCONSISTENCY OF PERCEIVED CSR
PERFORMANCE HURTS EMPLOYEES AND FIRMS
Sven Engelhardt, RWTH Aachen University
For further information, please contact Sven Engelhardt, RWTH Aachen University,
engelhardt@time.rwth-aachen.de
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Hypocrisy, Moral Identity, Micro-CSR
Description: Effects of employees’ perceived CSR inconsistency on affective organizational
commitment (AOC)

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
A large body of research on individual level CSR focuses on positive results of CSR. However,
companies must consider the needs of multiple stakeholders when making strategical decisions.
Since not all stakeholder groups can be served equally, this leads to necessary trade-offs (Scheidler
et al. 2019). Corporate hypocrisy, understood as a lack of integrity, is defined as a negative
evaluation which is caused by a perceived distance between the claimed standards and observed
actions of an organization (Greenbaum et al. 2015). It occurs, for example, when a company sends
a message that it values its employees and it later turns out that working conditions are poor.
Studying stakeholder responses to corporate hypocrisy has flourished in the area of CSR, but is
still lacking a detailed picture on drivers, outcomes and boundary conditions, such as employees
values or interests (Babu et al. 2020). Hence, we seek to shed more light on the following question:
Research Question (RQ): When do employees evaluate the actions of their employers as
hypocritical and how do they react to this?
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Method and Data
We conducted a self-reported online survey with a focus on middle managers. We concluded data
collection in February 2021, yielding a number of 959 usable responses. Middle managers were
chosen as survey respondents, because unlike the senior management team, they are less involved
in CSR decisions and therefore less susceptible to social desirability bias (James et al. 2017). We
measure perceived CSR performance developed by (El Akremi et al. 2018), which includes a
granular breakdown into internal and external stakeholders. To measure corporate hypocrisy, we
are using Wagner's (2009) six-item scale. This scale assesses the extent to which employees
believe there is a gap between what their company claims and what it actually does. For AOC, we
are using a five-item scale by Clugston et al. (2000), which refers to the employee’s emotional
attachment to, identification with, and involvement in the organization and its goals. We are using
May et al.'s (2015) five-item scale for moral identification, which measures the perception of
oneness or belongingness associated with an organization that exhibits ethical traits. We include a
comprehensive set of individual, firm, and work-related control variables based on previous
research. Our latent measures are based on 7-point Likert scales.

Summary of Findings
In order to test our hypothesis, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural
equation modelling (SEM) using SPSS AMOS 26. We found support for all hypotheses stated
below (except H4a). Based on social identity theory (Ashforth and Mael 1989), employees’ selfworth is enhanced by their membership to a company with an attractive image. CSR can enhance
prestige and pride (Roeck et al. 2016), thus employees derive value from being associated with
this organization. Inconsistent CSR perception across different stakeholder groups may disrupt the
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positive picture an employee has and may impose the question if the company is setting double
standards. When cues like inconsistent perceived CSR will disrupt the positive self-enhancement
of the employee, their commitment to the organization will also drop and they evaluate their
organization hypocritical.
H1: High level of inconsistency of perceived CSR performance is negatively related to AOC
H2: High level of inconsistency of perceived CSR performance is positively related to corporate
hypocrisy
H3: Corporate hypocrisy mediates relationship between perceived CSR performance and AOC
H4a/b: Moral identification moderates the indirect effect of inconsistency of perceived CSR
performance on AOC through corporate hypocrisy: The indirect effect is stronger in high levels
of moral identification
Key Contributions
The presented study aspires to contribute in several ways: First, we provide a more precise
understanding of how corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives affect employees by taking
a differentiated view on how both internal and external dimensions interplay in the process of
forming an attitude towards their employer. Furthermore, we add to the current academic
discussion of the dark side of CSR, which is underrepresented compared to positive effects of CSR
(Aguinis and Glavas 2019; Shea and Hawn 2019). We shed light on adverse stakeholder (i.e.,
employee) reactions to well-intended CSR initiatives, which are primarily driven by identity-based
stakeholder concerns (Maon et al. 2019). Additionally, as suggested by scholars, we provide a
more nuanced view on the role of social identity theory and integrate it with social exchange theory
to explain outcomes (Roeck et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2020).
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Second, we provide guidance for practitioners on how CSR initiatives affect employees. Our
implication centers on the role of how CSR is signaled organizations. Firms should not exaggerate
their CSR efforts, as employees can rely on more signals than other stakeholder groups and will
respond in a negative way as they see a disconnect between their expectations and reality.

References are available upon request.
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EXTERNAL STIMULI AND COMPANY MOTIVATIONS: CRITICAL FACTORS IN
DETERMINING ENDORSEMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
PRODUCTS
Michael Stoica, Washburn University
Thomas M. Hickman, Washburn University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Michael Stoica, Professor,
Washburn University (michael.stoica@washburn.edu).
Keywords: professional service providers, brand recommendation, sustainability, corporate
social responsibility.
Description: The purpose of this study is to determine how social norms, a belief in eco-claims
and the perception of company motivations to engage in sustainable behavior impacts the
propensity of unaffiliated professional service providers to recommend sustainable brands.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Environmental sustainability has become increasingly important to consumers,
academics, and organizations (Minton, Spielmann, Kahle, and Kim 2018). Hence, a pressing
question for organizations is to determine how to most effectively communicate their
sustainability efforts to buyers. Professional service providers (PSPs) are front line and they
often work with particular brands, as in the case of a pharmaceutical sales representative selling
their brands to doctors. These types of brand-affiliated providers are valued as they act as sales
representatives for their brands. This research investigates an understudied set of professionals,
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unaffiliated PSPs, representing professionals who have established expertise in a particular
product category, even though those products are not sold in their supply channel. (dentists
recommending a preferred toothpaste). We focus on the sustainability assessment of brands, by
these PSPs, and identify ways to influence their brand endorsements to their clientele. Those
recommendations rely on external stimuli, eco-claims and social norms, and on the perceived
motivations unaffiliated PSPs think companies have when promoting sustainable brands. Thus,
company perceived motivations comport like a filter that determines whether unaffiliated PSPs,
exposed to social norms and environmental claims, recommend a brand they consider
sustainable.
Method and Data
A major supplier to veterinarian private practices, clinics, and hospitals was instrumental
in reaching veterinarian doctors. They administrated the questionnaire and were responsible for
the data collection process. The incoming questionnaires were coded and cleaned and eventually
a total of 467 completed cases were acquired. All five reflective latent variables were measured
using indicators on Likert psychometric scales (strongly disagree = 1; strongly agree = 7). The
scale for eco-claims used in this investigation was initially developed by Chang (2011), while the
scale measuring the exposure and perception of social norms was adopted from Gleim et al.
(2013). The motivation theory literature provided the scales for gauging the perceptions of
altruistic and strategic motivation (Armstrong Soule et al. 2015). The scale used in the survey for
professional recommendation was adapted from the measures used by Smith and Brower (2012).
The structural model, using AMOS 27, was assessed for good fit. The indices reported are:
CMIN/DF = 3.01, CFI = .95, NFI = .94, TLI = .92 and RMSEA = .03 and they all determine the
fit of the structural model (Singh 2009).
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Summary of Findings
First, social norms have a positive impact on company’s altruistic motivation to develop
sustainable brands (β = .28, p < .01). Second, social norms and strategic motivations were
conjectured to have a positive relationship. This was not supported (β = -.01, p = .93). Third,
professionals’ perception of others’ sustainability behavior was a positive influence on the
recommendation of sustainable brands (β = .54, p < .01). The next three relationships investigate
environmental claims as a determinant of company motivations and professional
recommendations. Eco-claims were expected to have a positive relationship with altruistic
motivations and this was supported (β = .36, p < .01). The link between eco-claims and strategic
motivation shows an insignificant negative slope (β = -.07, p = .11). Finally, no support is found
for a belief in eco-claims leading to recommendation behavior (β = .01, p = .83). The last two
connections relate the two types of company motivations to professional recommendations.
While the perception of altruistic motivations having a positive influence on recommendation
behavior was supported (β = .35, p < .01), a perception of a brand possessing strategic
motivations to engage in sustainable practices was not supported (β = .01, p = .80).
Statement of Key Contributions
This research defines unaffiliated PSPs as professionals who have recognized expertise in
a given product category, even though those products are not used in their own supply channel.
Based on the sustainability assessment of brands by unaffiliated PSPs, we identify ways to
influence brand recommendations of eco-friendly products. Our findings indicate the importance
of unaffiliated PSPs belief that sustainable brands are engaged in these initiatives for altruistic
reasons. Brands are not punished if strategic motives are perceived, but they also get no benefit
from such a positioning. Altruistic motivations must be instilled in the mind of the PSP, since
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this kind of perception will positively influence recommendations. Our research indicates the
power of social norms to influence unaffiliated PSPs and their conclusion that altruistic
motivations are at work. For, if the unaffiliated PSP believes sustainability is a social norm, they
are more likely to believe brand motivation is altruistic. Conversely, social norms do not impact
the belief in strategic motivations. As a result, if brands can cleverly demonstrate a widespread
societal interest in sustainability, they may not only increase the perception of altruism, but may
also mitigate perceptions of a profit-minded motivation for their sustainable processes.

References are available upon request.
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GENERAL DATE PROTECTION REGULATION: MARKETING,
REGULATORY AND GLOBAL ISSUES

Syed Tariq Anwar
West Texas A&M University
sanwar@mail.wtamu.edu

Keywords: GDPR, Marketing, Global Issues
Description: The purpose of this paper is to investigate and discuss the European
Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and its marketing, public
policy, and global issues.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
What are the issues and impact of the GDPR on marketers, firms, and public policy areas
in global markets?

Summary of Findings
The EU’s GDPR was introduced in all the member states in May 2018. Since its
inception, the GDPR-related scholarly works, surveys, and interdisciplinary discussions
have multiplied because of limited consensus, disagreements among governments, and
country-specific legal philosophies on both sides of the Atlantic and other countries. The
work also provides implications and future research directions of this debate. The GDPR
is a major initiative and deals with data privacy, digital economy, intellectual property
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rights, and public policy-related areas. The GDPR and its impact on marketers and global
firms is diverse and complex because of today’s fast growing digital economy and its
multiple sectors worldwide. The GDPR and its philosophical differences and
enforcement criteria continue to resonate in major parts of the world that deal with
consumers, company-specific data, and diverse markets. At the same time, the GDPR and
its research issues are relevant and need to be explored and discussed in the U.S., EU and
beyond. Country-specific political ideologies and legal philosophies do impact the GDPR
and will continue to create challenges for regulators and marketers as well.

Key Contributions
Global implications of the GDPR remain to be diverse and multifaceted and will continue
to bring opportunities and problems in marketing, public policy, and global businesses.
These areas include data privacy and protection, country-specific sovereignty, artificial
intelligence, algorithms, and cost issues. Other contentious issues of this debate are highfrequency data, bureaucratic hurdles, diffusion of innovation, and introduction of new
technologies that deal with data, security and privacy. In addition, territorial regulations
and services play an important role in the evolutionary growth of the GDPR and datarelated areas. In the coming years, marketers, regulators and global firms need to be
familiar with the GDPR and its cross-border data privacy issues, intellectual property,
and country-specific laws and regulatory issues. In short, the GDPR is here to stay and
will continue to create opportunities and problems for the regulatory world and public
policy specialists. At the same time, transatlantic flow of information is also going to
increase because of new business opportunities and growth. Analyzing the GDPR and its
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current and future developments can bring awareness and will bridge the literature gap in
marketing and public policy areas. Territorial regulations and services played an
important role in the evolutionary growth of the GDPR and its data-related areas.

References are available upon request.
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HOW DOES INTENTION FOR SUSTAINABILITY TRANSLATE INTO
TRIPLE-BOTTOM-LINE PERFORMANCE? AN INVESTIGATION INTO
THE ROLE OF CAUSATION
Author: Georg Schaal
For further information, please contact Georg Schaal,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Group (WIN) – TIME Research Area, RWTH Aachen
University, Kackertstr. 7, 52072 Aachen (schaal@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Keywords: Causation, Sustainable entrepreneurship, Triple-bottom-line Performance, Decisionmaking, Sustainable ventures
Description: This empirical study examines how the causal decision-making behavior among
entrepreneurs with an intention for sustainability influences the triple-bottom-line (3BL)
performance of their ventures.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
We know that decision-making is at the core of entrepreneurial action (Shepherd, Williams, and
Patzelt 2015). In several studies, scholars focused on investigating the decision-making behavior
of entrepreneurs, particularly exploring effectual and causal behavior in the entrepreneurial process
(Sarasvathy 2001; Smolka et al. 2018). In the sustainability context, entrepreneurs are confronted
with constantly taking trade-off decisions at the center of their activities, e.g., by deciding between
economically or environmentally beneficial alternatives (Engel, Ramesh, and Steiner 2020).
Contributing to solving sustainability issues is an extraordinary challenge due to its high
complexity, long-term horizons, and tremendous impact, especially for environmental concerns
(Dean and McMullen 2007). Therefore, our empirical study intends to answer the research
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question: How does entrepreneurial intention for sustainability influence 3BL performance, and to
what extent does causal decision-making mediate the relationship?

Method and Data
We collected data from founders or board members of ventures in the DACH region in an online
survey. We test our hypotheses based on 439 responses and apply hierarchical regression modeling.
We validated our survey through extensive pre-testing using 33 practitioners and experienced
scholars.
We utilize validated and established theoretical constructs in our survey. The independent variable
– entrepreneurial intention for sustainability – was developed by Muñoz and Dimov (2015). The
dependent variable – 3BL performance – is based on three scales: social performance developed
by Lortie, Castrogiovanni, and Cox (2017), green performance developed by Clemens (2006), and
financial performance developed by Smolka et al. (2018). Lastly, we examine the mediating effect
of causation based on a scale developed by Chandler et al. (2011). Consistent with prior studies in
the field, we control for various effects, including industry effects, business model, and founder
characteristics such as education and entrepreneurial experience (e.g., Cai et al. 2017)

Summary of Findings
We are still conducting tests and finalizing calculations; therefore, the results stated are
preliminary. Initial findings reveal that the majority of our hypotheses are supported. We find a
positive association between entrepreneurial intention for sustainability and 3BL performance,
more precisely for social (β = 0.26, p < 0.01), green (β = 0.43, p < 0.01), and financial performance
(β = 0.15, p < 0.05). Further, our hypothesis that causal decision-making mediates the relationship,
2
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is partly supported. Causation has a significant direct and indirect effect on green (β = 0.22, p <
0.01), and financial performance (β = 0.18, p < 0.01), but not on social performance.
Our study reveals that causation leads to greater venture success when it comes to decision-making
in sustainable entrepreneurship, especially for entrepreneurs focusing on ecological issues. Further,
our findings can partly be explained by the fact that climate protection is very complex and lengthy.
Therefore, we propose that entrepreneurs trying to contribute to environmental protection have to
focus enormously, plan for the long term, and always set concrete goals toward which they work,
whereas entrepreneurs focusing on social value creation are often driven by emotions to do
something for good (Erro-Garcés 2020).

Key Contributions
Our study contributes at the intersection of sustainability, entrepreneurship, and decision-making.
We contribute to sustainable entrepreneurship literature by shedding light on entrepreneurial
intention for sustainability and 3BL performance. While in the past, researchers focused on
examining drivers of intentions, i.e., prior knowledge or values (Patzelt and Shepherd 2011; Sher
et al. 2020), research on company-level performance outcomes remains scarce.
Second, by applying effectuation theory in ventures, we advance the theoretical understanding of
decision-making. Whereas the positive impact of causal decision-making in traditional companies
is well documented (Chandler et al. 2011; DeTienne, McKelvie, and Chandler 2015), our
understanding of decision-making mechanisms in the sustainability context is limited. We show
that causal behaviors significantly influence 3BL performance when it comes to decision-making
in the sustainability context. We can derive from our research that those entrepreneurs with a
rational approach are best positioned to cope with sustainability issues. We follow with our
3
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empirical study research calls from scholars suggesting to combine effectuation theory with the
theme of sustainable entrepreneurship (Hall, Daneke, and Lenox 2010; York, O'Neil, and
Sarasvathy 2016).
Accordingly, this study offers also practical implications in line with the growing interest among
investors and policymakers as well as incubators and sustainable entrepreneurs.
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IMPACT OF SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND EXTERNAL INFLUENCERS ON GEN Z
CONSUMERS’ SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION BEHAVIORS: A MODERATOR
ANALYSIS
Ali Kara, Penn State University – York Campus
Maung Min, Penn State University – Lehigh Valley Campus
Contact information: For further information, please contact Ali Kara, Professor of Business,
Penn State York Campus (axk19@psu.edu).
Keywords: Sustainable consumption, Gen Z, social responsibility, culture, learned helplessness.
Description: Empirical study investigates Gen Z sustainable consumption behaviors by
examining antecedents and moderating influencers.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
This study tries to address the following research questions: (1) What social, cultural, and
external influences impact students’ sustainable consumption intentions? (2) How do their
sustainable consumption intentions relate to their awareness levels of consequences of
sustainability practices? (3) How do various barriers such as learned helplessness, perceived
barriers, and awareness of consequences of sustainability moderate the influence of sustainable
consumption sustainable consumption behavior?
Method and Data
Using a conceptual model, various scales were used to measure hypothesized constructs and
sustainable consumption behavior. Developed questionnaire was administered target subjects at a
college campus using online data collection software, Qualtrics. Structural equation model was
used to test the hypothesized relationships. To test the moderating effects of learned helplessness,
perceived barriers, and awareness of consequences, we used their interaction terms with
sustainability intentions and regressed them to sustainability behaviors.
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Summary of Findings
Results show that social responsibility feelings, engagement, and expectations were significant in
influencing their sustainability intentions. External incentives (material and social) were also
found to be significant in influencing their sustainable consumption intentions. However, we did
not find any statistically significant influence of collectivist cultural values on sustainability
intentions. Finally, moderator analysis showed that learned helplessness, perceived barriers, and
awareness of consequences did not have any statistically significant moderator roles.
Key Contributions
Socially conscious or morally motivated individual consumers are found to more likely to
engage with sustainable consumption practices (e.g., recycling, reducing waste, avoiding longterm damage to the environment) at college campuses. Learning such values can take place in or
outside the college classrooms. Inclusion of specific courses and course content on consumer
social responsibility in the curriculum would have positive effect on improving campus
sustainable consumption practices. Adding sustainability content via case studies and
assignments may serve as an effective means of educating students further. Outside the
classroom, organizing various social responsibility events, projects, and discussions would also
be beneficial. External incentives also positively influenced sustainability intentions of Gen Z
consumers. Accordingly, both material and social incentives could be offered and wellpublicized to encourage sustainable consumption behavior. Faculty and campus management can
provide incentives such as course bonus credits, gift cards for cafeteria and bookstore use to
students. Further affirmation via social media recognition can further encourage student behavior
towards sustainable consumption.
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INCREASING CSR VISIBILITY IS NOT ALWAYS A GOOD STRATEGY: THE
MODERATING ROLE OF COMPANY COMPETENCE

Su Zhang, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
Chi-Cheng Luan, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
Ngoc Anh Pham, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University

For further information, please contact: Chi-Cheng Luan, Dr, National Yang Ming
Chiao Tung University (cluan@nycu.edu.tw)

Keywords: corporate social responsibility, CSR visibility, company competence,
experimental study

Description: This study finds that the positive impact of CSR visibility on company
evaluations and purchase intentions is attenuated for high-competence companies
compared with low-competence companies.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
As CSR visibility determines the extent to which CSR initiatives can be successful
(Amatulli et al. 2018), companies spare no effort to carry out CSR communication,
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from CSR columns in corporate annual reports to third-party certifications on product
packaging. However, the empirical research of Sipila et al. (2021) shows that CSR
initiatives with high visibility bring backlash effects to luxury companies. With the
increase of CSR visibility, the enhanced conflict perceptions between luxury goods and
CSR initiatives undermine consumers’ loyalty intentions (Sipila et al. 2021). A natural
question then arises: What other firm-related factors should be considered for a more
general company if it wants to obtain the expected consumers’ responses from highly
visible CSR initiatives?
This research predicts that company competence moderates the relationship between
CSR visibility and company evaluations and purchase intentions. Specifically,
increasing the visibility of CSR initiatives can always improve consumers’ company
evaluations and purchase intentions. However, the positive impact of CSR visibility is
attenuated for high-competence companies compared with low-competence companies.
This research conducts an online experiment to verify the proposed prediction.

Method and Data
229 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) (Mage = 39.65;
52% female). They were randomly assigned to conditions in a one-factor (company
competence: low vs. high) between-subjects design.
Adapted from Brown and Dacin’ (1997) work, the company competence manipulation
focused on manufacturing ability and technological innovativeness. All participants
were first informed that Blue Square (a virtual company) is a laptop manufacturer. In
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the low-competence condition, participants were told that Blue Square performed
poorly in market share, manufacturing capacity, and patents research and development
and got D (technology innovation) and E (manufacturing ability) ratings provided by
an impartial consultant. In contrast, in the high-competence condition, participants were
told that Blue Square performed well in such aspects and got A and A- ratings. After
reading the company competence scenario, participants provided their ratings of
company competence (2 items, r = .89). Then participants read the CSR scenario. They
were told the specific progress and achievements of the “Teenager’s Charity Fund,”
established by Blue Square in 2019. After reading the scenario, participants provided
their ratings on CSR visibility (1 item), support for CSR (5 items, α = .87), company
evaluations (3 items, α = .95) and purchase intentions (3 items, α = .94). Finally,
participants answered attention check questions and provided personal information.
Participants in the low-competence condition perceived Blue to be less competent than
those in the high-competence condition (Mlow-competence = 4.47, SD = 1.72 vs. Mhighcompetence

= 4.18, SD = .86; t(166.22) = -9.57, p < .001).

Summary of Findings
As expected, CSR visibility and company competence positively affected company
evaluations and purchase intentions. Importantly, company competence moderated the
impact of CSR visibility on company evaluations and purchase intentions. In different
company competence conditions, the effect of CSR visibility had a subtle change.
Compared with low-competence companies, the positive impact of CSR visibility was
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attenuated for high-competence companies. It indicates that for companies that improve
the effectiveness of CSR communication by improving CSR visibility, consumers will
use significantly different processes according to the differences in perceived company
competence. In this context, compared with low-competence companies, highcompetence companies are more difficult to enhance consumers’ positive responses.
From another perspective, low-competence companies can narrow the gap with highcompetence companies in company evaluations and purchase intentions by taking
highly visible CSR initiatives.

Key Contributions
Theoretically, first, in terms of CSR visibility, previous work has examined the positive
impact of CSR visibility on consumers’ responses (Amatulli et al. 2018) and the
backlash effect of CSR visibility in the context of luxury companies (Sipila et al. 2021).
However, the above research lacks a discussion of possible moderating factors for
general firms. This research finds that companies’ perceived competence moderates the
relationship between CSR visibility and company evaluations and purchase intentions.
Second, in terms of company competence, previous work has discussed the interaction
of CSR types and company competence from the perspective of image matching (Chen
et al. 2018). This research finds that CSR visibility, an attribute of CSR, also interacts
significantly with company competence.
Practically, companies need to understand that while improving CSR visibility can
always enhance consumers’ responses, the effectiveness of this CSR communication
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strategy is discounted when companies are perceived as high competent. In other words,
for high-competence companies, the CSR corporate strategy that only emphasizes CSR
visibility is less well-matched to consumers’ higher social performance expectations.
High-competence companies need to consider more CSR attributes when disseminating
CSR, such as more specific CSR information (Connors, Anderson-MacDonald and
Thomson, 2017). From another perspective, low-competence companies can narrow
the gap with high-competence companies in company evaluations and purchase
intentions by taking highly visible CSR initiatives.

References are available on request.
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Description: This research paper looks at the green marketing mix and purchasing Toyota cars in
an emerging marketing context.
ABSTRACT
This investigated the green marketing mix and brand perception within the automobile industry
via a sample of 102 respondents. This study concluded that green products, promotion and place
significantly influenced brand perception and purchase intention. Green Price did not
significantly negatively impact brand perception and thus purchase intent.

1. INTRODUCTION
The automobile industry has been reported to significantly contribute to total global greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, responsible for over 9% of the annual total (Calace, Morrone & Russo,
2015; Stephan, Lee & Kim, 2019). The top five emitters within the automobile industry were
Volkswagen, Renault, Nissan, Toyota, General Motors and Hyundai-Kia, respectively,
accounting for over 55% of the industry’s GHG emissions (Stephan et al., 2019). Kushwaha and
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Sharma (2016) suggested that the rise in environmental issues, i.e. global warming, carbon
emissions etc., can also be attributed to the growing market share of the automobile industry. As
a result, car manufacturers face increasing social and public pressure to act and operate
sustainably – and must adapt to the environmental stresses placed on the firm’s operations while
maintaining profitability and performance over the long term (Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016).
This increasing concern for environmental issues, sustainable practices and the automobile
sector’s role in addressing these issues has highlighted the importance of doing research around
the introduction of more sustainable or ‘green’ marketing approaches. Research has suggested
positive links between green marketing and firm performance (Eneizan, Wahab & Bustaman,
2015; Han et al., 2018). A firm's adoption of green marketing practices can significantly
contribute to its sustainable development and performance in terms of its finances, marketing
capabilities and operations (Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016). Furthermore, these practices can
potentially influence consumers' purchase behaviours or intentions.
Car manufacturers have been placing greater emphasis and resources on the development of
more sustainable practices to reposition their brand in the minds of the consumers and public, to
help sustain the environment, and potentially benefit from implementing green marketing
practices (Calace et al., 2015; Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016). This has further highlighted the
importance of this study's ability to explore the potential effects a green marketing mix can have
on an automobile firm’s brand and their consumer segments’ purchase intentions. The significant
increase in recent years of studies regarding green marketing has emphasised the growing
importance of this approach, both from environmental sustainability and firm performance points
of view (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017).
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Literature reports no definitive links between a firm's market position or competitive standing
with that of green marketing (Moravcikova et al., 2017). A significant amount of research shows
the contribution and significance of green marketing to developing a firm's long-term
sustainability, green brand, consumer purchase intention and performance.
Despite the automobile sector having been cited as a significant contributor to GHG emissions
and several other negative environmental concerns (Calace et al., 2015; Stephan et al., 2019),
there has been a lack of research surrounding the implementation of green marketing mix
approaches and the effects thereof within this sector. Whilst Dangelico and Vocalelli (2017)
reported the significant increase in recent years of research in green marketing and related
concepts, not much of this has focused on the automobile industry. This study attempts to fill this
research gap by exploring the relationship between the green marketing mix and consumers’
purchase intentions for the Toyota brand. Furthermore, to the author's knowledge, no other study
explores brand perception as a mediator between green marketing mix and purchase intention.
This signals a great need to advance understanding of brand management and green marketing
mix literature. Brand equity is well researched in the green marketing literature (Delafrooz &
Goli, 2015, Chen, 2010). The study was guided by the following research question: What is the
relationship between Toyota’s green marketing efforts and the purchase intention for Toyota cars
in South Africa?
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The Green marketing mix
In the green marketing mix, the 4P's are regarded as green Ps, i.e. green product, green Price,
green place and green promotion (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017; Mahmoud, Ibrahim, & Bleady,
2017). Calace, Morrone and Russo (2015) add that, in addition to the original 4P’s, the green
marketing mix also incorporates after-sales service, packaging and distribution. The green
product is the main focus of the green marketing mix and regards all the elements of a product,
such as materials used, packaging, production processes etc. (Mahmoud, 2018). Green pricing is
the setting of prices for green products that account for the environmental benefits of its offering
(Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017; Mahmoud, 2018). in comparison, green place refers to the
management decisions or activities related to distribution, from production to consumption,
which ultimately aims towards having reduced environmental impact (Dangelico & Vocalelli,
2017). Green promotion refers to the communication of information related to the environmental
efforts and commitments of the green firm to their consumers (Mahmoud, 2018).
While the automobile sector is increasing in market share worldwide, it is considered the most
significant contributor to adverse environmental effects due to the industry being responsible for
substantial global carbon emissions (Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016; Eneizan et al., 2015; Han et al.,
2018). In light of this, automobile companies worldwide are becoming more environmentally
orientated, given possible adverse spillover effects onto their organisations such as negative
brand image, increased costs, adverse effects on goodwill and other concerns. There has also
been a significant increase in the demand for green vehicles, further prompting automobile
manufacturers to operate more sustainably (Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016).
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Automobile manufacturers have therefore been facing increasing pressures to operate
environmentally sustainably whilst attempting to maintain profitability over the long term. As a
result, they are adopting new conventions or initiatives, such as green marketing, eco-production,
green innovation, green supply chain management, and others (Kushwaha & Sharma, 2016). The
adoption of these practices has been seen in the case of Toyota over the past two decades (Simão
& Lisboa, 2017).
2.2Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework used in this study looks at the relationship between green marketing
mix and purchase intention using brand perception as a mediator. This was based on clear
evidence showing that branding impacts a consumer's purchase intention (Grubor & Milovanov,
2017). Grubor and Milovanov (2017).
The rationale for this model has been outlined in the literature review – and is represented
graphically below.
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study used a conclusive, descriptive, single, cross-sectional quantitative design within the
questionnaire, the constructs of green promotion, green place, green product, green Price, brand
perception, and purchase intention each had four questions. Each question used a five-point
Likert scale labelled from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’.
The target population for this study was South Africans between 18 and 45 who were automobile
consumers in 2021. A non-probability convenience sampling technique was used as respondents
were chosen by chance and responded when they were available; this did not include random
selection. Respondents were found using individual questionnaire links being sent out by the
researchers. The ultimate sample consisted of 102 respondents as the Covid-19 regulations meant
that data collection could not be done in person, resulting in the data being collected online. Data
collection lasted for up to two months.

4. FINDINGS
Quantitative data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 26. This study used the
Cronbach's Alpha test statistic to determine the reliability of the items used in the study
(Malhotra, 2019). The scale used to measure the construct is considered reliable if the
Cronbach’s Alpha value is equal to or greater than 0.7. All the constructs tested here had a
Cronbach’s Alpha statistic greater than 0.7, except for the variable Price (0.482). A Cronbach’s
Alpha statistic of 0.482 for the variable Price suggested that the items used to measure the
construct may not have done so consistently and may thus be less reliable than the other
constructs. As every other construct had a Cronbach's Alpha statistic greater than 0.7, the
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summated scales or constructs were reliably measured by their items and were thus internally
consistent. The constructs were, therefore, reliable.
A mediation model was used in this study to determine if the variable brand perception mediates
the relationship between the green marketing mix and purchase intention. Four separate linear
regression models were run on SPSS and checked the following: model significance (P-Value &
F-statistic); model fit (R2 & Adjusted R2); and model coefficients (β) for each model. The
outputs derived from these tests were used to determine whether mediation is present and
whether it is partial or complete mediation. The results showed that brand perception partially
mediated the relationship between green marketing mix and purchase intention.
Confirmatory factor analysis was used to test the validity of the six scales used for the green
product, green Price, green place, green promotion, brand perception, and purchase intention.
This showed how accurately each scale measured its construct (Malhotra, 2019). Following
Kaisers Criterion Rule (Malhotra, 2019), factors with an eigenvalue equal to, or greater than, one
were extracted and analysed. This study used the rotation method of Varimax rotation. The
confirmatory factor analysis showed that the manifest variables load onto the same factor,
confirming that the scales used were valid.
The results of the study’s hypothesis testing are summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Summarised results of hypothesis testing

Hypothesis

Constructs

H1

Green Product, Brand Perception

Pearson
Correlation

P-Value

Results

0.647

0.000

Supported
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H2

Green Price, Brand Perception

0.032

0.748

Not
supported

H3

Green Promotion, Brand Perception

0.500

0.000

Supported

H4

Green Place, Brand Perception

0.712

0.000

Supported

H5

Brand Perception, Purchase Intention

0.564

0.000

Supported

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The findings suggested that three of the four elements of the green marketing mix, i.e., green
product, green promotion and green place, positively influenced brand perception. In contrast,
Green Price did not positively influence brand perception. It indicated that the availability of
products that enhance environmental sustainability offered by Toyota positively affects how
consumers in the market perceive their brand. There was no relationship between Toyota’s green
Price and brand perception - suggesting that the prices associated with green products, i.e. green
pricing, do not positively influence a consumer’s brand perception. Therefore, this finding
indicated that even if the implementation of sustainability is more costly in the context of green
prices, it will not influence their intention to purchase the product. Thus, as part of Toyota's
marketing mix, green promotional activities will positively impact their brand perception.
Toyota’s communication of information to their consumers regarding the environmental efforts
and commitments of the green firm will positively influence brand perception. The fourth
hypothesis test suggests that Toyota's decisions and activities related to determining how and
where to make their green products available positively influenced brand perception. Brand
perception positively influenced a consumer’s purchase Intention for Toyota vehicles. The
results revealed a moderately strong positive relationship between brand perception and purchase
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intention, indicating that when respondents had a positive perception of the Toyota brand, this
strongly influenced their willingness to purchase a particular product.
The literature reviewed in this paper suggests that marketers can use green marketing practices to
improve businesses' environmental and firm-level performance. More specifically, in the context
of Toyota and the automobile sector, the literature highlighted the potential of green marketing to
influence consumers' purchase intentions and green brand perceptions positively.
As manufacturers in the automobile industry face more pressure from the government, public
and consumers, they seek ways to incorporate sustainability practices into their businesses whilst
maintaining profitability. Therefore, this study suggests implementing green marketing practices
and driving consumer purchase intention in the automobile sector. Consequently, it is suggested
that Toyota could leverage their use of the green marketing mix to positively influence how
consumers in the market perceive their brand and, after that, further influence their intention to
purchase Toyota vehicles.
The findings of this research study can influence marketing managers in the following ways.
Firstly, it highlighted the rising prominence and importance of green marketing within today’s
society – and the findings suggest that marketing managers should begin to consider
environmental sustainability when considering their marketing mix by communicating their
sustainability practices to consumers through advertisements and online platforms. There needs
to be a clear communication strategy that focuses on environmental literacy. This requires a top
leadership approach highlighting the business taking the environment seriously - given that the
industry is one of the most significant global contributors to environmental concerns (Kushwaha
& Sharma, 2016; Eneizan et al., 2015; Han et al., 2019).
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The originality of this paper lies in establishing the impact of environmental concerns at the
automobile sector level in an emerging market context. There is significant potential for
marketing managers to incorporate elements of the green marketing mix to benefit from
improved environmental and firm-level performance. Given that this study's results showed that
the green marketing mix could positively influence brand perception and purchase intention,
these findings can potentially be translated and adapted for use in other industries. This implies
that marketing managers in sectors other than the automobile industry can test the effects of
incorporating elements of the green marketing mix into their current green marketing activities.
The study contributes to the potential for green marketing approaches to be used in the
automobile sector as a means for car manufacturers to become more environmentally sustainable
whilst maintaining positive firm performance. It sought to address the industry's environmental
concerns and identify strategies or approaches that car manufacturers can implement in green
marketing to affect a positive change for both the environment and firm performance. While
several sources in the literature review have indicated that green marketing approaches have
been positively linked to environmental and firm performance improvements, no definitive link
has been identified. Our paper aims to contribute to this growing area of research by showing the
relationship between green marketing mix and consumer purchase intention in the automobile
sector, which is mediated by brand perception, which is novel.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The response rate was lower than intended, leading to smaller sample size. This risks the data; It
is suggested that future researchers extend the collection period to collect a more significant
amount of data. Future research can incorporate a more substantial number of variables in the
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model and thus aim to test a variety of other constructs and their relationship to a consumer's
purchase intention. As such, future research can seek to expand upon these dimensions by
adopting the 7Ps.
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MANAGING FOOD WASTE BEHAVIOUR IN SAUDI ARABIA – INVESTIGATING THE
ROLE OF SOCIAL MARKETING
Abstract
The extant literature shows that there is a huge amount of food waste in the KSA. However, there is no
such research that has substantiated why people in the KSA waste food. Thus, it is difficult to design
efficient intervention programs to reduce food waste. Broadly, this research investigates the key factors
that influence the food waste behaviour (FWB) of the people of the KSA. A FWB model is proposed
in this study that has moral disengagement at the centre of the model. Following a literature review, it
is hypothesised that religiosity, hedonic value, frugality, and trait cynicism are the antecedents of moral
disengagement that are likely to impact on the FWB of the people of the KSA. The study further posits
that an intervention strategy in the form of a social marketing campaign that focuses on lowering the
level of moral disengagement could reduce the FWB of the people of the KSA. This study applies a
pre-test/post-test experimental design (control group). A random sampling method will be used to select
participants. The questionnaire was administered to the managers of a company in Riyadh to distribute
the surveys to the employees, giving them the option to participate. The social marketing campaign
would run for six months and analysis would be conducted for the experimental data by incorporating
structural equation modelling (SEM).
Statement of Key Contributions
The overall aim of this research is to help policy makers understand the issue of FWB of the
people of KSA to design effective intervention programs, this research is important for several reasons.
First, this research explores the effect of social marketing campaign on wasting food. By wasting food,
people become morally disengaged from society. We investigate this aspect by proposing a model using
moral disengagement and its antecedents to explain the FWB of the people of the KSA. As people’s
psychological traits, the values and belief system influence their moral disengagement behaviour, an
intervention that focuses on the individual’s beliefs, values, and psychological traits is helpful in
reducing moral disengagement behaviour such as wasting food. Second, there is no literature to date
that explains the FWB of the people of KSA through the lens of moral disengagement. Hence, the
finding from this study will provide in-depth knowledge and also increase the understanding about the
importance of the social marketing camping to change the behaviour. Last but not the least, this research
would unveil an aspect that is embedded in a number of religious and cultural events which are the key
sources of food waste in the KSA. In particular, Islam is the dominant religion in Saudi; therefore,
religiosity plays a huge role in individual food waste behaviour. Hence, proving that FWB can be
approached through the Value and Belief system as well as Psychological Trait.
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Introduction
Food waste has been recognised as being one of the most challenging predicaments currently facing the
world today, with serious repercussions on the environment and sustainability (FAO, 2011). Globally,
roughly 1.3 billion tons of food (about one-third of food production) is wasted (FAO, 2011). In a world
where approximately 925 million people still suffer from starvation, reduction in food waste and food
loss has been recognised as a key to global food security and a sustainable food lifecycle (Abiad and
Meho, 2018). In a study conducted in Denmark, two routes to food waste behaviour, e.g. intentional
and routinized. For the routinized route, planning, shopping, and leftover reuse were the key drivers of
food waste. For the intentional route, the injunctive norm and attitude toward food waste explained the
behaviour well, by Russel et al. (2017). As mentioned by Abiad and Meho (2018), another study
conducted in Qatar, monitored the consumption behaviour and level of food wastage by the people of
Qatar. Recently, efforts are being made at governmental and private levels to reduce food waste so that
a negative impact on the environment can be achieved. According to Oelofse and Nahman (2013), in a
world where many people suffer from undernourishment, food loss and food waste are creating serious
ethical dilemmas. Food waste is also an issue in Arab countries, where the food waste generated per
person exceeded 210 kg per year in 2018, compared to only 184 kg per person in 2017 (Abiad and
Meho, 2018). The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) recognises the grave food wastage condition in the
country and has reviewed its negative impact on the economy and the environment (Baig et al., 2018).
According to Whitman (2016), the Saudi Ministry of Environment Water and Agriculture estimated
that food waste in the KSA costs approximately SR13. According to Baig et al. (2019), the top disposed
of items in the KSA in 2018 were bakery items (53%), vegetables (25%), fruit (24%), and poultry
(22%). This supports the view that perishable food is wasted at particularly higher rates. According to
COMCEC (2017), the KSA population consumes large volumes of food, of which around 35% is
wasted. The KSA is considered to be one of the main producers of food waste in the world, where
approximately 1.65 million tons of food are wasted per year (Baig et al., 2019) Food waste incurs not
only adverse financial consequences (Stefan et al., 2013) but also has other consequences such as waste
of natural resources and the generation of greenhouse gases (Stuart, 2009). Another serious
consequence of food waste is food insecurity (Thyberg and Tonjes, 2016); therefore, it is necessary to
manage food waste in the KSA.
FWB is perceived as immoral (Koester, 2012; Lee, 2018). Again social marketing deals with changing
or maintaining consumers’ behaviour for the benefit of individuals and society at large (Lee and Miller,
2012). These indicate that the concepts of moral disengagement (Elawad et al., 2018; Pearson and Prera,
2018) and social marketing aim to change the behaviours of individuals and would be useful to better
understand the FWB in Saudi Context. However, social marketing practices can only be designed to
accomplish the aim of food waste reduction when underlying consumer behaviour is understood
(Graham-Rowe, Jessop, and Sparks, 2015). Despite a significant number of global food wastage related
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studies (Abiad and Meho, 2018; FAO, 2011), there is still a paucity of a field of research on the subject
of consumer behaviour that encourages or drives food waste practices in Saudi Arabia (Graham-Rowe
et al., 2014). Social marketing campaigns as a means of reducing food waste would encourage
individuals to shop less or give away food instead of throwing it away (Gordon et al., 2011). Therefore,
social marketing and moral disengagement theories are going to be used to conduct this research. It is
to be noted that this proposed research aims at helping the policy makers to understand why food is
being wasted by the people of KSA and subsequently design effective intervention programs to reduce
the food waste in Saudi households. The specific four objectives of this research are outlined below.


Identify the key factors that influence consumer FWB in Saudi Arabia.



Examine the effects of moral disengagement on food waste behaviour.



Explore the individual value and trait characteristics that may influence moral disengagement
and FWB in the Saudi Arabian context.



Explore the role of a social marketing campaign in curbing Saudi consumers’ moral
disengagement and food waste behaviour.

Background and Conceptual Model
The problem of FWB is a complex one, as it involves characteristics of food and socio-cultural
factors (Hebrok and Boks, 2017). As different nations have different society structures and cultures, it
is not prudent to generalise the above-mentioned drivers of FWB to all nations or societies. Hence, to
identify the drivers of FWB of the people of the KSA, it is necessary to review the studies relevant to
food waste in the KSA. However, in a global context, drivers of food waste have been identified as
mainly; socio-cultural, material, or income which affects the individual behaviour towards food waste.
Education and household demographics are closely related to individuals’ food waste behaviour.
Food Waste in the Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia
Several aspects of food waste in Saudi Arabia were explored by Ben Hariri (2014). The study mainly
summarised the overall picture of Saudi Arabia and suggested some measures to prevent food waste at
household levels. Some of the reasons highlighted for the high levels of food waste in the KSA are
hospitality in gatherings and festivals, buying more food than required, poor planning, mismanagement
of leftovers, a busy lifestyle, and the preference to consume fresh food (Hariri, 2014). A review study
identified three key factors that contributed to food being wasted by Saudis: (1) economic factor, (2)
cultural factor, and (3) lack of awareness and public policy (Baig et al., 2019). The government provides
subsidies to food producers to make food cheaper (Boughanmi et al., 2014), which makes wasting food
affordable. There is also a propensity to consume only fresh food (Baig 2016), which results in food
waste. The above-mentioned studies are the ones that have sporadically addressed the issue. However,
most of the studies mainly focused on how the food was wasted and did not investigate in depth the
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motives of people for wasting food. The available literature neither employed any designed survey
approach nor interviewed the general population to determine the drivers of food waste. For example,
the information from the studies by Baig et al. (2018) and Baig et al. (2019) was mostly taken from
newspaper sources rather than academic research articles, mainly because there is not much on this
issue in the academic literature. Also, no study thus far has focused on how to intervene in the FWB of
Saudi people and convince them not to waste food deliberately. Hence, it is necessary to explore the
reasons for food waste through a well-designed survey that can identify the drivers of FWB of the KSA
population, the results of which can later be used to design effective intervention programs. Balkhi
(2018) mentioned that a reduction in food waste in the KSA needs a change in the personal attitudes of
the people, which implies that psychological factors are important in driving food waste behaviour.
Therefore, it is paramount to underpin the drivers of FWB of the people of the KSA.
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, cultural or societal pressure forces people to act in ways that
result in food waste. Hence, it can be argued that the value and belief system may play an important
role in driving FWB in the KSA. Moreover, the psychological traits (Detert et al., 2008) and the values
(Tsay Vogel et al., 2016) and belief (Power, 2017) system of humans have been used as antecedents of
moral disengagement and to explain human behaviour.
Social Marketing and Impact on Food Waste Behaviour
Social marketing has been described as the application of marketing principles and strategies to plan,
analyze, conduct, and assess programs developed to alter the behaviour of people for the welfare of
both them and the society (Burchell et al., 2013). Lefebvre (2011) mentioned that social marketing is
consumer-oriented. Furthermore, the core principle of social marketing is to put the consumer first, and
it encourages a holistic view of the consumer and the environment in which they live (Lee and Miller,
2012). Additionally, social marketing campaigns depict the benefit to the consumer if they change their
behaviour. Lowe et al. (2015) utilized a social marketing program to change water consumption
behaviour in a regional city in Australia. The study demonstrated that in the absence of price as a
rationing mechanism, the social marketing program effectively reduced household water consumption.
In this regard, the social marketing campaigns play a vital role in reducing the food waste
generated through initiatives such as consumer education campaigns and communication campaigns
(Birau and Faur, 2018; Calvo-Porral et al., 2017). Other similar studies have shown that social media
interventions play a vital role in changing the FWB of consumers (Russell et al., 2017; Schanes et al.,
2018; Young et al., 2017). The literature on food waste in Saudi Arabia has identified that much of the
food waste occurs because of inadequate planning around the amount purchased (Tucker and Farrelly,
2016). Hariri et al. (2014) argued that overbuying, poor choice of food products and overcooking of
food are the main factors contributing to food wastage in Saudi Arabia, AIG et al. (2018) also stated
that about 78% of food purchased in Saudi Arabia is discarded each week to make room for new
groceries. All these studies indicate that consumers in Saudi Arabia require educational campaigns to
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foster effective planning of food purchasing. One of the survey studies on Saudi households mentioned
that most people would prefer not to throw the food out if they had more information about the
consequences (COMCEC, 2017). The study also suggested that an awareness campaign would be
beneficial in curbing food waste in Saudi households. Another study highlighted the need for enhancing
public awareness on this issue in the KSA (Al-Zahrani and Baig, 2014).
In this context, we hypothesise that social marketing has significant potential to enhance public
awareness. Social marketing can play a substantial role in lowering the level of moral disengagement
among individuals and subsequently improve the FWB of the people of the KSA. However, no studies
have been found in the context of Saudi Arabia that solely focused on the role of social marketing in
lowering FWB among consumers. Therefore, the present study can be considered a substantial addition
in this regard, as it will supplement the literature on FWB in the context of Saudi Arabia.
Moral Disengagement Theory
Some of the studies have used the Theory of Planned Behavior to explain food waste behavior.
However, an alternative approach is essential to further deepen our understanding of the issue.
According to the TPB, behavior is directed by the intention (Ajzen, 1991). However, it has been shown
by Russel et al. (2017) non-intentional factors such as habits can predict food waste behavior. Other
literatures are studying other factors unrelated to plan behavior such as socio-economic and
demographic factors. In this regard, there are scopes to explore other theories to predict food waste
behavior.
As an alternative, moral disengagement theory (Bandura, 2007) can be used to analyse food wastage
behaviour (Moore, 2015). Moral disengagement theory refers to eight cognitive mechanisms that
interfere with an individual’s actions and may lead to immoral actions (Moore, 2015). Detert (2008)
used moral disengagement theory to test ethical decision making using the given inputs of empathy and
trait cynicism. The frequent conduct of unethical behaviour by an individual is recognised to be moral
disengagement (Fida et al., 2018). The theory regarding environmental sustainability was first proposed
by Bandura (2007), who argued that ecological sustainability and food wastage behaviour can be
analysed through the lens of the moral disengagement theory. Details of how an understanding of moral
disengagement may help to reduce FWB are discussed in the subsequent sections.
Antecedents of Moral Disengagement
It has been mentioned that the value and belief system affects human behaviour (Aly et al., 2014).
Values can be classified into 10 categories, namely universalism, achievement, tradition, conformity,
hedonism, security, stimulation, self-direction, benevolence, and power (Mirosa et al., 2016). Hedonism
was also found to be relevant in predicting FWB (Mirosa et al., 2016). Religiosity also has a profound
impact on human behaviour. Religiosity is very relevant in many behavioural studies across the world,
including consumer behaviour (Alam et al., 2011; Gursoy et al., 2017; Power 2017). Furthermore, these
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two antecedents of moral disengagement (hedonic value and religiosity) have been widely used to
explain different kinds of behaviour in the Arab world, including Saudi Arabia (Al-Maghrabi et al.,
2011; Baabdullah, 2018). Hence, it is arguable that aspects of the value and belief system of human’s
beings will be able to explain FWB in KSA through moral disengagement. Also, as hedonic value and
religiosity have been found to explain the behaviour of Arabic people, they are strong candidates as
factors that impact on FWB through moral disengagement.
Psychological traits have also been found to affect human behaviour (Kokkinos et al, 2016; Risser
et al., 2016). It was found that frugality (i.e., tendency to spend wealth wisely without being a miser)
and trait cynicism (i.e., distrust of other people) have an impact on moral disengagement (Deter et al.,
2008) and FWB (Wang et al., 2017). Moreover, frugality and trait cynicism is relevant in explaining
the behaviours of the Arabic people (Mousa, 2018; Yeniaras and Akarsu, 2017). Therefore, it is rational
to argue that it is worth investigating the relationship between these two psychological traits and FWB
in the KSA through moral disengagement.
Religiosity
Religiosity has been described as beliefs and practices based on the existence of God, who has
supernatural powers (Sedikides, 2010). It has been argued by Gregory (2016) that religiosity plays a
substantial role in restricting the immoral behaviours of individuals. This view is aligned with the views
of Blasi (1983), who states that the moral lens of religion is one main factor that motivates individuals
to reflect on their actions. Several studies have found a relationship between religiosity and moral
disengagement (Baker, 2006; Hinrichs et al., 2012; McCollough, 2009). One of the studies conducted
on offenders charged with a crime in Italy found that religiosity negatively predicts moral
disengagement (D’urso et al., 2019), which contrasted with the author's hypothesis according to the
mechanism of the moral disengagement model of Bandura (1999). Elmonefi et al. (2015) mentioned
that a significant amount of food is wasted during various social and religious events, especially in the
fasting month of Ramadan in the Arab world, including Saudi Arabia. Abiad and Meho (2018)
suggested that the relationship between religiosity and FWB is worthy of exploration in Arab countries
to design new policies to reduce food waste and food loss. Hence, it can be argued that religiosity has
a negative relationship with food waste behaviour. Religiosity has a significant impact on many aspects
of the Arab world, including politics (Tessler, 2010), media credibility (Golan and Kiousis, 2010),
quality of life (Abdel-Khalek, 2010), society, culture, fashion (Farrag and Hassan, 2015), etc. Being an
Arab country, it is worth arguing that in Saudi Arabia, religiosity is very much relevant to food waste
behaviour, which a view is supported by the literature mentioned above.
H1a: Religiosity is negatively related to food waste behaviour.
H1b: Religiosity is negatively related to moral disengagement.
H5a: Moral disengagement negatively mediates the relationship between religiosity and food waste
behaviour.
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Hedonic Value
Hedonic value drives humans to do something if the activity is deemed pleasurable (Malone et al.,
2014). Mirosa et al. (2016) and Kajonius et al. (2015) described this value as being related to pleasure
and enjoying life. In the context of food consumption, if the consumer gets pleasure from the physical
appearance, smell, and taste of the food, then the consumer is described to have hedonic value. In
activities needed for mental health, such as a recreation like watching a film, hedonic value is positively
associated with moral disengagement (MD) (Tsay-Vogel et al. 2016); whereas, in the case of nonrecreational activities such as job responsibility and participating in a competition, hedonic value has a
negative relationship with MD (Beckmann et al., 2018; Scheiner et al. 2018). If we consider food
consumption as an activity needed both for physical and mental health, we can hypothesise that hedonic
value is positively correlated with MD in the context of food waste behaviour. Mirosa et al. (2016)
concluded that a pleasurable experience with food reduced the food waste by the consumers and that
hedonic value is very important for predicting food waste behaviour. Moreover, Derqui et al. (2020)
and Derqui et al. (2018) stated that hedonic value drives the consumers to waste more food when they
do not get their desired pleasure from the food; however, no study thus far has shown the relationship
between hedonic value and FWB of the KSA population. Therefore, based on the above, it is rational
to hypothesise that hedonic value is an important variable in explaining the FWB of Saudi people
through moral disengagement.
H2a: Hedonic Value is positively related to food waste behaviour.
H2b: Hedonic Value is positively related to moral disengagement.
H5b: Moral disengagement positively mediates the relationship between hedonic value and food waste
behaviour.
Frugality
Frugality has been described as a psychological trait characterised by the degree to which a consumer
restrains himself/herself from acquiring or spending resources (Davidson et al., 2014). It is to be noted
that frugality does not mean deprivation or cheapness, but rather it means spending resources wisely in
a disciplined manner (Davidson et al., 2015). It has been stated that frugality has an undeniable moral
dimension (Evans, 2011), meaning that it is strongly linked with moral disengagement. It has been
mentioned that frugality is relevant to food waste and moral disengagement through the argument that
wasting food itself is an immoral act (Papargyropoulou et al., 2014; Perfitt et al., 2010). Tucker and
Ferrely (2016) suggested that frugality is one of the factors that affect the quantity of food waste. The
relationship between frugality, along with other variables of personal health, food shortage, and food
waste, was investigated in China (Wang et al., 2017). Frugality was found to be strongly correlated with
the amount of food wasted. It has been reported that there is an ongoing perception among the Saudi
people that the economy of the country is in recession, so they are adjusting their consumption
behaviour and becoming more frugal (Sharma and Sonwalker, 2013). Hence, it can be argued that it is
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relevant to study whether there is any relationship between frugality and the FWB of Saudi people.
Furthermore, several studies have suggested that it is worth investigating frugality to determine if it can
predict the prosocial behaviour of the people of Islamic faith (Arli and Lasmono, 2015; Opoku, 2013;
Yeniaras and Akarsu, 2017). Therefore, it is proposed in this research that frugality has an impact on
the FWB of the people of KSA.
H3a: Frugality is negatively related to food waste behaviour.
H3b: Frugality is negatively related to moral disengagement.
H5c: Moral disengagement negatively mediates the relationship between frugality and food waste
behaviour.
Trait Cynicism
Trait cynicism is described as a personality trait or attitude (Nafei et al., 2013) of disillusionment and
frustration, and is closely associated with distrust of other people's motives, religious institutions,
government institutions, and societal conventions (Abraham, 2000). High levels of trait cynicism
encourage moral disengagement and result in people avoiding moral responsibilities and making
unethical decisions. Mencl and May (2009) and Vice (2011) suggested that trait cynicism is extremely
relevant to moral disengagement, and can be used to explain other unethical behaviours. Furthermore,
it has been demonstrated that trait cynicism is positively related to moral disengagement (Detert et al.,
2008). Chowdhury and Fernando (2014) further confirmed the findings of Detert et al. (2008) and
mentioned that trait cynicism is positively related to consumer ethical beliefs through moral
disengagement. It is proposed here in that the engagement of individuals in FWB is fostered when
individuals have a higher level of trait cynicism, as they lack a sense of responsibility.
H4a: Trait cynicism is positively related to food waste behaviour.
H4b: Trait cynicism is positively related to moral disengagement.
H5d: Moral disengagement positively mediates the relationship between trait cynicism and food waste
behaviour.
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Proposed Research Model
To address the research gaps as identified in the literature, the research model consists of four
antecedents that influence moral disengagement, which in turn influences food waste behaviour. Social
marketing acts as a moderating variable that moderates the influences on food waste behaviour. It is
evident from the extant literature presented earlier that moral disengagement theory relating to food
waste and the effectiveness of social marketing not only helps in understanding the behaviour of an
individual but also reduce or aim at changing behaviours.
H1a

Value
and
belief
System

H6a

H1b

H2a
H2b

H5a
H5b

Moral
Disengagement

H3b

Food
Waste
Behaviour

H5c
H5d

Psychological
traits

H3a
H4b
Trait Cynicism

H6b
H6c
H4a
H6d H6e
Social marketing campaign

Figure 1: Food waste behaviour model through moral disengagement moderated by a social marketing
campaign
Methodology
This study uses a multi-method Quantitative approach, pre-test and post-test control group in order to
better understand the problem. For the construct item used in the survey, we relied on previous studies,
and from there we began by developing a structured questionnaire by using well-established scales to
operationalize all the constructs included in our conceptual model. Next, we collected data using an
online survey by Qualtrics (N=710) with a structured questionnaire consisting of Likert scales to
measure all our variables. Next, we tested all our hypotheses using SPSS and analyzed through Partial
Least Squares (PLS) techniques (Barclay, Higgins & Thompson 1995; Chin 1998; Santosa, Wei & Chan
2005). This procedure managed to overcome the concerns of method bias.
Data Analysis and Results
The data from surveys was analysed to produce descriptive statistics, test construct validity/reliability
and hypotheses/model, the field study result provided more support that the role of social marketing
positively influences household food waste behaviour. The household behaviour investigator supported
the indirect influence morel disengagement through value and belief system and psychological traits.
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We also found high factor loadings (> 0.70) for all our scales with no major cross-factor loadings and
high average Variance extracted (AVE) values (> 0.50), which confirm convergent validity. All the
Composite reliabilities are also high (> 0.75) showing that all the scales are reliable. Finally, the square
roots of AVE values for all the constructs are higher than their correlations with other constructs, which
shows discriminant validity. Next, we used structured equation modelling (SEM) approach with our
path model to test all our hypotheses. As shown in the table 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2 we found support for
most hypotheses except some of them possibly because the run of the social marketing campaign
effected by the covid-19 quarantine for more than 3 months in KSA.

Table 1.1: Summary of results of hypothesis testing: social marketing campaign group
(pre-test)
Hypotheses
H#
β
STDEV
T Statistics
p-Values
H1a
RELFWB
.065
.059
1.101
.272
REL MD
H1b
-.242
.075
3.212
.001
HV FWB
H2a
-.031
.067
.463
.644
HV MD
H2b
-.167
.071
2.361
.019
FR FWB
H3a
-.074
.067
1.116
.265
FR MD
H3b
-.099
.074
1.345
.179
TC FWB
H4a
.057
.059
.963
.336
TC MD
H4b
.257
.057
4.486
.000
MDFWB
H5
.550
.064
8.527
.000
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; β= Beta Weight ;STDEV=Standard Deviation.

Results
Not Supported
Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Supported
Supported

Table 1.2: Summary of results of hypothesis testing: social marketing campaign group
(post-test)
Hypotheses
H#
β
STDEV
T Statistics
p-Values
Results
Not Supported
RELFWB
H1a
-.060
.102
.586
.558
Supported
REL MD
H1b
-.283
.075
3.790
.000
HV FWB
Supported
H2a
.188
.070
2.696
.007
HV MD
Not Supported
H2b
.020
.068
.298
.766
Not Supported
FR FWB
H3a
-.108
.091
1.192
.234
Supported
FR MD
H3b
-.278
.072
3.851
.000
TC FWB
Supported
H4a
.169
.082
2.056
.040
TC MD
Supported
H4b
.276
.064
4.338
.000
MDFWB
Supported
H5
.278
.105
2.651
.008
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; β= Beta Weight ;STDEV=Standard Deviation.
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Discriminant Validity:
Table 1.3: Reliability and Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Social Marketing
Campaign (Pre-Test)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Constructs
Food Waste
Moral Disengagement
Religiosity
Hedonic Value
Frugality
Trait Cynicism

CR
.854
.817
.865
.857
.792
.817

AVE
.661
.599
.683
.669
.563
.529

1
0.813
.562
-.133
-.134
-.164
.158

2

3

4

5

6

.774
-.305
-.197
-.200
.207

.827
.225
.339
.029

.818
.279
.200

.751
.107

.727

Note 1: Composite Reliability (CR); Average Variance Extracted (AVE). Note 2: Square roots of AVE values
are shown on the diagonal.

Table 1.4: Reliability and Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Social Marketing
Campaign (Post-Test)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Constructs
Food Waste
Moral Disengagement
Religiosity
Hedonic Value
Frugality
Trait Cynicism

CR
.810
.850
.798
.853
.837
.788

AVE
.590
.587
.571
.661
.632
.553

1
.768
.421
-.261
.240
-.263
.313

2

3

4

5

6

.766
-.458
.069
-.434
.332

.755
.011
.500
-.130

.813
.020
.208

.795
-.050

.744

Note 1: Composite Reliability (CR); Average Variance Extracted (AVE). Note 2: Square roots of AVE values
are shown on the diagonal.
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Table 2.1: Results of Direct and Indirect Effects of Moral Disengagement: social marketing campaign group (pre-test)
Direct Effect
Hypotheses
β
STDEV
T statistics
p-values
β
H#
.065
.059
1.101
.272
-.133
REL MD FWB
H6a
-.031
.067
.463
.644
-.092
H6b HV  MD FWB
FR MD  FWB
-.074
.067
1.116
.265
-.054
H6c
.057
.059
.963
.336
.141
H6d TC MD FWB
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; β= Beta Weight ;STDEV=Standard Deviation.

Indirect Effect
STDEV
T statistics
.047
2.807
.042
2.184
.040
1.349
.037
3.839

p-values
.005
.029
.178
.000

Type of
Mediation

Result

Full Mediation
Full Mediation
No Mediation
Full Mediation

Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Supported

Table 2.2: Results of Direct and Indirect Effects of Moral Disengagement: social marketing campaign group (pre-test)
Direct Effect
Hypotheses
β
STDEV
T statistics
p-values
β
H#
-.060
.102
.586
.558
-.079
REL MD FWB
H6a
.188
.070
2.696
.007
.006
H6b HV  MD FWB
FR MD  FWB
-.108
.091
1.192
.234
-.077
H6c
.169
.082
2.056
.040
.077
H6d TC MD FWB
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; β= Beta Weight ;STDEV=Standard Deviation.
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Indirect Effect
STDEV
T statistics
.040
1.975
.020
.277
.033
2.327
.037
2.061

p-values
.049
.782
.020
.040

Type of
Mediation

Full Mediation
No Mediation
Full Mediation
Partial Mediation

Result
Supported
Not Supported
Supported
Supported

2022 AMA Summer Academic Conference

Discussion and Implications
Based on the finding in the Pre-test and post-test social marketing campaign group, compares between
the two studies before and after the campaign this approach would help develop a particle understanding
of FWB and the role takes to help to managing through the social marketing.
References
Full references are available upon request from the authors.
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MIXED FEELINGS: DOES GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING OF NEW VENTURES
TRIGGER OPPOSING SIGNALS? A CLOSER INVESTIGATION OF SPILLOVER
EFFECTS IN ENTREPRENEURIAL FINANCE
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Description: Governmental funding of new ventures may induce the ventures to send
opposing signals to potential investors, thus affecting their ability to raise private follow-on
funding.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question (196 words)
Traditionally, it is argued that the receipt of public funding acts as a positive signal that
entrepreneurs can convey to potential future investors, thereby exploiting a certification effect
to attract additional financial resources (Lerner, 1999).
Challenging conventional views, we propose a research model in which new ventures send
mixed signals to potential investors. While public funding can certainly certify new ventures in
the eyes of investors, it will also affect the personal investment decisions made by
entrepreneurs.
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As public funding (due to its free and non-dilutive nature) has a low cost of capital, founders
will be less inclined to invest their private wealth into their ventures and use public funds
instead. As a result, publicly funded entrepreneurs will be less financially committed to their
ventures - their personal investments are crowded-out.
The resulting financial set-up in our conceptual model is one where publicly funded
entrepreneurs send mixed signals towards potential investors, i.e. a positive certification signal,
from having obtained public funding, and a negative skin-in-the-game signal, from having
invested too little of their personal money. We contend that this can play a substantial role in
explaining the effect of subsidy receipts on acquiring follow-on VC funding.

Method And Data (195 words)
Our study draws on a unique primary sample of 300 German start-up founders, enriched with
selected secondary data points gathered from Crunchbase.
The independent variable “public funding” is operationalized as a binary variable, by asking
founders whether they have obtained public funding (see Hottenrott and Richstein, 2020).
Additionally, we record the timing, the amount, and the type of public funding.
The outcome variable “follow-on investment” is constructed from existing secondary data from
Crunchbase and includes receipt, timing, and amount of venture capital funding (see Howell,
2017).
The mediator “entrepreneur’s financial commitment” is recorded from our survey by asking
founders how much money the founding team has invested into their venture. To control for
venture size and founders’ personal net worth we also record these personal investments as a
share of total start-up cost and as a share of founder personal wealth (see Eddleston et al., 2016
and Busentiz et al., 2005).
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In line with common practice, we employ a matching approach to estimate the effect of public
funding receipt. Based on a propensity-score, constructed from a range of founder and firm
variables, we match grant recipients with similar non-recipients to examine the causal treatment
effects.

Summary Of Findings (189 words)
We expect to find “entrepreneur’s financial commitment” to be a strong mediator of the
relationship between public funding and follow-on investments. Therefore, we aim to manifest
that increased VC follow-on investments significantly depend on the entrepreneurs’ personal
financial commitments to their venture.
We hypothesize a strong negative relationship between grant receipt and entrepreneur’s
financial commitment, i.e., a strong crowding-out effect. Conversely, we expect recipients of
subsidized loans to be more financially committed. While grants are free and generally don’t
have to be repaid, subsidized loans require founders to supply a certain amount of collateral,
which should induce founders to invest more from their personal net worth. Therefore, we aim
to establish differential impacts for different public funding tools.
In conclusion, we hope to show that the crowding and spillover effects resulting from
subsidized loan and grant financing in particular, affect the investment behaviour of
entrepreneurs, which in turn affects the ability to secure venture capital funding in subsequent
rounds. These insights will help shed further light into the black-box that are outcome
additionalities of public interventions.
Data collection was finalized in January 2022 and preliminary data confirm our hypotheses.
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Key Contributions (199 words)
We fill an existing gap (Cumming et al., 2018) by investigating the spillover effects between
public funding and founders’ personal investments. This relationship has so far been
overlooked, even though it plays a central role in the effectiveness of public policy schemes
and in solving the riddle of outcome additionality.
Secondly, we answer multiple research calls within the signalling literature that call for a closer
investigation of the interaction between multiple signals and opposing signals (see Colombo et
al., 2020 and Bianchi et al., 2019).
Furthermore, we expand on existing research on the “skin-in-the-game” effect, which is of high
practical relevance to many investors but finds relatively little scrutiny in current literature.
In terms of practical contributions, we offer novel insights into the unintended consequences of
public policy. Especially, the occurrence of opposing signalling effects in new ventures, as a
result of public interventions, should be of interest to policymakers. The central takeaway
should be that not all public funding schemes lead to a certification effect and that in some cases
it can be wise to compel recipients of public funding to co-invest personal money along with
subsidies, to mitigate the risk of sending unintended, negative signals to investors.
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SIGNALING STRATEGIES OF SINFUL COMPANIES - DO COMPANIES WITH
CONTROVERSIAL INVOLVEMENT COMMUNICATE DIFFERENT VALUES THAN
CONVENTIONAL FIRMS?
Malte Brettel, Sebastian Kruse, Michaela Grädener
For further information, please contact Michaela Grädener, RWTH Aachen
(graedener@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Sinful companies, Controversial Industries, Communication, Legitimacy, Value enhancement
This study examines if sin firms communicate different values to their shareholders than
conventional firms by analyzing the content of non-financial communication.

EXTENDED ACSTRACT

Research Question
Pressing social and environmental issues continue to shape the mindset and strategies of
investors towards an approach that includes financial, ethical and sustainability considerations,
known as socially responsible Investing (SRI) (D’Apice, Ferri, and Intonti 2021; Dorfleitner,
Kreuzer, and Sparrer 2020). Thus, companies started increasing Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) activities and respective shareholder-oriented CSR communication (Uyar, Karaman, and
Kilic 2020). This includes quantitative increments, e.g. publishing CSR reports, and qualitive
emphasis, for example highlighting CSR engagement and sustainable values (Byrd et al. 2017).
Intensified CSR can increase corporate reputation and shareholder trust (McWilliams,
Siegel, and Wright 2006). While previous research focuses on the quantitative increment, we focus
on the qualitative aspects by assessing economic, social, and environmental value-communication.
As CSR communication promotes positive perception of shareholders, firms with a
negative image have an especially high interest to pursue high-quality communication efforts.
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2
Research found that so called “sin companies” publish more CSR reports than conventional
companies to improve their reputation (Grougiou, Dedoulis, and Leventis 2016). We will extend
the research by examining subtle communication approaches and assess whether the shareholderoriented communicated values differ between the two kinds of firms (sinful vs. non-sinful).
Drawing on Signaling Theory and research on legitimization attempts of controversial
companies, our research answers the question: “Do sin firms communicate different values to their
shareholders than conventional firms”?

Method and Data
We conduct an empirical analysis of data from US firms listed in the S&P500 over the time
from 2013 to 2020. We categorize companies as “non-controversial”, “low controversial
involvement” and “high controversial involvement”, depending on volume and diversity of
involvement in controversial industries, following the approach of Fabozzi, Ma, and Oliphant
(2008). The clustering is based on an analysis of company information, such as financial
statements, to assess if the business model and revenues during the timespan indicate any direct or
indirect involvement in any of the considered controversial categories.
We analyze the strength of communicated values in letters to shareholders (LTS), and
differentiate between economic, sustainable, and environmental value expression. Our linguistic
approach implements different wordbooks for each of the three values and measures the frequency
of mentioned words in the LTS.
Control variables include, amongst others, firm size, firm age, market size and financial
slack.
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3
We conduct a multivariate regression analysis similar to related research (Cai, Jo, and Pan
2012) to test the hypothesized relationships, considering the implications of changes in
controversial involvement leading to a firm being classified into a different cluster.

Summary of Findings
Initial analyses support our main hypotheses: We observe stronger communication of
social and environmental values for firms with high controversial involvement. However, we also
see a strong communication of economic values, indicating the need for sinful firms to present a
holistically positive picture of themselves without neglecting financial aspects. This finding is in
line with previous research targeting greenwashing, which finds that excessive CSR efforts and
respective communication of sin companies leads to mistrust of shareholders, as they suspect
greenwashing (Palazzo and Richter 2005).

Key Contributions
Our findings are valuable for analysts and investors who can gain insights in the value of
informational cues sent by companies with controversial involvement, which simplifies the
detection of legitimization and greenwashing attempts. In addition, non-sinful companies that
compete with companies with controversial involvement can draw conclusions regarding the need
to adapt their own communication.
We also contribute to the research of legitimization strategies by introducing a linguistic
approach to analyze shareholder-directed communication of controversial firms and establish a
more detailed and hence more accurate approach to measure controversial involvement.

References are available upon request.
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SOCIAL BEHAVIOR IS SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOR: HOW SOCIAL INCLUSION
ENHANCES CONSCIOUS CONSUMPTION

Yoko Sugitani, Sophia University
Taku Togawa, Sophia University

For further information, please contact Yoko Sugitani, Ph.D., Department of Management, Sophia
University (yoko.s@sophia.ac.jp).

Keywords: Sustainability, social inclusion, social exclusion, group attachment, prosocial consumer
behavior

Description: When consumers’ group attachment is enhanced by subjective social inclusion, it fosters
their motivation to behave in a prosocial manner, and subsequently enhances the intention to purchase
products that can help achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Recent research has intensively explored the factors that can promote sustainable consumer behavior. In
the Journal of Marketing, White, Habib and Hardisty (2019) proposed the SHIFT model, a framework
for fostering sustainable consumer behavior. They propose five factors to encourage sustainable
consumption: social influence, habit formation, individual self, feelings and cognition, and tangibility.
Of particular relevance to this study is the first factor, social influence. Specifically, the present research
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focused on how sustainable consumer behavior is encouraged by subjective social inclusion, defined as
individual perception of being included in society (Licsandru and Cui 2018). Previous studies have
shown that subjective social inclusion promotes prosocial behavior, such as donating charity and helping
others (e.g., Twenge et al. 2007). While these studies have focused on people’s interpersonal behavior as
outcomes, little research has directly addressed the question of how subjective social inclusion
influences consumers’ attitudes toward sustainable marketing. Moreover, although the literature has
discussed social inclusion/exclusion and marketing from a societal perspective (e.g., ethnic
discrimination), less attention has been paid to social inclusion/exclusion by familiar groups (e.g.,
coworkers). The present research aimed to fill these gaps by demonstrating that consumers’ feelings of
inclusion in their immediate networks encourage prosocial consumer behavior.

Method and Data
We hypothesized that when consumers’ group attachment is enhanced by subjective social inclusion,
it can foster their motivation to behave in a prosocial manner (as is the way favored by the majority of a
group), and subsequently enhance the intention to purchase products aiding in SDG achievement.
To test the hypothesis, we conducted the experiment that manipulated subjective social inclusion
with three scenarios (included, excluded, and control; between-subject design), and 157 participants (70
men, 85 women, and 2 others; Mage = 40.790, SDage = 9.036) were recruited based on a power analysis.
First, participants read one of the three scenarios. For example, the scenario of social inclusion asked
participants to imagine that they were working with pleasant colleagues at a part-time job, feeling a
strong emotional bond with them. They then answered a manipulation check questionnaire about
subjective social inclusion, and completed the following scales: (1) group attachment (6 items; α = .89;
Takada and Matsui 2017), (2) motive to act pro-socially (1 item; “I want to do something for the society
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rather than for myself through consumption”), (3) purchase intention of products achieving SDGs (2
items; r = .22, p =.01; purchase intention of gender-neutral and eco-friendly products).

Summary of Findings
After confirming the success of our social inclusion manipulation, a one-way ANOVA revealed a
significant effect of social inclusion on purchase intention for SDG products (F (2, 154) = 2.44, p = .09,
η2= .03). As predicted, participants in the inclusion condition (M = 5.23, SD = 1.06) showed higher
purchase intention for products achieving SDGs than those in the conditions of social exclusion (M =
4.90, SD = .96) and control (M = 4.83, SD = .93).
To examine the underlying mechanism, we ran a serial mediation analysis using the PROCESS
macro (Hays 2021, Model 6). The three experimental conditions of social inclusion were dummy-coded
as 1 = social inclusion and 0 = other conditions. As expected, bootstrapping with 10,000 resampling
showed a significant indirect effect of subjective social inclusion on purchase intention for SDG
products due to group attachment and motivation for prosocial actions (B = 0.039, SE = .028, CI90 =
[0.001, 0.089]).
We found that consumers’ emotional attachment to the in-group driven by subjective social inclusion
enhanced purchase intention towards products that achieve SDGs via motivation to behave in a prosocial
manner.

Key Contributions
Although many studies have examined the effect of social inclusion versus exclusion on
interpersonal behavior, little research has directly addressed the impact of social inclusion on sustainable
marketing effectiveness. This study fills this gap by demonstrating that feelings of inclusion by familiar
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others in everyday life increase emotional attachment to the in-group, and subsequently motivate
prosocial behavior enhancing the intention to purchase products that can achieve SDGs. As a practical
contribution, this study provides important insights for marketers, policymakers, and the general public.
We know the positive effect of social inclusion on people’s well-being from a macro perspective at the
national or regional level, such as wealth redistribution, acceptance of ethnic diversity, equal
employment opportunities, and equal access to education (Licsandru and Cui 2018). However, while
macro social changes are undoubtedly important, they are difficult to influence through the short-term
and individual efforts of consumers. In contrast, this study shows us what we can do, starting today:
being inclusive of our neighbors such as family, friends, and coworkers can be one step towards
achieving the world’s SDGs.

References are available upon request.
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SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION AND CONTAGION CONCERNS: A COMPARISON
OF REFURBISHED, REPRUPOSED, AND RECYCLED PRODUCTS
Ernest Kwan, Carleton University
Irene R. R. Lu, Carleton University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Irene R. R. Lu, Associate
Professor, Carleton University (irene.lu@carleton.ca)
Keywords: contagion, sustainable consumption, refurbished, repurposed, recycled
Description: We examine two remedial measures to help overcome consumer concerns due to
the threat of disease.
Research question
We explore the efficacy of two remedial measures to address barriers in sustainable
consumption. While past research suggests that the threat of disease could discourage sustainable
consumption, there is less research to help marketers address such consumer concerns. We
examine two remedial measures: introduction of the store owner in the product description, and
inclusion of a sanitization message in the product description. We measure participants’ concern
of Covid-19 as the threat of disease. We compare four types of products: new, refurbished,
repurposed, and recycled. Past research has primarily examined refurbished and recycled
products; repurposed products, however, are becoming increasingly popular. We provide the first
quantitative analysis of repurposed products.
Method and data
We addressed our research questions through the model of moderated moderated mediation: We
consider how preference of sustainable products, as explained by a mediator, could be moderated
by the threat of disease; and we examined how this moderated mediation could itself be
moderated by the presence or absence of a remedial measure.
We used online surveys to collect data for our experiment. We recruited Canadian participants
through a market research company. We informed participants that the survey is to solicit
opinions on a product from a home furnishing store. The store is fictitious. Our experiment
entailed a between subjects design.
Summary of findings
When it comes choosing between new vs refurbished, or new vs repurposed products, the impact
of disease threat depended on the presence or absence of the store owner’s identity in the product
description. The mediator that explained the change in preference is the perceived quality of the
product.
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When it comes choosing between new vs repurposed products, the impact of disease threat
depended on the presence or absence of the sanitization message in the product description. The
mediator that explained the change in preference is the fear of contamination in the product.
Specifically, when the disease threat is high, knowing the store owner’s identity helped
participants’ evaluation of refurbished and repurposed products, but harmed new products. When
the disease threat is low, the inclusion of a sanitization message helped repurposed products, but
harmed new products.
Statement of key contributions
We determined the effectiveness of two remedial measures that marketers can use to help
promote sustainable products when the threat of disease may otherwise discourage sustainable
consumption. We identified conditions when such remedial measures could backfire. This
research also contributes to the study of contagion and consumer behaviour by using a real
disease threat. The research provides quantitative analyses of a new and increasingly popular
type of sustainable product, namely, repurposed products.
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SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION OF SERVICES: WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY FOR
SUSTAINABLE ALPINE SKIING EXPERIENCES

Iveta Malasevska, Inland Norway University of Applied Science*
Andreas Hinterhuber, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Erik Haugom, Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences
Gudbrand Lien, Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences
Per Kristian Alnes, Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences
Ørjan Mydland, Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences

Keywords: sustainable consumption, alpine skiing, sustainability, willingness-to-pay, cultural
dimensions, environmental initiatives

Description: We examine how customers' preferences for sustainable service alternatives
translates into actual willingness-to-pay for skiing at an environmentally friendly ski area.

*

For further information, please contact Dr. Iveta Malasevska, Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences,
Postboks 952, 2604 Lillehammer, Norway, tel.: +47 61 28 84 37, e-mail: iveta.malasevska@inn.no
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

In this study, we examine sustainable consumption from a ski area perspective by using the
exploratory sequential mixed-method approach. The empirical data from Norway and
Switzerland allows us to investigate how customers' preferences for sustainable service
alternatives translate into actual willingness to pay. We relate the differences across countries
to diversity on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. The results show that alpine skiers are in general
willing to pay more for a day pass if the ski area is either environmentally certified, carbonneutral, or uses only natural snow. The positive effects are even stronger among
environmentally conscious skiers and skiers from masculine, long-term oriented cultures. The
findings can be used by managers in the alpine skiing industry, or service industry more
generally, to improve long term financial performance by implementing more sustainable
solutions to customers willing to consume- and pay a little extra for them.
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Research Question
We propose a conceptual model for mindful service consumption where we define a mindful
behaviour as a choice of an environmentally friendly service consumption. We assume that a
mindful mindset has the potential to lead to support of the service provider's initiatives to
improve its environmental performance by choosing to consume environmentally friendly
service alternatives.

We test the following hypotheses:
H1: Skiers would be willing to pay more for a one-day ski lift ticket in the ski area that is
environmentally-certified.
H2: Skiers would be willing to pay more for a one-day ski lift ticket in the ski area that
participates in carbon offsetting projects to balance out ski area’s climate impact.
H3: The skiers that make up the environmental conscious segment would be willing to pay
more for environmentally-friendly alpine skiing than the environmental unconscious segment.
H4: Skiers would be willing to pay more for a one-day ski lift ticket in the ski area that
ensures reliable snow cover by artificial snow production.
H5: The skiers from more masculine cultures would be willing to pay more for more
environmentally-friendly alpine skiing than the skiers from more feminine cultures.
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Method and Data
Data collection
The exploratory sequential mixed-method approach was used in this study. First, we
conducted forty semi-structured online interviews with skiers both in Switzerland and Norway
to understand skiers' attitudes towards environmental issues related to alpine ski areas as well
as skier's suggestions on how ski areas may improve their environmental performance. Once
collected, the data from the interviews were summarized and presented in an online workshop
to ski area representatives from Switzerland and Norway by the research team to identify the
key environmental attributes associated with alpine skiing. After the workshop, we ended up
with three environmental attributes each with two levels (environmental certification, carbonneutral skiing and usage of artificial snow) and the price attribute with four levels to be
included in choice-based conjoint (CBC) questionnaire. Eight choice sets were designed using
the shifting method (Rao, 2014, p. 140). The CBC questionnaire was conducted in Norway
and Switzerland in the period between September 29 and October 12, 2020. Five-hundred
Norwegian residents and five-hundred Swiss residents were recruited from a large online
panel to participate in an online questionnaire.
Model specification
The choice probability (including a none alternative) obtained by an alternative i among a set
of j alternatives can be defined by the following logit model:

𝑒 𝑉(𝛽,𝑥𝑖 )

𝑖 ≠ 𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒
1 + ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑒 𝑉(𝛽,𝑥𝑗)
Pr(𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑖) =
1
𝑖 = 𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒
𝑉(𝛽,𝑥𝑗 )
𝑛
{1 + ∑𝑗=1 𝑒

(2)

Hence, the probability of choosing alternative 𝑖 is a function of both the attribute levels of
alternative 𝑖 and the attribute levels of all other alternatives under consideration.
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Summary of Findings
We find that skiers are willing to pay more, on average, for a one-day ski pass when visiting a
ski area that is environmentally certified or participates in voluntary carbon offsetting
projects, supporting H1 and H2. The extra willingness to pay for skiing at a ski area that is
environmentally certified is estimated to approximately EUR 18. A ski area's participation in
carbon offsetting projects result in an average willingness to pay of EUR 8 extra for a daypass. The results also clearly show that environmentally-conscious skiers have a higher
reported WTP for more environmentally-friendly alpine skiing than environmentallyunconscious skiers, supporting H3. Moreover, environmentally conscious Swiss skiers have a
significantly higher marginal willingness to pay for both environmental certification and
natural snow when compared to environmentally conscious Norwegian skiers. Although the
marginal WTP differs between skiers from a masculine culture (Switzerland) and skiers from
feminine culture (Norway), the results do not fully support H5. At the same time, an average
skier from Switzerland report being willing to pay approximately EUR 14 more for a skiing
day at a ski area that operates only with natural snow compared to an average skier from
Norway. In general, however, H4 is not supported.
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Key Contributions
In this article we have examined how customers' preferences for sustainable service
alternatives translates into actual willingness to pay for an opportunity to ski at an
environmentally friendly ski area. Alpine skiers, especially environmentally conscious skiers,
are willing to pay more for a day pass if the ski area is either (1) environmentally certified, (2)
carbon-neutral, or (3) uses only natural snow. The positive effects are even stronger among
environmentally conscious skiers and skiers from masculine, long-term oriented cultures.
While no direct comparison is possible with previous studies of cultural dimensions and
environmental initiatives, we believe that our study will serve as a base for future research on
relating cultural dimensions to sustainable consumption of services. The results of our study
also indicate that voluntary environmental initiatives can have a positive impact on a
company's economic performance.
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THE EXPERIENCES OF MAKING AND SELLING REPURPOSED PRODUCTS
Irene R. R. Lu, Carleton University
Ernest Kwan, Carleton University
Sarah Buckingham, Carleton University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Irene R. R. Lu, Associate
Professor, Carleton University (irene.lu@carleton.ca)
Keywords: repurposed products; sustainability; micro-entrepreneurs
Description: We explored the journey of micro-entrepreneurs’ making and selling repurposed
products.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Environmental degradation has gained mass public attention recently. Repurposing is a
form of upcycling that transforms an old product into a product of greater value with a different
function. Many businesses, entrepreneurs, and micro-influencers use social media such as
Pinterest, Facebook, and Instagram to sell repurposed products or build communities for sharing
repurposing ideas.
Although repurposing does not solve the issue of overconsumption, it can be an effective
waste reduction technique. It also has a potential to make far-reaching impact on product use,
product disposal, product lifecycle design, as well as on consumer creativity. However,
repurposing is an under-researched area (Bridgens et al., 2018; Evers et al., 2018; Harris et al.,
2016; Kamleitner, et al., 2019; Scott & Weaver, 2018). This research extends the study by Scott
and Weaver (2018). They conducted in-depth interviews with buyers and makers (for sale or for
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their own use) of repurposed products to understand their repurposing process. The main
objective of this research is to further explore micro-entrepreneurs’ repurposing and selling
journey.

Method and Data
We used semi-structured, in-depth interviews as our data collection method. Our target
participants were individuals who both make and sell repurposed products. To recruit
participants, we reached out to independent sellers of repurposed products at special markets or
events, as well as at e-commerce or social network commerce sites (e.g., Etsy, Facebook, and
Instagram). Interviews were conducted in person, over the telephone, or on Skype, based on the
participant's preference. Each interview took between one to two hours. Overall, we conducted
twelve interviews.
The semi-structured interview guide included sections on ethics protocol, our definition
of repurposed products, and interview questions. A short survey was conducted after each
interview. The interview has two parallel parts. The first part pertains to the participant's journey
as a maker of repurposed products and the second part pertains to the journey as a seller of
repurposed products. Reflexive thematic analysis (RTA) (see Braun and Clarke, 2020) was used
to identify patterns of meaning in our data.

Summary of Findings
Participants are generally motivated by the transformation of a product or by explaining the
product transformation (waste into a desirable item) to customers. Participants exhibited what
Ranfagni and Runfola (2018) describe as “passion for the hobby”, or domain passion. All
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participants reported medium to very high levels of enjoyment in the actual activity of
repurposing.
The main challenges faced by participants were reliable sourcing of quality material and
marketing. The first challenge was particularly daunting for those who use unique materials to
create repurposed products. Resource scarcity could influence a person's choice to repurpose or
not. Participants commonly struggle with consumer targeting and communicating product value
to customers.
Most participants reported low or average levels of self-efficacy in repurposing, despite
also citing positive peer feedback as an antecedent of selling and/or sharing/observing others
enjoying the product as a motivator for repurposing.

Key Contributions
Past research on sustainable consumption has primarily examined refurbished and recycled
products. In recent years, however, repurposed products have become increasingly popular
among consumers. We contribute to the literature on sustainable consumption and production by
providing insights into micro-entrepreneurs’ repurposing and selling journeys.
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THE SIGNALING EFFECT OF GREEN ORIENTATION ON DIFFERENT
INVESTOR TYPES

Hendrik Göthel, RWTH Aachen University
Sebastian Kruse, RWTH Aachen University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Hendrik Göthel, RWTH Aachen
University (goethel@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Keywords: Venture capital; green orientation; business angels; investment decision-making.
Description: This paper empirically investigates how various investor types react to the new
ventures that signal to be green/ ecofriendly and how signal related to economic inentions moderate
this relationship.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Our research builds on the key constructs of signaling theory, stating that actors react to signals in
order to reduce perceived uncertainty in situations of information asymmetry such as between a
new venture looking for funding and venture capital investors (Colombo 2021; Connelly et al.
2011). Green ventures (ventures intended at slowing, stopping or reversing effects of climate
change) operate in an uncertain and turbulent environment compared to other ventures due to
various reasons such as regulatory uncertainty and technology complexity (Demirel and Parris
2015), they hence need to put increased emphasis on solving information asymmetry by signaling
underlying qualities of their venture to potential investors.
Our core construct "Green Orientation" measures to what extend a venture applies language related
to pro environmental motives in its written communication (following Moss et al. 2018).
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Our research addresses the following research questions: Is green orientation a relevant signal to
investors? Given different motives, investment hypotheses and background of investors, do some
investor groups react more favorably to the green orientation signal than others (business angels
compared to venture capital firms)? Given the ongoing question about interacting signals (Ko and
McKelvie 2018), what is the effect of combining economically/finanyially associated verbal cues
with the signal of green orientation?

Method and Data

Since previous studies have struggled with limited sample sizes, we developed a unique dataset of
roughly 4,000 cross-industry, U.S.-based companies that have received funding since 2008. The
primary data source is TechCrunch's Crunchbase. The text analysis is applied to the "Company
description" section of Crunchbase's online database after having cleaned the data from faulty and
inconsistent entries. The selected text field is filled in by the companies themselves, which is an
important advance over previous studies in which authors or affiliates manually defined whether
or to what extent companies could be classified as green (Mrkajic, Murtinu, and Scalera 2019).
Amongst others, control variables include education of the founding team, age of the venture,
number of founders, industry, location of the venture and entrepreneurial orientation (Ko and
McKelvie 2018; Mrkajic, Murtinu, and Scalera 2019). We conduct a logistic regression analysis to
test the effect of green orientation on funding success.

Summary of Findings

We find a negative and significant relationship between green orientation (GO) and the number of
angel investors in the first funding round (p<0.001) and the share of business angels in that round
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(p<0.05). We do not find a significant relationship between green orientation and the number of
venture capital firms in the first funding round. Economic orientation moderates the abovementioned relationships in a way that it decreases the negative effect of GO on number of angels
(p<0.05) and share of angels (p<0.1).

The results show, that GO acts as a signal related to the investor syndicate composition. It leads to
a reduced amount and share of business angels within the first funding round. Business angels
hence react stronger/at all to the GO signal. When combined with economic orientation signals,
the negative effect of the GO signal on business angels can partially be mitigated.

Statement of Key Contributions
Despite their relevance for combatting climate change, green ventures face severe capital
constraints and less attractive exit opportunities compared to other ventures (Ghosh and Nanda
2012; Petkova et al. 2014).
The contribution of this study is twofold. First, it advances our understanding of the pressing topic
of access to financing of green ventures - this should yield practical insights on how to better
finance green ventures for startups, investors and policymakers alike. Given that we analyze the
signaling effect of pro-environmental language used by ventures towards different investor types,
ventures in particular can gain insights on how they should balance environmental and economical
messages within their written communications depending on the targeted investor.
Secondly, previous research focused primarily on theoretical, survey-based approaches or manual
identification of green ventures, hence introducing strong biases. We fill that research gap with
insights from a large-scale dataset testing different and combined constructs of the signaling theory
in a novel setting.
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THE SIGNALING EFFECT OF IMAGE COLOR SATURATION ON PRO-SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR
Yiping Li, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Ann Kronrod, University of Massachusetts Lowell
For further information, please contact Yiping Li, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Massachusetts
Lowell (yiping_Li@student.uml.edu)
Keywords: Color saturation, Pro-social, Advertisement, Signaling effect, Self-efficacy
Description: This research demonstrates a visual phenomenon with broad implications for prosocial behavior promotion: we find that the effectiveness of marketing communication
encouraging pro-social behavior depends on the saturation of the advertisement image color.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Prosocial advertisements also often include images, which have a substantial influence on
pro-social intention (Li and Atkinson 2020; Septianto and Paramita 2021). How can the image
support prosocial advertising’s effectiveness? We suggest that one way to influence the
effectiveness of pro-social advertisement is by using appropriate color saturation of the image.
Color has three dimensions: hue, brightness, and saturation. Color saturation refers to
how grey the color is (Sample, Hagtvedt, and Brasel, 2020; Valdez and Mehrabian, 1994). A
pure color (hue) has the highest saturation and adding more grey reduces color saturation. Prior
literature about the effect of color saturation mainly focused on arousal and attention effects
(Hagtvedt and Brasel 2017; Labrecque, Patrick, and Milne 2013; Wang et al. 2020). We extend
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prior literature by investigating a different aspect of color saturation: its signaling effect. We
suggest that high color saturation signals vigor and powerfulness, and therefore in pro-social
contexts it elicits perceptions of self-efficacy, resulting in increased pro-social behavior.
Formally stated:
H1: Low color saturation signals weakness and lacking, whereas high color saturation
signals powerfulness and vigor.
H2: In pro-social contexts, the signaling effect of high color saturation increases selfefficacy, which in turn enhances pro-social behavior.
Method and Data
We tested our hypotheses in four lab experiments and one field experiment. Study 1
demonstrated the signaling effect of color saturation (𝑀𝐿𝑜𝑤 = 2.88, 𝑀𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ = 3.62, t (133) = 4.123, p < .001; Cohen’s d = 1.0455). Study 2 replicated the signaling effect in a different
context and investigated the increased self-efficacy as the outcome of the signaling effect
(indirect effect = .3234, SE = .1636 95% CI = [.0146, .6523]). Study 3 replicated the signaling
effect of color saturation on self-efficacy and tested the mediation of signaling and self-efficacy
in the effect of color saturation on pro-social behavior intention (indirect effect = .0698, SE
= .0375, 95% CI = [.0106, .1562]). Study 4 tested our full conceptual model whereby color
saturation influenced self-efficacy via the signaling of powerfulness/powerlessness and resulted
in enhanced/reduced pro-social behavior (direct effect = 5.8805, SE = 2.6548, 95% CI = [.6449,
11.1160]; indirect effect = 1.7508, SE = .7203, 95% CI [.5040, 3.3236]). Finally, study 5 tested
the effect of color saturation in a field experiment, demonstrating the phenomenon in a realworld context (𝑀𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ = 19.48, 𝑀𝐿𝑜𝑤 = 9.05, Mann– Whitney U = 137.5, z = -2.72, p = .0007).
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Summary of Findings
Five studies support our prediction that a highly saturated image color increases prosocial behavior compared to the same advertisement with less saturated image color, and that this
effect arises because higher color saturation signals powerfulness, which increases self-efficacy
and enhances perceptions of ability to perform pro-social behavior. The studies incorporated
various images and color hues and applied them in different pro-social behavior contexts. We
also tested our predictions on the actual behavioral response (donation).
Key Contributions
This research investigates the effect of color saturation in pro-social advertising, which
corresponds with the call for more research on color saturation in communication (Labrecque
2020).
Prior literature mainly focused on the effect of color saturation on arousal in consumer
goods contexts (Hagtvedt and Brasel 2017; Labrecque, Patrick, and Milne 2013; Wang et al.
2020), finding that high saturation elicits high arousal, whereas low saturation elicits low arousal.
The current research extends this literature in several ways: first, we focus on pro-social
behavior. In addition, this research identifies a new mechanism - the signaling effect of color
saturation - suggesting that low saturation signals powerlessness, compared to high saturation,
which signals powerfulness.
Our findings bear practical relevance. For example, this research points out color
saturation as an important factor for marketers when designing their pro-social advertisements,
suggesting that high saturation images in pro-social advertisements can be more effective in
eliciting pro-social behaviors than low saturation images. Color saturation is an easy and cost-
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effective way to enhance pro-social behavior promotion effectiveness. Using high saturation
images in pro-social advertisements can increase the effectiveness of pro-social advertisements.
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TOWARDS THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY:
HOW MO AND EO FOSTER CLOSED-LOOP ORIENTATION

Antonia Samakovlis, TU Dortmund University
Corinna Vera Hedwig Schmidt, TU Dortmund University
Tessa Christina Flatten, TU Dortmund University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Antonia Samakovlis, TU
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Keywords: closed-loop orientation, market orientation, strategic orientation, closed-loop supply
chain, circular economy.
Description: Based on a 20-year panel data set, this study empirically investigates market
orientation and entrepreneurial orientation as antecedents to closed-loop orientation, while also
considering the role of industry context.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Firms find themselves increasingly pressured by consumers for more environmentally sustainable
business practices, while also having to maintain profitability (e.g., Banerjee 2002; Miles and
Munilla 1993). Closed-loop orientation (CLSCO) can help combine these aspirations by promoting
value recovery of end-of-use products at the firm level, through the integration of forward and
reverse supply chain flows. While research has found many positive outcomes of closed-loop
orientation (Liu and Chang 2017; Schmidt et al. 2021), little is known about its antecedents or the
relevance of industry context. This is surprising, as understanding anteceding factors is highly
relevant to the implementation of CLSCO: with only 14%-18% of plastic being recycled on global
average (World Economic Forum, 2020), adoption of circularity concepts on the firm level are
surprisingly low, in face of the imminent urgency of the topic. Hence, this study addresses this gap
by introducing market orientation (MO) and entrepreneurial orientation (EO) as potential
antecedents and answering the research questions How do MO and EO relate to closed-loop
orientation? Furthermore, we extend this research question by introducing the role of industry
effects, and answer the question: How does the level of market turbulence moderate the MO and
EO relationships to closed-loop orientation?
Method and Data
To test our hypotheses, we employ a large-scale data set from S&P 500 firms. We exclude
industries non-manufacturing industries (e.g., television transmission, services, and finance). For
financial and market information, we use the database Compustat. For information on strategic
orientations, we rely on 10-K forms, due to their standardized structure and objective view of
relative priorities. The final sample is consists of 1,667 firm-year observations from 164 unique
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firms, over a 20-year period (2000-2019). To measure the dependent variable, CLSCO, we rely on
computer-aided text analysis (CATA) and develop a new dictionary following the approach by
Short et al. (2010) and McKenny et al. (2018). The conducted steps include deductive and inductive
word collection, manual context checks, and several validity checks (dimensionality,
concurrent/discriminant/external validity). [Due to space limitations, detailed information
available on request]. To measure MO and EO, we apply the existing CATA dictionaries by
McKenny et al. (2018) for the five dimensions of MO (Narver and Slater 1990) and EO (Lumpkin
and Dess 1996). Furthermore, we include market turbulence, the pace of market change, as
moderator in our analysis. To account for the dependent variable being a ratio bound between 0
and 1, we use fractional logit regression.
Summary of findings
Our model results indicate a positive significant effect of both MO and EO (separately) on CLSCO.
Thus, we find support for both hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2, that MO and EO positively correlate
with CLSCO. This remains qualitatively unchanged when introducing market turbulence.
Furthermore, the interaction term shows a positive, significant moderating effect of both MO x
market turbulence and EO x market turbulence. To test these results further, we conduct a slope
test for both independent variables and find differences for low market turbulence (no significance)
versus high market turbulence (very high significance), for both MO and EO. Thus, we find support
for both hypotheses 3 and 4, that market turbulence further strengthens the positive relationship
between MO and CLSCO, and EO and CLSCO, respectively.
Statement of Key Contributions
This study offers three contributions to management, marketing, and entrepreneurship literature:
First, by investigating antecedents and industry context of CLSCO as increasingly important but
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nascent research field, the paper contributes to strategic management literature. With recycling
rates being surprisingly low on a global average despite the high urgency, understanding the
antecedents and contexts favoring and enabling CLSCO is of high importance. Second, the study
contributes to strategic management literature also by investigating how CLSCO as relatively novel
strategic orientation interacts with other established strategic orientations. By investigating this via
a longitudinal study over 20 years, using panel data, this study allows for sufficient time to let the
strategic orientations evolve, and show lagged effects. Third, the findings of this study contribute
to marketing and entrepreneurship literature, by highlighting how MO and EO can support
environmental sustainability and the integration of forward and reverse supply chain flows by
enabling CLSCO. For practitioners, these finding imply that firms under pressure to combine
economic and environmental ambitions should encourage their managers to strategically develop
CLSCO through their EO and MO. Firms should consider this in the organizational set-up and also
include supply chain-related sustainability goals in the marketing function.

References are available upon request.
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Keywords: value, value measurement, sustainability, ESG
Description: This paper introduces a value measurement model derived from more than 20 ESG
and sustainability reporting frameworks.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
If value creation is the intended outcome of service provision, then (1) who is this value to be
created for, and (2) how specifically can it be consistently and objectively measured?

Method and Data
A 5-step process was followed, where we (1) collected publicly available impact
measurements/ESG disclosure requirements from fifteen of the world’s top ESG and
sustainability reporting frameworks, (2) aligned these indicators within stakeholder categories,
(3) created macro-indicator groupings, (4) defined objective measures for each macro-indicator,
(5) tested our model for validity with the addition of six new frameworks.

Summary of Findings
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This research has developed a clear, consistent, KPI-based approach to measure value across seven
key stakeholder groups. The resulting framework can be used not only by marketing practitioners
to understand the value created or destroyed by their efforts, but also, following Day’s (1992) call
to more closely link marketing with strategy, directly connect value-focused KPIs with overall
firm KPIs, bringing marketing’s function, focused on value creation and measurement, into
strategic alignment with overall corporate strategy and management

Key Contributions
Initial benchmarks for the value that firms and their stakeholders should aim to create have been
identified. Additionally, this model provides a broader context against which to hold corporate
value creation announcements against to judge their voracity. This model therefore provides an
overall, objective framework to help benchmark business impacts across all stakeholder groups
irrespective of their size, industry, market or geographic location.

References available upon request
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WE ONLY HAVE ONE EARTH: THE ROLE OF INNOVATION
PERFORMANCE AND FRUGAL BEHAVIOR IN SUSTAINABLE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Author: Georg Schaal
For further information, please contact Georg Schaal,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Group (WIN) – TIME Research Area, RWTH Aachen
University, Kackertstr. 7, 52072 Aachen (schaal@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Keywords: Sustainable entrepreneurship, Innovation Performance, Entrepreneurial Frugality,
Sustainable ventures
Description: Our empirical study examines to what extent entrepreneurs with an intention for
sustainability can achieve high innovation performance and if individual behavior, i.e., frugal
behavior, strengthens or hampers this ability.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Entrepreneur's behavior and action are essential for balancing sustainable living and consumption
with the financial interests of businesses to achieve sustainability goals (Muñoz and Dimov 2015).
Particularly, the utilization of resources poses challenges to entrepreneurs and must be handled
effectively to lead to entrepreneurial success on the one hand and to preserve resources to maximize
sustainable impact while being entrepreneurial active (Michaelis et al., 2022; Sarasvathy &
Ramesh, 2019). We know that allocating resources, i.e., physical, human, or financial resources, in
the development of new products and services is at the core of entrepreneurial action (Brinckmann
et al., 2019). Moreover, both effective resource utilization and entrepreneurial success are strongly
linked to innovative strength (Arnold, Fang, and Palmatier 2011). Entrepreneurs with a strong trait
for frugality are particularly good at managing existing assets and resources to add value and
1
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increase a company's performance (Michaelis et al., 2020). Thus, our empirical study answers the
research question: How does entrepreneurial intention for sustainability influence innovation
performance, and to what extent does frugal behavior impact the relationship?

Method and Data
We test our hypotheses based on data collected in an online survey from 439 entrepreneurs of
young ventures in the DACH region. Our respondents are either founders or board members of the
venture, therefore, in a unique position to assess the venture's performance and organizational
capabilities. Furthermore, our survey was validated through extensive pre-testing using 33
practitioners and experienced scholars. To validate our hypotheses, we apply hierarchical
regression modeling.
All theoretical constructs in our survey rely on established 7-point Likert measurement scales. The
independent variable – entrepreneurial intention for sustainability – was developed by Muñoz and
Dimov (2015). The dependent variable – innovation performance – is based on a six-item scale
developed by Arnold, Fang, and Palmatier (2011). Finally, we analyze the moderating effect of
entrepreneurial frugality, indicating the degree of how frugal the entrepreneur utilizes his resources,
based on a scale developed by Michaelis et al. (2020). Consistent with prior studies in the field, we
control for various effects, including industry effects, company size, business model, and founder
characteristics (e.g., Engel, Ramesh, and Steiner 2020).

Summary of Findings
We are still conducting tests and finalizing calculations; therefore, the results stated are
preliminary. Initial findings reveal that both hypotheses are supported. We find a positive
2
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association between entrepreneurial intention for sustainability and innovation performance
(β = .24, p < .001). Also, the interaction hypothesis that entrepreneurial frugality moderates the
relationship is supported (βinteraction = .08, p < .05).
Our study shows that frugal behavior leads to higher innovation performance in the sustainable
entrepreneurship context. Furthermore, we illustrate that there is a direct association between the
entrepreneurial intention for sustainability and the performance outcomes of their ventures in the
context of sustainability. Our research aims to provide novel empirical evidence to advance
sustainable entrepreneurship and innovation literature.

Key Contributions
The contribution of our study is threefold and leads to novel insights in the intersection of
marketing, entrepreneurship, innovation, and sustainability literature. First, by applying theory of
planned behavior, we contribute to sustainable entrepreneurship literature by adding innovation
performance to the set of outcomes of entrepreneurial intention for sustainability. While in the past,
researchers focused on examining drivers of intentions, i.e., prior knowledge or values (Patzelt and
Shepherd 2011; Sher et al. 2020), research on company-level performance outcomes remains
scarce.
Second, we advance existing research on the antecedents of innovation performance. Whereas the
positive impact of innovations in the sustainability context is well documented (Hockerts and
Wüstenhagen 2010; Schaltegger and Wagner 2011), our understanding of individual-level drivers
is limited (Bocken and Geradts 2020).
Third, we close a research gap by applying the theoretical lens of entrepreneurial frugality to the
empirical setting of the sustainable entrepreneurship context. We thereby provide empirical insight
3
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into the debate of whether frugal behavior facilitates or impedes innovation in the sustainability
context (Levänen et al. 2015), which also has implications for marketing literature since the concept
of frugality emanates from consumer behavior research.
Accordingly, we derive actionable insights for investors, incubators, and entrepreneurs of
ventures.
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Description
This research presents the topic of corporate purpose and investigates the effects of its communication on consumers.
Abstract
In a mixed-methods approach, scientific literature (n=47), expert interviews (n=6), and a
quantitative experiment (n=158) are used to investigate the consumer perspective on purpose
marketing. The results show that purpose advertising can create positive effects on success
variables such as willingness to pay, attitude, and buying behavior.
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
Consumers are placing more and more value on sustainability and meaning. They are looking
for purpose and demanding responsibility from companies (Bruce and Jeromin 2020). Many
companies have already recognized the relevance of holistically implementing values and attitudes in the company and pursuing a true purpose (Pechmann, Kreiling, and Schilling 2019).
This is also because the demand for corporate purpose has become louder in recent years. Drivers are the increasing environmental degradation as well as inequality and distrust to-wards
business. In addition, the Corona pandemic has been thought-provoking and has led many to
rethink the capitalist system and the role of corporations within it. Companies and decision-
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makers are responding to this growing concern by reforming old models and becoming more
responsive to ethical values (Mayer 2021). Having started as a buzzword, purpose is now seen
as having business relevance as a driver of success (Pechmann et al. 2019). Thus, the ongoing
change in values in society requires that companies also take a stand and assume responsibility
(Bruce and Jeromin 2020). But can this change in values be anchored in the business and lead
to sustainable success for all stakeholders?
Corporate purpose can be defined as the purpose of a company, that has always been there –
the deeper meaning of why a company exists which goes beyond profit maximization. Accordingly, a reason for being that, in the best case, has existed since the company's inception, stands
behind everything it does, conveys social values, and provides a kind of raison d'être (Deloitte
2021; Gartenberg, Prat, and Serafeim 2019; Henderson and Van den Steen 2015; Kienbaum
2020; Swaminathan et al. 2020). This is the fundamental reason why behind the business
(Jimenez et al. 2021). The goal of this research is to show what benefits communicating corporate purposes can have for companies. In the following, we present the systematic literature
review as the basis to derive the research questions. Subsequently, we present the empirical
study.
2. SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTION
Approaches combining purpose and marketing have been found primarily in corporate studies
so far. The systematic literature analysis helps identify the focus of the academic literature for
the topic of corporate purpose.
2.1 Systematic Literature Review
To ensure the reproducibility and quality of the literature review, it is conducted according to
Tranfield et al. (2003). The aim of the systematic analysis is to create an overview of the topic
of corporate purpose with the help of relevant research articles and to highlight research gaps,
especially in connection with marketing and communication. For this purpose, the search
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engines EBSCO and Google Scholar serve as research platforms that are freely accessible and
provide a relevant source of researching scientific (Becker 2018; Easter-by-Smith 2015).
The systematic literature review identified 47 relevant articles that represent various topics: the
concept of corporate purpose, stakeholder value, benefit corporations, purpose statements, corporate purpose and employees, corporate purpose and corporate management, corporate purpose and sustainability, and corporate purpose, marketing, and communication. A summary of
the extensive analysis of the identified articles is presented in the following section.
2.2 Results
Empirical surveys have so far focused on questioning employees regarding how they perceive
the corporate purpose of their employer (Gartenberg et al. 2019; Jimenez et al. 2021; Springett
2004, 2005; van Tuin et al. 2020) or how the company management should act according to the
company purpose (Dhanesh 2020; Fisch und Solomon 2021; Harrison et al. 2020; Yoder 2019).
Less attention has been paid to the group of consumers. When including this group in corporate
purpose research, it becomes apparent that consumers generally know little about topics related
to the corporate purpose of companies (Bianchi et al. 2020).
There is a lack of empirical focus in the scientific literature, as hardly any studies have been
conducted in connection with consumers or marketing. In practice, however, this is already
being increasingly addressed (Harvard Business Review 2015; Porter Novelli and Cone 2018;
Pechmann et al. 2019; Kienbaum 2020; Deloitte 2021; Globeone 2021). Since companies that
pursue a holistic corporate purpose perform particularly well in performance- and people-related influencing variables, interest has been sparked in researching the topic in a corporate
context (Gartenberg et al. 2019; Hajdas and Kłeczek 2021; Kienbaum 2020). We therefore see
a call for consumer-focused research on corporate purpose.
2.3 Research Questions
Even if the purpose of a company is not an instrument exclusive to marketing, marketing has a
special task in the purpose process, namely, to communicate to all stakeholders what the
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company stands for and why it acts the way it does (Pechmann et al. 2019). As a part of the
marketing mix, advertising is a tool to communicate directly with consumers (McCarthy 1960;
Bruhn 2014). It stands between companies and consumers and has the intention to change their
behavior by providing relevant information. Affective advertising goals are to form attitudes
towards the company and to build an image, as well as to achieve an emotional experience of
brands (Reynolds and Gutman 1984; Bruhn 2014). Purpose, as an overall corporate theme that
determines a businesses’ image and reputation, may be effectively communicated through advertising, as people seem to be tired of superficial advertising and are willing to support companies that show who they are (Pechmann et al. 2019).
Therefore, we formulate the first research question to be investigated in the empirical part:
RQ 1: Is advertising a relevant instrument to communicate the purpose of a company?
Furthermore, corporate purpose has a potential effect on performance-related influencing variables. Willingness to pay is defined as a success variable for the economic success of the company. Similarly, the maximum price a consumer is willing to pay for a product expresses an
appreciation and correlates with the perceived value for the product (Kalish and Nelson 1991).
Attitude is included as a second success variable because it is one of the most important marketing constructs and attitude changes often result in higher behavioral intention in advertising
effectiveness research. Equally relevant in the context of consumer behavior is the willingness
to buy, so lastly, purchase intention at the company per se, is included to show the probability
of customers to buy the product (Hoffmann and Akbar 2016).
Therefore, in the empirical part of the thesis, we include the following second research quesion:
RQ 2: What influence does purpose marketing communication have on consumers’ willingness to pay, willingness to buy, and attitude toward the company?
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN
We answered the research questions using a mixed-method approach, combining qualitative
and quantitative data in an exploratory sequential design (Kuckartz 2014). First, we conducted
expert interviews to answer whether advertising is an adequate means of communicating purpose in the marketing mix. Second, we launched a quantitative empirical study using an experimental design to test how the means of communication can be used and what effects they have
on consumers’ willingness to pay, willingness to buy, and attitude toward the company. We
also used insights from the interviews to develop variables for the subsequent quantitative
online survey.
3.1 Study 1: Expert Interviews
To answer the first research question, six guided expert interviews were conducted in the qualitative data collection. The aim of the study was to find out, first, about the experts' operational
knowledge and their expertise in the specific areas of corporate purpose, purpose marketing,
and advertising. And second, about their contextual knowledge, e.g., regarding the developments of the topic of purpose in recent years (Meuser and Nagel 1991).
Communication and marketing consultants from communications, marketing, and PR agencies
were selected as relevant sources (Jäger and Reinecke 2009), and guided interviews that provide
structure and ensure that the conversation leads in the desired direction were conducted via
Zoom (Meuser and Nagel 2009). We transcribed the interviews with the software program f4
and conducted a content structuring content analysis according to Kuckartz (2016) to analyze
the interview material.
Since a quantitative instrument is to be developed from the results of the analysis and the qualitative results are thus not self-contained, we conducted a category-based evaluation of the main
categories (Kuckartz 2016). We identified these four main categories: Contents of corporate
purpose communication, impact of corporate purpose communication, consumers (e.g. generational differences), and implementation of corporate purpose communication.
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The interviews provided insights into the use of advertising within corporate purpose communication and its possible impact on consumers. The experts also made statements about which
consumers tend to pay more attention to purpose elements. The generational factor stood out.
According to the experts, the aspect of age currently prevails in relation to the topic of purpose.
The experts also assumed that consumers, who know the purpose of a company, are more likely
to support it. For example, they are more willing to pay higher prices, are more likely to recommend products to others, are more loyal to the company, and prefer these brands. In addition,
a good reputation and attitude that consumers have toward a company have a positive influence
on their buying behavior. According to the experts, the purpose differentiation factor has an
influence on people who focus their purchasing behavior toward meaning.
Since not all aspects the experts mentioned in the interviews could be included as interacting
effects, the reputation of the company and age differences were identified to influence the performance measures most. The basic assumption is that communicating the corporate purpose is
more likely to lead to success than not communicating it.
Based on the results presented, we formulated the following hypotheses in line with the second
research question for the following empirical investigation:
H1: Communication of corporate purpose leads to (a) an increased willingness to pay,
(b) an increased willingness to buy from the company, and (c) a more positive attitude
toward the company, compared to non-communication of the corporate purpose.
H2: The effects of H1 decrease with higher age.
H3: The effects of H1 increase with a better company reputation.
3.2 Study 2: Quantitative Empirical Study
To answer the second research question and the defined hypotheses, we conducted an experiment to test the cause-effect relationships (Vargas, Duff, and Farber 2017). The implementation
was carried out in an experimental design via the online survey application LimeSurvey.
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In order to test how consumers react to the communication of corporate purpose via advertising,
an existing advertisement of the German chocolate manufacturer Ritter Sport was selected. The
family-owned company generally has a good reputation and is well-known in Germany. In the
YouGov BrandIndex 2021, the brand ranks first in the confectionery category and is therefore
well suited since most people can already relate to the company without the need for further
explanation (Wank 2021). Chocolate is also a popular category in advertising research because
many people consume it regularly (Brunner 2013; Riedl, Pleier, and Zips 2017). In addition,
the experts noted that food is particularly suitable for communicating purpose.
The stimulus was placed at the beginning of the survey and the experimental group was shown
the advertisement with integrated purpose statement of Ritter Sport, while the control group
saw the original advertisement. Both stimuli contained the same image, ensuring comparability.
In addition to the results of the interviews, a marketing scale by Zúñiga (2016) was used to
measure purchase intention to show the extent to which consumers are willing to buy a particular product. Here, we restricted ourselves to the item of purchase probability. Since the experts
assume that consumers are willing to pay more for purpose-driven products, the questionnaire
included a question where subjects could state the price they are willing to pay. For the next
scale, full use was made of the results from the expert interviews, as the aim was to assess why
consumers might want to support the company in relation to the previously identified purpose
attributes. The reliability of the constructs was then tested using Cronbach's alpha. The scales
had acceptable alpha values between 0.875 and 0.911 (Hair et al. 2018).
3.3 Analysis and Results
After cleaning the data, a sample of 154 complete data sets remained, representing 32.3 percent of male and 67.1 percent of female participants. The median age was 29. The mean age
was 37.77 years.
In an open text field, participants were asked how much they would be willing to pay for the
product seen in the ad. The descriptive analysis showed that the willingness to pay for the bar
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of chocolate ranged from 0.00 to 5.00 EUR. On average, the participants were willing to pay
1.58 EUR. Since the 25th percentile is 1.00 EUR, 75 percent of respondents were willing to
pay more than the average price indicated for a bar of chocolate. Twenty-five percent would
even pay double the price of 2.00 EUR. The mean value in the EG was 1.63 EUR, slightly
above the mean willingness to pay the CG at 1.55 EUR.
In addition, the moderation variables age and reputation were tested (Hayes 2018). Since experts emphasized a generational effect and younger generations have previously been defined
as the main target group in more advanced CSR research (Schmelz 2012; Wu and Lin 2014;
Dhanesh 2020). Additionally, corporate reputation can be a relevant moderator as a higher reputation increases the credibility of purpose and has been shown to influence economic success
(Schwaiger and Raithel 2013).
To answer the hypotheses, the explanatory variables, here the control group as the reference
category and the experimental group as the dummy variable, were included in the regression
(Sarstedt and Mooi 2019).

The moderation analyses were conducted to show whether the age of consumers and the reputation of the company moderate the effect of the advertising stimulus on a higher willingness
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to pay, better attitudes toward the company, and a higher likelihood to buy. For better interpretation, the values were centered around the mean (see Table 1). Whether moderation is present
can be read from the significance of the interaction. Hayes (2018) suggests that if moderation
models do not become significant, the main effects of the model should still be investigated
further.
The test of H1(a) tends to show the expected direction of the relationship, while H1(b) and
H1(c) are inversely directed, the hypothesis can therefore be partially supported.
H2 cannot be supported. The predicted reinforcing effect tended to be present only for attitude
toward the company.
The expected amplification of H3 on the effects assumed in H1, due to a more positive reputation, can be confirmed except for the opposite, negative effect on willingness to pay. Due to the
lack of significance, however, H3 cannot be supported.
Since none of the moderations showed significant results, only the tendencies can be interpreted
(Hayes 2018). The willingness to pay became lower in the test group the older the person was.
Conversely, this effect means that younger subjects who saw the stimulus were willing to pay
more for the product. Attitude and willingness to buy became more negative as a result of purpose communication compared to the control group. This inverse tendency could be due to an
assumption that promises made by a possibly untrustworthy company would not be kept. Purpose-washing was already addressed in the expert interviews. Furthermore, the stimulus might
have a weaker effect on attitude as subjects have only seen the statement without knowing any
further information about the company's initiatives. This possible effect was also highlighted
by the experts. Similarly, subjects are, in this case, less willing to buy the product. They may
not want to support a company without real values by making a purchase.
A direction of moderation by age was not clearly established in any of the success variables.
Only the attitude is influenced, but contrary to the expected tendency. Older test participants
have a better attitude towards the company when they have seen the purpose statement than
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younger consumers. In the interviews, the so-called purpose veterans, people of an older generation who have time and money to buy purpose-driven, were already discussed, which may
be an explanation for the observed effect.
For those who thought the company had a good reputation and were in the experimental group,
this combination resulted in a greater willingness to buy and a better attitude toward the company. Subjects who already attributed high moral values to Ritter Sport perceived the statement
as confirmation of their attitude.
A more positive reputation coupled with communication of the purpose did not result in an
increased willingness to pay, as had been assumed. On the contrary, the subjects indicated a
lower price the higher their reputation towards the company was. This effect could result from
the fact that consumers perceived the purpose as not fitting the company. The experts also reported that such mismatches could occur. They suggested that if activities are not in line with
the purpose communication, companies make themselves vulnerable because they do not meet
the expectations of consumers. Shitstorms could be the consequence and those who do not have
a real purpose will have a hard time maneuvering them.
4. DISCUSSION OF THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The expert interviews in Study 1 revealed the answer to Research Question 1 by showing the
core elements of purpose communication and by confirming the suitability of advertising as a
marketing method. The authentic reputation of companies, on which purpose communication
and marketing are based, was found to be particularly relevant. A change in values across generations was emphasized.
Study 2 revealed that for consumers who were shown a company's purpose statement, there was
a tendency for a better reputation of the company to positively reinforce attitudes toward the
company. Similarly, there was a greater willingness to support the company by purchasing a
product when the stimulus and a positive assessment of the reputation worked together, as assumed from the results of the expert interviews.
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In summary, it can be confirmed that advertising can be suitable for communicating the corporate purpose of a company if it has a good reputation. Without the reinforcing effect of a good
reputation, attitude, and willingness to buy were even rated more negatively than in the control
group, contrary to the hypothesis, when only the communication of the purpose was considered.
One could conclude from this that an above-average positive reputation towards a company
results in the purpose of the company being perceived as worthy of support and is expressed in
a strengthened attitude towards it as well as a higher purchase probability. The fact that the
experimental group has a lower attitude in comparison to the control group and a lower willingness to buy can be attributed to the fact that consumers are skeptical of empty promises by
companies and purpose-washing is suspected, since no further information about the company
is available and a possibly low reputation is reinforced. Both effects, an existing skepticism
towards companies and the pursuit of a holistic corporate purpose on which marketing and
communication are based, have already been pointed out by the experts and named as possible
dangers. This means that if companies want to use their purpose in marketing communication,
they must have established a good foundation in form of a good reputation, so consumers trust
them. If they have not done this, the opposite effect can occur.
If the purpose was communicated, a higher willingness to pay was found. However, it was not
possible to demonstrate an increase due to age, as had been assumed. A significantly lower
willingness to pay, the older a consumer was, was only found for the total sample. Ultimately,
many tendencies were confirmed by the experiment, which were filtered out from the expert
interviews. Some effects working against the expected assumptions, the experts had already
picked up on in the interviews, should consumers feel that a company is not acting in accordance with its values. In addition, the current change in values due to various crises in the 21st
century has led to people questioning and not accepting everything that companies say
(Reinecke 2020; Sjåfjell 2020; Davis 2021). In these times it is even more essential for companies to be trustworthy and to build relationships with their consumers.
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4.1 Avenues for Future Research
Further research could address buyer types and examine their effects (Pechmann et al. 2019;
Dhanesh 2020). The influencing variables highlighted in the qualitative section, such as community, retention, loyalty, and recommendation rate, should be considered in further research.
In addition, the topic of corona should be mentioned, which was not explicitly considered in
this work, but is considered a relevant driver for purpose and may have already increased consumer skepticism (Mayer 2021). Insights from CSR research and cause-related marketing can
provide guidance (Gartenberg et al. 2019; Taylor 2019).
4.3 Limitations
In most cases, the expert interview method cannot guarantee the representativeness of the sample. Experts that work with the topic of purpose were selected. Possible critical dissenting
voices were not considered. Furthermore, results are often influenced by the interviewer, even
if this is not intentional. In addition, more extensive knowledge could be gained by involving
further experts.
The sample for the experimental design was not entirely random, as not all actors in the population had the same chance to participate. The sample is rather small with n=158 and consists
mainly of students and employees under the age of 30. Furthermore, the focus is on a German
company and includes only German-speaking subjects. The use of an online experiment has the
weakness that possible confounding factors leading to inattention cannot be excluded. An extension with a field experiment could provide further insights that map higher representativeness. Regarding the stimulus, the focus was limited to one product category; the inclusion of
further product categories should be included in further research. Possible influences of the
Covid-19 pandemic on consumer behavior should also be mentioned. To conclude, purpose
remains a relevant and broad marketing topic, and not all aspects identified in the interviews
could be included in the empirical research. This makes it important to re-emphasize its relevance for future research approaches.
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WHEN DOES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE EVOKE CONSUMER INFERENCES
OF MANIPULATIVE INTENT? AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION ABOUT THE
ROLE OF CONCEPT OF HUMAN NATURE
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Keywords
artificial intelligence, consumer manipulation, concept of human nature, ethics

Description
We provide evidence that different types of artificial intelligence applications along the online
customer journey evoke different levels of inferred manipulative intent conditional on the
individual consumer's concept of human nature, which can guide marketers´ deployment and
policymakers' regulation decisions.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Extant research highlights consumers´ increasing concerns about firms´ using artificial
intelligence (AI) to exert influence at multiple touchpoints along their online customer
journeys. Simultaneously, firms employ cunning AI in increasing quantity and quality,
resulting in accusations of manipulative practices. To protect consumers while avoiding
adverse consequences for firms, it is crucial to understand what type of AI is considered
manipulative and which intrinsic factors affect consumers´ inferences of manipulative intent.
In the present research, the individual concept of human nature is hypothesized as such an
intrinsic factor. For example, prior research demonstrates that perceived control over one's
own consumption behavior depends on different manifestations of various dimensions of the
individually preferred concept of human nature. Hence, the overarching goal of the present
research is twofold. First, it is analyzed which applications of AI along the online customer
journey are considered (particularly) manipulative by consumers. Second, it is investigated
whether and which dimensions of concepts of human nature influence these inferences of
manipulative intent.

Method and Data
A total of 250 participants were recruited via a European online panel provider (Clickworker)
and assigned to an online survey using a 2 (degree of manipulation: low vs. high) × 4 (AI
type: promotion vs. price vs. place vs. product) factorial within-subject design. Four
participants did not pass the built-in attention check ("Please answer with '2'."), resulting in a
final sample size of 246 German-speaking participants. A preregistration of this study is
publicly available (aspredicted.org/i5r6v.pdf).
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Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions in which the evaluation
of the manipulative intent of the AI scenarios was conducted either before or after the
evaluation of concept of human nature items to exclude potential sequence effects. Each AI
vignette contained a neutral description of the AI´s function and objective, information
concerning collected and analyzed consumer data, and a neutral description of the typical
consequence for a fictitious consumer. Participants rated 77 different items about the human
being to ascertain the personal concept of human nature of each subject.
A pretest with 199 German-speaking subjects could successfully exclude confounding
effects of participants´ gender and/or whether consequences of AI usage refer to a third
person or the participant himself.

Summary of Findings
An exploratory factor analysis of the concept of human nature items demonstrates that a fivefactor structure best fits the underlying data. Factors reflect belief in free will (e.g.," Human
beings have absolute free will."), scientific determinism (e.g., "Genes determine a person's
talents and personality."), fatalistic determinism (e.g., "A higher power inevitably determines
the destiny of every human being."), belief in humans as affective (vs. rational) beings (e.g.,
"People usually make decisions based on feelings."), and belief in humans as altruistic (vs.
selfish) beings (e.g., "Human beings are merciful and helpful from birth.").
Then, a multilevel regression analysis was conducted. First, we find that belief in free will
has a negative effect on manipulative intent. Second, an interaction effect is observed, such
that subjects high (vs. low) in belief in fatalistic determinism consider highly manipulative AI
to be less manipulative. Compared to a baseline model, the model including concept of human
nature dimensions fits the underlying data better.
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Results imply that the use of particularly influential AI should either be reduced or can
even be intensified depending on consumers´ concept of human nature to ensure desired
consequences for marketers while ensuring ethical use of AI from the consumers´ perspective.

Key Contributions
First, this article contributes to the literature on consumer manipulation (Gatignon and Le
Nagard 2015; Illies and Fischer 2018; Ware 1981), specifically that drawing on accounts that
highlight manipulative intent of marketing practices (Campbell 1995; Cotte, Coulter, and
Moore 2005) by identifying a novel predictor (belief in free will) and a novel moderator
(fatalistic determinism) of manipulative intent. In doing so, this research enriches our
understanding of mechanisms underlying inferences of AI as manipulative by adding
individual concepts of human nature to the list of factors.
Second, we contribute to the rare marketing literature on concept of human nature
itself (Henry 2010; Lawson and Wooliscroft 2004; Zheng, van Osselaer, and Alba 2016), by
developing a holistic scale for measuring different perspectives on concepts of human nature
for the first time in the literature.
Third, this article contributes to the literature on ethics and AI in marketing (e.g.,
Hermann 2021) by facilitating the differentiation of AI usage that is perceived particularly
manipulative (e.g., ad morphing) and AI usage that is rather perceived as gentle influence
(e.g., probabilistic ad optimization).

References are available upon request.
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Why and When Consumers Engage (or not) in Product Reuse?

Karen T. Bowen
University of Leeds

Giuseppe Musarra
University of Leeds

For further information, please contact Giuseppe Musarra, Assistant Professor, University of
Leeds (G.Musarra@leeds.ac.uk)

Keywords: personality, product reuse, subjective norms

Description: Using experiments and a cross-sectional survey, our study unveils that
narcissists are unlikely to reuse products because their obsessive and egocentric concerns for
themselves can trigger a feeling of social rejection. In testing the moderation effects of
subjective norms, our study sheds light on the circumstances under which narcissists switch
from not engaging to engaging in product reuse.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research question: Do consumer narcissism and consumer faith in humanity trigger product
reuse? Do subjective norms moderate the relationships between consumer narcissism and
consumer faith in humanity with product reuse?
Method and data: Cross-sectional survey among US-based citizens. Using MTurk, we
collected 571 questionnaires.
Summary of Findings:


The results show that while consumer narcissism had a negative effect, consumer faith
in humanity had a positive effect on product reuse



Subjective norms positively moderated the relationships between consumer narcissism
and consumer faith in humanity and product reuse



We also find a positive direct effect of subjective norms on product reuse

Key Contributions:


Our study highlights the importance of product reuse as a key indicator of waste
reduction. This is important given the enormous political and social investments to
promote and encourage consumers (so far unsuccessfully) to reuse products and thus
reduce waste production (Environmental Protection Agencies, 2018).



We observe that subjective norms positively moderate the negative relationship
between consumer narcissism and product reuse, and strengthen the positive effect of
consumer faith in humanity on product reuse. These results challenge the assumption
that the manifestation of personality traits is stable. We show that the behavioral
manifestations of personality traits can change under perceived social pressure.



Our study extents managerial and policy makers’ understanding on how and when
consumers characterized by narcissism and faith in humanity engage in product reuse
and proactively contribute to waste reduction. Based on the study findings, we inform
managers and policy makers involved in the development of consumer sustainability
education and waste management programmes that the success of such policies
depends on highlighting that reusing products is a behavior approved and encouraged
by significant others. In this way, narcissistic consumers may also engage in
sustainable consumption, waste reduction, and act towards the welfare of society.
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WILLINGNESS TO EAT INSECT-BASED FOOD AMONG GENERATION Z
CONSUMERS: THE ROLE OF CORRECT INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
Monica Mendini, University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland
Daina Matise Schubiger, University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland
Contact Info: For further information, please contact Monica Mendini, Lecturer-Researcher,
University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland (monica.mendini@supsi.ch)
Keywords: Insect-based food, Willingness to eat, Generation Z.
Description: This research provides new insights on willingness to eat insect-based food in
traditional Western countries and the role of adequate information and communication to increase the
willingness to eat insect-based food among generation Z consumers.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Entomophagy (or insects eating) is one of the alternative food consumptions that might be adopted
by consumers in Western food cultures, which has the potential to contribute to both individual food
well-being and to sustainability and health issues. Although eating insects is not new for many
cultures (e.g. Asian culture), it represents a novel and unconventional eating practice in the Western
world (e.g. United States and Europe), often characterized by food taboos and by a negative
advertising in the media (Batat and Peter, 2020). This research aims at investigating how to increase
willingness to eat insect-based food among Generation Z consumers in Western countries.
Specifically, with a mixed method approach (i.e. semi-structured interviews to key stakeholders such
as insect-based food companies, influencers, chefs, etc. and two quantitative studies with generation
Z population) we show that if entomophagy is properly communicated to consumers and hence
consumers are well-informed about the benefits related to such novel and alternative food
consumption, willingness to eat insect-based food increases.
Method & Data
The purpose of our research is to understand willingness to eat insect-based food in Generation Z and
the implications of that for the food industry and policy makers. To analyze our research topic, we
employ a mixed method approach (combining qualitative and quantitative techniques; Arora, 2012).
Specifically, this study qualitatively benefits from 10 semi-structured interviews to entomophagy
experts, who provided relevant and useful insights on how communication and information is
important to convince consumers to try insect-based food. In addition, we quantitatively test this
qualitative finding in a more controlled setting through two studies, allowing for the greater rigor and
generalizability of our findings.
Summary of Findings
The key themes emerging from the analysis emphasize the importance of proper information and
communication to increase willingness to eat insect-based food.
Qualitatively, all experts indicated the importance of a proper information and communication for
entomophagy acceptance and the increase of the willingness to eat insect-based food. As a matter of
fact, information, adequate communication, and tailored promotion through specific channels seem
to be the key for increasing the percentage of Gen Z population willing to eat insect-based food.
Quantitatively, we estimated the differential effect that a proper information exerts on consumers in
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terms of higher willingness to eat insects compared to other situations where consumers are not
informed about the benefits of insect-eating. Indeed, the studies show that Gen Z consumers show a
more positive attitude toward entomophagy and exhibit higher levels of willingness to eat when they
are provided with several nutritional, health, environmental and sustainable information on the
positive aspects of insect-based food. This reveals the importance of properly informing and
communicating consumers this new food practice and the key elements surrounding it for overcoming
disgust and lowering food neophobia.
Statement of Key Contributions
This research contributes to the emerging literature on entomophagy and willingness to eat in the
Western world by highlighting the important role of adequate information and communication to
spread willingness to eat insect-based food among the youngest (e.g. Balzan et al., 2016; Brunner and
Nuttavuthisit, 2020). In addition, this research is the first one that employs a mixed method approach
to study insect-based food consumption and the patterns of acceptance of it in the Italian and Swiss
contexts, i.e. two countries well-known for their culinary traditions, and have integrated a qualitative
analysis with more robust quantitative findings. Beyond the scholarly contributions, this research also
offers some managerial and public policy implications. Entomophagy is already a trend topic, raising
in importance in the Western countries. Therefore, understanding how to best accelerate willingness
to eat insect-based food is of crucial relevance for the food industry and all the key actors (e.g. food
companies, chefs, etc.) involved. A correct and continuous promotion of the benefits of insect-based
food across several communication channels might be of help to increase the willingness to eat insects
in the long run and make this new, healthy and sustainable alternative food practice part of the diet
of individuals.
References are available upon request.
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YES WE CAN: HOW PROSOCIAL ENTREPRNEUERS’ SELF-EFFICACY IS LINKED
TO PROMOTING THEIR VISION OF SOCIAL CHANGE
Ilias Ikarri, RWTH Aachen University
For further information, please contact Ilias Ikarri, M.Sc., ikarri@time.rwth-aachen.de
Keywords: Social Entrepreneurship, Self-Efficacy, Vision, TMT Heterogeneity
Description: This study examines the relationship of social entrepreneurial self-efficacy on a
shared vision on firm-level and the moderating effects of top management team heterogeneity
and strategic decision-making participativeness.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Social entrepreneurs aim to unite a commercial and social ambition with entrepreneurial means,
thereby promoting a bold vision of positive societal outcomes. An individual’s belief in their
capability to drive change is considered a pivotal precondition to developing the intent to embark
on such a journey (Bacq and Alt 2018; Hockerts 2017; Mair and Noboa 2006). Beyond intents,
scholars recently started to argue that social problems are particularly complex, and the
“effectiveness of individual-level interventions [of social entrepreneurs] would thus depend on the
degree to which they lead individuals to the conclusion that, rather than being insurmountable,
social problems can be tackled” (Hockerts 2017, p.20). Past research thus underlines the necessity
of effective marketing to promote social entrepreneurs’ vision and consequently drive social
change effectively. However, to our best knowledge, no study has empirically examined the role
of social entrepreneurs’ belief that positive change is feasible in promoting a vision shared on firmlevel. Additionally, there is no knowledge about how intra-firm dynamics may affect that
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relationship. This study therefore examines how perceived levels of social entrepreneurial selfefficacy on individual-level affect the alignment of a shared vision on firm-level, and which
boundary conditions may have a moderating effect on that relationship.

Research Question
We identified two research gaps: First, we lack empirical evidence whether a high level of
individual-level social entrepreneurial self-efficacy is linked to successfully promoting a shared
vision on firm level. Second, we know that entrepreneurs often operate in diverse team set-ups
(Talke, Kock, and Salomo 2012). However, we do not know whether a heterogenous management
team set-up thereby is beneficial or detrimental to translate an entrepreneur’s self-efficacy into a
firm-level shared vision. While heterogeneity could help develop a balanced vision, the complexity
arising from potentially diverging attitudes, perspectives and priorities may complicate the process.
In this context, it is also unclear which cross-level mechanisms (e.g. team involvement in strategic
firm-level decisions) can be purposefully deployed by entrepreneurs to promote their self-efficacy
in form of a vision of positive change, thus leaving them forced to act intuitively or to their best
individual belief. We therefore derive the overarching research question: How is social
entrepreneurial self-efficacy linked to a shared vision, and what role do TMT heterogeneity and
decision-making participativeness play in that relationship?
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Method and Data
The outlined hypotheses were validated with data from an online-based survey with German
entrepreneurs. We finalized data collection in December 2021, resulting in a data set comprising
more than 1,300 respondents.
Social entrepreneurial self-efficacy is measured by using the scale that Hockerts (2017) specifically
developed for the context of social entrepreneurship as scholars argue that self-efficacy measures
require a domain-specific adaptation (Bacq and Alt 2018; Newman et al. 2019). We measure two
moderating variables: top management team heterogeneity as defined by Heyden et al. (2013) and
strategic decision-making participation as defined by Covin, Green, and Slevin (2005). Shared
vision as a dependent variable is measured based on the scale developed by Baker and Sinkula
(1999).

Summary of Findings
Our results indicate that individual social entrepreneurial self-efficacy is related to building a
shared vision on the firm level (β=+0.198, p=0.0076). Further, we also find strong support for the
moderating effect of top management team heterogeneity on our main relationship (β=-0.087,
p=0.0092) as well as for the hypothesized effect of strategic decision-making participation
(β=+0.274, p=0.0105).
Our findings empirically underline the relevance of individual self-efficacy beliefs for successfully
promoting a visionary belief of positive social change. We hope to make an important contribution
to both entrepreneurship and marketing theory, and thus open up a set of further research avenues
at this intersectional point for following scholars to build on.
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Key Contributions
We derive two essential contributions to entrepreneurship and marketing theory: First, we advance
the ongoing academic discourse on how entrepreneurs’ characteristics influence firm-level
outcomes by empirically validating the role of self-efficacy beliefs to promote a firm-wide shared
vision in the context of social entrepreneurship, given the peculiarities of the latter domain (Cardon
and Kirk 2015; Gupta et al. 2020; Hmieleski and Carr 2006; Hockerts 2017). Specifically, we
provide evidence that entrepreneurs’ belief in their capability to drive social change is not only a
precondition for prosocial behavior (Giles et al. 2004) and the mere intent to embark on an
entrepreneurial journey (Hockerts 2017; Mair and Noboa 2006; Sousa-Filho et al. 2020; Urban
2020) but a key predictor for also successfully marketing their vision of positive change.
Second, we conceptually advance entrepreneurship research as we intersect the peculiarities of
social entrepreneurship, i.e., an often particularly boldly promoted vision facing complex societal
challenges (Hockerts 2017), with two further fields of academic interest to identify relevant
boundary conditions. We find that a heterogenous management may complicate aligning on a
vision, e.g. due to diverging views, while involving employees into decision-making processes
may facilitate the latter.
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YOUR CONTRIBUTION MATTERS:
MOTIVATING COLLECTIVE CLIMATE ACTION THROUGH SHARED GOAL
PROXIMITY

Kihyon Kim, Business School, Korea University,
Sujin Song, Global Business School, Korea University
Sangyoung Song, School of Business, Hanyang University
Hyun Shin, School of Business, Hanyang University

For further information, please contact Kihyon Kim, Research Professor, Business School,
Korea University (kihyon@korea.ac.kr)

Keywords
Collective Action, The Collective Effort Model, Perceived Impact, Collective Outcome
Expectancy, Shared Goal Proximity

Description
To promote collective climate action in sustainable consumption, citizenship behavior, and
donation, the proximity to the shared goal sequentially enhances the perception that
individuals’ contribution matters to the collective performance, the expectation that the
collective outcome can be achieved, then the collective action intention.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Collective action is required to solve environmental problems (Hardin, 1968; Koletsu &
Mancy, 2011; Moser & Dilling, 2004; Olson, 1965; Peattie, 2010). Collective action refers to
action pursued by individuals in pursuit of the public good (Marwell & Oliver, 1993; Van
Zomeren & Iyer, 2009; Wright, Taylor, & Moghaddam, 1990). We adopted the collective
efforts model (Karau & Williams, 1993), which further explains the expectancy model
(Vroom, 1964) in collective settings, that motivation is influenced by two different stages of
individual efforts leading to the collective performance and then the collective outcome. We
propose that the proximity to the shared goal, a target number of individuals strive to achieve
in aggregate forms with others (e.g., Fishbach, Henderson & Koo., 2011), enhances people’s
intention for collective climate action (H1). Then, this effect would be mediated by the
perceived impact (i.e., a belief that the efforts of an individual can make a difference in
collective performance) (Bandura, 1994; Ellen et al., 1991) (H2) and the collective outcome
expectancy (i.e., a belief that the desired outcome can be obtained through collective action)
(Koletsou & Mancy, 2011) (H3). Then we hypothesized that these two perceptions would
sequentially mediate the main effect (H4).
Method and Data
In experiment 1, we tested hypotheses in sustainable consumption (Moisander, 2007;
Scheffer, 1991). 203 respondents were recruited from Prolific. The scenario assumed that
1,000 people aiming for a $10,000 crowdfunding goal for a green device. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (low proximity condition vs. high goal
proximity condition) and asked to indicate their perceptions and attitudes. In experiment 2,
we tested whether the same result happens in citizenship behavior, a non-purchase-related
activity to have a positive impact on the environment such as waste disposal behavior (Phipps
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et al., 2013) and recycling (Lee, Kim, Kim & Choi. 2014). The scenario explained that 1,000
residents in a local community aim for 20,000 times of tumbler use to reduce plastic waste
problems. 217 respondents were recruited from Prolific Academic. Participants were
randomly assigned to the low proximity condition (5%) and the high goal proximity
condition (95%). In experiment 3, we tested donation behavior. The local NGO was assumed
to collect 100,000 USD to support pro-environmental activities. The perceived impact was
manipulated to be low by information on big donors (Robinson et al., 2012). 399 respondents
were recruited from Prolific.
Summary of Findings
Through 3 experiments, we revealed the positive effect of the shared goal proximity on the
collective climate intention (H1), the mediation effects of the perceived impact (H2), and then
the sequential mediation of the collective outcome expectancy (H4). The result the
experiment 1 showed that higher goal proximity leads to higher crowdfunding intention than
low goal proximity (H1). To test H2 and H3, we conducted Hayes' (2018) bootstrap
mediation (Model 4 in PROCESS) using 5,000 resamples. It showed the meditation by the
perceived impact (H2), but not by collective outcome expectancy (H3). We conducted Model
6 in PROCESS Hayes' (2018) bootstrapping 5,000 resamples to validate the sequential
mediation effect (H4), which was supported. In experiment 2 on citizenship behavior,
independent t-tests of two conditions showed that people are more willing to use the tumbler
as the goal approach (H1). The analysis showed a mediation effect by the perceived impact
(H2), but not by collective outcome expectancy (H3). Double mediation was valid (H4). In
experiment 3 regarding donation behavior, the perceived behavioral impact was successfully
controlled through manipulation. A scenario with a big donor showed no effect. However, the
controlled scenario replicated findings in prior experiments that donation intention.
Key Contributions
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The contributions of this paper are fourfold. First, this paper answers the recent call for
research on consumers in collective settings (Arnold, Arvidsson & Eckhardt., 2021; MacInnis
et al., 2020; Olbert, 2021; Simpson et al., 2021). Second, this study clarified the
efficacy-based psychological mechanism of collective action. Based on the collective efforts
model (Karau & Williams, 1993) and the social impact theory (Bagnoli & Megali, 2011;
Ebrahim & Rangan, 2014), we distinguished two stages of collective performance and the
collective outcome. Third, this study answers recent calls for interdisciplinary research to
better understanding consumers’ behavior as citizens within a societal context (e.g.,
Carrington, Chatzidakis, Goworek & Shaw., 2021; Prothero et al., 2011). Research findings
can be applied to behavior change interventions in climate action. First, the shared goal
proximity can be an effective strategy to make people participate in the collective action for
the climate crisis. Second, it is important to make people feel that their behavior makes
important contributions to collective performance and thus they are “change agents”. Third,
public policymakers can even enhance people’s expectations of social outcomes that “we can
solve climate crises” through an increased level of perception of individuals’ behavioral
impact on collective performances.
References are available upon request.
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EXPLORING BOOTH STAFF’S INTERACTION BEHAVIOR IN
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS
Po-Chien Li
College of Management, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan
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(E-mail Address).”
Meng-Fang Lu
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lmft550420@gmail.com
Kuo-Nan Hsieh
College of Management, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan
knhsieh@saturn.yzu.edu.tw

Keywords: intrinsic motivation; extraversion personality; interaction behavior;
informational performance; relational performance.

Description:
The present study examined the antecedents and performances of booth staff’s
interaction behaviors in industrial exhibitions.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Trade shows provide industrial sellers and buyers with a useful medium to make
transactional, relational, and informational exchanges at a temporary place within a
short period. Despite the mounting interest in exhibition exchanges and booth
interactions, much of prior research focus on exhibition outcomes at the organizational
level, there is less empirical research to examine the influence of individual
characteristic, such as personality traits and motivations, on the booth personnel
interaction behaviors within an industrial exhibition context. Moreover, the industrial
marketing or service marketing literature suggests that good interactions and service
encounters lead to satisfied customers, which in turn contributes to favorable business
outcomes. The interaction quality between the service worker and customer dyad has a
vital role However, rare evidence has been found to demonstrate the direct relationship
between the booth worker’s interaction behavior and the exhibit visitor’s evaluation of
the former’s informational and relational exchange performance.
The present research aims to provide initial answers to two questions concerning
the booth staff-visitor interactions. First, whether individual attributes may affect the
booth worker’s interaction behavior? Second, whether the booth worker’s interaction
conduct would influence the visitor’s evaluation of the staff’s informational and
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relational performance?
Method and Data
The empirical research conducted a survey-based approach and collected data at
five industrial exhibitions during September 2017 in Taipei, Taiwan, to test the
hypothesized relationships. The samples came from diverse industries with different
market conditions and technical characteristics. Questions concerned the booth
worker’s trade show experiences, personal attributes, customer orientation, interaction
behaviors at the exhibit, and exhibitor’s information were gathered via the booth
personnel’s questionnaire. The present study also collected data from attendees to
provide the impression of the interaction and evaluation of the informational and
relational performance.
Both the staff’s and the visitor’s questionnaire were labeled with a booth number
to pair them. After excluding the non-returned and incomplete responses, this research
obtained 322 pairs of survey responses for data analyses. The multi-item scales used in
this research were based on prior research and modified to fit the trade show context.
AMOS analytical results showed that each measured item and associated scales had an
adequate reliability level. The latent construct CFA model was estimated utilizing the
maximum likelihood method. Given the number of tested variables and the sample size,
the indicators showed our measurement model had a good fit with the data
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(X2/df=1.351, IFI=0.980, TLI=0.975, CFI=0.979, RMSEA=0.033).
Summary of Findings:
The analytic results show that the booth staff’s challenge seeking, task enjoyment,
and extraversion personality positively relate to the staff’s customer orientation. In
addition, the present study reveals that the booth staff’s extraversion personality
positively relates to challenge seeking and task enjoyment. Moreover, the booth staff’s
customer orientation is positively related to four booth interaction behavioral variables,
including

demand-inquiry,

feedback-seeking,

relationship-building,

industry-

networking, respectively. Finally, the empirical findings indicate that demand-inquiry
positively relates to the perceived informational performance, and relationship-building is
positively related to the perceived relational performance. However, the relationship
between feedback-seeking and the perceived informational performance is not significant.
Industry-networking has no significant influence on the perceived relational performance.

Key Contributions
The research findings contribute to trade show literature in three significant ways.
First, it is the first empirical study to investigate the effects of personal attributes on
booth staff’s interaction behavior. The present study evaluates the influences of the
booth staff’s intrinsic motivation and personality on the booth staff’s customer
orientation and further examine the relationship between customer orientation and the
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booth staff’s interaction behavior. Second, four interaction behaviors of booth workers
in the industrial exhibition context: demand-inquiry, feedback-seeking, relationshipbuilding, and industry-networking are proposed, defined, measured, and empirically
validated with a diversified group of industrial exhibitors in this study. It can be helpful
for future researchers who will continue to explore the issues regarding booth
interactions of industrial exhibitions. Finally, the present study uses dyadic sources to
uncover the influences of the booth staff’s interaction behaviors on the visitor’s
perceived performance. Two of the booth interaction behaviors (i.e. demand-inquiry
and relationship-building) cause significant impacts on the visitor’s informational and
relational performance judgment. The empirical findings provide useful managerial
guidance for exhibitors to select booth staff and to develop appropriate interaction
strategies in the exhibition encounter.
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LOGISTICS STRATEGY DURING THE PANDEMIC ERA: CUSTOMER SERVICE
(UN) COMMITTED
Ali Kara, Penn State University – York Campus
John E. Spillan, University of North Carolina at Pembroke
Gaye Acikdilli, University of North Carolina at Pembroke
Erdem Kirkbesoglu, Baskent University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Ali Kara, Professor of Business,
Penn State York Campus (axk19@psu.edu).
Keywords: Logistics Strategy, Bowersox and Daugherty Typology, COVID-19, Emerging
Markets.
Description: This empirical study investigates the robustness of the Bowersox-Daugherty (1987)
typology of logistics strategy in an emerging market during the COVID-19 pandemic.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
This empirical study tries to address the following research questions: (1) Does the BowersoxDaugherty (1987) typology of logistics strategy hold during the pandemic environment? (2)
What trade-offs or strategy adjustments are needed on various dimensions of the logistics
strategy to achieve better competitive responsiveness during the uncertain environment created
by pandemic environment?
Method and Data
Structural equation model was used to test the hypothesized relationships of the conceptualized
model. We used the scales adopted from the McGinnis et al., (2010) study to measure the three
dimensions (process, market, and information strategy) of overall logistics strategy. Each
construct in this study was modeled as a latent variable and measured by several items. Study
questionnaire also included three other constructs representing the outcomes of logistics strategy
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(logistics coordination/integration, customer service commitment, and firm competitive
responsiveness). The data collection process included small and medium-sized (SMEs)
manufacturers located in Turkey. Because of COVID-19 restrictions on in-person interviews we
used personal connections to obtain help from the Union of Chambers and Commodity
Exchanges of Turkey. 412 completed responses were collected. After discarding incomplete
questionnaires, n=326 were used in analyses.
Summary of Findings
Our study provides several important findings regarding how a previously tested logistics model
applies to the extraordinary supply chain environment created by the pandemic. First, the
Bowersox and Daugherty (1987) typology of logistics strategy of process, market, and
information appear to be robust when tested during the pandemic environment for the SMEs
operating in a non-US context. Second, the overall logistics strategy positively influences firms’
competitive responsiveness during pandemic environment, but it affects firms’ competitive
responsiveness through only one intervening variable, logistics coordination/integration. Third,
we could not confirm the intervening effect of customer service commitment. During the
pandemic era, firm competitive responsiveness may be achieved through a logistics strategy that
may not involve higher levels of customer service commitment. Managers were forced to make
trade-offs between customer service requirements and supply chain capabilities. It appears that
supply chain managers adjusted their customer service commitment levels to tackle the stress put
on the system.
Key Contributions
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The conceptual model tested in this study provided a robust roadmap for the relationships among
the identified constructs. In general, any definition of competitive responsiveness usually
emphasizes quick and efficient responsiveness to customers and competitiveness to achieve the
supply chain outcomes. We report that, using the existing system of supply chain infrastructure,
adjustments are being made in the implementation of marketing programs such as increasing
emphasis on employee development and training as well as effectively integration with other
logistics activities to be more responsive to changing customer needs. When the process, market,
and information priorities within the overall logistics strategy are integrated and coordinated with
other participants to foster better working relationships, then logistics strategy will contribute to
overall organizational competitive responsiveness. However, the organization must also consider
other dimensions that affect competitive responsiveness, such as supply chain capabilities,
scarcity, and financial resources, especially during tough time periods of pandemic. This was
especially important during the past COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated that companies need to
have comprehensive back up plans ready to address the supply chain lockdown problems and
ability to coordinate with global sourcing mechanisms, customers, and end users.
References are available upon request.
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ROLE OF RISK MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY IN ACHIEVING B2B NPD
RESILIENCE AND NPD SUCCESS
Durgesh Pattanayak, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Amit Saini, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Durgesh Pattanayak, Department
of Marketing, University of Nebraska–Lincoln (dpattanayak2@huskers.unl.edu).”
Keywords: NPD risk management capability, B2B NPD resilience, B2B NPD project success,
firm performance.
Description: This study conceptualizes NPD risk management capability and B2B NPD
resilience and theorizes how these constructs can help improve B2B NPD success.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Every substantive marketing decision involves risk management concerns. Persistent high failure
rates of new products and their ensuing financial consequences, call for an evaluation of risk
mitigation plans adopted by B2B organizations. The B2B literature on risk management is
largely fragmented, with extant research mainly focused on external stakeholder reactions to
marketing actions, lacking a risk management framework that new product development (NPD)
and B2B managers could follow. Our literature review suggests that the mechanisms,
infrastructure, and resources to identify risk in the NPD context deserve further research
attention. We address an essential question for B2B marketing managers: Do they have the
capability to identify the right risks during the launch process of a new product?
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Summary of Findings
This conceptual paper examines the relationship between NPD risk management capability, B2B
NPD resilience, and B2B NPD success. We also highlight the challenges of B2B relational
complexity and how they bring more risk to the system. Our research model proposes that risk
management capable organizations learn and adapt to disruptions and can develop B2B NPD
resilience. Finally, the research outlines essential implications of B2B NPD project success by
connecting it to business performance.

Key Contributions
From a theoretical standpoint, this study extends the marketing literature by introducing two new
constructs: NPD risk management capability and B2B NPD resilience. Managerially, the study
calls for enhancing the role of B2B marketing and product managers to include developing risk
management capabilities and resilience. The research has another important managerial
implication for senior management of B2B firms, in how they should examine environmental
dynamism and B2B relational complexity prior to the launch of new products. Our model
provides them important directions as to why some organizations are better able to visualize
knowable unknown/novel risks compared to their peers, and we underscore the importance of
NPD risk management capability.

“References are available upon request.”
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THE DETERMINANTS OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IN THE BUSINESS-TOBUSINESS AREA
Sooyeon Choi, Loras College and Richard Feinberg, Purdue University
For further information, please contact Sooyeon Choi, Assistant Professor in Marketing, Loras
College (sooyeon.choi@loras.edu)

Keywords: service delivery, service quality, customer satisfaction, B2B
Description: This paper talks about the determinants of customer satisfaction in the B2B area.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Although 90% of B2B executives reported their willingness to increase the spending on the
consumer experience, the details on what business customers want are left undefined. From this
gap, we raised a question. What drives business customers to be satisfied with the service
delivered in the B2B area?
Method and Data
387 responses were collected through the telephone survey from the national database of the top
natural gas supplier. Factor analysis was conducted on the 53 survey items to identify the
underlying factor structure of the industrial service quality. Regressions were completed on the
satisfaction with the factors revealed from the factor analysis.
Summary of Findings
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The analysis showed that billing and invoicing, field service technician, account management,
delivery, distribution and scheduling, and application engineering support were found to be the
primary service delivery dimensions. Satisfaction with all dimensions had an impact on customer
satisfaction with the company’s delivery service in general.
Key Contributions
Companies that provide B2B services should focus on the key six service quality driving
constructs to encourage their customers to become loyal. Also, our findings may help marketing
administrators to segment their customer base and allocate resources more efficiently based on
the findings.
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THE IMPACT OF SOFTWARE INNOVATION PURCHASES ON
RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS

Viktor Jarotschkin, ESMT Berlin
Johannes Habel, University of Houston
Andreas Eggert, Freie Universität Berlin
Olaf Plötner, ESMT Berlin
Bianca Schmitz, ESMT Berlin

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Viktor Jarotschkin, ESMT Berlin
(viktor.jarotschkin@esmt.org)
Keywords: industrial manufacturers, software innovations, customer relationships, causal inference,
machine learning
Description: Selling industrial software systems to customers increases subsequent sales revenue with
these customers; this effect is heterogeneous depending on characteristics of the prior customer
relationship.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
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Research Question
Industrial manufacturers increasingly aim to battle commoditization of their equipment offerings
by bringing industrial software systems (ISS) to market (Allmendinger and Lombreglia 2005;
Valencia et al. 2015). ISS allow customers to improve the management of their value chains by
connecting and controlling value chain elements such as production machines, storage systems,
and billing as well as controlling procedures. Strikingly, academic research up to date has not
answered how these software innovations impact subsequent relationships with customers.
Intuitively, one might assume that customers purchasing an ISS might enhance the subsequent
relationship with their supplier. Because ISS make customers’ value chain processes more
efficient, customers may reciprocate and increase their purchases from the focal supplier.
However, providing customers with ISS may also cannibalize sales of the supplier’s other
offerings (Govindarajan and Immelt 2019). Specifically, as ISS create efficiency gains to
customers, they may undermine customers’ demand for new machines. Seeing these
countervailing effects, we raise the following research question:
Research Question: What effect do ISS purchases have on subsequent customer relationship
variables?

Method and Data
Our study combines field data from three different data bases of a cooperating industrial
manufacturer. First, the company provided transaction data, comprising data from 2008 to 2020.
Second, we obtained CRM data including customer-directed activities conducted by the
company’s sales department, e.g., visits, phone calls, and mails as well as opportunities with
customers. Third, we obtained the focal company’s critical incidents with customers since 2000.
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Subsequently, we aggregated all available data sets into a customer–year panel depicting all
relationship-relevant covariates with customers. After cleaning and aggregating, our final sample
includes data on 7041 customers over a time period of 13 years.
To overcome shortcomings of parametric methods (e.g., regression), we make use of the nonparametric causal forests method which combines random forests known from machine learning
applications with causal inference considerations from economics, namely, the potential
outcomes framework. Compared to other estimation techniques, random forests achieve high
out-of-sample prediction accuracy with very little tuning, particularly when the underlying
covariate space is large. This allows us to infer the causal effect of the purchase of ISS in a nonparametric way, while handling multiple sources of selection issues.

Summary of Findings
We find installations of ISS to increase subsequent sales revenues but find no significant effect
on the effort-to-revenue ratio (i.e., number of sales activities divided by sales revenue). However,
results show strong heterogeneity at the customer level, which we explore by the means of a
random intercept model.
The effect of an ISS purchase on sales revenue increases with customer size, the length of a
customer relationship, conversion rates, shares of purchase, and the number of critical incidents.
It decreases with recorded sales revenues, number of sales transactions, and the number of sales
activities. Finally, we see a positive trend of the effect on sales revenues with customers over
time.
In contrast, the effect of an ISS purchase on the effort-to-revenue ratio is more nuanced.
Specifically, customer size and conversion rates do not change the effect. The effect decreases
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with the length of the customer relationship and the share of purchase. Lastly, sales revenues, the
number of sales transactions, the number of sales activities, and the number of critical incidents
increase the effect. Lastly, we observe a non-linear time trend.

Statement of Key Contributions

Our findings enrich the academic literature on marketing software innovations in three ways.
First, we find that on average, sales revenues with customers increase after those customers purchase
ISS. However, our analyses also show that ISS purchases do not improve effort-to-revenue ratios. In
brief, our study is the first to investigate the influence of ISS purchases on these customer
relationship variables. Second, this study is the first to investigate and empirically quantify occurring
path dependence as a result of ISS purchases. Third, our analyses contribute to the under-researched
area on the financial impact of adoptions of (digital) innovations on long-term relationship variables.
In particular, our results suggest that ISS adoption yields a significant financial return for industrial
manufacturers.
Further, our study reveals actionable managerial implications for industrial manufacturers. First,
industrial manufacturers should introduce ISS to the market and work toward customer adoption,
because such adoption improves customer relationships. Second, industrial manufacturers should
particularly focus on fostering adoption by large customers with a strong preexisting relationship.
These customers are particularly likely to increase their purchase volume with an industrial
manufacturer after purchasing ISS.

References are available upon request.
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THE PERFORMANCE EFFECTS OF GROUP PURCHASING: EVIDENCE FROM U.S.
HEALTH CARE

Haizhen Lin, Indiana University
Yanhao Wang, Indiana University
Vivek Astvansh, Indiana University

For further information, please contact Haizhen Lin, Associate Professor of Business Economics
and Public Policy, Kelley School of Business, Indiana University (hzlin@indiana.edu).
Keywords: Group purchasing organization, interorganizational, buyer–supplier, hospital, cost
efficiency, patient satisfaction
Description: A hospital’s membership in a large (vs. small) group purchasing organization makes
it more cost-efficiency and boosts its patient satisfaction, each of which in turn increase the
hospital’s number of patient admissions.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
How and why does a firm’s membership in a group purchasing organization affect its
performance?
Method and Data
We answer our research question in the context of U.S. healthcare industry. We sampled
17,334 hospital-year observations, covering 2,174 distinct hospitals from 2010 to 2019.
Our main dependent variable (DV) is Log (No. of Patient Admissions) measured by the
number of patients admitted to a hospital in the inpatient and outpatient departments. Our
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independent variable (IV) is GPO scale—that is, the scale of a hospital’s GPO in a year,
measured by the number of beds available summed over a GPO’s member hospitals divided by
the number of beds available nationwide.
We correct for the likely endogeneity of GPO scale by using the two-stage least squares
(2SLS) method. Our instrument is the out-of-market sibling hospitals’ GPO scale.
Summary of Findings
1. On average, an increase of 1 standard deviation in a hospital’s GPO scale in a year raises by
5% the hospital’s number of patient admissions in the following year, indicating hospitals
benefit from GPO scale.
2. Two mechanisms facilitate the above main effect.
a. First, GPO scale makes a hospital more cost efficient. Specifically, a 1 standard deviation
(SD) increase in GPO scale causes a drop of 7% in the hospital’s supply expense per
patient admission. This raise in cost efficiency explains 26.9% of the total effect.
b. Second, GPO scale boosts satisfaction of the hospital’s patients. Specifically, a 1 standard
deviation (SD) increase in GPO scale causes an increase of overall patient satisfaction
equivalent to 10% of 1 SD, or equivalent to moving a hospital from the 25th to the 50th
percentile in the distribution of patient satisfaction. Patient satisfaction explains 11.8% of
the total effect.
A parallel mediation model reports that cost efficiency and patient satisfaction explain 26.7%
and 10.1% of the total effect, respectively.
3. Small (vs. large) hospitals benefit more from membership in a large GPO. The theoretical
insight is that hospitals with low bargaining power stand to gain more from the GPO’s
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economy of scale. Further, the main mechanism for small hospitals is cost efficiency, while
the main mechanism for large hospitals is patient satisfaction.
Key Contributions
1. Our findings contribute to the theory on industrial (or business-to-business [B2B]) sales
and buying. This research has considered either a dyadic interorganizational buying or an
intraorganizational buying group. We extend this literature by considering a triad that
comprises a GPO that intermediates purchasing from multiple buyers and selling from
multiple suppliers.
2. In showing that the demand lifts because GPOs make hospitals more cost efficient and
raise patients’ satisfaction, we suggest that GPOs promote patient and taxpayer welfare.
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THE ROLE OF PRICING RESEARCH IN B2B SERVICE INDUSTRIES

Kostis Indounas, Athens University of Economics and Business
“For further information, please contact Kostis Indounas, Professor of Marketing, Athens
University of Economics and Business (indounas@aueb.gr)”

Keywords: Pricing research methods, Pricing objectives, B2B markets, Empirical study

Description: The purpose of this manuscript is to investigate the extent to which companies
that operate in business-to-business (B2B) service markets adopt any form of pricing research
along with the different pricing objectives that they pursue in comparison with companies that
do not adopt such kind of research.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
A number of authors have underlined the importance, for any firm operating in
business-to-business (B2B) markets, of understanding customers’ responses to different prices
if effective pricing decisions are to be made (e.g., Indounas, 2019; Shipley and Jobber, 2001.
However, an extensive review of the literature on B2B pricing reveals the lack of empirical
studies which focus on investigating whether managers responsible for setting prices within
their firms adopt any form of formal pricing research method when levying their prices.
Prices in B2B markets are often based on managers’ experience and intuition rather than on
systematic investigation of how customers perceive different potential price levels (Nagle and
Holden 2001).
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Building from the above arguments, the objectives of the current study are the
following:
•

To investigate the extent to which B2B service companies engage in formal pricing
research in order to understand their customers’ responses to different price levels
along with the pricing research methods that they use.

•

To examine whether those companies that engage in formal pricing research pursue
different pricing objectives from those companies that do not do so.

Method and Data
The study was conducted in Greece. With a view to broadening the generalizability of
the findings (Iacobuzzi and Churchill 2018), a cross-industry population was included, which
involved four primary sectors, namely, logistics, financial services providers, professional
services (e.g., consulting, legal services) and information technology companies.
A requested sample of 700 companies was set and the selection process was based on
a proportionate stratified random sample. A requested sub-sample size per sector (stratum), in
direct proportion to each stratum’s relative size in the parent population was determined.
Using a table of digits, a random sample of companies from each stratum was selected
(Tzokas et al. 2000).
Data were collected by means of an e-mail survey. The two e-mailings that took place
yielded 143 usable questionnaires that represent a response rate of 20.4%, which is similar
with other studies in the field of B2B and services pricing (e.g., Avlonitis and Indounas 2005;
Tzokas et al. 2000). 47 companies operate in the logistics industry, 30 companies operate in
the financial services industry, 42 companies operate in the professional services industry and
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24 companies operate in the information technology industry.

Summary of Findings
Analyzing data from 143 companies operating in four different B2B service sectors,
the study revealed that, the 53.1% of the these companies (i.e., 76 in total) adopt some kind of
pricing research with the majority of them focusing on “historical data analysis” and then,
“personal in-depth interviews”. Furthermore, companies that do conduct pricing research
seem to follow a more holistic approach towards their pricing decisions by pursuing both
company and market related pricing objectives.

Key Contributions
From an academic point of view, the study’s findings are in line with the broader
literature on B2B and services marketing and can be attributed to the nature and unique
characteristics of B2B markets. In particular, contrary to business-to-consumer (B2C) markets
where a variety of different pricing research methods are expected to be found, the unique
characteristics of B2B markets lead B2B service companies to adopt a subset of these
methods. These findings are also in line with the above literature regarding the fact that
companies with a customer and broader market-oriented approach towards pricing, which is
cultivated through the use of different pricing research methods, seem to also possess a more
holistic picture of the pricing phenomenon.
The study also offers useful insights for B2B service managers responsible for setting
prices within their firm. More specifically, the unique characteristics of B2B service markets
impose difficulties in adopting all the alternative pricing research methods that are expected
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to be used in B2C markets. To this end, less complex in terms of technical expertise methods
such as historical data analysis and personal in-depth interviews might be more appropriate
for B2B service managers and help them make more effective pricing decisions.

“References are available upon request”
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BRAND SOCIAL VALUE (BSV) INDICES – INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND
VALIDATION

Milos Bujisic, New York University
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Keywords: Brand Social Value, Product Benefits, Brand Persona, Brand Relationship, Brand
Loyalty
Description: The main objective of our research was to develop new instruments that measure
marketing-relevant social values of consumers and brands and new instruments regarding
preferred and perceived product benefits
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The first objective of our study is to develop an instrument that measures both consumers’
perceptions of key brand attributes and a corresponding instrument that measures consumers
self-perceptions. The brand persona attributes include brand social values (BSV) and brand
product benefits (BPB), and the measures of consumer self-perception include consumer social
values (CSV) and preferred product benefits (CPB).
The second main objective is to use the above-mentioned instrument to develop a set of indices
that measure the match between consumers’ and brands' social values and product benefits. This
index is then used to predict key brand performance indicators including brand relationship,
brand reputation, loyalty, and purchasing intention. Finally, the third objective is to use these
indices to rank leading US corporate brands based on their social values and product benefits
match.

Method and Data
For this research, we have used a sequential exploratory mixed method design (Creswell, 2009).
The scale development procedures followed a four-step approach.
Step 1. In the first step, an analysis of the previous literature and the established scales of drivers
of brand relationships and reputation revealed two broad dimensions: Social Values (SV) and
Product Benefits (PB).
Step 2. The second step was a qualitative study that involved informal interviews with marketing
executives, practitioners, and academic experts. After eight interviews were conducted, data
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saturation seemed to be reached and we were able to further refine the list of concepts related to
social values and product benefits.
Step 3. In the third step, an online survey was distributed to 1000 MTurk participants. After
cleaning for attention, bot, and location checks, a total of 504 responses was used in the analysis.
This sample was used for Exploratory Factor Analysis and the refinement of the instrument.
Step 4. The second larger survey with a nationally representative sample of 2500 US consumers
was collected in collaboration with a major marketing research agency. Data from the sample
was used for the Confirmative Factor Analysis and final modification to the instruments.

Summary of Findings
Based on the results of the literature review, interviews, and surveys four main dimensions were
recognized to be part of the social values: 1) Local and Global Perspective; 2) Internal and
External Focus; 3) Political Orientation; and 4) Care for Social Causes
For the product benefits, we have identified 20 dimensions that are presented in the literature and
seem to be of major importance for practitioners and academics. Some of the key dimensions
were price, quality, design, functionality, privacy, and personalization.
Based on these instruments we have constructed match scores for social values and product
benefits that reflect the overall levels of agreement between brands and consumers. For the
regression, the benefits match index and values match index were used to predict the relationship
between consumer and brand. The values match index had a strong positive effect on the brand
relationship with a .536 standardized regression coefficient (p<.001). However, the benefits
match had a weak negative effect on the brand relationship with a -.095 standardized regression
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coefficient. The same pattern of findings was found when we changed the dependent variable to
brand reputation, loyalty, and purchase intention.

Key Contributions
Brands can use this questionnaire to contribute to their product development and marketing
strategies, in ways that can enhance the development of a persona that consumers would have a
predictable reaction to. Brand social values and brand product benefits instruments can be used
as part of a tool to develop brand personas.
In addition, the results of our research help recognize key differences between different
demographic segments in terms of their values and product benefit preferences.

Furthermore, the combination of two instruments allows us to construct three indices that have
both academic and industry implications. Using our algorithm, we can construct the Social Value
Match score that measures the match between consumers’ and brand’s social values as well as a
Product Benefit Match score that measures the match between consumers’ preferences for
product benefits and the real product benefits that brands provide. Those scores are used to
construct a Total Match score that we use as an indicator of brand strength. One of the main
values of newly constructed indices is that they have a significant effect on brand relationship,
brand reputation, brand loyalty, and purchasing intention. Finally, using the same model we
developed a ranking of corporate brands and categories based on their total match scores.
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CORPORATE BRAND HERITAGE DURING COVID-19:
ADVANTAGES OF CONSERVATIVE AND INNOVATIVE BRAND HERITAGE
IN RESTAURANTS
Ronald M. Rivas a and David J. Mayorga b
a
Management and Marketing Department, Canisius College, Buffalo, NY, USA;
b
Marketing and International Business Department, Universidad del Pacífico, Lima, Peru.
For further information, please contact Ronald M. Rivas, Professor, Canisius College
(rivasr@canisius.edu)
Keywords
Brand Heritage, COVID-19, Restaurants, Quality, and Price Premium
Description:
Conservative and innovative brand heritage in restaurants during the COVID-19 pandemic.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
What is the impact of corporate brand heritage on the quality and price of restaurants
during the COVID-19 pandemic? The spread of Covid-19 greatly affected the hospitality
industry around the world. Notably, the restaurant industry suffered the economic brunt of
lockdowns worldwide. Urde, Greyser, and Balmer (2007) define brand heritage as a
branded composite of track record, longevity, core values, symbols, and the organizational
belief that its history is essential to identity. Despite the present and crucial need, research
on brand heritage is still limited (Hakala et al., 2011; Pecot et al., 2019). We define
conservative brand heritage as a brand signal, a branded representation formed by
longevity, core values, use of symbols, and importance to identity. We define innovative
brand heritage as a brand signal that conveys contemporary changes of heritage (national,
regional, and local), a branded representation formed by reinventing history, reinterpreting
core values, and renewing the use of symbols. This study focuses on how a brand heritage
innovative approach, or a conservative one, influences consumers' perception of quality and
willingness to pay a price premium during the pandemic.
Method and Data
This study uses a structural equation model based on the Signaling Model of Brand Equity
(Erdem & Swait, 1998, 2016). We propose that brand heritage signals, both conservative
and innovative, increase consumer perceptions of quality, which increase the price during
COVID-19. The sample consisted of 152 Peruvian restaurants, five years or older, based on
the year of their establishment as listed in the Summum rankings, from 2017 to 2019
(Summum, 2019). Every year a broad crosssection of experts take an online survey
designed and processed by IPSOS to choose the winners in most Summum categories.
Summum is the organization that ranks and rewards Peruvian gastronomic excellence,
including in 24 gastronomic categories, each one receiving first, second and third place. In
addition, there are Top 20 Restaurants of the Year awards. We collected secondary data
from the Summum official webpage, social media pages, websites, online newspapers,
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gastronomic magazines, and legal information databases. We cross-referenced it with La
Guía Gastronómica del Perú (Arrarte et al., 2019). Two experts in brand heritage research
scored a rubric for the brand heritage variables achieving an inter-class correlation
coefficient indicating good reliability.
Summary of Findings
Our model shows that both innovative and conservative brand heritage have a significant
and positive effect on perceived quality, suggesting that both brand signals strongly
influence perceived higher quality. The impact of Innovative brand heritage on a
restaurant's perceived quality is 60% stronger than the corresponding effect of Conservative
brand heritage. These findings confirm the relationship between brand signals and product
quality (Erdem & Keane, 1996; Erdem & Swait, 1998). The model also shows that the
effect of perceived quality on price during COVID-19 is positive and significant, indicating
consumers' willingness to pay a premium price. Our results suggest mediation effects
between innovative and conservative brand heritage, quality, and price during Covid-19.
The results are consistent with existing literature that shows an association between brand
heritage and price premium (Wiedmann et al., 2011) and quality mediating brand heritage
and price (Pecot et al., 2018). The model also confirms that the relationship between quality
signals and price applies across cultures (Dawar & Parker, 1994; Erevelles, 1993; Erevelles
et al., 2001; Pecot et al., 2018).
Statement of Key Contributions
This study contributes to understanding Brand Heritage signals to help restaurants sustain
premium prices during the COVID-19 pandemic. Though research on brand heritage
signaling is gaining traction, there is still much to uncover to identify the nature of
corporate brand heritage (Urde et al., 2007; Hakala et al., 2011; Wiedmann et al., 2011,
Pecot et al., 2018, 2019). This study discerns the difference between Innovative Brand
Heritage and Conservative Brand Heritage. Both constructs increase the perception of
quality and improve willingness to pay. The research methodology allows the evaluation of
a large sample of stimuli, such as 152 restaurants. Findings confirm that the model is valid
and relevant to restaurants during COVID-19. This study advances the understanding of
brand heritage in small and medium restaurants in the context of Latin America.
Practitioners would benefit from corporate brand heritage strategies to motivate consumers
to pay premium prices. Brand management is particularly relevant to the survival of
restaurants during the COVID-19 pandemic; Conservative and innovative brand heritage
strategies are mechanisms to improve quality and price. Hence, practitioners would find
ideas expressed in this study relevant to improving brand management in times of crisis.
Note "References are available upon request."
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TITLE: Corporate Patenting, Customer Capital, and Financial Market Outcomes
Extended Abstract:
We study how patenting enhances customer capital and creates financial value. We find that firms
with more and higher quality patents develop more customer capital as measured by better customer
perceptions of product innovativeness and quality. To establish causality, we exploit the exogenous
variation in the random assignment of patent examiners to review applications and use the average examiner
leniency as an instrument for patent grants. Our mediation analysis documents a positive impact of
patenting on various dimensions of firm performance through enhanced customer capital, including market
valuation, profitability, revenue, gross profit margin, and market share of sales relative to industry peers.
We propose and find supporting evidence for three channels through which patenting may affect customer
capital. First, patenting is related to increased commercialization of inventions, thereby leading to a greater
extent of new product introductions. Second, patenting helps retain inventors, who incubate innovative and
high quality products. Third, firms use patenting to signal their uniqueness. Collectively, our findings
establish a clear link between patenting and customer capital, which in turn creates financial value.

Key Contributions:
Our study is related and makes contributions to several strands in the literature. First, we contribute
to the marketing literature on management, product value, and innovation commercialization, by providing
direct evidence linking patent protection to product market outcomes and customer capital. Second, we
contribute to the rapidly growing literature on the interaction of customer capital and finance by being the
first to demonstrate a clear and causal link between patenting activity and customer capital and the
mechanism through which patenting may affect customer capital. Third, our paper is also related to the
literature studying the impact of innovation on firm performance, by analyzing a product market mechanism,
that is, how patenting creates financial market value through enhanced customer capital. Finally, our paper
complements the literature that examines how firm characteristics, financing availability, and policy and
regulation affect firm innovation, by focusing on how patenting creates value in the product and financial
markets.
Our findings also generate significant implications for practitioners in understanding the critical
role played by patenting in enhancing customer capital and thereby creating financial value. Our evidence
demonstrates that a novel and important channel through which patenting can improve firm performance
and create financial value (especially for consumer facing companies) is through enhanced customer capital.
Further, we document three underlying mechanisms on how patenting enhances customer capital, which
are highly relevant for practitioners who may consider patenting as a strategy to develop customer capital
and strengthen brand equity. First, patenting leads to the introduction of new products by firms. Second,
patenting helps firms to retain talents (i.e., scientists and engineers), who play an important role in building
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firms’ customer capital by developing more innovative and higher quality products. Third, firms can use
their patents as a differentiation strategy to market their products and signal their uniqueness.

Manuscript:
Patents grant temporary monopoly rights to firms preventing copycats and allowing higher returns
to innovative activity. Surveys have found that patents are used by firms to prevent copying, to avoid
litigation, and to strengthen bargaining power in licensing negotiations (Cohen, Nelson, and Walsh, 2000).
The recent literature examines the effect of patenting on firm outcomes for young firms and finds that
patents increase IPO probability, pre-money valuation, firm size, and employment (Mann and Sager, 2007;
Balasubramanian and Sivadasan, 2011; Hsu and Ziedonis, 2013; Gaule, 2018), primarily through enabling
access to external funding. The existing studies also show that innovation, typically proxied by patenting
activities, affects firm performance (e.g., Hirshleifer, Hsu, and Li, 2013, 2018; Fitzgerald, Balmeier,
Fleming, and Manso, 2017).1 However, research on the mechanisms through which patenting affects firm
performance, especially for large established firms, remains limited. In this paper, we examine for the first
time in the literature how patenting affects firms’ customer capital, which in turn affects their performance
in the financial market, using a novel customer survey data on large established firms.
Customer capital, the value of a firm’s relationships with its customers, is considered one of the
most important type of intangible assets. Customer capital is crucial for firms as a direct source of current
revenue, but an emerging literature shows that customer capital also has significant implications for
valuation and various corporate policies: see, e.g., Larkin (2013), Gourio and Rudanko (2014), Dou, Ji,
Reibstein, and Wu (2021). Developing and accumulating customer capital is therefore essential for a firm’s
growth, performance, and valuation.
A firm’s customer capital to a large extent relies on positive customer perceptions of the firm’s
products and brands, which create a competitive advantage for firms (Roberts and Dowling, 2002) and may
have a positive impact on firm performance (Mizik and Jacobson, 2008). Patent protection may positively
affect customer capital in various ways. First, patent protection can encourage firms to commercialize their
innovations by embedding such innovations in new or existing products (Webster and Jensen, 2011). Firms
that bring more innovative products to the market are likely to achieve more positive customer perceptions
and therefore accumulate more customer capital. Second, patenting may lead to more customer capital by
helping firms to retain key employees such as scientists and engineers (Melero, Palomeras, and Wehrheim,
2020). This is because expanding customer base and enhancing customer perception by offering innovative

1

A related strand of literature examines how firm characteristics, financing availability, policy and regulation affect
firm innovation typically proxied by patenting activities (e.g., Manso, 2011; He and Tian, 2013; Seru, 2014; Tian and
Wang, 2014; Bernstein, 2015; Krishnan, Makolo, Nandy, and Nanda, 2016; Chemmanur, Kong, Krishnan, and Yu,
2019).
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and high-quality products significantly relies on the skills, knowledge, or reputation of these key employees
(Dou et al., 2021). Last but not least, patents can also signal the uniqueness of products and help a firm to
differentiate their products from those of competitors, thus offering the firm an advantage in growing its
customer base and strengthening its customer capital.2
On the other hand, innovation and patenting might not always result in higher customer capital.
First, patents might primarily ameliorate firm performance through granting a firm monopoly rights, in
which case consumer satisfaction and customer capital may actually decline if firms do not have any
incentives to produce higher quality products. Second, patents might not be novel and increase the quality
and innovativeness of the products (Farrell and Shapiro, 2008). Third, even if the patents are novel, these
patented product innovations might not be valuable or might be overly complicated for the consumers, and
thus might not increase customer capital.3 Fourth, the customer capital of the companies that use patent to
block competition, and that are aggressive in suing their competitors for patent infringement might actually
decline. These lawsuits might give the impression to the customers that these firms are killing competition,
and the company might end up being seen as “monopolistic” in the eyes of the customers.4 Thus, the effect
of patenting on customer capital is an empirical question. Understanding how patenting affects customer
capital and firm performance is of significant economic importance as well, given that consumer spending
accounts for over 70% of the U.S. economic activity and corporate R&D spending is more than six times
the size of federal R&D spending.
We utilize a novel database from BAV Consulting, a subsidiary of Young & Rubicam, to study the
relationship between corporate patenting and customer capital as well as its implication on financial market
outcomes. BAV Consulting surveys more than 16,000 U.S. households to evaluate brands on a wide range

2

Firms can use their patents as part of their marketing strategies. For example, Mercedes advertised in its E-class
commercials that it had 80,000 patents with the following slogan: “To hold a patent that has changed the modern
world would define you as an innovator. To hold more than one patent of this caliber would define you as a true leader.
To hold over 80,000, well, that would make you the creators of the 2012 Mercedes Benz E-Class."
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-LB-42195). Apple's patent litigation against Samsung was seen by some as a
marketing strategy, trying to depict Apple as the innovator, and Samsung as the imitator. (https://hbr.org/2014/06/areapples-patent-wars-a-marketing-strategy). In 1990s, Intel advertised its patented Pentium processor aggressively
gaining an edge over AMD (https://ipcloseup.com/2012/11/15/leading-brands-increasingly-have-the-most-valuablepatents/).
3
Amazon’s Fire Phone tried to create a 3D display without requiring glasses. To achieve this, Amazon engineers put
three cameras in the phone, which led to a significant decline in battery life. The value of this 3D feature for the
customers was not clear, aside from some gaming applications. Further, the 3D feature was added at the expense of
battery life, which customers valued more. Eventually, Amazon had to write-off around $170 million largely due to
unsold Fire Phone inventory (“The Inside Story of Jeff Bezos’s Fire Phone Debacle”, FastCompany, 01/06/2015).
Segway was developed after spending $100 million in R&D and launched with the expectation of changing how
people get around in cities, but customers found it “expensive, heavy, and silly” (“Well, That Didn't Work: The
Segway Is a Technological Marvel. Too Bad It Doesn't Make Any Sense”, Wired, 01/16/2015).
4
“4 brands that use (and misuse) patent litigation”, Digiday (https://digiday.com/marketing/4-brands-use-misusepatent-litigation/)
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of attributes. Using this data, we construct firm-year level measures of customer capital based on customer
perceptions of the corporate brands, which broadly focus on product innovativeness and quality. There are
at least two advantages of using customer perceptions to measure customer capital. First, unlike stock
returns, operating performance, or market-to-book ratios, customer perceptions provide a direct lens into
how customers view a firm's products, which allow us to directly examine the effect of patenting activity
on customer capital built through product innovativeness and quality. Second, customer perceptions of
corporate brands can properly reflect customer capital since they can also capture a secondary impact on
other customers through word of mouth and internet reviews, which are very widely used sources of
references when making purchasing decisions (Chen and Xie, 2008; Martin and Lueg, 2013).5
In our analysis, we merge the BAV data with corporate patent data constructed and made available
by Kogan, Papanikolaou, Seru, and Stoffman (2017) (henceforth KPSS), which contains detailed
information on patents issued to U.S. firms by United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) till
2019. We also collect inventor information associated with each patent from the PatentsView database of
the USPTO. Our final BAV-Compustat-USPTO merged file results in 462 unique firms with 3,581 firmyear observations from 2000 to 2014. Our sample mostly consists of consumer-facing companies, which
play a significant role in the economy, since consumer spending accounts for over 70% of U.S. GDP and
supports more than 60% of nonagricultural wage and salary employment (Barello, 2014). Furthermore,
these consumer-facing companies in our sample have significant patenting activities.
We find that patenting activity is positively associated with a firm’s customer capital, as reflected
by customer perceptions of the firm’s product innovativeness and quality (as shown in columns (1) – (6) of
Table 1). In terms of economic magnitude, a one inter-quartile range increase in patents is associated with
a 0.52 percentage point increase in our composite measure of product innovativeness. This corresponds to
an 11.6% increase relative to one inter-quartile range of the product innovativeness composite measure. We
uncover similar effects for the relation between patents (as well as citations) and customer perception of
product quality. Therefore, our results reflect economically significant increases in customer capital
associated with a higher degree of patenting activity.
One may be concerned whether the positive relation between patents and customer capital as
documented in our baseline analysis can be interpreted as causal. Specifically, one interpretation of our
baseline results is that patenting activity and customer capital are simultaneously increasing in a firm's
resources or other unobserved firm characteristics related to its quality. To address such concerns and

5

We are not the first study in finance to utilize the BAV survey data. This data has been used in several academic
papers published in top finance journals to study the impact of customer capital on financial policies and asset
valuations: see, e.g., Larkin (2013) and Dou, Ji, Reibstein, and Wu (2021). This data has also been widely used in a
number of papers published in top economics and marketing journals: see, e.g., Bronnenberg, Dhar, and Dub (2009)
and Mizik and Jacobson (2008).
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establish the causal effect of a firm’s patenting activity on customer capital, we exploit the exogenous
variation in patent examiner leniency due to the random assignment of patent examiners to review these
applications.6 Specifically, we conduct an instrumental variable (IV) analysis using the average examiner
leniency faced by all applications filed by a firm in a given year as an instrument for the number of patent
grants. Our instrument is motivated by the following facts: First, conditional on technology area and
application year, patent applications are randomly assigned to patent examiners who are affiliated with
certain art units (Lemley and Sampat, 2012; Gaule, 2018), irrespective of the quality of patent applicants
or applications. The assignment of patent applications varies across art units: for example, some
applications are assigned based on the last four digits of the application number, whereas others are based
on docket flow management needs, none of which is related to the application or applicant quality.
Therefore, we believe that examiner leniency affects customer capital only through the number of granted
patents, satisfying the exclusion conditions of a valid instrument. Second, although the application review
process is fairly structured, patent examiners still have significant discretion during the review process and
they vary in their propensity to approve applications (i.e., leniency). An application reviewed by a more
lenient examiner is more likely to be approved compared to an otherwise similar application but reviewed
by a stricter examiner. We therefore expect the average examiner leniency to be a positive and significant
determinant of a firm's patent grants, satisfying the relevance conditions of a valid instrument.
The results of our IV analyses (as shown in Columns (7) – (11)) using the average examiner
leniency as the instrument for the number of patent grants at the firm-year level are consistent with those
of our OLS analyses. Specifically, even after controlling for the potential endogeneity as discussed earlier,
we continue to document a positive and statistically significant relation between firms’ patenting activities
and customer capital (as measured by customer perceptions of product quality and innovativeness).
Next, we explore the implication of the positive association between a firm’s patenting activity and
customer capital on various measures of firm performance, including market valuation, profitability,
revenue, gross profit margin, and market share of sales relative to industry peers. Specifically, we are
interested in how a firm's patenting activity affects its performance through its customer capital. We
therefore conduct a mediation analysis to systematically evaluate the indirect effect of patenting activity on
firm performance through enhanced customer capital, over and above any direct effect of patenting activity.
We provide strong evidence that there is indeed a positive and significant effect of patenting activity on
various dimensions of firm performance through enhanced customer capital.
We then investigate three possible channels through which patenting may affect firms’ customer
capital. The first channel we propose is that patenting activity is related to increased commercialization of

6

Figure 1 plots the distribution of this variable, in which substantial variation in examiner leniency can be observed.
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inventions, thereby allowing firms to introduce new products to retain existing customers and acquire new
customers. To test this conjecture, we retrieve information from RavenPack News Analytics on news
coverage about a firm's product release to measure the extent of the firm’s new product introduction. We
find that patenting activity is indeed associated with significant increases in firms' introduction of new
products, consistent with the argument that patent protection increases the likelihood of commercialization
of inventions. This result also indicates that the impact of patenting on customer capital is at least partially
driven by product-related innovation, rather than purely by process-related innovation.
The second channel through which patenting affects customer capital is by helping firms to retain
key employees (i.e., inventors), who play an important role in building firms’ customer capital by
developing more innovative and higher quality products. Melero, Palomeras, and Wehrheim (2020) show
that inventors are less likely to leave their employers when they have been granted a patent during their
employment, since patents convert inventors’ innovation skills to employer-specific human capital. To
empirically analyze this channel, we examine the effect of inventor movement on firms’ customer capital.
We find that the net inventor flow to a firm is positively related to its customer capital as reflected by
customer perception of product innovativeness.
The third channel through which patenting may affect customer capital is that firms can use their
patents as a differentiation strategy to market their products and signal their uniqueness. Thus, we
investigate whether product market competition and advertising intensity play any role in the positive
relation between patenting activity and customer capital. We expect that firms in more competitive
industries are likely to benefit more from using patents to differentiate their products from those of their
competitors. We also expect that firms with greater advertising intensity are likely to benefit more from
patenting, since they are able to promote their innovations more widely and effectively when consumer
visibility and awareness is higher. Consistent with these conjectures, we find that the impact of patenting
on customer capital is more pronounced for companies that face stronger competition in the product market
and that have higher advertising intensity.
Finally, we examine how different types of patents may impact customer capital. We find that the
positive relation between patenting activity and customer capital is primarily driven by exploratory patents
(i.e., patents in areas that a firm is less familiar with, thus representing a bigger leap in actual innovation)
rather than exploitative patents (i.e., patents in areas that a firm is more familiar with and thus more likely
to be incremental). In particular, we find a positive and statistically significant association between
exploratory patents and customer capital as measured by both perceived product quality and innovativeness.
On the contrary, we find no consistent relation between exploitative patents and customer capital. These
results indicate that patenting of exploratory and novel innovations, which push firms' knowledge
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boundaries outward are likely to generate innovative and high quality products, play an important role in
enhancing customer capital.
Our study is related and makes contributions to several strands in the literature. First, we contribute
to the rapidly growing literature on the interaction of customer capital and finance. While much of the
previous literature examines how financing availability and financial characteristics affect firm
performance in the product market (e.g., Fresard, 2010; Chemmanur, Krishnan, and Nandy, 2011), recent
studies explore the implications of customer capital for valuation and various corporate policies, such as
debt policy (Larkin, 2013), firm investment dynamics (Gourio and Rudanko, 2014), and equity returns (Dou,
Ji, Reibstein, and Wu, 2021). We contribute to this literature in several important ways. First, we are the
first study to demonstrate a clear link between patenting activity and customer capital and the mechanism
through which patenting may affect customer capital. In particular, our results on new product introductions
also show that the impact of patenting on customer capital is at least partially driven by incentivizing the
commercialization of new products. Further, we show that inventor flows into firms positively affect
customer capital, indicating the importance of human capital on enhancing customer capital. Second, we
establish the causal relationship between patenting and customer capital using a strong instrument,
unveiling an important economic force through which patenting provides benefits even for large established
firms. Finally, our finding that patenting enhances customer capital and thereby creating financial market
value, adds to the debate regarding whether patents provide incremental value or are a purely competition
stifling tool.
Second, our paper is also related to the broader marketing literature on management, product value,
and innovation commercialization. For example, Borkovsky, Goldfarb, Haviv, and Moorthy (2017) and
Goldfarb, Lu, and Moorthy (2009) utilize sales data to estimate product value, indicating that product value
indeed carries information relevant for financial value. Highlighting the importance of the need to innovate
to keep product market momentum, Fenech and Tellis (2016) show that current products suffer dramatic
decrease in penetration after some time in the market because of entry of other products. They interpret
their findings as being driven by more innovative products upending demand for less innovative products
(though they do not provide direct evidence for this).7 We add to these studies by providing direct evidence
linking patent protection levels to product market outcomes and customer capital.
Third, we contribute to the literature analyzing the impact of innovation on firm performance (e.g.,
Griliches, 1990; Lerner, 1994; Eberhart, Maxwell, and Siddique, 2004; Lanjouw and Schankerman, 2004;
Gu, 2005; Cohen, Diether, and Malloy, 2013; Hirshleifer, Hsu, and Li, 2013, 2018; Fitzgerald, Balmeier,

7

Fenech and Tellis (2016) point to several prominent examples of this, including the Sony Walkman, which lost out
to MP3 players; BlackBerry, which gave way to touchscreen and smartphones; and Kodak, which lost out to digital
photography.
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Fleming, and Manso, 2017; Farre-Mensa, Hegde, and Ljungqvist, 2020). These studies uncover a positive
linkage between innovation (measured by patents, patenting efficiency, strategy, originality, or R&D) and
firm value. We add to this literature by analyzing a product market mechanism, that is, how patenting
creates financial market value through enhanced customer capital.
Finally, our paper complements the broad empirical literature that examines how firm
characteristics, financing availability, and policy and regulation affect firm innovation (e.g., Marx,
Strumsky, and Fleming, 2009; Kerr and Lincoln, 2011; Manso, 2011; Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh, 2012;
Atanassov, 2013; Seru, 2014; Tian and Wang, 2014; Krishnan, Nandy, Makolo, and Nanda, 2016;
Balsmeier, Fleming, and Manso, 2017; Chemmanur, Kong, Krishnan, and Yu, 2019). While the above
studies analyze the determinants of innovation as proxied by corporate patenting, our focus in this paper is
how patenting creates value in the product and financial markets.
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Table 1: The Effect of Patenting on Customer Capital
This table reports the OLS regression results of customer capital on different measures of patenting activities (columns (1)-(6)) and IV regression results of customer capital on patent
grants (columns (7)-(9)). Columns (1) – (6) report regression results with class-adjusted number of patents, class-adjusted number of citations, and market values of patents as the
main explanatory variables. Column (7) reports the first-stage results, i.e., regressing Ln(Adj. No. of Patents) on the instrument, Avg Leniency, and other control variables. Columns
(8) and (9) report the second-stage results. All dependent variables are leading 1-year. Firm and year fixed effects are included in all regressions. All standard errors are adjusted for
clustering at the firm level and corresponding p-values are reported in parentheses below the coefficient estimates. ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10
percent levels, respectively.

VARIABLES

(1)

(2)

Innovation
Composite

Quality
Composite

0.191**
(0.014)

0.367**
(0.012)

(3)
(4)
OLS Results
Innovation
Composite

Quality
Composite

(5)

(6)

Innovation
Composite

Quality
Composite

Avg Leniency
Ln(Adj. No. of Patents)
Ln(Adj. No. of Citations)

0.177***
(0.006)

Market-to-Book
Advertising
R&D
ROA
HHI
Buy-and-Hold Returns
Std. Dev. of Returns

0.772***
(0.000)
0.231***
(0.000)
2.037
(0.162)
6.399***
(0.000)
0.208
(0.737)
0.460
(0.724)
-0.080
(0.116)
0.718*
(0.065)

1.476***
(0.000)
0.021
(0.789)
2.795
(0.410)
1.418
(0.623)
2.518**
(0.032)
-0.558
(0.834)
0.103
(0.222)
-1.358**
(0.045)

0.777***
(0.000)
0.230***
(0.000)
2.072
(0.158)
6.311***
(0.000)
0.212
(0.734)
0.417
(0.748)
-0.081
(0.114)
0.717*
(0.066)

1.485***
(0.000)
0.018
(0.818)
2.863
(0.408)
1.252
(0.663)
2.527**
(0.034)
-0.639
(0.810)
0.102
(0.226)
-1.359**
(0.044)

0.191**
(0.014)
0.772***
(0.000)
0.231***
(0.000)
2.037
(0.162)
6.399***
(0.000)
0.208
(0.737)
0.460
(0.724)
-0.080
(0.116)
0.718*
(0.065)

3,581
0.242
Yes

3,581
0.453
Yes

3,581
0.242
Yes

3,581
0.453
Yes

3,581
0.242
Yes

0.048
(0.467)
1.573***
(0.000)
0.020
(0.809)
3.203
(0.358)
2.191
(0.453)
2.599**
(0.031)
-0.309
(0.908)
0.100
(0.239)
-1.420**
(0.036)

3,581
0.450
Yes

Ln(Applications)
Observations
R-squared
Firm and Year FE

Ln(Adj.
No. of
Patents)
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Figure 1: Distribution of Art Unit-Adjusted Examiner Leniency
This figure presents the distribution of art unit-adjusted patent examiner leniency (or approval rate), which is the
difference between individual examiner leniency and the average art unit leniency in a given year. The sample makes
use of information of patent applications filed by U.S. public firms with and information of corresponding examiners
from 2000 to 2014. Examiners who reviewed less than 10 applications per year are excluded.
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EXPLORING HOW MARKETERS CAN BUILD A SUSTAINABLE BRAND
COMMUNITY WITH CONSUMERS: AN EXAMINATION OF A CONSUMERFOCUSED APPROACH

Debra Laverie, Texas Tech University
Chu-Yen Pai, Texas Tech University
Kerry Manis, New Mexico State University
Miles Condon, St. Norbert College
For further information, please contact Debra Laverie, Professor, Texas Tech University
(Debbie.Laverie@ttu.edu).

Keywords: brand superiority, satisfaction, brand identification, brand resonance model
Description: This paper studies the antecedents of brand communities through a consumerfocused approach and the inter-relationships among the four constructs of the brand resonance
model, demonstrating the importance of brand responses that determine the relationship between
consumers and a brand and the structure of the brand community.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The primary purpose of this investigation is to understand how positive brand experiences
facilitate the formation of relationships with brand communities. Specifically, this study
addresses two research questions:
(1) how do brand superiority and satisfaction influence consumers’ sense of brand community?
(2) what are the inter-relationships among the four key brand constructs (i.e., attachment, loyalty,
engagement, and community) of the brand resonance model?
Method and Data
The context of the study is a brand community built around a motorhome brand. The brand is
high involvement and a strong, well-established brand. Data were collected via a survey booklet
distributed to participants at a motorhome rally. The rally was centered around experiences with
new products, classes on learning about the motorhome, merchandise sales, service, and social
events for participants. The survey was distributed in a welcome bag, and completed booklets
were collected during the rally. In addition, there was a random drawing for consumers who
completed the survey for branded merchandise. Three hundred booklets were distributed, and
254 completed booklets were returned. We then used structural equation modeling to test our
hypothesized model
Summary of Findings
Our findings demonstrate the importance of how the brand itself can offer a product that
engenders attachment based on brand superiority and satisfaction. We detail the process of how
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consumers build a relationship with a brand and the consequences of engaging the brand. This
study indicates that attachment is positively related to consumer-brand identification and loyalty,
which are positively associated with engagement and advocacy. Engagement is positively related
to the brand community while advocacy is not, which is an interesting finding. Hence, focusing
on engagement should be a better way to build a brand community. Furthermore, this study
shows that marketers should value such brand responses as brand superiority and satisfaction
because brand responses are positively related to brand resonance like attachment, brand loyalty,
engagement, and sense of community. Thus, marketers can further elevate their marketing
impact on consumers by navigating their brand community. A sustainable and resilient
relationship between a brand and consumers is promising by emphasizing the value of brand
communities, recognizing consumers' cognitive and emotional behaviors, and understanding the
kinds of efforts markets should invest in.
Key Contributions
The brand resonance model proposed by Keller (2013) has attracted much attention from
academics and practitioners. However, extant brand community studies mainly center around the
firm-centered approach; the consumer-focused approach has not gained much attention. Thus,
this study discusses brand community through the lens of a consumer-focused perspective,
investigating how self-perceptions impact brand community integration. Another research void
this research addresses is illustrating the relationships among the four brand resonance categories
in the brand resonance model: attachment, loyalty, engagement, and community. This research
highlights the importance of brand actions which determine the relationship between consumers
and a brand and structure the brand community.
References are available upon request.
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SUSTAINABLE BRAND PROMOTION: THE ADVANTAGED POSITION OF THE
UNAFFILIATED PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROVIDER
Thomas M. Hickman, Washburn University
Michael Stoica, Washburn University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Thomas M. Hickman, Professor,
Washburn University (tom.hickman@washburn.edu).
Keywords: professional service providers, brand recommendation, sustainability, corporate
social responsibility, brand trust.
Description: The purpose of this study is to determine how social norms, a perception of one’s
own sustainability expertise, and an expectation of environmentally-based marketing drive brand
trust and product recommendations of sustainable brands.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
This paper investigates environmental sustainability as a shared brand-client concern and
its capability to shape professional recommendation. The uniqueness of the study is the focus on
how professional service providers (PSPs) interpret sustainability messages, build trust in
sustainable brands, and provide recommendations to their clientele. This investigation is not a
business-to-business oriented approach that looks at the organizational culture of companies and
their CSR activities, or how the business can position their brands as sustainable which has been
the focus of a multitude of inquires (e.g., Massaro, Dal Mas, Chiappetta Jabbour, and Bagnoli
2020). Moreover, the avenue explored is outside the classical way companies promote and push
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the sustainable products they develop through their established distribution channels to
customers. Instead, we investigate a specific group of professionals, that we call unaffiliated
PSPs. They are conceptualized as the unique set of service providers who have unquestioned
knowledge regarding a set of product categories even though those products are not sold or
distributed in their own supply channel. Specifically, we investigate how social norms,
sustainability expertise, and the expectation of environmentally-based marketing develops trust
in sustainable brands and, ultimately, leads to the professional recommending those brands.
Method and Data
The study sampled the population of veterinarian doctors with the help of a key supplier
to veterinarian hospitals and private practices that administrated the questionnaire and performed
the data collection process. Responses from veterinarian doctors that recommend pet food or
treats to their clients were collected from multiple locations in the US. Thus, the survey was
administered in a profession specific and a product specific context. Variables were measured
using Likert scales (strongly disagree = 1; strongly agree = 7). All questions were formulated in a
way that eliminated the potential for bias based on the doctors’ opinions of existing brands
(Keller 1993; Chernev and Blair 2015). The scales for social norms and perceived sustainability
expertise were adopted from Gleim, Smith, Andrews, and Cronin (2013). Trust in sustainable
brands was measured as a reflective latent variable using the scale developed by Sheinin, Varki,
and Ashley (2011). Professional expectation in the marketing effort of sustainable brands was
measured with the scale adapted from (D’Souza, Taghian, and Sullivan-Mort 2013) and finally,
professional recommendation of sustainable brands was assessed following the procedure of
Smith and Brower (2012). The sample included 467 responses from veterinarian doctors, from
hospitals and private practices for companion animals.
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Summary of Findings
The structural model was tested using AMOS 27 and the indices indicate a good fit:
CMIN/DF = 2.98, CFI = .94, NFI = .92, TLI = .92 and RMSEA = .03. Social norms were found
to have a positive impact on companies’ expected sustainability-focused marketing (β = .52, p <
.01). Results supported the expectation that the higher the level of social norms, the higher the
trust in sustainable brands (β = .19, p < .01). Social norms were found to be predictive of brand
recommendation (β = .32, p < .01). Perceived expertise in sustainability had a positive impact on
expected marketing effort to promote sustainable brands (β = .20, p < .01), on brand trust (β =
.29, p < .01), and on professional recommendation for those brands (β = .23, p < .01). Next, the
model determined that the expected marketing efforts positively impact trust in sustainable
brands (β = 0.38, p < .01) and brand recommendation (β = .40, p < .01). Finally, the higher the
trust in sustainable brands, the more the professionals were found to recommend sustainable
brands: (β = .30, p < .01).
Statement of Key Contributions
The uniqueness of the study is the focus on how a defined segment of professionals, that
we call unaffiliated PSPs, interpret sustainability messages, build trust in sustainable brands, and
provide recommendations to their clientele. They are conceptualized as the unique set of service
providers who have unquestioned knowledge regarding a given set of product categories even
though those products are not directly sold in their own supply channel. We contend that
endorsements from unaffiliated PSPs have the potential to carry significant influence because the
customer perceives no pecuniary motive in their recommendation.
Results show that trust in sustainable brands is formed in the mind of the professional
through both exposure to social norms and their perception that companies market their brands
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this way. Internally built trust through self-acquired expertise in sustainability is also significant.
Therefore, the marketer must focus their effort in exposing, exciting and convincing
professionals of the merits of their sustainable brands. Targeting the PSPs in unaffiliated
channels must happen two-fold: (a) directly conducting promotional campaigns establishing the
merits of their sustainable brands, and (b) making sure those PSPs are fully aware and made
sensitive to the norms the society develops on the sustainability issue.

References are available upon request.
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THE BUSINESS OF BRANDS: BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS BUYING IN AN EMERGING
MARKET CONTEXT
Nwamaka A. Anaza, Southern Illinois University Carbondale.
Elyria Kemp, University of New Orleans.
Christian Nedu Osakwe, University of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of Business Science; South
Ural State University, Chelyabinsk; Rabat Business School, Université Internationale de Rabat.
Ogechi Adeola, Lagos Business School.
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Nwamaka A. Anaza, Associate
Professor of Marketing, Southern Illinois University Carbondale (nanaza@siu.edu).”
Keywords: Brands, Country-of-Origin, Emerging Markets, Organizational Buying Behavior.
Description: This paper investigates the effectiveness of business-to-business brand marketing
on organizational decision-making in an emerging market context.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question – What role do business-to-business brands play in organizational decision
making within fast-emerging markets?
Method And Data - This study embarked on a qualitative inquiry. In depth interviews were
conducted with individuals who held buying decision making positions in industrial firms within
the Giant of Africa, Nigeria.
Summary of Findings – The results uncover how a brand and different aspects of industrial
branding impact organizational purchase behavior. Specifically, the findings reveal the
influences of brand foreignness, brand features, and brand perceptions on purchase behaviors in
industrial markets.
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Statement of Key Contributions - Several key contributions emerge from the findings. (1)
Brands are important to business-to-business buyers, but can never be the sole deciding purchase
consideration in industrial buying. Branding is a purchase consideration that is imperative to
many buyers, but the decision to buy from an existing supplier must be made in tandem with
additional considerations of the product, supplying agent, and supplier. (2) For new-buy
situations, business-to-business buyers utilize the brand name as a heuristic to finalize purchase
decisions. This indicates that in the absence of an established relationship, information
processing theory may explain business-to-business buying in fast-emerging economies,
especially in new-buy situations where buyers have not previously sourced from the supplier. (3)
Lastly, without an existing trusting relationship, suppliers selling products in fast-emerging
markets can acquire major accounts in new-buy situations if their brands act as the proxy
communicating the product’s value.

References are available upon request.
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WHAT`S THE SOUND OF YOUR BRAND? DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION
OF A VOICE TYPOLOGY
Maximilian Bruder, University of Augsburg
Michael Paul, University of Augsburg
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Maximilian Bruder, University
of Augsburg (maximilian.bruder@uni-a.de).
Keywords: Voice typology, sensory marketing, branding, mixture modelling
Description: In this paper, we develop and examine a typology for voices used in marketing
communications.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Voices have been omnipresent in marketing communications ever since as they are,
besides others, an important component of tv and radio ads. As customers increasingly
interact with brands via smart assistants like Apple`s Siri or Amazon`s Alexa, they become
even more important nowadays (Dawar and Bendle 2018). Nevertheless, it remains unclear
which voice types companies and brands may use for different purposes as marketing
research did mainly investigate single voice characteristics (e.g., Chattopadhyay et al. 2003).
Research from psychology suggests that humans infer speaker characteristics like
trustworthiness and competence from voices (Oleszkiewicz et al. 2017). Such inferences can
shape the effects of marketing messages and become part of a brand`s identity if a voice is
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used in marketing communications. To actively manage these inferences, companies and
brands must understand which voice types they can use and how they differ in their effects on
marketing outcomes. Consequently, the goal of this research project is twofold: (1) the
development of voice types and (2) the empirical examination of their impact on important
marketing outcomes such as brand personality.
Method and Data
To achieve our research goals, we employed a four-step approach adapted by
Henderson, Giese, and Cote (2004) and Orth and Malkewitz (2008): (1) We collected
adjectives that describe voice by a systematic literature review in Web of Science and
adjectives from practice by a systematic review of websites of voice actor agencies. In total,
we collected 850 different adjectives describing voice from research and practice. We
systematically reduced this number to a manageable amount of 11 adjectives. (2) We
collected a sample of 460 voice recordings in different areas of marketing communications
like radio and tv ads, online ads, corporate communication, artificial voices in products like
smart assistants, voices used for services (i.e., call centers), and voices from sales channels
(i.e., home shopping). For each of the fields of application, we employed a systematic
approach for collecting voices. 3) We derive voice types using a clustering procedure based
on a Gaussian mixture model. The data for the model comprises adjective judgments collected
in a large-scale study with 2,337 US consumers. (4) Finally, we examine the impact of voice
types on relevant marketing outcomes (e.g., brand personality) by experimentally examining
voice types.
Summary of Findings
In this section, we report a preliminary analysis with 2,337 (54.1 percent female, 45.6
percent male, and .3 percent diverse) participants of our main study considering all 460 voice
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recordings. For the analysis, we used data on the stimulus level instead of the level of
individual subjects. To do so, we calculated the average judgments for each variable and
voice recording across subjects. With this data, we ran a cluster analysis using a Gaussian
mixture model, which resulted in a six-cluster solution. Based on the adjectives that are highly
descriptive for a cluster (high scores of this adjective in the respective cluster) and those that
are highly undescriptive for a cluster (low scores of this adjective in the respective cluster),
we named the clusters compassionate, cheerful, thick, rapid, artificial, and neutral. In a
subsequent online scenario experiment, we will show the effects of voice types on important
marketing outcomes.
Statement of Key Contributions
With our research, we provide several contributions for research and practice. First,
we develop a voice typology and, therefore, foster the theoretical understanding of voice in
research and practice. Researchers can take advantage by building on our typology in further
examinations and practitioners may benefit as it describes managerial options concerning
voice selection. Second, we show that voice can affect important marketing outcomes as we
establish relationships between voice types and marketing outcomes in subsequent studies.
These findings guide further investigations as well as practical decision-making. Third, we
propose a new way to examine voice in marketing research. In our studies, we develop voice
types that consider the holistic nature of sensory elements which is different from existing
literature on voice in marketing research and may ground the way for similar examinations.
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OUR VALUES, OUR FOOD – IDEOLOGY IN NICHE MARKETS
Khoushinsky Lavy, Queen’s University.
For further information, please contact Khoushinsky, Lavy, Ph.D. Candidate, Queen’s University
(19lk18@queensu.ca).
Keywords: Ideology, Niche Markets, Consumer Tribes, Mainstreaming
Description: This paper examines how ideological elements of niche markets are brought into
and assimilated by the mainstream in the context of plant-based meat (veganism).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
A niche market embodies a group of consumers dissatisfied with the offerings of the mainstream
market who have specific needs and exist in opposition to an often significantly broader
mainstream market (Dalgic and Leeuw 1994). Niche consumers and firms band together in
consumption tribes which are held together by relationships, common experiences, emotions,
beliefs, and established rituals (Cova and Cova 2002; Gloor et al. 2020; Cova, Kozinets, and
Shankar 2007; Cova 1997). Common to all groupings of consumers is ideology (Giesler 2008;
Kozinets and Handelman 2004; Press et al. 2014). Eventually, the niche market grows in size and
becomes an attractive investment opportunity for established firms who mainstream niche
products (Warren et al. 2019; Toften and Hammervoll 2013; Dalgic 1998; Hamlin, Henry, and
Cuthbert 2012; Dalgic and Leeuw 1994). Since these products are ideologically laden (Luedicke,
Thompson, and Giesler 2010), the tribal ideology is also mainstreamed. The result is an
ideological clash between niche and mainstream consumers and firms.
How does the expansion of a niche market into the mainstream impact:
(1) the ideological reshaping of the mainstream market?
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(2) the consumption practices of the mainstream and the consumer tribe?
(3) the change in dynamics between consumer tribe members?

Method and Data
To empirically investigate the phenomenon, we identified the vegan niche market as a perfectly
fitting context. We conducted a qualitative, interpretive study using data mining (Belk, Fischer,
and Kozinets 2013). We scraped the websites of 4 firms: (1) Beyond Meat, (2) Field Roast, (3)
Light Life and (4) Maple Leaf in order to capture historical data about the products via firm
discourses (Belk, Fischer, and Kozinets 2013; Smith and Lux 1993). Then, we conducted an
archival netnography (Kozinets 2002, 2015) of 3 online consumption tribes in favour (R/Vegan,
R/DebateAVegan) or opposed (R/AntiVegan) to the vegan ideology. We categorised our
collected data (Spiggle 1994) using a process approach to the relationship between our codes
(Belk, Fischer, and Kozinets 2013) along 3 parameters: the product (and brand), the time since
launch, and the discourse topic. Our categorized data allowed us to borrow the interpretive
elements of the historical approach to the study of consumer phenomena (Smith and Lux 1993).
Then, we looked for patterns in the evolution of the discourses (historical facts) around products
to uncover causes and motives (Smith and Lux 1993). Finally, we constructed a causal narrative
which included our interpretation of consumer and firm discourses (Smith and Lux 1993).

Summary of Findings
Our analysis indicated that the first 3 firms were initially part of the vegan consumer tribe. As the
market expanded, Maple Leaf (the 4th firm) saw plant-based meat as a viable investment
opportunity and acquired both Field Roast and Light Life. Plant-based products were then moved
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to the meat aisle. While the move triggered discontent, the vegan tribe eventually favoured it for
the possibility of ‘ideological recruitment’. This resulted in a restructuring of the vegan ideology
and a competitive strengthening of the 4 firms in a growing market. The firms then partnered
into fast-food. Both the Vegan and AntiVegan tribes agreed that the value and practice of healthy
eating were incompatible with fast-food and created too much cognitive dissonance. The result
was a complete disassociation and loss of support (via product abandonment) from the vegan
tribe. As plant-based meats become mainstream, so too do elements of veganism. Despite this
mainstream value appropriation, members of the vegan consumer tribe continue to experience
stigmatisation (MacInnis and Hodson 2017; Larsson et al. 2003) and ‘negative sentiments’
(Gloor et al. 2020).

Key Contributions
We uncovered two scenarios. In the first, the firm makes strategic moves compatible with the
niche tribal ideology. This scenario results in a sustained connection between the firm and the
niche tribe and a harmonious mix (evolution) of niche and mainstream ideologies (Thompson
and Üstüner 2015). This occurs when the firm: (1) Supports the tribe’s existence and natural
growth; (2) Keeps niche tribal members’ experiences unique; (3) Does not introduce new
ideological values. While this scenario ensures the loyalty of the niche consumer tribe, it slows
down the acquisition of new customers.
Alternatively, the firm makes strategically incompatible moves which results disassociation
(rejection and abandonment) from the niche tribe. This scenario is more akin to the traditional
pattern of cooptation (Kozinets 2001; Holt 2002). This occurs when firms: (1) Introduce clashing
values to the niche consumption tribe; (2) lose the perceived uniqueness of experience and
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emotional connectedness of tribal members via community dilution. Despite the niche consumer
tribe rejecting the firm and becoming more isolated from the mainstream, the benefit of this
scenario is a rapid acquisition of new consumers. However, a rapid mix of ideologies creates a
strong potential for cognitive dissonance in the perception of the firm’s products.

References available upon request.
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POTENTIAL OF CONJOINT ANALYSIS FOR ADVANCING STARTUP INVESTOR
DECISION-MAKING RESEARCH: A ROADMAP AND SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE
REVIEW

Daniel Skambraks, RWTH Aachen University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Daniel Skambraks, RWTH Aachen
University (skambraks@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Keywords: Venture capital; business angels; investment decision-making; conjoint analysis.
Description: This paper provides a roadmap and encourages the broader use of conjoint analysis
(CA) for advancing startup investor decision-making research by deriving its key methodological
advantages and systematically reviewing existing conjoint-based studies in this field.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Given the critical role of venture capital in nurturing innovations and driving economic
development, research into the decision policies of startup investors such as business angels (BAs),
venture capitalists (VCs), and corporate venture capitalists (CVCs) has been of constant interest to
scholars and practitioners to this day (cf. Gompers et al. 2020).
However, the majority of startup investor decision-making research to date has relied on post hoc
methods to investigate how and why investment decisions are made. While these studies have
certainly advanced the field, researchers have increasingly emphasized that post hoc methodologies
may suffer from biases, revisionism, and further limitations as they require investors to recall their
past decision-making behavior (Shepherd and Zacharakis 2018). Conjoint analysis is a research
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technique that is particularly well suited to overcome these shortcomings and, thus, to study
investor decision-making (Zacharakis and Meyer 2000). Nevertheless, the overall number of
published articles using conjoint analysis remains comparatively low, presenting an unused
window of opportunity (Hsu, Simmons, and Wieland 2017). Therefore, the purpose of this article
is to provide an overview of conjoint analysis’ methodological advantages and review existing
literature that has analyzed startup investor decision-making using conjoint analysis.

Method and Data
We employ a structured and systematic approach to answer our research questions (Watson and
Webster 2020). We searched EBSCOhost (via the Business Source Premier and EconLit
databases), Web of Science, and Google Scholar between October—December 2021 to identify
relevant studies (Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart 2003).1 To ensure a high quality of the included
articles, we followed the approach by Hsu, Simmons, and Wieland (2017) and only considered
published articles from leading peer-reviewed entrepreneurship journals. We also limited our
review to articles published in the English language but did not specify any publication time
constraints to define the widest possible time boundary (Podsakoff et al. 2005).
Following these steps left us with 468 potentially relevant publications, which we studied in-depth
to ensure that they are focused on the decision-making of startup investors (i.e. startup investors
are the study subjects whose decision policies are being analyzed) and use conjoint analysis as a
research method. Applying our inclusion criteria, we retained 24 publications for our systematic
literature review. However, since pure keyword searches may miss relevant articles, we performed

We searched those databases for articles containing the keywords ‘startup’, ‘venture*’, ‘entrepreneur*’, ‘invest*’,
‘decision*’, ‘capital’, ‘VC’, or ‘angel*’ as well as ‘conjoint*’, ‘policy capturing’ or ‘discrete choice’ in their titles,
keywords, or abstracts.
1
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additional forward and backward searches and identified further articles via snowballing, which
led to the inclusion of six further articles (Hiebl 2021).

Summary of Findings
Conjoint analysis provides several methodological advantages for deepening our understanding of
startup investor decision-making. When reviewing existing conjoint-based research, the findings
of relevant startup decision-making studies can be classified into four categories: The findings on
Investment Criteria show that strategic fit is the most important criterion for CVCs, while VCs and
BAs focus most on entrepreneur/management team characteristics. VCs are also relatively more
focused on the return potential of a deal than CVCs and BAs. The insights from Heuristics & Biases
show that VCs tend to lack introspection about their decision-making process and suffer from a
variety of biases, including overconfidence, availability biases, and similarity biases (Franke et al.
2006; Zacharakis and Shepherd 2001). Moreover, conjoint analysis-based research highlights the
curvilinear relationship between investor experience and decision accuracy (Shepherd, Zacharakis,
and Baron 2003). The findings within the Signals category show that reputational and collective
attributes of existing investors, social networks, and R&D alliances serve as valuable signals for
VCs. Likewise, certain signals (e.g., patents) seem to be of lower importance for startup investors
than previously expected (Hoenig and Henkel 2015). Moreover, conjoint-based studies within the
Institutions & Contexts group reveal that differences between countries’ economic institutions
affect the prioritization of investors’ investment criteria.

Statement of Key Contributions
We contribute to the academic discourse in multiple ways. First, we provide central considerations
on how to conduct conjoint analysis to study investor decision-making by combining various
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methodological sources and best practices derived from articles included in this review. Second,
we develop a categorization framework that comprises of four categories (Investment Criteria,
Heuristics & Biases, Signals, Contexts & Institutions), which allows for a conclusive classification
and synthesization of knowledge from these articles. Therefore, our article is both a roadmap on
how to conduct conjoint analysis and a systematic literature review. Finally, we outline directions
for future conjoint-based research to broaden our knowledge on startup investor decision-making
going forward.
Our review also yields several implications for practitioners. Startup investors can use our
synthesized findings to benchmark their decision processes (i.e. investment criteria used) against
peers. Moreover, our findings allow investors to optimize both their deal screening processes and
their investment team compositions. Startups also benefit from our research by learning about the
preferences and decision heuristics of startup investors. Using these insights allows ventures to
better prioritize which investor type they should approach to increase their odds of receiving
funding and how to best cater to their preferences.
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1
SEVERAL UNCERTAIN INFERIORS ARE MORE MOTIVATING THAN ONE
UNCERTAIN SUPERIOR
Aihui Ding, Muma College of Business, University of South Florida
For further information, please contact Aihui Ding, Marketing PhD Candidate, Muma College of
Business, University of South Florida (aihuiding@usf.edu).

Keywords: uncertain rewards, perceived likelihood of winning, motivation, judgment and
decision making
Description: This paper documents that in multiple draws, winning several inferior
rewards motivate consumers more than winning one superior reward to enter another draw.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
In multiple draws, winning several inferior rewards versus winning one superior reward,
which will motivate consumers more to enter another draw?

Method and Data 1
In Study 1, 452 MTurkers (47.35% Males; Mage = 41.63) were randomly assigned to one
of three conditions (prior draw results: control vs. one superior reward vs. several inferior
rewards). Participants were told that a prize draw consisted of ten prizes: $6, $1.3, $1.2, $1.1, $1,
$0.05, $0.04, $0.03, $0.02, and $0.01, and that the probability of winning each prize was equal at
10%. In control conditions, participants were not informed about the lottery results. In one-
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2
superior-reward condition, participants were informed that they won $0.01, $0.02, $0.03, $0.04,
$6 ($6.1 in total). In several-inferior-reward conditions, participants were informed that they
won: $1.3, $1.2, $1.1, $1, $0.04 ($4.64 in total). Participants then indicated their likelihood of
entering another draw (“How likely would you be to enter another draw?”). A one-way ANOVA
revealed a significant difference (F(2, 449) = 10.84, p < .001, ƞ2p = .05). Participants in severalinferior-reward condition (M = 5.22, SD = 1.68) were more motivated to enter another draw than
those in one-superior-reward condition (M = 4.73, SD = 2.03; p = .028), and those in control
condition (M = 4.18, SD = 2.07; p < .001).

Method and Data 2
In Study 2, 443 MTurkers (47.63% Males; Mage = 40.52) were randomly assigned to one
of three conditions (only one superior reward vs. one superior reward plus consolidation rewards
vs. several inferior rewards). The experiment was similar to Study 1 with two main exceptions:
first, in “only-one-superior-reward” condition, participants were informed that they won: $0, $0,
$0, $0, $6 (won $6 in total). Second, one item was used to measure perceived likelihood of
winning a desirable prize (“How likely would you be to win a reward that is desirable to you in
another draw?”), and one item was used to measure hedonic feeling (“To which extent do you
feel happy about the prior draw results?”). Participants in several-inferior-reward condition were
more motivated to enter another draw (M = 5.26, SD = 1.89) than those in one-superior-rewardplus-consolidation-reward condition (M = 4.75, SD = 1.95; p = .026), and those in only-onesuperior-reward condition (M = 4.15, SD = 2.04; p < .001). Participants in several-inferiorreward condition perceived a greater likelihood of winning a desirable reward (M = 4.59, SD =
1.70) than those in one-superior-reward-plus-consolidation-reward condition (M = 3.82, SD =
1.82; p < .001), and those in only-one-superior-reward condition (M = 3.38, SD = 1.66; p < .001).
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3
As for the alternative-account measure of hedonic-feeling, we did not find a significant
difference between several-inferior-reward condition and one-superior-reward-plusconsolidation-reward (5.15 vs. 5.03; p = .51). Lastly, the mediating effect of perceived likelihood
of winning a desirable reward was significant (b = -.82, SE = .15, 95% CI [-1.12, -.54]; b = -.53,
SE = .14, 95% CI [-.81, -.25]), but we did find a significant mediating effect of hedonic feeling
when comparing several-inferior-reward condition and one-superior-reward-plus-consolidationreward (b = -.07, SE = .11, 95% CI [-.28, .14]).

Method and Data 3
In Study 3, 404 MTurkers (52.97% Males; Mage = 40.65) were randomly assigned to one
of four conditions in 2 (prior draw results: one superior reward vs. several inferior rewards) * 2
(the probability of winning each reward in prior draws: same vs. different). The experiment was
similar to Study 1 with one main exception: in “same-probability” condition, participants were
informed that the probability of winning each reward remained the same in the next draw. In
“different-probability” condition, participants were informed that the probability of winning each
reward were different from prior draws. A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction
effect (F (1, 400) = 6.09, p = .014; ƞ2p = .02). When the probabilities were the same, the effect
existed (Mseveral-inferior = 5.22 vs. Mone-superior = 4.68; p = .03). However, when the probabilities of
winning were different, the effect disappeared (Mseveral-inferior = 4.61 vs. Mone-superior = 4.96; p
= .18).

Summary of Findings
Study 1 demonstrates that several inferior rewards are more motivating than one superior
reward, even though the total value of the former is less than the latter, while excluding
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4
conditioning/reinforcing effect, expected value, and norm theory as the alternative accounts.
Study 2 identifies perceived likelihood of winning a desirable reward as the underlying
mechanism while ruling out hedonic feeling as the alternative account and the possible influence
of the peanuts effect. Study 3 documents one theory-driven boundary condition: whether the
probability of winning each reward in the next draw is the same as or different from prior draws.

Key Contributions
First and foremost, we situate the main contribution of our research in the domain of
motivation. By extending prior research on superiors and inferiors in choice design (Kahneman
& Miller, 1986), and prior research on the different motivating magnitude between certain
rewards and uncertain rewards (Shen, Fishbach, & Hsee, 2015), we examine the motivating
magnitude within uncertain rewards (without certain rewards). We document that several inferior
rewards are more motivating than one superior reward, even though the total value of the former
is less than the latter. Second, the current research provides insights to practices involving prize
draw, lottery, gambling, etc. The most relevant takeaway from our work is: in multiple draws
making consumers win several inferior rewards will be more effective in enhancing their
likelihood of entering another draw than making them win one superior reward.
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THEORIZING MARKETPLACE SOLIDARITY SYSTEMS: FROM CONSUMER–
FIRM DYADS TO STRUCTURES OF MUTUAL SUPPORT
Benedikt Alberternst, Freie Universität Berlin
Lena Steinhoff, University of Rostock
Andreas Eggert, Freie Universität Berlin
Markus Giesler, York University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Benedikt Alberternst, Freie
Universität Berlin (benedikt.alberternst@fu-berlin.de).
Keywords: solidarity, community and society, relationship marketing, relational bonds
Description: This research theorizes marketplace solidarity systems, uncovers factors that drive
solidarity between consumers and firms systemically, and determines how firms can actively
nurture such systems.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
“Time to show solidarity. Berlin’s bars need your support to survive the crisis.” This appeal
stemming from a sponsored Instagram story by fritz-kola, a German soft drink manufacturer,
suggests two things: Solidarity is life-saving and it happens between consumers and firms. This
togetherness of consumers and firms is crucial to make the economy and the society thrive, not
only since the pandemic and #supportlocalbusiness. Yet, consumer research on solidarity (e.g.,
Chatzidakis, Maclaren, and Varman 2021) paid little attention to marketplace solidarity systems
(i.e., solidarity systems jointly built up by consumers and firms). While relationship marketing
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(RM) research studies consumer–firm bonds to improve firm strategy and performance (e.g.,
Palmatier et al. 2006), it predominantly relies on dyadic bonds (e.g., trust) and ignores the
cohesive forces that operate on the collective level of the marketplace. To overcome these
shortcomings, our research adopts a sociological RM perspective and explores marketplace
solidarity systems, above and beyond consumer–firm dyads. Specifically, we ask (1) what
marketplace solidarity systems are, (2) how different factors evoke their emergence, continuance,
or deterioration, and (3) how firms can actively nurture such systems.
Method and Data
Capturing the collective notions of solidarity requires a market-systems perspective (e.g.,
Humphreys and Carpenter 2018). Thus, we combine several data sources. We conducted
standardized qualitative interviews with 105 participants who had supported a firm during the
coronavirus pandemic. Respondents described their behavior, thoughts, and feelings about those
incidents. To substantiate the findings, we conducted in-depth interviews (McCracken 1988)
with 11 participants. We employed intratextual and intertextual analyses (e.g., Giesler 2012).
Additionally, 111 corporate email newsletters from the beginning of the pandemic were used for
triangulation.
Summary of Findings
Our interviews provide evidence of marketplace solidarity systems. Having identified and
compared two dimensions, we conceptualize affective solidarity systems as systems of social
relations linking consumers and firms to each other and to the community as a whole, based on
the similarity provided by the sense of individual human beings as well as on communal
relationship norms, and characterized by fluctuation. Further, we conceptualize calculative
solidarity systems as systems of social relations linking consumers and firms to each other and to
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the society and economy as a whole, based on the heterogeneity with firms as abstract artifacts as
well as on economic relationship norms, and characterized by stability. To answer the question
of how firms can actively nurture marketplace solidarity systems as part of their RM strategy, we
identified five narratives that firms (could) employ as RM instruments (Verhoef 2003): (1)
humanity, (2) communal versus economic, (3) belongingness, (4) threat, and (5) contribution.
Statement of Key Contributions
Our contributions are threefold. First, we widen the scope of extant RM frameworks (Palmatier
et al. 2006, Fournier 1998). In contrast to dyadic bonds that are usually studied in RM, bonds of
solidarity are not exclusively based on direct relationships, but on “a system of social relations
linking individuals to each other and to the society as a whole” (Morrison 1995, p. 128). Extant
research lacks this more holistic perspective, even though consumers frequently prioritize
collective over individual goals (Epp and Price 2011). Second, this study contributes to research
on tensions between the moral economy and the market economy. Different from extant research
that contrasts these two relationship norms in collectives (Weinberger and Wallendorf 2012;
Kozinets 2002; Marcoux 2009), we find that firms can simultaneously become part of the moral
systems of affective solidarity as well as of the market systems of calculative solidarity. Third,
our paper provides guidance on the use of five narratives as part of RM strategy in order to
nurture strong marketplace solidarity systems.

References are available upon request.
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WHAT MAKES A ‘PERFECTLY INVESTABLE PRODUCT’? A CONJOINT
ANALYSIS OF STARTUP INVESTOR DECISION-MAKING

Daniel Skambraks, RWTH Aachen University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Daniel Skambraks, RWTH Aachen
University (skambraks@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Keywords: Venture capital; business angels; investment decision-making; conjoint analysis.
Description: This paper empirically investigates how various investor types assess the product of
an early-stage startup and what relative importance they assign to various product characteristics
when making their investment decisions.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Venture capital is a critical catalyst for startups that develop novel products to satisfy customer
demands and drive innovation (Gompers et al. 2020). At the same time, startup investors such as
venture capitalists (VCs), corporate venture capitalists (CVCs), impact investors (SVCs), and
business angels (BAs) consider the characteristics of a startup’s product critical determinants for
their investment decisions (Drover, Wood, and Zacharakis 2017) .
However, our knowledge of relevant product characteristics that startup investors consider for their
investment decisions remains vague. This is surprising because product characteristics become
increasingly important throughout the investment process of investors as they are seen as a proxy
for the future success of a venture (Petty and Gruber 2011). Product characteristics are also
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remarkably stable predictors of future business growth and, consequently, regarded as the most
important reason for rejecting an investment (Carpentier and Suret 2015).
Thus, we aim to fill these gaps by answering the following research questions:
•

Q1: Which product characteristics do startup investors consider for their investment
decisions?

•

Q2: Which product characteristics have the highest relative importance for the
investment decisions of startup investors?

•

Q3: Do different investor types assess the relative importance of these product
characteristics differently?

Method and Data
We conduct a large-scale choice-based conjoint experiment analyzing 4,446 investment decisions
provided by 342 startup investors from the U.S. and DACH region. Conjoint analyses have a long
history in strategic marketing research and are also particularly well suited for studying the ‘actual’
decision policies of startup investors (Zacharakis and Meyer 2000).
We use Pitchbook to generate a unique database of 16,023 active early-stage startup investors
(BAs, VCs, and CVCs) from the U.S. and DACH region. We reached out to these investors
between January and March 2020 via email and invited them to participate in our online study.
For the derivation of our independent variables, we follow the best practices of Shepherd and
Zacharakis (2018) and identify six relevant product characteristics (Value-Add, Innovativeness,
Protectability, Scalability, Ease-of-Use, and Sustainability) based on existing literature (e.g.,
Carpentier and Suret 2015) and 13 interviews with investors from all studied investor types and
focus regions (Block et al. 2019; Green and Srinivasan 1990). To analyze the relevance and relative
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importance of the various product characteristics, we perform multilevel logistic regression due to
the nested structure of the underlying data (Hoenig and Henkel 2015).

Summary of Findings
We show that (1) Value-Add and (2) Scalability are the relatively most important product
characteristics for startup investors, while Protectability, Ease-of-Use, Sustainability, and
Innovativeness are also pertinent but of lower importance for investors. These findings fill a critical
gap in investor decision-making literature (cf. Franke et al. 2008; Shepherd and Zacharakis 2018)
by providing detailed insights into the ‘actual’ decision policies and decision criteria ‘in use’ of
startup investors as well as their relative importance for an investment decision. Moreover, we
resolve existing contradictory findings on the relevance of certain product characteristics (i.e.
regarding Innovativeness) for the investment decision of startup investors, providing clarity to the
debate about their importance. We also demonstrate that various investor types differ with respect
to the importance that they assign to the product characteristics Value-Add, Scalability, Ease-ofUse, and Sustainability. For example, Scalability and Ease-of-Use are significantly more important
product characteristics for CVCs than for other investor types, while Sustainability only plays a
subordinate role for CVCs. We also show that Protectability and Sustainability are significantly
more important for hardware investors than for software investors, whereas the latter consider
Scalability to be significantly more important.

Statement of Key Contributions
We add to the academic discourse in two ways: First, we provide empirical evidence on the ‘actual’
decision policies of various startup investor types by identifying the most important product
characteristics for their investment decisions. In this regard, our findings address recent research
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calls (e.g., Shepherd and Zacharakis 2018) by outlining ideal configurations of products for startup
investors while also highlighting the relative importance of different product characteristics for
their investment decision. Moreover, our findings provide critical insights into startup investors’
utility trade-offs, facilitating a more detailed understanding of their decision-making and product
assessment processes. Finally, our findings offer a novel perspective on how firm-level differences
influence the investment decision processes of early-stage startup investors, demonstrating that
cross-investor type and within-investor type heterogeneity are critical factors affecting their
investment criteria prioritization.
From a practitioner’s perspective, our results allow startup investors to effectively benchmark their
decision policies and improve their decision-making by learning from better-performing peers. Our
study also informs entrepreneurs about which product characteristics matter to investors, allowing
them to better prioritize which investor type they should approach and how to best cater to the
preferences of a given investor type to increase their likelihood of obtaining funding.
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A QUALITATIVE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE ANTECEDENTS OF
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Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fs-QCA)

While previous literature is rich with many potential antecedents for adolescents’ materialism
antecedents, we sought to figure out the combination of attributes/circumstances have to be
concurrently existent to produce a high level of materialism.

1
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ABSTRACT
This paper employs a mixed approach that combines between Partial Least Squares-Structural
Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) and the Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) to discover which materialism factors have to be concurrently existent to produce a high
level of materialism, and if those combinations of factors would differ based on adolescents’
demographics.
INTRODUCTION
Previous research has investigated several possible antecedents of materialism; specifically,
the family influence (i.e., parent’s consumption habits, and practices, material parenting, and
parent’s support) (Chaplin & John, 2010; Richins & Chaplin, 2015), peer influence (Isaksen &
Roper, 2012), self-esteem (Jiang et al., 2015; Park & John, 2011), personal/social insecurity
(Ching & Wu, 2018; Rindfleisch et al., 2009), media platforms (Ismail et al., 2018;
Thoumrungroje, 2018), and fashion innovativeness (Lee et al., 2013; Zhang & Kim, 2013).
However, existent research examined these factors’ impact on materialism in isolation from
one another. Consequently, little is known about whether all of these factors have to be existent
to influence one’s materialistic tendencies, or only a combination of these factors will be
sufficient to instigate this influence. We thus employ a mixed approach that combines between
Partial Least Squares-Structural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) and the Fuzzy-set Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (fs-QCA) to discover which of these factors have to be concurrently
existent to produce a high level of materialism and if those combinations of factors would differ
based on adolescents’ demographics.
For the academic marketing discipline, we provide an unprecedented
investigation of the combinations of factors that can induce a high level of materialism in
adolescents. we also offer a combination, and a comparison, between Partial Least Squares-
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Structural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) and the Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative
Analysis (fs-QCA). Indeed, each of the best solutions generated using fs-QCA implies the
presence of only five drivers of the nine key determinants of Adolescents’ Materialism
mentioned in previous research. This indicates that the combination between some of the
antecedents can elevate Adolescents’ Materialism, rather than the existence of each exogenous
variable individually, as in the PLS-SEM.
Regarding discrepancies between PLS-SEM and fs-QCA results, our results also
suggest that PLS-SEM can guide us in the direction of each antecedent. However, relying on
its results alone, without using the fs-QCA, can generate some limitations. For example, the
direction of the path reported in PLS-SEM has only two conditions, for it to get the highest
outcome. If the path is positive, then it should be present and vice versa. On the contrary, as
table 5 shows, the Parent Support must be present with its counterparts in the four best solutions
for the four subsamples; yet, tables 2 and 3 reported its negative effect on the Adolescent’s
Materialism in all subsamples. Furthermore, the PLS-SEM guides us to the exogenous variable
conditions via the significance. However, in table 5, Fashion innovativeness is absent in 23 out
of 25 possible solutions; yet, tables 2 and 3 report its significance in all subsamples.
For non-academic stakeholder, the comprehensive view on materialism that the results
of this study provide can serve as a guideline in formulating a more focused marketing
campaign to reduce the spreading of this phenomenon. Instead of pursuing all the factors that
could lead, individually, to materialism, the campaign can target the factors that must be
present/absent from inducing high/low levels of materialism.
PROPOSITIONS FORMULATION
Complexity theory emphasizes that “relationships between variables can be non-linear, with
abrupt switches occurring, so the same ‘cause’ can, in specific circumstances, produce different
effects” (Urry, 2005, p.4). For example, the relationship between adolescents’ materialism and
3
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any other variable should not necessarily always be linear and in the same direction. Meaning
that in the presence of Z, X could have a positive impact on Y. While, in the presence of V, X
could have a negative impact on Y, and in the presence of W, X could have no significant
impact on Y. Consequently, complexity theory considers causality to be very complex and
dynamic to capture; therefore, for accuracy purposes, it would be better to start by stating that
“X occurs in the presence of Y” instead of “X leads to Y” (Gligor et al., 2019).
In line with complexity theory, the different elements of the same ‘recipe’ can impact
the resultant variable either positively or negatively based on whether certain other elements
are existent or non-existent (Ordanini et al., 2014; Kraus et al., 2018). More specifically, a very
low level of self-esteem, for example, could lessen the impact of the high levels of personal
security or parents’ support and result in high materialistic tendencies notwithstanding the high
levels of those other two factors. Accordingly:
Proposition 1. Parent’s Consumption Habits and Practices, Material Parenting, Parent’s
Support, Peer Influence, Self-Esteem, Personal Insecurity, Social Insecurity, Media Platforms,
and Fashion Innovativeness can contribute positively or negatively to Adolescents’
Materialism, depending on the presence or absence of either one of these factors.
According to the complexity theory, any variable can be necessary but not alone enough
to predict the end variable, as it needs to be accompanied by other variables (Wu, Yeh, &
Woodside, 2014). Therefore:
Proposition 2. Either one Parent’s Consumption Habits and Practices, Material Parenting,
Parent’s Support, Peer Influence, Self-Esteem, Personal Insecurity, Social Insecurity, Media
Platforms, and Fashion Innovativeness can be necessary but insufficient for high Adolescents’
Materialism to occur.
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Complexity theory also reveals that multiple paths (or different recipes of several
elements) can result in the same outcome (Russo et al., 2016; Woodside, 2015). Indeed,
different combinations of variables can lead to a high level of materialism. Accordingly:
Proposition 3. Distinct combinations of Parent’s Consumption Habits and Practices, Material
Parenting, Parent’s Support, Peer Influence, Self-Esteem, Personal Insecurity, Social
Insecurity, Media Platforms, and Fashion Innovativeness are equifinal in leading to high
Adolescents’ Materialism.
Accordingly, figure 1 proposes the PLS-SEM and QCA conceptual model
Insert figure 1 here
METHODOLOGY
Measures
Parent consumption habits, practices, and Self-esteem were adapted from Chan (2013),
maternal parenting, parent support, and Personal Insecurity from Richins and Chaplin (2015),
peer influence from d'Astous et al., (1990), Social Insecurity from Oleson et al., (2000), Media
Platforms from Adib and El-Bassiouny (2012), Fashion Innovativeness from Park et al., (2007)
and Szczepaniak (2015), and Adolescents’ Materialism from Richins and Dawson (1992). A
5-point Likert-type scale was used, where one is “strongly disagree” and 5 to “strongly agree.”;
the items of Material parenting and parent support ranged between 1 “always never” and 5
“always.”
Data collection
After a pilot study of 12 respondents, a total of 399 questionnaires were collected, in a single
cross-sectional study, from students in middle and high schools (45.9%) as well as from
freshmen enrolled in various universities (54.1%) in Cairo and Giza, Egypt. The sample
consisted of 55.9% females and 44.1% males. The respondents’ family income level was

5
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varied; 42% had income less than EGP 10 thousand, while 58% had income that is equal to or
higher than EGP 10 thousand.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS:
To analyse the proposed model and the propositions, we first run the Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA) using SPSS v. 25 to figure out the common method bias. After that, we also
run the Partial Least Squares- Structure Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) using Smart PLS
v.3.2.8 (Ringle et al., 2015) to test the proposed conceptual model. Finally, we run the fuzzyset Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fs-QCA) using fsQCA v.3.0 (Ragin & Davey, 2016) to
figure out the optimal combination of the independent factors that leads to the Adolescent’s
Materialism highest coverage.
Common Method Bias:
According to Harman’s one-factor test, common method bias was not an issue (the first factor
variance is 13.442% out of 60.543% total variance) (Podsakoff et al., 2003).
PLS-SEM
We follow SEM two-stage approach in implementing PLS-SEM. The first approach represents
the measurement model evaluation, while structural model evaluation will be the second stage
(Hair et al., 2017; 2020).
To build the measurement model, a confirmatory composite analysis was adopted (Hair
et al., 2020). In this regard, all latent variables (multi-item constructs) should be valid and
reliable; therefore, we excluded Gender and Income from the measurement model as they are
observed variables (single-item constructs), and their moderation effect will be tested via
Multi-Group Analysis (MGA). Accordingly, each item's reliability should be higher than
0.708. Also, each construct’s Average Variance Extracted (AVE) should be ≥ 0.5, Composite
Reliability (CR) should be> 0.7. Afterward, Fornell-Larcker criterion was applied to test the
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discriminant validity. Since each construct's AVE is higher than its squared correlation with
another construct at the current research model, discriminant validity was established (Hair et
al., 2017; 2020). The nine exogenous variables were measured reflectively in the low order
measurement level. However, the Adolescent’s Materialism is measured by ReflectiveReflective high order measurement level, and it was assessed using the disjoint two-stage
approach (Sarstedt et al., 2019). As the measurement model results reveals, since each
construct’s AVE is higher than 0.5, convergent validity has also been established. Likewise, as
the AVE for each construct is higher than the squared correlation between the same variable
and each other variable at the same model, the discriminant validity has been established as
well. Finally, the lowest CR value is 0.713, which indicates that all variables are reliable.
Therefore, the measurement model has been correctly assessed, and we can proceed to the
structural model.
We assess the structural model according to the direct and indirect effects. For the direct
effects structural model, we first tested the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) to check the
multicollinearity issue among the independent variables. Hence, the VIF that is between 0.2
and 5 would indicate the absence of multicollinearity issue. Then, we assessed the predictive
power of the model using R2; values of 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 would represent the weak, moderate,
and strong predictive power, respectively. After that, we assessed the effect size of the omitted
exogenous variable using F2; values of 0.02, 0.15, and 0.35would represent the small, medium,
and large effect sizes, respectively. Following that, we assessed the model’s predictive
relevance using the Blindfolding to obtain cross-validated redundancy measures for the
endogenous variable using Q2. Values of 0.02, 0.15, and 0.35would mean that the exogenous
variables have small, medium, or large predictive relevance for the dependent variable (Hair et
al., 2017; Hair et al., 2020). Later on, the predictive ability has to be assessed based on the outof-sample validation approach (Assaf & Tsionas, 2019). If the Q2predictfor each of the manifest
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variables is positive, then a model would confirm its predictive relevance. By comparing the
Root Means Square Error (RMSE), or Mean Absolute Error (MAE), between the PLS-SEM
and the Linear regression Model (LM), the researcher can conclude various levels of the
predictive power (Shmueli et al., 2019). Finally, we assessed the path coefficient significance
based on a 90% confidence level and the results of bootstrapping 5000 subsamples with 300
iterations (Hair et al., 2017, 2020). The structural model results reveals that the VIF values
range between 1.064 and 1.682, which is below 3, this implies that there is no multicollinearity
issue between the exogenous variables (Hair et al., 2020). The predictive power of the model
is also moderate, as the Adolescents’ Materialism R2 = 0.253. Moreover, the effect size F2 of
an exogenous variable omission on the endogenous variable ranges between 0.00 and 0.06,
which implies the weak to moderate effect size. The Adolescents’ MaterialismQ2 = 0.222
indicates moderate predictive relevance. Moreover, as the Q2predict for the Adolescents’
Materialism predictors, we confirm the predictive relevance. Accordingly, since the histograms
of the prediction errors of all Adolescents’ Materialism predictors are not highly nonsymmetric, the RMSE is incorporated.
Additionally, the model has a high predictive power since the PLS-SEM is less than the
LM in all RMSE predictors (Shmueli et al., 2019). Lastly, all proposed antecedents were found
to have significant positive effects on the Adolescents’ Materialism at a confidence level of
90%. However, only the Parent’s consumption habits & practices have a non-significant
positive effect, and the Parent’s Support has a significant negative effect. To this end, we can
proceed to test the indirect effect structural model via Multi-Group Analysis (MGA).
The indirect effect structural models were tested using MGA based on a 90%
confidence level and the results of bootstrapping 5000 subsamples with 300 iterations. We first
tested the moderation effect of gender; then, we tested the moderation effect of income. To run
the MGA, we first split the data into subsamples based on each category of gender and income.
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Thus, for the minimum sample size considerations, we now have four groups (two gender
groups and two-income categories). Then, we assessed the measurement invariance between
the measurement items across subsamples. After that, we assessed the significant difference
between each of the structural paths across the subsamples (Hair et al., 2017; Vlajčić et al.,
2019).
According to the MGA results, based on the gender and income groups, Gender is found
to have a significant effect on the relationship between Peer Influence and Adolescents’
Materialism. Where the Peer influences significantly increase the Adolescents’ Materialism by
14.3% in males’ groups, the same path has a 28.7% positive effect in the females’ group, which
is double the effect it has on the males’ group. This implies that female adolescents are more
vulnerable to their peers than males when developing materialistic tendencies. Similarly, two
paths have significant differences across the income groups. Where, the Self-esteem has an
insignificant negative effect, by 10.4%, on the Adolescents’ Materialism in the group with
family monthly income less than 10.000 LE, the same path has a significant positive effect, by
28.3%, on the Adolescents’ Materialism in the group with family monthly income equal to or
higher than 10.000 LE. Also, the media platforms have a significant positive effect on the
Adolescents’ Materialism by 21.1% in the group with family monthly income less than 10.000
LE. In contrast, the same path has an insignificant positive effect in the group with family
monthly income equal to or higher than 10.000 LE. Therefore, we support the effect of Gender
and Income as moderators between the Adolescents’ Materialism and some of its antecedents.
At the moment, we now have sufficient knowledge about the effect of each of the
antecedents on Adolescents’ Materialism. However, Regression-Based Models (RBM), such
as Multiple Regression Models (MRM) and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM), which are
based on the variance theory, are impaired by the symmetry assumption of the data set.
According to this assumption, all the cases in the data set should have the exact
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RBM/MRM/SEM resultant effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable. Yet,
a one-way relationship between two variables can be positive, negative, and non-existent
within the same dataset irrespective of the significance and magnitude of this relationship.
Therefore, we conduct the Contrarian Case Analysis (CCA) to figure out if we have such
perplexing cases in each proposed relationship in the conceptual model (Pappas et al., 2016;
Woodside, 2014).
Contrarian Case Analysis (CCA):
We conducted the CCA to test the first proposition by verifying the occurrence of contrarian
cases. Using cross-tabulation to build the contingency table, we report the contrarian cases that
have contradicted results on the Adolescent’s Materialism. First, we composed the latent
variables by calculating the average of their items. Then, we created quantiles by dividing the
sample from the lowest to the highest values into five equal groups. After that, we analysed the
contrarian cases and introduced Phi squared as the two variables are nominally measured
(Pappas et al., 2016; Russo & Confente, 2017; Woodside, 2014). The contingency tables of the
contrarian case analysis results show that Media Platforms, Social Insecurity, Personal
Insecurity, and Peer Influence have asymmetric data, which indicates the existence of
contrarian cases. As well as, even though the Phi squared in not significant in all other
variables, we found the existence of contrarian cases. Therefore, we support the first
proposition. This, by turn, advocates carrying out a Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative
Analysis (fs-QCA) for the sake of identifying the possible combinations of determinants, and
their configurations, that can result in a high level of adolescents’ materialism.
By so doing, we do not seek to find one possible solution, but instead to extend the
PLS-SEM results. This can be attained by not only figuring out the different configurations but
also by comparing all possible configurations of the causal asymmetry occurrence, such as the
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presence or the absence, to identify the solution that has the highest outcome coverage (Crespo
et al., 2019; Duarte & Pinho, 2019).
3.4. Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis:
We used the fs-QCA v.3 to find out the possible combinations between the antecedents
of the outcome and select the highest coverage solution with a high consistency level, rather
than testing each individual exogenous variable (Ragin, 2008). This mainly should test our
second and third research propositions. The fs-QCA has been recently reported in many
research studies in the field of business and marketing management (Gligor et al., 2019). It also
helps in testing the equifinality by uncovering how the possible combinations of the causal
attributes (Parent’s Consumption Habits and Practices, Material Parenting, Parent’s Support,
Peer Influence, Self-Esteem, Personal Insecurity, Social Insecurity, Media Platforms, and
Fashion Innovativeness) lead to the same outcome (Adolescent’s Materialism). Therefore, we
use fs-QCA as a complementary analysis to the PLS-SEM.
Before running the fs-QCA with an indirect moderation effect, studies tested the
categorical moderation test in two ways. On one side, some studies followed a traditional way
in testing the moderation by testing the direct relationship without the moderator(s) and then
testing them after adding the moderator(s) (e.g., Duarte & Pinho, 2019). However, testing the
categorical moderators using without and with moderator(s) inclusion method can be applied
with the continuous moderators in particular, but not with the categorical ones; especially when
comparing the change in R2,(e.g., Goodale et al., 2011). On the other side, a more rigorous
approach is to test the categorical moderators using Multi-Group Analysis (MGA), especially
that MGA allows the researcher to determine the difference in the direct effects, the direction
and the significance of the difference across groups (Hair et al., 2017). Therefore, since the
MGA results confirmed the observed heterogeneity in our sample according to the gender and
the income level (Hair et al., 2018), our data set has been divided into four subsamples in the
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fs-QCA. As a result, based on the respondent gender, we now have males group and females
group, while based on the income level, we now have a group with family monthly income less
than 10.000 LE and a group with a higher family income than 10.000 LE.
A four-stage approach has been adopted to run the fs-QCA (Oeij et al., 2019). We first
calibrated the data of each variable in the conceptual model into the fuzzy set and used the
three anchors of membership scores. Following the guidelines of Ragin (2008), the threshold
for full membership is 95% (4.75 on 5 points Likert scale), for the cross over point is 50% (3
on 5-point Likert scale), and for the non-membership is 5% (0.25 on 5-point Likert scale). In
doing so, interval data from Likert type scale for the composed latent variables should be
transformed into dichotomous to use the fuzzy set membership scores, which specify the
membership of each case on an interval between 0 and 1. As we also performed the main
descriptive statistics of the calibrated data for the Adolescent’s Materialism and its antecedents
across subsamples along with the necessary conditions analysis.
Second, we analysed the necessary causal conditions to verify the variables that should
always be present/ absent for the outcome to occur/ not occur in each subsample. To find out
if the Adolescent’s Materialism has necessary conditions, we included all the exogenous
variables of the PLS-SEM in the causal conditions. To ensure which exogenous variable(s)
conditions are necessary to achieve the outcome, we used a conservative consistency threshold
of 0.9 to reduce the likelihood of the true logical contradictions (Schneider &Wagemann,
2012). The calibrated data descriptive statistics and necessary conditions analysis show that
there is no causal condition (or the absence thereof) necessary for the Adolescent’s Materialism
except for the Self Esteem in all subsamples since its consistency score is higher than 0.9.
Consequently, Self Esteem will be present in all the solutions.
Third, we introduced the truth table that consists of all logically possible configurations
of the causal conditions (29 = 512 combinations) for each subsample. The fs-QCA uses the set
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membership scores to allocate each case in a specific combination. To refine the combinations
and get consistent and parsimonious solutions, each combination should have at least 2 cases,
since each subsample exceeds 50 observations (Kraus et al., 2018), and the consistency score
should be higher than 0.75 (Ragin, 2017). Table 1 presents the truth table for each subsample.
Insert table 1 here
Forth, we turn to the interpretation stage of each solution. As can be seen from the truth
table (table 1), the Self Esteem presence is essential in 23 out of 25 solutions, which verifies
its necessity. However, in all combinations, Self Esteem on its own is insufficient to produce
high levels of Adolescent’s Materialism, but rather, it should be combined with other factors
in any recipe. Accordingly, the second proposition is supported. Moreover, each sub-sample
has several combinations. More specifically, the males, females, low-income, and high-income
subsamples have 4, 8, 6, and 7 possible combinations, respectively. This implies that there are
many combinations that can produce the same outcome, which then supports proposition 3.
In the ‘calibrated data descriptive statistics and necessary conditions analysis’, the
solution coverage illustrates the proportion of the outcome covered by the entire solution with
its all configurations. However, the row coverage explains how much of the membership in the
outcome is covered by the membership in a single configuration (Schneider & Wagemann,
2012). Therefore, the highest row coverage indicates the solution that best represents
Adolescent’ materialism. For example, in Males subsample, the overall solution coverage is
0.501, and the overall consistency is 0.883, which suggests that a substantial proportion of the
Males’ Materialism is covered by the four configurations. Furthermore, solution 1 is the best
representative of the Adolescent’s Materialism as it has the highest row coverage among the
other solutions (0.392). This solution indicates the presence of Social Insecurity, Self Esteem,
Parent Consumption Habits, Parent Materialism, and Parent Support, as well as the absence of
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the Fashion Innovativeness and Peer Influence, regardless of the influence of Media platforms
or Personal Insecurity.
In Females subsample, on the other hand, the overall solution coverage is 0.538, and
the overall consistency is 0.815, which suggests that a substantial proportion of the Females’
Adolescent’s Materialism is covered by the eight configurations. Moreover, the third solution
is the best representative of the Adolescent’s Materialism as it has the highest row coverage
among the other solutions (0.329). This solution indicates the presence of Social Insecurity,
Self Esteem, Peer Influence, Parent Materialism, and Parent support. However, it implies the
absence of the influence of media platforms, the Personal Insecurity, and the Fashion
Innovativeness, regardless of the Parent Consumption Habits. To this point, the gender
subsamples have different solutions, and the best solutions for both of them (the males and
females) are sharing in only five configurations out of 9, or 15 out of 27 conditions (9 present,
nine absent, and nine ambiguous). This indicates that gender affects the Adolescent’s
Materialism and the relationships of its drivers, which supports the moderating role of the
gender in our study.
Similarly, in the Low-Income subsample (Less than 10.000 family monthly income),
the overall solution coverage is 0.545, and the overall consistency is 0.834, which suggests that
the six configurations cover a substantial proportion of the Adolescent’ Materialism in such
cluster. Moreover, the third solution is the best representative of the Adolescent’s Materialism
as it has the highest row coverage among the other solutions (0.332). This solution indicates
the presence of Social Insecurity, Personal Insecurity, Self Esteem, Parent Consumption habits,
and Parent support. However, it suggests the absence of the influence of Media platforms,
Fashion Innovativeness, and Peer Influence, irrespective of the Parent Materialism.
Likewise, in the High-Income subsample (at least 10.000 family monthly income), the
overall solution coverage is 0.554, and the overall consistency is 0.844, which suggests that
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the seven configurations cover a substantial proportion of the Adolescent’s Materialism in such
cluster. Moreover, the second solution is the best representative of the Adolescent’s
Materialism as it has the highest row coverage among the other solutions (0.399). This solution
indicates the presence of Social Insecurity, Self Esteem, Parent Consumption habits, Parent
Materialism, and Parent support. However, it suggests the absence of Fashion Innovativeness
and Peer Influence, irrespective of the influence of Media platforms and Personal Insecurity.
Accordingly, the family income subsamples have different solutions, and the best solutions for
both of them (low income and high income) are sharing in only6 configurations out of 9, or 18
out of 27 conditions (9 present, nine absent, and nine ambiguous). This indicates that family
income affects the Adolescent’s Materialism and the relationships of its drivers, which supports
the moderating role of the family income in our study.
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*Moderator variables: Gender and family income
Figure 1 Conceptual model (PLS-SEM) and (QCA)
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Table 1 truth table for all subsamples
Solution
coverage

0.901
0.907
0.964
0.960

0.501

0.88

0.222
0.301
0.329
0.164
0.308
0.294
0.297
0.328

0.922
0.835
0.931
0.908
0.916
0.962
0.846
0.923

0.538

0.81

○
○
○
○
○
●

0.211
0.298
0.332
0.328
0.179
0.279

0.932
0.843
0.880
0.931
0.967
0.978

0.545

0.83

○
○
○
○
○
○
○

0.370
0.399
0.277
0.312
0.164
0.201
0.277

0.868
0.898
0.873
0.929
0.908
0.974
0.972

0.554

0.84

Solution*

Prt_cons

Prt_mat

Prt_sup

Per_inf

Slf_estm

Per_ins

Males

1
2
3
4

●
●
●
●

●
●
○
●

●
●
●
●

○
○
●
○

●
●
●
●

○
●
○

○
●

○

Females

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

○
●
●
○
●
●
●
●

○
○
●
○
○
●

●
○
●
○
●
●
○

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
○
○
○
●
●
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
●
●
●
●
●

○

Less
than
10.000
LE

1
2
3
4
5
6

○
○
○
●
○
○

●
●
●
●
●

●
○
●
○
○
○

●
○
●

●
○
●

○
●
●
●
○
●

○
○
○
○
●
●

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

●
●

●
●
●
●
○
○
○

●
●
●
●
○
○
●

○
○
○

○

Equal
to or
higher
than
10.000
LE

○
●
●
●
●

●
○
○
●

●
○
●
○
●
●

○
●
●

Soc_ins

consistency

Sample

Med

Fash_inno

○

○
○
○

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

○
○
○
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
○
●
○
●
●

●

○
○
○
●
●

Raw
coverage
0.392
0.299
0.289
0.321

* Parent’s Consumption Habits and Practices = (Prt_cons), Material Parenting = (Prt_mat), Parent’s Support = (Prt_sup), Peer Influence =
(Per_inf), Self-Esteem = (Slf_estm), Personal Insecurity = (Per_ins), Social Insecurity = (Soc_ins), Media Platforms = (Med), and Fashion
Innovativeness = (Fash_inno)

Model: Adolescent’s Materialism = f(Med, Soc_ins, Per_ins, Slf_estm, Fash_inno, Per_inf, Prt_cons, Prt_mat,
Prt_sup)
Cell: ● = must be present, ○ = must be absent, and no sign = does not matter whether it is absent or present in the
configuration
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AM I TALKING TO AI? THE EFFECTS OF CONSUMERS’ MINDSETS ON
COMMUNICATION PATTERNS WITH VOICE-BASED SERVICES
Lien-Ti Bei, National Chengchi University
Ching-Wei Liao, National Chengchi University
For further information, please contact Ching-Wei Liao, Ph.D. Candidate, National
Chengchi University (cwliao@nccu.edu.tw)

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Consumer Mindset, Human-AI Communication,
Voice-based Service
Description: The mindset difference between AI-mindset and human-mindset
influences consumers’ communication patterns with voice-based services and further
moderated by the task complexity.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
According to mindset theory (Dweck, 2006), consumers’ assumptions about AI
system can profoundly influence their interaction with AI. Researchers (Farrow, 2021)
indicated that people’s mindsets affected their communication with robots. Krämer et
al.(2012) indicated that human answered robots in a simpler way than talking to
another human.
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they assumed they were communicating with an AI voice-based service, compared
with when they believed they were interacting with a human one.
H1: Consumers with an AI-mindset use fewer words and longer reaction time than
consumers with a human-mindset.
Additionally, the effect of task complexity has been addressed as the critical
predictor to individual response and choice strategies (Ball 1997; Swait &
Adamowicz, 2001).

Facing a complex task, consumers with an AI mindset tend to

further condense words in their conversation with the AI system to simplify the
situation to ensure the communication smoothly.

Also, greater complexity causes

more mental efforts; thus, consumer may use a heuristic way to handle complicated
task (Ball 1997; De Koning, 2022; Swait & Adamowicz, 2001).
H2: The complexity of task would amplify the difference of answer words and
diminish the difference of reaction time between two mindsets.

Method and Data
This study was a 2 (mindset: AI/human) x 2 (task complexity: info
requirement/purchase) x 2 (task order of two scenarios) lab-based experimental mixed
design. The mindsets were the manipulation of letting participants believe they are
talking to either an AI system (AI hereafter) or real human (Human hereafter). Two
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scenarios of voice-based services (info requirement/purchase) were created to
represent the task complexity. Task complexity was within-subject design and the
others were between-subject variables. Purchase task was more complicated than
acquiring information. The total of 120 participants (50% females), were randomly
assigned into one of four groups evenly.
To control unnecessary interference, the tracks of voice-based service was prerecorded so participants in both AI system and human scenarios actually heard the
same sound tracks.

The research assistant in the lab selected the corresponding

sentences and played the sound track according to participants’ responses. This
manipulation ensured that both AI and human settings were the same voice service,
but the only difference was “mindset.”

After each task, participants evaluated their

satisfaction toward the service and perceived quality by a 5-point 25-item scale
(αinfo=.93; αpurchase=.94). All participants were debriefed at the end of study and no one
suspected the services were fictitious.

Summary of Findings
The manipulation check showed that most participants in the AI-mindset group
remembered they talked to the AI system. However, one third of the human mindset
group doubted the conversation was not with real people. Task order was eliminated
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in the following analysis due to no interaction effect involved with task order.
Generally, the satisfaction and perceived quality toward the systems had no significant
difference between both groups. However, the AI-mindset group felt the sound was
more nature and less obtuse than the human-mindset group.
In general, AI-mindset participants used significantly fewer words and longer
reaction time for the first response as expected in H1. These effects declined quickly
to no significantly difference between two groups after first round of dialogues.
The results of planned comparison illustrated the moderating effects of task
complexity proposed in H2. The difference of words used between AI-mindset and
human-mindset was significantly larger in the complex task than the simple one. Also,
the difference of reaction time between two mindsets was more observable
significantly in the complex task than the simple one. The results demonstrated that
consumers would alter their communication patterns to talk to an AI system without
sacrificing their satisfaction toward the service.

Statement of Key Contributions
The results had two-fold of contributions.

First, the results explicitly revealed

that participant’s mindset affected their communication patterns to a highly humanlikeness voice-based system. It was noticeable that participants with AI-mindset used
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easier phrases and simpler ways to communicate with the system than the participants
who believed the other side was a real human. Second, this study theoretically and
empirically indicated that complicated task amplified the word difference and reduced
the reaction time difference between AI-mindset and human mindset. According to
this result, disclosing the fact of applying an AI system in a complex service
environment will be a proper decision, which encourages customers to further
simplify their requests, so that the AI can easily and quickly handle the conversation.
These findings provided a new prospective for the research of AI technology and
related voice-based services. Previously, AI engineers devoted to mimic human
conversation as much as they could, and AI adopters tried hard to conceal the fact of
using AI services. However, considering the fact that consumers may speak precisely
and slow down their reaction for AI system without sacrificing their satisfaction,
revealing the adoption of AI to consumers could become an advantage to assist AI’s
correct response rate.

References are available upon request.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF CONSUMERS` PERCEPTIONS OF MEAL PROGRAMS:
MEAL-KITS VERSUS READY-TO-EAT MEALS
S. Sinem Atakan – Siena College
Alison B. Shields – Ithaca College
For further information, please contact Sinem Atakan, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Siena
College (satakan@siena.edu)
Key Words: Healthy Food, Convenience, Meal-kit, Prepackaged, Ready to eat, Ready to cook
Description: Within the context of healthy food consumption, this research reveals the
dimensions consumers use to evaluate meal programs (i.e., meal-kits, ready-to-eat prepackaged
meals) and provides an understanding of consumers’ perceptions of ready-to-cook meal-kits
especially relative to pre-packaged, ready-to-eat meals.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Healthy convenience foods have become a part of consumers’ daily lives as losing
weight, being fit, and leading a healthy lifestyle has been a growing trend among consumers. In
response to this consumer trend, previous research has widely studied prepackaged, ready-toeat (RTE) meal programs (e.g. Nutrisystem, Jenny Craig). These programs offer pre-portioned,
frozen or shelf-stable meals that can be ready-to-eat with minimal effort. A growing, but still
relatively new entrant in the healthy convenience foods sector are meal kit programs. These
programs (e.g., Sun Basket, HelloFresh) provide whole, raw, pre-portioned ingredients with
recipes to allow consumers cook meals from scratch at home. They are categorized as ready-tocook (RTC) and can be purchased at stores or ordered via home-delivery subscription services
(SBWire, 2018).
Previous research has extensively investigated healthy pre-packaged, RTE meal
programs. However, we have limited understanding of consumers’ attitudes toward meal-kits
within the context of healthy convenience foods. Also, a direct comparison of meal-kit
programs (RTCs) to relatively more established meal programs (i.e. RTE meals) is missing in
the literature. We do not know if or how consumers’ perceptions of RTC meal programs differ
from that of RTE meal programs within the context of healthy food consumption.
Research Question
This study aims to gain a more precise understanding of consumers’ perceptions of mealkits especially relative to pre-packaged, RTE meals. We explore and compare consumers`
perceptions of the RTC and RTE meal programs and, consequently, examines the impact of food
preparation on consumers’ perceptions of meal programs that endorse healthy eating. Both RTC
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and RTE programs allow consumers to choose their meals. However, the level of food
preparation (cooking) differs between the two. RTC meal-kit programs require consumers to be
much more involved in food preparation than RTE, pre-packaged meal programs. Meal-kits
involve the act of cooking using raw ingredients whereas RTEs involve warming or heating up
the meal. Hence, comparing the two programs highlights how integrating cooking into the food
consumption behavior affects consumers’ perceptions of the food.
Study 1 qualitatively explores consumers` perceptions of the advantages and
disadvantages of the two meal programs (pre-packaged RTEs and RTC meal-kit programs) using
content analysis. Study 2 tests on which dimensions consumers’ perceptions of RTEs and RTCs
differ. Our work contributes to the literature on healthy food consumption by revealing the
dimensions consumers use to evaluate and compare meal programs. Via comparison of meal-kits
with pre-packaged RTEs, our findings also add to the literatures on co-creation at large.
Method and Data
Study 1 investigated consumers` perceptions of the different programs. Seventy-three
students (Mage = 20.90, 63% female) read randomized descriptions of one of the two meal
programs and then listed the advantages and disadvantages of the program they read about.
Responses to the open-ended questions exposed several advantages and disadvantages for
each of the two food program types and a semantic analysis of the responses was conducted
allowing the next study to quantitatively measures the advantages and disadvantages of the two
programs.
Study 2 was designed to measure and test the factors identified in the content analysis of
open-ended responses in Study 1. Sixty-five undergraduate students (Mage = 20.02, 56.3%
female) completed the study for extra credit. First participants read the description of one of the
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two programs. Then, using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree), the
participants evaluated the program on the 24 items that were developed from the open-ended
questions in Study 1. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to understand the
factors in the data and revealed a clear structure of seven factors: Choice, Ingredient Concerns,
Learning, Taste, Mental Health, Convenience, and Physical Health.
Summary of Findings
Overall, findings reveal that consumers evaluate meal programs on at least seven factors:
educative aspects of the program, mental health impact, taste, ingredient quality, healthiness of
meals, meal variety, and convenience. Meal-kits are perceived to have more variety, better taste,
and ingredient quality. Moreover, consumers expect that meal-kits have more positive mental
health impact than RTEs. The difference between RTE meals and meal-kits was not statistically
significant in terms of healthiness of meals and educative aspects. Convenience was marginally
different between the two programs.
The findings have several implications for companies, marketers, and medical
professionals who want to help consumers choose the best food program for their specific goals.
The findings reveal that consumers weight several factors while choosing meal programs and
these factors depend on material evaluation of the food within the program (ingredient quality,
taste, healthiness, variety), program process (convenience), and program consequences (physical
and mental impact).
Our findings are based on perceptions, not practical experiences of the consumers. As
such, the results reveal whether consumers would consider adopting a specific meal program.
Future research should investigate consumers who use on specific meal programs to reveal
consumers’ experiences and perceptions after they have tried the program.
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Key Contributions
o The findings show that the physical role consumers play in the creation of their food can
affect their perception of the program.
o Our results show that meal kits are perceived to have more positive mental health impact
than pre-packaged meals.
o This study provides two important consumers insights on the demand for meal programs.
Firstly, it provides an insight into the various factors that shape consumer perceptions of
meal programs. Secondly, it provides how integrating production (cooking) into the
consumption behavior changes perceptions. These insights could be used to improve product
development and marketing strategies in both pre-packaged and meal-kit categories. It is
interesting that some of the advantages (i.e., learning to cook, mental health) are yet to be
utilized by the individual meal-kit companies in marketing their products.
o In our study, meal-kits are perceived to be useful in terms of learning how to cook but not
necessarily more educative than a ready meal in the overall sense. Therefore, meal kit
companies would benefit from improving the experience related to food education.
Education, in any experience, is of substantial importance to especially modern consumers
(Cho, Bonn, Moon, and Chang 2020).
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Positive and Negative Impacts of Engaging in an Online
Fan Community on Celebrity Loyalty

Abstract
The current study aims at examining how engaging in online fan communities influence
loyalty behaviors for a celebrity in positive and negative ways through members’ feeling of
social well-being and normative community pressure. We analyzed data collected from
various online fan communities of celebrities such as singers, actors, athletes, and politicians
in South Korea. Our study finds that social well-being and normative community pressure,
both of which stemmed from online fan community engagement, played significant roles in
celebrity loyalty. More specifically, online fan community engagement increases members’
social well-being, which, in turn, enhances members’ loyalty behaviors for the celebrities. On
the other hand, fan community engagement also increases the normative community pressure
for members, which, in turn, decreases the loyalty for celebrities. Our findings contribute to
the extant literature by showing how dynamics in fan community engagement influence
celebrity loyalty as the previous studies focusing on the relationship between fan
communities and celebrity loyalty in the literature are scarce.

Keywords
Social well-being; Normative community pressure; Online fan community; Online fan
community engagement; Celebrity loyalty
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1. Introduction
As digital environment technology has been developing rapidly, participating in
online fan communities has become much easier due to less restriction of time and space
(Kim & Kim 2017; Han et al. 2019; King-O’Riain 2021). Compared to offline communities,
online communities offer more possibilities for many-to-many interaction because members
can participate on their schedule (Etzioni 1999; Hsieh et al., 2022). Similarly, Närvänen et al.
(2013) also suggested that online communities offer consumers experiences of effective and
anonymous sharing. This online environment, thus, makes individual members feel more
connected to each other and their activities more efficiently, even in a global setting.
Moreover, importantly, under the perspective of celebrity management, with the
development of various new media platforms, the fan community became rapidly globalized,
making the roles and applicability of fan communities more critical than ever. For example,
one of the biggest influences that came with the success of BTS is the “ARMY” fan
community-based in the worldwide online community. To spread BTS music across the
globe, they promote the contents voluntarily, and they are globally active in organized ways
to let BTS win global awards. The case of BTS and ARMY clearly shows how important the
research on fan community engagement plays a critical role in celebrity loyalty building.
Nevertheless, previous studies on dynamics between fan community and celebrity
loyalty have limitations. First, although engaging in online fan communities influences a
celebrity and an individual member’s quality of life, the literature that has addressed this is
limited considering the significance of fan communities for both members and celebrities
simultaneously (e.g., Kim & Kim 2017). When looking at the perspective of fans
individually, it is also true that group activities in the fan community can play the role of life
enhancement. For example, ARMY emphasizes that the camaraderie and the togetherness in
its global fan community are heart-warming and healing. From an interview, one member of
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ARMY said, “BTS gave me a global community, and while so many things fell apart during
the COVID-19 pandemic, this community stood up and held me together (Khan 2021).” Fan
community activities are also directly beneficial to the individual members regarding their
social and emotional well-being.
Second, previous studies mainly suggested that engaging in online social communities
like fan communities with other members can have its positive group dynamics (e.g.,
Fournier & Lee 2009; Brown et al. 2003; King-O’Riain 2021). For example, learning
consumer evaluations and increasing opportunities to collaborate with loyal consumers
(Franke & Shah 2003), online brand community commitment leads to brand commitment
(Zhou et al. 2012). However, engaging in online social communities has negative and
positive outcomes (Algesheimer et al. 2005; Hickman & Ward 2007; Han et al. 2014).
Specifically, according to the current phenomenon, we can expect group dynamics’ adverse
effects on celebrity loyalty at a certain level. As activities from the online fan community
became extensive on the base of a large-sized organization, making members participate in
all activities and asking members to invest in a high amount of time and effort and a large
amount of spending money. This may become a burden for individuals, leading to harmful
fan community activities.
By reflecting on the research call and phenomenon, this study aims to examine the
methods that can give efficient management not just on the celebrity loyalty but also on
increasing the satisfaction level of all individual members. More specifically, drawing on the
social influence theory, the current study examined how engaging in fan communities
influences celebrity loyalty positively and negatively through members’ feelings of social
well-being and normative community pressure. While the fandom is becoming critical with
success of celebrity, our findings can provide valuable insights for practitioners in effectively
managing fan communities to maximize celebrity loyalty.
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2. Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
2.1. Social Influence Theory
Social influence occurs when other people influence a person’s thoughts or actions
(Hui & Buchegger 2009; Friedkin & Johnsen 1990; Goldsmith & Goldsmith 2011). More
specifically, social influence is how people form their opinion and change their beliefs or
behaviors due to social interactions with other people (Hartmann et al. 2008; Moussaïd et al.
2013). When people get to know others by their common interests and memberships in the
same group, they develop new social relations (Hui & Buchegger 2009). The new social links
created in an online social community such as an online brand community and an online fan
community have social influences on a member in many different ways (Dholakia et al. 2004;
Algesheimer et al. 2005; Kim & Kim 2017; Han et al. 2019).
An early study on social influence highlighted two different forms of social influence:
informational social influence and normative social influence (Deutsch & Gerard 1955;
Burnkrant & Cousineau 1975). Informational social influence refers to a person’s tendency to
conform to other people’s opinions, resulting in bandwagon effect and herd behaviors
(Becker 1991; Bikhchandani et al. 1998). Normative social influence refers to a person’s
tendency to comply with other people’s expectations in a group (Burnkrant & Cousineau
1975). Although there is evidence that new social relations developed in an online social
community positively affect one’s well-being by fulfilling belongingness needs (Han et al.
2019), it is expected that the normative social influence could also be pressures for a member
to behave in a certain way to meet other people’s expectations in an online social community.
For example, Algesheimer et al. (2005) showed that pressures from normative community
rules and expectations of other group members result in reactance behaviors of members in
the context of online brand community. Although both positive and negative social influences
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were demonstrated, the current study that examined how the dynamics of positive and
negative social influences in an online fan community affects members and their loyalty
towards a celebrity is limited. Thus, our hypothesis model is developed based on the literature
to see how engaging in a fan community can affect celebrity loyalty through positive and
negative social influences.

2.2. Positive Impacts of Fan Community Engagement on celebrity Loyalty
Community engagement is an individual’s intrinsic motivation to cooperate and
interact with other members of the same social community (Algesheimer et al. 2005;
Hollebeek et al. 2017). Members with high community engagement are likely to help other
members and participate in shared activities. As members engage in the online social
community, they develop social ties with other members (Hickman & Ward 2007). Muniz
and O’Guinn (2001) found that the Macintosh computer community members shared
information voluntarily about the brand to help other members. As the online technology has
advanced rapidly, such customer engagement has become more prevalent and more important
(Halaszovich & Nel 2017; Pongpaew et al. 2017).
In the context of online social communities, the engagement behaviors are referred as
online community citizenship behaviors (Chiu et al. 2015). It involves different types of
community engagement such as information sharing, knowledge contribution, and interaction
with other members (Guan et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2017; Han et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2020).
This engagement behaviors result from the congruency between personal identity and groupbased social identity (Bhattacharya & Sen 2003). In other words, interacting and cooperating
with other group members can strengthen individuals’ sense of social identity. This is
consistent with findings from a prior study showing that interactions between members in an
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online social community increase group-based behaviors with other community members
(Chan & Li 2010).
Previous studies found that the community engagement benefits the online
community in many ways. For examples, Liu et al. (2020) showed that interactions in online
health communities positively associated with a member’s perception towards functional,
social, and affective value of the online health communities. Mastromartino and Zhang
(2020) suggested that affective outcomes of membership in a sport fan community can
nurture and increase the value of the fan community. The affective outcomes were also found
to be strongly associated to sport consumption on which the fan community was built.
(Moital et al. 2019). In the context of a fan community of a celebrity, it is expected that the
positive outcomes of the fac community engagement will result in supporting the celebrity
who is the reason why the fan community started in the first place. According to previous
studies, supporting brand behaviors, loyalty in other words, include positive word-of-mouth,
the intention to purchase products that the celebrity endorses, and defense the celebrity
against negative word-of-mouth (Algesheimer et al. 2005; Park et al. 2010). Based on the
arguments, we propose the following hypothesis.
H1: Fan community engagement is positively associated with intentions for celebrity loyalty
behaviors.

A previous study suggested that social capital is the theoretical underpinning of
understanding the psychological benefits from social communities (Mastromartino & Zhang
2020). Two types of social capital, social capital investment and individual social capital,
have been identified (Kadushin 2012). Social capital investment is what a member puts into
their social community for improvements of the community. It includes and not limited to
volunteer works, leadership roles, and involvement with other community members.
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Individual social capital is the impact of social relations in the community on well-being on
the individual level such as an increased level of wellness or self-esteem (Mastromartino &
Zhang 2020). According to the literature, individual social capital is considered the positive
psychological outcomes from engaging in a social community. In line with this, other studies
also indicated that value is gained by engaging in a social community and it includes an
increase in self-esteem and sense of belongingness (Wann et al. 2011; Wann & James 2019).
Based on the literature, it is expected that community engagement is likely to positively
influence particularly social welling-being of a community member. According to Keyes
(1998), social well-being refers to the appraisal of one’s circumstances and society’s
functioning. He suggested that social well-being comprises of five dimensions: social
acceptance, social actualization, social contribution, social integration, and social coherence.
Social acceptance refers to the positive attitude and acknowledgment toward other people,
and social actualization refers to evaluating the potential of society and social groups. Social
contribution is the feeling of being a valuable member of society, and social integration
evaluates the quality of one’s relation with society. Lastly, social coherence refers to the
sense that social life and society are meaningful and understandable.
Individual social capital gained from engaging in an online social community is closely
related to the dimensions of social well-being. Supporting this further, prior studies also
provide evidence that a positive social relationship predicts one’s social well-being. For
example, Albanesi et al. (2007) investigated the positive relationship between sense of
community and social well-being with a sample of Italian adolescents. Wann and Weaver
(2009) further showed that identification with a sports team positively affects one’s social
well-being. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis.
H2: Fan community engagement is positively associated with social well-being.
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It is natural that when people feel enhanced well-being, they tend to support the sources
that provide it. In this sense, the role of well-being perception of consumers and its
contribution to the development of consumer behavior such as brand loyalty intentions have
been widely studied in the relevant consumer behavior literature (Kim et al. 2021). More
particularly, Huang et al. (2019) showed that a service experience that can enhance the wellbeing perception of consumers is positively associated with customer loyalty such as revisit
and recommendation intentions. Further, Lin and Chang (2020) found that enhanced
customer well-being perception from a hotel restaurant’s atmosphere positively influence
repurchase intentions of customers.
Based on the literature, it is expected that members who feel enhanced social well-being
through participating in an online fan community are likely to show loyalty intentions for the
celebrity and fan community. Particularly, it is because we expect that enhanced social wellbeing through engaging in an online fan community is likely to be more enduring and have
stronger effects on members than perception of well-being from short-term experiences with
products or services.
This view is also supported with Fredrickson’s (2001) broaden-and-build theory. The
theory posits that fulfillment of life produces more experiences of positive emotions, creating
an upward spiral. The positive emotion, in turn, broadens an individual’s momentary thoughtaction repertoire, novel thought, and openness to new relationships (Fredrickson 2001).
Therefore, it is more likely that members with a high level of social well-being feel more
positive emotions, which can lead the favorable thought-action repertoire to the sources of the
positive emotions. Therefore, based on the arguments, we propose the following hypothesis.
H3: Social well-being is positively associated with celebrity loyalty.

2.3. Negative Impacts of Fan Community Engagement on Celebrity Loyalty
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According to Algesheimer et al. (2005), normative community pressure is a
community member’s perception of extrinsic demands from the community to interact and
cooperate within the community. The normative community pressure for a community
member can come from both the community and the individual members within the
community (Lindiawati et al. 2019).
The demands from the community may be overt but often implicit coercion to
conform to the norm of the community (Algesheimer et al. 2005). Members with high
community engagement are likely to participate in community activities, which increases the
expectations of other community members. This would also result in increased pressure to
engage in community activities in order to meet heightened expectations of other members
and conform to the community’s norm. Zhu et al. (2021) also suggested that, in the context of
an online brand community, the perception of maintaining reciprocity to meet others’
demands increases normative community pressure as the activities members can do
voluntarily become something they have to do. Thus, based on the literature, we hypothesize
the following.
H4: Fan community engagement is positively associated with normative community pressure.

The increased normative community pressure can be a source of stress for community
members. The more they engage in community activities, the higher they feel pressured to
conform to the community’s norm. Algesheimer et al. (2005) noted that this could lead to
psychological reactance as the community members feel obligated to think and act in specific
ways. Psychological reactance is a “motivational state directed toward reestablishing
threatened or eliminated freedom” (Brehm 1996, p.15). Psychological reactance theory
(Brehm, 1996) explains how people respond when threatened with their freedom. Clee and
Wicklund (1980) argued that social influence could cause psychological reactance when
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social impact brings about felt pressure to force people to act in unwanted ways. They also
noted that threat to freedom that emanates from the social influence increases as the
externally-imposed pressure increases. Hence, conforming to all of the community’s norms
can be the externally-imposed pressure for the community members with high engagement in
community activities, which is likely to increase psychological reactance.
Based on this, Algesheimer et al. (2005) showed in their brand community research that
psychological reactance has a significant negative impact on the brand community members’
use of the brand and brand loyalty intentions. It is because normative community pressure is
highly likely to not only elicit negative emotions, but reduce intrinsic motivation of
community members (Fu et al. 2010). Zhu (2021) also showed that the higher perception of
normative community pressure in a brand community negatively influences a brand attitude.
Also, the psychological reactance caused by the increased normative community pressure
will likely lead the community members to evaluate their sense of social well-being
negatively.
H5: Normative community pressure is negatively associated with intentions for celebrity
loyalty behaviors.
H6: Normative community pressure is negatively associated with social well-being.

Figure 1 shows our research framework based on the proposed hypotheses

Figure 1. Research Framework and Hypotheses
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3. Research Methodology
3.1. Data Collection and Samples
We collected data from various online fan communities of different celebrities, including
singers, actors, athletes, and politicians in South Korea. Questionnaires were distributed to
members of online fan communities after we had contacted managers of the online fan
communities and received consents from managers and members. As a result, a total of 267
responses were compiled for the analysis. The demographics of respondents were as follows:
40.1% were male, and 59.9% were female. The average age for the participants was 32.67
(SD=12.86), and the average duration of membership for their respective fan communities
was 29.22 months.

3.2. Measures
The measurement items for this study were adapted from previous studies, and all of the
constructs were measured using seven-point Likert scales anchored by “strongly disagree”
and “strongly agree.” At the beginning of the survey, participants indicated whose fan
community they belonged to and the duration of their membership in months. Table 1 shows
the measurement items for each construct. Measurements for fan community engagement and
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normative community pressure were adapted from the scale developed by Algesheimer et al.
(2005). Using measurement items adapted from Keyes (1998), social well-being was
assessed. Measurements for celebrity loyalty were adapted from the scale developed by
Algesheimer et al. (2005) and Park et al. (2010). Table 1 shows the detailed measurement
items for the variables.

Table 1. Measurement Items for Constructs
Construct

Measurement items
I benefit from following the community’s rules.
I am motivated to participate in the community’s activities because I feel better
afterwards.

Community
I am motivated to participate in the community’s activities because I am able to
engagement
support other members.
I am motivated to participate in the community’s activities because I am able to
reach personal goals.
I feel close to other people.
People who do a favor expect nothing in return.
Social well-being
The world is becoming a better place for everyone.
I have something valuable to give to the world
My actions are often influenced by how other fan community members want me to
Normative
behave.
community
Since I joined the fan community, I have felt a desire to preserve my personal
pressure
freedom.
I would talk to others about [celebrity] positively.
I would buy the products that [celebrity] endorses.
Celebrity loyalty

I would pay more for the products that [celebrity] endorses than other similar
products.
I would defend [celebrity] when others speak poorly of [celebrity].
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3.3. Reliability and Validity Test
We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) by using AMOS to test convergent
and discriminant validity. The CFA model fits the data well (x2/df=3.170, p<.01, IFI=.936,
NFI=.909, CFI=.935, and RMESA=.090). Factor loadings of all measurement items were all
significant (p<.001), supporting convergent validity of constructs’ measures (Comrey 1973).
All values of average variance extracted (AVE) were greater than .5, which indicates that the
latent variables have a high degree of reliability (Fornell & Bookstein 1982). As shown in
Table 2, the square root of AVE is greater than any of the correlations among the constructs,
which indicates sufficient discriminant validity. Furthermore, all composite reliability values
for each construct are greater than .60, suggesting that all constructs have sufficient internal
consistency (Bagozzi & Yi 1988).

Table 2. AVE and Correlations between Constructs, and Composite Reliability
Fan
Community
Engagement
Fan
Community
Engagement
Social
Well-being
Normative
Community
Pressure
Celebrity
Loyalty

Social
Well-being

Normative
Community
Pressure

Celebrity
Loyalty

.885

.431*

0.817

.451*

.113

.831

.563*

.476*

.086

.865

AVE

Composite
Reliability

.783

.935

.669

.888

.692

.803

.749

.922

Note. Values on the diagonal are the square root of average variance extracted (AVE). Values below the
diagonal are the correlations between constructs. * p < .01.
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3.4. Hypothesis Test
A hypothesis test was conducted with structural equation modeling analysis using
AMOS. The fit statistics of structural equation modeling showed that the hypothesized model
fits the data well (x2/df=3.313, p<.01, RMSEA=.093, NFI=.902, IFI=.930, and CFI=.929).
The analysis results showed that fan community engagement positively influences
celebrity loyalty (β=.580, p<.01) in supporting H1. The results of path analysis showed that fan
community engagement positively affects social well-being (β=.606, p<.01) and normative
community pressure (β=.593, p<.01), which supports H2 and H4, respectively. Social wellbeing positively influences celebrity loyalty (β=.325, p<.01), and normative community
pressure negatively influences celebrity loyalty (β=-.222, p<.01), which supports H3 and H5,
respectively. Finally, normative community pressure negatively influences social well-being
(β=-.201, p<.05) in support of H6. Therefore, we confirmed that all proposed hypotheses are
supported by the data. Figure 2 shows the results of the hypothesis test.

Figure 2. Results of Hypothesis Test (**p<.01, *p<.05)

4. General Discussion
4.1. Summary
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This study revealed the positive and negative effects of engaging in fan communities
on celebrity loyalty behaviors. By analyzing data collected from various online fan
communities, our analysis showed that fan community engagement increases members’ social
well-being, enhancing members’ loyalty behaviors to celebrities. Further, our analysis also
showed that fan community engagement increases the normative community pressure for
members, decreasing the loyalty behaviors for celebrities. Moreover, the increased normative
community pressure decreased members’ social well-being, ultimately reducing celebrity
loyalty.

4.2. Implications
As the role of fans and fan communities becomes significant in supporting celebrities,
previous studies have attempted to address the dynamics in fan communities (Han et al. 2014;
Kim & Kim 2017; Jun et al. 2018). However, even though the significance of fan communities
has been noted, this research area remains relatively unexplored (Kim & Kim 2017). In this
regard, our research findings contribute to the extant literature by extending the body of
knowledge on celebrities and fan communities.
As studies have shown that online social communities are not always beneficial
(Hickman & Ward 2007; Algesheimer et al. 2005), examining how fan community
engagement can have a possible negative impact on members and celebrities is significant.
To the best of our knowledge, the present study is one of the first studies to examine both
positive and negative impacts of fan community engagement on a member’s well-being and
celebrity loyalty in the same conceptual model. In addition, our study has further theoretical
contributions by showing that engaging in a fan community can result in both positive and
negative outcomes for supporting celebrities, as previous studies have mainly focused on the
positive aspects of fan communities.
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Since business research has focused on finding a way to increase marketing
performances, the role of consumers’ quality of life can provide meaningful insights in this
regard. Furthermore, this study brought positive psychological perspectives, such as social
well-being, to fan community study and revealed the positive link between members’ social
well-being and celebrity loyalty. This finding contributes to the existing literature by
highlighting the importance of enhancing members’ quality of life in increasing marketing
performances, such as purchase intentions, and generating positive word-of-mouth for
celebrities and products associated with celebrities.
We believe that our findings can also provide valuable insights for practitioners in the
entertainment industry in terms of how to manage fan communities for supporting celebrities.
According to the self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan 2000), autonomy is one of the
individuals’ important innate psychological needs for optimal functioning. As the increased
normative community pressure negatively influences members’ social well-being and
celebrity loyalty, it is important to minimize the negative impact by emphasizing autonomy
when practitioners design group-based fan community activities.
Nowadays, the range and area of fan communities are becoming wide, which involve
more than simply buying albums or celebrity-related goods for consumption as a fan; they are
also active in actions like donating under the name of the celebrity, establishing foundations,
and investing in stock for the entertainment companies. These activities can be considered
positive purposes for the celebrity, but individual members can indeed feel the pressure to
participate in various activities. Online fan community structure and activities can increase
the normative pressure, which can harm the loyalty of the celebrity. Besides, the fan
community in the online environment can allow particular members to see every member’s
online activity on the website, for example, frequency of accessing the website, suggesting
opinions, and posting or reading content. It clearly shows online fan community has the
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critical condition that can increase normative pressure in general. The degree of participation
in the online activities on the website may indicate the commitment level of the online fan
community. For example, this can lead members with low commitment levels in online
activities to face pressure and discrimination from other active members. Accordingly,
reducing normative pressure by emphasizing autonomy in online activity is crucial to
enhancing positive outcomes.
With the comprehensive view based on our results, in order to increase fans’ loyalty
behavior, it is important to make members feel socially connected by providing enough
opportunities for members participating in various group activities. At the same time, more
importantly, these group activities should not be conducted by force, but should be conducted
on voluntary basis. The loyalty behaviors towards celebrities and their online fan community
can enhance when members will feel the sense of autonomy through voluntary and selective
participations in the supporting activities.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research
Despite the contributions, our study also has limitations that future research can address.
Previous studies tried to distinguish a hero from a celebrity (North et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2010).
North et al. (2005, p40) defined a hero as “someone who produced ideas or objects of
considerable and lasting importance to society, and who may or may not be well-known,” and
a celebrity as “someone who is well-known but who are perceived as producing ideas or objects
that have had less (or no) impact on society for a shorter period time.” Based on the literature,
a hero has stronger influences on both societal and individual levels than a celebrity. Therefore,
it is expected that the more members perceive their celebrity as a heroe, the stronger the positive
impact of a fan community on members’ quality of life takes place. As the current study did
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not incorporate this into research design, it is suggested that future studies examine this to
extend our findings.
In addition, the current study analyzed cross-sectional data collected from fan
communities. Since members’ quality of life from engaging with other fan community
members plays significant roles in fan communities, mixed methodology by combining a
quantitative method with a qualitative method such as in-depth interview would provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the dynamics in fan communities and celebrity loyalty.
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CHANNEL INTEGRATION IN THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY.
EFFECTS ON OMNICHANNEL QUALITY AND REPURCHASE INTENTION
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Structural Equation Modeling

We analyze the effects of channel integration in and between differen purchase stages in the customer journey, and give novel insight into how these stages effect each other and how channel
integration effects repurchase intention over the customer journey.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Omnichannel firms use channel integration, i.e., technology-based solutions that allow consumers
to execute interactive activities across sales channels (e.g., Banerjee 2014), to provide a seamless
experience in the consumer journey.
Scholars have broadly studied direct and indirect effects of perceived channel integration on
consumer behavior (e.g., loyalty, purchase intention, Cao and Li 2015). They mostly studied channel integration evaluations that translate to behavior through image, value, experience, or quality
(but not omnichannel quality, e.g., Gao et al. 2021). Some contradictory results emerge (e.g.,
Frasquet and Miquel 2017 found partial mediation, Hamouda 2019 full mediation on loyalty
through satisfaction, while Yang et al. (2017) find that the role of satisfaction disappears by including quality as mediator). Most studies do not yield insights into both the effects of accessible but
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likely differently diagnostic integration options on purchase behavior in the stages of the consumer
journey, and the link of integration in the pre-purchase to purchase stage.
This study addresses these research gaps by analyzing two research questions. First, does perceived channel integration in both stages affect repurchase intention differently, and how does
the link of pre-purchase to purchase stage translate into behavior? Second, how does consumers’
online shopping experience moderate these effects?
Method and Data
Eighteen trained interviewers conducted face-to-face in-home interviews at three timepoints by
using standardized questionnaires. In summary, 410 respondents could be included in this study.
Sixteen further cases were omitted based on Mahalanobis distance. The procedure lead to 394
observations per wave. Tests revealed deviation from multivariate normality and an mean-adjusted maximum likelihood estimator, which provides robust chi-square tests (Maydeu-Olivares
2017), was chosen to test the hypotheses.
Pretests were used to identify the most useful pre-purchase and purchase channel integrations. A clear preference for either four integration options in the pre-purchase and purchase
stage emerges, which we use in the main study by asking respondents again about the usefulness for their purchases.
Tests for channel integration´s endogeneity was conducted and assured by the instrumental
variable approach (Stock and Watson 2019, p. 270). A problem of endogeneity is reduced. Additionally, measurement invariance was determined to ensure the comparability of the results
across the time points (Van de Schoot et al. 2012).
Sequential mediation model with longitudinal parameters was applied using Mplus 8.3 as
was the LMS approach for the latent interaction effect, i.e., continuous latent moderator and
conditional effects, to predict the moderated mediation.
Summary of Findings
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Regarding our first research question, we emphasize that firms indirectly participate in the most
useful channel integration options in the pre-purchase and purchase stage for consumers. While
most studies address the effects of perceived channel integration either jointly or in single stages of
the customer journey, our results extend both research streams. We believe to provide three major
theoretical implications.
Regarding our second research question, a high consumers´ online shopping experience at time of
pre-pruchase stage negatively moderates the indirect effect of the most useful pre-pruchase channel
integrations via omnichannel quality on repurchase intention. Similar, consumers´ online shopping
experience at purchase stage negatively moderates the indirect effect of the most useful purchase
channel integrations on repurchase intention through omnichannel quality. Thus, consumers´ online
shopping experience can be understood as a superior cue (Lee et al. 2019). These results pro-vide
novel implications for channel integration by analyzing the effect at two points in time in a longitudinal design (Shen et al. 2018). For managers responsible for channel integration in omnichannel
firms, our study helps to better address consumers by predicting the effects of both perceived channel integrations in the pre-purchase and purchase stages, also due to in-creasing consumers’ online
shopping experience.
Key Contributions
First, we contribute to extant research by disentangling the effects of most useful integration
forms selected by consumers in the pre-purchase and purchase stage, as those are of paramount
importance for seamless experience in the consumer journey (Lemon and Verhoef 2016). We conceptualize the indirect effects of channel integration in both stages through omnichannel quality.
We test for direct effects, but indirect paths provide novel insights into the relative importance of
channel integration along the consumer journey. We hypothesize total effects, because channel integration in the pre-purchase likely affects those in the purchase stage, and totally translates into
repurchase intentions of consumers with purchase experience with a retailer over time. Moreover,
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we theoretically contribute to a further application of the accessibility-diagnosticity theory (Feldman and Lynch 1988).
Second, consumers’ online shopping experience (Melis et al. 2015), is a possible diagnostic cue
for repurchase intentions. We refer to studies showing that higher levels of experience reduce channel integration effects (e.g., Shen et al. 2018), but contribute to research by initially analyzing its
role for pre-purchase and purchase channel-integration simultaneously. Theoretically, we study
whether the original cue, changes when a possible superior cue, i.e., online shopping experience, is
available.

References are available upon request.
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CONSTRUING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT FROM CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
WITH SERVICE PROVIDERS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CHATBOTS:
THE CONTINGENT ROLE OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Tai Anh Kieu, Ho Chi Minh City Open University
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Keywords: Customer experience; Artificial intelligence; Customer engagement; Emotional
intelligence; Chatbot
Description: Businesses have been increasingly paying attention to managing customer
experience, and one of the strategies is to deploy artificial intelligence(AI)-enabled chatbots in
their interaction with customers. This study examines the impact of customer experience with
human service providers and AI-enabled chatbots on customer engagement and the contingent
role of emotional intelligence on the relationships between both types of customer experience
and customer engagement.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions
AI-enabled chatbots are unique because they combine technologies to simulate human
intelligence in processing information and responding to customers, creating practical and
highly flexible solutions to specific situations (Abdulquadri et al., 2021). AI chatbots are a
business need because they can instantly communicate with customers at any time and place
(Kieu et al., 2020), thereby facilitating customer engagement. In light of Blau’s (1964) social
exchange theory, customer engagement represents the reciprocation process in which
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customers who enjoy a favourable experience with an object would likely reciprocate by
engaging with the object (Pervan et al., 2009). Nonetheless, it is noted that AI lacks the
emotional intelligence (EI), arguably the essence of human intelligence, to recognise difficult
human situations and respond appropriately (Huang & Rust, 2020). Feelings are inextricably
linked to intellectual processes, which affect the content, expression, and manner in which
humans experience feelings (Macula, 2017). Whether AI chatbots could impact customer
behaviour across market settings remains to be tested. Amid the growing interest in customer
experience management across touchpoints (Kuppelwieser & Klaus, 2021), this study
examines whether the formation of customer engagement from customer experience with both
AI chatbots and service providers on customer engagement is contingent on emotional
intelligence.
Method and Data
To achieve the research aim, this study employed a quantitative research design. The research
was conducted in Vietnam, a context frequently suggested in emerging market literature
(Sheth, 2011). The scale items of constructs were adopted from extant literature: Customer
experience with service providers from Prentice and Nguyen (2020); Customer experience with
AI chatbots from Roy et al. (2017); Customer engagement from Rather (2020); and Emotional
intelligence from Law et al. (2004). Using convenience sampling, this study collected 565
responses. The survey subjects are customers using AI-enabled chatbot support services for
their queries on mobile applications, websites, or social channels of service providers that
adopted AI to empower their autoresponder. After the quality screening, 536 responses were
usable for data analysis. Descriptive statistics show survey sample consisted of 52% male and
48% female. The age group of the survey sample accounted for the highest percentage from 18
years old under 30 years old, accounting for 44%, and the lowest was over 40 years old,
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accounting for 9%. The group with a university degree accounted for the highest percentage,
52%. SmartPLS software was used for data analysis.
Summary of Findings
Two items were omitted because one AVE value was less than the required threshold of 0.5
(Hair et al., 2019). PLS-SEM re-run findings showed that scale reliability and convergent
validity were satisfactory: the lowest Cronbach’s alpha coefficient value was 0.89; the lowest
CR value was 0.91; the minimum AVE was 0.54; all values were higher than the required
thresholds (Hair et al., 2019). Therefore, the scales’ convergent validity was deemed
satisfactory. Results showed that the largest of HTMT values is 0.82, less than the threshold of
0.9. Thus, all constructs in the research achieved discriminant validity. The results show that
customer experience with service providers significantly influences customer engagement
(β=0.49, p<0.001). In contrast, customer experience with AI chatbots has a lesser yet positive
impact on customer engagement (β=0.14, p<0.001). This result is consistent with Parise et al.
(2016) and Makudza (2020). Besides, emotional intelligence significantly affects customer
engagement (β=0.44, p<0.001). Furthermore, the findings show that emotional intelligence
regulates the formation of customer engagement from both customer experience with service
providers (β=0.06, p=0.025) and customer experience with AI chatbots (β =-0.08, p=0.007).
The results are also consistent with Prentice et al. (2020).
Key Contributions
First, the study contributes to the digital transformation literature with theoretical insights into
the impact of customer experience of AI-empowered chatbots and customer experience with
human service providers on customer engagement. The study recognises the use of AI chatbots
as a tool to deliver a positive customer experience and customer engagement. Second, the study
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explains how technology can impact customer behaviour from an emerging country’s
perspective. Customer access to technology is a documented concern in the emerging market
literature (Viswanathan & Sridharan, 2012). The research also extends the emotional
intelligence (EI) body of knowledge concerning the contingent role of EI in the relationship
between customer experience with either humans or chatbots and customer engagement.
The findings also offer practical implications for managers and businesses. Managers need to
pay attention to internal marketing and branding efforts, including employee training, and
improving employee attitudes and performance so that frontline service providers can deliver
good experience to customers. The study also highlights that AI chatbots can be used as an
alternative tool to deliver customer experience and drive customer engagement. Businesses can
profile different customer groups of different EI levels and manage customer experience
differently with the data collected.
References are available upon request.
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CONSUMERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF PARTNERING SERVICE BRANDS: THE ROLES
OF BRANDS’ PERCEIVED SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question: This paper explores the ways in which consumers perceptions of brands’
sustainable development goals (SDGs) may influence perceptions of partnership authenticity and
predict consumer loyalty towards partnering brands, in a cross-national context.
Method and Data: Data collected from American, French, Turkish, Chinese and Taiwanese
respondents (n=1241) were used to study the relationships between a Mega Sport Event
Organizer – the International Olympic Committee (IOC), one of its sponsors, Airbnb, and their
consumers.
Summary of Findings: Findings reveal a significant relationship between the perceptions of
each partner’s SDGs and the perceptions of the partnership (through SDG-congruity and
partnership authenticity). The positive influences of brands’ perceived SDGs, SDG-congruity,
and partnership authenticity on customer loyalty are demonstrated. Findings exhibit a positive
relationship between SDG-congruity and partnership authenticity.
Key Contributions: From a conceptual standpoint, the research’s contributions to categorization
theory and elaboration likelihood model are discussed. Practical implications for marketers who
want to get more from their CSR strategy are presented. In particular, SDGs present an
interesting opportunity to reconcile the perceptions of internal and external stakeholders,
including partners, regarding CSR initiatives and to improve marketing communication
strategies.
References are available upon request.
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DIVERGING EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL CLEANSING ON CONSUMERS’ MORAL
JUDGMENTS AND DECISIONS
Jungkeun Kim, Auckland University of Technology
Yuri Seo, University of Auckland
Jongwon Park, Korea University
Contact Info: For further information, please contact Jungkeun Kim, Associate Professor of
Auckland University of Technology (jungkeun.kim@aut.ac.nz).
Key words: physical cleansing, moral judgments, ethical choice, embodied cognition
ABSTRACT
Physical cleansing acts, such as handwashing, are ubiquitous in consumers’ daily lives. However,
cleansing acts can produce an unintended effect on subsequent moral judgments and decisions
through the metaphorical association between physical cleanliness and moral purity. Across 10
studies that involved real and imagined consumer decisions across a wide range of unethical
consumer behaviors, we demonstrate that a physical cleansing act leads consumers to judge their
own (others’) unethical behaviors more (less) harshly. These diverging effects are theoretically
due to two distinct mechanisms associated with the actor’s versus observer’s perspective. We
also find that transgression extremity moderates the cleansing effect, but only under the
observer’s perspective; when the judged unethical behavior is an extreme violation of morality,
physical cleansing increases rather than decreases the severity of moral judgments. Theoretical
and practical implications of findings are discussed.
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Extended Abstract
Conceptual Framework

While the online shopping market continues to grow (Ecommerce News, 2019), it faces
the challenge of perceiving uncertainty more strongly than offline shopping (Rathee &
Rajain, 2019). In response to these challenges, psychological ownership has received
attention in recent years (Liu, Batra, & Wang, 2017). Psychological ownership defined to
the perception of an object as "It’s mine!" and refers to state in which a consumer
perceives that a target is closely connected to the self to object (Pierce et al., 2001, 2003).
Psychological ownership has increase product evaluation and purchase intentions in
online environments where the product cannot be directly touched (Luangrath, Peck,
Hedgcock, & Xu, 2021), there is growing interest in how to make people perceive
psychological ownership.
On the other hand, a growing number of studies have recently addressed when
psychological ownership is reduced (Kirk et al., 2018). Among them, it has been reported
that the perceived size of a product leads to the association that the product is difficult to
handle, which decreases perceived control, an antecedent of psychological ownership,
and consequently decreases psychological ownership (Kamleitner & Suessenbach, 2019).
On the other hand, size perception is closely related to weight perception, and perceiving
the size of an object is simultaneously perceiving its weight (Ordabayeva & Chandon,
2013). However, while the perception of size has been shown to lead to a decrease in
psychological ownership, the effect of the related perception of weight on psychological
ownership has not been clarified.
Therefore, the present study focuses on the effect of perceived weight of a product on
the perception of psychological ownership. Prior research has suggested that perceiving
the weight of an object leads to a decrease in mental simulation (Intons-Peterson &
Roskos-Ewoldsen, 1989; Proffitt et al., 2003). Since the fluency of mental simulation to
an object influences the perception of a sense of control over that object and environment
(Liu, Jian, & Chan, 2019), the perception of weight that decreases mental simulation leads
to a decrease in psychological ownership. It is expected that weight perception, which
decreases mental simulation, will lead to a decrease in psychological ownership.
Therefore, this study exploratively tested the hypothesis that perceived weight of a
product would negatively affect the sense of control over the product and, consequently,
reduce psychological ownership.
Method

In the study, weight perception was primed by presenting the weight of the "thermos"
in grams (800g vs. 300g). However, in the case of light thermos, the lightness may
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increase the evaluation due to the convenience of carrying (e.g., Sharma & Romero, 2020).
Therefore, in order to confirm the effect of the weight of the thermos on the product
evaluation, we pretested the stimulus using in the study. The Pretest was conducted on 93
participants from Cloudworks, Japan's online crowdsourcing services (female=52,
Mage=38.38, SDage=9.90). In the Pretest, the price of the thermos was standardized, and
the participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions described as 800g
(heavy condition) or 300g (light condition). As a result, there were no significant
differences in "perceived quality" (p<.877), "preference" (p<.709), "attractiveness"
(p<.758), and "purchase intention" (p<.935) between the two groups.
Next, we conducted a survey 255 participants (female=157, Mage=39.31, SDage=10.28)
from Cloudworks and Using a thermos of the experimental material identified in the
Pretest. The experimental participants were randomly assigned to one of the two
conditions (800g heavy vs. 300g light). Then, we conducted a manipulation check on the
priming of the product weight perception. As a result, we confirmed that there was a
significant difference (p<.001) in the perception of weight in the two conditions of
thermos (Mheavy =4.35 vs. Mlight=3.33).
Psychological ownership measured four items as “I feel like I own this thermos”, “I
feel like this is my thermos”, “I sense that this thermos is MINE”, “Personally, I feel like
I'm the owner of thermos”(α=.95, CR=.96, AVE=.86), and perceived control measured
three items as “I feel that I can handle the thermos the way I want”, ”I feel I can use the
thermos the way I want”, ”I feel a sense of control over the use of the thermos” (α=.80,
CR=.88, AVE=.71) (Brown et al., 2014; Shu & Peck, 2011 ). These scales were measured
using a seven-point Likert-type scales of "Strongly disagree"(1) to "Strongly agree"(7).
Results

Perceived control of the product Two weight conditions were coded (Heavy=0 vs.
Light=1) as independent variables, and a one-way analysis of variance for perceived
control was conducted. The results showed that the effect of product weight (F
(1,253)=6.570, p=.011, n2p =.025) was significant. The heavy thermos condition
(Mheavy=4.791, SD=1.040) having a lower perceived sense of control over the product
than those in the light thermos condition (Mlight=5.110, SD=.941).
Mediation Analysis. Mediation analysis was conducted to test whether the product
weight would weak psychological ownership (PROCESS macro, Model4, Hayes 2018;
10,000 bootstrap sample). The results indicated that the perceived weight of the product
influenced perceived control (B=.319, p=.011), which increased psychological ownership
(B =.646, p<.001). In addition, the indirect effect through perceived control (.21, 95%CI
[.05, .37]) was significant.
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Serial Mediation Analysis. Then, I conducted serial mediation analysis (PROCESS
macro Model 6; Hayes, 2018) to confirm whether the perception of product weight
mediates the sense of control and psychological ownership to decrease purchase intention
(M1: perceived control, M2: psychological ownership). Result indicated confidence
intervals (CI) using 10,000 bootstraps for confirming the indirect effect and the results
showed that the serial indirect effect (.08, 95% CI [.018, .156]) was significant.
Conclusions

This research focus on how the weight of a product affects the development of a
consumer's sense of ownership in an Online environment. Results show that perceiving
the weight of a product takes away the sense of control and thus reduces the sense of
psychological ownership. To our best knowledge, this is the first study to show that the
factor of product weight reduces the sense of control, and it adds new insights into the
mechanism of psychological ownership. These insights suggest that in an online
environment, cues such as the size and weight of a product that may be difficult to handle
may have a negative impact on the sense of ownership. (e.g. Kamleitner & Suessenbach,
2019).
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Donate to Get Along or Ahead: Persuading Messages for Private Information Donation
Statement of Key Contributions
This research will contribute to the literature in the areas of information processing,
social cognition, and how they apply to consumer persuasion, specifically in solicitating
donations of private information. The goal of this research is to extend social cognition and
heuristic-systematic information processing theory into the under-examined arena of prosocial
behaviour in the context of donation of an individual’s private information. This is accomplished
by examining the relationship between perceived persuasiveness and communal salience through
the lens of heuristic information processing. Specifically, we define a novel mechanism for
perceived persuasiveness and demonstrate through our approach the application of communion,
one of social cognition theory’s fundamental dimensions, to pro-social private information
donation. This deepens our understanding of message processing by consumers in a new type of
donation for the public good, contributing the literature of prosocial behaviour and persuasion.
Research on charitable giving and donations have studied in depth mechanism surrounding other
donation types, such as money, time, organ, blood, reproductive (sperm, egg, embryo), or inkind, yet there is a lack of donation research in the more novel area of private information. This
leaves a hole in our literature that must be answered.
The research outcomes will also have more practical applications with managerial and
consumer implications. Non-profits organization will be able to utilize this deeper understanding
of message processing to create more effective persuasive messages when soliciting donations of
private information from consumers for the public good. This work will highlight the primacy of
heuristic processing to communal salience messaging, demonstrating that it is done with less
effort, and faster, creating a message perceived as more convincing by prospective donors.
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Extended Abstract
After COVID-19 emerged in Canada, the COVID Alert app was released to monitor the
pandemic and provide insight into the effectiveness of containment measures (Government of Canada,
2020). In practice, privacy concerns impeded people’s willingness to use it (Daigle, 2020; National
Post, 2020). This raised the question of how individuals can be persuaded to give up some of their
privacy and make their information available for the greater good.
The two forms of persuasive messages occur: informational and normative. Informational
messages use justification, evidence and confidence in the source to accept and integrate new views,
and are processed systematically (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Alternatively, normative messages
focus on the actions and beliefs of others, and encourages the use of them to guide one’s own
behaviour (Aronson, Wilson, & Akert, 2005). Strack and Deutch (2005) posit that when processing
environmental information heuristic cognition, not systematic cognition, is primary. Thus, cues in the
environment such as communal and agentic information in a persuasive message, are processed
within the heuristic system, but may not be processed systemically, due to distraction, or lack of
cognitive resources.
Similarly linked to the different cognitive processing systems are the basic dimensions of
social cognition and behaviour: communion and agency (Bakan, 1966; Abele & Wojciszke, 2013).
For communal information, heuristic processing is dominant, and for agentic information, the
systematic process is dominant (Strack & Deutch, 2005). The dimensions focus on different
conceptual areas, with the agentic dimension focusing on goal-achievement and task functioning,
and the communal dimension focusing on social functioning and relationships. This is particularly
salient as research suggest individuals exhibit a preference to prioritize processing communal
information over agentic (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Leach, Ellemers & Barreto, 2007; Ybarra
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et al., 2008). Communal traits are prioritized and recognized sooner in lexical decision tasks (Ybarra,
Chan, & Park, 2001), are more accurate when used for real-person global impression predictions from
trait descriptions (Wojciszke et al., 1998), and are given more importance for approach vs.
avoidance decisions (Fiske, 1992; Peeters, 2001; Peeters & Czapinski, 1990; Wojciszke,
Bazinska, & Jaworski, 1998).
In our research, we theorize that a message can be created that causes the activation of
heuristic communal information processing, resulting in a higher perceived persuasiveness of the
message and willingness to share private information. Since communal traits are of primary
relevance in person perception, donation messages inducing the communal dimension will be
weighted heavier in a potential donor’s perceived social judgments. Based on this, we
hypothesize:
H1: Consumers primed with communion (vs. control) will perceive a normative appeal to
donate private information more persuasive, resulting in a higher willingness to donate.
H2: Heuristic information processing will mediate the effect of communal salience on the
perceived persuasiveness of a normative appeal to donate private information.
Study 1
The purpose of this study is to conceptualize the usage of agency and communion in real-life
donation soliciting language for use in subsequent testing of H1 and H2. A data set of 48 private data
donation messages found on websites soliciting private information donation was created. Human and
machine coding using Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software were used to evaluate the
communal and agentic content of the messages.
Results
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Agentic and Communal Content. Communal content is used more often. From the first method
of coding, a paired samples t-Test shows the mean evaluation of donation persuasive message
communal level was higher (MCommunal = 4.85; SDCommunal = 2.07; MAgentic = 3.3; SDAgentic = 2.2; p =
.01). A paired samples t-Test on the LIWC coding replicated the human coding and showed the
mean evaluation of the donation persuasive message’s communal level again being marginally
higher (MCommunal = 20.48; SDCommunal = 9.27; MAgentic = 18.14; SDAgentic = 6.82; p = .079).
Study 2
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the direct positive effects of communal salience
messages on perceived persuasiveness and willingness to donate private information for public
good in a controlled laboratory setting.
Sample
309 undergraduate students (54.5% male, mean age 20 years) participated in the study for
course credit. Half the participants were instructed to read the communal donation message:
“Share as much, or as little, as you like and discover the value your life online can bring into
other people in the world. Contribute to our campaign today - you can become part of our of the
way our community develops in the future.”, the other half to read the control donation message:
“Contribute to our campaign today - you can become part of our of the way our community
develops in the future”. Participants then answered a series of questions to measure perceived
persuasiveness of the donation appeal, and willingness to donate their private medical
information (blood type, biometric, DNA information). Participants were also asked to evaluate
how communal and agentic was the message as a manipulation check. The questionnaire also
contained demographic questions.
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Results
Manipulation checks. The communal message was perceived as more communal
(MCommunal = 4.71, SDCommunal = 1.17; MControl = 4.31, SDControl = 1.48; F(1,308)=6.876, p=.009).
There is no significant difference in term of agentic evaluation between the two messages
(MCommunal = 3.86, SDCommunal = 1.23; MControl = 3.66, SDControl = 1.44; F(1,307)=1.803, p=.180).
Dependent measures. Participants’ perceived persuasiveness of the communal message
is significantly higher than for the control message (MCommunal_Persuasiveness = 4.59,
SDCommunal_Persuasiveness = 1.10; MControl_Persuasiveness = 4.00, SDControl_Persuasiveness = 1.41;
F(1,308)=16.757, p<.001). Participants who read the communal message also showed
significantly higher willingness to donate their private information (MCommunal_Willingness = 3.40,
SDCommunal_ Willingness = 1.46; MControl_ Willingness = 3.04, SDControl_Willingness = 1.41; F(1,308)=4.796,
p=.029).

p = 0.029
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Figure 1. Consumer’s Willingness to Donate Private Information
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General Discussion
Study 1 demonstrates the relative popularity of agency and communion constructs in realworld appeals and confirms communal content being used more often. Study 2 demonstrates the
direct positive effects of communal salience messages on consumer’s perceived persuasiveness
and willingness to donate private information for public good. Future studies will examine the
mediating effect of heuristic information cognition processing.
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E-SCOOTERS, PERCEIVED VALUE AND USERS’ SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING: AN
EMPIRICAL STUDY ABOUT ORGANIZATION-BASED SHARED MICROMOBILITY

Maximilian Schwing*, TSM-Research, University of Toulouse 1 Capitole, CNRS, France

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Maximilian Schwing, TSMResearch, University of Toulouse 1 Capitole, CNRS, France (maximilian.schwing@tsmeducation.fr).
Keywords: Micromobility; Organization-based; Real use; Continuance intention; Perceived value;
Well-being
Description: This empirical paper investigates the shared use of micromobility in organizationbased environments and incorporates consumer’s perceived value dimensions and subjective wellbeing to explain continuance intention and real use behavior.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Shared micromobility is an innovative way of short-distance transportation that can reduce
reliance on using private vehicles, especially in urban areas, and thus can contribute to improved
human well-being. However, shared micromobility in public environments is controversially
debated, e.g., because of consumer-behavior related problems such as random parked vehicles,
risky riding behavior and vandalism. Organization-based shared micromobility is deployed in
limited areas such as university or office campuses, only available to the respective members of
an organization or community, and one promising way to solve consumer-behavior related
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problems of micromobility solutions in public settings. This article is the first to investigate
factors that influence continuance intention of using organization-based shared micromobility.
Coming from the expectation-confirmation model, we analyze how constructs from consumer’s
perceived value theory influence subjective well-being, which in turn should influence
continuance intention and real use behavior. To test our framework, we use structural equation
modeling with survey and real-world usage data from DHBW Drive, a field laboratory for
micromobility at the Baden-Württemberg Cooperative State University in Stuttgart, Germany,
that represents the first organization-based e-scooter sharing system in Germany.

Method and Data
Our sample is based on an online survey with registered users of DHBW Drive from 4th to 24th
November 2021. All measurement items were based on and adapted from previous studies and
collected on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = fully disagree, 7 = fully agree). The survey included
one attention check (i.e., “I am not paying attention at all in this survey. Please tick ‘Do not agree
at all’”) to detect inattentive respondents. We only included responses without missing values and
that passed the attention check. Finally, a total of 264 responses were valid for statistical analysis.
95% of our respondents were students and 5% staff. The gender distribution of our respondents
was 22% females and 78% males. Furthermore, the median age was 20 years.
To measure real continuance usage, we used usage data provided by the backend system of DHBW
Drive. We used the total number of bookings [#] and total-driven distance [km] per user, measured
from the time of completion of the online-survey until the end of January 2022.
To test our model and the hypotheses, we conducted structural equation modeling (SEM) using the
software R 4.1.1 and the lavaan package.
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Summary of Findings
First, subjective well-being with an organization-based micromobility service is a strong and
significant predictor that influences the decision to further use the service (β = .673, p < .001). The
more users feel positive physiological, psychological and mental improvements through the use of
the service, the higher the intention to further use will be.
Second, continuance intention to use significantly and positively affects the actual real-world
continuance usage (β = .288, p < .001). During our collection period, respondents, who stated
higher level of continuance intention, did use the service more often after completing the survey
than respondents with lower level of continuance intention. The empirical confirmation of the
positive relationship is particularly important as in most ECM studies this link is not shown as real
behavior data is missing.
Third, users’ perceived value is manifold, as all four perceived value dimensions significantly
influence subjective well-being with an organization-based shared micromobility service.
Concerning impact, perceived hedonic value (β = .288, p < .001) has the strongest effect on
subjective well-being, followed by economic value (β = .187, p < .01), utilitarian value (β = .183,
p < .05) and environmental value (β = .141, p < .05).

Statement of Key Contributions
Micromobility innovations, especially in urban and short-distance settings, are playing a critical
role in user’s future mobility behavior and well-being. Prior research has examined the adoption
intention, with limited attention paid to continuance intention. Therefore, our study contributes to
practice and academe in the following ways: First and coming from the expectation-confirmation
model, we show that subjective well-being is a key antecedent of continuance intention of
organization-based shared micromobility. Second, we demonstrate that users’ well-being is
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significantly influenced by perceived hedonic, utilitarian, economic and environmental value.
Third, we operationalize the conceptual model using survey and actual real-world usage data,
which is rare in the literature.
From a non-academic perspective, the results inform shared micromobility providers and potential
customers (e.g., universities, office campuses, and businesses), policymakers, and transportation
planners seeking to improve shared mobility usage in organizational and urban settings. For
providers, our article gives recommendations for efficient and effective marketing and
communication, as we highlight the relevance of consumer perceived values for users’ subjective
well-being. From a customer perspective, it is relevant because it not only examines the value
dimensions of users, but also highlights the impact on users’ subjective well-being, which should
be a concern of any organization.
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Description: Drawing on construal-level theory (CLT) and temporal distance, in this study we
examine how message orientations of green claims using temporal construal affects consumers’
evaluation of self-enhancement brands’ products.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research QuestionGreen claims (GC) are terms and phrases describing social and environmental
characteristics of products and producers. ‘Biodegradable’ and ‘Environmentally friendly’ are
examples of green claims. However, luxury brands do not widely use GC while promoting their
sustainable products due to incompatibility of brand concepts (Beckham & Voyer, 2014). We
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propose the following hypotheses:
H1: Consumers when exposed to messages whose orientation involves high -level GC and a
temporally distant purchase compared to those exposed to three other types of message frames
(i.e., messages whose orientation involves high-level green claims and temporally imminent
purchase, low-level GC and a temporally imminent purchase, and low-level GC and temporally
distant purchase) will have a higher processing fluency, which will lead to a more positive product
evaluation.
H2: Green orientation of consumers moderates the indirect effect of the cross product (message
orientation * temporal frame) on product evaluation through processing fluency. Relative to those
who have low green orientation, consumers with high green orientation will evaluate the product
more positively for a message that is construed with high-level GC and a temporally distant
purchase than a product whose message is construed in either of the three types of message frames
because of higher processing fluency.
Method and DataDrawing on construal-level theory (CLT) and temporal distance, in this study we examine
how message orientations of GC using temporal construal affects consumers’ evaluation of selfenhancement brands’ products. First, we conducted a social semiotic analysis of Stella
McCartney’s GC as an exploratory study. The socio-semiotic study was conducted on Stella
McCartney’s 645 still image posts from 2018 Instagram account. Next, we conducted a survey
experiment. The realistic stimuli for the survey experiment were created based on the findings of
the socio-semiotic study. 369 respondents were recruited from Amazon MTurk (AMP).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four message frames conditions: 1) high-level
green claims and temporally distant purchase (n=106), 2) high-level green claims and temporally
2
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imminent purchase (n=98), 3) low-level green claims and temporally distant purchase (n=79), 4)
low-level green claims and temporally imminent purchase (n=88). We adopted standard scales for
the measurement of the constructs.
Summary of FindingsWe did not observe any significant effects of the cross product (construal level * temporal
distance) on processing fluency. This was inconsistent with the previous studies (e.g., Kim et al.,
2009), but it can be due to the influence of green orientation. Nex t, a moderation analysis was
performed using SPSS macro PROCESS 3.1. After controlling for brand knowledge, there was a
significant interaction effect of the cross product (construal level * temporal distance) and green
orientation (F (1,366) = 6.93, p < .01). We conducted a floodlight analysis using Johnson -Neyman
approach for detailed conditional effects. When individuals’ green orientation was higher than
5.979, the effect of a high construal level and high temporal distance message was positive.
However, when individuals’ green orientation was lower than 3.112, the effect was negative. The
moderation effect on product evaluation was mediated by processing fluency (b = .18, se = .08,
95% CI- [.0261, .3368]). A high construal level and high temporal distance (vs. other three types)
message led to a more positive product evaluation through higher the processing fluency for
individuals with high green orientation (b = .23, se = .10, 95%CI-[.0378, .4268]).
Key ContributionsThe research makes important theoretical implications. We integrate the literature from
CLT and processing fluency to examine the effect of interaction of message type and temporal
distance on consumers’ evaluative judgments towards self -enhancement brand’s sustainable
products. The study contributes to CLT and elaboration likelihood model (ELM) literature.
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Consistent with the previous findings of ELM, this effect was significant with the influence of
green orientation. Specifically, after controlling for brand knowledge, there was a significant
interaction effect of the cross product (construal level * temporal distance) and green orientation.
A high construal level and high temporal distance (vs. other three types) message led to a more
positive product evaluation through higher processing fluency for individuals with high green
orientation. On the other hand, a high construal level and temporal distance message did not have
any effect on product evaluation through processing fluency for individuals with low green
orientation. From managerial perspective the findings of this study should encourage luxury
marketers to communicate GC. It is important for luxury marketers to use high construal level and
high temporal distance in the claims.
“References are available upon request.”
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EXPLORING TWO TREASURE SEEKING APPROACHES IN OFF-PRICE RETAILING

Seth Ketron, University of North Texas, Aaron Schibik, University of Evansville, and
Nancy Spears, University of North Texas
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Seth Ketron, Clinical Assistant
Professor, University of North Texas (seth.ketron@unt.edu).”
Keywords: treasure seeking, hunt, discover, off-price
Description: This investigation delineates two mindsets of treasure seeking – hunting and
discovering – and explores the sensitivity of hunters and discoverers to messiness in the offprice retail environment.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Off-price retailers along with thrift, secondhand, vintage, and similar kinds of stores share an
important commonality: they have inconsistent inventory and operate based on the new and
unexpected (Cervellon et al. 2012; Peltz 2018; Roux and Guiot 2008; Worthix 2020).
Consequently, a key theme of off-price shopping is the concept of the treasure hunt. However,
while prior research has treated treasure hunting as a singular activity, the literature appears to
reveal differing approaches to this activity. Thus, we term the broader activity previously
known as treasure hunting as treasure seeking, and we propose two key approaches to treasure
seeking: the hunter, who is primarily focused on the find, and the discoverer, who derives value
from the process of seeking as well as the find. We also pose the following question: how do
these approaches influence consumer responses to variables common to retail environments that
encourage treasure seeking (i.e., off-price retailers)? To address that question, we explore the
responses of hunters and discoverers to one such environmental variable: messiness (both of
merchandise and of store operations).
Method And Data
We conducted five studies. Study 1 utilized a sample of 5,525 consumer reviews that describe
consumers’ shopping experiences at several off-price retailers (Ross Dress for Less, TJ Maxx,
Marshalls, and Burlington Coat Factory) located inside the United States; the goal of this study
was to ascertain whether the hunter and discoverer approaches manifest in consumer reviews and
whether those approaches yielded signals of differences in tolerance of messiness. Study 2 (N =
205) was conducted on Prolific to prime a hunter vs. discoverer approach and measure mess
tolerance as an outcome variable. Studies 3a (N = 210), 3b (N = 203), and 3c (N = 102) also
primed a hunter vs. a discover approach and tested three aspects of messiness in the store
environment (disheveled vs. tidy merchandise, grouped vs. scattered merchandise, and a
disorganized checkout process) to determine how these moderations of messiness would affect
common downstream outcomes (repatronage intentions, review ratings, cart abandonment
intentions, and complaint intentions) between the two approaches.
Summary of Findings
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Overall, the studies confirm that discoverers exhibit higher mess tolerance than hunters within an
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off-price retail environment. Namely, the reviews in Study 1 reveal that hunters and discoverers
appear attuned to messiness, and in Study 2, discoverers (M = 5.67, SD = 2.22) reported
significantly higher mess tolerance than hunters (M = 4.97, SD = 2.14; F (1, 203) = 5.166; p =
.024; ηp2 = .025). Regarding repatronage intentions, Study 3a revealed a marginally significant
interaction for disheveled vs. tidy merchandise (F (1, 206) = 3.191; p = .075; ηp2 = .015), and
Study 3b revealed a significant interaction for grouped vs. scattered merchandise (F (1, 199) =
6.942; p = .009; ηp2 = .034); in both cases, hunters were more sensitive to the messy vs. control
conditions, whereas discoverers were not as affected (i.e., the gap was smaller in Study 3a,
whereas the gap was not significant in Study 3b). Further, Study 3c revealed a significant effect
for a disorganized checkout process on review ratings, cart abandonment intentions, and
complaint intentions, with hunters reporting lower scores than discoverers on each variable.
Statement of Key Contributions

Our investigation illustrates that not all treasure seekers are the same and that scholars should
seek to understand differences among consumers in their treasure seeking orientations. Similarly,
we extend the consumer-relevant literature on outcome- vs. process-focused thought by linking
them to the hunter and discoverer mindsets (Escalas and Luce 2003; Pham and Taylor 1999). We
further establish that hunters are less tolerant of messiness than discoverers, which illustrates that
the outcome-focused hunter likely finds anything that slows down the acquisition of treasure – in
our case, messiness in the store – an impediment (Belk et al., 1991; Saridakis and Angelidou,
2018). On the managerial side, if an off-price retailer is more likely to have hunters in their
stores, then the retailer needs to ensure that perceptions of messiness are curtailed. If an off-price
retailer is more likely to have discoverers as shoppers, then the retailer can be a bit laxer in the
tidiness and organization of merchandise and environment. In fact, they may be able to seek
ways of making the shopping process more like an archaeological dig, which can enhance the
value of contrived messiness within the store as the dirt through which discoverers must sift.
References Available Upon Request
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HOW ANXIETY AFFECTS CONSUMER RESPONSES TO STIMULUS ATYPICALITY
IN A MENU DESIGN CONTEXT
Seth Ketron, University of North Texas, Atmadeep Mukherjee, University of Arkansas,
Amaradri Mukherjee, Portland State University, and Pramod Iyer, Middle Tennessee
State University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Seth Ketron, Clinical Assistant
Professor, University of North Texas (seth.ketron@unt.edu).
Keywords: atypicality, anxiety, cognitive resources, menu
Description: This investigation finds that atypicality (vs. prototypicality) in menu design leads
to more positive consumer responses (i.e., [re]patronage intentions) when consumers are
experiencing lower (vs. higher) levels of anxiety due to a differing ability to handle cognitive
resource demands.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Often, marketers seek to draw consumers through atypical stimuli, which can help brands and
products stand out from the competition. For example, we are increasingly seeing the addition
of menu item images in the restaurant industry, which are thought to help consumers process
information through vividness (i.e., Roggeveen et al., 2015). Similarly, restaurateurs may seek
other ways of modifying menus and other visual stimuli from their common formats, which can
lead to atypical stimuli with attention-getting benefits (Franke and Schreier, 2008; Hoegg and
Alba, 2008; Locher and Nodine, 1987; Luffarelli et al., 2019). In contrast to prototypical
stimuli, these changes require more cognitive resources to process because they tend to be less
common. While this might function well for consumers with the necessary cognitive resources
to fill the respective higher demand, negative and pervasive influences common to consumers
(i.e., anxiety; Lin et al., 2020; Eysenck et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2012) might reduce the
availability of cognitive resources, which can lead atypicality to backfire. Thus, how might
anxiety affect consumer responses to the typicality of visual stimuli? We explore this question
using various manipulations of typical vs. atypical menu stimuli.
Method And Data
We conducted four studies – one field experiment and three online experiments – to assess how
anxiety and typicality interacted in a menu context to predict (re)patronage intentions as our key
downstream outcome variable. Study 1 was a field experiment (type of menu item descriptor: list
vs. sentence) conducted with an American Italian restaurant prior to COVID-19, which was a
time in which general consumer anxiety was lower. Study 2 was a 2 (typicality: list vs. sentence
descriptors) × continuous (anxiety as a self-reported measure) design conducted on MTurk.
Study 3 was similar in design to Study 2 and was also conducted on MTurk, but in this study, the
menu manipulation was the presence vs. absence of imagery on the menu alongside self-reported
anxiety. Study 4 once again shifted the menu manipulation to low vs. high visual contrast
alongside self-reported anxiety. Cognitive resources demanded was tested as the mediator in
377
Studies 2 through 4.

Summary of Findings
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Taken together, our pattern of results offer support for our two hypotheses, finding that
atypicality (prototypicality) leads to more positive consumer responses (i.e., [re]patronage
intentions) when anxiety is lower (higher; H1), an effect mediated by cognitive resources
demanded (H2). As such, this study shows the differential impact of having atypical stimuli.
That is, our investigation suggests that an atypical stimulus due to its very nature increases
cognitive resources demanded, which can potentially lead to negative consequence in presence
of higher anxiety. We demonstrate these findings across multiple manipulations of atypicality,
including list vs. sentence descriptions (study 2), presence vs. absence of images (study 3), and
low vs. high visual contrast (study 4), which adds generalizability and robustness to our findings.
Statement of Key Contributions
Our findings contribute to the literature on atypicality of stimuli, anxiety, and cognitive resources
in that we reveal that an atypical stimulus due to its very nature increases cognitive resources
demanded, which can potentially lead to negative consequences in presence of higher anxiety. In
this vein, we help to reconcile some divergent findings in the literature by showing that
atypicality and anxiety are linked through fulfillment of cognitive resources demanded, which
appear to positively influence consumers with low anxiety. However, when experiencing higher
anxiety levels, atypicality can overload consumers, leading to higher choice confusion.
For practitioners, continued patronage can be encouraged if menu designs are flexible and can
incorporate rapid changes toward prototypicality or atypicality given likely levels of consumer
anxiety (i.e., general anxiety is likely to be higher during a pandemic, poor economic conditions,
conflict, etc.). Further, our demonstration of these findings across multiple manipulations of
typicality, including list vs. sentence descriptions (study 2), presence vs. absence of images
(study 3), and low vs. high visual contrast (study 4) suggests that these results are not limited to
the menu design context and likely expand to other kinds of visual stimuli.
References Available Upon Request
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HOW DOES UNIFORM PRICING INFLUENCE PRODUCT VALUE
JUDGMENT AND PURCHASE INTENTION? The ROLE OF PROMOTION
PERCEPTIONS
Xiaobing Xu, Hainan University
Shuaifan Zeng, Hainan University
Yu Gu, Tsinghua University*
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Yu Gu, PhD student in
Tsinghua University (guy.18@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn).”
Keywords: Uniform pricing; Product value judgment; Purchase intention; Price
sensitivity; Product involvement
Description: This research demonstrates that uniform pricing (vs. non-uniform
pricing) could induce stronger promotion perceptions, which leads to more positive
product value judgments and purchase intentions, but this effect only exists for high
price-sensitive consumers and low product involvement consumers.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Uniform pricing is one of the many pricing strategies. Currently, uniform-priced
stores have been developing in Japan and the United States for decades, and many
enterprises have become business giants (e.g., DAISO ). However, less attention has
been paid in the research area to fully understand this pricing strategy. The limited
research about uniform pricing is mainly concentrated in the field of economics,
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which focused on the possible impacts of price discrimination and uniform pricing
strategies on retailers' economic profits (DellaVigna and Gentzkow 2019; Dobson and
Waterson 2005, 2008; Götz 2010; McMillan 2007). There is a paucity of
understanding of how consumers' perceptions and behaviors are affected by the
pricing format (uniform vs. non-uniform pricing) and what are the underlying
mechanisms of these effects.
Method and Data
In this research, we examine the relationship between uniform pricing and
consumers’ product value judgment and purchase intention through three lab
experiments and a field experiment. Study 1 verified the effect of uniform pricing on
consumers' promotion perceptions. Study 2 further explored the effect of uniform
pricing on consumers' product value judgments and purchase intentions and the
mechanisms behind them, and tested the moderating role of product involvement.
Study 3 tested the moderating role of consumers' price sensitivity. Finally, Study 4
again probed the main effect by a field experiment.
Summary of Findings
In a series of four experiments with various product price ranges, we found the
positive effect of uniform pricing (vs. non-uniform pricing) on the judgment of
product value and purchase intention. And we further found the sequential mediating
role of promotion perception and product value judgments in the process of uniform
pricing influencing purchase intention and ruled out the possible alternative
explanations (e.g., perception of concessions, store price image perception, price
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fairness perception, and decision difficulty). In addition, we also figured out that
consumers’ product involvement and price sensitivity could serve as the boundary
condition of this effect. Specifically, for consumers with low product involvement and
high price sensitivity, uniform pricing would have a significant positive impact on
product value judgment and purchase intention compared with non-uniform pricing,
whereas when consumers’ product involvement was high and price sensitivity was
low, the effect of uniform pricing on product value judgment and purchase intention
would become nonsignificant.
Key Contributions
In this work, we investigated a novel pricing strategy, i.e., uniform pricing, from
the marketing perspective and bridged the gap in research related to uniform pricing
by exploring the effect of uniform pricing on consumers’ product value judgments and
purchase intentions, as well as the mechanism of its influence. Besides, this research
also explored the moderating role of price sensitivity and product involvement in the
uniform pricing effect, which also enriched the research on price sensitivity and
product involvement. (This research was supported by The National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 72162012) and Hainan Natural Science Foundation (No.
721RC517) granted to Xiaobing Xu.)
(References are available upon request)
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HOW POWER DISTANCE BELIEF EFFECT SWITCHING INTENTION

Qi An, First Author, 2020555020@gachon.ac.kr, Department of Business
Administration, Gachon University, South Korea
JinZhe Yan, Corresponding Author, yanjz@gachon.ac.kr, School of Business,
Gachon University, South Korea
Fang Wang，Second Author, Department of Business Administration, Gachon
University, South Korea
Keywords：Culture, Power Distance Belief, Switching Costs, Switching Intention
Description: This study investigates the relationship between power distance belief
and switching intention.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
RESEARCH QUESTION
This paper has two research question. First question is that how PDB impact
consumers’ switching intention. Moreover, the mediation role of need for structure
and switching costs between PDB and switching intention.
Method and Data
Two studies are used to explore three hypotheses. The first study is designed to test
the relation between power distance belief and switching intention (H 1). Further, we
tested the mediating role of need for structure (H2). Respondents were 120 members
of wjx.com who participated for a small monetary remuneration (54.2% female;
Mage=33). The second study is designed to test the relationship between PDB and
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switching intention is driven by both need for structure (mediator 1) and procedural
switching costs (mediator 2). Participants were 150 wjx.com members (80% male;
Mage= 34) who completed the study for a small monetary payment using an online
survey website. We measured need for structure as in study1(α = .928).
Summary of Findings
Our goals in the current research were to examine the link between PDB and
consumers’ switching intention, as well as the underlying mechanisms and boundary
conditions. Two studies provided converging and robust evidence that individuals
high (vs. low) in PDB are less switching intention because of a greater need for
structure and higher procedural switching costs. Study 1 indicated that consumers in
states characterized by high (vs. low) are less switching intention because of the
mediation of need for structure. Our findings are consistent with the finding that
high(vs. low) power distance belief individuals would have the high need for
structure. Some findings focus on the effect of switching costs on switching intention,
which indicate that different categories products need different proportion of
switching intention. However, study2 provided support for the serial mediation model
through need for structure (mediator 1) and procedural switching procedural costs
(mediator 2) in the relationship between PDB and switching intention. Our results
enrich the knowledge of the relationship between PDB and switching intention.
Key Contributions
Researchers have not yet established how PDB influences consumers’ switching
intention. This research is one of first to introduce PDB to the switching intention
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literature. In addition, we link the need for structure literature by identifying both the
PDB and a consequence of switching intention. This finding enables future
researchers to make predictions about allied areas. Finally, we connect the need for
structure with the procedural switching costs as the serial mediation. It brings the
better understanding of relation between PDB and switching intention.
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I CAN’T TRUST YOU WITH MY INFORMATION: INDIAN MILLENNIALS IN
MARKETSPACE
Anjali Singh, Central University of Haryana
For further information, please contact Anjali Singh, PhD Student, Central University of
Haryana (anjalisingh10464@cuh.ac.in)
Keywords: Privacy, Security, Trust, Millennials, Purchase intention

Description: Addressing privacy and security concerns are important to establish trust of Indian
millennials in marketspace.
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ABSTRACT
In the attempt of capturing the market, Indian marketers are invading the privacy of consumers.
These privacy and security concerns reduce trust and purchase intention. This study has attempted
to examine the effects on the trust and purchase intention of Indian millennials due to privacy and
security concerns in marketspace.
INTRODUCTION
In this era of online marketing, marketers are recording online activities of consumers to gauge
their behavior and purchasing patterns. Such attempts are decreasing the trust of the millennials in
online shopping. Consumers are not private citizens in the internet world. When they browse, their
navigation behavior is tracked and when they shop online, they leave their personal details (Pollach
2006). Some sellers give away sensitive customer information to telemarketers, spammers and
direct mailers to make quick bucks and sometimes third parties get the access of customer data
from the other websites. Data breach and data theft has always been a major concern for
consumers. Most common threats include hacking, phishing, social engineering, malware etc.
These threats can be intentional, accidental or due to human error. Even big companies like
Facebook, Google and Apple have been involved in conspiracy related to collection and use of
personal data of their users (Goud 2021). The Privacy and security issues have always been
considered as a hygiene part related with crucial process for an online transaction (Zhang and Von
Dran 2000). In this digital age, invasion of personal space, battle with spam, cookies and
clickstreams are major challenges faced by online buyers (Godwin, 2001). Media has been
reporting the issues of online security over the past decade. Not a single day goes, when there’s
not any big revelation about security concerns of Internet users (Godwin, 2001). All these reports
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in media about security and privacy issues and individuals’ social media posts about their negative
experiences in online space may put dent in consumers’ trust and discourage them from making
online purchases. Consumers do not have full confidence in the security of payment channels and
have an impression that they may be cheated (Jones and Vijayasarathy 1998). Allred et al. (2006)
also said that security fear and technological incompetency demotes the level of trust of the
customers, discourages them to provide personal information and making online transactions.
Williamson (2007) found that higher concerns about privacy and security decrease the overall
trust. Once the trust of consumers is compromised, it takes lot of efforts to rebuild it when they are
not face-to-face.
WHO ARE MILLENNIALS?
Millennials are considered as those individuals who are born between 1983 and 2003 (Strauss and
Howe, 2003). India is a young country with 54 percent internet users belonging to the age between
20 and 39 years (Statista 2019). It is important to study Indian millennials’ behaviour in online
context. There is paucity of researches focusing on tmillennials’ response to security, privacy and
especially, trust concerns are largely overlooked in Indian context. Therefore, current study adds
to existing knowledge of our understanding of Indian millennials’ concerns regarding online
shopping.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Pertaining to above literature, we decided to test if the privacy and security concerns have any
effect on level of trust and online purchase intention. First, we tried to examine if privacy and
security concerns will reduce the trust of Indian millennials. After that, we also examined the direct
effect of privacy and security on online purchase intention.
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Privacy

Trust

Purchase
Intention

Security

Conceptual Model
METHODOLOGY
With the help of web survey, data from 360 millennials of Delhi/NCR was collected using a
structured questionnaire. For privacy and security, scales developed by Swaminathan et al. (1999)
was adopted. For trust, scale adopted by Paul (2003) has been taken and for purchase intention,
scale developed by Limayem et al. (2000) has been adopted. Data was analyzed using Smart PLS
3.0.
ANALYSIS
MEASUREMENT MODEL:
Composite reliability of all constructs had a value higher than 0.7, which indicated appropriate
internal consistency (Fornell and Larcker 1981) (Table I). The average variance extracted (AVE)
values of constructs came out to be higher than 0.50 (Table I), which is minimum suggested criteria
(Fornell and Larcker 1981).
(Table I near here)
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We performed discriminant validity analysis with the help of heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio.
The value of the HTMT ratio should be lesser than 0.85 (Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt 2015).
Table I shows the results of HTMT, and indicates the establishment of discriminant validity as per
the given standard.

STRUCTURAL MODEL:
The proposed model explained forty percent variance in total which is substantial (Chin 1998).
Bootstrapping procedure was performed to attain t-values and examine the level of significance of
each predictor with outcome variable. The p value (0.00) showed significant direct relationship of
trust with purchase intention with beta value of 0.60. Privacy showed a significant direct
relationship with purchase intention with the p-value of 0.01. Security showed an insignificant
direct relationship with purchase intention with p-value of 0.70.
Then we checked mediation of privacy and security with trust respectively as proposed in the
conceptual model. The value of indirect effect (Privacy -> Trust -> Purchase Intention) was 0.09
with the p-value of 0.01. This proved complementary partial mediation because all the values are
positive (Latan and Noonan 2017). We then checked the value of second indirect relationship
(Security -> Trust -> Purchase Intention). This relationship was insignificant with the beta value
of 0.02 (p-value>0.05). This proved no mediation with no effect because direct as well as indirect
relationship of security with purchase intention was insignificant (Latan and Noonan 2017).

DISCUSSION
The results of PLS indicated a positive relationship of trust with purchase intention. Indian
millennials have come a long way to trust online shopping. This generation was introduced to the
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24*7 working culture and alsoalso also witnessed pandemic. They are the ones to choose time
saving, convenience and safety in online shopping. Winning the initial trust is very essential to
attract millennials. If they have a satisfactory experience in online purchase, they are likely to trust
that seller in future as well.
The mediation of privacy -> trust -> PI infers that if there are privacy concerns in online shopping,
millennials’ trust is also affected and ultimately their purchase intention is affected. Indian
millennials are privacy sensitive. They disagree that marketers should use their information for
commercial purposes or sell it to third parties. Unnecessary advertisements and useless information
annoy them when they do not need it. Millennials like to watch online content while doing other
activities like eating, before sleep etc. They can’t watch a content without engaging their hands to
skip the ads. They are so involved in the video that any ads especially, when they can’t skip it, is
frustrating for them. In the world of short content, where mind is already trying to enjoy the
continuity of the content, bringing ads every few minutes breaks that continuity and their attention
is disturbed. This competition of being visible even in that short period is dangerous. When they
are forced to watch any advertisement during a video or a game, they simply put their phone down
and distract themselves from the advertisement. Hence, all the efforts and investments on the
advertisement go waste if it is completely ignored by the user. Millennials respect their privacy
and they know the ways to avoid the use of their personal information. They like to keep the
unnecessary notifications off and give limited access to the applications they use. Marketers can’t
control the brains of millennials. Showing advertisements repeatedly and getting into subconscious
mind was the time of television. When a person watches 3 hours of movie in a theatre, it has impact
on him for a few hours or days. However, when he watches a 30 or 60 seconds content, he just
forgets it while watching next video. If the mind of the consumers is not conscious enough, what
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will be the point of targeting them? These attempts of failed targeting by marketers affects the
level of trust of millennials when they attempt to shop online.
Results showed that for Indian millennials, security concerns had no effect on trust as well as on
purchase intention. Our findings differ from previous researches (Yoon 2002; Sahney et al. 2013).
Although, security concerns primarily focus on financial information, the financial information is
also compromised while collecting the personal data of the consumers. Having multiple wallet
option confuses millennials while making payment. If marketers plan to have their own wallet
which will be linked to the consumers’ bank account, it must be secure enough not to leak any
credit card details or prone to any kind of cyber-attacks. Indian millennials are that smart that they
will use the wallet to avail the discount provided and then may never use it again if the discount is
not provided.
IMPLICATIONS
Marketers must understand that even though acquisition of consumers’ information has given them
advantages in better prediction of their behavior to serve customers better, still the violation of
privacy and security information will likely obstruct the online business in long run. Marketers are
also advised to disclose precisely on their website about the data handling and sharing practices of
the company. Because the negative media reports about the data handling by big giant companies
has already made the job difficult for marketers. Marketers are advised to separate privacy
sensitive customers from non-sensitive customers and advertise accordingly. Instant downloading
of app in ads is also frustrating. You can not force them to use your product just because it is easy
to download. They will unistall it again and again. Marketers should keep in mind that marketing
to whole database is only going to frustrate millennials and over exposing them to your products
or services will eventually create hatred in their minds. They should maintain an image that
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marketing can also be done without collecting too much personal information of their consumers.
For that purpose, marketers are advised to use adware and cookies carefully and ethically.
Millennials should be allowed to choose if they want to allow cookies. Internet is a two-way
communication but when consumers are not given the choice of denying cookies, remove ads, it
becomes forced marketing. Tracking through sensors and cameras is not needed to serve the
consumers. By collecting only necessary information, marketers can strengthen the online trust of
millennials. They can’t make the excuse of serving their customers better by tracking them and
collecting their personal information. Marketers should ensure that they stand out from other
retailers in case of sharing the details of their loyal and long-term customers. Marketers must also
understand that a mere access to big data does not give them right to misuse it for marketing
purposes. The technology has not reached beyond human mind yet. The wrong prediction of data
could fail the complete target marketing strategy and lose trust of millennial buyers. As a result,
consumers feel disturbed by advertising when it is not relevant (Sama and Shoaf 2002). Even the
services like DND can’t stop marketers from reaching the consumers. This over reaching and over
informing habit is annoying the consumers. Every weekend, consumers’ phone is bombarded with
offers from eating joints, property dealers, health packages etc. A student might get messages to
invest in some properties due to the failure of artificial intelligence to read human life. This might
lead to false and misleading conclusions.
This rat race of over-reaching each and every living person on the planet has made it harder for
genuine companies who do not misuse personal details to operate in a normal way. Marketers also
need to be conscious that they are not making the internet as a platform of trade-off between
privacy and data sharing. Because as per the results this is the biggest concern affecting the trust
of millennials of India. There is a war between consumers and marketers as to what kind of
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information do they want to be exposed to. By now, Indian millennials have been smart enough to
fool the marketers. They do not let marketers take control of their subconscious mind and fool
them with advertisements because they are the aware generation.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to explore how trust of Indian millennials can be improved. The
research attempted to find the impact of the perception of privacy and security concerns on trust
and online purchase intention. The major finding of the study was that if privacy concerns are not
resolved, it will affect the trust of Indian millennials in case of online shopping. The internet has
become a place with loads of content trying to reach the potential buyers. Marketers are forgetting
that they are evading the privacy of their consumers in order to reach them and this attempt is
failing their marketing strategies completely. Millennials are tired being a wrong target and
switching apps in order to avoid ads and there is no such place. They cannot trust any of the
marketers with their personal information. All millennials want is respect of their privacy.
However, marketers have been doing passive aggressive marketing (Indirectly refusing to meet
someone's needs) by ignoring the need of privacy in the name of fulfilling the need of personalized
service. This virtual world has been all about generating revenue. Because of the fact that online
world runs by sponsors, every marketers want to show their ads and content and unknowingly,
they are making their existing and potential customers frustrated by asking them to pay for
premium and ad free content. Why customers should pay to remove ads, which they are forced to
watch in the first place? It is the responsibility of the marketers to make it a better place for the
potential buyers and win their trust. At last, we would like to raise a question.
Can millennials trust the marketspace? It requires further evaluations.
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APPENDIX
Table I
Reliability and Validity

Latent
Variables

Privacy

Indicators

PV1
PV2

Composite
Reliability

Average Variance
Extracted (AVE)

0.82

0.69

0.89

0.74

0.14

0.91

0.84

0.07

0.18

0.84

0.64

0.21

0.77

Privacy

Purchase
Intention

Security

Trust

PI1
Purchase
Intention

PI2
PI3

Security

S1
S2
T1

Trust

T2

0.05

T3
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Description: In this paper, I juxtapose the conditional effects of action decision versus inaction
decision versus assigned-agency on regret, justification of the chosen option, self-blame, and
behavioral counterfactual thinking to propose that self-blame for causing a negative outcome is
not the prime antecedent of regret, and decision agency is not the necessary condition for
experiencing regret.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Regret is an important negative emotion that influences a variety of post-outcome decisions,
attitudes, and behaviors. Prior research presumes that consumers experience regret due to selfblame resulting from receiving a negative outcome from their decision (Zeelenberg and Pieters,
2007). Moreover, it suggests that justification of the decision that leads to the negative outcome
attenuates consumers’ regret, and counterfactual thinking about real or imaginary actions they
could have taken to receive a better outcome amplifies their regret.
Prior research also presumes that inaction decisions (choosing not to move investment from
Company-B to Company-A) are similar to assigned agency (someone else making investment in
Company-B) (Zeelenberg et al., 1998, page-268). It suggests that negative outcomes received
from action decisions (choosing to move investment from Company-A to Company-B) cause
more regret than the negative outcomes received from inaction decisions (Kahneman and
Tverskey 1982) or assigned-agency (Zeelenberg et al., 2000).
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Is self-blame the prime antecedent that explains higher portion of variance of regret than
the variance counterfactual thinking and justification explain?

Method and Data
I define decision-agency as the responsibility for choosing an option for a justified reason
(Bobocel & Meyer, 1994) to highlight that it is different from randomly choosing an option
without evaluating prospective information (choosing to switch investments or not without
evaluating any information about the investment options). I propose that decision-agency is
different from self-blame, the responsibility for causing a negative outcome.
Next, I highlight that similar to action decisions, inaction decisions also entail choosing
and justifying one of the available options. Then, based on escalation of commitment and selfserving bias research, I hypothesize that action and inaction decisions should activate selfjustification, avoid self-blame for a negative outcome, and suppress counterfactual thinking to
attenuate regret.
Next, I report pre-registered studies that manipulate decision-agency (action decision,
inaction decision, assigned agency), superior foregone outcome (known, unknown), and
reversibility of the received outcome (high, low). I report ANOVA results to analyze the effect
of manipulated constructs on regret, justification, self-blame, and counterfactual thinking, which
were measured using scales adopted from the emotions literature. Finally, I report regression
analysis to compare variance in regret explained by justification, self-blame, and counterfactual
thinking and report PROCESS results to test their mediating role.
Summary of Findings:
1) I found that when the negative outcome was reversible, while inaction decisions caused
lower regret than action decisions, both action and inaction decisions caused lower regret
than assigned agency even when the foregone outcome was known. However, when the
negative outcome was not reversible, the regret levels were not significantly different due to
any of the three decision agencies.
2) I also found that action and inaction decisions initiated lesser counterfactual thinking than
assigned agency but lead to more self-blame for causing the negative outcome than assigned
agency even though action and inaction decisions caused less regret than assigned agency
when the negative outcome was reversible.
3) I also found that action and inaction decisions caused the same level of justification of the
decision when the received outcome was negative.
4) I found that the effect of decision agency on regret is mediated through counterfactual
thinking and justification. More importantly, I found that when standardized ratings of regret
are regressed on self-blame, counterfactual thinking, justification, and the manipulated
constructs as well as their interactions, counterfactual thinking and justification had a higher
marginal effect on regret and explained much higher variance in regret than self-blame did.
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Statement of Key Contributions
1) Prior research presumes that inaction decisions are similar to assigned agency but
dissimilar to action decisions (Zeelenberg et al., 1998, page 268). This research
suggests that inaction decisions are similar to action decisions, and dissimilar to
assigned agency.
2) Prior research uses the term personal responsibility to refer to decision agency and
self-agency interchangeably and presumes that they are the same or highly correlated
(see Zeelenberg et al., 1998a page 259; 2000b page 151). This research suggests that
decision agency and self-agency are different constructs.
3) Prior research suggests that regret stems from self-blame and decision agency is a
necessary condition for experiencing regret. This research suggests that, compared to
action and inaction decisions, assigned agency causes equal or more regret. It
suggests that counterfactual thinking and justification explain a much higher portion
of variance in regret than the variance self-blame explains. Thus, this research
suggests that decision agency is not a necessary condition for experiencing regret and
self-blame is not the prime antecedent of regret.
4) The result of this research are inconsistent with the several conclusions made in The
Theory of Regret Regulation 1.0 (Zeelenberg and Pieters 2007) and calls for revising
the psychology of regret.
References: are available upon request.
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Let’s escape pollution: Examining role of eco-anxiety on tourism through mediated
moderation analysis
Competitive paper
Abstract
Current environmental situation costs mental well-being of individuals which begets
eco-anxiety among them. The present study examines the role of eco-anxiety on intentions to
tour in a cleaner place via escapism as mediator. Also, for comprehensive understanding, the
present study investigates the role of environmental awareness as moderator. A survey was
conducted via online mode owing to Covid-19 and data was analyzed by using the sample of
267 respondents to predict and test the model, partial least square structure equation modeling
(PLS-SEM) was employed through Smartpls version 3.3.9. Interestingly, study found the
partial mediation effect of escapism on eco-anxiety and intentions to tour. Also, environmental
awareness plays a contingent effect on eco-anxiety and intentions to tour. Findings of the study
suggest insightful strategies to marketers and policymakers to design their tourism strategies.
Keywords:- Eco-anxiety;

Escapism; Intention to tour; sustainable tourism;

environmental issues; environmental awareness; PLS-SEM
Key contribution
From a policy and management perspective, the results not only imply the distress
consumers experience owing to current environmental situation but how their behaviour to
deactivate these negative emotions is addressed. Sustainable tourism can be opportunely
attained by marketers by understanding mindsets of individuals to create win-win situations for
consumers, environment, and society at large.

Introduction
United nation has framed many Sustainable development goals like "GOAL 3: Good
Health and Well-being, GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation, GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean
Energy,

GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities, GOAL 12: Responsible

Consumption and Production, GOAL 13: Climate Action GOAL 14: Life Below Water, GOAL
15: Life on Land" to condense pollution, improve envionment and gain sustainable
development. Industries are striving for eco-friendly ways to manufacture and produce goods,
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policymakers and government making an effort in implementing greener approach in
functioning and institutionalizing all types of plans. Despite all efforts, current environmental
condition is cause of disquiet. At present situation of environment and level of pollution is
major concern for policymakers, marketers and consumers as it is a begetter of unbalancing
ecosystem, attenuation of ozone layer and reasons for natural holocaust (Verplanken et al.,
2020). This has elevated the level of concern not only among governments, marketers but also
among consumers. This emanation of natural unrest causes psychological discomfort and
emotional turmoil (Sharma & Lal, 2020) and consumers tend to marginalize this cognitive
uneasiness via various methods. Hence, the present study examines anxiety consumers
experience owing to present-day ecological settings and how or to what extent it impacts them.
Owing to the current environment complexities, individuals acknowledge the
phenomena of eco-anxiety which initiates inner uneasiness, particularly among the consumers
who are aware of regarding repercussions of the current environmental situation. It is quite
possible that individuals tend to escape from these stressful environmental issues and would
like to visit cleaner and greener places.
Therefore, we are contributing to the literature by examining the influence of ecoanxiety on tourism, to succors Government and policymakers of emerging economies by
addressing the following research questions in the study:RQ1: How does eco-anxiety impact the intentions to tour?
RQ2: What is the role of escapism in eco-anxiety and intentions to tour?
RQ3: How environmental awareness impacts the intentions to tour?
In attempt to address the above research questions, we conceptualized the relationship
and testified by employing PLS-SEM to offer credence to our analytics for framework
development.

Literature Review
Transactional Theory of Stress and Coping
Informed individuals with environmental consciousness presume to experience inner
conflict or emotional turmoil owing to their awareness regarding current environmental
situation which causes psychological discomfort i.e. stress or anxiety (Sharma & Paco, 2021;
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Koc 2019). This unrest in form of stress or anxiety can act as a response or stimulus (Stanley
et al., 2021) as a state of psychological turmoil begets and generates an aversive intrapersonal
state (inner dissonance). Individuals tend to strive for consistency between their attitude and
behaviour to restore their mental peace and reduce/ eliminate the dissonance. As per the
Transactional Theory of Stress and Coping (TTSC) is an individual assesses the challenges and
problematic situations and attempts to handle the uneasy circumstance (Biggs et al., 2017). In
our case, owing to the current environmental issues, consumers experience anxiety and to cope
with this angst they tend to develop intentions to go outside polluted places where the
environment is better and clear through the mechanism of escapism. Policymakers and
marketers must understand that how eco-anxiety motivates consumers' intentions to visit a
place more cleanly and greener owing to the phenomena of escapism. Hence, sustainability and
a cleaner environment is most important agenda in SDGs by the UN.
Eco-anxiety, escapism and intentions to tour
Many studies have affirmed that climate change and global warming is the utmost
problem for living and the planet's health (Thomas et al., 2019). This is not only affecting
humans physically but mentally also (Stanley et al., 2021; Usher et al., 2019). The present study
considers the anxiousness consumers experience owing to present environmental condition and
its impact on tendency to escape from the situation. As to ameliorate dissension and anxiety
consumers opt for many methods to marginalize and escape from the situation as Festinger
(1962) posited two strategies (a) change actions where individuals attempt to refrain
themselves from the deeds or modify their behaviour or feeling which causes psychological
discomfort. For example, if an individual feels doing cheating in exams is unethical or bad then
they don't do it. The second strategy is change cognitions, individuals consonant with action
by rationalizing or believing their actions are right and reasonable. For example, if individuals
feel cheating is bad but sometimes is OK to cheat for their future or as cheating is not bad as
other worse things like taking bribes or extortion. Hence, in change cognition individuals
attempt to rationalize or justify themselves. These strategies help individuals in comforting
their emotional turmoil. In our case, individuals feel despair owing to current environmental
problems.
The present study conjecture that consumers experience unpleasant emotions of ecoanxiety and to disengage from this emotion they attempt to avoid current situation and activate
the urge to go far away from the polluted area to a cleaner place. It is noteworthy to explore
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the impact of eco-anxiety on intentions to travel for policymakers, tourism marketers and
tourism-oriented countries.
H1: Eco-anxiety leads to escapism
H2: Eco-anxiety leads to intention to tour
H3: Escapism leads to intention to tour
H4: Escapism acts as a mediator between Eco-anxiety and intention to tour
Environmental Awareness as Moderator
Environmental awareness includes the psychological factors related to individuals'
propensity to think and understand the fragility of a current environmental situation (Ham et
al., 2016). A multi-dimensional and behaviour-oriented of environmentally aware individuals
motivates their behaviour, choices and commitment towards green approaches. Environmental
problems impact individual concerns as their consequences can be harmful to humans and
nature. However, this concern varies from person to person and situation to situation. Hence,
the present study attempts of understanding the contingent effect of Environmental awareness
on the relationships.
H5: Environmental Awareness act as moderator between Eco-anxiety and intention to
tour
H6: Environmental Awareness act as a moderator between Escapism and intention to
tour

Data Sample

Data collection
To examine the relationship between eco-anxiety, escapism and intentions to visit ecoplace, a questionnaire was administered. Also, a pre-test test was conducted, using 30 samples
to scale down the idiomatic and blurry terminologies in the questionnaire. Finally, the data
collection was done through an online questionnaire which was distributed via emails to
respondents in India. In total, selected 267 responses were to analyse the data. 52% Males and
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48% Females participated in the study. 76% of the respondents were from 18 – 45 years and
remaining above 45 years.

Data Analysis
There are many reasons to conduct PLS-SEM for the data investigation, which includes the
determination of PLS-SEM, is to explore the constructs and predicts the relationships, when
model is complex when the path model in PLS-SEM includes both formative and reflective
model and researchers can conduct PLS-SEM on the small sample size. In the present study,
the nature of the model is complex, the objective of the study is to predict the relationship as a
study is exploratory in nature and finally, model has both formative and reflective models.
Hence, we analysed the data using PLS-SEM (Ringle et al., 2015) via SmartPLS Version 3.3.9.
PLS-SEM contains two stages of assessment of results. Phase 1, investigates the
measurement model differently for the reflective and formative models, while phase 2
examines the structural model which includes hypothesis testing as well as establishes the
association among the variables.
Measurement of the model
Initially, to examine the internal consistency and reliability of the model, PLS-SEM
assessed the composite reliability and Cronbach's alpha. As per Table 1, all the composite
reliability and Cronbach's alpha values are more than 0.70, which is more than the threshold
and supports the internal consistency. To assess the convergent validity, PLS-SEM estimated
the outer loadings and average variance extracted (AVE). Hair et al. (2017) recommend the
outer loadings should be greater than 0.70 and AVE should be greater than 0.50. The outer
loadings of each item are more than 0.70, and values of AVE are more than 0.50. Hence, it is
evident that constructs have reliability and convergent validity.
Also, the discriminant validity among the constructs was assessed using the FornellLarcker criterion (F-L criterion). This criterion suggests that the AVE of each latent construct
should be higher than the construct's highest squared correlation with any other latent construct,
and in cross-loading criteria, an indicator's loadings should be higher than all of its crossloadings (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). As per the results, all the values were as per the threshold.
Also, HTMT was assessed to check the discriminant validity and it was found to be less than
0.9 which again confirmed the discriminant validity.
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Later, to check the issue of multicollinearity and common-based method, VIF was
assessed and all values were found less than 3.3 which was recommended by Kock (2017).
Further to predict the model, Q2 and R2 suggested, f2 has been assessed as per table 1.
Table 1-Measurement Model

Variables

Loadings

Composite reliability

Cronbach’s alpha

AVE

0.692

0.820

0.695

0.944

0.936

0.566

0.969

0.952

0.912

α
Escapism (ESC)
ESC1

0.808

ESC2

0.859

Eco-Anxiety (EA)
EA1

0.784

EA10

0.706

EA11

0.821

EA12

0.821

EA13

0.796

EA2

0.729

EA3

0.719

EA4

0.758

EA5

0.794

EA6

0.761

EA7

0.809

EA8

0.704

EA9

0.700

Intention to Tour (INT)
INT1

0.962

INT2

0.962

INT3

0.941

Hypotheses testing of the model
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Subsequently, hypotheses were tested through the bootstrapping technique, which assesses the
sample using the re-sampling procedure of 5000 sub-samples to assess the path coefficient, tvalues, standard errors and p-values (Hair et al., 2020). Using the bootstrapping procedure, the
model employed the constructs eco-anxiety (EA), Escapism (ESP) and Intention to tour (INT)
as per the table-2. As posited in H1, the relationship between EA and ESP is positive and
significant and H1 is accepted. Also, H2 displayed a positive but insignificant relationship
between EA and INT. It infers that eco-anxiety does not display a direct relationship with
intentions to tour. H3 propound that also ESP leads to intentions to tour which affirms that
despair consumer's intent escapes the pollution by visiting a greener place. EAW influences
intentions of visit and we also examined the relationship of moderation on intention through
EA and ESP. The results show that H5 is accepted, as the moderation effect of EAW is positive
on EA and INT which infers that individuals with high environmental knowledge increases the
chance to visit the cleaner place as compare to individuals with low environmental awareness.
However, H6 is insignificant which reveals that EAW has no contingent effect on ESP and
INT. It implies that awareness regarding current situation does not impact escapism and
intentions to tour green places. Regardless of awareness individuals tends to visit cleaner place
owing to escape from current situation.
Also, the present paper checks the mediation effect of Escapism on EA and INT both are
positive and significant. It implies that anxiousness owing to current atmosphere triggers
escapism which stimulates their intentions to visit cleaner places refer the table -3.
Figure-1 Model
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Table -2 Hypothesis Testing
Coeff

Standard

T

P

Deviation Statistics Values
EAW -> Intention

0.099

0.049

2.028

0.043

Eco-anxiety -> Escapism

0.490

0.055

8.860

0.000

Eco-anxiety -> Intention

0.117

0.063

1.853

0.065

Escapism -> Intention

0.366

0.068

5.344

0.000

-> 0.149

0.071

2.102

0.036

EAW * Escapism -> Intention 0.020

0.081

0.244

0.807

EAW

*

Eco-anxiety

Intention (Moderation 1)
(Moderation 2)

Table -3 Total effects and indirect Effects
Hypothesis Path
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Total Effects
(β)

Indirect Effects
P

(β)

P
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H4

Eco-anxiety -> Escapism -> Intention

0.296

0

0.179

0

Discussion and Implications
The present study imperatively contributes to literature by examining and predicting the
relationship empirically via PLS-SEM among eco-anxiety (EA), Escapism (ESP) and Intention
to tour (INT). Additionally, for the exclusivity of the study, we examined the mediated
moderation relationship in the model via escapism as mediation and moderator as
environmental awareness. This provided comprehensive and insightful knowledge in
marketing for policymakers and tourism sector. Past studies have examined the role of ecoanxiety on other negative emotions. However, this study elucidates the impact of this
psychological discomfort through the lens of normalization of emotional turmoil through
escapism and intentions to travel in a cleaner place. This study is need of an hour to understand
consumers' psychology and behaviour due to current climate change and global warming.
Additionally, the results might contribute in the very important aspects of SDGs which focuses
on clean and green environment importance and sustainability development.
Apparently, consumers with environmental consciousness display their concern and recognise
the importance of cleaner and greener environment. However, current situation of
environmental issues like climate change and global warming, poor eco-systems () begets
negativity among them in the form stress, anxiety and uneasiness. In the present study,
respondents illustrated eco-anxiety which stimulates this behaviour to escape from the situation
to deactivate their negative emotions. In addition, owing to escapism the intention to travel to
a greener place arises. It is noteworthy to understand that eco-intentions directly has no impact
on intentions to tour but in presence of escapism the phenomena individuals tends to go to
cleaner place to escape the current environmental issues. As the model shows it has partial
mediation. Marketers in tourism can utilize the concept of green and sustainable tourism in
their strategies to allure and magnetize more tourists who want to rejuvenate. Also, it has been
observed that in presence of environmental awareness, the relationship between eco-anxiety
and intentions to tour enhance which infers that consumers who are more conscious regarding
present environmental challenges will be more responsive towards sustainable touring as a way
to distress. Hence, marketers can add elements of greenness in their campaign by highlighting
the clean and green environment they have in their area. Moreover, policymakers can utilize
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eco-friendly transportation, infrastructure and hospitality services not only to magnetize the
customers but also to improve the environment and society.
Limitation and future study
The study reported has its limitation. The data collected is focused on the consumer with
knowledge of green products and eco-friendly practices. However, it may not help a researcher
to generalise the causality of the relationship. Moreover, the study was constrained to emerge
economies (India). This paves the opportunity for future researchers to use this model in other
emerging economies. Also, samples from new and unexplored market will have good research
with many early adopters. On the other hand, the sample from established markets can close
the early and late adopters in green purchasing. Also, conducting similar studies in the
longitudinal setting can enhance the green measure for organic product consumption.
Furthermore, the study evaluated the mediating role and future study can address the mediation
effects.
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Description: Through survey of 255 consumers, we demonstrate that maximization
mind-set leads to more omni-channel usage due to lower inertia, and the construal
level moderates this mediation effect.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Consumers increasingly shop through omni-channel for more value, which in turn
brings enterprises long-term profits. Past research on channel choice focused on the
drivers of detached channel usage, either online or offline. However, little effort has
been made to consider the impact of consumer’s way of thinking on omni-channel
usage in decision context, especially from a consumer mind-set perspective. This
research integrates status quo bias theory and construal level theory to investigate the
influence of maximization mind-set upon omni-channel usage.
Maximizing mind-set means a tendency to compare and the goal to get the best.
Omni-channel offers consumers more options than ever before, which leads them to
compare and make decisions based on the way they think in the decision context.
Hence, we propose a novel perspective that consumers’ maximization mind-set may
influence upon omni-channel usage. Moreover, we propose a specific mechanism of
inertia from status quo bias. Furthermore, we examine the moderating effect of
construal level, and propose that because consumers with different levels of
maximizing mind-set weigh desirability and feasibility differently, the mediating role
of inertia on the relationship between maximization mind-set and omni-channel usage
only appears among consumers with high construal levels.
Method and Data
We employed an online survey, in which we obtained 255 valid responses to conduct
analysis. All the items utilized in this study were adapted from prior studies to suit our
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research context, and they have sufficient reliability and validity checked by a
confirmatory factor analysis. Additionally, we checked that CMV is not a problem in
this research by adjusting the correlation matrix of our study based on the lowest
positive pairwise correlation 0.010.
Summary of Findings
Maximization mind-set leads to more omni-channel usage due to lower inertia, and
the construal level moderates this mediation effect. That is, inertia mediates the effect
of maximization mind-set on omni-channel usage only among consumers with high
construal levels.
Key Contributions
This research integrates status quo bias theory and CLT to investigate the
maximization mind-set influence the omni-channel usage and thus expands the extant
literature in three central dimensions. The first contribution relates to the enrichment
of omni-channel literature through a new consumer mind-set perspective. This also
extends prior work on the downstream effects of maximizing mind-set, which to date
has mainly focused on the implications that the tendency to maximize has for the
product choice but not for the channel usage. The second contribution, inertia,
expands status quo bias theory by uncovering the reasons why people prefer to
maintain the status quo from the perspective of consumer mind-set. The third
contribution is our findings add the CLT literature to consumer’s mind-set and
omni-channel usage by identifying construal level moderates the effect of
maximization mind-set on omni-channel usage, which extend the consequence of CLT.
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Hence, our findings offer a productive avenue for future research to explore the role
of construal level as a potential moderator of people’s channel choice to consumer’s
mind-set. Additionally, this research inspires marketers to execute precious marketing
from the perspective of maximization mind-set.
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Not in control, will take the set: How sets impact purchase quantities
Abstract
Through five experiments, we demonstrate that set frames, i.e., offering products in sets, as
opposed to individual units, impacts purchase quantity. When consumers are exposed to a set
frame (vs. an individual unit) with the per-unit price information invariant across both
conditions, they are likely to purchase more (vs. less) quantity. Purchase norm emerges as the
underlying mechanism driving this focal effect. Examination of boundary conditions explores
the role of self-control. Lastly, we show that when there are external constraints on
consumption, under set frames, deviating from a set evokes pain.
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1
OLD IS THE NEW NEW: MITIGATION POTENTIALS OF TRIAL TENDENCY AND
TRUSTWORTHINESS OF POWERFUL OTHERS ON THE PERCEIVED RISK OF
REMANUFACTURING
Carl Hieronymi – TIME Research Area, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

Contact Info: For further information, please contact Carl Hieronymi, M.Sc. M.Sc.
(hieronymi@time.rwth-aachen.de)
Key Words: Remanufacturing Products, Perceived Risk, Purchase Intention, Trial Tendency,
Trust in Powerful Others
Description: Consumer survey on the influence of perceived risk on purchase intention of
remanufactured smartphones mediated by the trial tendency of the consumer and the influence of
trust in powerful others on the main relationship

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Remanufactured products are generally not perceived equivalent to “brand-new” products (Debo
et al. 2005) leading to higher perceived risk in consumer markets (McKie et al. 2018). Hence,
researchers call for investigations to reduce the perceived risk of remanufactured products (PRRP)
(Abbey et al. 2019).
Especially smartphones, as quickly replaced electronic goods, contain multiple rare and
environmentally critical materials difficult to access and hard to recover (recycle) (Nordmann et
al. 2015). Thus, this investigation focuses on increasing sustainable impact potential by selling
remanufactured smartphones.
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2
To address this issue, our research focuses on the influence of PRRP on trial tendency and the
purchase intention for remanufactured smartphones and how the trustworthiness of powerful
others (i.e., companies & governments) affect the main relationship. Thereby, this study
contributes to minimizing the ‘green gap’ (Gleim and Lawson 2014) along the prospect theory and
perceived risk theory. Practically, we exploit strategies for sustainable product marketing of
electronic goods, to enable decisions on entry products, brands and customer segments in
remanufacturing markets.
Our research addresses the following questions:
Can trial tendency of consumers mitigate the perceived risk of remanufactured products and
increase the purchase intention? Does trust in powerful others (companies & governments)
moderate the perceived risk and purchase intention relationship?
Method and Data
We conduct an online consumer survey with 300 participants from the US. The survey is hosted
on Amazon Mechanical Turk and for pre-screening participants and monetary compensation we
use Cloud Research. In the beginning of the survey, participants are asked to choose one of the
three top-selling mobile phone brands and products, (i.e., Apple iPhone 13, Samsung Galaxy S21
Ultra or Xiaomi 11 Ultra) they are most familiar with and complete the questionnaire on the chosen
product (compare: Chen and Deng 2016). For the remaining survey, we carefully chose and
adjusted well-established multi-item scales to measure Product Trial Tendency [(Eliashberg and
Robertson 1988)(Grewal, Mehta, and Kardes 2004), 3-item scale], Perceived Risk of
Remanufactured Products [(Mugge, Jockin, and Bocken 2017; Wang et al. 2013a; Wang, Hazen,
and Mollenkopf 2018), 6-item scale], Purchase Intention for Remanufactured Products [(Wang et
al. 2013b), 4-item scale], and the moderation Trustworthiness of Powerful Others [(Kirmani et al.
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2016; Leach, Ellemers, and Barreto 2007), 4-item scale]. Lastly, we control for common method
bias and other influencing factors (e.g., demographics, social desirability) (Podsakoff et al. 2003).
Summary of Findings
The perceived risk and purchasing intention relationship for remanufactured products has already
been explored in some product domains (Wang and Hazen 2015). However, Lee and Kwak found
that purchasing intentions (and negative perceptions) vary across different product categories for
remanufactured products and are potentially based on the product’s innovativeness (Lee and Kwak
2020). Based on value harming, negative perceptions and purchasing intentions along different
product categories, we hypothesize:
H1: Perceived risk of remanufacturing has a negative association with the purchasing intention
of remanufactured products. → SUPPORTED
Trial tendency influenced by risk perception is an understudied field and requires further
investigation, especially for products with quick value decrease that could affect price differences
between new and remanufactured products (Subramanian and Subramanyam 2012).
Some studies focused on the negative influence of function/performance or cosmetic risks on the
purchase intention (i.e., WTP) for recycled or remanufactured products without focusing on the
other risk dimensions (i.e., time, social, physical, financial, resource) (Abbey et al. 2017; Essoussi
and Linton 2010). Further, product trials have shown to decrease perceived risk, but there is no
evidence of perceived risk influencing the trial tendencies of consumers. Our hypothesis is:
H2: Perceived risk of remanufacturing has a positive association with the trial tendency. →
SUPPORTED

Key Contributions
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4
Remanufacturing markets for consumer products still suffer from low willingness to pay and
purchase intention compared to new products (Chen and Chen 2019) leading to companies’
reluctance to enter the market and change towards more sustainable product offerings (McKie et
al. 2018). Practitioners could use this study to focus on trial offerings for remanufactured products
by in order to increase the purchase intention for remanufactured smartphones. With our findings,
we extend the perceived risk theory onto the remanufacturing consumption context by leveraging
survey data and showing the influence perceived risk has on trial tendencies for consumers.
As a result of the ongoing COVID pandemic, civilizations now have the chance to reset and shape
the economy towards a more sustainable manner (Werikhe 2022). We aim to accelerate this
transition into the direction of a circular economy, by increasing the share of remanufactured
products in order to ‘bring light in the darkness’(AMA Theme).

References are available upon request.
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ON THE DETERMINANT OF JUDGMENTAL CORRECTION ON BRAND EXTENSION

Chung-Chiang Hsiao, National Taiwan Normal University
Yi-Wen Chien, National Taiwan University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Chung-Chiang Hsiao, National Taiwan Normal
University (cchsiao@ntnu.edu.tw).
Keywords: Core Brand, Brand Extension, Bias Correction, Bias Knowledge, Accuracy Motivation
Description: Favorability toward the brand extension is likely to be contrasted against the general
impressions on the core brand following the activation of bias correction on the perceived core brand bias.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Over the past four decades, a great deal of research has focused on how consumers’ judgments on brand
extensions are influenced by the perceptions of the core brand (Neuhaus and Taylor 1972; Volckner and
Sattler 2006). Most of research findings suggest that the assessment of an extension is positively affected by
(1) the favorability toward the core brand, and (2) the extent to which two involved product categories are
fitted or similarly perceived (Aaker and Keller 1990; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994; Monga and John 2007; for
a review, see Keller 2002). That is, the extension of a favorable brand is generally evaluated better than that
of a less favorable brand, and extensions in a similar category tend to be judged more positive than those in a
dissimilar category.
Still, little attention has been paid to explore the conditions under which the favorability toward the core
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brand may exert a negative impact on the assessment of extended products. Brands are regularly considered
by consumers as either priming stimuli or heuristics in the formation of product attitude (Alba and
Hutchinson 1987; Hoyer and Brown 1990). As such, partially due to the analogue of recent findings in source
research, it seems reasonable to predict the underlying mechanisms heretofore hardly found in the study of
brand extension. That is, consumers who identify an undue impact of the core brand and reveal a high
motivation to make the accurate judgment are likely to partial out the perceived bias contingent on the core
brand.
Method and Data
A total of 381 college students were recruited to participate in the experiment for getting extra course
credits. They were randomly assigned to a 2 (accuracy motivation: high or low) × 2 (bias knowledge: with or
without) × 2 (core brand image: good or neutral) between-participants factorial design.
Summary of Findings
The results indicated that high-accuracy motivation participants who were primed with bias knowledge
generated less favorable ratings toward the extension brand than those who were not primed with bias
knowledge (Ms = 4.04 vs. 4.95; F(1, 358) = 18.73, p < .001). The results were consistent with hypothesis 1.
In addition, low-accuracy motivation participants who received bias knowledge did not correct the biasing
influence of the brand image; therefore, the ratings of low-accuracy motivation participants who were primed
with bias knowledge were indifferent from those who were not endowed with bias knowledge (Ms = 4.35 vs.
4.29; F (1, 358) = .08, p = .78). The results also supported hypothesis 2.
Key Contributions
The contribution of the current research is twofold. First, the current research sets a new boundary for
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brand extension research by further postulating that consumers’ attitude toward the brand extension would
not only assimilate with but also contrast away from the perceived favorability on core brand in the process
of judgmental recalibration. Heretofore unexplored by the typical theorization supporting brand extension,
the current research complements the extension research by substantiating the antecedent role of bias
knowledge and accuracy motivation in the prompt of correction on brand extension.
Second, the current research goes beyond the implication frontier of brand extension research. Rather
than utilizing classic settings commonly adopted in the laboratory experiment controlled by variables
inconsistent with the real marketing environment, the current research initiates the stage with which bias
correction for brand extension is likely to occur for ordinary consumers encompassed by a variety of
marketing promotions in their daily lives. Following the conceptual reasoning and findings of the current
research, marketing practitioners can now better control and predict variables that influence consumers’
perceptions on brand extension, especially when consumers’ bias knowledge toward the brand extension may
interplay with the consumers’ motivation on accurate assessment of brand extension.
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Online shopping: Why do Costs loom larger than Gains for some
while Gains loom larger than Costs for others?

ABSTRACT

STATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTION

In an earlier study (Kakar and Kakar, 2017e), we
examined the absolute as well as the relative
impacts of the various costs and benefits on
shoppers’ purchase decision in online shopping.
A key finding of the study was that costs loom
larger than gains. However, in exit interview with
the subjects, while many fully agreed with this
findings, some strongly opposed the findings. As
researchers we were perplexed and after
literature review we theorized that individual
differences among the subjects might be
influencing the results. We therefore replicated
the study with data already collected from the
subjects of the previous study but collecting new
data on their enduring Regulatory Focus to
account for the difference in reaction of the
subjects to the findings of the previous study. The
findings of the replication study supported the
new theoretical model and has implications for
practice by suggesting ways in which online
shopping can steal a decisive and sustained
march on instore shopping.

The study perhaps for the first time investigated
the impact of enduring regulatory focus on
purchases made by online shoppers. The results
show that for increasing sales online shopping
sites should increase the various types of benefits.
Increasing benefits will impact purchases
positively for both users with preventive as well
as promotion focus. However, the impact of
increasing utilitarian benefits will be higher for
users with prevention focus and the impact of
increasing abstract benefits such as hedonic and
social benefits will be higher on users with
promotion focus. At the same time online
shopping outlets should reduce the various types
of costs. Decreasing costs will enable both users
with preventive as well as promotion focus to buy
more although the impact on users with
preventive focus will be higher. The major cost is
the opportunity lost cost for users of both
preventive as well as promotion focus which can
be reduced by offering price and quality
warranties on the products as well as
communicating positive customer experiences or
expert recommendations about the products
offered on their shopping websites. This will
further tilt the balance of cost difference between
online and instore shopping in favor of online
shopping sites resulting in increase in business.
Previous studies have shown that online
shopping outlets not only complete with each
other but also with instore outlets and overall
shopping online imposes less cost on shoppers
than instore shopping (Kakar and Kakar, 2020g).

Keywords
Benefits, Costs, Online Shopping, Regulatory
Focus
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and actual purchase decision. We then tested the
model with actual consumers by tracking their
purchases over a four month period and their
response to the value derived from online
shopping. The results of the study have
potentially useful implications for online
shopping outlets.

INTRODUCTION
Obtaining value from a purchase is a key
consumption goal for the consumer (Kakar and
Kakar, 2018abcdef). However, the value
(benefits-costs) varies from consumer to
consumer. In this study we investigate the role of
regulatory focus (RF) an enduring personality
trait and its effect on consumers’ perception of
various cost and benefits and how they impart
their buying decision. Keeping in view, the
success of RF theory in a wide variety of decision
making contexts, we feel this tested theory would
be ideal for identifying differences in shoppers’
purchase decisions too.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Value perspective in retailing
A review of literature shows consumers derive
three types of benefits from the use of products
and services, Utilitarian (UB), Hedonic (HB) and
Social (SB). The essential differences in
characteristics of UB, HB and SB are shown
below in Table 1: Change Table 1 to say benefits
not value

We therefore first define the concept of value and
describe in detail the various dimensions of
shopping value. We then develop a theoretical
model of relationships between the various
dimensions of value and the moderating role of
regulatory focus in their impact on consumers’
actual purchase decision rather than the
intention to purchase. Behavioral intention to
purchase may not translate into consumer action
UTILITARIAN BENEFIS

HEDONIC BENEFITS

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Represents “shoulds” or
reasoned preferences
(Bazerman, Tenbrunsel and
Wade-Benzoni, 1998)

Represents “wants” or affective
preferences (Bazerman,
Tenbrunsel and Wade-Benzoni,
1998)

Represents social meaning and
self-expression choices of the
user (Elliot, 1997)

Targets Homo Economicus Consumers are utility calculator
(Rintamaki, 2006)

Targets Homo Ludens Consumers are guided by senses
(Rintamaki, 2006)

Is functional and practical
(Stelmaszewska, Fields and
Blandford, 2004)

Is enjoyment, novelty, aesthetics,
unexpectedness, fun
(Stelmaszewska, Fields and
Blandford, 2004)

Targets Homo Faber Consumers convey their
personalities, lifestyles and
beliefs through conspicuous
consumption
Is
symbolic, expressive,
(Rintamaki,
2006)
relational
(Smith and Colgate,
2007) (Belk, 1988)

Is a means to an end (Babin and
Harris, 2011)

Is an end in itself (Babin and
Harris, 2011)

Helps accomplish practical
goals/ tasks (Smith and Colgate,
2007)
Generates cognitive satisfaction
response when fulfilled (Chitturi
et al., 2007; Berman, 2005)

Provides sensory benefits (Smith
and Colgate, 2007)
Generates affective delight
response when fulfilled
(Chitturi et al., 2007; Berman,
2005)

It can be both a means (social
status) and an end in itself
(self-esteem) (Rintamaki,
2006)
Provides relational and network
benefits (Smith and Colgate,
2007)
Builds self-esteem and social
status when fulfilled (Elliot,
1997)

Can be Objectively appraised
Is Subjective, Experiential
Is Interactional , Relational
(Chitturi, 2009)
(Chittri, 2009)
(Elliot, 1997)
Differences between Hedonic-Utilitarian-Social Value Dimensions
(adapted from Kakar (2017abcde) and enhanced for Social Value characteristics)
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In addition to deriving hedonic benefits (HB),
utilitarian benefits (UB) and social benefits (SB),
the consumer also incurs various types of direct
1
2
3

4

and indirect costs (Kakar and Kakar, 2017e such
as (see Table 2):

Financial (monetary) costs or direct costs of purchase in relation to the benefits provided and as
measured by Price Value (Venkatesh, Thong and Xu, 2012)
Indirect Costs (Kakar and Kakar, 2020g) including time and efforts required in purchase such as
access costs, search costs, transaction costs and monetary costs of possession of goods such as
transportation.
Switching Costs are anticipated time, effort and money required to change a shopping outlet
(Jones, Mothersbaugh and Beatty, 2000). They include uncertainty costs associated with a new
outlet, learning costs in adjusting to a new alternative, the psychological sunk costs or nonrecoupable time, money and effort lost when switching from an existing shopping outlet.
Opportunity Costs (Jones, Mothersbaugh and Beatty, 2000) are the shopper perception of costs
associated with the opportunity lost due to not deriving benefits by purchasing from alternative
outlets
Table 2. Costs of Purchase

Regulatory focus theory

The UB that the consumer derives from online
shopping is the degree to which it helps her
achieve functional and practical goals. The HB
that the consumer derives from online shopping
is the degree to which it gives her pleasure,
enjoyment or fun. The SB that consumers derive
from online shopping is the extent to which it
provides both self-esteem and status benefits to
the consumers. Thus, UB, SB and HB are
antecedents of consumer purchase action. The
greater the UB, SB and HB derived by the
consumer of the shopping site the greater will be
their impact on consumers’ purchase decision. All
three benefits, SB, UB and HB, will therefore

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
In the consumer behavior literature, the value
(benefits-costs) provided by the product is
suggested to lead directly to favorable outcomes
such as purchasing, using or remaining loyal to a
product or service (e.g., Cronin et al., 1997;
Sirohi, McLaughlin, and Wittink, 1998; Sweeney,
Soutar and Johnson, 1999; Wakefield and
Barnes, 1996; Holbrook, 1994; Yang and
Peterson, 2004; Kakar, 2012abc; Kakar, 2014ab;
kakar, 2015abcd).
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significantly and positively impact the purchase
decision of consumers, leading us to the following
hypothesis:

weight to losses than to gains in decision to
purchase. Losses loom larger than gains for these
individuals leading us to the following
hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: The decision to purchase from an
outlet will be positively influenced by the
perceived UB, HB and SB derived from the online
shopping website by the consumer

Hypothesis 3: Perceived Costs will be salient
compared to the Perceived Benefits in impacting
consumer purchase from online shopping
website for shoppers with prevention focus

The user may incur financial as well as nonfinancial costs while purchasing from an outlet.
Financial costs (FC) are the costs he may incur for
acquiring the product. The higher the costs in the
users’ perception the lower will be the impact on
purchase decision. Financial costs may be direct
or indirect. The direct cost is the price paid for the
product or service bought at the outlet. All
consumers also incur varying degrees of nonfinancial direct costs such as the expected
switching costs (SC) of the outlet and the
estimated opportunity costs (OC). While
opportunity costs (OC) represents the costs
(sacrifices) of not realizing the perceived superior
benefits offered by other similar outlets,
switching costs (SC) represents the costs
(sacrifices) that the user will incur when he
switches to another outlet. If the consumers
estimate that the switching costs (SC) of changing
to an alternative option are likely to be high then
his intention to purchase from the existing outlet
will increase. However, if the users’ estimate of
the opportunity costs (OC) is high as determined
by the attractiveness of alternatives (Jones,
Mothersbaugh and Beatty, 2000) then his
intention to purchase from a given outlet will
decline, leading us to the following hypothesis:

By contrast, those with a promotion focus have a
“risky” response bias, compared with compared
to the “conservative” response bias of those in
prevention focus (Crowe and Higgins, 1997).
They are therefore likely to be more adventurous
in pursuit of advancement and gains. Promotion
focused individuals are scared of losing
opportunities (Hosmer, 1995; Kakar, 2016abcd).
In pursuit of their goals they are likely to take
more risks than people with prevention focus.
Gains will loom larger in their calculus than
losses leading us to the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 4: Perceived Benefits will be salient
compared to the Perceived Costs in impacting
consumer purchase from online shopping
website for shoppers with promotion focus

METHOD
Study Setting and Design
Actual shoppers participated in the study. Each
randomly chosen subject in the study answered a
questionnaire based survey that captures data on
demographics and relevant independent
variables, dependent variable and control
variables. The shoppers provided their responses
on all purchases they made in online shopping
during in the next four months. Catalogue and TV
shopping was not included. In all 172 subjects
provided a total of 1044 responses to the survey.

Hypothesis 2: The decision to purchase from an
online retail outlet will be negatively influenced
by financial costs (FC), Indirect Costs (IC) and
opportunity costs (OC) and positively influenced
by switching costs (SC)

Subjects
The subjects were recruited from a large public
university. The college of business of this
university encourages research exposure by
awarding students extra credit for research
exposure. An email was sent randomly to 200
students of the college of business from among its
2300 students inviting them to participate in the
study. We received a total of 181 responses. Based
on this response we invited all 181 students to
participate in the study. Among those invited to
participate 172 actually participated in the study.
The subjects were given extra course credit for
their efforts.

People with prevention focus fear failures and
take necessary steps to avoid undesirable
outcomes (Crowe and Higgins, 1997). They are
concerned with reducing errors of commission
and are likely to behave in a cautious and
precautionary manner (Crowe and Higgins,
1997). They are more sensitive to loss-related
information (Molden et al., 2008). They are less
likely to take risks even though the returns maybe
high. Therefore, taking necessary precautions to
avoid unpleasant outcomes will be a priority for
them. Costs (losses) hurt consumers with
preventive focus more than the pleasure given by
benefits (gains). They will thus apply higher
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impact the outlet preferences and the impact of
HB on dependent variable. Additionally, length of
use experience may impact consumers’ purchase
decision. If the consumer derives value from
using a shopping site it becomes increasingly
important to him due to habitual use behavior.
When a behavior has been performed many times
in the past, subsequent behavior increasingly
becomes under the control of an automated
cognitive process (Aarts, Verplanken and van
Knippenberg, 1998). Consumers form favorable
intentions about acts they have frequently
performed in the past (Ouellette and Wood,
1998), such as repeated use of the same online or
in-store shopping outlets, making them
increasing dependent on the habit (Gefen, 2003).

Measures Used
Tested measures were used to capture data
pertaining to HB, SB, UB (Rintamaki et al.,
2006), Indirect costs (Kakar and Kakar, 2017);
Financial Costs (Venkatesh, Thong and Xu,
2012); and Switching and Opportunity Costs
(Jones, Mothersbaugh and Beatty, 2000). the 11
item (RFQ) Regulatory Focus Questionnaire
(Higgins, Tory, Friedman, Harlow, Idson, Ayduk
and Taylor, 2001) consisting of two subscales
assessing chronic prevention and promotion
focus was used to ascertain individuals’
dispositional or chronic regulatory focus (see
Appendix A and C for details) . All measures used
a 9-point Likert scale with anchors of 9 (strongly
agree) and 1 (strongly disagree) in line with the
recommendation that increasing the number of
choice-points increases scale sensitivity without
damaging scale reliability (Cummins and
Gullone, 2000). Responses were coded such that
high levels of the constructs are represented by
high values. Some items were reverse coded. The
overall value for each construct was created by
averaging the subject responses. The dependent
variable was participant response to whether
purchases were made during online shopping “Y”
or “N”.

Method of Analyses
Factor analysis was performed on the data set
obtained from the subjects to establish that
validity and reliability of the measures used in the
study. Subjects were classified into chronic
prevention or chronic promotion focused
categories based on the median split on the
difference between their RFQ promotion and
RFQ prevention scores in the sample (e.g., Louro,
Pieters and Zeelenberg, 2005; Avnet and Higgins,
2006). Users with Promotion focus were coded as
1 and users with Prevention focus were coded as
0. Logistic regression was used to model the
factors influencing the decision to purchase. In
recent years, logistic regression has become a
preferred statistical technique for multivariate
modeling of categorical dependent variables
(DeMaris, et al., 2012). Research has shown that
using linear regression with expected value E(Y)
as dependent variable is problematic because of
its underlying assumptions (for more details see
Aldrich and Nelson, 1984; Hanushek and
Jackson, 1977; Maddala, 1983).

Control Procedures
Extraneous variables such as age, gender and
length of use experience were controlled for in the
analysis of subject responses. Studies have shown
that HB impacts outcomes for females and males
differently (Gefen and Straub, 1997; Venkatesh,
Morris and Ackerman, 2000; Wu and Lu, 2013).
Further, younger men tend to seek greater
novelty and innovativeness and are likely to be
more responsive to using a new technology (e.g.,
Chau and Hui, 1998). Thus age and gender may

RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Name of the scale

Cronbach’s Alpha

Number of Items

Utilitarian Benefits (UB)

0.960

6

Hedonic Benefits (HB)

0.947

6

Indirect Costs (IC)

0.890

4

Switching Costs (SC)

0.864

3

Financial Costs (FC)

0.886

Social Benefits (SB)

0.820

6

Opportunity Costs (OC)

0.799

3

5
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Table 3. Internal Reliability of Scales
The results of the factor analysis (Appendix B)
show that the factors extracted using Varimax
rotation represented the scales used in the study.
The high loadings (>.50) within factors
demonstrated convergent validity of items within
scales, and the no cross loadings (>.40) between
factors demonstrated discriminant validity
between scales. The internal reliabilities of all the
scales used in the study were greater than .70 (see
Table 3). Further none of the inter-correlations
between the scales were greater than .65. Out of
the 172 participants 98 were found to be
prevention focused and 74 were found to be
promotion focused.

derived by shoppers of prevention and promotion
focus in online shopping. The results in Table 5
show that in general the hypotheses were
supported by the findings of the study. As
expected, the impacts of benefits on purchase was
positive and except for switching costs the
impacts of costs were negative, thereby
supporting Hypotheses 1 and 2. The sum of the
absolute values of significant regression
coefficients (see Table 5) show that the impact of
benefits on purchase was lower than the impact
of costs for consumers with prevention focus
(0.859 versus 0.904) while the impact of benefits
on purchase was higher than the impact of costs
for consumers with promotion focus (0.807
versus 0.638), thus Hypothesis 3 and 4 were also
supported.

From Table 4 we can see that there was no
significant difference in costs and benefits
Preventive focus

Promotion focus

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Difference in
Means

Utilitarian
Benefits (UB)
Measure
Hedonic Benefits (HB)

6.998

0.887

6.783

0.871

0.215

5.227

1.003

5.306

0.962

-0.079

Indirect Costs (IC)

5.081

1.016

4.993

0.983

0.088

Switching Costs (SC)

7.135

0.829

7.023

0.848

0.112

Financial Costs (FC)

6.925

0.956

7.092

0.908

-0.167

Social Benefits (SB)

5.978

0.929

5.853

0.937

0.125

Opportunity Costs (OC)

6.027

0.804

6.241

0.793

-0.214

Variables

* p < .05 ** P < .01 ***p<.001
Table 4. Difference in benefits and costs derived by online shoppers
Variable
Preventive focus
Promotion focus
Intercept
0.012
0.025
Hedonic benefits (HB)
0.226**
0.268**
Utilitarian benefits (UB)
0.286**
0.184**
Opportunity Cost (OC)
-0.327**
-0.268**
Social Benefits (SB)
0.338***
0.360***
Switching Costs (SC)
0.129**
0.111*
Experience
0.193**
0.249**
Age
0.000
0.000
Gender
-0.005
0.004
Financial Costs (FC)
-0.293**
-0.150**
Indirect Costs (IC)
-0.146**
-0.119*
* p < .05 ** p < .01 ***p<.001
Table 5. Coefficients for logistic regression models of the log odds of Purchase

CONCLUSION
The study perhaps for the first time investigated
the impact of enduring regulatory focus on
purchases made by online shoppers’. The results
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show that for increasing sales online shopping
sites should increase the various types of benefits.
Increasing benefits will impact purchases
positively for both users with preventive as well
as promotion focus. However, the impact of
increasing UB will be higher for users with
prevention focus and the impact of increasing
abstract benefits will be higher on users with
promotion focus will be higher. At the same time
online shopping outlets should reduce the various
types of costs. Decreasing costs will enable both
users with preventive as well as promotion focus
to buy more although the impact on users with
preventive focus will be higher. The major cost is
the opportunity lost cost for users of both
preventive as well as promotion focus which can
be reduced by offering price and quality
warranties on the products as well as
communicating positive customer experiences or
expert recommendations about the products
offered on their shopping websites. This will
further tilt the balance of cost difference between
online and instore shopping in favor of online
shoppers. Studies have shown that overall
shopping online imposes less cost on users than
instore shopping (Kakar and Kakar, 2020g).

together have a higher impact on shoppers’
purchase decision than utilitarian benefits. The
implications for online shopping are clear. Online
shopping already has a utilitarian advantage over
instore shopping while instore shopping has an
edge over instore shopping in providing greater
HB and SB to shoppers (Kakar and Kakar,
2018abcdef; Kakar, 2021). By allowing people to
indulge in their fantasies and providing social
presence, VR and other digital technologies can
also help online retailers storm into traditionally
instore strongholds by making online shopping
an even more enjoyable and socially rewarding
experience than instore shopping.
Online shopping can be a multi-sensory and can
provide real-lifelike experience through the use of
aesthetically pleasing colors, images, videos and
music; and simulation of presence of crowds
through the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Live chats with trained sales assistants and
collaborative online shopping through the use of
co-browsing technologies can provide a socially
engaging environment to people starved of social
contact due to covid-19 restrictions. Thus, in the
post of covid-19 world VR, AI and other
technologies can be judiciously deployed by
online retailers to provide shoppers an
pleasureful, immersive yet healthy and safe
shopping experience. With the aforementioned
benefits and with experts predicting that social
distancing will remain with us for some time, we
can expect online shopping to be increasingly
prevalent in the foreseeable future.

The finding of differential impacts of costs and
benefits on shopper purchases can be exploited
by online shopping outlets to maximize sales by
delivering personalized content to the shoppers
based on their regulatory focus to enhance their
online shopping experience. The implementation
details and strategy are best left to the business
managers of individual websites. However, as an
example, it may be possible based on the
browsing history of the webpages of the online
shopping website by customers one can possibly
determine whether the users are promotion or
prevention focused and then tailor the content to
suit their psychological disposition. The content
for shoppers with promotion focus can be tailored
to communicate abstract benefits of shopping on
the website. The content for shoppers with
prevention focus can be tailored to highlight
utilitarian benefits and lower costs advantage of
shopping on the website. Personalization based
on personalization is not easily possible in brick
and mortar stores. Instore shopping locations can
cater to one psychological disposition or the
other, not both. Therefore, personalization based
on shopper personality will provide online
shopping websites in general a distinct advantage
over brick and mortar stores.
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APPENDIX A

Utilitarian Value (UV)
UV1

The products on this online shopping website are high quality.

UV2

The products on this website meet my shopping requirements.

UV3

I find this shopping website to be convenient for my shopping needs.

UV4

I find this website to be useful.

UV5

Using this website helps me to complete my shopping tasks effectively.

UV6

This shopping website offers me a wide variety of products to meet my needs.
Hedonic Value (HV)

HV1

I enjoy shopping at this site, not just because I am able to get my purchases done

HV2

I enjoy browsing this website even when I have no intention of buying anything

HV3

Shopping on this website is fun

HV4

In my opinion, shopping at this site is a pleasant way to spend leisure time

HV5

While shopping at this site, I feel happy

HV6

The website images are aesthetically pleasing
Social Value (SV)

SV1

Patronizing this shopping site fits the impression that I want to give to others
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SV2

I am eager to tell my friends/acquaintances about this shopping site

SV3

I feel that I belong to the group of shoppers who shop at this site

SV4

I found this shopping site to be consistent with my style

SV5

I felt like a smart shopper by shopping at this site

SV6

This shopping site gave me something that is personally important or pleasing for me
Indirect Costs

IC1

The website was easy to find. R

IC2

The web pages loaded quickly. R

IC3

It was not easy to navigate the website.

IC4

I could find what I wanted without having to look elsewhere. R

IC5

It was not easy to get the information I needed to make my purchase decision.

IC6

I did not find what I wanted.

IC7

I was properly notified of my order status. R

IC8

What I wanted was not in stock.

IC9

The shipping cost was reasonable. R
Switching Costs

SW1

In general it would be a hassle changing shopping websites.

SW2

It would take a lot of time and effort changing shopping websites.

SW3

For me, the costs in time, money, and effort to switch shopping websites.
Opportunity Costs

OC1
OC2
OC3

If I needed to change this online shopping website, there are other good websites to choose
from. R
I would probably be happy with the products and services of another shopping website. R
Compared to this shopping website, there are other shopping with which I would probably be
equally or more satisfied. R

OC4

Compared to this shopping website, there are not very many other shopping websites with
whom I could be satisfied.
Price value

PV1
PV2
PV3

The goods on this online shopping website are reasonably priced
Shopping on this website provides a good value for the money.
At the prevailing prices, this shopping website is expensive. R
APPENDIX B

Items

Factors

SV1

1
0.930

2
-0.026

3
4
-0.048

4
0.023

5
0.030

6
-0.003

SV2

0.914

0.001

0.013

-0.006

0.024

0.028

SV3

0.913

0.104

-0.059

-0.004

0.091

0.002

SV4

0.806

0.089

0.022

-0.141

0.068

-0.042
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Items

Factors

SV5

1
0.844

2
0.044

3
4
0.010

4
0.082

5
0.046

0.007

SV6

0.834

0.010

0.079

-0.001

0.072

0.113

UV1

0.030

0.908

0.135

0.107

0.052

0.012

UV2

0.078

0.841

0.133

0.231

0.045

0.087

UV3

0.004

0.875

0.124

0.081

0.015

0.034

HV1

-0.064

0.146

0.645

0.085

0.031

0.108

UV4

-0.001

0.895

0.113

0.165

0.078

0.041

HV2

0.069

0.016

0.886

0.057

0.004

0.075

UV5

-0.026

0.918

0.170

0.069

-0.057

0.199

HV3

0.012

0.002

0.859

0.062

0.073

0.217

UV6

0.132

0.882

0.021

0.11

0.074

0.007

HV4

0.019

0.378

0.733

0.029

0.064

0.006

HV5

0.002

0.135

0.858

0.002

-0.057

0.199

HV6

0.032

0.079

0.844

0.066

0.217

-0.057

OC1

-0.010

0.016

0.373

0.796

0.229

0.073

OC2

0.018

0.025

0.095

0.855

0.067

0.074

OC3

0.008

0.001

0.133

0.840

0.025

0.064

OC4

-0.006

0.026

-0.043

0.884

0.229

0.073

IC1

-0.057

0.199

0.079

0.034

0.796

0.074

IC2

0.073

0.217

0.055

-0.021

0.855

0.064

IC3

0.074

0.007

0.084

0.072

0.840

-0.003

IC4

0.064

0.006

0.021

-0.058

0.822

0.028

IC5

-0.057

0.199

0.096

0.034

0.796

0.002

IC6

0.217

-0.057

0.199

0.018

0.803

-0.042

IC7

0.229

0.073

0.217

0.020

0.825

0.007

IC8

0.067

0.074

0.007

0.033

0.830

0.113

IC9

0.025

0.064

0.006

0.120

0.833

0.068

PV1

0.229

0.073

0.017

0.070

0.045

0.872

PV2

0.067

0.074

0.007

0.033

0.015

0.834

PV3

0.025

0.064

0.006

0.006

0.031

0.908
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APPENDIX C
Regulatory Focus (Higgins, Shah, and Friedman, 1997),
Compared to most people, are you typically unable to get what you want out of life? (R)a
Growing up, would you ever “cross the line” by doing things that your parents would not
tolerate? (R)
How often have you accomplished things that got you “psyched” to work even harder? a
Did you get on your parents’ nerves often when you were growing up? (R)
How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by your parents?
Growing up, did you ever act in ways that your parents thought were objectionable? (R)
Do you often do well at different things that you try? a
Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times. (R)
When it comes to achieving things that are important to me, I find that I don’t perform as well
as I ideally would like to do. (R)a
I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life. a
I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest or motivate me
to put effort into them. (R)a
a promotion item.
(R) = reverse scored.
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ORDER MATTERS: RATING SERVICE PROFESSIONALS FIRST REDUCES
TIPPING AMOUNT

Jinjie Chen, City University of Hong Kong
Alison Jing Xu, University of Minnesota
Maria A. Rodas, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Xuefeng Liu, University of Minnesota

For further information, please contact Jinjie Chen, Assistant Professor of Marketing, City
University of Hong Kong (chen.j@cityu.edu.hk).

Keywords: tipping, rating, motivated reasoning, categorization, sequential decision making

Description: Asking consumers to rate a service professional first before deciding on how
much to tip can lead to smaller tip amounts due to motivated reasoning and flexible
categorization.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

As customer ratings have become ubiquitous and digital platforms can request ratings
and tips from customers, understanding how a customer rating influences tipping becomes
important. We investigate whether, how, why, and when the order of rating and tipping
affects both consumer behaviors in seven studies, including one quasi-field experiment, one
archival data analysis, one randomized field experiment, and four randomized lab
experiments. We show that asking customers to rate a service professional before tipping
negatively impacts the tip amount but that tipping first does not affect subsequent rating
scores. We propose that the negative effect of rating on tipping occurs because customers
flexibly categorize their feedback as a reward to the service professional, which partially
alleviates the felt obligation to tip, resulting in a smaller tip. This negative effect is more
evident when customers tip from their own pocket, and have higher categorization flexibility.
Moreover, highlighting the consistency motivation after rating but before tipping can
attenuate this effect. These boundary conditions not only support our proposed mechanism
but also have significant practical implications.
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Research Question
Tipping is prevalent in the service industry. Tips can also account for a large
proportion of income for many service professionals. For example, food-service workers
wean as much as 62% of their income from tips (PayScale accessed 2019). With the advent
of new technologies, it is critical to examine how contextual factors may influence how
consumers tip. In particular, as customer ratings become ubiquitous in several service sectors
(e.g., rideshare, food and grocery delivery, restaurants, homestay rental), it is important to
examine how the order of rating and tipping decisions can influence each other. If so, what
are the underlying psychological mechanisms? The answers to this question are particularly
of timely significance as the demand for certain services, such as food and grocery deliveries,
has grown exponentially during the COVID-19 Pandemic (Huet and Chapman 2020).
Understanding how the order of rating and tipping decisions may affect each other can help
firms design user interfaces and consumer decision architectures that can lead to better wellbeing of the service professionals in these industries.

Method and Design
Seven studies, including two field studies, one archival data analysis, and four lab
experiments, tested the core effect and the boundary conditions. In Study 1a, the effect was
tested leveraging the design difference between Uber (rating first) and Lyft (tipping first). To
control for the possibility of preexisting differences in the Uber and Lyft users, using archival
data and a within-subjects design, the core effect was replicated. Study 2a and Study 2b
replicated the effects using lab experiments with different scenarios (rideshare and homestay
services). In Study 3, we found that when the pain of payment is reduced (i.e., when the
employer pays for the tips), rating first no longer reduced how much people tipped. Study 4
demonstrated that rating first only reduced tips for customers who have greater flexibility in
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categorization (i.e., holistic thinking styles). Study 5 was a randomized field experiment with
real consequences. In addition to replicating the core effect, it demonstrated that when a
rating cannot be seen as valuable to the service professionals (e.g., rating the diversity of
dining options in a city), rating first did not influence how people tip.

Summary of Findings
In this paper, we demonstrate that rating a service professional first can have a
negative effect on how much people tip. This happens because tipping, which is parting with
money, is economically costly and psychologically painful. As a result, people may be more
motivated to engage in flexible categorization, by putting both rating and tipping into one
combined category of reward to service professionals, to justify tipping less. On the contrary,
since ratings are virtually painless to provide, tipping service professionals first does not
influence how much people would tip the service professionals.
Of theoretical and managerial importance, our studies also revealed three important
boundary conditions. First, when the pain of payment associated with tipping is reduced,
rating first no longer reduces how much people tip. Second, the effect is more pronounced
(attenuated) among participants who have higher (lower) categorization flexibility. Third, if
the ratings provided cannot be construed as being beneficial to the service professionals,
rating first does not reduce how much people tip.

Key Contributions
Our research is of value to service-sector firms and managers. Tips not only represent
a large amount of the economy ($47 billion annually in the U.S. restaurant sector alone) and a
large portion of income for service professionals (up to 62%), but they are also of strategic
importance to managers. Higher tips result in better service, help attract and retain quality
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workers, and alleviate pressure to increase salaries. We recommend that managers solicit tips
before ratings when designing a consumer decision architecture. We also alert managers to
the conditions in which this effect is likely to be stronger and recommend strategies regarding
the decision architecture to limit its negative impact.
Our work also contributes to several literature streams. It enriches the tipping
literature by identifying how a contextual factor (i.e., service rating) can influence tip
amount. The examination of this effect and its underlying mechanism contributes to
motivated categorization and sequential decision-making literature by proposing a theory on
how motivation can lead to different ways of categorizing the same resources. Overall, our
work highlights the importance of designing an effective consumer decision architecture in
which both ratings and tips are solicited.

References are available upon request.
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OWNER ATTRIBUTE LABEL INCREASES PERCEIVED COMPETENCE FOR
MARGINALIZED POPULATIONS

Nicole A. Davis, University of Georgia
Tami Kim, University of Virginia
For further information, please contact Nicole Davis, Doctoral Student, University of Georgia
(email: nicole.davis@uga.edu).

Keywords: stereotypes, gender, discrimination, identity, service quality.

This research examines owner attribute labels as an effective marketing strategy to increase
perceived competence of the business, and thus leads to higher expectations of service quality.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
In 2002, women owned less than a third of independently owned businesses in the United
States (Winn 2005); by 2019, women-owned businesses represented 42% of all enterprises
(American Express 2019a). Despite these trends, studies have shown that female business
owners face many challenges, including accessing capital and markets and overcoming negative
perceptions of working women (Bosse and Taylor III 2012; Hadary 2010; Treichel and Scott
2006). In addition, consumer attitudes toward this group have been shown to be generally
negative and prevalent, illustrating “problematic stereotypes, perceptions and expectations of
business and government leaders” (Hadary 2010).
On one hand, making their gender identity salient could incite adverse outcomes for
women. It could remind observers of the negative attributes stereotypically associated with this
identity. Past research has also shown that individuals belonging to marginalized groups can face
discrimination when observers infer their social groups based on cues such as names and
extracurricular activities (Doleac and Stein 2013; Edelman, Luca, and Svirsky 2017; Milkman,
Akinola, and Chugh 2015). These results suggest that women would benefit from concealing,
rather than revealing, their demographic identity (van Veelen et al. 2020).
Here, we propose an alternative perspective. Drawing on prior work on social perception
and impression management, we posit that the very act of asserting that one’s business is
woman-owned can counteract traditional stereotypes of women as low in competence (Fiske et
al. 2002) and engender positive business outcomes for female business owners.
Method and Data
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Study 1 tested the main effect and our proposed mechanism by manipulating a “womanowned business” label (vs. no label). We recruited 200 participants on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (46% female, Mage = 49.96, 84% White). The study was a two-condition, between-subjects
(label vs. no label) design. Participants were presented with a description of a business owner
and the accompanying logo. In the no label condition, the description read, “Rosanna Cox has
started her own finance business. She offers tax return and wealth management services to
individuals, families, and small business owners. Below is Rosanna’s new business brand, which
she plans to use for all her marketing promotions.” In the label condition, the following line was
added to the description: “Rosanna has decided to make it known that her business is a womanowned business.”
We measured service quality using the following four items (Buell and Norton 2011;
Sweeney and Soutar 2001): “Do you believe this is a high-quality service?”; “Is this a service
that you would want to use?”; “How willing are you to pay for this service?”; and “Would other
people approve of this service?” (1 = Not at all; 7 = Very much; α = .89). Participants also rated
the warmth and competence of the brand (adapted from Fiske et al. 2002). For warmth,
participants were asked: “To what extent do you believe the brand is (a) warm (b) sincere and (c)
good-natured?” (1 = Not at all; 7 = To a great extent; α = .92). For competence, participants
were asked: “To what extent do you believe the brand is (a) competent (b) confident and (c)
competitive?” (1 = Not at all; 7 = To a great extent; α = .86).
As predicted, service quality was significantly higher in the label condition (M = 4.99)
relative than in the no-label condition (M = 4.43; t(198) = -3.125, p = .002, d = .44). Perceived
competence also was significantly higher for the label condition (M = 5.38) relative to the nolabel condition (M = 4.84; t(198) = -3.263, p = .001, d = .46). There was no significant effect of
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condition on warmth (t(198) = -.482, p = .63), suggesting that affixing a WOB label does not
harm perceptions of warmth while allowing female founders to boost perceptions of competence.
A mediation analysis using PROCESS Model 4 (Hayes 2018) with 10,000 resamples revealed
that competence significantly mediated the increase in service quality (indirect effect = .47, SE =
.14, 95% CI = [.18, .75]). These findings provide initial support for our account that affixing a
WOB label increases service quality of the business, and that this effect is driven by an increase
in perceived competence of the brand.
How robust is this effect? Previous research on SCM has shown that competence
perceptions can fluctuate based on race (Fiske et al. 2002; Fiske 2018). For example, Black
people are generally perceived as lower in competence and higher in warmth than White people.
Thus, Study 2 examined whether Study 1’s findings are robust across different racial categories.
Six hundred and two participants (50.3% female, Mage = 40.64, 81.8% White) were randomly
assigned to one of six conditions in a 2 (label: no label vs. label) x 3 (race of woman: White vs.
Black vs. Asian), between-subjects design. The design was similar to that of Study 1. Those in
the label absent condition simply read about a business owned by Rosanna Cox along with the
company logo, while those in the label present condition read, in addition, that the founder has
decided to affix a “woman-owned business” label on her marketing materials. We varied the race
of the business owner by including a headshot of a founder who is White, Black or Asian. We
measured service quality, competence, and warmth of the business using the same measures
from Study 1. Participants also rated the attractiveness of the founder.
A 2 (WOB label: absent vs. present) x 3 (founder race: Asian vs. Black vs. White)
between-subjects ANOVA revealed that there was no main effect of race (F(2, 596) = .29, p =
.75) and no significant interaction (F(2, 595) = .02, p = .98). Importantly, there was a main effect
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of label condition, such that service quality was higher for those in the label condition (M = 5.00)
than those in the no-label condition (M = 4.52; F(1, 595) = 23.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .038). We
found the same pattern for perceived competence such that there was no significant main effect
of race (F(2, 596) = .12, p = .89) and no significant interaction (F(2, 596) = .07, p = .94).
Importantly, there was a main effect of label, with participants perceiving the firm that included
a label to be more competent (M = 5.56) than the firm without the label (M = 5.11; F(1, 596) =
22.22, p < .001, ηp2 = .036). As for warmth, there was no significant main effect of race (F(2,
596) = 1.62, p = .20), no main effect of condition (F(1, 596) = .45, p = .51), and no significant
interaction (F(2, 596) = .83, p = .44). As in Study 1, competence mediated the relationship
between the label and service quality (indirect effect = .36, SE = .08, 95% CI = [.21, .52]). In
sum, the effectiveness of an owner attribute label on service quality of the brand persisted across
different racial groups. Controlling for attractiveness revealed the same patterns of results.
Study 3 explored industry experience as a moderator of the effectiveness of an owner
attribute label. We suspected that presenting an owner attribute label can serve as an effective
signal of one’s competence especially in situations where other signals of competence are absent
(e.g., there is no indication of the founder’s industry experience). However, in situations where
such signals of the founder’s competence are present, affixing an owner attribute label should not
serve as an effective intervention to boost consumers’ perceptions of the founder’s competence.
Eight hundred and three participants (49.8% Male, Mage = 36.97, 80.7% White) were
randomly assigned to one of eight conditions in a 2 (label vs. no-label) x 4 (industry experience:
no information vs. 1 year vs. 5 years vs.15 years) between-subjects design. In the no-information
condition, participants simply read: “Karina Baker has decided to start her own interior
decorating business. Below is Karina's new business brand, which she plans to use for all her
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marketing promotions.” For those who were given information about the business owner’s
experience, participants in the 1-year (5-years) [15-years] condition read: “Karina Baker has
decided to start her own interior decorating business. She currently has 1 year (5 years) [15
years] of experience, which is below average (average) [above average] for an interior decorator
in her area. Below is Karina’s new business brand, which she plans to use for all her marketing
promotions.” Those in the no-label condition were given no other additional information, while
those in the label condition read: “Karina has decided to make it known that her business is a
woman-owned business.”
We assessed service quality and competence using the same items from Studies 1 & 2.
Since warmth perceptions were consistently not significant in the previous studies, we did not
measure warmth in the subsequent studies.
A 2 (WOB label: absent vs. present) x 4 (industry experience: no information vs. 1 year
vs. 5 years vs.15 years) revealed a main effect of label (F(1, 795) = 50.76, p < .001, ηp2 = .060)
and a main effect of industry experience (F(3, 795) = 18.78, p < .001, ηp2 = .066). Importantly,
these effects were qualified by a significant interaction (F(3, 795) = 4.26, p = .005; ηp2 = .016).
Service quality was higher for those in the label condition than the no-label condition when
participants (1) were not given any information about the owner’s industry experience (Mlabel =
5.01, SDlabel = 1.10 vs. Mno label = 3.95, SDno label = 1.20; F(1, 795) = 36.63, p < .001, ηp2 = .044);
(2) read that the owner’s industry experience was below average (Mlabel = 4.33, SDlabel = 1.33 vs.
Mno label = 3.62, SDno label = 1.21; F(1, 795) = 17.02, p < .001, ηp2 = .021); and (3) read that the
owner’s industry experience was average (Mlabel = 4.86, SDlabel = 1.22 vs. Mno label = 4.35, SDno
label =

1.29; F(1, 795) = 8.54, p = .004, ηp2 = .011). When industry experience was above average

(i.e., 15 years), the difference between the label (M = 4.97, SD = 1.35) and no-label conditions
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was not significant (M = 4.78, SD = 1.15; F(1, 795) = 1.31, p = .25, ηp2 = .002). We conducted
the same analysis on competence and the results parodied.
We conducted a moderated mediation analysis (PROCESS Model 8; Hayes 2018) using
label as the independent variable, competence as the mediator, and industry experience as the
moderating factor (dummy-coded; moderating the path from the independent variable to the
mediator). Differences in competence mediated the effect of label presence on service quality,
but this effect decreased as the years of industry experience increased. Specifically, the indirect
effect in the no-information condition was .84 (SE = .13, 95% CI = [.59, 1.09]), while it was .57
(SE = .13, 95% CI = [.31, .84]) and .41 (SE = .14, 95% CI = [.14, .68]) for the 1-year and 5-years
conditions, respectively (moderated mediation indices: no information vs. 1 year = −.27 (SE =
.18, 95% CI = [−.62, −.07]); no information vs. 5 years = −.43 (SE = .19, 95% CI = [−.79, −.08]).
Importantly, the indirect effect was the smallest in the 15-years condition at .19 (SE = .12, 95%
CI = [−.06, .42]; moderated mediation index: no information vs. 15 years = −.65 (SE = .17, 95%
CI = [−1.00, −.32]).
In Study 4, we explore industry type as another moderator of the effectiveness of affixing
an owner attribute label. Given that competence is more strongly associated with specific
industries, we predicted that affixing an owner attribute label might be more effective for
women-owned businesses operating in industries where competence is highly valued (e.g.,
white-collar businesses such as interior design) than others (e.g., blue-collar businesses such as
house cleaning). Study 4 directly tested this idea. One thousand and four participants (50.3%
female, Mage = 39.68, 80.4% White) were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2
(label: no label vs. label) x 2 (industry: house cleaning vs. interior decorating) between-subjects
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design. We measured service quality and competence of the business using the same measures
from Studies 1-3.
A 2 (label: label vs. no label) x 2 (industry: house cleaning vs. interior decorating)
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of label, such that service quality was higher in the
label condition (M = 5.00, SD = 1.21) than in the no-label condition (M = 4.48; F(1, 1199) =
53.76, p < .001). There was also a significant main effect of industry, such that service quality
was higher in the house cleaning condition (M = 4.90) than in the interior decorating condition
(M = 4.56; F(1, 119) = 21.67, p < .001). Importantly, these main effects were qualified by a
significant interaction (F(1, 1199) = 5.08, p = .024, ηp2 = .004). Specifically, among participants
in the interior decorating condition, service quality was higher in the label condition (M = 4.91)
than in the no-label condition (M = 4.21; F(1, 1199) = 46.06, p < .001, ηp2 = .037). This gap was
smaller among participants in the house cleaning condition, such that service quality was higher
in the label condition (M = 5.09) relative to the no-label condition (M = 4.72; F(1, 1199) = 12.86,
p < .001, ηp2 = .011); however, affixing an owner attribute label for a house cleaning service was
still effective in boosting expected service quality.
Conducting the same analysis for competence revealed a significant main effect of label.
Perceived competence was higher in the label condition (M = 5.43, SD = 1.13) than in the nolabel condition (M = 4.83; F(1, 1199) = 72.33, p < .001). There was also a significant main effect
of industry, with competence being higher in the house cleaning condition (M = 5.21) than in the
interior decorating condition (M = 5.05, SD = 1.29; F(1, 1199) = 6.15, p = .013). However, the
interaction was not significant (F(1, 1199) = 1.97, p = .16).
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A mediation analysis using PROCESS Model 4 (Hayes 2018) with 10,000 resamples
revealed that, controlling for industry, competence mediated the relationship between label and
service quality (indirect effect = .48, SE = .06, 95% CI = [.37, .59]).
The studies thus far have demonstrated that affixing an owner attribute label, such as
“woman-owned business,” can enable women business owners to fight the prevalent stereotype
that women are incompetent. However, women are not the only demographic group that suffers
from this stereotype; racial minorities do as well. Our theory hinges on the notion that the very
act of affixing a woman-owned business label serves as a display of competence; if so, we
should also observe affixing other types of owner attribute labels—such as “Black-owned
business” and “minority-owned business”—to improve business outcomes as well.
The results in our final study demonstrate that the very act of affixing an owner attribute
label signals attributes associated with competence. In sum, all owner attribute labels boosted
perceived competence of the business relative to using no label across five industries.
Summary of Findings
Our findings contribute to a recent movement in consumer behavior research to study
topics that help promote inclusivity in the marketplace. By identifying marketing strategies that
business owners belonging to traditionally marginalized groups can employ, we address the need
to directly and indirectly explore diversity, equity, and inclusion and issues of social relevance
(Arsel, Crockett, and Scott 2022; Chandy et al. 2021; Chaney, Sanchez, and Maimon 2018).
More broadly, we demonstrate how consumer behavior research can serve as a catalyst for
positive change (Mende and Scott 2021).
Our findings also offer practical takeaways. To our knowledge, we are the first to
systematically and empirically examine how owner attribute labels influence consumer
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perceptions of firms. While some business owners belonging to marginalized populations may be
reluctant to employ owner attribute labels for fear of evoking stereotypes associated with their
identities, our findings suggest that such labels can increase perceived competence without
hurting perceived warmth of the business, across a wide range of industries.
Statement of Key Contributions
Women-owned businesses account for 42% of all business in the United Sates (American
Express 2019). Much research has identified that women in the workforce are particularly
disadvantaged and commonly subjected to discrimination (Bensen and Kimmel 2006); yet little
investigation has identified how to improve perceptions of women-owned businesses. Across
five preregistered experiments (N = 3,110), we show that affixing an owner attribute label (e.g.,
“woman owned business”) can engender positive firm outcomes by increasing perceptions of
competence—thus counteracting the prevailing stereotype that women are less competent than
men.
This work contributes to multiple streams of consumer behavior research. First, we
contribute to emergent research on interventions individuals can employ to counter bias in the
marketplace. Second, by examining the experiences of business owners, we offer another
perspective on stereotypes, given that prior research has primarily focused on consumers’ felt
experiences of stereotype threat. Relatedly, we advance the current understanding of identity
marketing by investigating how business owners can leverage their own identity attributes, rather
than appealing to consumers’ identities, to improve business outcomes. Fourth, we contribute to
research on inclusivity in the marketplace by identifying interventions that can benefit those
belonging to marginalized populations.
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Finally, our work provides actionable managerial insights for business owners and
marketing managers by providing an integrative understanding of when and why affixing owner
attribute labels can engender positive business outcomes.

References are available upon request.
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PERSONAL AND ATTITUDINAL DRIVERS OF BOTH ACCESS-BASED
AND OWNERSHIP CONSUMPTION. THE MODERATING ROLE OF
BRAND TIERS.
Daniel Espinosa Sáez, Universidad de Murcia
María Elena Delgado Ballester, Universidad de Murcia
José Luis Munuera Alemán, Universidad de Murcia
Contract Information: For further information, please contact Daniel Espinosa Sáez,
PhD Student, Universidad de Murcia (daniel.e.s@um.es).
Keywords: Access-based consumption intentions; Brand tiers; Attitude; Purchase
intentions
Description: This study takes a look the interlinked relationships among personal factors,
attitudes toward access-based consumption and the intentions to participate in ownership
and access-based consumption.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
In recent years, there have been major changes that have had a significant impact on
markets in terms of production, marketing, corporate governance, and business models
(Edelman et al., 2017). These circumstances generate a certain detachment from the
ownership of products and brands in favour of access-based consumption (Kumar et al.,
2018).
This situation leads to important challenges for companies that start offering their own
brands through access services while at the same time they might also offer the property
of these brands through purchase. So , the aim of this study is to understand 1) the personal
factors that inhibit or enhance people’s attitudes toward access-based consumption, and
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the mediating role that those attitudes play between these personal antecedents and
people’s intentions to adopt the two broad categories of consumption mentioned above,
and 2) the moderating effect different brand tiers exert on the relationships between
attitude toward access-based consumption and people’s intentions to access and purchase
products.

Method And Data
Data collection took place through an online questionnaire between April 2021 and June
2021. Participants were exposed to a particular brand tier of either fashion products or
cars. After describing a hypothetical scenario in which the access-based consumption of
a given brand tier is available, participants were asked a series of questions related to the
variables of interest. To avoid the effect of brand familiarity, the description of each brand
tier did not focus on a particular brand, but on a set of brands representing the
characteristics of each tier according to the interviews and focus groups carried out.
Of a total of 725 questionnaires received, eight invalid responses were deleted, making
the final sample 717. The data were analysed by structural equation modelling using
conventional maximum likelihood estimation techniques to test the model with LISREL
8.8.
Summary of Findings
From the perspective of access-based consumption intentions, only personal
innovativeness and access-based attitude have a direct positive effect on these intentions.
The other personal traits (personal innovativeness, and economic benefit importance)
have an indirect effect on these intentions.
On the other hand, from the viewpoint of purchase intentions (ownership) the results show
that only importance of possession, and economic benefit importance personal traits have
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a significant direct effect on it. Data analysis showed that attitude exerts an indirect effect
through access-based intentions. Interestingly, people’s predisposition to engage in
access-based consumption exerts a positive effect on purchase intentions, and according
to the dominance analysis conducted, access-based intentions are a dominant driver of
purchase intentions, beyond the importance given to the possession of an item.
Another insightful result relates to the fact that brand tiers (high, middle, and low)
condition the relationship between attitude, access-based consumption intentions, and
purchasing intentions chain of effects. In particular, findings suggest that higher-tier
brands (compared to both middle and low brand tiers) strengths the relationship between
attitude and the intention to participate in access-based consumption, and the relationship
between this later intention and the intention to purchase.

Key Contributions
This study identifies that no previous study has analysed the access-based consumption
and ownership in the same model. By doing so, this study comprehensively offers a
general overview of the relationships between personal characteristics, people’s attitudes
toward the access economy, and the two types of consumption. As such, it shed more
light on whether they are explained by the same personal drivers and what is the
mediating role of attitude between these personal drivers and participation in both accessbased and ownership consumption.
On the other hand, our study further enhances previous studies by providing fresh insights
into the role played by brand tiers. The results show that brand tiers are another relevant
aspect that should be considered if we are to fully understand the phenomenon, because
not all brand tiers benefit equally from consumption-access services.
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Moreover, far from being two substitute ways of consumption, and contrary to some
suggestions that consumers are moving away from ownership towards access-based
consumption, our results suggest that being able to access a good generates positive
intentions to own it. Thus, the option of developing a new business model based on
access-based consumption can be really interesting for companies.
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PREDICTING SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOUR OF SNS USERS’ BY
EXAMINING E-MAVENISM AND BIG FIVE PERSONALITY TRAITS

Twinkle Trivedi, SLIBM - Gujarat Technological University
Sujo Thomas, Amrut Mody School of Management - Ahmedabad University
Viral Bhatt, Sal Institute of Management - Gujarat Technological University
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“For further information, please contact Sujo Thomas, Faculty, Amrut Mody School of
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Keywords: Social networking sites, sustainable consumption behaviour, big five personality
traits, and e-mavenism.

Description: This study investigates whether e-mavenism would mediate the relationship
between personality traits and sustainable consumption behaviour, thereby attempting to
predict relevant factors influencing SNS users’ sustainable consumption behaviour.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The global pandemic has unexpectedly disrupted our mundane life and has drastically
changed the landscape of sustainable consumption. Many scholars and practitioners have
expressed their concern regarding the change in sustainable consumption behaviour on social
networking sites (SNS). This study explores this issue by investigating the role of personality
traits and e-mavenism to predict sustainable consumption behaviour. The big-five personality
trait theory has been the basis for hypothesis formulation for this study. Primary data has
been collected from 480 SNS users and analysed by adopting PLS-SEM and ANN method to
predict the factors influencing the sustainable consumption behaviour. The current study adds
to the existing literature by providing empirical evidence on the role of personality traits
(grounded on big-five personality theory) and e-mavenism in moulding the sustainable
consumption behaviour. The outcomes and relationships identified between the variables
under consideration ultimately provide unforeseen insights for scholars and future research.
We have enriched the extant literature by using a relatively innovative hybrid approach of
‘PLS-SEM-ANN’ to discover significant linear relationship between e-mavenism and
personality traits on sustainable consumption behaviour. The results of our study provides
ample opportunities for non-profit marketers and practitioners to leverage and gain valuable
insights on the pivotal role of big-five personality traits and e-mavenism in shaping the
sustainable consumption behaviour.

Research Question
Our study highlights the importance of personality traits and e-mavenism in predicting
sustainable consumption behaviour in the context of SNS users. Therefore, the important
research question for our study is, whether e-mavenism would mediate the relationship
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between personality traits and sustainable consumption behaviour, thereby predicting relevant
factors influencing SNS users’ sustainable consumption behaviour.

Method and Data
The study focused on SNS users who were high-level internet users and accessed it at least
once per month. The data was collected from 512 respondents with the support of a private
reputed data collection agency. We followed recommendations of Kees et al. (2017) and
aptly employed a private data collection agency, because it substitutes a convenience sample
by heterogeneous respondents and it surpasses student samples. All the participants who
responded were Facebook users, 87 percent were You-Tube users, 78 per cent were
Instagram users, 65 per cent were LinkedIn users, 52 per cent were Twitter users and 38 per
cent were Tinder users. This study adopted a non-probability convenience sampling for the
collection of the data. The structured questionnaires were reviewed initially by a team of
three senior academicians to ensure the content and face validity of items. All suggestions
related with structure, layout, formulations of statements and their orders were incorporated.
In the pilot testing, 46 respondents were approached and their responses were not included in
the final sample. The final survey was carried out after minor revisions based on the findings
of pilot testing. The data was collected from 512 respondents, out of which, 32 partially
completed questionnaires were removed before constructing the final dataset. The usable
sample size of 480 was arrived which was sufficiently large to meet the minimum
requirement of SEM analysis (Myers, Ahn & Jin, 2011).

Summary of Findings
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The results revealed the normalized importance of personality traits and found that
agreeableness was the strongest predictor of sustainable consumption behaviour in the SNS
domain

followed by e-mavenism,

openness,

extraversion,

and conscientiousness.

Remarkably, there is no significant association between neuroticism on e-mavenism and
sustainable consumption behaviour in the context of SNS. E-mavenism is associated with
individuals having exemplary knowledge regarding the product/services and play a
significant role of influencers on SNSs. The integration of personality traits with e-mavenism
would help marketers to design/spread promotional campaigns by recruiting and capitalizing
on SNS users high on specific personality traits such as agreeableness and openness to
disseminate and positively influence other SNS users on sustainable consumption.

Key Contributions
Our study highlights the importance of personality traits and e-mavenism in predicting
sustainable consumption behaviour in the context of SNS users. The research question for our
study, therefore, is whether e-mavenism would mediate the relationship between personality
traits and sustainable consumption behaviour, thereby predicting relevant factors influencing
SNS users’ sustainable consumption behaviour. The existent literature in the public domain is
ambiguous in resolving this query, especially in the emerging market context. Till date, we
have found only one study that has attempted to establish the above relationship in the
Chinese context (Awais et al., 2020). However, our study extends the prior research by
adopting methodologically superior technique constituting neural network architecture to
predict and rank the factors influencing sustainable consumption behaviour in the Indian
context. We have identified the ranks of the factors ultimately leading to the prediction of
sustainable consumption behaviour of SNS users. Henceforth, this study discovers new
frontiers for progression in the field of sustainable consumption behaviour of SNS users and
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on a similar level deepens the knowledge of human psychology behind participating in such
behaviours.
References are available upon request.
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TITLE: THE ROLE OF RECOMMENDATION FRAMINGS ON CONSUMER
RESPONSES TO RATING DISPERSION INFORMATION

AUTHOR INFORMATION: Parvathy B, Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore.
For further information, please contact Parvathy B, IIM Bangalore, parvathy.b14@iimb.ac.in .

KEYWORDS: recommendation framings, product ratings, online shopping platforms

DESCRIPTION: Consumers shopping online for products respond differently to rating
dispersion information of these products, depending on whether these products were framed as
bestsellers or based on the choices of similar others.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
RESEARCH QUESTION
Can recommendation framings impact consumer responses to rating dispersion information?
Past research suggests that consumers might use rating dispersion to associate with or
dissociate from certain groups in order to maintain a positive self-concept. Rating dispersion
is an aggregate measure, and consumers shopping on online platforms cannot infer individual
characteristics of past buyers based on this information. However, platforms often provide
recommendation framings- i.e. explanations for why certain products are being recommended
to products, which can be used to infer group characteristics. This suggests that consumers
exposed to rating dispersion may respond differently to this information depending on how the
products recommended to them are framed.

METHOD AND DATA
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In Study I ( N=321, Meanage = 32.94, 35.83% male), I used a home decoration scenario to
manipulate product conspicuousness. I a 2 x (product conspicuousness: high vs low) 2 x
(recommendation framing: bestseller vs similar-others) x 2 (rating distribution: consensus vs
divergence) design to examine the impact recommendation framings would have on consumer
response to rating dispersion. In Study 2 (N= 352, Meanage = 33.88, 36.1 % male), I
manipulated product benefit conspicuousness by asking respondents to imagine they were
buying a mouthwash online. I used a 2x (recommendation framing: bestseller vs similarothers), 2x (rating distribution: consensus vs divergence) 2 (product benefit conspicuousness:
high vs low). In both studies, participants were then asked how likely they were to choose the
recommended product (1= extremely unlikely, 7= extremely likely). Respondents were asked
to report choice difficulty (1= extremely difficult, 7= extremely easy) and perceived similarity
with the previous buyers who had provided the product ratings(1= Very dissimilar, 7= Very
similar). Participants for both studies were recruited on Prolific Academic.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
I find that consumer responses to rating dispersion information influence how products are
framed. For this study, I focused on the two most common recommendation framings:
bestsellers and the choice of similar others. Past research finds that consumer responses to
rating dispersion can be explained through a need to associate with/dissociate from certain
groups. Although past work suggests that aggregate measures like rating dispersion
information do not give information about individual buyers, the results from this research
work indicate that consumers might use recommendation framings to infer group
characteristics, which influences their responses to rating dispersion information.

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
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Prior work has examined the effects of product rating dispersion and recommendation framings
on consumer behaviour in isolation. Since users are likely to be simultaneously exposed to both
user-generated product ratings and recommendation system framings, I examine the impact of
these website elements on consumer choice in conjunction with each other. My results have
important practical implications for online shopping platforms.
While past research underscores the importance of product ratings for consumer choice,
platforms also have no control over these user-generated product evaluations. Results from this
research indicate that the strategic use of recommendation framings can improve sales. These
results also suggest that carefully designed platform elements can lead to unintended
consequences if platforms do not account for consumers’ social-normative motives.

References are available upon request.
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RECONSIDERING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE FOR METAVERSE USERS
Hsiu-Yu Hung1, Yung-Cheng Shen1 and Chih-Cheng Lin2
National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan1, Shih Chien University, Taiwan2
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Hsiu-Yu Hung, Assistant Professor in
Marketing, National Taiwan Normal University (shirlyhung@ntnu.edu.tw)
Keywords: Metaverse, cocreation, customer experience, Metaverse experience, conceptual
framework, conceptual paper
Description: This paper provides a conceptual framework to depict Metaverse users’ experience

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
With the emergence of Metaverse technologies and other related technological advancements, it is
critical for academia and practitioners to reconsider the customer experience in Metaverse settings.
This paper offers a clearer understanding of the customer experience in these increasingly complex
virtual environments. Through undertaking a detailed literature review, we identify three important
features of the Metaverse. First, users develop avatars to participate in the Metaverse. We draw on
theories related to self-avatar-community identification, self-expression and self-extension actions.
The second feature is users’ participation in the Metaverse as creators and cocreators, extending the
concepts of self-expansion and self-aggregation, and combining them with the notion of intimate and
communal cocreation. The third feature discusses the integration of advanced virtual reality
technologies with the physical world, which we integrate with the theories on immersion and optimal
flow. Six dimensions of the Metaverse experience emerged from these three features, which we depict
in a synthetic framework. The emotional and social dimensions of the Metaverse experience are
derived from the first feature; cognitive and transformational dimensions are drawn from the second;
and sensory and spatio-temporal dimensions stem from the third. We fully discuss the conceptual
propositions, future research agenda, and managerial implications of this emerging area of marketing.
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Research Question
1. What are the basic attributes of the Metaverse experience?
2. What are some of the important theoretical mechanisms arising from the Metaverse attributes
identified in the first question?
3. How can we integrate the extant customer experience (CX) theory with the theoretical
mechanisms developed in the second question and propose a conceptual framework of
Metaverse experience?

Summary of Findings
We consider three characteristics of the Metaverse environment, including: (1) the avatars that enable
users to interact and participate in the Metaverse, (2) users’ roles as Metaverse cocreators and
collaborators, and (3) the integration of AR/VR/MR and other advanced technologies, which allow
users to step out of the physical world and expand their experiences in the Metaverse environment.
We adopt a holistic approach to CX in the Metaverse setting, examining its distinct dimensions and
the theories that underpin them. Thus, the first Metaverse characteristic, related to avatar participation,
corresponds to the notions of self-avatar-community identification, self-expression action, and selfextension actions, leading to the emotional and social dimensions of the Metaverse experience. The
second characteristic is related to the cocreation and collaboration activities that occur in the
Metaverse communities. This characteristic corresponds to the perspectives of communal and
intimate cocreation, self-expansion, and self-aggregation, leading to the cognitive and
transformational dimensions of the Metaverse experience. The third characteristic is based on the
phenomenon of advanced technological support, such as virtual reality, mixed reality, and the
integration of the two with the physical world. This characteristic corresponds to the perspective of
optimal flow and immersion theory, leading to the extension of the sensory and spatio-temporal
dimensions of the Metaverse experience.
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Key Contributions
This is the first marketing paper to explore the Metaverse customer experience, offering insights for
CX researchers and practitioners. This paper makes three theoretical contributions to the literature.
First, studying the multi-dimensional experiences that occur in a Metaverse environment can
contribute to a deeper understanding of CX and the CX management literature. The Metaverse is such
a recent phenomenon that academia has not yet addressed CX in a Metaverse setting. Thus, a major
goal of this paper is to synthesize the existing CX research and transfer it to the Metaverse context.
We thus offer a solid theoretical perspective that underpins our understanding of CX in the Metaverse
era. Second, we link CX to the self-related theories and identification-related theories, thereby
enriching the consumer psychology literature. Third, we set out a research agenda on Metaverse CX
by offering clear insights into the Metaverse’s capabilities. This paper will be of practical assistance
to marketing practitioners, who appreciate the enormous potential of the Metaverse but feel daunted
by the complexity of managing the CX journey. We depict the relationships between these concepts
in a series of Figures that are designed to signpost future research paths and guide marketing
practitioners.
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RENTING AS A COPING STRATEGY: THE EFFECT OF UNETHICAL PRODUCT
ATTRIBUTES ON CHOICE BETWEEN RENTING AND BUYING
In-Hye Kang, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Taehoon Park, Florida Gulf Coast University*
* The two authors contributed equally to the manuscript.
For further information, please contact Taehoon Park, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Lutgert
College of Business, Florida Gulf Coast University, 10485 FGCU Blvd. S., Fort Meyers FL 33965,
Email: tpark@fgcu.edu.
Keywords: Rent, Unethical consumption, Anticipated guilt, Unethical attributes, Coping strategy
Description: We demonstrate that consumers choose a renting option over a buying option for a
product with an unethical attribute to reduce anticipated guilt.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
While owning through buying has traditionally been the most dominant mode of consuming
products, renting is becoming more prevalent. Prior work has identified factors that may
influence consumers’ choice between renting and buying. However, limited research examined
how a specific product attribute—other than economic attributes like price—influences such
choices. We fill this gap by examining the role of unethical product attributes. We specifically
ask the following questions:
1. Does the presence of unethical product attributes impact consumers’ choice between buying
and renting?
2. If so, what are the underlying psychological processes?
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Method and Data
We conducted four experimental studies.
Summary of Findings
We find that the presence of unethical product attributes impacts consumers’ choice between
buying and renting. Specifically, the presence (vs. absence) of unethical product attributes
increases the choice of the renting option over the buying option (even when both options are
priced equally). This is because consumers anticipate feeling less guilt from renting (vs. buying)
a product with unethical attributes. As predicted by the anticipatory guilt mechanism, the effect
of unethical product attribute presence (vs. absence) on increasing the choice probability for a
renting option is be attenuated for consumers with lower guilt-proneness. This effect holds even
when the no-choice option is available in the choice set.
Key Contributions
Our findings contribute to the growing literature on renting and access-based consumption by
identifying non-financial product attributes, specifically unethical product attributes, as a factor
that can impact consumers’ renting versus buying choices. Our findings also add to the literature
that examines consumers’ coping strategies when they encounter unethical product information.
We show that consumers use renting as a coping strategy. Our findings also provide managerial
implications for product and brand managers by suggesting that companies can direct their
promotional efforts to encourage renting when the negative publicity breaks out.

* References are available upon request.
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Reversal Effects of Highly Prestigious Brands’ Contrast Bias

Yi-Wen Chien, National Taiwan University
Chung-Chiang Hsiao, National Taiwan Normal University

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Yi-Wen Chien,
Associative Professor, National Taiwan University (ychien@ntu.edu.tw)

Keywords: Contrast Effect, Bias Correction, Bias Awareness, Highly Prestigious
Brand, Contrast Reversal

Description: The current research proposes that contrast biases produced by highly
prestigious brands in the context can be reversed by consumers’ bias corrections,
when consumers are under high involvement and are made aware of the biasing agent
by ad taglines.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Previous studies have demonstrated that contrast effects are prone to occur when there
is a large discrepancy between the comparison standard and the target. In marketing
settings, the current research predicts that contrast effects are inclined to occur when
consumers encounter ads for highly prestigious brands (serving as comparison
standards) right before they encounter ads for new brands (serving as the targets). In
this case, consumers tend to perceive the new brands as less prestigious than when
they have not previously exposed to the highly prestigious brands. The current
research further proposes that such contrast biases are possible to be reversed by
consumers’ bias corrections, when consumers are under high involvement and are
made aware of the biasing agent (i.e., the previously encountered highly prestigious
brands). The current research offers important implications for marketing managers as
suggesting that high-prestige brands’ contrast influences on new brands can be
reversed by the strategic use of bias-priming ad taglines.

Method and Data
A total of 240 college students participated in a 3 (Tagline: tagline vs. no tagline vs.
no tagline/no context control) × 2 (Motivation: high vs. low) between-participant
factorial design. Participants encountered three full-color advertisements on separate
pages. In order to set the stage for potential corrections for contrast, we used a
moderate (fictitious) brand as our target and extremely favorable brands as the
contextual stimuli. The third advertisement presented the fictitious laptop bag target.
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After reading each ad, participants were asked to evaluate the product on the
following page. In the high-motivation condition, participants were told that a new
brand was going to be launched in the local area during the next month. On the other
hand, when motivation was low, participants were not given any statement about a
product launch. Following the motivation to think induction, participants encountered
the target ad. The ad either included a tagline designed to make the potential for bias
salient or did not. Then, participants were asked to evaluate the target product on one
7-point scale anchored with low prestige/high prestige, followed by some
manipulation checks.

Summary of Findings
A 3 (Tagline) × 2 (Motivation) GLM indicated significant main effects of tagline, F(2,
234) = 18.42, p < .001, and motivation, F(1, 234) = 30.74, p < .001, as well as a
marginal Tagline × Motivation interaction, F(2, 234) = 2.78, p = .06. Encountering
extremely favorable brands prior to target judgments made target ratings less
prestigious (M = 3.83) than when no context ads were previously encountered (M =
4.43) -- a contrast effect, F(1, 156) = 33.57, p < .001. Participants who were highly
motivated to make accurate judgments evaluated the target product more prestigious
when they were exposed to the taglines (M = 4.35; SD = 1.10) than when no taglines
were present in the target advertisement (M = 3.73; SD = 1.01), F(1, 78) = 7.00, p
< .01. However, with relatively low motivation, there was no difference of prestige
ratings between participants who encountered the taglines (M = 3.15; SD = .92) and
participants who did not encounter the taglines (M = 3.23; SD = .95), F(1, 78) = .13, p
= .72.
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Statement of Key Contributions
The current research offers the following important contributions to the theoretic
advances and managerial implications. First, the current research is the first
investigating the possible contrast biases that highly prestigious brands in the context
may produce on new brands. Second, the current research is the first investigating that
contrast biases resulted from highly prestigious brands can be possibly reversed or
corrected in marketing settings. Previous literature mainly focuses on corrections for
assimilative biases. Corrections for contrast biases are rarely examined; only some
studies (cf., Wegener and Petty 1995, 1997) examine corrections for contrast biases,
but these studies neither examine corrections for biases generated by highly
prestigious brands nor examine these propositions in marketing settings. Third, the
current research employs ad taglines which are natural to real persuasive settings to
enhance bias awareness and trigger corrections. Unlike correction instructions used in
previous literature, the bias-priming taglines developed by the current research are
subtler and can be strategically adopted by marketing managers in real marketing
settings. Finally, the current research offers important implications to marketing
managers by suggesting that prestige deterioration of new brands due to the highly
prestigious brands can actually be reversed by the strategic use of bias-priming ad
taglines.
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SMALL MINDED: A SMALL BUSINESS SCHEMATIC FRAMEWORK
Michael R. Jenkins, University of Kentucky
For further information, please contact Michael R. Jenkins, Doctoral Candidate,
University of Kentucky (jenkins.michael@uky.edu)
Keywords: Small business, schema theory, associative networks, exploratory factor analysis
Description: This paper examines the bidimensional organizational schema consumers form
around small business as a conative concept.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
1 Research Question
How do consumers think of small businesses? Given that the concept label small business
describes a vast array of businesses in nearly every industry, it might be assumed that consumers
develop an equally eclectic view of small businesses. However, schema theory suggests that a
concept such as that of small business would exist as a central node in a schematic mental
structure (Puligadda, Ross, and Grewal 2012)*. Organized around the central node are all the
relevant associations and business attributes that consumers anticipate from a small business.
While the marketing literature has only recently begun examining small businesses in contextdependent, theoretical settings (De Vries and Duque 2018; Paharia, Avery, and Anat 2014; Yang
and Aggarwal 2019). What remains lacking is a coherent, theoretical framework for consumers’
schematic representation of the small business as a connotative concept. The present work seeks
to fill this gap by exploring the organizing schema consumers form around small business.
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2 Method and Data
The author first reviewed the relevant literature from both the consumer behavior and
entrepreneurship literature. 21 distinct attributes across 19 papers were identified. These
attributes included those such as warm, authentic, innovative, and original. The 21 distinct
attributes were thereafter rated by 237 college students on how common (i.e., prototypical; Mao
and Krishnan 2006) the attributes were of a small business. These results were subjected to a
principal axis exploratory factor analysis with Promax rotation. Factors were selected using a
random sample factor extraction method recommended by Costello and Osborne (2005). The
EFA resulted in a two-factor solution organized around authentical-communal and innovativedisruptive dimensions with eigenvalues of 6.11 and 2.42 respectively. Attributes with a loading
exceeding .4 were retained on the appropriate factor. Six attributes did not load to either factor,
and no factors cross-loaded. The correlation between the factors was .385.
3 Summary of Findings
Consumers’ small business schema is organized around two dimensions. First, the prototypical
small business is assumed to be authentic/communal suggesting that small businesses are thought
to be more intrinsically motivated (Beverland and Farrelly 2010), perhaps because small
businesses might be more locally oriented and concerned with their consumers in an effort to
differentiate themselves from larger, more extrinsically oriented businesses. Second, consumers
expect a small business to be disruptive and innovative in in market, reaffirming the assumption
that entrepreneurship is driven by innovation. This dimension likely plays from the prevalent
though idealistic narrative of the young start-up overcoming the odds to become a true
competitor (Paharia et al. 2011). While these two dimensions are correlated, only one strong
dimension may be sufficient to trigger an expectation of small.
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4 Key Contributions
The present study is the first to develop a consumer schematic framework for small business,
which helps both marketing academics and small firm managers better understand and anticipate
consumer interactions with small businesses. This is of particular importance given that small
businesses are the backbone of the global economy yet have received limited attention in
consumer behavior literature. The small business schematic framework thus cohesively
integrates the few contextual studies that examine small businesses as well as providing a fruitful
theory for future research on the consumer-small business interactions.

*References are available upon request.
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SOCIAL COMPARISON EFFECTS ON EXERCISE PERFORMANCE AND
HAPPINESS: A TWO-MECHANISM MODEL

Karen T. Bowen
University of Leeds
Yi-Chun Ou
Institute of Service Science, National Tsing Hua University
J. Joško Brakus
University of Leeds

For further information, please contact Karen T. Bowen, Assistant Professor, University of
Leeds (K.TejedorBowen@leeds.ac.uk).

Keywords: social comparison, motivation, happiness, performance, wellbeing.

Description: Two field experiments show that the social context affects gym customers’
performance and happiness through two mechanisms, respectively: it impacts performance
through motivation, following the Köhler effect, and happiness through self-concept,
following the frog-pond effect.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question: How do social contexts influence gym beginners’ performance and
happiness, and what mechanisms explain these processes?
Method and Data: Two field experiments, one cross-sectional and one longitudinal (8
weeks). For performance, we used objective measures (kcal burnt, miles cycled).
Summary of Findings:
-

Group compositions affect the performance and happiness of beginner gymgoers:
o Beginners in mixed groups significantly outperformed beginners in same-level
group customers.
o Beginners in mixed groups were slightly (but not significantly) unhappier than
beginners in same-level groups. However, beginners in mixed groups were
significantly unhappier than their advanced peers.
The above results are explained because of upward comparison: beginners in
mixed groups compared themselves to the advanced in their group, which
motivated them to perform better, but also made them feel worse about their own
ability and thus feel unhappier.

-

Mixed groups without effort visibility tend to lead to higher motivation for the
beginners; without seeing their effort, beginners in mixed groups have higher
motivation than beginners in same-level groups and advanced in mixed groups. We do
not find this positive effect on the motivation of beginners in mixed groups when they
can see their effort.

-

Mixed groups without effort visibility lead to a lower self-concept for beginners
compared to the advanced gymgoers; beginners in mixed groups have a lower selfconcept than beginners in same-level groups and advanced in mixed groups. We do
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not find this negative effect on the self-concept of beginners in mixed groups when
they can see their effort.
-

Improving one’s performance over time improves happiness, but better-performing
gymgoers tend to be unhappier.

Key Contributions:
-

This study pits two theories against each other, the Köhler effect and the frog-pond
effect, and empirically tests the so far only speculated mechanism: motivation.

-

This study shows how social comparison operates in two distinct ways affecting
performance and happiness simultaneously: it impacts performance through
motivation, following the Köhler effect, and happiness through self-concept, following
the frog-pond effect.

-

This study examines the effects of effort visibility, and how it interacts with social
comparison to impact motivation and self-concept.
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TEMPORAL REFRAMING OF DISCOUNTS AND OFFER VALUE
Mazen Jaber, Saginaw Valley State University
Kylie Jaber, Saginaw Valley State University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Mazen Jaber, Professor of Marketing,
Saginaw Valley State University (mjaber@svsu.edu).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Price discounts are by far the most common form of sales promotion employed by marketers, and
their use has steadily increased in recent years. Blattberg & Neslin (1991) confirmed that the
number of price reductions offered by different department stores increased from six to nineteen
percent of total sales between 1963 and 1986; moreover, coupons distributed by manufacturers
have more than quadrupled in the past two decades and discounts have deepened by an average of
eight percent annually (Montaldo, 2007). Research on consumer’s response to different pricing
and sales promotion tactics has been plentiful in the past three decades, and marketers are still
looking for new ways to make products and services more attractive and affordable to target
consumers.
The research of price promotions typically falls into one of two categories. The first involves the
consideration of antecedent consumer-background variables (DelVecchio, Krishnan & Smith,
2005). The second stream of research focuses on how various means of price promotions will
affect the behaviour of different consumers. In this paper our focus will be on discount form, or
frame. Specifically, we will compare the effects of an aggregate monetary discount to that of a
temporally reframed monetary on consumers’ perceptions and offer attractiveness.
Methodology and Data
An experiment was conducted. After the instructions, respondents were presented with one
of four offers, 2 (frame: TRD, Aggregate) x 2 (price level: low, high), manipulated between
subjects.
A 2x2 ANOVA with Attractiveness as the dependent variable was conducted. The results show
significant main effects and a significant 2-way interaction between frame and price (F = 6.075, p
< 0.015). A planned comparison for the interaction shows that in the low-price condition, the mean
attractiveness was higher for TRD (2.973) was significantly lower that the aggregate discount
(4.703) (F = 10.528, P < .001), thus confirming out first hypothesis. In the high-price condition,
the means were not significantly different, confirming our second hypothesis.
A moderated-mediation analysis was conducted using PROCESS Macro (Hayes, 2018;
Model 8). Discount frame was the IV, attractiveness was the DV, offer value was the mediator,
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and price level was the moderator. The results show a significant indirect effect of the interaction
between discount frame and price level on attractiveness through offer value (β = -1.1794, SE =
.5877, 95% bootstrap CI: -2.3414 to -.0174). Offer value also had a significant effect on
attractiveness (β =.8124, SE = .0862, 95% bootstrap CI: .6420 to .9829), thus confirming full
mediation.
Summary of Findings
The results of our research suggest a significant impact on offer attractiveness in the TRD
frame condition at low and high price levels. At low price levels, retailers should avoid temporally
reframing discounts, as that would lead to a decreased perception of offer value, and ultimately
decreased offer attractiveness. At high price levels, on the other hand, the effect of TRD improved.
We also believe that as more studies are conducted, TRD will have a positive impact on offer
attractiveness, when the proper inclusion categories are primed.
Statement of Key Contributions:
Exploring promotional effectiveness appears to be more important in light of recent
economic turbulence and the necessity of retailers and managers to attract consumer dollars in an
increasingly turbulent environment. The results of the present study indicate that respondents do
perceive temporally reframed discounts as less favorable at low price levels, but not at high price
levels. This line of research is still at its early stages of development. The authors still have more
factors to explore, especially when it comes to priming specific mental accounts and it’s effect on
value perception, especially at high price levels. Because we are using IEM to explain the effects
in our experiment, we can expect higher levels of offer value perception when the right mental
categories are primed.
While the search for effective and efficient marketing strategies continues, there is wide
evidence that companies are now switching from advertising to sales promotion to market their
products. Sales promotions are utilized by manufacturers to encourage purchases by consumers.
Among their advantages is the ability to time specific sales strategies and to directly measure
promotional effectiveness. Whilst there are many different forms of promotion, they have the
common theme of directly offering potential direct benefit to the customer related to their product
or service purchase, e.g., discounts. This paper explores a less direct approach to promotional
strategy.
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THE BIGGER THE BETTER OR THE SMALLER THE BETTER?
EXPLORING THE DIFFERENT DOMINANT EFFECTS OF MALE AND
FEMALE CONSUMERS ON PRODUCT SIZE PREFERENCE
Yu Gu, Tsinghua University
Rong Chen, Tsinghua University
Xiaobing Xu, Hainan University*
Contact Information: “For further information please contact Xiaobing Xu,
Professor in Hainan University (xiaobing.xu@hainanu.edu.cn).”
Keywords: online shopping payment reminding, price salience, budget, gift-giving
and self-purchasing
Description: This research seeks to examine the gender difference in preference for
products of different sizes, which can be explained by the different focuses on product
desirability or feasibility of male and female consumers.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
In the research area, previous literature about the impact of product size on consumer
preference presents conflicting results. Many researchers explored ways to enhance
consumers’ size perception of products and argued that consumers prefer to choose
larger-sized products, while other researchers suggested that smaller-sized options
yield inferences of higher product quality. Although these studies explicate the
boundary conditions of their findings, there is a paucity of understanding of
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consumers’ preference for different product sizes from an integrated view.
Consequently, in the current research, we seek to provide a comprehensive framework
on the influence of product size on consumer preference.
Method and Data
Our theory was tested through four studies. The pilot study pretested the
experimental materials used in Study 1 and Study 2 and to ensure that product size is
more related to product desirability for the materials used in Study 1 (i.e., carrots and
bananas), and product size is more related to product feasibility for the materials used
in Study 2 (i.e., tablets and compressed biscuits). Study 1 was conducted to verify the
prediction that consumers would be more likely to purchase larger products (vs. smaller
products) when product size is more related to product desirability and male consumers
play a dominant role in this preference. Study 2 was conducted to verify the prediction
that consumers would be more likely to purchase smaller products (vs. larger products)
when product size is more related to product feasibility and female consumers play a
dominant role in this preference. Study 3 directly tested our hypotheses by manipulating
consumers’ focus on product desirability or feasibility in their decision-making process
and also ruled out the alternative explanation of need for status.
Summary of Findings
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive framework on the influence of product size
on consumer preference and test the gender difference in preference for products with
different sizes. We demonstrated whether product sizes are related to the desirability
or the feasibility aspect of a product and the gender of the consumer plays a key role
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in the proposed effect. More specifically, we prove that larger-sized products would
be more preferred when large size means high desirability, and male consumers would
be dominant this preference; whereas smaller-sized products would be more preferred
when small size means high feasibility, and female consumers would be dominant in
this preference.
Key Contributions
From a theoretical perspective, the contributions of this study are trifold. First,
previous research about the effect of product size on consumer preference presents
conflicting results, this research provides a comprehensive framework on the influence
of product size on consumer preference from the perspective of product desirability and
feasibility, which helps to reconcile the conflicting predictions in prior literature.
Second, although previous research about gender has explored many differences
between male and female consumers, this research proposes another cognitive
difference between male and female consumers, which suggests that male consumers
focus more on product desirability and female consumers focus more on product
feasibility, enriching literature about the differences between male and female
consumers. Third, this research offers another explanation for the difference in
preference for different product sizes of male and female consumers, which is the
different cognitive focus of male and female consumers could also account for the
various preference of male and female consumers, extending our understanding of the
various size preference of male and female consumers. (This work was supported by
the National Natural Science Foundation of China [grant numbers 72172072, 71772104,
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and 72162012]; and Hainan Natural Science Foundation [grant number 721RC517].)
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THE EFFECT OF THIRD-PARTY TRACKING COOKIES ON ONLINE PURCHASE
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The paper explores how the use of 3rd party tracking cookies affects online trust and perceived
risk, and in turn online shopping behavior.
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ABSTARCT
This paper explores how the use of 3rd party tracking cookies affects online trust and perceived
risk, and in turn online shopping behavior. Moreover, it is proposed that product category and
country of origin moderate the effect of 3rd-party cookies on perceived risk and online trust,
respectively.

INTRODUCTION
The popularity of online shopping is not hidden to anybody in a time when our lives are
dominated by the internet. Based on the Market Analysis Report, the market size of world B2C ecommerce in 2020 was valued at $3.67 trillion, and it is estimated to increase by 9.7% per year to
2028 (Market Analysis Report, 2021). In 2040, up to 95% of customer purchases will be made
online (Dautovic, 2021).
On the other hand, digital advertising is growing at an impressive speed, and it is predicted
that around 375 million dollars will be spent in this industry. For example, Google Ads and
Facebook hold a 38.6% and 19.9% share of online advertising in the US, respectively (Smith,
2021). The effectiveness of such advertisements would be greater if they offered value to the right
audience, and marketers are able to approach this targeting by collecting the consumers’ online
behavior data.
Since we live in a world running by data, the life is more dependent on technologies and
strategies which are tracking and analyzing the information of different life aspects. within this
metric universe (Ajana 2020), the use of cookies for data gathering has become favorable. For
delivering the ads to right viewers. Some of the consumers are convenient with sharing their data,
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whereas others are doubtful about that, for example millennials, are willing to share their data for
deals, points, or discounts (G. Sterling, 2014).
Adopting tracking cookies can be beneficial for both users and online shoppers like
providing personalized content and ads for users leading to better user experience, however, there
are criticisms on cookies because of the amount of information and data cookies they collect.
Understanding the cookies’ process of gathering and analyzing data is necessary; however, it is
websites responsibilities to provide a regulation for clarifying this matter. Under the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), site owners should make sure that the process of data gathering
does not take place before the users’ agreement.
First party and third-party cookies are the two main types of cookies. First-party cookies
are the ones operated by the website itself. Third-party cookies are usually created by websites
other than the home website, like advertisers. First-party cookies are the ones that are automatically
accepted, like Google Analytics cookies, while users must accept third-party cookies because of
the amount of information and data they gather for advertising networks like Facebook pixels.
56% of websites using cookies had failures in their observation, and it is predicted that this number
is going to increase because of the increasing popularity of cookies and their lack of data-carrying
transparency (Shaverdian 2019).
While online purchasing could provide multiple benefits, online platforms must afford the
costs of customer trust and uncertainty from the point of visiting the website to the time of
purchasing services like returning. The world is struggling with a trust crisis. Based on Gartner
reports, in 2019, consumer trust in brands decreased by 19% compared to the 2016 rate, and this
fall rate was around 33% for large companies. Covid also adds more importance to considering
the process of gathering personal information from consumers.
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Data violations usually take place in different industries worldwide. There are
comprehensive lists of such breaches' examples. Personal information from 145.5 million Equifax
customers, for example, revealed their social security numbers and credit card numbers (Ragan
2016).
In a survey project run by Pew Internet and American Life, participants were asked to share
their personal information for the permission to use a website, and the results showed that 54% of
the participants preferred to provide their real information as an entrance for a trade-off with
internet companies. However, around 54% of users believe that online tracking has its
disadvantages because it invades their privacy (Lenhart and Madden 2007).
Individuals supporting cookies believe that since cookies provide relevant ads to users, it
would result in customer satisfaction. It is also argued that cookies reduce the cost of mass
marketing for business owners. These advocators believe that by optimizing the amount of
information and the usefulness of advertisements, online data tracking becomes meaningful
(Lenhart and Madden 2007).
This paper sets some overreaching goals. First, this paper provides a comprehensive model
of online customer trust, risk, and purchase behavior in online shopping stores. Second, it suggests
that to what extent online businesses using 3rd-party cookies can lower their risk perceptions to
enhance users’ purchase behavior and how to adopt trust-building strategies into their websites.
Third, this study examines how the levels of relationships between customer trust and perceived
risk change with the type of personal information collected from users (health and medical data or
clothing taste). Fourth, it investigates whether customers’ trust in online shopping websites from
their own country or international websites influences the disclosure of their personal data.
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THEORITICAL BACKROUND AND PROPOSITIONS
Our conceptual model of the role of consumers’ trust in online retailers using 3rd-party
tracking cookies is represented is shown in figure 1. Our model is developed from Prospect theory,
Calculus theory, social exchange theory, perceived risk framework, online trust framework, and
customers’ intention behavior.
Online purchases are usually determined with risk and uncertainty for users. If it involves
publishing their personal information with 3rd-party cookies, then their online behavior would be
different. Prospect Theory provides a fundamental explanation for user decisions when the
situation involves risk and uncertainty (Kahneman and Tversky 2013). Based on this theory,
certain positive outcomes are more favorable for users than probable ones. It is consistent with
customers' risk-aversion when making online purchases. With the popularity of online shopping,
disclosure of gathered data from users has become an important matter which augments privacy
issues as a consequent (Esmaeilzadeh 2020).
Online Trust
Based on Privacy Calculus Theory, risk and benefit exchange is usually occurred when
users are trying to decide to what extend they prefer to share their data and information (Pentina
et al. 2016). This trade-off is supported by Social Exchange Theory either that users tend to
disclose their personal information if they think the is going to profitable (Dinev and Hart 2006)
which in e-commerce settings is related to the users’ privacy worries for a detriment when it comes
to share their data (Gong et al., 2020). If the information leak is associated with some certain
benefits, then this privacy detriment is appropriate for online customers (Bhattacherjee 2002). This
behavior is considered as Privacy Paradox which can be explained by Calculus Theory (Aguirre
et al., 2016). Some of this data breaches are considered as public welfare when the governments
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focus on the benefits more than their risks (Nabity-Grover et al. 2020). If companies consider the
gathered data as a “social contract” and propose users some benefits like higher quality services,
then customers usually show tendencies for participating in this trade-off (Glazer 1991; Milne and
Gordon 1993). The continuity of this participation indicates that people trust the firm overtime
(Scammon and Mayer 1995).
Propensity to trust (PTT) increases customers trust so it is an important factor for online
purchasing. Individuals with high propensity to trust have more tendency for doing their online
purchasing since their perceived risk is much lower than the others. Studies shown that this
propensity to trust is dependent to users’ culture, personal types, and experiences (Teo and Liu
2007). In short:
•

P1: Presence of third- party tracking cookies has effects on customers’ trust.

Perceived Risk
Online trust is different and more complex when it comes to comparing it with offline trust.
Online trust is an important factor for users' purchase behavior, specifically when there is a level
of perceived risk for the customer (Fortes and Rita 2016). Different scholars hold different
opinions about whether perceived risk has negative effects on online trust or vice versa. Scholars
like Schaupp and Carter (2010) believe trust has an influence on perceived risk, while others, like
Yang et al. (2015), hold the opposite attitude. In this study, term "trust" is considered as users'
perception of trust for sharing their personal information and data with 3rd-party cookies when
they visit an online retail website for shopping.
•

P2: The effect of the presence of third-party tracking cookies on a customer's trust is
mediated by perceived risk.
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Online Purchase Intention
Given this relationship, the online purchase intention is an indicator of purchase behavior
(Kim et al. 2008). In this study, we consider “perceived risk” as user’s tendency to share their
personal information with 3rd-party cookies in an e-commerce context according to its possible
uncertain negative outcomes. Trust is not the only reason for individuals’ online purchase
behaviors; they may do their shopping without trust in a risky manner. It indicates that the positive
points that customers usually perceive from the disclosure of their data, like personalized ads, can
have effects on purchase intention.
Previous studies have investigated the direct effect between customers' trust and purchase
behavior. In digital commerce, trust has a positive and direct effect on purchase intentions since
this direct effect has been supported in multiple studies by different scholars.
•

P3: The level of customers’ online trust affects their purchase intention.

Product Category
Privacy is defined by context (Acquisti et al. 2015), and people usually consider some types
of information private in some situations but may feel comfortable sharing them in other situations.
Previous research suggests that an important contextual variable in examining privacy concerns is
product category (Massara et al. 2021; Segijn et al. 2021). The information shared with a
hairdresser holds a different level of privacy than medical information disclosed to a health
provider (Smit et al., 2021). In a framework represented by Nissenbaum (2004), it is emphasized
that the product category for which data are tracked affects risk perceptions because of the different
regulatory requirements.
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Nowadays, most websites are collecting data from individuals for the purpose of making
personalized advertisements and recommendations, which users are aware of and consider
convenient (Strycharz et al. 2021). However, users’ evaluation of risk varies from one product
category to another. For example, while in a product category such as wearable devices, consumers
report high levels of privacy concerns regarding data tracking (Pal et al. 2019), in fashion (Ariffin
et al. 2018) or entertainment (Xie and Karan 2019) , the increased perceived risk is not as
significant. Thus, we propose the moderating effect of product category on the relationship
between the use of third-party tracking cookies and perceived risk:
•

P4: Product category moderates the effect of the use of third-party tracking cookies on
perceived risk.

•
Country of Origin (COO)
Past research has demonstrated that COO can impact consumers’ online purchase intention
(Kim et al. 2017; Lee and Lee 2009). One aspect of this effect concerns the distinction between
domestic versus foreign websites (Fischer and Zeugner-Roth 2017). Depending on the nationality
of customers, they might have a negative perception of foreign websites (Li et al. 2020). Another
aspect of the COO effect is related to the stereotypical images of countries (Janda and Rao 1997).
Markos et al. (2017) showed that COO affects consumers’ perceived sensitivity and their
willingness to share information online. In this paper, we propose that the country of origin of the
website using tracking cookies moderates the relationship between the use of third-party tracking
cookies and online trust. Formally:
•

P5: The country of origin of an online retailer moderates the effect of its use of third-party
tracking cookies on online trust.
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Figure 1. conceptual model
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CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed that when customers visit an online retail website that adopts
3rd-party tracking cookies, their trust level toward the website for sharing their personal
information decreases in comparison to websites without cookies. This decrease in trust will affect
online purchase intention. In other words, when users do not have enough trust to share their
information with a website, they would rather not make a purchase either. In addition, we proposed
the mediating role of risk between presence or absence of the cookies and users’ trust. Furthermore,
we argued that product category moderates the effect of the use of 3rd-party cookies on perceived
risk. Moreover, we proposed the moderating effect of a website’s country of origin on the
relationship between the use of tracking cookies and online trust.
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Description: This paper aims to examine the underlying psychological mechanism of
sustainability claims (SC) and the moderating effects of product luxuriousness, conspicuousness,
and purchase motives on purchase intention (PI) of luxury products.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research QuestionSustainability claims (SC, referred to as SC hereafter) can be defined as a general indication
that is shown by brands about their efforts on sustainable activities (following the definition of
Steinhart et al., 2013). This study investigates the effectiveness of communicating SC for luxury
brands. We propose the following hypotheses:
H1: A SC (vs. no claim or a personal benefit claim) has a positive effect on PI toward luxury
products due to lower anticipated guilt.
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H2: The price-level moderates the effect of SC on PI toward luxury products. Compared with
affordable luxury products, premium luxury products with a higher price strengthen the positive
effect of sustainability on PI toward luxury products. This effect can be explained by guilt
reduction.
H3: Product conspicuousness moderates the effect of SC on PI toward luxury products. Compared
with inconspicuous products, conspicuous products strengthen the positive effect of sustainability
on PI toward luxury products. This effect is explained by guilt reduction.
H4: Purchase motive moderates the effect of SC on PI toward luxury products. Compared with a
utilitarian motive, a hedonic motive strengthens the positive effect of SC on PI toward luxury
products. This effect is explained by guilt reduction.
Method and DataWe examined the underlying psychological mechanism of SC and the moderating effects
of product luxuriousness, conspicuousness, and purchase motives on PI of luxury products. Three
experimental studies (N Study 1 = 355, Nstudy 2 = 210, NStudy 3 = 315) were conducted to investigate
the effects. Study 1 employed a 2 (SC vs. no SC) by 2 (price-level: high vs. low) by 2
(conspicuousness: high vs. low) between-subjects factorial design. In total, we collected 355
responses (M age = 38.0, SD = 12.1) from the U.S using the Amazon Mturk Platform (AMP). The
number of male respondents was 180 (50.7%). Study 2 employed a 2 (SC vs. personal benefit
claim) x 2 (price-level: high vs. low) between-subject factorial design. A total of 210 valid
response was collected from AMP. The mean age of the respondents was 31.4 (SD = 29.0). Around
39.5% of the respondents were female. Study 3 employed a 2 (SC vs. no claim) x 2 (purchase
motive: hedonic vs. utilitarian) between-subject factorial design. A total of 315 valid response was
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collected from Prolific. The mean age of the respondents was 26.5 (SD = 8.47). Around 56.2% of
the respondents were female.
Summary of FindingsStudy 1 showed the positive effect of SC for luxury products, the mediating effect of
anticipated guilt related to purchase, and the moderating effect of price-level. The results revealed
that price-level moderated the indirect effect of SC on PI through guilt reduction (b = .45, se = .20,
95% CI- [.0421, .8794]). For high-priced products, SC reduced guilt, which in turn led to higher
PI (b = .32, se = .15, 95% CI- [.0374, .6189]). For low-priced luxury products, such indirect effects
were not significant (b = -.13, se = .15, 95% CI- [-.4214, .1500]). The results of the second study
were consistent with the first study. We did not observe a significant main effect of SC on PI and
anticipated guilt. However, an insignificant main effect can be caused by the moderating effect of
the price-level. The results of the third study were consistent with Study 1 and Study 2. Compared
to no claim, a SC could reduce the anticipated guilt, thereby increasing the PI. The positive effect
of a SC depends on the purchase motive of the consumer. The indirect effect of the SC on PI
through guilt reduction is only observed in the hedonic motive condition.
Key ContributionsThe findings of the present study fill a void in the literature, and thus contribute to academic
research on communicating sustainability for luxury brands by empirically confirming the
effectiveness of SC and the psychological mechanism underlying this effect. It also extends
previous research on guilt and luxury consumption. Again, we confirm that purchasing expensive
luxury products can elicit guilt, and SC can be used to reduce such feelings and contribute to PI.
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In this context, the study contributes to the psychology literature denoting guilt as a behavioral
interrupt or action-control mechanism (Tangney, 1995).
From a managerial perspective, the findings should encourage luxury brands to embrace
sustainability more openly. Our findings show that luxury brands should integrate sustainability
into their business for several reasons. Our study reveals that luxury brands can benefit from
showing SC by increasing consumers’ PI. This paper shows the importance of promoting the
sustainability aspect of a luxury product. Marketers and retailers could both make use of the
sustainability of the product to reduce the anticipated guilt of purchasing the luxury product.
Especially for the context of retailing, when consumers are making the decision of the purchase,
their anticipated guilt of purchases could be clearer and closer.
“References are available upon request.”
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Description: This paper demonstrates that when individuals would like to form a new romantic
relationship, their preferences for automation adoption decrease.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
From automatic cookers to remote controls, marketers respond to the needs of individuals by
introducing technology to every-day items. Integration of automated features to common
products improves the efficiency of these products, enabling consumers to achieve more in less
time without using much skill and effort (Leung, Paolacci, and Puntoni 2019). However, given
the importance of self-promotion at the beginning of a relationship, might this elimination of
skill resulting from automation be perceived negatively by consumers who would like to form
new relationships? If so, what might be the reasoning behind their resistance to automation?
Furthermore, what characteristics related to the consumer and the environment may impact these
outcomes?

Method and Data
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We conducted several studies to test the relationship between relationship motives and
preferences for automation. In study 1 (N=553), we collected initial evidence for the effect of
relationship motive on the preference for automation by measuring participants’ own relationship
status. In study 2 (N=304) we experimentally manipulated participants’ relationship motives to
show the negative impact of romantic formation on automation preferences. We investigated
capability neglect as the underlying mechanism in studies 3 (N=260) and 4 (N=150) while ruling
out potential alternative explanations. To test the process by moderation (Spencer et al., 2005),
we studied several boundary conditions that could potentially activate and deactivate capability
neglect. The moderators included the level of capability (Study 5, N = 304), the presence of
partner in the consumption occasion (Study 6, N = 184), the salience of self-promotion (Study 7,
N = 340), the relevancy of automated features (Study 8, N = 202), and the type of capability
being promoted (Study 9, N = 294).

Summary of Findings
Results demonstrated that consumers who had a romantic formation motive were less likely to
adopt automation. The negative impact of relationship motive on automation preferences was
caused by “capability neglect.” Specifically, people who would like to form a romantic
relationship perceived automated options as neglecting their capabilities, and as a result, had
lower preferences for these options, relative to individuals who were already in a romantic
relationship. Furthermore, several boundary conditions to this effect were identified. First, the
negative impact of romantic formation motives on automation adoption occurred only when the
partner was present in the consumption environment, individuals were capable of the specific
task and were motivated for demonstrating their capability, and the automated feature was
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related to the capability in question. Furthermore, this effect reversed when individuals would
like to signal their financial capability rather than the task capability.

Statement of Key Contributions
Our results contribute to the growing stream of literature on technology adoption by identifying a
new dimension (social impact) which creates resistance to automation. Additionally, our research
extends the studies examining the effects of relationship motives on consumption decisions by
demonstrating how the motive to form a new romantic relationship leads individuals to focus on
self-skills instead of the efficient automated options in the consumption environment. Our
research suggests that managers should be careful in promoting their automated products based
on the needs of their target group. For example, highlighting the skill-replacement feature and
efficiency of the automated option may not be effective in marketing communications for
consumers who have romantic formation motives. On the other hand, highlighting the financial
exclusivity of the automated product may be helpful while targeting that group of consumers.

References are available upon request.
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The results of this research show that participants recalled extraordinary (vs. ordinary)
experience with their cellphone brands reported a greater emotional brand attachment and
perceived shared experience (PSE) with the brand mediates this effect — the higher PSE with
the brand, the greater emotional brand attachment.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Emotional brand attachment is tied to a plethora of marketing consequences, including
trust, commitment, and satisfaction (Rempel, Ross, and Holmes 2001; Spake et al. 2003;
Thomson 2006); consumer defection (Liljander and Strandvik 1995); consumer forgiveness
(Ahluwalia, Unnava, and Burnkrant 2001); disposal choice (Walker 2006); brand loyalty
(Thomson et al. 2005); and willingness to pay (Jiménez and Voss 2014, Thomson et al. 2005).
Given these effects, researchers have become increasingly interested in how consumers form
emotional brand attachment to their brands.
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Emotional brand attachment develops during interactions between consumers and their
attachment objects across time and space (e.g., Bowlby 1969,1973,1980; Ainsworth 1973;
Mikulincer and Shaver, 2003, 2007). Dunn and Hoegg (2014) demonstrate that perceived shared
experience (PSE) with a brand is an important antecedent of emotional brand attachment. Based
on these findings, an important question that arises is the extent to which different types of
experience result in differing levels of emotional brand attachment? To answer this question, we
followed Bhattacharjee and Mogilner’s (2004) suggestion and categorized experience into two
types (extraordinary vs. ordinary experience) and investigated the influence of experience type
on emotional brand attachment.

Method and Data
We conducted two studies to explore the process underlying the relationship between
perceived shared experience (PSE) and emotional brand attachment by using experimental
methods. In the pilot study we recruited 209 participants (47% female; Mage = 38) from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to experimentally establish whether emotional brand attachment
varies by the level of PSE. This study employed a single factor between-subjects design in which
we manipulated the level of PSE by asking participants to recall experience shared with different
product types (i.e., cell phone vs. microwave oven). In the main study we investigate how
different types of experiences (extraordinary vs. ordinary) affect emotional brand attachment.
The main study employs a one-factor between-subjects design in which we compare the effects
of extraordinary versus ordinary experience on emotional brand attachment (n= 238, MTurk;
54% female; Mage = 36.5). Furthermore, we tested the mediating role of PSE in this relationship
through a mediation analysis using a bootstrapping approach (Hayes 2018, model 4).
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Summary of Findings
In the pilot study, we demonstrated that emotional brand attachment varied by PSE level.
Undergoing an experience with a brand is a way to establish an emotion-laden bond between a
person and a brand. When consumers believe that they go through an experience with a brand,
their emotional brand attachment increases. Then too, cell phones are a product for which
consumers report a relatively high level of PSE.
In the main study, we found that extraordinary (vs. ordinary) experience increases
consumers’ PSE. Thus, the main study modifies the result in the pilot study, while people report
generally high levels of PSE with their cellphones, the level of PSE can vary based on
experience type. Because extraordinary experiences increase the sense of sharing the experience
with the brand, it subsequently leads to higher levels of emotional brand attachment. We suggest
that this occurs because when consumers connect the brand with a shared meaningful experience,
they are likely to generate emotional bonds to the brand based on their proximity to and
interaction with the brand.

Key Contributions
Picturing authentic life experiences is frequently used in advertising: some advertisers
employ daily life scenarios while some picture extraordinary life experience. Faced with many
choices, advertisers may have a difficult time deciding which type of life experiences a brand
should associate with to increase consumers’ emotional brand attachment. We contribute to the
literature by showing that extraordinary (vs. ordinary) experiences drive higher perceptions that
the brand accompanied the consumer through the experiences. Specifically, consumers’
perceived shared experience with a brand mediated this relationship. Practitioners should realize
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that reminding consumers about an extraordinary experience shared with the brand may facilitate
consumers’ emotional brand attachment. We suggest that marketers can apply this finding to
other areas as well such as event marketing or social media campaigns. For example, in an event
marketing campaign, marketers could ask consumers to share their experience with the brand at
the event. By posting their life stories and shared experience with the brand online an event can
be transformed into an extraordinary experience.

References are available upon request
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The Influence of Multigenerational Family Structure on Children's Food Socialization:
A life Course Perspective
Zhewen Tang
For further information, please contact Dr Zhewen Tang, Northumbria University, London
zhewen.tang@northumbria.ac.uk
George P. Moschis

Anil Mathur

Keywords: Food socialization, life course paradigm, multigenerational family, consumer
behavior, mixed research method

This study aims to investigate the process of food socialization of children in Chinese
multigenerational families by adopting a life course framework and mixed research method.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The family has been identified as an important socialization agent that shapes children's food
consumer behavior (e.g., Moore, Wilkie and Desrochers, 2017; Moschis, Mathur and
Shannon, 2020). Consumer socialization refers to the process by which children develop
consumer behavior based on learning consumer knowledge, attitudes, and skills from
socialization agents (e.g., parents, peer groups, mass media, and organizations) in their
formative years (John, 1999; Moschis and Churchil, 1978; Ward, 1974). In a similar vein,
food socialization includes parents' influence on the development of children's food
consumption beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, preferences and eating behaviors (Block et al.,
2011; Nicklas et al., 2001). For example, Moore et al. (2017) revealed some family strategies
for controlling children's obesity, including scheduling family meals, perceptual food
management, restricting children's consumption of unhealthy foods, and encouraging children
to purchase and eat healthy foods. In addition, Kharuhayothin and Kerrane (2018) find that
parents can be selective in adopting food consumption practices acquired from previous
generations to socialize children's food consumption practices.

However, there is still a lack of food socialization studies in consumer research. Notably,
prior literature has mainly focused on the nuclear family structure (e.g., parent(s) and/or
siblings) and isolated the influence of past experience/events on contemporary and future
food consumption practice, which has been criticized (e.g., Moschis, 2019). For example,
consumer researchers argue that except for understanding parents' role in the socialization of
children, we have yet to answer the question: "When grandparents are close, what impacts do
they have on the child's socialization for diet and exercise?" (Moore et al., 2017, p. 844). This
is a significant event in the global social context, such as in China (Goh and Kuczynski,
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2010) and the United States (Ellis and Simmons, 2014). Because there is a significant
population rate of children living in households with their grandparents. Also, it is essential to
understand the intergenerational influence (c.f., Moore et al., 2002), particularly the influence
of past consumer socialization experiences on children's food socialization and wellbeing
(e.g., physical and psychological) (Block et al., 2017) in a contemporary family context,
particularly during individuals' transitions to new stages (e.g., becoming parents,
grandparents and/or multi-intergenerational co-residence) (Moschis, 2019).

Socialization research traditionally has been confined to the study of groups of people of
different ages or stages in life (e.g., adolescents and the elderly). However, it isolated other
groups to study and has long been integrated into or replaced by the life course paradigm
(LCP) (e.g., Elder, 1994; Moschis, 2021). The LCP suggests that past events/experiences can
set the foundation for changing individuals' consumer behaviors, forcing them to acquire new
consumer knowledge and skills (human capital), adapting to new environments, and
maintaining stability in consumption habits over a certain period. These changes can be
perceived as a result of adjustments to new life conditions.

Drawing on a life-course framework (Moschis, 2019, 2021), this model has four categories of
variables: (1) early developmental factors (e.g., socialization agents during formative years),
(2) early life experiences (e.g., with three adaption processes including socialization, stress
and coping strategies, and developmental behavior), (3) outcomes (e.g., children's food
wellbeing) and (4) contexts (e.g., temporal and structural factors). Specifically, this research
aims to investigate the impact of multigenerational family structure on food socialization
during childhood, adolescence, and pre-adulthood. Following the research call of Moore et al.
(2017) and Moschis (2019), we will use two studies to examine how parents and
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grandparents interact with and serve as role models for children, including their unintended or
unintended consequences on children's food socialization, particularly for children's physical
and phycological wellbeing.
Method and Data
Study one
Method
We chose the Chinese multigenerational families as our study context to explore how
grandparents and parents co-parent the young generation, a prevalent phenomenon in Chinese
families as a notional culture (Goh and Kuczynski, 2010). Specifically, we recruited
informants from Shanghai due to a demonstration of a strong multigenerational family tie
with diverse consumption cultures and materials (Liu, 2017). Using a purposeful and
snowball sampling approach, we recruited eleven families, including parents and the paternal
or maternal grandparents who were most involved in childcare through co-residence or living
close to the parents. A semi-structured, in-depth interview approach was employed (Guest et
al., 2006) and conducted in Mandarin. Parents and grandparents were interviewed separately
with informed consent, generating 39 interviews.

A thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2014) was employed, revealing the patterns. The
analysis followed three steps: first, read and re-read the transcripts to get insights from the
participants' descriptions with initial codes. Each family was treated as a unit case. Codes
were then compared and connected within and across the family cases. Afterwards, themes
were derived by incorporating the codes that shared similar meanings. Meanwhile, each
theme was given a name. Last, the relations between each theme were identified, forming the
reciprocal intergenerational influence and differentiation of children's food socialization in
co-parenting by parents and grandparents. Translation and back-translation (Chen and Boore,
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2010) was performed for the quotes applied in the research with the involvement of two
bilingual academics who spoke both Chinese and English.
Summary of Findings
The findings identified the interactions between parents and grandparents and children with
parents and grandparents separately in food socialization. In particular, we find that parents
and grandparents can collaborate or disagree on children's food consumption decisions, thus
leading to synergy or discord when socializing children in food consumption practice. On the
other hand, children can actively or passively differentiate their influence on family decisionmaking for food consumption when they are with parents and grandparents separately. These
findings demonstrate a reciprocal intergenerational influence (e.g., grandparents to parents
and vice versa) (Glass, Bengtson and Dunham, 1986) and a multi-socialization synchronized
in contemporary multigenerational families.
Study two
Method
The second phase of our investigation involves ongoing quantitative research. We plan to
recruit participants from Chinese families, focusing on children between ages 9 and 18 in
primary, junior, and high schools, with approximately 900 students paired with their parents
and grandparents. Before data collection, ethical approval will be made from the first author's
university. A research questionnaire will be designed to measure the relationships of different
socialization agents with children in food socialization and its impact on food wellbeing.
Regression analysis will be employed using SPSS. Drawing on existing consumer
socialization literature and findings, we will test the hypotheses with the conceptual model
proposed.
Summary of Findings
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The findings will contribute to improving the existing consumer socialization models by
adding the variables of multigenerational family structure and time/events (past and present
food socialization experience) to examine the process of contemporary food socialization of
children and the impact of children's food wellbeing.
Key Contributions
Overall, this study will contribute to the consumer socialization literature by examining the
process of food socialization in multigenerational families with the impact of co-parenting by
parents and grandparents. Drawing on the life course framework, this study can investigate
the impact of past and present socialization on children's physical and psychological food
wellbeing in the multigenerational family, which adds new variables to modify the existing
food socialization model (e.g., Moore et al., 2017). Marketers and policymakers can
understand the dynamic impact of extended family structure on children's food socialization
and wellbeing. Therefore, they can provide marketing solutions and policies by targeting
multigenerational families to enhance children's food wellbeing through collaboration
between parents and grandparents using Omni-channels to communicate and engage in multifood socialization. This study is conducted in the Chinese multigenerational (one-child)
family context with a mixed research method. Due to the difference of social (e.g., the Onechild policy) and cultural influence, future research can extend the study by examining other
family structures, areas, and/or cultural contexts using various research methods, such as a
longitudinal study to compare the studies.

References are available upon request.
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THE MEDIATING EFFECT OF SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION ON CIVIC DUTY AND
WOM AMONG COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA SUBSCRIBERS
Brooke Reavey, Dominican University; Zoë Godfrey, Drexel University
Contact Info: For further information, please contact Brooke Reavey, PhD, Dominican
University (breavey@dom.edu)
Keywords: social identification; civic duty; exclusivity; arts patronage; WOM
Description: This paper explores how word of mouth (WOM) behavior among community
orchestra patrons is influenced by feelings of civic duty which are then mediated by
social identification with the orchestra. We also identify how the perceived level of
exclusivity of the orchestra moderates the relationship between social identification and
WOM behaviors.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Our research addresses the question, how do social drivers (social identification, civic
duty, exclusivity) for community arts patronage affect word of mouth (WOM) behaviors about
the organization? The marketing literature is scant on incorporating the concept of civic duty
beyond encouraging voting behaviors. This research incorporates how the feeling of civic duty
influences patronage to a community orchestra. This question is of practical interest because of
the tradeoffs faced by community arts organizations operating with limited budgets—the
tradeoffs between attempting to encourage sales by disseminating messages of exclusivity, and
the alternative of imploring community members to support via attendance, donation, and
sharing of information. Often, perhaps unfortunately, organizations use both which we discover
does not help with increasing WOM. We explore how this mixture of signals (i.e., exclusivity
and social identification) have a mediated moderation effect on information sharing via WOM.
Method and Data
We collected data utilizing a convenience sample among subscribers to a community
orchestra. An email survey was sent to the subscriber database of the community orchestra and
196 surveys were completed within a five-day span of data collection. The survey completion
rate was 5%.
To test our model, we used Hayes’ PROCESS model 15. Our independent variable was
the patron’s sense of civic duty. The dependent variable was the frequency of WOM behaviors in
various settings (i.e., share on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.). Our mediator was the patron’s
sense of social identify with the symphony and the mediated moderator was the patron’s sense of
exclusivity regarding the organization.
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Summary of Findings
We found that symphony identification mediates civic duty and WOM. There was also a
significant indirect effect of civic duty on WOM behaviors via symphony identification when
exclusivity is at the 16th percentile, and the 50th percentile, but was not significant at the 84th
percentile. Another way to explain this is that when symphony identification is high and the
perception of exclusivity increases from low to moderate, WOM behaviors increase. When
symphony identification is high, and the perception of exclusivity is high, WOM behaviors are
not significantly affected. There was not a direct effect between civic duty and WOM.
Key Contributions
The centrality of civic duty to this study underlies an important step forward: what are the
consequences of civic duty outside voting behavior? Here, we expand our knowledge of civic
duty by examining it in the marketing realm. In our model, the interaction of civic duty and
exclusivity did not predict WOM behaviors regarding the symphony. However, one’s sense of
civic duty predicted identification with the symphony, and the interaction of identification with
the symphony and exclusivity predicted WOM behaviors about the symphony.
Our findings indicate that civic duty drives individuals to attend an orchestra, which leads
individuals to feel a sense of symphony identification. Interestingly, when individuals consider
the symphony exclusive, it dampens their propensity to engage in WOM behaviors. This is
theoretically important as it implies that attendance and WOM sharing behaviors are driven by
separate psychological processes. It also implies that what individuals consider salient, either a
sense of civic duty or a perception of exclusivity, can have major effects in how they
communicate to others about their affiliation with the symphony. Our findings imply that arts
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nonprofits should emphasize civic duty rather than exclusivity and underscore social
identification with the organization to bolster WOM.
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The Power Of Nature: Exposure To Nature Increases Consumers' Waiting
Patience

Sunxu Xu, Ying Ding
Renmin Business School, Renmin University of China

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Sunxu Xu, Renmin
University of China (xusunxu@ruc.edu.cn)
Keywords: Exposure to nature, Waiting patience, Relaxation, The estimated speed of
waiting time passage; Perceived future time limitation
Description: This research examines the effect of exposure to nature on consumers’
waiting patience and its underlying mechanisms.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
As a negative experience, multiple studies have shown that waiting can decrease
customer satisfaction and lead to customers loss (Hui and Tse 1996; Taylor 1995).
Hence, it is important for marketers to know how to improve consumers’ waiting
patience. Compared to the individual difference and emotional factors (Thompson et
al. 2020; Huang et al. 2016), little research attention has been given to the
environmental factors that might influence consumers’ waiting patience. In this
research, we focus on one fundamental environmental factor, that is, exposure to
nature, and investigate how and why exposure to nature can affect consumers’ waiting
patience.
Decades of research have demonstrated that exposure to nature can provide
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extensive physical and psychological benefits to humans (Bratman et al. 2019; Kaplan
1995; Ulrich 1983). However, the effects of exposure to nature on consumer decisionmaking and behavior remain unclear. Building upon the stress recovery theory and the
attention restoration theory, exposure to nature can evoke greater relaxation (Kaplan
and Kaplan 1989; Ulrich et al. 1991), which, we posit, would result in the waiting
time seeming to pass quickly and increase consumers' waiting patience (Zakay 1989).
Further, we argue that this effect would be attenuated for consumers with high
perceived future time limitation.

Method and Data
Three studies were conducted to test these hypotheses. In a field setting, Study 1
tested the main effect. Participants in a campus photography contest were randomly
assigned to the two photo themes (nature vs. built). After the contest procedure, we
asked participants to choose a canvas bag as a souvenir among the three options.
Then, participants were informed that the chosen bag was out of stock, but would be
available within 14 days. We then recorded their real waiting decisions.
Study 2 replicated the main effect and validated the underlying mechanism. First,
participants were shown pictures of natural or built scenes and were guided to
imagine themselves in the environment shown in the pictures. The focal waiting
decision task was similar to Study 1, but the product was changed to milk tea. We
then measured the two mediators.
Study 3 aimed to demonstrate the moderating role of perceived future time
limitation. We first manipulated perceived future time limitation by a recall task.
Next, participants were randomly assigned to evaluate photos of natural or built
scenes. After the waiting decision task, we measured participants' mood and some
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features of the environment shown in the photos to rule out potential influence.

Summary of Findings
In line with our predictions, the results of Study 1 showed that participants in the
nature condition were willing to wait longer for the chosen canvas bag (p < .05) and
had a higher willingness to wait (p < .05) compared to those in the built condition.
In Study 2, we replicated the main effect (ps < .001) and the mediation analysis
showed a significant serial mediation effect of relaxation and the estimated speed of
waiting time passage when the maximum waiting time (95% CI = [.1687 to 1.8569])
or the willingness to wait (95% CI = [.1687 to 1.8569]) was entered as the DV.
Study 3 found that the proposed effect was significantly moderated by the
perceived future time limitation. Specifically, the indirect effect through relaxation
and the estimated speed of waiting time passage as serial mediators was significant
when the perceived future time limitation was low (95% CI = [.4386 to 2.0611]), but
not when the perceived future time limitation was high (95% CI = [-.7321 to .5731]).
These results were identical if we included the mood valence and arousal and other
control variables in the model.

Key Contributions
The results of the current research provide both meaningful theoretical
contributions and practical implications in multiple ways. Theoretically, although
exposure to nature has received considerable attention in the field of environmental
psychology, relatively little is known about how its potential influence on consumer
behavior. By identifying exposure to nature as a novel environmental antecedent that
influences individuals’ willingness to wait, our research not only extends the research
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scope of exposure to nature but also provides a new angle to the literature on
willingness to wait.
Managerially, to increase consumers’ waiting patience, marketers can add natural
elements to the marketing environments, for example, pot plants and nature sounds.
As for consumers, they can turn their attention to nature when they are forced to wait
to obtain a better consumption experience. For policymakers, our research also sheds
light on the consequences of green city investments on citizen wellbeing.
Several future directions are available for extending the current research. First,
future research could further rule out some potential alternative explanations, such as
specific emotions and visual appeal differences. Second, future researchers could
examine the proposed effects in a real marketing context to increase the external
validity.

References are available upon request.
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MASKS: THE INFLUENCE OF WEARING
MASKS ON ETHICAL JUDGMENT AND BEHAVIORS
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Description: This research investigates the negative impact of wearing masks in social
contexts where facial expressions play important roles, such as ethical judgment, social
donation, and customer–service provider interactions.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

This research investigates the impact of wearing masks in various social and ethical contexts,
where facial expressions play important roles. We predict that wearing a mask (vs. no-mask)
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in a social context will result in more negative ethical judgments or behaviors, lowering
donation intentions, decreasing money allocated to others, or discouraging giving back
incorrect change. We further demonstrate that the perceived trustworthiness of the person
wearing the mask underlies the negative effect of wearing masks. The results of eight
experimental studies provide converging evidence of the negative effects of wearing a facial
mask. We also test important boundary conditions of the negative mask effects, including the
silence of the COVID-19 threat, the presence of additional diagnostic information, and time
constraints for facial judgments. As one of the first studies examining the psychological effects
of wearing a mask, this research offers multiple theoretical and practical implications.

Research Question
The current research aims to provide answers to two crucial and timely questions. First, the
research investigates whether wearing masks in social settings, in which facial expressions play
important role, leads to negative psychological and social consequences. Second, this research
investigates whether there are insightful ways that can lessen the negative consequences of
wearing mask in social contexts.

Method and Data
Eight experimental studies were conducted using online panels from Amazon MTurk. In Study
1A, participants were either shown a donation request from a fictitious fundraiser, who was
either depicted as wearing a mask or not. Then, we measured participants’ donation intentions
(1 = very unlikely, 7 = very likely) and real donation behavior (0 cent to 30 cents, with 1 cent
increments). Study 2B measured how facial masks alters participants’ perceived
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trustworthiness of the person wearing a mask by asking them to report their first-impressions
of people wearing a mask or not (1 = very untrustworthy, 9 = very trustworthy). Study 1C
followed the procedures of Study 1A but included an additional measurement of perceived
trustworthiness of the request on a 7-point scale.
Study 2A and 2B aimed to test an important moderator, the COVID-19 threat. Study 2A tested
how much money (among 10 US dollars) participants were willing to allocate to others in the
Ultimatum Game, and explicitly measured their perceived threat toward COVID-19. On the
other hand, Study 2B experimentally manipulated the salience of COVID-19 threat as either
low or high, and examined how mask wearing changes participants’ donating intentions and
behaviors.
Two studies tested another important moderator: the provision of additional diagnostic
information about the mask-wearer. In Study 3, we randomly assigned participants to one of
the conditions from a 2 (mask vs. no-mask) X 3 (information about service quality: rude vs.
polite vs. no information) design. Then, we examined how willing participants were to pay
back the employee who had given more amount of change by mistake (7-point scale). Using a
similar scenario, Study 4 investigated how the moral intentions vary according to different
designs of mask (no-mask vs. regular mask vs. bright-pink colored mask vs. cuteness-evoking
mask vs. mask with a name tag).
Lastly, Study 5 used the previous fundraising scenario and asked participants to evaluate the
perceived trustworthiness of the request either within 2-seconds or 10-seconds, in order to
investigate how automatic and heuristic the mask effect is.

Summary of Findings
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Results across the eight studies consistently corroborated our predictions. First, the initial three
studies showed that wearing a mask significantly lowers donation intentions and behaviors
(Mno-mask = 7.09 cents vs. Mmask = 5.17 cents; Study 1A), reduces perceived trustworthiness of
the mask-wearer (Study 1B), and that the focal effect is mediated by the trustworthiness
perceptions (B = -.386; Study 1C).
We also found that this unique phenomenon is replicated under low-threat toward COVID-19,
but not when the threat is highly salient – the patterns were consistent regardless of whether
the threat was measured (Mmask=$4.85 vs. Mcontrol=$4.52; Study 2A) or manipulated (index =
-.93; Study 2B).
Furthermore, we obtained important findings that the negative mask effect could be attenuated
by making more diagnostic information about the mask-wearer available. Specifically,
participants were discouraged to give back incorrect change when an employee was wearing a
mask (Mno-mask=5.79 vs. Mmask=4.87 in Study 3; Mno-mask = 6.26 vs. Mmask = 5.34 in Study 4),
unless they were given more information about the employee’s service quality or identity. Last
but not least, Study 5 confirmed that the effects of wearing mask is an automatic, heuristicallydriven process that occurs under short amount of time.

Key Contributions
This research offers several theoretical contributions and practical implications. First, this is
one of the first studies examining the impact of wearing facial masks on individuals’ judgments
and social interactions in ethical settings. Extending the recent work on the impact of facial
masks on social judgments, this research demonstrates that a facial mask lowers one’s
perceived trustworthiness of a person wearing a facial mask and, in turn, creates negative
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consequences in diverse social interaction settings. Second, we demonstrate that the lower
trustworthiness is driven by the inability to access diagnostic information to make judgments
about others or their behaviors, rather than mere emotional reactions (e.g., intimidation or the
unusualness of wearing a mask). Thus, when individuals can obtain additional information cues,
such as identification of a service provider, the negative effect is attenuated. Last, our research
provides marketers and service providers with new insights. As COVID-19 has brought
dramatic changes in business practices as well as in daily life, it is important to provide
practitioners with prompt insight into how such a new business practice affects consumer
behavior. Our findings help practitioners better understand how the requirement of wearing a
mask affects consumers’ judgment and behavior. Furthermore, our findings offer several ways
that practitioners can mitigate negative consumer reactions.

References are available upon request.
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Description: This study showed that three-dimensional (vs. two-dimensional) logo design engendered
perceived realness of the logo, which in turn enhanced the feeling of ownership and attitudes toward the
brand.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
This study aimed to contribute to the literature on logo design by addressing the research
question: “How does a three-dimensional logo design influence consumers’ perceptions and evaluations
of the brand?” Existing literature has documented that consumers’ perceptions of a brand can be
determined by a logo’s visual properties such as color, shape, symmetry, and dynamism (see Kim and
Lim 2019). For instance, circular and angular logo shapes activate associations with softness and
hardness, respectively (Jiang et al. 2016). Asymmetrical versus symmetrical logos are more arousing,
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leading to increased perceptions of excitement (Luffarelli, Stamatogiannakis, and Yang 2019). While the
visual properties of logos have been comprehensively examined, less attention has been paid to their
depth. Depicting depth is a graphical technique that gives logos the appearance of solidity or a threedimensional (3D) design (Henderson and Cote 1998). Previous studies have assumed that the threedimensionality created by a logo’s depth could affect consumers’ recognition of the brand (Henderson
and Cote 1998) and have called for more extensive research into this possibility (Machado et al. 2015).
Drawing on the literature on visual perceptions and psychological ownership, we predicted that 3D (vs.
2D) logos will engender perceived realness of a logo, which in turn will enhance psychological
ownership and attitudes toward the brand.
Method and Data
To test our prediction, we conducted an online experiment (N = 140). It employed a two-cell
design; participants were randomly assigned to either the 2D or 3D logo condition.
After showing a lead sentence (“Please imagine that a certain company is planning to create
their brand logo”), we presented a fictitious logo to participants and measured the perceived realness of
the logo using three items (e.g., “I feel as if I can touch the logo”). Moreover, participants rated the
psychological ownership (e.g., “I feel a sense of ownership toward the brand”) and brand attitudes (e.g.,
“preferable”) on the three items. The items of each variable were measured using seven-point scales (1 =
“Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree”) and averaged to form the indices of perceived realness,
psychological ownership, and brand attitudes, respectively. The same procedure was repeated for four
types of logos, and the order of presentation was randomized.
Summary of Findings
We performed a 2 (logo dimensions: 2D/3D, between factor) × 4 (logo types, within factor),
mixed-design ANOVA with the brand attitude index as a dependent variable. The results showed a
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significant main effect of logo dimensions on brand attitudes, (F [1, 138] = 7.36, p < .001). As predicted,
participants in the 3D condition indicated more positive attitudes toward the brand than those in the 2D
condition (M2D = 3.77 vs. M3D = 4.15). The interaction between both independent variables was nonsignificant (p > .40), suggesting that the effect of logo dimensions on brand attitudes manifested
regardless of the type. The same analysis on the other variables also revealed that logo dimensions
significantly influenced their perceived realness (F [1, 138] = 19.44, p < .001), whereas it had a nonsignificant effect on psychological ownership (p > .50).
Furthermore, after averaging the same variables for the four logos to collapse into one variable,
we ran a serial mediation analysis using the PROCESS macro (Hayes 2021, Model 6). As predicted,
bootstrapping with 10,000 resamples revealed a significant indirect effect of logo dimensions on brand
attitudes through perceived realness and psychological ownership (B = .12, SE = .04, 95% CI
[.048, .210]).
Key Contributions
This study contributes to the literature on logo design. Although the visual properties of logos
(e.g., symmetry, dynamism, complexity) have been comprehensively examined, the effects of threedimensionality on consumers’ responses have been overlooked. This effect needed to be explored
further, considering that a prior study theoretically argued that the depth of a logo could affect
consumers’ recognition of brands. Our study contributes to filling this gap by focusing on the threedimensionality of logos, and documenting its effects on consumers’ perceptions and evaluations of the
brand.
From a managerial standpoint, this study offers beneficial insights for marketers and designers.
To date, there has not been a common rule to utilize depth information in logo design. In the
marketplace, while many brands have recently changed their 3D logos to planar and simple 2D logos
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(e.g., BMW, Audi), some continue to use their traditional 3D logos, such as the hood ornaments found
on Mercedes-Benz and Lexus cars. Although optimal logo design will vary depending on other strategic
factors such as brand positioning and targeting, our results provide marketers with a guideline to
understand how consumers tend to react to brands that use 3D logos vs. 2D logos.

References are available upon request.
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TO LEAD OR TO BE LED: HOW ECOLOGICAL OPINION LEADING & SEEKING
AFFECTS THE PURCHASE INTENTION FOR REMANUFACTURED PRODUCTS
Carl Hieronymi – TIME Research Area, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany
Denise Fischer-Kreer – TIME Research Area, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

Contact Info: For further information, please contact Carl Hieronymi, M.Sc. M.Sc.
(hieronymi@time.rwth-aachen.de)
Key Words: Remanufacturing Products, Opinion Leading, Purchase Intention, Frugality
Description: Consumer survey on the influence of opinion leading and seeking on purchase
intention of remanufactured smartphones and the influence of frugality on the above relationship

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Opinion Leading (OL) is a currently a domain-bounded phenomenon focusing on product domains
(e.g., cars, fashion). Evidence has shown significant correlations of opinion leading to consumer
innovativeness and product knowledge in the specific product domains (Flynn, Goldsmith, and
Eastman 1994). Both attributes are valuable in diffusing innovations. Opinion seeking (OS), on
the contrary, correlates negatively with the above attributes towards the products. Hence, opinion
seekers rely on opinion leaders to diffuse innovations to them (Flynn et al. 1994). Further research
on opinion leading and seeking to diffuse sustainable product innovations is suggested (Groening,
Sarkis, and Zhu 2018; Jansson, Nordlund, and Westin 2017). Remanufacturing markets serve as
great reference to test the above, as they are a relatively new phenomena for consumers.
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Yet, in order to leverage OL for an accelerated transition towards remanufactured products and
growing business opportunities for players in the market, the product-bound opinion leadership
concept requires a transition to a conceptual domain. Remanufacturing as a concept is not product
bound, but rather a circular economy paradigm of restating product qualities to “like-new” levels.
This study aims to identify the existence and behavior of ecological opinion leaders (EOL) and
seekers (EOS). Our research addresses the following questions:
Do eco opinion leaders and seekers have a positive relation towards remanufacturing purchase
intentions? Is frugality solidifying a positive relationship of EOL & EOS to the purchase intention?
Method and Data
We conduct an online consumer survey with the general public in the US. The participants are
firstly asked to choose an adequate product and brand within a defined range of the three top selling
smartphone companies (i.e., iPhone 13; Samsung Galexy S21 Ultra; Xiaomi 11 Ultra) to conduct
their questionnaire. We finalized our data collection process by the end February 2022, yielding a
sample size of 300 monetary compensated participants through a pre-screened set (by Cloud
Research) on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
The survey variables are based on well-established multi-item constructs with minor adaptions to
fit the remanufacturing focus. The IV construct of Ecological Opinion Leaders and Seekers
derives from the original OL & OS 12-item scale developed by Flynn et al. with each subdimension (leaders & seekers) accounting for 6 items (Flynn et al.1994). We adapt the
Purchasing Intention scale from Wang et al. (Wang et al. 2013). Finally, the moderating effect of
Frugality is incorporated through Lastovicka’s et al. 8-item scale (Lastovicka et al. 1999). We
control for common method bias and other influencing effects (namely: demographic traits,
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environmental concern, product affiliation, brand equity, social desirability - derived from
various, well-cited authors) (Podsakoff et al. 2003).
Summary of Findings
Based on the theory of uniqueness we expect eco opinion leaders to have a positive correlation
with the purchase intention for remanufactured smart phones. Further, eco opinion seekers are also
expected to have a positive correlation with the purchase intention for remanufactured products
based on the social learning theory (social behavior is learned by observing and imitating). Most
sustainability seeking consumers, even if not aware about remanufacturing, are willing to purchase
the presented sustainable alternative.
H1: Eco opinion leading is positively associated with the purchase intention for remanufactured
products. - SUPPORTED
H2: Eco opinion seeking is positively associated with the purchase intention for remanufactured
products. - SUPPORTED
Additionally, the moderating effect of Frugality requires investigations for this specific setting. It
has already shown the potential to negatively influence the green purchase intention on (Wang et
al. 2021). In remanufacturing applications however, frugality should strengthen the relationship of
eco opinion seeking and the purchase intention, due to the competitive pricing of remanufactured
products compared to new products – sold at fraction – at a similar quality level. With increasing
frugality, the inexpensive remanufactured product option could become more appealing.
H3: Frugality strengthens the eco opinion seeking and purchase intention for remanufactured
products relationship. – REJECTED (opposite outcome)

Key Contributions
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Remanufacturing is still an innovative concept in consumer markets, leaving consumers’ purchase
intention for remanufactured products at a minimum compared to brand new products from virgin
materials (Chen and Chen 2019; McKie et al. 2018). This leaves incumbents and new players on
the verge of entering the remanufacturing market (McKie et al. 2018). Hence, academia calls for
better understanding the ways to improve the purchase intention for remanufactured products
(Govindan et al. 2019). Previous studies on opinion leading (OL) and seeking (OS) have shown
great potentials to increase the purchase intention and diffuse the innovation of products to the
greater public (Turnbull and Meenaghan 1980) and call for applications in sustainable purchasing
domains (Groening et al. 2018). Hence, this study assesses the OL and OS constructs to diffuse
the innovation and drive the purchase intention for remanufacturing. We transfer the OL and OS
construct to a non-product domain (i.e., ecology) and thereby extend the underlying theories of
uniqueness and social learning. Drawing from the theory of uniqueness, OL are generally seeking
novelty and uniqueness, which translates into a higher purchase intention for the specific products
(Bertrandias and Goldsmith 2006).
Our results aim to ‘bring light in the darkness’ to ‘drive positive change’ (AMA Theme).

References are available upon request.
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TRY IT ON DIGITALLY! – THE INFLUENCE OF VIRTUAL PRODUCT TRY-ONS ON
CONSUMER PURCHASES
Luisa Thomas, Andrea Greven, RWTH Aachen University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Luisa Marie Thomas, RWTH
Aachen University (thomas@time.rwth-aachen.de)
Keywords: virtual try-on; consumer purchasing behavior; product fit; interactive technology
Description: Our research empirically investigates the influence of consumers' virtual product
try-on technology usage on two key retailer metrics, namely sales and returns, assessing the
effectiveness of the technology to increase retailers' top-and-bottom lines.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question – Especially with COVID-related lockdowns, retailers have searched for ways
to convert consumers to their online stores and enable them to try products at home. However,
home trials are associated with over-ordering, resulting in often double-digit return-rates (Ofek,
Katona, and Sarvary 2011), straining firm profitability. A pivotal cause originates from
exacerbated uncertainty online due to imperfect information, especially product uncertainty
(Akerlof 1970; Dimoka, Hong, and Pavlou 2012). Our research focuses on a technology designed
to reduce fit-uncertainty, namely virtual try-ons (VTOs), exploring how their usage influences
consumers' purchasing behavior such as sales and returns. VTOs enable website visitors to try on
products on short video of themselves, using 3D augmented reality. While prior studies focalize
technology-adoption, we empirically examine outcomes, as called for by researchers (e.g., Yim et
al. 2017). Additionally, product characteristics (hedonic vs. utilitarian) interact with website
features, influencing search behavior (Huang et al., 2009), but leaving unexplored how VTOs
influence purchasing behavior depending on product type. We aim to close these research gaps by
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answering the following research questions: (1) How does usage of virtual try-ons (VTOs)
influence consumer purchasing behavior with regard to sales and returns? (2) Are the benefits of
VTOs stronger for certain product types?
Method and Data – We investigated the research questions using a large-scale dataset obtained
from a large European e-commerce retailer specialized on eyewear comprising browsing and
transaction data of over 1.15 million orders from January to December 2020. We conducted two
analyses with different dependent variables: The first analysis considered the usage of VTOs (yes
vs. no) on several sales variables after returns (similar to Gallino & Moreno, 2018), such as the
order value, the number of basket items, the average selling price (ASP), as well as the order's
contribution margin. The second analysis assesses an order's return (yes vs. no) (Yang and Xiong
2019). We conducted OLS regressions for our first analysis to account for the continuous
dependent variables and a logistic regression for our second analysis with the binary dependent
variable. We extended the individual regressions in a step-by-step logic, increasing the number of
predictors. The base relationships are moderated by product type (utilitarian, hedonic) (Hirschman
& Holbrook, 1982). Control variables include customer age and gender, device, previous
purchases, order month, first and last touchpoint channel. We perform robustness checks to test
for and avoid statistical challenges such as multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, and endogeneity.
Summary of Findings – We found that usage of VTOs is positively associated with higher sales
levels, driven by higher ASPs and more items per basket. Additionally, contribution margins,
indicating directional profit effects, are higher on average. It seems that the VTO offers a
supporting touchpoint, increasing the customer's confidence in the match between product
expectations and personal fit. With the reduced uncertainty and risk, consumers' trust and
explorative behavior may be heightened which manifests itself in increased basket sizes and higher
willingness to pay. Consumers' usage of VTOs is also associated with fewer returns. This provides
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evidence that consumers receive superior fit verification and can therefore make better purchase
decisions. The effects are elevated for purchasing hedonic (vs. utilitarian) goods. This is likely due
to the improved interaction between the hedonic features of the VTO and the different needs and
expectations for hedonic goods, which emphasize experience, fun, and variety components.
Overall, our findings indicate that VTOs provide superior product fit information and can function
as a signal, resulting in beneficial retailer outcomes.
Key Contributions – We contribute to previous literature in three ways. From a theoretical
perspective, we extend the well-understood theoretical constructs of Expectation-Disconfirmation
and Signaling theory to AR-research focusing on behavioral outcomes, where application to
interactive technologies such as VTOs is scarce. Also, we extend and confirm priorly posed
hypotheses that interactive technologies perform better in attaining positive retailer outcomes
(Bleier et al., 2019; Hong & Pavlou, 2014) than non-dynamic decision aids. As a result, we
demonstrate that interactive technologies such as VTOs can serve as signals reducing especially
product fit uncertainty, hence contributing to product uncertainty research. Secondly, we newly
introduce the product type differentiation between hedonic and utilitarian goods to the AR
outcomes literature. In observing the moderating influence, we answer several research calls to
assess consumer behavioral differences for utilitarian and hedonic products in multisensory
environments (Mishra et al., 2021; Yim et al., 2017). Methodologically, our unique data sample
with real-world transaction and clickstream data enables us to overcome limitations of prior studies
on VTOs, which mainly use laboratory studies and primary data, limiting insights on actual
consumer behavior (Dacko, 2017). From a managerial perspective, we offer practical implications
on a state-of-the-art technology that can lead to beneficial retailer outcomes.
References are available upon request
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE CONSUMERS' PURCHASE INTENTIONS ON LIVESTREAMING COMMERCE: USE PERCEIVED VALUE AS A MEDIATOR
Author: Kaixi Wang, California State University, Northridge
For further information, please contact Kaixi Wang, California State University, Northridge
(kaixi.wang.819@my.csun.edu)
Keywords: Live-streaming, online shopping, consumer behavior, purchase intention,
perceived value
Description: From the perspective of six attributes of live-streaming commerce, this study
proposed a mechanism for the impact of live-streaming on customers' purchase intentions.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Live streaming shopping is a new type of social media business through multimedia carriers,
such as Amazon, TikTok, and Taobao, continuously developed and popularized worldwide since
2011. Among the many new business models, live streaming is one of the most rapidly
expanding in recent years, although it began as a niche market. Viewers can watch videos on
different devices simultaneously and make direct purchases through the attached links. Live
streaming allows viewers to watch while interacting with sellers and other consumers. It fully
uses the advantages of the Internet by directly publishing product information and interacting to
stimulate purchase decisions. This new social media interaction structure may influence
consumer responses to marketing stimuli in social media environments. Despite its rapidly
growing trajectory, beginners are under-equipped to make decisions on how to market their
products since there is still a lack of research in this domain. Some scholars studied the utilitarian
and hedonic motivations of live-streaming participants, and other studies investigated the impact
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of technical characteristics on consumer behavior for live-streaming media. However, few
studies have examined how live-streaming commerce attributes affect customers' purchase
intentions.
Therefore, this study was based on the S-O-R model and comprehensively considered the
characteristics of live-streaming commerce to study consumers' perceived value and purchase
intention in a live-streaming shopping environment. We included six factors that may affect livestreaming purchase intention based on literature reviewing: Leader Opinion, Brand Awareness,
Playfulness, Interaction, Exclusive Promotion, and Online Shopping Risks. Additionally, the
perceived value was proposed as a mediating factor to investigate the consumer purchase
intention of live-stream audiences.
We analyzed the influences of six attributes and used perceived value as a mediator to
investigate the following：
1. What attributes of live-streaming marketing will affect consumer behavior?
2. Is this effect of live streaming's attributes to consumer purchase intention mediated by
perceived value about the purchase?
3. Is consumer purchase intention in live streaming marketing influenced by perceived
value?
Method and Data
Quantitative methods were designed to study the relationship between measured variables.
Studies have shown that quantitative research is the best way to study ideas and problems and
discover hidden values, attitudes, and motivations. Therefore, to achieve the purpose of this
research, this research adopted quantitative research methods. Participants were recruited using
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Amazon MTurk. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved the online questionnaire before
it was created on Survey Monkey and linked to Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).
The users of live-streaming commerce are the target group of this research. The study collected a
total of 400 samples. Participants were randomly drawn from China and must be 18 years or
older to be eligible. The entire didn't exceed 7 minutes. The survey included a questionnaire to
understand the impact of live-streaming commerce on consumers' perceived value and purchase
intentions.
The first question of the questionnaire is a general question, asking participants whether they
have purchased or browsed the live-streaming commerce platform in the past year. This question
is used to filter out untargeted groups. Then the questionnaire is roughly divided into four parts.
The first part asks participants about their experience of the features of live-streaming commerce,
including leadership opinions, brand image, playfulness, interaction, exclusive promotions, and
online shopping risks. The second part is about the participant's perceived value of livestreaming commerce. The third part asks participants about their live-streaming commerce
purchase intentions. The last part collects participants' demographic information. This research
used a seven-point Likert scale to study each model component ranging from (1) Strongly
disagree to (7) Strongly agree.
Summary of Findings
The findings provided evidence that Leader Opinion, Brand Awareness, Playfulness, Interaction,
and Exclusive Promotion are positively related to the consumer-perceived value of livestreaming marketing. This indicates that consumers are positively affected by these factors in
their live-streaming purchase behavior. In contrast, Online Shopping Risks showed a negative
correlation with perceived value. In addition, the results also show that consumers' perceived
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value has a significant positive correlation with purchase intentions. In other words, when
consumers' perceived price of live-streamed products is higher, they will have more purchase
intentions.
Key Contributions
This study has two main contributions academically. First, we reduced the research gap by
investigating how live streaming affects consumer behaviors. We developed a research model to
study how the attributes of live-streaming commerce affect perceived value and consumer
purchase intention. The results provided theoretical support for future research on live-streaming
commerce.
Our findings also have several practical implications for the social media marketing field. First,
the findings could provide suggestions for live streaming operators to optimize marketing costs
and promote products effectively on live-streaming platforms. Second, new sellers want to
launch live-streaming sales, helping them better understand customers and precisely reach their
target consumers.
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USAGE OF VISUAL PERSPECTIVES IN MENTAL IMAGERY FOR ENHANCING
SUSTAINABLE PURCHASING BEHAVIORS

Virginie Lavoye, Anssi Tarkiainen, Jenni Sipilä, Joel Mero, Maria Uzhegova
For further information, please contact Virginie Lavoye, LUT School of Business and
Management (Virginie.lavoye@lut.fi).

Keywords: Mental imagery, visual perspective, responsible, sustainable, consumer behavior

Description: We conduct a literature review on the impact of actor’s vs. observer’s visual
perspective on responsible sustainable behaviors and highlight future research opportunities.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
1. Research Question
The visual (imagery) perspective represents the angle from which people imagine (i.e., form a
mental image) themselves in a scenario (Libby and Eibach 2011). People from the actor’s
(also called first-person) perspective view the scene as the main character (i.e., themselves)
through their own eyes. People holding an observer’s (also called third-person) perspective
view themselves in a manner that resembles seeing themselves from a greater distance: “I see
me.” Responsible sustainable behaviors (RSBs) encompass socially and environmentally
responsible behaviors, such as contributing to environmental and social justice or human
health, or purchasing energy-efficient appliances or organic foods (Hosta and Zabkar 2021).
Research suggests that ethical reasoning influences RSBs (Hunt and Vitell 2006). In the
present article, we aim to understand how visual perspectives influence consumers’ intentions
to partake in RSBs by answering the following questions:
RQ1. How do the visual perspectives of an actor and observer influence ethical reasoning
and responsible sustainable behaviors?
RQ2. What underlying processes explain the influence of the visual perspectives of an actor
and observer on ethical reasoning and responsible sustainable behaviors?
RQ3. Which contextual factors moderate the influence of the visual perspectives of an actor
and observer on ethical reasoning and responsible sustainable behaviors?
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2. Method and Data
To answer these questions, we conducted a systematic literature review of studies on visual
perspectives. First, we searched for journal articles in English in Scopus and Web of Science
for “visual perspective,” “visual imagery perspective,” and “self-perspective” in the title,
abstract, and keywords combined with one word (“actor,” “observer,” “first-person,” and
“third-person”) in any field of the document. A total of 378 articles from Scopus and 254
results from Web of Science were retrieved. Among those results, 192 were duplicates, 3
were not available, and 26 articles were relevant. We searched the reference lists of selected
articles and included 1 additional relevant article. The literature review is composed mainly
of responsible behaviors (54%), such as reducing return fraud, followed by health-related
behaviors (31%), such as exercising and healthy eating, and sustainable purchases and
behaviors (15%), such as purchasing a green product or recycling.

3. Summary of Findings
Hunt-Vitell’s (1986) general theory of marketing ethics shows that deontological (i.e.,
applying norms of behavior to the decision) and egoistic (i.e., evaluating whether the
outcome is worth the good or badness of the behavior) moral reasoning leads to moral
judgment and behavior. An actor’s perspective elicits egoistic moral reasoning, while judging
one’s behavior from an observer’s perspective entails deontological reasoning (Saine et al.
2021). Therefore, an observer’s (vs. actor’s) perspective enhances RSBs. Furthermore,
matching consumers’ mindsets with visual perspectives enhances RSBs (Stornelli et al. 2020;
Zhang et al. 2022), for instance, when promotion-focused consumers use an actor’s
perspective or when prevention-focused consumers use an observer’s perspective (Zhang and
Yang 2015). However, the role of consumer mindsets as antecedents of ethical reasoning is
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scarcely researched in the context of visual perspectives. Thus, we propose that future
research should explore the following:
FRQ1: When situationally induced by a visual perspective, whether and to what extent do
consumers’ mindsets impact ethical reasoning?
If a behavior contradicts one’s moral judgment, an individual might experience selfconscious emotions, such as guilt (Hunt and Vitell 1986). An observer’s perspective increases
self-conscious emotions (Hung and Mukhopadhyay 2012), and guilt increases sustainable
consumption (Antonetti and Maklan 2014). Hence, future research should examine the
following:
FRQ2: What is the optimal configuration of visual perspectives and emotions (hedonic and
self-conscious) to positively impact RSBs?

4. Key Contributions
The main contribution of this conceptual article is to inspire marketing scholars to consider
how visual perspectives can influence responsible sustainable consumption and to provide a
broad conceptual foundation. First, this study presents the processes that enhance RSBs when
marketers prompt visual perspectives. Second, we adapt Hunt-Vitell’s (1986) model to
highlight the need for further research by proposing a brief research agenda intended to
stimulate research on visual perspectives. Finally, an actor’s perspective is increasingly used
at the purchase stage via immersive technologies (Petit, Javornik, and Velasco 2021); thus,
the present article may offer brands and marketers novel research-based insights that aim at
enhancing its impact on RSBs.
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WHEN BUYING IS LOSING: HOW EXPIRED COUPON UNDERMINES
WILLINGNESS TO BUY
Yunzhi Huang
Department of Marketing, School of Management, Xiamen University, Xiamen,
China
For further information, please contact Yunzhi Huang, Doctoral Student, Department
of Marketing, School of Management, Xiamen University, Email:
huangyunzhi@stu.xmu.edu.cn
Keywords: Expired coupon, Discomfort feeling, Loss aversion, Willingness to buy
Description: This research examines the dark side of coupons and shows that an
expired coupon will decrease consumers’ willingness to buy and even increase the
attractiveness of a suboptimal option because an expired coupon makes consumers
feel discomfort as they could have bought the product at a lower price prior to the
time limit but need to pay more at the time of purchase.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
It is very common for consumers to find themselves missing time-limited
coupons, especially on e-commerce platforms. For instance, consumers want to buy
some products just a few days after Black Friday; sellers forget to remove the
promotion information on the website in time; consumers show off how they obtained
the products at the best price through online reviews; and the expired coupons are

1
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displayed in consumers’ accounts. Based on prospect theory, this research proposes
that when consumers realize they could have bought the product at a lower price prior
to the time limit, the buying would feel like losing (lose the money they could have
saved). Thus, loss aversion boosts the feeling of discomfort, which decreases their
willingness to buy and even increases the attractiveness of the suboptimal option
(higher price but never offers coupons). In addition, this effect is mitigated by the
coupon type. When the expired coupon could have been used in the immediate
purchase, consumers would feel uncomfortable because their willingness to buy is
clear and certain at the moment. However, when the expired coupon could have been
used in the next purchase, the feeling of loss is less strong because the next purchase
is uncertain.
Method and Data
Study 1 tested the main effect. Participants imagined choosing from two similar
lamps. In the no coupon condition, lamp A sells at 89 RMB, lamp B sells at 88 RMB,
and there is no coupon for the two lamps. In the expired coupon condition, a 10 RMB
expired coupon was displayed for lamp B. The prices in the two conditions were
actually the same, and the optimal option was both lamp B. The ratio of choosing
lamp B was recorded in the two conditions.
Study 2 tested the mechanism. Participants imagined buying the same smart
speaker from two online stores. The manipulation of the expired coupon was the same
as in Study 1. The ratio of purchases from store B was recorded in the two conditions.
Then, participants rated their feelings if they bought the smart speaker from store B

2
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on a two-item scale (1 = bad; unhappy, 7 = good; happy; reverse coded; 𝛼 =.96) as
the measurement of discomfort.
Study 3 examined the moderating effect. The no coupon and expired coupon
conditions were the same as those in Study 2. In the expired coupon used in the next
purchase condition, there is no promotion in store A, while in store B, a promotion
that offers a 10-yuan coupon that can be used in the next purchase has ended. The
ratio of purchases from store B was recorded in the three conditions.
Summary of Findings
Study 1 showed that the percentage of participants who chose to purchase lamp
B was significantly lower in the expired coupon condition (41 of 74, 55.4%) than in
the no coupon condition (67 of 77, 87%; 𝜒 ! = 18.51, p <.001).
Study 2 revealed that the percentage of participants who chose to purchase the
smart speaker from store B was significantly lower in the expired coupon condition
(65 of 125, 52%) than in the no coupon condition (121 of 125, 96.8%; 𝜒 ! = 65.86, p
<.001). The expired coupon led to a significantly stronger discomfort feeling (Mexpired
coupon

= 4.50, SD = 1.68; Mno coupon = 2.89, SD = 0.90; t (248) = 12.98, p <.001). The

indirect effect was significant (B = -5.28, SE = 1.39, 95% CI = [-8.38, -3.45]).
Study 3 showed that the percentage of participants who chose to purchase the
lamp from store B was significantly higher in the no coupon condition (73 of 80,
91.3%) than in the expired coupon used in the immediate purchase condition (52 of
80, 65%; 𝜒 ! (1)= 16.13, p <.001) and in the expired coupon used in the immediate
purchase condition (64 of 80, 80%; 𝜒 ! (1)= 4.11, p =.043). The difference between

3
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the last two conditions was also significant (𝜒 ! (1)= 4.51, p =.034).
Key Contributions
From a theoretical perspective, this research contributes to the literature in two
ways. First, the studies add to the literature that the coupon can backfire consumers’
purchase intention due to the time limitation. When the coupon expires and
consumers sense that, they will feel discomfort because they could have bought the
product at a lower price. Second, we provide a new perspective in addressing the
source of loss aversion. Previous literature shows that consumers are averse to
anticipated loss, such as avoiding an investment with high risk and making a purchase
decision due to the concern of missing promotion, while this research confirms that
consumers are also averse to a “past loss”, which is actually not a loss at the moment
of purchase. To pay more than previously also brings consumers a feeling of loss, and
consumers will be irrational to choose a suboptimal option. From a practical
perspective, this research provides implications for marketers initiating promotions.
Our results suggest that marketers should remind consumers of the time limitation in
advance as soon as possible to avoid consumers missing the coupon redemption date.
In addition, marketers need to withdraw any promotion information after the time
limit to avoid consumer sensing that they lose the chance to pay less.
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WHEN IT COMES TO SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT PACKAGING, DO
PRODUCT CATEGORIES PLAY A CERTAIN ROLE IN CONSUMERS’
PURCHASE INTENTION?
ANNE KUENTZLER, SAARLAND UNIVERSITY (Lead Author)
Department of Technology and Innovation Management
anne.kuentzler@uni-saarland.de
ELENA BANOWITZ, SAARLAND UNIVERSITY
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Keywords: sustainable product packaging, product involvement, purchase intention,
consumer behavior

Description: The current work aims to analyze the association of sustainable packaging
of low and high-involvement products on consumers' perception and purchase intention.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research question
The purpose of our research is to examine how sustainable packaging affects consumers'
purchase intention and whether it differs between low and high-involvement products.
Method and Data
To address our research question, an online questionnaire with stimulus material of three
low and three high-involvement products, each packaged in sustainable and in conventional
packaging, was executed. The selection of the low and high-involvement products was based
on the subjective probability of mispurchase (risk), the importance of a product, the price of
the product, and frequency of purchase. In our conceptual model, the presence or absence
of sustainable packaging is therefore expected to affect purchase intention through product
benefits, and this effect is moderated by product involvement. Differences between low and
high-involvement products are presumed to affect consumer perception of and purchase
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intention for sustainably packaged product differently. Additionally, consumers' attitudes are
expected to interact with sustainable packaging and product involvement, and thereby
influence their purchase. In the main study, 246 respondents participated, 10 of them had to
be eliminated due to incompleted questionnaire. About 56% of the respondents were
between 25–34-years and 60% were female.
Summary of Findings
The findings show that sustainable packaging is highly salient to consumers and that
packaging can shape consumers' perception of the intrinsic attributes of the product. Our
research indicates that changes in packaging design significantly affects the product quality
and pro-social product benefits. Additionally, our results show that there is a difference in
consumers' perception of sustainable product packaging and that corresponding
perceptions affect consumers purchase intention. Furthermore, high environmental-concern
consumers respond more positively to sustainable package design and are more willing to
buy these products.
Key Contribution
For marketers in the packaging industry, this research provides useful insights into how
consumers perceive their products when changing to sustainable packaging design and how
to encourage them towards more sustainable consumption. The perceived quality of low
involvement products can be positively influenced by the product packaging that represents
sustainability in a visually noticeable aspect. Designers and managers in the food sector
should therefore change the product packaging to a more sustainable appearance.
Moreover, consumers seem to value pro-social benefits for sustainably packaged products,
as higher pro-social benefits transform into higher purchase intention. Consequently,
companies who engage in ethical behaviors, and are showing this through extrinsic attributes,
can enhance the perception of their products and thus improve their sales. Furthermore,
designers and managers in the packaging sector may initially focus on high environmentalconcern consumers to speed up diffusion in the market.

References are available upon request
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A META-ANALYSIS OF DRIVERS AND PREDICTORS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
INFLUENCER EFFECTIVENESS
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Keywords: social media influencer, meta-analysis, influencer marketing, persuasion model
This paper conducts a meta-analysis on drivers and predictors of social media influencer
effectiveness based on 80 academic papers identified and analyzed so far.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The most prominent problem statement for marketers wishing to engage in influence marketing
is the search for effective social media influencers (SMIs). In recent years, numerous empirical
papers have attempted to answer this question suggesting a wide assortment of drivers and
predictors for SMI effectiveness. As a result, the academic landscape on this question
resembles a patchwork of tested hypotheses and theories with overlaps as well as
inconsistencies, which impedes not only the development of coherent research in this field, but
also the derivation of truly practical implications. Therefore, this paper aims to provide a
synthesis, generalization and future research path for the fundamental question of why and
when SMIs are effective.
Method and Data
Through a methodical data collection and screening process of 76 marketing field journals from
the ranking of Chartered Association of Business Schools and 81 VHB jourqual 3 ranking for
the marketing branch, 80 papers have been identified to be included in the meta-analytical
review.
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Summary of Findings
Based on these analysis results, this paper proposes a generalized and integrated structural
model based on the McGuire Communication persuasion model, thereby explaining SMI
effectiveness (purchase intent and engagement action) as a result of source and message factors.
Key Contributions
As influencer marketing gains prominence, many academics have devoted attention to research
in this nascent field. The foundation of influencer marketing is the effectiveness of SMIs in
influencing consumers. Understanding why SMIs are effective is, therefore, a fundamental
question for this research field. In recent years, various empirical studies were conducted to
investigate drivers and predictors of SMI effectiveness. Due to this surge in research within a
short period of time, we find an overflow of different, overlapping, and sometimes conflicting
theories, models, and variables in the literature. Consequently, the current stage of research on
this central question lacks clarity and structure, which hinders further research and the
derivation of implications.
Our research aims to overcome these challenges. In particular, our research advances academic
marketing’s existing knowledge on this topic in three ways. First, we enhance the overall
understanding of SMI effectiveness by systematically screening and synthesizing existing
research. Secondly, we construct a cohesive structure for future research by clearing up
theoretical overlaps as well as inconsistencies among past research and generalizing the
findings into an integrated model. Lastly, we propose future research directions by identifying
research gaps and defining implications for further studies.
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A UNIFIED THEORY ON ORGANIZATIONAL CONDITIONS, USER
ACCEPTANCE AND THE PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
CHATBOTS
Alexander Rossmann, Reutlingen University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Alexander Rossmann,
Professor for Digital Business, Reutlingen University,
alexander.rossmann@reutlingen-university.de
Keywords: Chatbots, Customer Service, User Acceptance, Performance
Description: This paper is presenting and evaluating a unified theory on organizational
conditions, user acceptance and the performance impact of customer service chatbots based
on a systematic literature analysis and an empirical investigation of user acceptance of real
service chatbots

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions
(1) Which organizational conditions are relevant for the implementation of chatbots in
customer service? (2) Which factors determine user acceptance for chatbots? (3) Which
performance effects are associated with the use of chatbots in customer service?, (4) How do
differences in the design of organizational conditions affect customer acceptance and the
performance of chatbots?

Method and Data
An examination of related work is conducted based on a systematic literature review. On this
basis, the organizational conditions for the use of chatbots and the intended performance
effects are evaluated by surveying the providers of chatbots in customer service. Structured
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interviews were conducted with experts involved in the development of five different
chatbots. The provider sample is based on a total of 20 interviews with relevant experts. This
is followed by an investigation of user acceptance of the same chatbots based on a
standardized user survey. The user perspective was analyzed through a standardized online
survey of 1,386 users of the same five chatbots. Based on existing literature, an extended
service model for chatbots with seven constructs was conceptualized (functionality,
competence, reliability, communication, anthropomorphism, entertainment, privacy risks).
User acceptance was captured by common TAM constructs (perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use). The user survey data were then analyzed through PLS structural equation
modeling using SmartPLS 3.

Summary of Findings
Regarding the analysis of the user data results indicate that 10 of 12 formulated hypotheses of
the research model are supported. Among the antecedents, competence (β = .25) and
communication (β = .16) have the strongest effect on perceived usefulness. The constructs
entertainment (β = .13) and reliability (β = .11) have a slightly weaker effect. The influence of
the human-like design of the chatbot in terms of anthropomorphism has no significant
influence on perceived usefulness, but has a strong influence on perceived ease of use (β =
.29). Furthermore, the negative influence of perceived privacy risks is not significant.
Regarding the second goal construct of TAM, communication quality (β = .29) and technical
functionality of the chatbot (β = .36) have strong influence on perceived ease of use. In the
endogenous domain of the causal model, the established influence of perceived ease of use on
perceived usefulness is confirmed (β = .19). Finally, the influence of perceived usefulness on
intention to reuse (β = .76) and customer satisfaction is strongly extended (β = .71). We ran a
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bootstrapping procedure to assess the significance of the effects (5,000 subsamples). All
reported effects are significant on the .000 level.

Statement of Key Contribution
As theoretical contribution, an integrated and empirically validated reference model for
organizational conditions, user acceptance, and performance effects of chatbots is provided.
Thereby, competence, reliability, entertainment, anthropomorphism, communication and
functionality can be conceptualized as user-relevant service dimensions for chatbots.
Furthermore, perceived usefulness of a chatbot is a key driver for the intention to reuse and
customer satisfaction. This general acceptance model is significant for different types of
chatbots, but the importance of each service dimension differs depending on the design of
organizational conditions. In this context, significant differences can be identified on the basis
of five implemented chatbots. These are present, for example, in the motivation for
developing a chatbot or the degree of integration into existing service channels. Various
managerial implications are associated with the present research. Companies should focus
primarily on factors such as competence, communication, and reliability when developing a
chatbot. Particularly, the question arises whether chatbots are competent enough to provide
specific answers to customer problems. The communication process should be targeted and
individually tailored to the customer problem. Overall, this research provides an integrated
examination of the interplay between organizational conditions, user acceptance, and
performance of chatbots in customer service.
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AI AND IOT: A META-ANALYSIS OF CONSUMERS’ ADOPTION OF
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Cong-Minh Dinh, National Chengchi University
Mai Pham, National Chengchi University
Yen-Yu Chen, National Chengchi University
Ching-Wei Liao, National Chengchi University
Sungjun (Steven) Park, National Chengchi University

Contact information: For further information, please contact Ching-Wei Liao, Ph.D.
Candidate, National Chengchi University (cwliao@nccu.edu.tw)

Keywords: meta-analysis, Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, consumer behavior,
acceptance

Description: We conducted a meta-analysis to synthesize relevant research and found 24

significant antecedents of consumers’ acceptance and adoption of artificial intelligence
(AI) and Internet of Things (IoT) services, which can be classified into five dimensions:
emotional, functional, social, personal, and external.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
As consumers are increasingly exposed to services on the IoT powered by AI,
marketers increasingly provide consumers with rapid, round-the-clock, and personalized
services by using AI-powered IoT technologies (Huang & Rust, 2021). Due to such
continuous growth, the market for AI and IoT services is projected to reach respectively
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$12.6 trillion and $15 trillion by 2030 (Chui et al., 2021; Firth-Butterfield & Caine,
2021).
Reflecting on such industry trends, marketing researchers have recently focused
on how consumers adopt these emerging technologies (Mustak et al., 2021) and often
reported mixed findings. For instance, Pillai et al. (2020) found that ease of use increased
consumers’ intention to shop at AI-powered retail stores, whereas Huang et al. (2021)
found that such impact was not significant for IoT-powered smart speakers. Such
inconsistent findings not only hinder current understandings of consumers’ responses to
AI and IoT services, but also pose challenges for managers in designing their services to
best serve their customers. In response, we conducted a meta-analysis on relevant
empirical research to address the following research questions: (1) What are the
determinants of consumers’ acceptance and adoption of AI and IoT services, and (2) how
substantial are the impacts of those determinants?

Method and Data
We used keywords such as “artificial intelligence” and “Internet of Things” to
search in Google Scholar, EBSCO, ProQuest, Social Science Research Network, Web of
Science, as well as in several major marketing journals. We only included research that
(1) is quantitative (except for meta-analyses), (2) is written in English, (3) provides full
text, (4) reports correlation coefficients, (5) represents consumers or potential customers
as participants, and (6) reports the measurement of behavioral intentions or actual
behaviors toward AI- or IoT-powered products or services.
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Overall, we collected 831 usable effect sizes from 54 papers (i.e., 45 journal
articles, 8 theses or dissertations, and 1 research report)—representing 60 independent
studies (K = 60) and 21,329 samples (N = 21,329).
Our analysis followed Schmidt and Hunter’s (2015) meta-analytic framework.
First, we corrected the sampling error by computing the sample size-weighted effect size
(i.e., mean observed correlation) and its standard deviation. Second, we corrected the
measurement error with the reliability coefficients by calculating the sample sizeweighted and reliability-corrected effect size (i.e., estimated mean true score correlation).
Our results included and were interpreted with 95% confidence intervals (Rudolph,
2017). We used the psychmeta package in R to analyze our data (Dahlke & Wiernik,
2019).

Summary of Findings
The results of our meta-analysis found 24 antecedents of consumers’ acceptance
and adoption of AI and IoT services, which can further be classified into five major
categories: emotional (i.e., consumer experience, satisfaction, emotional value, hedonic
value, enjoyment, and trust), functional (i.e., overall value and/or benefits, expectancy,
compatibility, functionality, perceived usefulness, utilitarian value, and perceived ease of
use), social (i.e., social influence, engagement, interactivity, and social value), personal
(i.e., attitude, habits, and personal innovativeness), and external (i.e., facilitating
conditions and anthropomorphism). Among them, privacy and safety risks and usage
barriers were negatively correlated with consumers’ adoption of the new technology.
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Statement of Key Contributions
First, our research contributes to the marketing literature by and proposing a
comprehensive model of consumers’ acceptance of AI and IoT services. Second, whereas
prior studies have focused on qualitatively consolidating the content of literature relevant
to AI and or IoT, this paper is the first to quantitatively synthesize relevant findings on
the antecedents of the acceptance and adoption of AI and IoT in five dimensions:
emotional, functional, social, personal, and external. Lastly, our findings offer managerial
insights for marketers on how to improve the design of their AI and IoT services to
generate positive responses among consumers (e.g., increasing the functionality and
benefits of services, making services more enjoyable for consumers, and reducing
potential privacy and safety risks).

References are available upon request.
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BRAND ANIMACY: APPLYING LINGUISTIC THEORY TO SOCIAL MEDIA
COMMUNICATIONS
Kevin McGuire, University of Oklahoma
For further information, please contact Kevin McGuire, PhD Student, University of Oklahoma
(kevin.mcguire@ou.edu)
Keywords: Linguistics; Animacy; Social Media; Natural Language Processing; Customer-Based
Brand Equity
Description: This paper explores how the concept of linguistic animacy can be applied to
branded social media communications to better understand how consumers engage with the
material.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The concept of animacy is one of the most important tools in shaping identity and reference for
both internal psychology and external communication. This paper attempts to advance the
understanding of this topic in the field of marketing science by first exploring the theoretical
implications for marketing broadly, and secondly advancing a program to quantitatively test the
effects of animacy in consumer-brand social media interactions. This paper is concerned with
two specific questions related to the concept of animacy. Animacy can be defined as the measure
of how ‘alive’ something seems, both in its own actions and in how alive humans perceive it.
The first question this paper seeks to answer is: can the animacy of brands on social media be
measured? This question explores both the language brands themselves use to appear alive and to
what extent users perceive brands as alive. The second question is: how much does varying
perceptions of animacy affect how consumers interact and perceive brands?
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Method and Data
The primary methodological approach is to use a variety of natural language processing (NLP)
tools on a dataset consisting of Tweets collected that relate to approximately 150 brands. Brands
were selected to include both those with the highest global financial value and the most Twitter
followers. NLP tools used include existing R and Python packages for sentiment analysis,
emotion tagging, and word relationships, in addition to original tools designed to measure
perceived and written animacy according to accepted linguistic and grammatical conventions.
Summary of Findings
Initial quantitative results indicate that higher levels of perceived animacy drive both higher
frequencies of consumer engagement and more emotionally significant interactions both positive
and negative in nature. A theoretical model based on both these results and previous
neuroscientific and linguistic research is presented to provide a better understanding of the
multiple dimensions in which animacy affects consumer behavior when relating to branded
social media content. This theoretical model largely seeks to extend the understanding of
Customer-Based Brand Equity, and the repeated findings that successful brands frequently
mimic human-human interactions across their marketing efforts.
Key Contributions
This paper advances the understanding of the effects of specific linguistic phenomena for brand
engagement with consumers on social media, and provides a framework for pursuing related
research in other marketing communication spaces. While conceptually similar, the linguistic
concept of animacy differs from anthropomorphism in that anthropomorphism measures
humanlike traits in non-human subjects, while animacy measures human perceptions of how
‘alive’ a subject seems. Animacy has particular value in being relatively stable across cultural
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and language barriers, with significant cognitive research pointing towards it being one of the
most influential elements in how language is perceived. For brands attempting to better engage
and relate with consumers across social media, leveraging animacy offers both significant
benefits and relative simplicity of analysis as a well-documented element of written language. By
demonstrating the effects that linguistic animacy has on branded communications, this paper
provides a window towards applications that benefit both brands and consumers.
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CONSUMER DELIBERATION, AD BLOCKERS, AND CONTENT PROVISION BY A DIGITAL MEDIA PLATFORM

Shan-Yu Chou and Chyi-Mei Chen, National Taiwan University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Shan-Yu
Chou at chousy@ntu.edu.tw,
Keywords: digital media platform, ad blocker, skippable ad, long- and
short-form contents, consumer deliberation.
Description: Assuming that consumers are unsure of how much time they
can spend on a digital media platform unless via costly deliberation, and
facing uncertainty they prefer a long-form content to a series of independent
short-form contents (a form of loss aversion), we show that, by improving
a platform’s ability to screen consumers, skippable ads and ad blockers can
both enhance the platform’s profits even if they may result in reduced ad
revenues.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question: The paper examines how consumer deliberation and
loss aversion may respectively affect a digital media platform’s content provision, pricing, and ads-running decisions in the absence and presence of ad
blockers.
Summary of Findings:

In the absence of ad blockers, consumers lack
1
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incentives to engage in costly deliberation, and they prefer short-form contents to long-form contents because of loss aversion. In response a platform
must offer short-form contents, and it can either run non-skippable ads and
perform screening using a second-best product line, or it can run skippable
ads and perform transaction-based price discrimination based on consumers’
different reactions to skippable ads in an earlier period. Both involve distortions. The latter mechanism tends to work better, but to make it work, the
platform must sometimes run ads that are irrelevant to consumers, leading to
reduced ad revenues. When free ad blockers become available, they encourage consumer deliberation and allow the platform to screen consumers using
both long- and short-form contents, which avoid the distortions pertaining to
product-line screening and/or skippable ads, and in some marketing environments the platform may actually attain the first-best outcome! Thus with
consumers exhibiting costly deliberation, loss aversion, and limited foresight,
the platform tends to prefer skippable to non-skippable ads in the absence
of ad blockers, and the emergence of ad blockers encourages the platform to
offer more long-form contents.
Statement of Key Contributions:

First, compared to the competing

theories (Dukes et al. 2021; Despotakis et al. 2021), where skippable ads and
ad blockers may benefit a platform because they ultimately lead to higher ad
revenues, our theory is more consistent with the empirical evidence. Second,
our theory has generated testable implications for internet content platforms:

2
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(i) over the course of skippable ads replacing non-skippable ads, the platforms
would offer more high-quality contents; and (ii) over the course of ad blockers
becoming prevalent, the platforms would offer more long-form contents.

3
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Consumers’ Interactions with Virtual Conversational Agents: The Mediating Role of
Perceived Humanlikeness

Cong-Minh Dinh, Department of Business Administration, National Chengchi University
(NCCU), Taipei, Taiwan
Sungjun (Steven) Park, Department of Business Administration, NCCU, Taipei, Taiwan

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Sungjun (Steven) Park, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor, Department of Business Administration, National Chengchi University,
Taipei, Taiwan (park@g.nccu.edu.tw)

Keywords: virtual conversational agent, perceived humanlikeness, attitude, utility-seeking
propensity, sensation-seeking propensity

Description: This paper investigates the impact of consumers’ utility- and sensation-seeking
propensities on their attitudes toward adopting virtual conversational agent (VCA), as well as
examining the mediating role of perceived humanlikeness (e.g., warmth and sociability) of
VCAs in explaining these dynamics.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Recently, as consumers’ encounters with artificial intelligence-powered virtual
conversational agents (VCAs) increase, marketing research has paid attention to how consumers
perceive and accept humanized VCAs (Blut et al., 2021; Ling et al., 2021).
Nonetheless, some research indicated that consumers feel disturbed and frightened
regarding VCAs that look too humanlike (Kim et al., 2019; Crolic et al., 2022), whereas others
have found that humanized VCAs would elicit positive attitudes in consumers (Whang & Im,
2021). Such contradictory findings hinder our knowledge of the consumer-VCA interaction.
Thus, this research aims to address the following research question: What motivates consumers
to humanize VCAs so they will be more likely to have positive attitudes toward VCA-embedded
mobile applications?
While relevant works have mainly examined VCAs’ external features such as appearance
(Ling et al., 2021), we focus on VCAs’ humanized internal features (e.g., warmth and
sociability). Furthermore, research has shown that utility-seeking propensity (i.e., the tendency to
look for task-efficiency) and sensation-seeking propensity (i.e., the tendency to look for fun, joy,
and excitement) affect consumers’ attitudes toward technology adoption (Childers et al., 2001).
Thus, this research examines how utility- and sensation-seeking propensity influences
consumers’ attitudes via the mediating role of the VCA’s perceived humanlikeness.

Method and Data
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We used an online survey to collect data from 377 US respondents on Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Approximately 65% of the respondents were male, and nearly 81% were 30
years old or above.
We adopted model 4 of the PROCESS macro in SPSS using a 5,000-bootstrapping
method with a 95% confidence interval (CI) to test the mediation effect for each type of
consumers’ propensity (Hayes, 2018). Also, we included consumers’ levels of familiarity with
VCA as a control variable since prior research suggests that familiarity influences consumers’
attitudes toward adopting technologies (Komiak et al., 2006). The direction of our results
remains unchanged with and without the control variable.

Summary of Findings
In the model with only utility-seeking propensity, this factor significantly influences
perceived humanlikeness (𝛽𝛽 = 0.167, p < 0.001). Perceived humanlikeness significantly
increases consumers’ attitudes (𝛽𝛽 = 0.266, p < 0.001). Additionally, perceived humanlikeness of
VCA mediates the impacts of utility-seeking propensity on consumers’ attitudes (𝛽𝛽indirect = 0.045;
95% CI = [0.017, 0.079]).
Similarly, in the model with only sensation-seeking propensity, this factor significantly
influences perceived humanlikeness (𝛽𝛽 = 0.410, p < 0.001). Perceived humanlikeness significantly
increases consumers’ attitudes (𝛽𝛽 = 0.188, p < 0.05). In addition, perceived humanlikeness of VCA
mediates the impacts of utility-seeking propensity on consumers’ attitudes (𝛽𝛽indirect = 0.078; 95%
CI = [0.019, 0.142]).

Key Contributions
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Our research adds to the marketing literature by showing that, although external
humanlike features (e.g., appearance, voice) of VCAs could elicit negative reactions in
consumers (Kim et al., 2019), internal humanlike characteristics (e.g., warmth and sociability)
are likely to have a positive impact on consumers’ adoption attitudes. For decision-makers, our
findings suggest that firms should consider making VCAs more humanlike by enhancing their
emotional and social abilities in order to guarantee consumers’ favorable attitudes.
Furthermore, our mediation analysis results contribute to the literature by demonstrating
that both the utility-seeking propensity and sensation-seeking propensity will lead to consumers
humanizing VCAs, resulting in positive attitudes toward adopting VCA-based mobile services
(e.g., mobile app). These findings suggest that managers should identify what propensity (e.g.,
utility-seeking or sensation-seeking) that consumers have when using VCA-based services.
Firms may then design or modify the features of their VCA-based services to meet consumers’
preferences. In this manner, firms can gain positive attitudes from their target audiences.

(The complete reference list is available upon request)
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CRYPTO MARKETING – CLASSIFICATION OF NONFUNGIBLE TOKENS (NFTs) IN MARKETING APPLICATIONS
Claudio Schapsis, Nebraska Wesleyan University
Ngoc Cindy Pham, Brooklyn College
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Dr. Claudio Schapsis, Jack Welch
College of Business & Technology, Sacred Heart University, schapsisc@sacredheart.edu

Keywords: NFT, Crypto Marketing, Blockchain, Typology, Collectibles
Description: Proposed typology or classification schema that will allow studying how NFTs
affect the relationship of brands with their customers and how customers may develop interest
and derive value from those NFTs.

STATEMENT OF KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
Theoretical implications:
NFTs are a completely new type of digital asset and a growing digital medium added to the
marketers’ toolkit. This study adds insights into how marketers started using NFTs in 2021 and
proposes ways to accelerate academic research on the topic.
Based on NFTs’ initial implementations, this paper shows our first assessment of how they are
utilized, and it proposes, to our knowledge, the first classification schema attempt that will allow
studying how NFTs affect the relationship of brands with their customers and how customers
may develop interest and derive value from those NFTs. This paper might be a starting point to
specify an extended classification that will help expand the literature on building customer
relationships and customer value using NFTs.
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Practical implications:
This study helps shed light on how companies can generate revenues and profit from NFTs.
Furthermore, this study shows how companies can reach out to and attract a younger generation
of consumers by minting and distributing NFTs.
Moreover, this study checks how practitioners can use the scarcity and non-fungible nature of
NFTs to enhance their brand value proposition.
Due to the NFTs' newness, this paper is an eye-opener for many practitioners who may think
NFTs are a fringe phenomenon by showing how top brands entered this multi-billion market.
Policymakers may also use this paper to start understanding how NFTs are used in the business
world and trigger the need to generate new rules and laws to address the challenges NFTs will
bring to traditional economic systems.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
1. Introduction
In September 2021, Dolce & Gabbana sold a nine-piece NFT collection for $5.7 million
(Thomas, 2021). During the same year, the auction house Christie’s sold an NFT digital image
for the staggering sum of US$69,346,250 (Christie's, 2022). The NFT trading volume grew from
$100 million in 2020 to $23 billion in 2021 (Bambysheva, 2022), the same year when dozens of
brands from disparate industries, e.g., McDonald’s, Mattel, Budweiser, Nike, Patron, Coachella,
Ray-Ban, Playboy, NBA, AMC, Givenchy, Lamborghini, and Charmin toilet paper, just to name
a few, jumped into the bandwagon of the NFT craze.
The newness of NFTs in marketing applications and the exponential increase of interest by
marketers and customers command an immediate review of this new form of engagement
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between brands and their clients. Our research examines how NFTs are used and proposes a
classification schema that will allow studying how NFTs affect brands' relationships with their
customers and how customers may develop interest and derive value from those NFTs.
2. What are NFTs?
An NFT is a token that certifies the ownership and authenticity of a digital asset. Like
cryptocurrencies, NFTs are registered in a public pseudonymous ledger or blockchain. However,
cryptocurrencies are fungible, i.e., one bitcoin can be replaced by a different bitcoin, and the
owner will have the same asset. As each NFT is unique, a similar one cannot replace that digital
asset. Hence, their non-fungibility nature.
Furthermore, many blockchains support the programming of smart contracts, making NFT as a
digital deed only one part of its function. Their functionality can be expanded to other purposes,
e.g., proof of membership and royalty payments (Kaczynski & Kominers, 2021).
3. Methodology
Using an online search, we collected 105 examples of brands using NFTs. The process included
a) collecting NFT campaign efforts by brands; b) search of brands on NFT marketplaces; c) press
releases and news about NFTs sold by brands.
Using those examples, we examined the following dimensions: a) the type and use characteristic
provided by the branded NFTs; b) the factors that may create current and future value for the
NFTs owners.
4. Analysis
4.1. Classification by usage
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While the main NFTs’ purpose used by brands can be broadly characterized as collectibles or
promotional items, we identified nine main forms or classes of usage. They can have different
derived values and consequently connect the brand with the customer in diverse ways.
4.1.1. Wearables
This category is unique as it provides a tangible online value to the owner. Digital wearables
allow the owner to dress this digital attire in different applications. For example, unique avatar
skins in games, or digital fashion items such as dresses, footwear, and accessories that can
seamlessly be worn in the metaverse or videos and photos.
4.1.2. Access
This category can take the form of an exclusive club with access to special benefits. That can be
the case of a closed social network with different levels of functionalities or a digital
membership that gives access to real-world restaurants, events, and limited editions of branded
products, to name a few.
4.1.3. Badges
This category includes unique insignias, emblems, buttons, pins, and other digital alike assets
that can be exhibited as distinctive symbols in social media such as political buttons, certified
support for causes, participation in fundraising, a certificate that the brand share part of the
proceeding to common valuable cause, and more.
4.1.4. Digital rewards
Like their “real world” twins, this type of NTF is distributed via sweepstakes or by participating
in a special celebratory contest, promoting the brand on social networks and other media.
4.1.5. Digital wins
Unlike digital rewards, these NFTs are won by playing games, requiring a show of skills.
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4.1.6. Brand related art collectibles
These NFTs are brand-related art collectibles. For example, an hotel chain commissioning travelrelated art pieces and offering them as NFTs or an automaker hiring artists to create digital
representations of their vehicles.
4.1.7. Artist support
These NFTs can include published or unpublished content in different forms such as music,
interviews, photos, or may support graffiti/street art artist, to name a few.
4.1.8. Memorabilia and souvenirs
These NFTs are usually connected with events and may include, for example, special moments
in video format, digital versions of tickets, and commemoratory sports items.
4.1.9. Certificates of authenticity
Due to their non-replicability characteristic, NFTs can be used as a certificate of authenticity
when sold with a consumer good. For example, a special edition of sports shoes including an
NFT that validates the product's genuineness.
4.2. Classification by value creation
Conceptually, looking at the consumer value perception, NFTs are similar to artwork,
collectibles, and antiques (ACA). Nevertheless, they differ as they take an intangible digital form
of asset. Therefore, we propose to adapt Zolfagharian and Cortes (2011) motives to purchase
ACA and verify how they hold for NFT assets. Those adapted categories will include: a)
economic motives, i.e., speculative purchase of NFTs expecting a similar exponential valuation
some cryptocurrencies had; b) normative motives, i.e., social acceptability and group
identification achieved by owning and exhibiting those NFTs; c) hedonic motives including
aesthetic appreciation and the enjoyment of acquiring, holding and trading with NFTs; d)
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curiosity, i.e., appreciating the historical importance, provenance, and subject matter of the NFT;
e) other motives, i.e., cause-related or patronizing crypto artists.
5. Limitations
The classification proposed is based on a limited search and an extremely short history of NFTs
used by brands. Furthermore, the value assessment and motivations of NFT owners is a proposed
categorization based on similar types of assets that will require further study to validate our
proposition.
6. Conclusion
The proposed classifications can provide an initial direction to study NFTs in the brandconsumer relationship, and they open many paths to cover this unique and innovative type of
asset. Of particular interest will be to analyze how people will capture and understand the value
created by something intangible that, at its core, everybody can access and use. Finding that
unique value proposition may reveal how NFTs will be efficiently used in marketing.
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DIGITAL INFLUENCE:
A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF INFLUENCER ATTRIBUTES AND THEIR
EFFECTS ON BRANDS

Anindita Roy, Indian Institute of Management,, Kozhikode
For further information, please contact Anindita Roy, PhD Student, Indian Institute of
Management Kozhikode (aninditar02phdpt@iimk.ac.in).
Krishnan Jeesha, Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Keyoor Purani, Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Keywords: Digital influencer, digital influencer on social media, source characteristics,
electronic word of mouth, consumer engagement
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
With influencer marketing increasingly becoming popular practice among brands relying on
online word-of-mouth marketing, identifying and engaging influencers for digital campaigns
has become an extremely critical decision for marketing practitioners. It is found that while
practice rely more on behavioral indicators of influencers’ suitability, theory has largely
examined profile characteristics as source attributes of digital influence and their relationship
with outcomes such as brand engagement. In this research, an attempt to bridge this gap is
made with an objective of providing a comprehensive model of influencer attributes by
introducing a new construct ‘perceived digital influence’ with three dimensions viz.,
‘interactivity’ as behavioral attribute and two profile based attributes ‘credibility’ and
‘attractiveness’. Using exploratory qualitative research and extensive literature review, we
develop a holistic model of digital influence which also accounts for influencer-brand
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congruence and develop propositions. The research contributes to growing literature and
practice of engineering online word-of-mouth.
Research Question
As more and more brands enter social media, it is becoming increasingly competitive and
influencer marketing with effective digital influencers (DIs), can ensure that the brands gain a
competitive edge. Hence working with the right digital influencers who are not over exposed
with too many brand endorsements becomes critical.
The influencing power of digital influencers and the fundamental mechanism of the effect of
their endorsements on followers is still understudied. Review of digital influencer literature
shows that there is an over-emphasis on studying the nature of the relationship between
influencers and followers, followers’ motivations, and the impact of influencer endorsement
on brand outcomes. Extant literature has predominantly looked at understanding the impact
digital influencer campaigns through the lens of traditional models of celebrity endorsement.

The current study highlights the gap in the understanding of interactivity as a critical factor that
needs to be explored further and presents a framework integrating the past understanding and
interactivity. The study provides propositions that maybe pursued by researchers to empirically
validate the importance of interactivity and its ensuing mechanisms that influence the
effectiveness of Digital Influencers.

Method and Data

In order to understand the phenomenon of DI influence and the attributes contributing to it, a
two-stage process of exploratory qualitative research was done. In the first stage, in-depth
interviews were conducted with senior media and marketing executives to understand what
according to them, were the key attributes of impactful DIs and to decode the influencing
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process. In the second-stage, a scan of top digital media websites, eWOM forums, digital
blogs and e-articles, brand Facebook pages, influencer YouTube videos was done to arrive at
a long list of desired DI attributes. These were then compiled to arrive at a comprehensive
framework of attributes, which determine the Perceived DI Influence.
Summary of Findings
While the previous studies focus on attractiveness, expertise and trustworthiness as the
important source characteristics along with information and entertainment quality of message,
they do not clearly elaborate on the antecedents of these characteristics. The current study
identifies and focuses on DI Interactivity as the major contribution that is different compared
to profile-based attributes of perceived digital influence largely based on celebrity endorsement
literature.

The current study has identified 16 characteristics of digital influencers which act as
antecedents of Perceived DI Influence. These antecedents have been organized into a
framework comprising of three attributes that include source attractiveness, credibility, and
interactivity, thus making it easy to understand and implement.

The review of the existing researches has highlighted the outcomes of digital influencer
endorsement. The current study provides three propositions of Perceived DI Influence for
further empirical study and validation and also provides the conceptual model (hypothesis) for
the relationship between Perceived DI influence and brand outcomes.

Key Contributions

The current study is the first step in the identification and consolidation of digital influencer
characteristics which collectively define influencer engagement behavior. The identified
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antecedents explain the mechanism of the perceived influence of digital influencers on their
followers and increased engagement among followers thus impacting consumers’ purchase
intention. This study adds to the existing knowledge on the procedural understanding of digital
influencer’s influence and marketing outcomes. This study is important for marketing manager
and other digital practitioners in identification, selection and classification of effective digital
influencers. As more and more brands enter social media, it is becoming increasingly
competitive and influencer marketing with effective DIs, can ensure that their brands gain a
competitive edge. Hence working with the right digital influencers who are not over exposed
with too many brand endorsements becomes critical. This study provides a DI Influencer
framework based on source qualities to make the influencer selection process more scientific
and detailed. The model can also be used to compare and rate digital influencers and evaluate
their performance on an ongoing basis.
References are available upon request.
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DOES IT MATTER TO INTERACT WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS ON SOCIAL MEDIA?
UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRAND’S INTERACTIVITY
ON SOCIAL MEDIA AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT.

Daniel Kreimer1, Lukas Stoppacher1, Thomas Foscht1, Andreas B. Eisingerich2
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University of Graz, Austria
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For further information, please contact Daniel Kreimer, University of Graz (daniel.kreimer@unigraz.at).

Keywords: social media, interactivity, customer engagement, commitment, trust
Description: This paper provides further understanding of how brands’ interactivity on social
media impacts customer engagement.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
We argue that the relational antecedents of customer engagement are not to be overlooked. In line with the meta-analysis paper by de Oliveira Santini et al. (2020), this research
brings commitment and trust into the customer engagement context. Within the commitment and
trust literature, which serves as a foundation to relationship marketing, the communication
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between firms and customers has been an important aspect. Transferring communication into the
modern world of social media and customer engagement, we argue that the communicative interactivity a company shows towards customers plays an important role in the development of trust
and commitment. This study has the purpose of investigating two specific research questions: (a)
Does the communicative interactivity of companies impact the trust and commitment that customers show towards the company? (b) Are trust and commitment, in turn, important drivers of
customer engagement?
We propose that the brand’s interactivity, i.e. how well a brand uses the communication
options on social media, plays a critical role in forming a strong relationship with customers. In
more detail, we propose a conceptual model linking the brand’s interactivity to the critical relationship constructs trust and commitment, which in turn affect the customer-brand engagement.

Method and Data
We conducted an online survey covering all relevant constructs and distributed it to the
public with the help of seminar participants. Questionnaire participants were scanned out if they
indicated that they did not follow any companies or brands on social media. 120 completed questionnaires were assessed (54.6% female) and the mean age was 27.7 years (SD 6.95). 58.3 % of
the participants indicated to hold a University degree (at least bachelor’s level). 42.5% of the participants were (white collar) employees and 39.2% were students. The relevant constructs of
trust, commitment, brand interactivity and brand engagement were measured by carefully selected and adapted scales from previous studies. All items were measured on a five-point likert
scale, ranging from “absolutely agree” to “do absolutely not agree”. We analyzed the proposed
hypotheses by applying structural equation modelling, using SmartPLS 3.0.
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Summary of Findings
By applying structural equation modelling, we show that commitment and trust fully mediate the effect of brand interactivity to engagement. Overall, our study is, to our best knowledge,
the first to offer a comprehensive model that aims to understand the effect of brand interactivity
on customer engagement, by looking at the relational antecedents of customer engagement.
While it has been acknowledged by prior research that the relationship formation plays an important role before engagement can happen, empirical research investigating relational antecedents of customer engagement remains relatively scarce (de Oliveira Santini et al. 2020; Vohra and
Bhardwaj 2019). We use the commitment-trust theory as our theoretical foundation to explain
why brand interactivity, a form of communication, positively influences commitment and trust,
which are foundational constructs on which relationships are built upon. In line with research on
customer engagement, we add to this literature by showing that commitment and trust positively
influence customer engagement and fully mediate the effect of perceived interactivity on customer engagement. The interactivity a company shows towards customers contributes to forming
strong relationships based on trust and commitment, which in turn increase customer’s engagement towards the company.

Statement of Key Contributions
We extend the academic discussion around the relationship background of customer engagement with our research, as we investigate the effects of relational antecedents on engagement. While these constructs have been investigated before, we add to the literature by proposing
that the brand’s interactivity with customers is an important factor in developing trust and showing commitment towards the company. Thus, we show the relevance of brand interactivity and its
effects on customer-firm relationships, with a focus on social media. Many companies have a
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presence on social media, as it is a critical tool in the current communications mix. However,
some companies are better at engaging their followers on these platforms than others. We argue
that the interactivity that brand’s show towards customers plays an important role in leveraging
customer engagement behavior. Our research is especially valuable for (social media) marketing
managers as well as small-business owners, who are unsure about how to use social media. Based
on our research, we recommend managers and companies to be interactive and open for two-way
communications on social media, rather than having a mere presence there, as this provides a
strong foundation on which customer’s build trust and commitment, which results in highly engaged customers.
References are available upon request.
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DYNAMIC IMPACTS OF ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH EMOTIONS ON STOCK
PERFORMANCE

Hang T. Nguyen, Eli Broad College of Business, Michigan State University
Brandon Z. Holle, Eli Broad College of Business, Michigan State University
Pham Thi Minh Ly, Ton Duc Thang University

For further information, please contact Hang T. Nguyen, Associate Professor, Eli Broad College
of Business, Michigan State University (nguyenh@broad.msu.edu).

Keywords: eWOM • Social media • Emotion • Brand equity • Firm value
Description: This research builds on theories of emotions and investor attention to unpack eight
discrete emotions in electronic word of mouth (eWOM) and examine their dynamic relationship
with stock performance by testing the conceptual framework on a unique dataset of more than 33
million eWOM posts about 42 corporate brands and stock performance measures over an 11-year
period, and suggests that eWOM must be considered at a more granular level to assess its impact
on firm performance and inform strategic eWOM management decisions.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
EWOM represents the virtual “voice of the customer” and has allowed consumers to broadcast
their sentiment about products, brands, and firms (Lamberton and Stephen 2016), linking it as a
critical driver of firm performance outcomes (Babić Rosario et al. 2016; Cascio et al. 2015; Sridhar
and Srinivasan 2012). Although eWOM’s impact on firm performance has garnered a great amount
of academic interest for almost two decades (Babić Rosario et al. 2016; You et al. 2015),
disagreements still exist on which eWOM metrics are more effective in driving firm performance.
Extant research primarily examines aggregate measures of eWOM valence but does not consider
eWOM sentiments at a more granular level, which may hinder the development of nuanced
insights about eWOM’s impact on stock performance and prevent managers from making effective
eWOM management decisions. Thus, our research aims to address these important knowledge
gaps by investigating how discrete eWOM emotions influence a firm’s stock performance by
questioning:
•

Is there an association between emotional eWOM and stock performance?

•

Which eWOM emotions have a stronger impact on stock performance?

•

What are the dynamics of the relationship in terms of wear-in, wear-out, and duration?

•

How do brand and media platform characteristics affect the relationship?

Method and Data
We compiled a large-scale data set of eWOM, stock returns, and brand and platform
characteristics from Infegy Atlas social media analytics platforms, Harris Interactive’s
EquiTrend, COMPUSTAT and CRSP. We tested our conceptual framework using a longitudinal
data set of millions of eWOM posts about 42 publicly traded firms in four industries, including
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airlines, automobiles, household/electronics, and restaurants on major social media platforms
during the period 2010–2020. We extracted more than 33 million original posts that contained
emotion content about the 42 brands in our sample from January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2020
from Infegy Atlas, which relies on Plutchik’s (1980) wheel-of-emotions framework to categorize
eWOM emotions into eight types: joy, trust, anticipation, surprise, fear, sadness, disgust, and
anger. To test our hypotheses, we employ the stock return response modeling approach. Stock
return response modeling is an analytical tool to evaluate whether information contained in a
metric is associated with the changes in stock returns (Mizik and Jacobson 2004). With this
model, we investigate whether the stock market incorporates the information reflected in eWOM
emotional metrics by examining unanticipated changes in eWOM emotions. Additionally, we
address endogeneity using the control function approach (Petrin and Train 2010).

Summary of Findings
Our results suggest that there are unique nuanced effects of discrete eWOM emotions on firm
stock performance. For example, we find that anger and disgust eWOM evoke a strong and
immediate negative response from the stock market, but sadness and fear eWOM do not,
although all of these emotions have negative valence. For neutral emotions, our analysis reveals
that anticipation eWOM is positively associated with short-term trading volume. Joy and trust
(positive emotions) are positively associated with abnormal returns and trading volume. Anger,
disgust, and anticipation eWOM influence stock returns and/or trading volume immediately, and
the effect wears out quickly, whereas joy and trust eWOM exert a long-term effect and the effect
lasts longer. Brand equity moderates the effect of emotional eWOM such that the negative effect
of anger and disgust eWOM is weaker for a high-equity brand, whereas the positive effect of joy
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and trust eWOM is stronger for a low-equity brand. Likewise, we find that using more social
networking platforms over media sharing platforms does not alter the positive effect of joy and
trust eWOM on stock performance; however, it does intensify the negative effect of anger and
disgust eWOM.

Key Contributions
Our research contributes to the eWOM, marketing–finance interface, and branding literature in
three significant ways. First, eWOM literature has shown the impact of aggregate eWOM
measures and primarily focused on the short-term effect. Our research extends this domain by
extracting eight emotions expressed in eWOM and demonstrates their differential and dynamic
effects on a firm’s stock performance, suggesting nuanced effects of eWOM sentiments because
each emotion is unique in its nature of feeling and appraisal dimensions (e.g., valence, arousal,
and certainty). Second, this research provides new insights into the moderating role of brand and
social media platform characteristics in the eWOM emotions–stock performance relationship.
Firms must consider their existing brand equity when considering their eWOM management. In
addition, managers should be cognizant of how platform characteristics impact how eWOM
influences other customers and investors. Third, our research builds knowledge about the
apparatus through which online tracking information about brand sentiments influences capital
markets. While prior research on brand tracking primarily uses survey data, our study enriches
this research stream by leveraging online brand sentiment data and sheds light on the mechanism
by which investors and markets respond to eWOM emotions rather than self-report consumer
surveys.
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ENHANCING VALUE FROM BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION OF SOCIAL
COMMERCE:
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF PINDUODUO IN CHINA
Xin SONG, Rennes School of Business
For further information, please contact Xin SONG, DBA candidate, Rennes School of
Business, (xin.song@rennes-sb.com).
Keywords: Business model innovation, Social commerce, Value creation, Social
value, Pinduoduo.
Description: This paper investigates the mechanisms of enhancing value from
business model innovation of social commerce - Pinduoduo in China.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT:
This study investigates business model innovation of social commerce in China, by
creating both financial and social value simultaneously. However, the tensions between
these objectives can make this a challenging task in terms of issues such as social
mission drift and implementation failure. This study provides empirical evidence to
investigate the value creation through business model innovation (BMI) of social
commerce. Using a mixed-study approach, this project sheds lights to the existing
literature by offering novel insights of the contemporary debates on ‘business model
innovation’ and ‘social commerce’. Particularly, this data set is able to explain and
compare the results by taking the social value into account. A better understanding of
the value enhanced in BMI towards social commerce in China.

1
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Research Question
Research questions are addressed: (1) What are the mechanisms through which value
is enhanced in BMI of social commerce? and (2) How is value enhanced across different
actors (i.e., buyer, seller and social commerce platform) in this innovated BM? and (3)
How does social value in the enhanced value through BMI influence how social
commerce platform benefits or suffers from the BMI?

Method and Data:
Previous studies on BMI have adopted multiple case study approach (i.e., Yi et al., 2020;
Tykkyläinen and Ritala, 2021) for achieving an advance in current knowledge (Wirtz
et al., 2016), which are lack of quantitative studies on BMI (Bouwman et al., 2019),
few empirical studies such as Abd Aziz and Mahmood, 2011; Bhatti et al., 2021. To fill
this gap, we are going to apply mixed-method approach to increases completeness
through the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data and provides opportunities
for triangulation and corroboration of the findings (Harrison and Reilly, 2011). This
study conducted In-depth Interviews include three stages to ask additional clarifying
questions based on previous stage (Arifine et al., 2019) and generated a list of items for
value enhancement in BMI of PDD. Follow-up survey employed online platform SoJump which offers the professional data collection service in China and has often
been used in academic research (e.g., Li et al., 2021; Xiao et al., 2019). This approach
follows an exploratory sequential mixed methods design which can allow us providing
a richer and more nuanced understanding of the phenomenon and its various facets

2
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which remains limited in their scope (Creswell and Clark, 2017).

Summary of findings
Value enhancement for customers: Numerous promotions, group purchases, bargaining
low prices, subsidies and coupons have attracted a large number of customers,
particularly who come from lower-income group or low-tier residences that are easily
neglected by big social commerce platforms and enjoy lower price the most.
Value enhancement for sellers: Sellers including firms, manufacturers and individuals,
are given opportunities to approach potential customers and to conduct marketing
actions (i.e., promotion) less costly. Sellers gain financial value by leveraging potential
value from social networking and the reputation of favorable price for the same quality.
Further, BMI simplifies sellers’ supply chain and marketing activities, namely, the
reduction of intermediate steps reduces the cost for sellers, and loyal sellers with higher
financial returns potentially switch to buyers with significant purchasing power on this
platform that turns to enhance value for social commerce platform. In addition, our
findings show that social commerce intends to design and implement BMI that tailors
to markets and groups with large unfulfilled needs and seeks to achieve economies of
scale. Last but not the least, our findings note how social commerce generate social
value that gain positive reputation from the new activities (i.e., Agri-business) along
with expected financial goals.

3
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Key contributions:
Firstly, we offer an alternative understanding of social commerce and its business
model innovation (BMI) process and value enhanced not only by sellers and buyers,
but also by platforms. Secondly, this paper fills a gap in the BMI literature in relation
to the potentials of the social values enhancement in particular, by advancing
digitalization in BMI mechanism to create social value beyond the capacity of the
existing business model and explaining how social commerce and social value are
connected. Practically, our results suggest firms should not just focus on the need of
customers in big cities, but also pay attention to those customers with lower purchase
power but large amount bases in tier three or tier four cities; Second, this study provides
managerial implication that social commerce platform should use social media
cautiously and sensibly to sell and promote products/services, and be aware of the
relevant boundary conditions for the growth of users base and sales; Third, social
commerce firms should be careful when making radical leaps into new areas in order
to approach their BMI and ensure less risky changes that enable them to enhance value
and generate more business opportunities.

Note: References are available upon request.
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HOW DO CONSUMERS PROCESS AUGMENTED REALITY CONTENT?
Katrin E. Schein, Bundeswehr University Munich
Philipp A. Rauschnabel, Bundeswehr University Munich
Sandra Praxmarer-Carus, Bundeswehr University Munich

Keywords: Augmented Reality; Perceived Augmentation Quality; Local Presence; User Perceptions;
Metaverse; Augmented Reality Marketing

Description: This research reveals that consumers process AR content in a two-stage process: first,
the quality of virtual elements displayed in the real world is evaluated, which then determines local
presence (i.e., the extent to which consumers perceive virtual content as actually existing in their real
environment).

Research Question
Augmented reality (AR) integrates virtual content into consumers’ perceptions of the real world. AR
has received increased attention in marketing research and practice, and research has shown that
consumers’ perceptions of augmentation quality—that is, how well a virtual object is integrated into
the real world—determines relevant consumer variables. Although augmentation quality is clearly
relevant, little is known about how consumers process and evaluate hybrid AR experiences. Previous
research has neither conceptualized what augmentation quality means nor developed a
comprehensive measure that captures the construct and its dimensions. Thus far, the literature is
fragmented and lacks consistency in measurement: prior research either used ad hoc scales to
measure augmentation quality or borrowed constructs and their measures from related fields that are
not fully applicable to AR and may not consider all the relevant facets of the constructs. Clarifying what
“high augmentation quality” means and understanding this construct through its measurement
warrants further investigation. In addition, despite its great potential and managers’ high interest in
this topic (as reflected by market research by BCG, Deloitte, or PwC), surveys among managers still
indicate that a lack of knowledge of AR, such as understanding what contributes to a positive AR
experience, is still a major concern (BCG, 2018). Because a precise understanding of what good
augmentation quality is and how it can be measured constitutes relevant knowledge for theory and
practice, the current research seeks to fill this gap based on the following three objectives:

1. Define and conceptualize augmentation quality and its dimensional structure.
2. Provide a reliable and valid measurement scale.
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3. Depict the relation of augmentation quality to theoretically and managerially relevant
constructs.

Method and Data
This research applied grounded theory and scale development procedures to conceptualize the
construct and develop a measurement scale. Our theory-building multimethod design followed wellaccepted psychometric scale development and validation procedures (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988;
Churchill, 1979; Hair et al., 2017). We started with a literature review, followed by qualitative research
to identify a comprehensive pool of items reflecting various expressions of augmentation quality, and
a systematic item reduction to a “practical” size without redundancies, including initial expert
validation of the proposed pool of items. The second stage of the research consisted of several
quantitative studies to identify and validate the dimensions of augmentation quality and their
measurement.

Summary of Findings
The results of this research suggested an augmentation quality model. The findings revealed that
consumers evaluate augmentation quality in a first step on rather technological qualities, a construct
that we have named "perceived augmentation quality" (PAQ). In addition, this research demonstrated
that PAQ determined local presence, a construct that describes the extent to which consumers
perceive virtual content as actually existing in their real environment. On a broader level, the findings
showed that local presence mediates the effects of PAQ on relevant outcome variables, such as
hedonic benefits, utilitarian benefits, inspiration, and attitude toward the app.

Key Contributions
To measure how consumers perceive the quality of the augmentation—the core of AR—prior research
has borrowed scales from other disciplines or used ad hoc items. While these approaches were
pragmatic and indicated that a better augmentation leads to better evaluations of AR, a fragmented
use of unvalidated scales with different terminologies represent common limitations.
This study contributes to AR theory by providing a theoretical framework to explain augmentation
quality. By proposing a processual model, rather than a single unidimensional construct, the current
research showed that augmentation quality goes beyond an overall assessment (“local presence”), yet
it is determined by PAQ. Lastly, by providing a short, reliable, and validated measurement scale, our
measures can be included in future research on AR.
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Further, this study contributes to practice by indicating that managers should pay particular attention
in optimizing PAQ. Findings suggested that PAQ determines how consumers evaluate AR content,
indirectly through local presence and benefits they achieve.

References are available on request.

For further information contact: Katrin E. Schein, Bundeswehr University Munich
(katrin.e.schein@gmail.com).
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HOW DO EMOJIS SHAPE CONVERSATIONS IN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS?
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Keywords: Turn-taking conversations, emojis, text analysis, topic change, conversation
turns, mutual understanding

Description: Using real conversation samples from Twitter and online experiments, the
current study demonstrates that emojis shape online conversations such that people better
understand each other and eventually engage in greater turn-taking behaviors (e.g., more
conversation topics and turns).

*

For further information, please contact corresponding author Yiming Li, PhD candidate, HEC Lausanne,
University of Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland (Email: yiming.li@unil.ch).
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Conversations that take place online suffer from the lack of audio-visual cues. This
article examines how emojis affect such written conversations. The authors propose that
emojis, which are non-verbal cues can increase the efficiency of written conversations by
enhancing a mutual understanding among conversation partners as they add express
emotions, gestures, or even situations.

Method and Data
Study 1 investigates whether turn-taking conversations with emojis (vs. non-emojis)
lead to more topic changes in real-life conversations. We collected real random conversations
on Twitter and trained the topic clustering model (Latent Dirichlet Allocation [LDA]) to
compute the topic change score for each conversation. The results showed that emojis can
enhance the probability of topic change dynamics using real-world data. Study 2 examines
whether the likelihood of topic change is lower when only the recipient uses emojis (vs.
neither of the two communicators uses emojis) in Twitter conversations. The results of study
2 displayed the positive significant effect of emojis on the likelihood of a change of the topic,
regardless of the variation in the use of emojis between sender and recipients in the online
conversations. The aim of studies 3 to 4 is to use more controlled experiments to examine
whether participants are willing to engage in more conversation turns and topics when text
messages contain emojis (vs. non-emojis). Results of those two experiments showed that
conversations with emojis increase the clarity of message content and eventually lead to more
conversation turns and topics.

Summary of Findings
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Using text analysis of Twitter conversations, we demonstrate that emojis increase the
number of topics that conversations cover. Further, results from online experiments reveal
that emojis enhance the clarity of online interactions as they increase the understanding of
two conversation partners. Eventually, the findings show that emojis can increase the
efficiency of conversations online such that they cover more topics and at the same time, lead
to a greater mutual understanding.

Key Contributions
Our study extends the literature on turn-taking by introducing a new antecedent of
conversations that is characterized by increased turn-taking: emojis. Specifically, we find that
emojis alter conversation by including more conversation turns, eventually allowing more
topics to be covered. Our current work highlights the importance of emojis as nonverbal cues
in greater levels of collaboration between conversation partners and desirable conversation
outcomes. Further, we enrich the literature on paralanguages in a digital marketing
communication context. Our findings reveal a cognitive consequence of emojis; specifically,
they can disambiguate written messages and eventually lead to a mutual understanding
among conversation partners. This article uncovers one possible solution by which emojis,
beyond the function as an emotional marker, can reduce the gap between sender and recipient
in interpersonal communication by diluting the ambiguity and resulting in higher
conversation quality.

For business practitioners, the current work demonstrates the potential benefits of emojis in
successful marketing communication with customers. Miscommunication and ambiguity
could be resolved by introducing emojis to communicate product or brand information with
customers. We expect that emojis have the potential to help business providers engage more
and creatively with customers in digital environments.

2
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How Do Monetary Rewards Affect Individuals’ Intrinsic Motivation in Online
Communities?
Murong Miao, Northern Michigan University
Yi Peng, Tennessee Tech University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Murong Miao, Assistant Professor,
Northern Michigan University (mmiao@nmu.edu)
Key words: Hidden Markov Model, online knowledge sharing community, monetary rewards,
incentive design
Description: This research employs the Hidden Markov Model to investigate the incentive design
of knowledge sharing on the online knowledge sharing community.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions:
1. How do monetary rewards affect contributors’ motivation to participate in these
communities? Does it encourage their contribution or hurt their contribution?
2. What mechanism encourages or hurts the contribution behavior?
3. If such trade-off behavior exists, what is the best strategy for contributors to sell their
knowledge? How do they optimize their contributions on these websites to monetize their
knowledge?
Method and Data:
We use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to capture the behavior of contributors. (Netzer O et al
2008, Singh PV et al 2011, Yan Lu and Tan Y 2014). The motivation could be seen as the hidden
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state and the contribution behaviors (such as answering the question, posting the passage, and
publishing the audio live) could be seen as the observed outcome.
Keeping in mind of the fact that Zhihu Live session was created in May 2016, we collect data
from May 16, 2016, to January 21, 2018. The summary data set used for our estimation contains
397 observations who are active users on both Zhihu and Zhihu Live. In other words, those users
had already registered on Zhihu website and had a live session prior to the sampling start date. We
used Python scripts to crawl the data based on the user’s ID because the user ID is the only index
to recognize this user in the Zhihu platform. To study two kinds of behaviors in different platforms,
we take the same users’ observations in the same time period and build the model based on these
two platforms’ behaviors.
Summary of Findings:
We found that the contributors have big motivation on contributing to the online community
based on the monetary motivation. We also found that the monetary motivation hurts the
contributors’ intrinsic motivation, especially for the contributors with a lot of followers. Standing
the point on the platform, they should make the policy to maintain the contributors’ activities on
the free online community.
Key Contributions:

These questions are important because most of prior research argues that users contribute to
websites based on their intrinsic motivation. They get the utility of creating content as a function
of like numbers, follower numbers, and their prior contributions etc. The motivations of
contribution are based on altruism, reciprocity, or reputation. However, the monetary incentive
changes the behavior both contributors and followers. While a few researchers have examined
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freemium business models and their impact on user behavior (Claussen et al 2013, Sun Monic and
Zhu F 2013 ), there is a dearth of research on monetary rewards in online community and how it
affects the motivation of a contributor. Most of the online communities offer no monetary reward
to users. Zhihu Live gives us a chance to test whether and how users contribute their knowledge
under both intrinsic incentive and extrinsic incentives.
References are available upon request
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HOW WORD FAMILIARITY INFLUENCES REACTIONS TO INFORMATIVE UGC
AND SOCIAL UGC
Yiping Li, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Ann Kronrod, University of Massachusetts Lowell
For further information, please contact Yiping Li, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Massachusetts
Lowell (yiping_li@student.uml.edu)
Keywords: Word familiarity, User-Generated Content, Text analysis, Motivation
Description: This research distinguishes informative UGC and social UGC in terms of
motivations to read them and analyzed the effects of word familiarity on reactions to the two
types of UGC.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
User-generated content (UGC) can be divided into two types: informative UGC and social UGC.
Informative UGC (e.g., product reviews) can be defined as the outcome of product users sharing
information about their consumption experiences or about products. social UGC (e.g., social
network posts) can be defined as the result of people posting and replying to each other while
socializing.
Addressing the distinction between informative UGC and social UGC, this paper focuses on a
particular aspect of the content: word familiarity. We suggest that when people read informative
UGC (with the motivation to acquire new information about consumption experiences), lowfamiliarity words satisfy the information-seeking needs of its readers, which makes the readers
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be more likely to rate this informative UGC as helpful. However, word familiarity may have a
different effect on readers of social UGC, who are motivated by the wish to socialize and find
familiar opinions. We predict that when people read social UGC, high-familiarity words make
them feel more knowledgeable about the topic and therefore be more likely to engage in the
conversation and share their opinions, which results in a greater number of replies to the post.
Method and Data
To test our hypotheses, we conducted four text analyses using data collected from four platforms.
TextAnalyzer (http://textanalyzer.org/), an open-access Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool
(Berger, Sherman, and Ungar 2020), to measure word familiarity (Paetzold and Specia, 2016; the
familiarity score ranges from 100 (very unfamiliar) to 700 (very familiar).
For informative UGC data, we used a dataset of Amazon product reviews (Study 1) and Yelp
Business reviews (Study 2). Study 1 conducted text analysis of a subset of a large dataset of
online Amazon reviews for various products obtained from an online source available for
academic use (n = 9997). Study 2 is a text analysis of a dataset of Yelp reviews (n = 36453) for
three different restaurants. The dataset was acquired from an open-access dataset available for
academics.
For social UGC data, we used datasets collected from Twitter (Study 3) and from an online
health forum (Study 4). Study 3 tested the hypotheses on a dataset obtained from Twitter (n =
8812). The only limitation for the dataset was geographical and date (Jan-June 2020). Study 4
performed text analysis on a dataset of posts shared in a health forum (n = 4092).
Summary of Findings
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Study 1 showed a negative relationship between word familiarity and the number of review
helpfulness votes (b = – .047, p < .001); that is, low-familiarity words increased the number of
helpfulness votes, which supported H1. Study 2 showed a negative relationship between word
familiarity and the number of review helpfulness votes (b = –. 029, p < .001), which also
supported H1.
Supporting H2, study 3 showed a positive relationship between word familiarity and the number
of replies per tweet (b = .028, p < .001). From study 4, we found a positive relationship between
word familiarity and the number of replies to the posts (b = .038, p = .014), which also supported
H2.
Overall, the four studies provided preliminary evidence that word familiarity may have different
effects on different types of UGC. For informative UGC, we found a negative relationship
between word familiarity and the extent to which consumers perceive the informative UGC
helpful. Conversely, for social UGC, we found a positive relationship between word familiarity
and reader engagement with the post, reflected in the number of replies to the social UGC post.
Key Contributions
This research extends the literature on the factors that influence user engagement with UserGenerated Content (UGC) and the research on language familiarity by analyzing the effects of
word familiarity on reactions to different types of UGC. We first distinguish between
informative UGC and social UGC in terms of motivations to read them. We suggest that the
motivation to read informative UGC is information seeking, whereas the motivation to read
social UGC is information sharing and socializing.
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The findings also provide some practical implications. First, we find that customers perceive low
word familiarity reviews to be more helpful. For marketers who choose and display sample
reviews on their websites, our findings may serve as a guideline for selecting which reviews to
display. Specifically, companies might choose reviews with low word familiarity to satisfy
consumer information seeking motivations. Second, companies can generalize the application of
the effects into business-generated content. When providing product descriptions or
advertisements to deliver information to the customers, companies can use text with more
unfamiliar words to increase its effectiveness. On the other hand, companies could utilize texts
with higher word familiarity in the posts to encourage more customers to participate in the
conversation for social media promotion.
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HUMANOID IN VIRTUAL SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS:
DEVELOPING AND TESTING A SCALE

Hang Nguyen, Michigan State University
Farnoosh Khodakarami, Michigan State University
For further information, please contact Hang Nguyen, Associate Professor of Marketing,
Michigan State University (nguyenh@broad.msu.edu)
Keywords: social media influencers, influencer marketing, virtual influencers, social media
marketing, virtual avatars
Description: This research details the development of the Virtual Influencer (VI) Humanoid
Scale and discusses its implications for measuring customers’ response to virtual influencers.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
As a novel form of social media influencers, virtual influencers (VI) are becoming increasingly
popular among social media users and brands. VIs are computer-generated avatars that are
designed to look and act like real humans on social media. This research details the development
of the Virtual Influencer (VI) Humanoid Scale, which is designed to measure consumer
perception of how VIs look, think, and act like human beings.
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The goal of our research is threefold. First, using secondary data and content analysis of users’
comments on virtual influencers’ posts on social media, we provide initial empirical evidence of
audiences’ perceptions of virtual influencers and their resemblance to human beings. Second, we
develop and validate a multi-dimensional humanoid scale to measure how customers perceive
virtual influencers. Third, we apply this scale to explore how customers engage with virtual
influencers and respond to brand endorsements by these influencers.
Method and Data
Based on a comprehensive literature review of several research streams, including avatar
marketing, influencer marketing, humanoid in robots, and brand anthropomorphism, we
developed a multi-dimensional scale to measure the level of humanoid in virtual influencers.
Scale development procedures confirm the theoretical structure of the 20-item scale that reflects
the four human-like dimensions. Results support the scale’s reliability and its discriminant and
nomological validity from related constructs such as affect, connection, trust, and engagement
with VIs. Next, we apply this scale in an experimental setting to measure customers’ response to
videos of several virtual influencers and brand endorsements by these influencers.
Summary of Findings
Virtual influencers are designed in different forms and vary in their level of resemblance to real
humans. Our exploratory content analysis of users’ comments on virtual influencers’ posts
revealed that there are some variations in users’ perception of VIs as real human beings.
However, when virtual influencers were perceived as being more human, viewers expressed a
more emotional connection with them, were more likely to use positive words in their comments
and engaged more with these influencers. Next, we developed a multi-dimensional scale to
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measure the level of humanoid in virtual influencers. Our scale reveals four humanoid
dimensions: appearance, behavior, mental state, and warmth. We then applied this scale to
measure customers’ responses to videos of several VIs (e.g., Miquela, Janky) and brand
endorsements by these influencers. Our experiments' results revealed that a higher level of
perceived humanoid in a virtual influencer leads to a higher engagement with the virtual
influencer. However, we observe a non-linear relationship between perceived humanoid and
customers’ response to brand endorsement by virtual influencers, such that a moderate level of
perceived humanoid leads to a more positive attitude toward brand endorsement by virtual
influencers than a low or high level of perceived humanoid. Our study also provides evidence
that trust in VI and VI-self connection mediate the relationship between VI humanoid and
customer response. Furthermore, we find that less familiar brands benefit more from VI
endorsement than familiar brands.
Key Contributions
As a new category of digital influencers, it is both theoretically and empirically important to
investigate how customers evaluate virtual influencers and respond to product endorsements by
these influencers. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first study to explore this novel
category of social media influencers. We develop a holistic, multi-dimensional scale to measure
perceived humanoid in virtual influencers. We show that perceived VI humanoid significantly
predicts consumers’ behavioral outcomes such as engagement with VI on social media and
response to brand endorsement by VI. Furthermore, our study shows that such associations are
more pronounced when the endorsed brand is less familiar.

References are available upon request.
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CONSPICUOUS OR INCONSPICUOUS? EXPLORING CONSUMER
PERCEPTIONS OF LUXURY BRANDS ON WEIBO USING TEXT-MINING
APPROACHES

Zhi Jiang, University of Padua, Italy

Eleonora Di Maria, University of Padua, Italy

Xianfang Zeng, Brooklyn College of the City University of New York, US

For further information, please contact Zhi Jiang, PhD candidate in Marketing,
Department of Economics and Management, University of Padua
(zhi.jiang@phd.unipd.it).

Keywords: luxury brand co-creation, text-mining, inconspicuous consumption, brand
perception, social media marketing

Description: By mining social media data, this study examines the changes in
luxury consumption trends in emerging markets before and during the COVID19 pandemic and highlights the cultural mismatches between brand value
propositions and consumer perceptions.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, domestic consumption and the social media presence
of luxury brands in emerging markets have significant growth (Altagamma Foundation,
2020), bringing with it a transformation in brand co-creation strategy (Tynan,
McKechnie, & Chhuon, 2010), and a shift in consumer mindsets toward
inconspicuousness. Anticipation shows that consumer preferences may shift toward
“silent luxury”- paying more attention to classical and cultural elements (e.g., design
and heritage) and less to ostentatious elements after the pandemic (Achille & Zipser,
2020). Some recent studies also indicate that the importance of the conspicuous
attribute for luxury is continuously falling and new inconspicuous consumption trend
is on the rise (Eckhardt, Belk, & Wilson, 2015), even in emerging markets (Wu, Luo,
Schroeder, & Borgerson, 2017). But much existing research suggests that conspicuous
consumption has dominated emerging markets for years (Pino, Amatulli, Peluso,
Nataraajan, & Guido, 2019; Podoshen, Li, & Zhang, 2011); Even in difficult times such
as the 2008 financial crisis, conspicuous consumption is still popular (Nunes et al.,
2011). It remains the question- Does the inconspicuous consumption trend increase in
emerging markets? What aspects of consumer perceptions and brand co-creation
strategies are affected by COVID-19?
Method and Data
To shed light on these issues, we use text-mining methods, including content analysis
based on linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC) program (Pennebaker, Boyd, Jordan,
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& Blackburn, 2015), and topic models based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
algorithm (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), to examine a large volume of luxury brand posts
and consumer reviews from a social media platform. The list of Italian luxury fashion
brands

was

gathered

from

the

Altagamma

Foundation

website

(https://altagamma.it/members/) on July 13, 2021. And the selections of emerging
Chinese brands are based on prior research (Eckhardt, Belk, & Wilson, 2015; Wu, Luo,
Schroeder, & Borgerson, 2017). By using the crawler – Octopus, we obtained data from
Weibo, which is the largest social media platform in China and the main channel for
luxury brands to conduct marketing communication in China (Altagamma Foundation,
2020). We collected 21,477 official brand posts and 2,366,564 consumer reviews of 16
(11 Italian and 5 Chinese) brands on Weibo. The sample period is 3 years from June 1,
2018, to June 30, 2021. The date of the outbreak of the pandemic in Wuhan (22 January
2020) is used to distinguish between the subsamples.
Summary of Findings
Our content analysis results demonstrate that luxury brands are tightly connected with
concepts such as high social status, power, success, and expensiveness. Consumers
have positive feelings towards these brand signals. And the significant changes in the
occurrence of the personal concern words in the text provide evidence of the increase
in inconspicuous consumption. Our topic modelling results confirm the rise of the
inconspicuous consumption trend and reveal the mismatches between brands and
consumers in achieving co-creation. Considering the 8 types of extracted topic
dimensions, we find unique dimensions for both Italian and Chinese brands before and
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since the pandemic. For instance, for reviews on Italian brands, one of the main
dimensions shifts from “pursuing conspicuous consumption” to “favour of
inconspicuous consumption”, indicating that inconspicuous consumption is on the rise
since the pandemic. And one of the dimensions becomes the “discussion about the
brand origin, design, and cultural heritage”, suggesting an increased consumer desire
for emphasizing brands’ cultural values such as brand origin, heritage, and subtlety in
design. The findings suggest that “quiet”, sophisticated, and cultural-oriented branding
strategies may be better suited to certain consumers in Chinese markets since the
pandemic than “loud” and conspicuous branding.
Key Contributions
This study adds to the academic marketing discipline’s existing knowledge mainly
through three aspects. First, this research timely examines the new trend of
inconspicuous consumption since the pandemic and emphasizes important cultural
dimensions that inconspicuous consumers may concern about in brand communications.
Second, this study contributes to the marketing literature by analysing not only the
traditional western luxury brands but also the emerging indigenous luxury brands. Third,
the study applies a novel method in luxury marketing research.
Besides, this study has important implications for luxury firms and marketers.
Managers should realize that the conspicuous consumption of nouveau-rich consumers
in emerging economies is shifting to partly inconspicuous consumption. Luxury was
used for conspicuous consumption and to show social status, but now the focus was
shifting to culture (Murphy, 2013). Luxury brands should keep this motive of not
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wanting widespread attention in mind when conducting social media marketing. The
critical point is to manifest unique cultural capitals within the branding and brand cocreation strategies to meet consumers’ perceptual attributes of luxury brands.
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INFLUENCER CONTENT WITH AR FILTER CAN HELP OR HURT BRAND?

Phumsiri Poolperm, National Cheng Kung University
Tien Wang, National Cheng Kung University

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Phumsiri Poolperm, Doctoral
Student, National Cheng Kung University (RA8097024@ncku.edu.tw).

Keywords: Influencer marketing, Augmented reality filters, Uses and gratifications, Self-brand
connection, User engagement.

Description: This study investigates the underlying effects of influencer content with AR filter
feature for social media platforms, which can enhance consumer engagement, both psychological
and behavioral engagement, and brand outcomes.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Given the proliferation of advancing MarTech, brands are finding new ways to engage consumers
to take their business to the next level. Augmented Reality (AR) technology is one of the recent
emerging technologies that is able to provide consumers with unique experiences and hence it has
become a hot trend in marketing. Despite the attractiveness of business opportunities provided by
AR, research on the effect of AR in marketing is still in its infancy. To fill this research gap, this
study focuses on the application of AR filters on Instagram. The goal of this research is to shed
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light on the effect of AR filter on consumers in the context of influencer marketing. Drawing on
uses and gratification theory, this study explores the impact of influencer-generated content
processed with an AR filter on consumers’ psychological (self-brand connection) and behavioral
(sharing activity) engagement. The study proposes that the creativity and quality of influencergenerated content, entertainment, and self-presentation facilitate the effect of AR on consumer
engagement. This study advances the literature on uses and gratifications theory by integrating AR
and influencer marketing as well as provides a new practical perspective to explore the effect of
new technology initiatives on customer-brand interactions.
Method and Data
In this study, a scenario-based experimental study was conducted on the Qualtrics platform, and
participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). The experiment was
designed as a one factor (influencer generated content: with AR filter vs. without AR filter)
between-subjects factorial design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions:
the influencer-generated content with an AR filter on Instagram to promote a new product versus
the influencer-generated content without an AR filter on Instagram to promote a new product.
In the influencer-generated content with an AR filter condition, the influencer presents a newly
launched product, asks users to participate with a challenging question, provides information about
product benefits, and consumers will see an influencer inviting them to try the AR filter. In the
alternative condition, the influencer did not provide users with opportunities to try the AR filter.
After the data cleaning, 397 responses (52.64% male) were used for analysis. The largest group of
participants was between the ages of 26 to 30 years (48.87%), and 44.58% of participants spend
an average of 1 to 3 hours per day on Instagram.
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Summary of Findings
To test the hypotheses, multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to evaluate
the effect of influencer generated content on creative content, content quality, self-presentation,
and enjoyment (𝐹(4,392) = 5.400, p < 0.001). The results showed that the influencer-generated
content on Instagram had a significantly positive influence on creative content (𝑀𝐴𝑅 = 5.26 vs.
𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝐴𝑅 = 4.98, 𝐹(1,395) = 8.419, p < 0.05), self-presentation ( 𝑀𝐴𝑅 = 5.07 vs. 𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝐴𝑅 =
4.59, 𝐹(1,395) = 16.680, p < 0.001), content quality (𝑀𝐴𝑅 = 5.18 vs. 𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝐴𝑅 = 4.86, 𝐹(1,395) =
17.750, p < 0.05), and enjoyment (𝑀𝐴𝑅 = 5.43 vs. 𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝐴𝑅 = 5.03, 𝐹(1,395) = 5.597, p = 0.001).

Moreover, structural equation modeling was used to examine the effects of creative content,
content quality, self-presentation, and enjoyment on consumer engagement. As predicted, creative
content had a significantly positive influence on self-brand connection (β = 0.161, p < 0.05) and
sharing activity (β = 0.202, p < 0.01). Content quality also had a significantly positive influence
on self-brand connection (β = 0.615, p < 0.001) and sharing activity (β = 0.500, p < 0.001).
Enjoyment also had a positive influence on sharing activity (β = 0.137, p < 0.05), but it did not
have a significant influence on self-brand connection (β = 0.019, p > 0.05). In addition,
self-presentation had no significant influence on self-brand connection (β = 0.124, p > 0.05) and
sharing activity (β = 0.095, p > 0.05).
Statement of Key Contributions
The findings provide theoretical and practical contributions to brands, marketers, influencers,
or practitioners in several ways. First, this study contributes to the literature on uses and
gratifications theory in the context of influencer-generated content amplified by AR technology.
New technology applications present new challenges to brands, marketers, or influencers to
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influence consumers’ psychological (i.e., self-brand connection) and behavioral (i.e., sharing
activity) engagement through unique AR features (e.g., creative content, quality content) and other
related benefits (i.e., enjoyment). Second, this study highlights the practical contribution of AR
technology to the value of influencer-generated content. AR-amplified content is able to draw
consumers’ attention to the product mentioned in the content. Lastly, the findings offer practical
insights by exploring new ways of promoting new products and connecting and inspiring
consumers to enhance their engagement with brands.

References are available upon request.
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MUKBANG, AND THE PARADOXICAL SIMULTANEITY OF DISGUST AND PLEASURE
Author: Jun Wang, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Elizabeth Miller, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Jun Wang, Ph.D. student
(jwang3@umass.edu)
Keywords: Mukbang, mixed emotions, disgust, pleasure, social media engagement
Description: This paper explores the emotional experience of watching mukbang, and in particular,
the co-existence of mixed emotions (disgust, pleasure) and their subsequent impact on engagement.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Mukbang is a social media phenomenon which features a host or creator eating large amounts
of food while interacting with viewers (Kang et al., 2020; Kircaburun et al., 2021). Due to its immense
popularity, researchers have studied factors influencing viewers’ decisions to watch mukbang, finding
that viewers watch mukbang videos for diet control, multisensory experience, connections,
psychological experience, and entertainment (Anhani et al., 2020). However, less is known about the
emotional experience of viewers, even though emotions are often a critical factor impacting
entertainment choices (Yuksel et al. 2022). Viewer comments suggest that some viewers experience
satisfaction, while some experience discomfort and confusion, and some report experiencing both of
these feelings simultaneously while watching mukbang. Although prior research has identified that
mixed emotions can co-exist (e.g., Rook, 1985; Williams & Aaker, 2002), there is limited research
about whether mixed emotions are experienced on social media and how they influence social media
engagement and other consumption behaviors compared to pure emotions. Thus, in this research, we
explore the emotional experience of mukbang viewers in order to provide new insight into the
mukbang phenomenon as well as how mixed emotions influence engagement.
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Method and Data
Participants were 199 U.S adults recruited from Prolific and paid $2 for their participation.
After indicating their familiarity with mukbang videos, each participant viewed two mukbang videos
edited to be 2-3 minutes in length. Videos were randomly chosen from a set of 8 videos that had been
selected to vary in their (presumed) emotional content (pleasant, disgusting, neutral, mixed emotion).
After viewing each video, participants reported their emotional experience on 42 emotion items (1 =
not at all, 7 = extremely), which included items related to pleasure and relaxation (positive emotion
scale, α = .97), disgust (α = .95), desire (α = .92), negative emotions (anxiety, depressed, fear, worry, α
= .78), alertness, interest, sadness, boredom and humor (among others). Participants also reported their
mixed emotion experience using a measure adapted from Larsen et al (2009). Next, participants
reported their engagement intentions on 5 items (likelihood of re-watching, recommending to others,
liking on social media, sharing with others, commenting; 7-point scale: not at all-very; α = .93).
Finally, participants completed demographic items and measures about their social media usage.
Summary of Findings
The most prominent emotions experienced when viewing the videos were disgust (M = 3.5) and
alertness (M = 3.1) which had the two highest means across the sample and were among the four most
experienced emotions for all 8 videos tested. Additional emotions that appeared in the top four for at
least one video included interest (75% of videos), boredom (62.5% of videos), pleasure/relaxation
(25% of videos), negative emotion scale (12.5% of videos), sadness (12.5% of videos), and humor
(12.5% of videos). Approximately 47% of participants reported experiencing both positive and
negative emotions, although only 7% reported above average levels of both disgust and
pleasure/relaxation. The individual videos varied in the emotions experienced and also in the percent
of participants who experienced disgust, pleasure, neither, or both. Emotions impacted engagement
with positive emotions increasing engagement and negative emotions decreasing engagement. Those
experiencing mixed emotions (disgust and pleasure) reported higher engagement (M = 2.2) than those
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experiencing only disgust (M = 1.1, p < .0001) or neither disgust nor pleasure/relaxation (M = 1.3, p
< .0001), but less engagement than those only experiencing pleasure/relaxation (M = 2.8, p < .003).
Additional analyses will examine factors leading to these emotion states.
Key Contributions
This study explored people’s relevant emotional experiences associated with viewing mukbang
videos and also provided greater insight into the consequences of those emotions on social media. It
extended the marketing literature to explore the experience of mixed feelings: disgust and pleasure and
contributed to verifying the co-occurrence of disgust and pleasure.
From a practical perspective, the findings will help social media content creators better
understand the emotional experience that viewers/followers may have to help them create more
enjoyable and engaging social media content.
Additionally, the exploration of mukbang videos and the emotional experience in this study
provides an opportunity for marketing managers to evaluate the business value of mukbang. Finally,
managers can better assess their marketing strategy by understanding the mixed emotion and how it
impacts consumers’ engagement.
Note: References are available upon request.
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NOTHING MATTERS BUT YOU – SEEING YOUR OWN FACE IN ADVERTISING
Janina Katharina Krick, EBS Universität für Wirtschaft & Recht.
Franziska Krause, EBS Universität für Wirtschaft & Recht.
Sven Henkel, EBS Universität für Wirtschaft & Recht.
Contact Info: For further information, please contact Janina Katharina Krick, Ms., EBS
Universität für Wirtschaft & Recht (Janina.krick@ebs.edu).
Keywords: own-face advertising, digital technologies, meaning transfer model
Description: This study provides first valuable insights into a more profound form of
personalized advertising: own-face advertising.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
New technologies related to digital and social media marketing have revolutionized the online
advertising industry. It is possible to deliver precise personalized advertisements and create an
online version of consumers based not only on preferences but also on pictures. Based on that
online version, what if consumers receive advertisements in which they are depicted? Although
much research has already been conducted in the field of endorser advertising, the effectiveness
of using “own-face advertising” is not yet known.

Method and Data
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We recruited 285 young professionals (Mage = 22 years, 39% female) to participate in this study.
We employed a 2 x 2 between-subject design (type of face: own face versus unknown face; type
of brand: unknown brand versus known brand) and allocated each participant randomly to one of
the four groups. The faces of the own-face group were professionally photoshopped into the
individual advertisements in advance. After showing participants the advertisements, we
measured their purchase likelihood, attitude toward the advertisement, attitude toward the
advertisement’s personalization, attitude toward the product endorser, similarity to product
endorser, and demographics.

Summary of Findings
Seeing one’s own face in advertising increases purchase likelihood toward the product in the
advertisement. Further, consumer and endorser similarity, others’ attitude toward the product
endorser, attitude toward the advertisement, and attitude toward the advertisement’s
personalization fully mediate the (indirect) effect of own-face advertising on purchase likelihood.

Key Contributions
The present study offers new insights to academe and practice. First, our study contributes to the
existing advertising literature by providing a new form of endorser advertising (own-face
advertising). Second, our study demonstrates a, as far as we know, new methodological approach
by directly confronting consumers with their own face in advertising. Therefore, our study
provides valuable insights into a more profound form of personalized advertising valuable not
only for academe, but also for companies and marketers.
With respect to practice, we show that the use of one's own face in digital marketing has a
positive effect, which is essential for future marketing activities. Particularly regarding Meta's
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recent announcements concerning the metaverse, our study gives valuable first insights into
advertising opportunities by using the consumer. Furthermore, this study shows new
opportunities for social media marketing. Own-face advertising allows companies to place
effective and targeted advertising on social media platforms that personally address and directly
affects consumers.
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ONLINE REVIEWS’ HELPFULNESS VOTES AND SALES
Chen Li, Palm Beach Atlantic University
Srinivasan Swaminathan, Drexel University
Junhee Kim, California State University Stanislaus
For further information, please contact Chen Li, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Palm Beach
Atlantic University (CHEN_LI@pba.edu)
Keywords: online reviews, helpfulness votes, sales, user-generated contents
Description: This study investigates the impact of helpfulness votes in online reviews on
product sales and the conditions where helpfulness votes affect sales strongly.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Online reviews are critical for e-commerce and customer decisions (Duan, Liu, and Mao 2022).
In order to help consumers sort and interpret the information of online reviews better, most
online review platforms nowadays have the rating and helpfulness votes for each review. The
helpfulness votes show how many readers have found the review helpful. Since the ultimate goal
of online sellers is to sell more, it is essential to see if online customer reviews affect sales. The
effect of online review ratings on sales is clear-cut: higher average ratings lead to higher sales
(Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Ding, Gao, and Liu 2022). However, the relationship between
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reviews’ helpfulness votes and sales is not straightforward because helpfulness votes measure the
quality of the review, not the product. Prior studies investigate the impact of review ratings on
sales (e.g., Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006) and the factors affecting reviews’ helpfulness (e.g.,
Mudambi and Schuff 2010). In this research, we extend the previous work by investigating the
following two questions:
RQ1. How do helpfulness votes affect sales?
RQ2. Under what conditions do helpfulness votes affect sales strongly?
Method and Data
Our data come from the Amazon.com beauty products’ reviews over 18 years. The data include
product ID, review rating, review text, helpfulness votes, and the product’s price and sales rank
at data collection time. For each product, we add up the total number of helpfulness votes,
calculate the average and standard deviation of the ratings, count the number of reviews, and
measure the average length of reviews text (by words). Following prior literature (e.g., Liu 2006;
Sun 2012), we take the logarithm on sales rank, review length, the number of reviews, and
product price. We select the products with at least ten reviews to ensure the reliability of the
average and standard deviation of ratings.
To answer RQ1, we estimate the main effect of helpfulness votes on sales and the
moderating effect of helpfulness votes on sales through their interactions with the rating
measures. To answer RQ2, we estimate the effects of the percentages of helpfulness votes from
each star of ratings on sales. Our empirical models control for other review and product
characteristics, including review length, rating distribution, product price, and subcategory fixed
effects.
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Summary of Findings
1. The main effect of helpfulness votes on sales rank is negative, indicating that helpfulness
votes positively affect sales. We posit that this effect is due to the product uncertainty reduction
effect from the helpfulness votes.
2. Helpfulness votes have a stronger positive impact on sales when rating dispersion is low. This
suggests a competitive relationship between helpfulness votes and ratings’ dispersion in affecting
sales. High rating dispersion draws customers’ attention to the different opinions of all reviews
instead of a few with high helpfulness votes, which weakens the positive effect of helpfulness
votes on sales.
3. Helpfulness votes increase the sales of products with 3-star ratings more than those with 5-star
ratings. This finding implies that helpfulness votes are most effective in driving sales when
ratings are neutral.
4. Helpfulness votes from 1-star reviews increase sales more than those from 5-star reviews for
products with small review volumes. However, this difference disappears when the review
volume is large. The finding suggests that helpfulness votes help separate the good products
from the bad ones when the product does not have many reviews for customers to extract
information.
Statement of Key Contributions
Our research contributes to the online review literature in two aspects. First, it bridges the gap in
our understanding of the impact of helpfulness votes on sales. Second, we extend the existing
knowledge of the different roles of helpfulness votes in customers’ online purchase decisions.
Specifically, we explore (1) the competitive relationship between helpfulness votes and ratings’
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dispersion in their role of providing product information to customers, (2) helpfulness votes
being a secondary information source to customers when ratings are neutral, and (3) helpfulness
votes on negative reviews signaling the product’s quality when reviews do not provide much
information to customers.
This research is especially relevant to firms in the early stage of their online business and
those that do not have many reviews for their products. Our findings imply that these firms
should promote their products through expert reviewers and encourage customers to share their
experiences online. These reviews will increase firms’ sales. Also, firms do not need to worry
when helpfulness votes concentrate on negative reviews because these votes are as good as those
on positive reviews in boosting sales.

References are available upon request.
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ONLINE TRADING PLATFORMS WITH DEBT-FINANCED THIRDPARTY SELLERS

Chyi-Mei Chen and Shan-Yu Chou, National Taiwan University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Chyi-Mei
Chen at cchen@ntu.edu.tw.
Keywords: platform competition, third-party seller, debt financing, multihoming, access fee.
Description: The authors show that third-party sellers’ use of debt financing (i) hurts competing trading platforms; (ii) hurts sellers and buyers joining
Airbnb-like bargaining platforms; (iii) benefits sellers joining Amazon-like
retailing sites or Groupon-like daily deals information sites; and (iv) it may
either benefit or hurt buyers joining eBay-like auction sites.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question: This paper investigates how debt financing on the
part of the third-party sellers may affect online trading platforms’ pricing behavior, and the resulting transaction price and trading volume for sellers and
buyers. Four types of online trading platforms are considered: (i) platforms
(like Airbnb) allowing sellers and buyers to engage in bilateral bargaining;
(ii) platforms (like eBay and Yahoo!) allowing sellers to hold auctions for
buying bidders; (iii) platforms (like Amazon Marketplace) allowing sellers to
1
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engage in price competition; and (iv) platforms (like Groupon and LivingSocial) allowing bricks-and-mortar firms to announce price information to
consumers.
Summary of Findings:

We show that the impact of debt financing is

sensitive to the match and trading process designed by a platform. More
precisely, debt financing hurts trading platforms in all cases; hurts everyone
joining Airbnb-like bargaining platforms; but it benefits sellers joining retailing sites or daily deals information sites; and it may either benefit or hurt
buyers joining auction sites.
Statement of Key Contributions:

Two-sided platforms have become

ubiquitous in such industries as online retail, software, mobile apps, and
video games. These platforms must get both sellers and buyers on board
and then make profits by charging them access fees and/or transaction fees.
The marketing literature has recently studied two-sided platforms from various perspectives; see e.g. Li, Shen and Bart (2021), Li and Zhu (2020),
Sharma and Mehra (2020), Li and Agarwal (2017), and Amaldoss, Du, and
Shin (2021). This literature, however, has typically assumed equity-financed
sellers seeking to maximize firm value, despite that most firms in the real
world are financially leveraged and seek to maximize equity value. The current paper clarifies how debt financing may affect the interactions between
sellers and buyers joining the online platforms, thereby affecting competing
platforms’ and sellers’ equilibrium profits and buyers’ well-being.
2
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PEER EFFECTS ON BRAND ACTIVISM: EVIDENCE FROM FIRM-GENERATED
CONTENT AND ONLINE CHATTER

Mithila Guha and Daniel Korschun, Drexel University, PA.
For further information, please contact Mithila Guha, Ph.D. Candidate (ABD), Drexel University
(mg3529@drexel.edu)

Keywords: Brand Activism, Peer Influence, Firm-Generated Content, Online Chatter, Social
Media Activism.

Description: This article investigates how leading global brands respond when industry and nonindustry peers engage in social media activism on divisive issues such as Black Lives Matter,
COVID-19 policies, or LGBTQIA rights.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question: Although brands are increasingly engaging in social media activism to take
stance on sociopolitical issues, the predictors of a brand doing so are still under-explored. This
article investigates whether brands make their activism decisions independently or in response to
what their peers are doing.
Method and Data: We examine 423,704 daily tweets from 177 global brands to identify their
4,505 activist tweets on three sociopolitical issues (Black Lives Matter, LGBTQIA rights,
COVID-19 policy). In addition, we investigate 55,121 replies to those activist tweets and 87,254
direct appeals from users to brands to make statements on the specific issues. For topics such as
‘Black Lives Matter’ and LGBTQIA, we look at Twitter data from 2017 to 2021, while for
COVID-19 policy-related dialogues, we look at data from 2020 to 2021.
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We use a fixed-effects logistic regression model in the study that allows for unobserved timeinvariant individual heterogeneity across the brands. The binary dependent variable of our model
indicates whether a brand tweeted on the selected issue or not on a given date of our timeline.
We include the Google search trends data on the focal issue to control for any uptick in public
attention to an issue. In addition, we control for the average reply count to the activist tweets to
address any bias resulting from the possible variations in the volume of users’ replies to brands’
tweets.
Summary of Findings: Our results show that brands are more likely to tweet on divisive issues
like BLM, LGBTQIA rights, or Covid-19 policies after one or more peer brands have tweeted on
the issue within the last three days. In addition, brands are equally attentive to the activism of
peers outside their industry as they are to direct competitors inside their industry. We also find
that consumer signals provide additional information to a brand as it decides whether to tweet on
the issue. Overall, the research suggests that while weighing the risks and rewards of
participating in a sociopolitical discussion, brand managers monitor not only the tweets of other
brands but also the real-time marketplace reactions to those tweets.
Key Contributions: The paper brings together three areas of brand-focused literature: online
interaction between brands and consumers, peer influence, and brand activism. First, while much
of the social media literature focuses either on firm- or user-generated content separately, this
paper investigates both to comprehend the underlying mechanism of brand activism. In addition,
we propose a novel way to quantify the theoretical concept of increased stakeholder expectations
on brands to address an issue by extracting insights from UGC on social media. Second, we
extend prior research on peer influence, and propose that while brands mimic other brands to
create market strategies in conflicting situations, such behavior may also be reflected in non-
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market strategies, such as taking stand on sociopolitical issues. Finally, our approach contrasts
with current literature on brand activism that often focuses on its consequences on the brand’s
performance or consumers’ perceptions. We rather analyze how peers’ recent activism may
influence a brand’s activist strategies. We also contend that the peer influence may go beyond a
brand’s immediate competitors and equally impact activist strategies of non-industry peers.
Overall, our study shows that brands may analyze peers’ recent sociopolitical tweets and online
reactions as they look for appropriate strategies during challenging times.
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REVISITING THE LEGITIMACY IN ONLINE COMMUNITIES OF THE PEOPLE, BY
THE PEOPLE, AND FOR THE PEOPLE

Ling-Yen Pan, National Taiwan University, Taiwan
Heng-Chiang Huang, National Taiwan University, Taiwan

Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Ling-Yen Pan, Assistant Professor,
Professional Master's Program in Business Administration, National Taiwan University
(claudiapan@ntu.edu.tw).”
Keywords: Online Community Legitimacy; Online Communal Orientation; Online Community
Co-governance; Online Social Wellbeing; Structural Equation Modeling
Description: We propose that the mechanism for the formation of online community legitimacy
(OCL) parallels the concepts “of-, by-, and for-the-people,” which correspond to three possible
routes to achieve OCL.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question – 200 Words
In the present study, we have tried to extend Lincoln's Gettysburg Address— “of the people, by the
people, and for the people” to see how to operate online communities and succeed in enhancing
online community legitimacy (OCL). In adopting the assumption that online communities should be

democratic, and shall be of the people, by the people, for the people, our research focus is to
distinguish how and with what dimensions and implications a successfully governed online
community can be viewed as highly legitimated. Consequently, we pose three specific research
questions to be answered: (1) What are the nature and dimensionality of OCL? (2) How can the “of
the people, by the people, and for the people” constructs be empirically derived and measured? and
(3) What are the clearer antecedents of the OCL mechanism? To address these three research
questions, we propose an integrated conceptual framework in the context of online communities.
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Method and Data (Not Applicable for Nonempirical Papers) – 200 Words

This study reviews extant literature across various disciplines and shows that OCL can result from
the “of-the-people, by-the-people, and for-the-people” notions. We identify a holistic framework
that incorporates the possible antecedents of the “of-by-for” factors. Using a survey data comprising
371 respondents from the Facebook platform (the most popular online community in Taiwan), we
empirically test the hypothesized inter-construct relationships via the structural equation modeling
approach.
Summary of Findings – 200 words
In this study, we revisited the legitimacy in online communities of the people, by the people, and
for the people. Our paper extends the “of-by-for” trilogy and the research findings show that there
should be at least three possible routes to achieve OCL. On the first route, legitimacy in online
communities of the people, member’s perceived level of trust (MPT) is proven to positively
influence members’ online communal orientation (OCO), and then, enhance the level of OCL. On
the second route, legitimacy in online communities by the people, the higher perceived level of
authentic leadership (AL) lead to a greater online community co-governance (OCC) and
consequently, OCL is also achieved. On the third route, legitimacy in online communities for the
people, members’ perceived level of justice (MPJ) is empirically determined to be an antecedent of
online social wellbeing (OSW). In addition, OSW is positively related to OCL.
Statement of Key Contributions – 200 words
Nowadays online community members’ needs of democracy and self-governance begin to gain
more attention from marketing managers as the success of most brands depends on proper
functioning of brand communities. This study has made three theoretical contributions: (1) whether
an online community is running on the “of-, by-, and for-the-people” principles has significant
impact on OCL; (2) the derived constructs and measurement items of OCL have been proposed
which are beneficial for the further empirical analysis; and (3) a concise and integrated model for
explaining the OCL mechanism in the online community context is suggested and empirically tested.
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Our research findings also provide a few managerial insights for practitioners to sustain and
improve the legitimacy of online communities. Creating a trustable, authentically leaded, equally
treated atmosphere would be the first step to increase members’ positive feelings of the online
community, which consequently lead to favorable perceptions of OCO, OCC, and OSW. As the
success of online communities is increasingly hinged on legitimacy in the future, our research
pinpoints plausible ways practitioners can follow to boost the OCL of an online community.

References are available upon request.
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RISK AVERSE AND AMENABLE TO AI: CONSUMER TRUST IN
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM AI VERSUS HUMANS

Forrest D. Watson
Middle East Technical University

Rebecca K. Trump
Loyola University Maryland

Eda Ozturk
University of Cincinnati

For further information, please contact Forrest D. Watson, now Assistant Professor at Dickinson
College, watsonf@dickinson.edu.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Risk Aversion, Consumer Trust, Recommendations
Description: Consumers respond less favorably to marketplace recommendations from Artificial
Intelligence (AI) than from human recommenders, and this is mediated by lower levels of trust in
the AI recommendations; however, this effect is mitigated for consumers with high levels of risk
aversion.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Do consumers prefer recommendations that come from people compared to
recommendations from AI? Is this only true for some consumers?
Companies are increasingly relying on AI for consumer engagement. For example,
Amazon and Netflix use AI to provide relevant and instant recommendations to consumers.
However, consumers are cautious about adopting AI as a source of recommendations.
This research identifies which consumers are more open to adopting AI as a
recommendation agent. We hypothesize that consumers will typically be more trusting of a
recommendation when the source of the recommendation is a person, compared to AI, and
higher levels of trust will positively affect downstream consequences (more favorable attitudes
toward the recommendation and the brand providing the recommendation and intentions to
follow the recommendation). However, we predict that this effect will be moderated by the
consumer’s level of risk aversion. In particular, we propose that consumers looking to reduce
risk (risk averse consumers) will be more open to adopting AI as a recommendation agent. We
propose that this is because the AI source is likely to be perceived as less biased and more
accurate than a human source.

Method and Data
We test our predictions in two experimental studies.
Study 1: participants read a scenario about a company using either AI or an experienced
salesperson (IV) to make recommendations for athletic shoes, then indicated the trustworthiness
of the recommendation (mediator) and their attitude toward the recommendation (DV1). Hayes’
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(2022) PROCESS Model 4 found mediation. The AI recommendation was viewed as
significantly less trustworthy than the salesperson’s, and trustworthiness of the recommendation
significantly positively predicted attitude toward the recommendation.
Study 2: Using the same basic procedure as in Study 1, participants here read a
recommendation for a show to watch and also indicated their level of risk aversion (moderator),
attitude toward the brand providing the recommendation (DV2), and intention to follow the
recommendation (DV3). Hayes’ (2022) PROCESS Model 7 for each of the three DVs found
significant moderated mediation. Participants low on risk aversion had more trust in a person’s
(vs. AI’s) recommendation, which positively impacted the three DVs. But, this was mitigated for
participants high on risk aversion, for whom there was no significant effect of AI versus human
recommender on trustworthiness of the recommendation, nor a significant mediating effect on
any of the three DVs.

Summary of Findings
This research demonstrates that consumers’ level of trust in a recommendation from AI
versus a human mediates the consumers’ reaction to the recommendation and the brand making
the recommendation, but this effect is moderated by consumers’ level of risk aversion. More
specifically, Study 1 finds that consumers have greater trust in recommendations from a
salesperson (vs. AI), which leads to more favorable attitudes toward the recommendation. Study
2 builds on this to demonstrate that greater trust in a human’s (vs. AI’s) recommendation only
holds for consumers who are not risk averse, where these consumers’ lower levels of trust in the
recommendation from AI negatively impact their attitude toward the recommendation, attitude
toward the brand making the recommendation, and their intention to follow the recommendation.
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However, for consumers who are risk averse, there is no difference in trust between AI and
human source, and therefore no adverse downstream consequences of a recommendation from
AI compared to a human.

Key Contributions

We build on the growing area of research on consumers’ perceptions of AI in the
marketplace. We find that trust in recommendations is essential in driving positive outcomes for
the organization, including consumers’ intention to follow the recommendation, as well as their
attitudes toward the recommendation and the brand making the recommendation. This is
consistent with a long stream of research indicating the importance of trust in marketplace
relationships and supports calls for the need to increase the public’s trust in AI. And while much
research is examining AI, relatively little is examining what factors about individual consumers
impact their reactions to AI. We find that consumers’ level of risk aversion impacts their
likelihood to trust AI as a source, where those who are more (vs. less) risk averse are actually
less averse to trusting and following recommendations from AI (vs. a human recommender).
Thus, we propose that marketers allocate their AI resources to this amenable consumer segment
first. With this risk averse segment of consumers more willing to adopt AI, the technology can
become more mainstream as this group normalizes it for others, thus paving the way for the
adoption of AI by additional consumer segments.

References are available upon request.
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SOCIAL MEDIA SENTIMENT ANALYSIS: THE CASE OF VIRTUAL LUXURY
FASHION SHOWS

Maya F. Farah, Lebanese American University
Zahy Ramadan, Lebanese American University
Wissam Sammouri, American University of Beirut
Patricia Tawk, American University of Beirut

For further information, please contact Maya Farah, Associate Professor, Marketing Department,
Lebanese American University (Mfarah@lau.edu.lb).

Keywords: Social media, Virtual, Luxury, Fashion shows, Experience

Description: This study examines the sentiment of virtual fashion show videos on each of the
following social media platforms: YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Luxury fashion brands have always resorted to fashion shows in order to showcase their products
in a way that would generate an experience for their customers. However, the COVID-19
pandemic forced the hand of luxury brands to change their approach out of necessity and a
worldwide natural shock. This manifested a turning point for luxury brands, as they had no other
choice but to resort to a full transition of their fashion shows, going from a full live and interactive
fashion show, to adopting digital strategies in order to showcase their collections.
This paper is the first examination of consumer sentiment towards digital fashion shows to date.
The literature relating to digital strategies based on the sentiment analysis conveyed towards
luxury fashion shows is still underdeveloped, extremely scarce and needing further extensive
research. And so, this study fills a considerable gap in the literature regarding digital marketing
strategies to be adapted per channel for luxury fashion runways. Therefore, the aim of this study
is to assess the polarity/sentiment conveyed by audiences towards the digital luxury runways and
propose a strategy to be adopted while showcasing their collection, to establish the best digital
marketing approach by channel.

Method and Data
Firstly, the goal of this work is to assess the audience reaction to the digital presentation of fashion
shows using each of the following media platforms: YouTube, Instagram and Facebook.
Secondly, the analysis of the audience reactions is to derive an overall understanding of the
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preferred mix of show and social media platform, as well as to suggest a virtual show strategy
per social media platform for luxury brands to follow.
This research focused on major luxury brands, namely Hermès, Dior, Chanel, Valentino, Gucci,
and Louis Vuitton. Audiences are constantly interacting, highlighting their preferences, and
discussing their dislikes over online venues, through comments posted in public. A set of 21,424
comments from social media posts on YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook were scraped using
python for analysis. We then labelled all the dataset manually and attributed for each comment
one of the following sentiments: positive, negative, or neutral.
After examining the video posts (in terms of form and setup) of the different fashion brands, we
classified these videos under three thematic subcategories: (1) Normal Runways with Special
Configuration, (2) Artistic Shows, and (3) Performance Shows.

Summary of Findings
Normal runway with special configuration
On Facebook and Instagram, all the derived features, the technical configuration of the show, the
emotional connection conveyed, and the seasonal collection streamed were impacted with high
positive attitudes reflecting 96% and 61% respectively. On YouTube however, only 78% of
comments were categorized by the algorithm as positive. Youtube audiences conveyed a good
proportion of positive feedback, conversely, it marked the highest negative output staggering to
20%.

Artistic Show
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This type of show was received in the same manner by the audiences of all three platforms,
generating the highest positive sentiment out of all the other types of shows, with a minimalistic
yet negligible level of negative feedback. The positivity generated from Youtube, Facebook and
Instagram amassed to 98%, 76% and 91% respectively.

Performance Show
Performance shows received their highest positive feedback on Facebook and Instagram yielding
42% and 96% positivity respectively. The admiration embraced all the components of the show,
and that includes the technical configuration, the emotional connection transmitted and the
collection itself. It is worth mentioning that, on Facebook, the bulk of the comments were neutral,
with a massive 56% of the entire input manifesting pure neutrality.

Key contributions
This work assesses the audience reaction towards different themes of fashion shows presented
using each of the following media platforms: YouTube, Instagram and Facebook. The analysis of
the audiences’ reaction to the digital fashion shows on each platform is used to derive a virtual
show strategy for luxury brands to follow over the channels mentioned. The importance of this
research was to convince marketers that not all videos showcased suit the audiences of all
channels. Therefore, this research has shed the light on understanding how the different types of
fashion shows could be directed towards the specific audiences of different social media
platforms. Furthermore, it demonstrates the feasibility of combining an omni-channel strategy
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with a parallel negative feedback strategy by converting negative feedback into positive feedback
and making the digital luxury fashion shows satisfactory to all tastes.

References are available upon request.
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Technologies in the Cruise Tourism Services: A Systematic and bibliometric approach
Gonzáles Santiago, Marcya1; Loureiro, Sandra Maria Correia1; & Langaro, Daniela1
1 ISCTE-Instituto

Universitário de Lisboa and Business Research Unit (BRU-IUL), Lisbon, Portugal
Table I. Research questions and future topics on cruise tourism service

ABSTRACT
COVID-19 and the faster evolution of emerging technologies forced companies to
create new business models and become more digital. Therefore, companies worldwide
have adopted different digital technologies such as online stores, digital assistants,
digital panels, or robotic services.
This trend has also impacted the cruise industry, with new cruise ships using digital
technologies onboard such as:
Artificial Intelligence (AI):
⎼ ZOE digital assistance is used in the latest MSC Cruise Ships.
⎼ Virtual Concierge app used on the newest Celebrity Cruises Ships.
⎼ Robotic bartender at the Bionic Bar on Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines.
⎼ Pepper, the humanoid robot at Costa Cruise Line ships.
⎼ Rob the first humanoid robot bartender at MSC Cruise ships.
Virtual Reality (VR):
⎼ Shore excursions
⎼ Culinary dining

METHOD (cont.)
Selection criteria
Inclusion
⎼ First, the authors consider only those papers published in top-quality journals in the
marketing, technology, and tourism field.
⎼ Second, the authors only included English-language articles.
⎼ Third, only journals within the rank of first and second quartile (Q1 and Q2) verified at
SCImago Journal and Country Rank (SJR) were considered, along with articles rated
as 3, 4, and 4* according to the ABS 2021 list from in the Journal Quality List of
Anne-Wil Harzing.
⎼ Finally, all the articles published over the years were included.

Exclusion
⎼ The authors excluded any other non-English language articles.
⎼ In addition, articles from Proceedings papers, conference articles, book chapters,
and other non-academic articles were excluded.

RESULTS
The systematic search identified 24 articles for the final analysis. The articles retrieved were published in 8 different journals related to technology and tourism studies.

Despite the strong adoption of new technologies in cruise ships, existing studies related
to the use of AI, VR, or robots in smart tourism are mostly limited to restaurants, hotels,
or airports. Opening an opportunity to develop a systematic and bibliometric review on
this topic - Technologies in the cruise tourism services.

METHOD

Bibliometric analysis of technologies in the cruise tourism services
The text data visualization map was made to identify the relationship among topics. There
are five main clusters. Technology was the most discussed term among the articles,
followed by service robots and anthropomorphism. The last clusters are related to the
impact of new technologies in the tourism/hotel industry and the tendency of companies to
acquire new technologies.
Figure 2.
Text data visualization map
based on occurrences

The systematic review followed the PRISMA guidelines.
⎼ Electronic databases Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus were used.
⎼ Extracted data analysed with the VOSviewer 1.6.17 software

IMPLICATIONS

Antecedents, decision, and outcomes (ADO) framework of cruise tourism services
To analyze the findings of the selected articles, the authors adopted the ADO framework
(Paul & Benito, 2018) to help identify the main constructs used as antecedents, decisions,
and outcomes. A conceptual framework was created from this analysis, which includes the
main mediator’s and moderator’s variables used in the articles (Figure 4).
In summary, the finding of the framework reveals that: previous experience, consumer
readiness, or how easy it is to use technology (A) can influence the decisions (D) of the
consumer to use or not to use these technologies (behavioral response), which in turn leads
them to consumer satisfaction, enjoyment, visit intention or negative attitude towards the
technologies as an (O) outcome.
Figure 4. Conceptual framework – (ADO) antecedents, decisions, and outcomes

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram

Theoretical Contributions
⎼ Despite the increase in research articles on technology in the cruise industry, existing studies
on AI, VR, or robots are mostly limited to restaurants, hotels, or airports. In addition, most of
the articles analyzed just focused on the robotic arm bartender of Royal Caribbean Cruise line,
without paying more attention to other types of technologies that are currently available on
cruise ships, such as cruise lines apps, interactive touch screens, facial recognition, or VR.
Therefore, the findings of this review suggest that additional research is needed between
cruise tourism and smart services onboard cruise ships.
⎼ Lastly, the major theoretical contribution of this study includes the creation of a conceptual
framework and the identification of four domains derived from the analysis of the ADO
framework. The framework allowed the authors to address the understanding related to the
adoption of new technologies in the cruise tourism service.
This allow to address gaps that need further development while also suggesting future
research questions to be evaluated in future studies. Therefore, researchers may further
explore the suggested questions to extend the proposed conceptual framework and thus
provide additional contributions to this area.

Managerial Contributions
⎼ First, the findings suggest that the appearance of robots plays an essential role in the service
industry, so humanoid robots have the most positive impact as they provide more confidence
and trust to the consumer. Therefore, cruise managers should consider providing humanoid
service robots but simultaneously with human service, since it has been proven that they can
further enhance customer trust and experience.
⎼ Second, few studies indicate that VR is a powerful marketing tool since it allows tourists the
option of trying before buying. So, marketers should consider this option to adapt their
strategies, promote their cruise vacations, and attract cruisers.
⎼ Finally, cruise managers should consider the above-mentioned managerial implications, as
cruise ships are considered floating hotels with similar activities and features as a hotel.

Bibliometric analysis of keyword
In total, eight clusters were found in this analysis. The main keywords are robotics,
artificial intelligence, hotel industry, technology adoption, service quality, and tourist
destination. Thus, the main topic is related to the technologies and robots used during
travel, especially related to the service provided by the hotel and tourism industry.
Figure 3.
Keyword network visualization
map based on occurrences

REFERENCES
Major domains and future research agenda
Future research directions are suggested once the state of knowledge is systematized, and
the ADO framework is used to understand existing studies' main antecedents, decisions,
and outcomes.
Based on the findings, the present study proposes a list of research questions, which are
organized into four domains (Table I): (i) Human-like services; (ii) Travel technology; (iii)
Outcomes of technologies; and (iv) Privacy perception and knowledge expertise.
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THE EFFECT OF PRODUCT BENCHMARKS ON REVIEW HELPFULNESS
Anh Dang, Northern Kentucky University
Bridget Nichols, Northern Kentucky University
For further information, please contact Anh Dang, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Northern
Kentucky University, danga1@nku.edu
Keywords: review helpfulness, reviews with images, product measurements, benchmarks
Description: The present paper indicates that images alone do not outperform text-only reviews;
additional information from the image such as a benchmark does.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question: A common problem with online shopping is that it is hard for customers to
estimate product sizes. Therefore, many reviewers add a benchmark such as a water bottle, a
soda can, or a ruler to the product image in their reviews. Does the inclusion of such a
benchmark make the review more helpful?
Method and Data: In study 1, an online experiment with Amazon MTurk respondents was
administered. Participants were randomly shown one of the three review versions for a small
fountain. One version included a text review, one version had a text review and a product photo
provided by the reviewer, and the third version showed the text review, product photo, and a
benchmark item for which the fountain could be evaluated against. Finally, participants answered
questions about the helpfulness of the review and perceived effort of the reviewer. The same
procedures from study 1 were applied in study 2 with students as participants. This time,
participants were randomly assigned to one of two review treatments. One review contained text
and fountain photo. The other had the same text and fountain photo but utilized a water bottle as
the benchmark. Besides the self-report measures, participants’ eye movements were tracked.
Summary of Findings: The paper shows that including images alone may not necessarily make
reviews more helpful than the text-only ones. Instead, when the images include some
benchmarks for the readers to estimate the real size of the product, review helpfulness will
increase. Such an effect can be explained by perceived effort exerted by the reviewer. Customers
also paid greater attention to the review photo if a benchmark is included. It is however
noteworthy that not all benchmarks are helpful. Convenient benchmarks can make readers
question the effort of the reviewer and thus cannot promote helpfulness as precise benchmarks
do.
Key contributions: Although eWOM has received great research attention, the use of rich media
like images has been under-studied. It is still unclear under what conditions readers will perceive
product images helpful for their decisions. The present paper suggests that not all product images
are helpful. We find that adding a benchmark will help. Second, the paper utilizes an eye
tracking technology to yield deeper understanding of how consumers process different
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components of a review including texts and images. Third, one of the motivation of customers
writing review is to be ranked and rewarded accordingly. A criterion used for such a ranking is
the helpfulness rating. Our results indicate that exerting considerable amount of time on writing a
lengthy and detailed review is not the only way to help others. Instead, prospective customers
appreciate an image informative about the product. The findings thus provide new insights on
how customers can help others make informed purchase decisions with their reviews.
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THE ONLINE WORD OF MOUTH IMPLICATIONS OF MAINSTREAM CHANNEL
DISTRIBUTION AND SALES BY NICHE BRANDS

Authors
Jake Hoskins, Willamette University
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Contact Info
For further information, please contact: Jake Hoskins, Assistant Professor of Data Science &
Marketing, Willamette University, jdhoskins@willamette.edu

Keywords
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Description
Distribution in the mainstream channel is associated with lower valence of online word of mouth
for niche brands, but mainstream channel sales can have positive impacts on OWOM valence.
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2
EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
When a brand is successful at fulfilling a market niche, its customer base is satisfied and
generates positive Online Word of Mouth (OWOM). This positive OWOM leads to more
customer interest and affords the niche brand an opportunity to grow. However, capitalizing on
this opportunity can change the way current customers view the brand. Indeed, niche brands are,
by definition, not mainstream in nature and are often positioned in the marketplace as antimainstream along a number of key dimensions. Given this tension, it is natural to ask: will a
niche brand find success in attempting to go mainstream despite the risk of a negative reaction
from their current customers?

Method and Data
Data are drawn from two primary sources: the Beer Advocate website and the IRI marketing
dataset. The former data source is a major online forum where products are reviewed and
discussed by consumers. The latter data source is a high-quality weekly store panel sales dataset
that spans 50 metropolitan markets. In total, there are 38,321 brand-region-year level
observations. Panel regression analysis is utilized to model the data.

Summary of Findings
The core results indicated that mainstream channel distribution initially damages the niche
brand’s image as online product rating averages are lower overall. However, as more sales are
generated from the mainstream channel, this negative effect can be successfully mitigated. These
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3
findings indicate that a niche brand can successfully grow in the mainstream channel, even if its
initial entry decision may be met with some significant challenges.

Key Contributions
We demonstrate that the choice by a niche brand to distribute into the mainstream channel is
explicitly penalized by market consumers in the form of negative online word-of-mouth. While
most previous research has focused on product level decisions and their implications for niche
brand image, ours is the first to our knowledge to explicitly investigate the brand image
implications of mainstream channel distribution. Importantly, we demonstrate that niche brands
are able to overcome the initial penalties imposed during mainstream channel crossover. These
findings bring to question whether niche brand positions are fixed to the market niche itself or if
brands are instead able to occupy various market niches successfully over time. Our findings also
identify an important boundary condition to the generally expected positive relationships
between product distribution, product sales and online word of mouth activity. Managers must
balance the potential to generate more sales against the risk of changing a brand’s established
image. Our research helps managers navigate this tradeoff by showing that sales volume can
overcome damage to brand image. In addition to the short-run revenue benefit, such a decision
can lead a niche brand to acquire new customers while limiting long-run damage to existing
customer relationships. If sufficient sales are generated from the mainstream channel, the niche
brand’s image will benefit, not suffer.
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THE ROLE OF CONSUMER’S OPINION IN SOCIAL MEDIA ON SUSTAINABLE
PURCHASE INTETION AND OTHER SUTAINABLE BEHAVIOURAL INTENTION

Nuzhat Nuery (Newcastle university PhD candidate)
ABSTRACT:
In recent times, brand’s reputation and sales are significantly influenced by social-media-users’
opinion. This paper used ‘self-consumption-vision’ (SCV), theory of emotion, and social
influence theory to explores how consumers’ sustainable product purchase intentions and other
sustainable-behavioural intentions are influenced by the social-media-users’ positive/negative
captions with a sustainability-ad.
279 respondents participated in a 2 (positive vs negative caption) x 2 (high vs low source
expertise) between-subject experiment. The result shows that, consumers can visualise
themselves consuming the advertised sustainable product more vividly for positive captions
than negative captions. This higher level of consumption vision produces higher level of
emotion and affect subsequent social-media-engagement with the sustainability-ad, purchase
intentions and other sustainable-behavioural intentions. Types of captions and level of sourceexpertise have significant interaction effect on social-media-engagement. More specifically,
the users will engage more for positive caption than the negative caption for low sourceexpertise is low, but people will engage more for negative caption than positive caption, when
souse-expertise is high. Future research may assess the acceptability of sustainability-ad
depending on social dynamics of the social-media platforms.
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THE USE OF IOT TECHNOLOGY IN DURABLE CONSUMER GOODS:
MEASURING CUSTOMERS’ PERCEPTIONS AND CAPTURING THEIR IMPACT
ON THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MANUFACTURER
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University of Mannheim

Christian Homburg
University of Mannheim
Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester
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Contact Information: For further information, please contact Stephan Mettler, Research
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Keywords: Internet of things, consumer–object relationship, assemblage theory, customer
loyalty

Description: We conduct a large-scale empirical investigation of customers’ IoT perceptions
of durable consumer goods and the influence of these perceptions on brand attachment, the
postpurchase experience, and customer loyalty.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Across product categories, increasingly more consumer durables include Internet of Things
(IoT) technology, enabling novel, intelligent interactions between customers and devices.
With our first research question, we target whether customers’ perceptions of their interaction
with the IoT device (consumer–object relationship) influence their relationship with the
manufacturer (consumer–company relationship). Thus:
RQ1: How do the three relationship levels (company–object, consumer–object, and
consumer–company) emerging with IoT technology influence one another and, in
turn, customers’ overall relationship with the manufacturer?
The second research question underscores the need to consider whether customers
actually use the IoT technology in their devices. Therefore, we investigate whether IoT
perception exclusively affects the consumer–company relationship for active users of IoT
technology. Thus:
RQ2: How do active users of IoT technology differ from nonusers or customers who
do not own an IoT device in terms of the consequences of their IoT perception?
The third research question pertains to the perceived data security as a potential
enabler of customers’ IoT usage and how the manufacturer should best communicate data
security to unleash unused potential. Thus:
RQ3: Is the perceived data security an enabler of customers’ IoT perception and its
effect on the consumer–company relationship?
Method and Data
We conducted one prestudy and two main studies to test our hypotheses and address our
research questions. The prestudy examines manufacturers’ perceptions (N = 32 product
managers from four of the leading brands of household consumer durables) of their product
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lineup of IoT-enabled devices. In Study 1, we collected survey data with the help of the
leading durable consumer goods manufacturer from our prestudy, who contacted the
respondents (its customers) via a personalized newsletter. Our sample consisted of 1,106
customers owning a regular durable consumer good and 658 customers owning an IoT
device.
As the sample of study 1 consisted only of customers from one manufacturer, we
intended to validate our findings in an additional Study 2, using a broader sample,
independent of potential confounding circumstances that might have been exclusive for the
surveyed manufacturer. For the data collection, we collaborated with an international market
research agency, which invited its customer panel to participate in our survey, given their
ownership of a consumer durable. Our sample consisted of 1,493 customers who owned a
regular device and 1,507 customers who owned an IoT device.
In both studies, we used SEM to investigate the hypothesized effects, including
bootstrapping with 5,000 repetitions.
Summary of Findings
In Study 1, we found a positive indirect effect of the IoT perception on loyalty mediated by
brand attachment for IoT users (γ1β1 = .04, p < .001), a small but significant effect (γ2β2 =
.02, p < .01) for customers who own a regular device, and a significant effect for customers
who own an IoT device but do not use the capacities (γ3β3 = .06, p < .001).
Furthermore, we found a significant, positive indirect effect (γ4β4 = .04, p < .01) of
IoT perception on loyalty mediated by postpurchase experience for IoT users. We found a
small effect (γ6β6 = .01, p < .05) for customers of a regular device, and the effect for
customers of an IoT device who do not use the capacities was close to zero (γ5β5 = .00, p <
.05).
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In Study 2, we managed to replicate our findings from Study 1. Furthermore, we
found that data security positively moderated the effect of IoT perception on the mediator
brand attachment (β7 = .04, SE = .01, p < .001). Data security also positively moderated the
effect of IoT perception on the mediator postpurchase experience (β8 = .04, SE = .01, p ≤
.001).
Key Contributions
Our set of studies makes three important contributions to marketing literature. First, using the
Assemblage-Theory Framework (ATF) for IoT devices, we introduce and examine a theorybased framework to understand the influence of customers’ IoT perception on the company–
object, consumer–object, and consumer–company relationship. In doing so, we advance the
limited scope of existing research by theoretically deriving and empirically investigating the
interaction among the three relationships instead of considering them in isolation.
Second, we reveal a mere-ownership effect of IoT devices by differentiating the
consequences of IoT perception on the consumer–company relationship by user segments.
That is, positive IoT perception drives brand attachment and loyalty, regardless of whether
customers actually use the IoT technology in their products. In doing so, we advance existing
research by demonstrating the need to differentiate between device usage.
Third, we show the enabling effect of data security on the impact of IoT perception on
the consumer–company relationship. This effect is important because data security is a
building block for the positive effects of IoT perception, which, if ignored, can significantly
reduce aspects of the consumer–company relationship.
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TO BLUR OR NOT TO BLUR? BACKGROUND BLURRINESS AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF VIRTUAL COMMUNICATIONS
Zhihao Yu, University of Nebraska - Omaha
Lam An, University of Winnipeg
For further information, please contact Lam An, Assistant Professor of Marketing
(l.an@uwinnipeg.ca)
Keywords: blurriness, construal level, virtual communications, visual background, persuasion
Description: This paper examines how background blurriness impacts presenters’ persuasiveness
during virtual marketing communications.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question

As virtual meetings become more popular, the importance of presenting a favorable
visual impression online is increasingly emphasized. Among various methods to improve online
presence, the use of blurred visual backgrounds is one of the most well-knowns. Major virtual
meeting platforms, such as Microsoft Teams, Google, and Zoom, all support blurred
backgrounds (Raney 2021 ). Interestingly, while most platforms have blurred background
options, consumers are not necessarily using them. In a pilot study surveying 40 business
students and asking whether they would use a blurred background in online meetings (yes, no,
no-preference), only 15% (6/40) of students indicated they will use a blurred background (yes =
15%, no = 45%, no-preference = 40%). While the pilot study had limitations, it suggested that
consumers might be largely unaware of the impact of blurred background in online
communications. This research thus examines how background blurriness impacts presenters’
persuasiveness.
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Method and Data

In Study 1, we created four Facebook video advertisements for Sunshine Daycare, a
fictitious daycare service. The four advertisements were organized in a 2 (video background:
clear or blurred) x 2 (ad caption: concrete or abstract) between-subjects using Facebook A/B
testing. The video background was set at either 0% (clear) or 40% (blurred) blurriness level. We
then adapted from Wang, Hong, and Zhou (2018) in framing the advertisement caption in either
concrete or abstract manner. In total, over the 5-day ad campaign period, our four advertisements
were seen 8,106 times by 6,620 unique Facebook users and were clicked on 199 times. We
conducted a logistic regression to estimate the interaction effect of video background and ad
caption on the click-through rate (CTR) of our ads (no click = 0, click =1). Consistent with our
predictions, when the advertisement background is clear, CTR for the ad with the abstract
caption (3.0%) was marginally significantly higher than for the ad with the concrete caption
(2.1%; p = .057). However, when the advertisement background is blurred, CTR for the ad with
the concrete caption (3.0%) was significantly higher than for the ad with abstract caption (1.7%;
p = .004). These results supported our predictions.

In Study 2, one hundred and two participants were randomly assigned to a single-factor
(video background: clear or blurred) between-subjects design. First, participants responded to the
Behavioral Identification Form (BIF), a 25-item questionnaire that measures individuals’
construal level (Vallacher and Wegner 1989). Participants were shown a 20-second advertising
video, where a male lawyer introduces himself and the services at his law firm, with either clear
or blurred background. There was a significant interaction of video background condition and
BIF score (-.07, CI 95%: -.13, -.02) on purchase intention. The interaction effect of video
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background and individual’s construal level on purchase intention started to emerge among
participants with BIF above 17.62 (45.10% of participants) and the effect intensified as
individual’s construal level increased (see Figure 1).

Study 3 aimed to replicate our findings with another manipulation of construal level.
Three hundred and eighty-six individuals were randomly assigned to a 2 (video background:
clear or blurred) x 2 (timeline: near or far) between-subjects design. Participants were asked to
imagine they would need legal advice in either next week (near) or in three months (far) as a
manipulation of construal levels. They were then shown the same video advertisement for a law
firm as in Study 2, with either a clear or blurred background. In the near timeline condition,
blurred (vs. clear) video background increased purchase intention (MBlurred = 6.68; MClear = 6.00;
p = .015). In the far timeline condition, the effect reversed and clear (vs. blurred) video
background enhanced purchase intention (MClear = 6.08; MBlurred = 5.45; p = .026). These results
further strengthen our predictions.

Summary of Findings

We suggest that the impact of blurred backgrounds is contingent on the construal level of
the situations. Construal level theory (CLT) suggests that psychological distance (temporal,
spatial, social, and hypothetical distance) affects the mental abstraction (Trope and Liberman
2010). When framing the situations as psychological proximal, people engage in a lower-level
construal and process information in a narrow and localized manner. In contrast, when framing
the situations as psychosocial distant, people engage in a higher-level construal and process
information in a broad and global manner (Liberman and Forster 2009).
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We propose that background blurriness may lead audiences to focus on either a narrow or
global mindset (Nisbett et al. 2001). Specifically, a blurred background leads people to focus on
the focal (unblurred) elements rather than the field to which is belongs, producing a narrow
mindset. Framing the situations as lower-level construal may fit better with the blurred
background because lower-level construal also facilitates narrow and localized processing of
information. In contrast, a clear background may distract people from narrowing down the focal
elements and thus produce a more holistic mindset. Framing the situations as higher-level
construal may fit better with the clear background because higher-level construal also facilitates
broad and global processing of information. The matches between cognitive mindset and
construal level produce greater processing fluency and thus greater persuasiveness (Lee and
Aaker 2004).

Findings from three studies, using both lab studies and field experiment, provided support
for our hypotheses that clear video background works better for audience with high construal
level, while blurred video background works better for audience with low construal level. These
findings have important managerial implications for improving the effectiveness of virtual
marketing communications.

Key Contributions
We predict that for consumers with a low construal level, a blurred background may
work better because it facilitates narrow and localized processing of information, which produces
greater processing fluency. On the other hand, for consumers with high construal level, a clear
background may work better because it facilitates broad and global processing of information,
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which produces greater processing fluency. These predictions were tested and supported across a
Facebook field experiment and two laboratory studies.

The current work makes key contributions to both marketing theory and practice. From a
theory perspective, the current research extends construal level theory to the area of visual
communication and shows how blurriness of video background interacts with different construal
levels to influence the effectiveness of virtual communications. From a practical perspective, this
work provides practitioners with a new method to take advantage of existing tools and generate
more favorable consumer outcomes via digital channels, which are becoming increasingly
popular. Our findings suggest that for audience with low construal level, a blurred video
background would be recommended, while for audience with high construal level, marketers
would benefit from using a clear video background.

References are available upon request
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Description: Using a longitudinal analysis of 69 social media firestorm events at Fortune 100
firms, the authors find support for their hypotheses that that firestorm volume, CMO and CCO
presence, and high female representation on the TMT increase the likelihood of firm response.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
A social media firestorm is a brand crisis, “that consist of multiple, publicly observable
consumer articulations about a brand on social media that express strong negative emotions and
spread in a highly dynamic way” (Hansen, Kupfor, and Hennig-Thurau 2018). While brand
crises are not a new concept to the marketing literature, social media firestorms represent a new
type of brand crisis that are made possible by society’s relatively recent transition to a digital
world. Importantly, social media firestorms require the use of new and different techniques for
effective crisis management (e.g., Hewitt, Rand, Rust, and van Heerde 2016; Hansen, Kupfor,
and Hennig-Thurau 2018). Currently, no articles examine what factors influence a firm’s
decision to respond to a growing social media firestorm, and this is important because there is
substantial heterogeneity in firm responses to firestorms. Because properly articulated and timed
responses can dampen firestorms while poor management can actually fuel them (e.g., Kim,
Park, Cha and Jeong 2015), understanding what factors motivate firm response is critical for
executives and investors trying to mitigate the risks firestorms pose for their firms. We
investigate what firestorm-level and TMT-level factors influence the likelihood of a firm’s
response to a social media firestorm.

Method and Data
To conduct this study, we collected data on 96 Fortune 100 firms from January 1 to April
20, 2019 from five main sources: 1) Twitter data from Brandwatch, a proprietary database, 2)
financial data from S&P’s Compustat, 3) top management team data from firms’ annual reports
annual reports (10Ks and proxy statements), 4) media statements from company websites, and 5)
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articles from Factiva and Google news. Our unit of analysis is the social media firestorm event,
and our sample includes hourly Twitter data for 69 firestorms from 44 different Fortune 100
firms. Of those 69 events, 33 resulted in a firm response, which is a response rate of 48%. We
employ a Cox proportional hazards model using the stcox procedure in the Stata statistical
package (Stata 2017). The dependent variable is a hazard rate that indicates the likelihood that a
firm will respond to a social media firestorm.

Summary of Findings
We find support for our hypotheses that that firestorm volume, CMO and CCO presence,
and high female representation on the TMT increase the likelihood of firm response. Firms with
a CMO or CCO present are 9.14 times more likely to respond than firms without one, and firms
with high female representation on the TMT are 4.92 more likely to respond to a firestorm than
firms with low or no female representation. Interestingly, we find that negative sentiment does
not have a direct effect on firm response, but it does moderate the influence of gender on
likelihood of firm response; the greater the negative sentiment, the greater the likelihood that allmale TMTs will respond to a social media firestorm.

Key Contributions
Our manuscript contributes to the literature in four main ways. First, this is the first study
to investigate factors that influence the likelihood of firm response to social media firestorms,
and we demonstrate that three factors—firestorm volume, CMO or CCO presence, and high
female representation—have a direct and positive effect on firm response. We also find a
moderation effect of gender. Second, we add to a growing body of work establishing the impact
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the CMO has on firm outcomes to demonstrate that a CMO or CCO is a valuable asset during a
social media firestorm. Third, we contribute to the growing body of literature examining the
influence female representation on the TMT has on firm strategy across business disciplines to
demonstrate that high female representation on the TMT positively influences an important
outcome within the marketing realm—firms’ likelihood to respond to social media firestorms.
Finally, we are the first study to propose an empirical approach for detecting and scaling social
media firestorms, which can be replicated by future scholars to increase empirical research on
this important and emerging phenomenon.

References are available upon request.
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TO SHARE OR NOT TO SHARE? HOW CULTURE ORIENTATION MODERATES
THE PRIVACY TRADE-OFF OF DIGITAL CONTACT TRACING APPLICATIONS
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Description: This paper explores the privacy trade-off of digital contact tracing applications
through the lens of social exchange theory as well as cultural orientation among young
American consumers.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

RESEARCH QUESTION

Digital contact tracing (DCT) is an app used to mitigate the spread of COVID-19. While the
purpose of DCT application to address public health is commendable, it has been plagued with
doubts amongst American consumers, citing privacy as the primary concern. Scanning QR
codes allow the government to collect aggregated data to facilitate public policy regulations
and laws, thus satisfying the social interest. Yet, simultaneously, it may compromise the
privacy of consumers, especially with how data will be stored and used. Hence, individuals are
presented with a dilemma of pursuing social versus private interest as they deliberate on the
costs and benefits associated with DCT app.
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To achieve a common goal in addressing public health concerns, cooperation and collective
action from the public is required. However, such prosocial behaviour to exchange information
between government and consumers is argued to be dependent on the cultural orientation of
individuals. Whether individuals wish to share their whereabouts for social benefit is
contingent on how they have been culturally conditioned to pursue social or personal interest.
Drawing on social exchange theory (SET), this paper explores how individual cultural
orientations of young American consumers influence their perception of privacy of DCT
applications.

METHOD AND DATA

A survey was conducted at a university in the Southwest United States among young
consumers. We target young consumers as they are the digital natives and are well-versed with
mobile-based applications. As several countries have adopted DCT applications at a national
level with considerable success (e.g., New Zealand, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan), we have
adopted the example of a DCT application from Malaysia, as it offers important informational
features that demonstrate the information-sharing behavior between government and
consumers. Respondents were not only shown how the application worked but were also
presented visuals of the application, showcasing additional features such as daily COVID-19
statistics, hotspot areas, and COVID-19 vaccination information.

A total of 269 usable survey was collected and data was analysed using Smart PLS to run
structural equation modelling (SEM). The measurement model fulfilled the discriminant and
convergent validities. Subsequently, a bootstrap procedure of 5000 samples was conducted in
the structural model.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

While privacy concerns were found to be a prevalent issue, government trust did not have an
effect among young consumers in using DCT application. Reciprocity and reputation were both
found to have a significant effect on intention to use DCT application.

In terms of moderation effect, uncertainty avoidance was found to moderate the relationship
between reciprocity and intention to use the app. Individuals who are characterized to have
high uncertainty avoidance tend to reciprocate more in exchanging information sharing.
However, collectivism as a moderator was found to not be significant for the relationship
between privacy concerns and intention to use DCT app.

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS

Contrary to theoretical expectations of SET whereby trust between two parties form the basis
of social exchange, distrust towards the government was evident amongst young American
consumers. Rather, consumers are willing to share information based on reciprocal exchange.

Based on Hofstede classification indices, Americans are characterized to exhibit low
uncertainty avoidance culture at a national level, which suggests that they can tolerate
ambiguous situation. However, young American consumers exhibited contrasting cultural
orientation for uncertainty avoidance at an individual level. As COVID-19 can potentially
threaten the well-being of individuals, some were willing to give up some of their privacy in
order to receive information, while others chose not to give up their privacy. Hence, the
inconsistency between individual cultural orientation and national culture further espouses the
importance of examining the individual cultural orientation for prosocial behavior.

References are available upon request.
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WHEN PERSONIFICATION TRIGGERS ONLINE CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT:
THE MODERATING ROLE OF HEDONIC MOTIVE

Rong Li, University of the West of Scotland
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Keywords: personification, social media, online consumer engagement, hedonic motive
Description: The objective of this research is to explore the psychological processes underlying
the effect of personification on online consumer engagement and the moderating role of hedonic
motive.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
While abundant work on digital or online consumer engagement has demonstrated that the content
featuring brand personality, emotion, or hedonic value posted by brands on social media leads to
liking, sharing, commenting, or retweeting intentions (Chen et al. 2015; Hughes et al. 2019; Lee
et al. 2018), little research has explored the underlying psychological mechanisms that drive such
engagement and boundary conditions. Further, what specific marketing or advertising strategies
should be adopted to generate emotion-focused or hedonic-value content is underexplored. The
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current research fills these knowledge gaps by addressing the questions of whether personification
affects online consumer engagement, and what drives and enhances such an effect.
Method and Data
We conducted three studies among undergraduate students recruited from a North American
university. Across these three studies, participants viewed different stimuli of brand postings
(personification vs. non-personification) on different social media platforms. Linear regression
was performed to test the main effect of the personification appeal on online consumer engagement.
A serial mediation analysis was performed in PROCESS (Model 6; Hayes 2013) to uncover the
psychological mechanisms and a moderated serial mediation analysis (Model 83; Hayes, 2013)
was conducted to confirm the moderating role of hedonic motive.
Summary of Findings
The findings demonstrate that a personification (vs. non-personification) appeal featured in a brand
posting leads to a higher level of consumer engagement on social media. More importantly, the
underlying mechanisms have been uncovered, such that the brand posting featuring a
personification (vs. non-personification) appeal induces higher perceptions of brand warmth,
which in turn strengthens the need for social belongingness, thus leading to stronger liking
intention (Study 1 and Study 2). Further, the serial mediation effect of the personification appeal
on consumer engagement is enhanced by consumer hedonic motive, such that when consumers
have high (vs. low) hedonic motive to approach social media activities, they perceive the brand
warmer in the condition of the personification (vs. non-personification) appeal and show stronger
need for social belongingness, thus exhibiting their higher liking intention (Study 3).

2
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Key contributions
The current research makes contributions to several streams of literature, such as personification
effects, anthropomorphism, online consumer engagement, and well-being theory. It also offers
practitioners or brand managers guidance on whether the product in a brand posting should be
imbued with human characteristics or featured in a humanlike context. Our findings suggest that
practitioners or marketers adopt personification strategies through verbal cues to trigger perceived
warmth of a brand and consumers’ need for social belongingness, thus increasing their engagement
with the brand.
References are available upon request.
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A GOOD NEIGHTBOR OR A BAD NEIGHBOR?
ON THE PERFORMANCE EFFECT OF COLOCATION in FRANCHISING
Stephen Kim, Iowa State University and Pushpinder Gill, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

For further information, please contact Stephen Kim, Professor of Marketing, Ivy College of
Business, Iowa State University (stevekim@iastate.edu).”
Keywords: franchising, colocation, customer diversity, sister stores, rival stores
Description: The study examines the performance effect of colocation between a franchisee store
and a corporate store on franchisee store performance.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
A vast majority of franchise chains simultaneously deploy corporate stores and franchisee stores (i.e.,
plural form) with a premise that plural form affords better chain performance than a singular form
(e.g., 100% corporate stores) does. However, two questions remain unanswered. First, plural form
has been examined at a chain level, but not at the store level where plural form actually shapes store
performance. Second, the performance effect of plural form has been presumed but rarely proven
through an empirical study. We address these shortcomings in two ways. Drawing on organizational
learning logic, we first theorize on the performance effect of colocation—a manifestation of plural
form at a store level—on franchisee store performance. Then, we contextualize the performance
effect of colocation by theorizing on the moderating effects of a set of conditions surrounding a
franchisee store.

RESEARCH QUESTION
Does collocating a corporate store with a franchisee store improve franchisee store performance?

1
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METHOD AND DATA
We tested our predictions with archival data of eleven pizza chains that account for about 70% of
pizza restaurant sales in the U.S.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Our results show that higher colocation improves franchisee store sales. Furthermore, the positive
performance effect of colocation is dampened with high customer diversity or high rivalry, but it is
enhanced when a franchisee store is surrounded by more sister stores.

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
Our study results offer two theoretical contributions. First, unlike prior studies, we drill down our
analysis to a store level. This micro-level analysis is important because examining plural form at the
store level through the construct of colocation reveals that substantial variations in colocation exist
within a chain, although prior research focused on variations in plural form between chains. Second,
our study presents a realistic view of plural form by showing that the performance effect of
colocation is not linear but it depends on the conditions surrounding a franchisee store. Our results
offer two managerial implications. Our results suggest that a franchisor needs a nuanced approach to
colocating a corporate store with a franchisee store for garnering better franchisee store performance
in two ways. First, a franchisee store facing heterogeneous local customers suffers performance
deterioration rather than enjoying performance enhancement when colocated with a corporate store.
Second, a franchisee store surrounded by more sister stores garners better performance when
colocated with a corporate store.

2
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ARE YOU HELPING YOUR FIRM OR OUR COMMUNITY?: INVESTIGATING THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED FIRM MOTIVATION FOR CSR, “CSR COVID 29 FIT,” AND CONSUMER RE-VISIT INTENTIONS
Xixi Li, Saint Louis University
Ronald G. Christian, Emporia State University
Chuandi Jiang, Emporia State University
For further information, please contact Xixi Li, xixi.li@slu.edu
Keywords: Consumer behavior, Covid-19, global pandemic, collectivism, uncertainty avoidance
Description: This paper investigates how consumers’ perceived motivations for corporate social
responsibility (CSR) influence retail store re-visit intentions under Covid-19 pandemic
conditions.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
This research addresses important questions regarding CSR during a health crisis: (1) how do
consumers perceive the firm’s motivation for CSR initiatives in this crisis context?; (2) how do
consumers evaluate the effectiveness of CSR initiatives for coping with the pandemic?; (3) how
does consumers’ perceived motivation for CSR in this crisis context impact re-visit intentions?;
(4) how does the perceived fit of the CSR initiative with the Covid-19 practices impact shopping
intentions?; (5) how do consumers’ cultural values impact perceived motivation and shopping
intention in this crisis context?
Method and Data
Participants were recruited via Amazon MTurk (n = 100) and a lab session at a Midwest
university in the U.S. (n=297). We deleted 44 “speeders” who completed the survey in less than
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half of the median completion time (Scott, Schumayer and Gray, 2012), leaving us with 353
usable responses. Given the merits and shortcomings of within-subject and between-subject
design (Charness, Gneezy, and Kuhn 2012), a within-subject design was selected for the study to
provide respondents an opportunity to evaluate two distinct approaches to Covid-19 retail policy.
The reason is that the study aims to explore how subjects’ perceptions of different CSR policies
influence their re-visit intentions. Therefore, manipulating consumer perceptions through
different treatments (e.g., between subjects) would not serve this research as well as withinsubject design. The subjects are expected to observe both scenarios and contrast them. All
participants read the information for the policy to cope with Covid-19 implemented by two stores
(Store A with a firm-motivated policy description and Store B with a community-motivated
policy description). To eliminate the potential biases based on price, product assortment, and
product quality, participants were told that both stores offer a great variety of products at
reasonable price levels.
Summary of Findings
Firm-motivated policy explains a smaller amount of the variance (F(1, 703) = 4.54, p < .05, R2
= .01, R2Adjusted = .01) than community-motivated policy (F(1, 703) = 288.43, p < .000, R2 = .50,
R2Adjusted = .24) in re-visit intention. We found a significant indirect effect from perceived
motivation to re-visit intention through perceived fit (a × b = .15, p < .000), [95%: 0.47, 0.60]. The
direct effect of perceived motivation on re-visit intention was significant (c` = .08, p < .000), [95%:
0.04, 0.13]. We tested the moderating role of individual collectivism (R2 = .54, p < .000). The
indirect path coefficient of perceived motivation on re-visit intention through perceived fit was
significant (effect = - .02, P < .000), [95%: -0.03, -0.09]. The direct effect of perceived motivation
on re-visit intention was also significant(effect = .08, p < .000), [95%: 0.04, 0.13]. Uncertainty
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avoidance negatively moderates the effect of perceived motivation on perceived fit (R2 = .37, p <
.000). The indirect path coefficient of perceived motivation on re-visit intention through perceived
fit was significant (effect = - .07, P < .000), [95%: -0.94, -0.03]. The direct effect of perceived
motivation on re-visit intention was also significant (effect = .08, p < .000), [95%: 0.04, 0.13].
Key Contributions
Our paper contributes to the CSR literature for the following reasons. First, this research has
demonstrated more insights into the Theory of Reasoned Action through the relationship between
CSR activities and consumers’ shopping intentions during a pandemic situation (Dodd and Supa
2011). We investigated how consumers perceive the motivations of CSR policies adopted to cope
with Covid-19 in the retail context and demonstrated that perceived CSR-Covid 19 fit partially
mediates the impact of perceived motivation on consumers’ re-visit intention. Second, we suggest
a new construct of “perceived CSR policy-Covid 19 fit” to measure how consumers perceive the
relevance and contributions of the CSR efforts to cope with the social health crisis. By doing so,
we extend knowledge of CSR by adding a new term of targeting social health crises to expand
firms’ consumer groups and existing markets and, more importantly, to improve firms’
reputations. Additionally, we explored the moderation effects of cultural values (uncertainty
avoidance, collectivism) on the relationship between perceived motivation and consumer revisit intention in a pandemic context. The results support the importance of the consumer’s value
orientations in determining their appreciation of CSR initiatives adopted by retail stores
(Basil and Weber 2006; Siltaoja 2006).
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ATTRIBUTION OF SERVICE FAILURES ON ONLINE RETAIL-BASED
MULTISIDED PLATFORMS
Khadija Ali Vakeel (DePaul University)
K. Sivakumar (Lehigh University)

Contact Information: For further information, please contact K. Sivakumar, Arthur Tauck
Chair and Professor of Marketing, Lehigh University (kasg@lehigh.edu).
Keywords: Online retail, Multisided platforms, Literature review, Service failures, Attribution
Description: This research examines the attribution of service failures on multi-side platforms
such as Amazon and Airbnb.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Our paper examines customer attribution of failures to MSPs, an important topic in a platformbased economy. Our study explores MSPs’ relationship with various stakeholders and shows the
conditions under which consumers are likely to attribute the service failure to the MSP.
Summary of Findings
The authors develop a conceptual framework to describe customer attribution of service failures
to MSPs. In particular, they explore how MSPs’ interface with service providers, customers, and
the environment influence customer attribution of failures to the MSP. Furthermore, they show
that the type of failure, failure timing, and failure severity function as boundary conditions of
such customer attribution. Two sample propositions are given below to provide the reader a
sense of the conclusions.
P1:

Customer attribution of service failure to MSP is higher in centralized governance than in
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diffused governance.
P2:

Failure type moderates the effect of governance structure on failure attribution to the
MSP. The increased attribution in centralized (vs. diffused) governance is higher for
process failure than outcome failure.

Key Contributions
Our paper comprehensively examines customer attribution of failures to MSPs, an important topic
in a platform-based economy. Our study explores MSPs’ relationship with various stakeholders
and shows the conditions under which consumers are likely to attribute the service failure to the
MSP. Thus, we extend the examination of relationship factors in the service failure literature.
Second, we integrate different failure characteristics as boundary conditions to show their effects
on customer attribution to the MSP, a relatively under-researched area. Thus, our study provides a
contextualized assessment of failure attribution to MSPs. Unlike previous studies on MSPs with a
narrow focus on service failure, our approach recommends nuanced areas of research that could
help platform managers formulate novel strategies. Third, studies have ignored the impact of
MSPs' environment, whereas our study offers insights into managing MSPs under uncertainty.
These insights will be valuable in the changing environment caused by the coronavirus pandemic
and its aftermath. In summary, our research highlights MSP topics that need timely attention. It
contributes to advancing multiple research domains, including platforms and service failures using
the lens of attribution theory, and their intersection, all of which are critical components of the
emerging business landscape.
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CAN SUSTAINABILITY ACCOMPANY EXTRAORDINARINESS? THE CASE OF CROSSCULTURAL LUXURY DINING

Ms Chau Minh Nguyen, HEC Montréal

Dr Michael Hair, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

Dr Adnan Zahid, LUMS

Contact: For further information, please contact Ms. Chau Minh Nguyen, PhD Candidate in
Marketing, HEC Montréal (chau-minh.nguyen@hec.ca).

Keywords: sustainability, luxury dining, extraordinary experience, ethical consumption.

Description: This paper investigates boundary conditions for the failure or success of
sustainability in luxury dining.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research question
Luxury consumers tend to consider ethics significantly less than commodity consumers,
due to the price-quality differences, lack of information, lack of availability and the irregularity
of purchase (Davies et al. 2012). Luxury consumption is also associated with personal pleasure,
while sustainability is linked to moderate consumption (Naderi and Strutton 2015; Athwal et al.
2019). On the other hand, literature also found evidence of the links between sustainability and a
better consumer experience. In a non-luxury context, “green” (or environmentally conscious)
purchases increase consumer enjoyment by making these consumers feel valued in society
(Tezer et al. 2019).
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The pinnacle of a hedonic experience, often referred to as “extraordinariness”, describes
intense enjoyment, spontaneous and deviating from the routine (Arnould and Price 1993).
Research in dining settings indicates that an extraordinary meal should be memorable, personal,
surprising, highly satisfying, and emotionally intense (Hanefors and Mossberg 2003). However,
consumers’ expectations of fine dining could vary from one country to another. Could the
absence or presence of extraordinary experience influence consumers’ evaluation of sustainable
luxury dining?
Methodology
Our first study was a scenario-based experiment in Lahore, Pakistan on 248 students and
alumni, with questions on a famous local restaurant, PF Chang’s. We used a 3 (purchase
purpose: buying for oneself vs. treating another person to meal vs. being invited to a meal) x 2
(sustainability-related information: present vs. absent) between-subject design.
To measure participants’ attitude toward the brand following different scenarios, we used
eight scale items as developed by Foroudi (2019). The likelihood to buy or to accept the
invitation is a single variable with values ranging from 1 (very unlikely) to 7 (very likely). We
measured decision satisfaction with three scale items developed by Prentice and Loureiro (2018):
being happy with, satisfaction with and having a good experience with the decision.
In the second study, we assessed possible relationships between the commitment to
sustainability of Michelin-three-star restaurants in seven countries and the evaluations of their
consumers, using 4,651 ratings posted on Google Maps from January to August of 2021, merged
with data on the relevant restaurants from Michelin’s website. We controlled for price, comfort,
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whether a restaurant offers take outs, the interaction between take outs and comfort, and the
country and the month effects.
Summary of findings
In the first study, we found a positive conditional indirect effect of sustainability on
dining likelihood via attitude, but only for those who invited someone else. However, for the
customers buying for themselves or being invited, the indirect effect was not significant. In
addition, the direct effect of sustainability on dining likelihood was significant and negative, and
greater than the indirect effect.
On the other hand, the results of the second study indicated a significant and positive
association between commitment to sustainability and consumers’ ratings. The association for
comfort was also positive and significant. In addition, content analysis of over 2,000 reviews
indicated how sustainability became a part of the extraordinary experience in consumers’
interactions with the setting (e.g., an old, renovated mill being the dining venue), the foods (e.g.,
the freshness and approachability of home-grown vegetables, or the chef’s creativity in using
local ingredients for foreign dishes), and the local culture.
Statement of key contributions
Our work expounds on sustainable luxury theory in several ways. First, we identified
boundary conditions for the failure and success of sustainability in luxury dining. When the
experience is evaluated in functional and financial terms, sustainability lowers its desirability; on
the other hand, in the context of an extraordinary experience, it has the potential to enhance the
experience.
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Second, we contribute to the gift-giving literature by studying this in a service (rather
than tangible goods) context, comparing three scenarios: buying for oneself, buying for someone
else and being the gift-receiver. We found that those who invited someone to a luxury meal had a
more positive attitude toward sustainability than the others, which drove up the dining
likelihood; however, this effect was negated by the direct negative relationship between
sustainability and dining likelihood.
Third, for managerial recommendations, we suggest that to ensure a successful
sustainability-themed extraordinary experience, managers need to turn sustainability into
memorable highlights of the experience.
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Consumer Experiences with Artificial Intelligence (AI) Services: Role of Customization
This research examined underlying mechanisms in more in-depth and from a different
perspective (e.g., negative impacts of social cues, serial mediating mechanisms) regarding the
effects of AI services on consumer patronage intention. The results of the U.S. consumers
confirmed that the differing impact of AI services occur through functional competence and
perceived customization (i.e., serial mediation), which advances our understanding of consumer
responses to two popular AI services (i.e., chatbot and AR). Furthermore, there were negative,
moderating roles of socialness perceptions of AI-services such that the impact of AI services on
perceived customization was lower for greater socialness perceived about the focal AI service.
The findings challenge previous findings on the positive impacts of social cues by showing that
socialness perceptions can yield negative impacts on consumers’ evaluations of AI services when
the evaluations focus on customization. In this respect, the current study expands the AI and
consumer experiences.
The findings of this study also provide important managerial implications. Although AR
and chatbot are expected to contribute to consumer experiences, in practice some limitations
exist such as the lack of firms’ capabilities of leveraging such technology, or some uncertainty
about actual effectiveness. The findings of this study suggest that AI services such as AR and
chatbot do contribute consumer patronage intention, but managers also need to carefully consider
and design the human-likeness/social cues of the AI services with emphasis on customization.
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CONSUMER RESPONSES TO PHOTOREALISTIC AVATARS: MODERATED
MEDIATION EFFECTS OF SOCIAL PRESENCE AND PRODUCT FAMILIARITY
Yuri Martirosyan, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
Xiaojing Sheng, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
Reto Felix, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
For further information, please contact Yuri Martirosyan, Ph.D. student, The University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley (yuri.martirosyan01@utrgv.edu).
Keywords: Photorealistic avatar; Social presence; Product familiarity; Autonomy; Online store
Description: The current study examines how consumers respond to a photorealistic avatar that
portrays a salesperson on an online shopping website.
Extended Abstract
Different platforms and technologies provide opportunities to generate photorealistic avatars, i.e.,
graphic representations controlled by humans or algorithms, which can be used in e-commerce
and similar applications. However, marketing studies have mostly explored how consumers react
toward cartoon-looking avatars. To fill this gap in the literature, the current research examines
consumer responses to photorealistic avatars within an online shopping context. Through an
experiment in which study participants interact with a photorealistic avatar equipped with textto-speech function, our study shows that perceived social presence induced by the inclusion of a
photorealistic avatar on an online shopping website positively and fully mediates the effect of
perceived photorealism of the avatar on consumer attitude toward the website. Moreover,
employing product familiarity as a moderator, we provide evidence that the mediation effect of
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social presence on the relationship between avatar photorealism and attitude toward the website
becomes weaker when consumers indicate greater product familiarity.Research Question
Our study aims to answer the following research questions: RQ1: Does perceived photorealism
of an anthropomorphized avatar on a shopping website enhance consumer perceptions and
attitudes toward the website? RQ2: If yes, then what is the mechanism that drives the positive
effect of avatar’s photorealism? RQ3: Is there a boundary condition for the positive effect of
avatar’s photorealism?
Method and Data
To simulate consumers’ online shopping experiences, we created a fictious website using
Wix.com. The website consisted of a homepage and a product page. We used Sitepal.com to
develop a female-looking avatar and a male-looking avatar. The avatar appeared on both the
homepage and the product page. On the homepage, upon clicking the “Play” button, the avatar
could be heard introducing him/herself and the online store. On the product page, the avatar
explained the product features.
One hundred MTurk workers participated in the study for monetary compensation. Twenty-nine
respondents failed attention checks and were excluded, leaving a total of 71 valid responses for
the analysis (female = 30). We first ran a one-way ANOVA to examine if the female-looking
avatar and the male-looking avatar differentially affected perceived avatar photorealism, social
presence, attitude toward the website, and avatar attractiveness. The results showed no
statistically significant difference between the two avatars in terms of perceived avatar
photorealism (F = 1.078, p = 0.303), social presence (F = 0.022, p = 0.884), attitude toward the
website (F = 0.45, p = 0.505), and avatar attractiveness (F = 0.002, p = 0.961). Therefore, we
pooled the data and tested the hypotheses using PROCESS (Hayes 2021).
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Summary of Findings
Our study showed that the main effect of perceived avatar photorealism on attitude toward the
website was positive and significant (b = 0.691, SE = 0.259, p = 0.009, CI [0.176, 1.207]). The
indirect effect of perceived avatar photorealism on attitude toward the website through social
presence was also positive and significant (b = 0.609, SE = 0.184, CI [0.258, 0.985]). Because
the direct effect was not significant (b = 0.082, SE = 0.202, p = 0.685, CI [-0.321, 0.486]), we
concluded that social presence positively and fully mediated the effect of perceived avatar
photorealism on attitude toward the website. Examining each individual path in the mediation
model, the results revealed that avatar photorealism had a positive effect on social presence (b =
1.603, SE = 0.474, p = 0.001), and social presence enhanced attitude toward the website (b =
0.380, SE = 0.048, p < 0.001). The results showed that product familiarity negatively moderated
the effect of social presence on attitude toward the website (b = -0.051, SE = 0.023, p = 0.031).
The results also revealed a moderated mediation effect such that the indirect positive effect of
avatar photorealism on attitude toward the website through the mediating effect of social
presence became weaker when consumers indicated greater product familiarity. The index of
moderated mediation was significant (b = -0.081; SE = 0.043, CI [-0.181, -0.014]).
Key Contributions
The extant literature has provided important insights highlighting the positive influence that
avatars can convey to consumers, while practitioners have eagerly adopted avatars in different
practical contexts, including Internet commerce. However, prior marketing studies have
predominantly focused on cartoon-looking avatars which lack realism. In contrast, technology
companies continue to develop and roll out platforms that enable creating, animating, and
embedding humanlike and realistic (i.e., photorealistic) avatars in different contexts. This
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discrepancy between existing studies and newly introduced technologies generates an important
knowledge gap. Our findings suggest that the adoption of new avatar technologies should be
exercised with caution as there are boundary conditions for the positive effects associated with
photorealistic avatars. Our study contributes to the understanding of consumer reactions toward
photorealistic avatars within an online shopping context. Specifically, our study demonstrates
that product familiarity can undermine the positive effect of social presence on attitude toward
the website when a photorealistic avatar is present on the website. We suggest that evaluation
apprehension and interference with consumers' autonomy may be the underlining mechanism for
this negative effect. Future research is needed to empirically examine this mechanism.
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HOW CUSTOMERS REACT TO TOUCH TYPES AND ASSISTANCE OFFERED BY
HUMANOID SERVICE ROBOTS IN RETAIL STORES
Veronika Quast, MSB Muenster School of Business, Germany
Carmen-Maria Albrecht, MSB Muenster School of Business, Germany
Auke Hunneman, BI Norwegian Business School, Norway
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Carmen-Maria Albrecht, Professor
of Marketing, MSB Muenster School of Business, carmen-maria.albrecht@fh-muenster.de
Keywords: customer-robot interaction, touch types, assistance, humanoid service robot
Description: This paper investigates if and how different types of robot-initiated touch and
assistance provided by the service robot to the customer influence customers’ trust in the robot.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
There is only little research on the impact of sensory information on consumer behavior during
the interaction with a service robot (Biswas 2019). The modality of touch has mostly been
overlooked in research on human-robot-interaction (Hayashi et al. 2022; Law et al. 2021;
Willemse et al. 2017) despite its crucial role for human-robot bonding and communication
(Andreasson et al. 2018). Interaction can take place through touch, in that not only customers
touch robots but also robots touch customers (Law et al. 2021). Trust has been considered one of
core responses when studying robots in socials contexts (Law et al. 2021). Different types of
touch might have different meanings for individuals and are thus evaluated differently by the
customer. Moreover, robots, in general, might take over tasks during a human-robot-interaction
(De Gauquier et al. 2020). For instance, they might provide customers with information, guide
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them through the store, point them to the location of specific products and recommend products
(Barnett et al. 2014). Thus, we investigate if and how different types of robot-initiated touch and
assistance provided by the service robot to the customer influence customers’ trust in the robot.

Method and Data
We employed a 3 (robot-initiated touch type: hug, handshake, no touch/waving) x 2 (assistance
from the robot: yes, no) between-subjects factorial design where participants were randomly
assigned to one of the six scenarios. A usable sample of 245 consumers (mean age = 28.38 years;
31% male) was recruited to take part in the study. Each participant received a scenario and a
questionnaire. The scenario described a shopping situation and participants were asked to put
themselves into the described situation. The humanoid robot Pepper developed by Softbank
Robotics was chosen to portray the service robot in the present study (SoftBank Robotics 2020).
To test our hypotheses, we conducted an ANCOVA with trust in the robot as the dependent
variable and the manipulations of touch types and assistance together with their interaction as
independent variables. Based on prior research, we included gender (Stier and Hall 1984) and
technology readiness (Parasuraman 2000) as covariates. We further tested whether the effect of
touch type on trust was mediated by perceived interaction comfort. Mediation was performed
according to Hayes (2013).

Summary of Findings
Results indicate that touch types that violate social norms and/or a customer’s expectation as to
what is appropriate in the shopping context leads to a decrease in trust in a robot, which can be
explained with the amount of (dis-)comfort felt. Moreover, participants trust the robot more,
when the robot provides shopping assistance compared to no assistance. Further, we show that
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providing assistance to the customer by the robot may change the effect of different touch types
on trust in the robot.

Key Contributions
First, it is essential for service providers and retailers to understand how customers would react to
being touched by a service robot and how and why they would react to different touch types.
Different types of touch might have different meanings for individuals and are thus evaluated
differently by the customer. We provide evidence of the associated underlying process. Second,
robots might take over certain tasks during a human-robot-interaction (De Gauquier et al. 2020)
and thus offer assistance to the customers. This might lead to different evaluations as well. Third,
we examine if different combinations of touch types and assistance may affect customer
evaluations differently. Our findings are of importance to retailers and other service providers
that want to know how robot-initiated touch and assistance can enhance customer interactions at
the point of sale.
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HOW OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY AFFECTS HOSPITAL PERFORMANCE? ROLE
OF ENVIRONMENTAL TURBULENCE

Hardeep Chahal*, University of Jammu, India; Mahesh Gupta, University of Louisville,US; Madhu Bala,
GDC, Kishtwar, India and T.C.E Chang, The Hong-King Polytechnic University, HongKong.

For further information, please contact Hardeep Chahal, University of Jammu, India;
drhardeepchahal@gmail.com
Keywords: operational capability; environmental turbulence; performance; hierarchical
regression analysis, hospital industry
Description: How operational capability strategies affect hospital performance in the presence of
environment turbulence.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
RESEARCH QUESTION: In the era of rapid change and uncertainty, sustaining competitive
advantage is a major challenge. An organization is said to have competitive advantage over its
competitors if it performs its operations more effectively and efficiently than its competitors
(Collis, 1994). So firms should strengthen their operational capabilities in terms of cost, quality,
delivery, and flexibility to have an edge over their competitors. At the same time, operations
managers are increasingly aware of environment uncertainty in the turbulent market. From the
operations perspective, uncertainties are likely to develop new business models, and opportunities
to sharpen operational capability and explore new approaches to enhance competitiveness. To
achieve this goal, an organization must know how to continually build integrative capabilities and
sustain existing capabilities. With similar resources, capability enables an organization to perform
activities more effectively than competitors (Collis, 1994). However, many organizations fail
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when they are unable to adapt to the changing environment and maintain their competitive
positions (Endres, 2017). In this context, we try to find out how operational capability strategies
namely cost, quality, delivery and flexibility affect hospital performance in the presence of
environment turbulence?
METHOD AND DATA: We randomly selected and contacted 800 health care facilities from a
list of 1,500 health care facilities provided by the American Health Association, using Dillman’s
(2011) Total Design Method. The initial mailing included a cover letter encompassing the study
objectives, with an enclosed unmarked questionnaire and a business reply envelope. The second
mailing consisted of a reminder post card, which requested the respondent to complete and return
the questionnaire if they had not already done so. Third mailing consisted of the of questionnaire,
along with the cover letter and a return envelope. These efforts resulted in replies from 170
organizations, with effective replies and filled up responses from 152 organizations. These usable
questionnaires represent a 20% response rate, which is considered adequate for studies where
senior executives are respondents and is similar to previous studies (e.g., Gupta and Lonial, 1998).
By employing the recommended extrapolation technique (Armstrong and Overton, 1977), we
tested the non-response bias and did not find any issue. Among the respondents, 81.3% are CEO,
COO, Chief of Planning, or staff; 76.3% hold post-graduate degrees; 49.9% have experience of
more than 15 years in a senior management capacity in the health care industry while 82.6% have
total experience of more than 21 years at the different levels in the health care industry. We employ
hierarchical regression analysis to explore the interactive relationships.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS:
The study results ascertain the different impacts of OC on performance in non-moderating and
moderating settings. The findings highlight the combinatorial nature of environmental turbulence
and operational capability and their effects on performance. We find that flexibility and quality
have positive impact on financial and non-financial performance, respectively, in a non-turbulent
environment, while environment turbulence moderates the operational capability-performance
link. We also confirm that the nature of ET affects the OC-HP link. We find that efficiency in the
presence of technology and competition turbulences, and flexibility in the presence of market
turbulence, have positive impacts on non-financial performance, while delivery in the presence of
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market turbulence has a significant impact on financial performance. Specifically, market
turbulence interacts with flexibility and efficiency, while technology turbulence interacts with
flexibility and delivery to affect hospital performance.
KEY CONTRIBUTIONS: This paper makes three contributions to the literature. First, to the
best of our knowledge, the impact of OC on hospital performance (HP) has not yet been addressed.
Most of the related studies are conducted in the manufacturing sector and there is little research on
OC and its impact on performance in the service industry. Second, the effects of OC on
performance in the literature are mixed (Schroeder et al., 2011). Studies that explore and confirm
the impact of OC in terms of quality, cost, flexibility, and delivery on performance in general, and
hospital performance in particular, are very much needed in the OM literature. Hence, our study
provides a better understanding of how the four elements of OC, namely quality, cost, flexibility,
and delivery, affect HP in a turbulent environment. Third, while the OC-organizational
performance link has been confirmed, research on the moderating role of environment turbulence
(ET) in the relationship is missing. Our study identifies the interactive relationship between
environment turbulence and operational capability strategies, and their impact on hospital
performance. The combinatorial nature of operational capabilities i.e. flexibility and quality in
non-turbulent and flexibility, efficiency and delivery in turbulent environment can help the hospital
mangers in enhancing hospital performance.

NOTE: References are available upon request.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Are there positive linkages between a university’s healthcare system and its fundraising efforts?
After controlling for other relevant factors such as wealth, alumni status, and zip code, do health
system services received make an individual more prone to give money to the university? If so,
do the frequency and type of patient visits affect giving outcomes? Does it further matter
whether the individual is an existing university donor or not?

Method and Data
In Study 1, we use a proprietary dataset from a major Research One (R1) University health
system that provides matched donation transaction, donor characteristic, patient visit, and patient
experience survey data at the individual level. The focus of Study 1 is to examine whether
patient visits and experiences are associated with donor acquisition. The dataset covers donations
from 2009 to 2018 and includes 5,290,046 observations across 870,223 patients. The sample for
Study 2 is generated through a cohort analysis in which we retain all donors who made their first
donation to the university during 2009. The repeat donation behavior is then studied at an annual
level from 2010-2018. The resulting data set is a fully balanced panel of 7,319 donors (i) across
9 years (t), for a total of 65,871 observations.

Summary of Findings
We empirically demonstrate what aspects of patient experiences are most predictive of donation
behavior. Notably, while frequency of outpatient visits positively predicts both new donor
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acquisition and size of repeat donations, the number of in-patient and emergency visits have a
negative impact on new donor acquisition and no effect on donation size. The mere completion
of a patient satisfaction survey is positively associated with donation behavior, with even greater
benefits to the hospital among those who were particularly satisfied with their visit(s).

Key Contributions
Leveraging a comprehensive dataset on patient experiences and donation behaviors for a tier one
medical research university, we find linkages between patient visits and donation behavior. We
argue that the observed patterns of donor behavior indicate the quality of relationship developed
between the institution and the individual through the healthcare system plays a vital role in
building institutional affinity that leads to donations made. Whereas industry practitioners have
frequently focused on large healthcare events (i.e., a surgery/major procedure) as a key motivator
for a patient to give money, we find instead that slowly built relationships are more likely to
translate to donations. Our empirical investigation managed to show these linkages across two
key strategic variables: new donor acquisition and donations made by the existing pool of
donors. We also observe that engaged patients (as identified by response rates to patient
satisfaction surveys) are particularly likely to make donations. These patients respond to survey
questionnaires about the patient experience and tend to rate the experience as strong. Thus,
customer satisfaction generated in the hospital setting can translate to giving to the same
organization. Our findings indicate that hospital systems and other nonprofit organizations
should carefully manage customer relationships accordingly.
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Description: This paper takes a neuroscientific approach to better understand consumer’s
fairness perceptions of dynamic prices.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Dynamic pricing is defined as “a strategy in which prices vary over time, consumers,
and/or circumstances” (Haws and Bearden 2006). The practice is used by gas stations, airlines,
and electricity providers who often update their prices multiple times per day based on factors
such as supply, demand, and user characteristics (Seele et al. 2021). This contrasts with
traditional pricing strategies where prices are set once and then stay in place for an extended
period of time. Previous research on dynamic pricing has investigated its effect on consumer
trust, brand switching behavior, and conspicuous consumption (Chen and Pearcy 2010;
Garbarino and Lee 2003; Rao and Schaefer 2013). However, to the best knowledge of the

1
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authors, the vast majority of previous consumer behavior studies on dynamic pricing are either of
theoretical nature or based on survey research. As such, this project applies a neuroscientific
approach to investigate consumers’ price fairness perceptions when exposed to various dynamic
pricing models. In particular, eye tracking is used to identify where consumers are looking and
facial expressions to interpret consumer emotional reactions while evaluation different dynamic
pricing models. Through a combination of sensors that capture participants’ eye movement and
facial expressions, this study will add to the literature on price fairness perceptions in a dynamic
pricing context beyond what can be learned through more traditional research methods.

Method And Data
Our study will take a within-subject experimental design approach where each participant
is shown several vignettes that are presented in a randomized order. Participants will be told that
they are planning a multi-day trip to a popular holiday destination. Their task will be to look at
several fictitious booking websites to find a suitable hotel room. Each booking website will
differ slightly in how it displays and communicates hotel room prices. The historic price
development of the hotel will be visualized through a price graph with time on the x-axis and
price level on the y-axis. During the survey, video data of participants’ faces will be captured
with a Logitech C270 HD webcam and analyzed using iMotions 9.3 to learn more about their
emotional responses to the various vignettes. Simultaneously, we will collect eye-tracking data
using a Tobii Pro X3-120 sensor bar to measure how much attention participants paid to the
different elements on the fictitious booking website (Totzek and Jurgensen 2021). These data
may also be used as manipulation and attention checks.
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Summary of Findings
Dynamic pricing is a strategy where firms make frequent price adjustments based on realtime information. For example, airlines and hotels frequently adjust their asking prices based on
current and expected demand so that their fixed resources are utilized as efficiently as possible.
However, what pricing managers deem optimal can sometimes be contrary to consumer
preferences. Specifically, frequent price changes can make it challenging for consumers to easily
compare prices as an affordable option may suddenly turn into a more expensive option and vice
versa. While previous research in this area is limited to theoretical or survey-based research, this
current research contributes to the existing literature by incorporating a neuroscientific approach
to study consumer’s perceptions of dynamic pricing. Specifically, we conduct an experiment to
measure how the direction of a price change, the recency of a price change, and the availability
of an explanation for a price change can affect price fairness perception. Neuroscientific
methods, including eye tracking and facial expression analysis are applied, to learn more about
consumers’ underlying perceptions of and feelings about dynamic pricing techniques. Our
unique study approach contributes theoretically, managerially, and methodologically to the
conversation around dynamic pricing.

Statement of Key Contributions
This research makes significant theoretical, methodological, as well as managerial
contributions.
First, we contribute to the theoretical discussion on how price fairness perceptions affect
consumers’ emotional responses to dynamic pricing practices. Specifically, to the authors’
knowledge, this will be the first study to explicitly investigate how the direction of a price

3
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change, the recency of a price change, and the availability of an explanation for a price change
affect consumers’ fairness perceptions of this increasingly common pricing strategy.
Second, we contribute methodologically by using neuroscientific tools that allow today’s
researchers to collect data that hitherto have not been available. The use of neuroscientific tools
in studying consumer behavior has been found to be effective in improving our understanding of
cognitive, neuronal, and emotional mechanisms related to marketing-relevant behavior as these
technologies allow researchers to collect data that hitherto have not been easily accessible
(Alvino et al. 2020).
Third, the findings from this study have significant managerial implications as this
research will take an experimental approach in studying dynamic pricing strategy and how it
affects consumers’ price perceptions. Findings from this research will be beneficial to firms who
are seeking to implement effective dynamic pricing strategies.

References are available upon request.
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Description: This paper argues and finds evidence that Venmo users’ payment behavior differs
depending on the source of their account balance.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Financial habits in society are changing and consumers increasingly bank on-the-go. 85%
of millennials in the United States have used mobile banking services and they now transfer
more money via the mobile payment app Venmo than they withdraw from ATMs (Rogers, 2018;
The Economist, 2019). Venmo started as a service for consumers to pay or reimburse each other
for everything from movie tickets to rent payments. Since then, it has evolved and allows its
users to use their accumulated funds to directly pay retailers. In 2019, 50 million US consumers
have used Venmo to transfer around US$100bn. In light of the high stakes and significant growth
potential over the coming years and decades, it is surprising that Venmo has as of yet received
1
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relatively little attention from marketing researchers. Specifically, there is a dearth of research
regarding how people utilize this service and, more importantly, how it influences people’s
payment behavior. Building on the literatures around the theory of mental accounting and pain of
paying, we seek to provide answers to the following question: “How does the source of
someone’s Venmo balance impact their spending behavior?”.

Method And Data
We restrict our sample to millennial consumers, aged 18 to 34, who are based in the
United States. We do this as consumers in this age group are the most likely to adopt new
payment technology and, as of early 2022, Venmo is only available to American consumers.
Data were collected in May 2021 through the CloudResearch MTurk Toolkit (Litman, Robinson,
& Abberbock, 2017). The questionnaire was administered to 481 participants of which one was
excluded as they indicated that they were older than 34 years.
We conduct a one-way MANOVA with source of Venmo funds as the independent
variable and willingness to pay and pain of paying as the dependent variables. For both variables,
we calculate and use the average values of the three scenarios. The results indicate that there is a
statistically significant difference for both variables as a function of the payment method. Taking
a closer look at the two dependent variables, we can see that the payment method has a
statistically significant effect on both willingness to pay and pain of paying.
Additional mediation analyses with PROCESS in SPSS were conducted, though not
reported in detail due to space constraints.
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Summary of Findings
In this study, we took a closer look at differences in payment behavior as a function of
the source of someone’s Venmo balance. Our MANOVA and PROCESS analyses produce
several findings.
First, and most importantly, we find general support for our predicted order where
willingness to pay is highest and pain of paying is lowest for Venmo funds that were previously
received from friends, followed by Venmo funds that were previously added from one’s own
bank account, followed by Venmo funds that were added from one’s own bank account just
before the purchase. The only difference that is not statistically significant is that between
willingness to pay for Venmo funds that were previously added from one’s own bank account
and Venmo funds that were added from one’s own bank account just before the purchase.
Second, we also find that the relationship between source of Venmo funds and
willingness to pay is fully mediated by pain of paying.
In summary, we find that the source of Venmo funds does have a significant impact on
payer’s willingness to pay where pain of paying acts as a mediator between the two.

Statement of Key Contributions
In this work, we draw from and make contributions to the literatures on mobile payments,
Venmo, pain of paying, and the theory of mental accounting. We demonstrate that not all Venmo
payments should be treated the same. Specifically, the source of someone’s Venmo account
balance is an important factor that has a significant effect on payment behavior. Willingness to

3
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pay and pain of paying within Venmo may vary widely depending on whether someone is using
funds received from friends or funds that were just transferred from the user’s personal bank
account.
We also show that pain of paying plays an important role as a mediating variable between
source of Venmo funds and willingness to pay. This mediating role of pain of paying has been
identified in previous payments research (Boden, Maier, & Wilken, 2020) and we are able to
extend it to the field of Venmo payments.

References are available upon request.
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Description: Across two studies, this research investigates the reaction of customers with
different political ideologies (PI) when they interact with new technologies at the frontline of
retail or service firms.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Previous research has examined customers' evaluations of technologies in service
environments and the consumer characteristics that shape these evaluations (Dabholkar, 1996;
Huang & Rust, 2017; Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000; Singh, Brady, Arnold, &
Brown, 2017).
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There is still a need to identify consumers' level of comfort with these types of service
experiences. Identifying these segments is critical for managers when making decisions about
introducing new technologies to their stores. Also, government service providers should be
aware of citizens' reactions to new technologies to optimize their tech investment and service
quality in their frontline.
We address this gap by positing that Political Ideology (PI) plays a role in shaping
consumers' preferences for Service Interaction Types (SIT; Human vs. Tech). The importance of
PI in marketing has been shown in the literature; for example, its effect on complaining behavior
(Jung, Garbarino, Briley, & Wynhausen, 2017), brand attachment (Chan & Ilicic, 2019). We are
contributing to the growing literature on political ideology in Marketing and in service/retail
contexts specifically (Jung & V. Mittal, 2020)
We predict that more conservative consumers will more likely choose a human as
opposed to a technology-based SIT as compared to liberal consumers, who will instead be more
inclined to use new kinds of innovative technologies. Because conservatives tend to prefer the
status quo over uncertainty, whereas liberals are more open to change and uncertainty.
Grove, Remy, and Zeigler (1974) defined Political Ideology (PI) as "a person's beliefs
about the underlying goals and ideals of a political system." The differences between political
ideologies are reflected in various personality traits, values, moralities, and cognitive processing
styles, which influence behavior (Carney, Jost, Gosling, & Potter, 2008). Liberals are shown to
be higher in openness and cognitive flexibility, whereas conservatives prefer order, structure,
closure, and decisiveness (Carney et al., 2008). Compared to liberals, conservatives are less
comfortable with ambiguity and more strongly adhere to traditions (Jung & V. Mittal, 2020).
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Schwartz et al. (2012) theory of basic values similarly reflects these differences. This
model finds that ten basic values emerge across cultures which can be organized into higherorder values along two dimensions. Openness to change, and conservation. Also, the uncertaintythreat model asserts that psychological needs to reduce uncertainty are higher amongst
conservatives as opposed to liberals, who are drawn more to change, novelty, and new
experiences (Jost et al., 2007).
The abovementioned differences suggest that liberals and conservatives will differ in
Intention to Use (IU) for different Service Interaction Types (SITs; human vs. tech). Liberals are
higher in openness to change (Carney et al., 2008), suggesting that they are more comfortable
with out-of-ordinary situations. Overall, these personality characteristics and cognitive
processing styles reflect a level of comfort with uncertainty (Jost et al., 2007) that ought to
increase one's interest and comfort with using new technologies.
Conservatives are more likely to feel anxiety and threat when facing uncertain situations
(Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003). New technologies in service and retail
environments disrupt well-rehearsed scripts for navigating traditional service environments,
introducing uncertainty and ambiguity. This suggests that conservatives (vs. liberals) will show a
weaker Intention to Use toward technology-based over human Service Interaction Types.
Moreover, given that Uncertainty Toward Service (UTS) should be highest when the
service provider is low in familiarity, we also predicted that Service Interaction Type familiarity
would moderate the effect of Political Ideology on Intention to Use. We predicted that when the
level of familiarity is high (low), the effect of Political Ideology on Intention to Use is weakened
(strengthened). That is, when SITs are more familiar, there should be less concern about
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uncertainty among conservatives. The lack of novelty may also make an SIT less attractive to
liberals.
Research Question
"What happens if we introduce new technologies on our frontlines?" is a question that managers
and government administrations ask themselves while making decisions on following the
technological paradigm shift in peoples' everyday lives. They want to be aware of the
consequences of their strategies because equipping their frontline with technologies is costly, and
managers want to get the desired outcomes.
On the other hand, political ideology has found importance in marketing research because it
shapes peoples' behavior in their everyday lives. Because there is a need to improve
segmentation strategies for prioritizing stores for new frontline technology equipment, this paper
investigates the effect of customers' political ideology in this context. Self-service technologies
in the frontline have been researched in marketing; however, there is still a gap in the literature
that can be addressed by investigating how customers with different political ideologies react to
technologies at the frontline.
Method and Data
Study 1 measured Political Ideology and manipulated the Level of Familiarity. Similar to
previous research (Schaller, Boyd, Yohannes, & O'Brien, 1995; Smith & Gordon, 1998), the
Personal Need for Structure Scale (PNS) (Jost et al., 2003; Jost et al., 2007) was used to measure
individual differences in chronic uncertainty avoidance.
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Participants imagined shopping at a grocery store where they could look up product
information on either stationary self-serve tablets (high familiarity condition) or a tablet on a
moving robot (low familiarity condition). To measure Intention to Use, participants chose
between asking a human Service Interaction Type (SIT) for product information or using the
device (SIT).
In Study 2, participants imagined that they were ordering food and that the food would
either be delivered by a human delivery driver (a service they would be relatively familiar with),
or an autonomous delivery vehicle (low familiarity). Participants rated their uncertainty with the
service and Intention to Use.
Summary of findings
Studies provide evidence suggesting that conservatives (liberals) have lower (higher) IU
toward technology-based services. Also, the results show that consumers have lower IU for I)
tech-based (vs. human) SITs, and II) tech-based SITs that are lower (vs. higher) in familiarity.
Study 1. Participants reported being more familiar with the technology in the high (vs.
low) familiarity condition. PI was significantly related to SIT; more conservative participants
were less likely to choose the technology-based SIT. There was also a significant effect of
condition, such that participants chose the technology-based SIT more in the high familiarity
condition.
Study 2. PI was significantly related to Intention to Use, controlling for age, education,
income, and gender; conservatives showed lower IU regardless of delivery method (human or
autonomous vehicle). The effect of PI was significant in the technology SIT condition and was
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not significant in the human condition. PI also had a marginally significant effect on uncertainty
within the technology, with conservatives showing more uncertainty. The effect of SIT type on
IU was mediated by uncertainty; participants were more uncertain about the tech-based (vs.
human) delivery provider, which predicted lower IU.
Key Contributions
This paper has contributions in theory and practice. The growing literature on political
ideology plays a substantial role in marketing research. This paper addresses whether customers'
political ideologies affect their reaction to technologies in the frontline, which has not been
investigated previously, even though it is crucial.
Furthermore, this research has practical implications for managers and policymakers to
help market segmentation strategies regarding frontline new technology introduction. Managers
will bode well if they have the ability to predict the reaction of their customers in each state
based on their political ideologies. On the other hand, policymakers need to know more about the
citizens' behavior toward new technologies in government offices' frontlines.
There are also avenues for future research in understanding customers' reactions to
technologies and considering customer characteristics in policy-making regarding self-service
technologies.

Note: References are available upon request.
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Description: This study investigates the relationship between retailers’ sustainability
communication and customers' pro-environmental behavior in the context of product return in
fashion retailing.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Online shopping has benefited from the digital transformation in recent years and experienced
major growth (Cullinane et al., 2019) that was accelerated by COVID19-pandemic (Eurostat,
2022). Accordingly, the increased volume of orders is also accompanied by increased
numbers of returns (Stöcker et al., 2021). As a result, return management has become highly
relevant (e.g., Petersen and Kumar, 2015), especially as product returns cause enormous
economic and ecological costs (Yan and Pei 2018). With this study, we refer to goal framing
theory, investigating customers’ perception of retailers’ communication of environmental cost
linked to a product return and the resulting motivations that are influential in encouraging
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customers’ pro-environmental behavior (Steg et al., 2014). In detail we formulate our research
question: How does sustainability communication about environmental costs influence
customers’ pro-environmental behavior? The present study extends previous research in the
area of product returns in online shopping by analyzing how retailers’ communication of
environmental cost influences 1) customers' intention to place a selection order and 2) to
return. Since previous research has shown that different goal motivations are crucial for
individuals’ behavior, we 3) analyze the influence of customers’ goal motivations on the
relationship between retailers’ sustainability communication and customers' proenvironmental behavior.

Method and Data
Based on goal framing theory, an online experiment (N=246) was conducted, using a
between-subject design with two scenarios. First, all subjects were told to put themselves in
the process of purchasing a gender-neutral pair of shoes online. Hereby, a fictional online
store and the corresponding shopping cart were presented. Due to uncertainty about size
caused by the lack of a physical product experience, all subjects were asked to imagine that
their shopping cart contained the same product in two different sizes and that they were in the
check-out process of a potentially occurring selection order. To manipulate customers’
cognitive resource demands related to the environmental cost of the underlying potential
order, we used scenario technique, integrating either no information/communication about the
environmental cost of a return in scenario one or presenting detailed information about the
environmental cost associated with a potential return resulting from a selection order in
scenario two. Regarding the dataset, it was ensured that the respondents were randomly
assigned to one of the two experimental conditions (environmental cost communication given
vs. not given). A total of 246 subjects (women:70%) with an average age of 27.91 years
(SD=10.03) took part in the study.
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Summary of Findings
Findings show that the communication of environmental costs in the course of a purchase-related
decision situation in an online fashion shopping context has a positive impact on customers' behavioral
intentions to act in a more pro-environmental way. In detail, results show that customer awareness of
environmental costs associated with a selection order and the resulting return triggered through the
communication of the environmental costs go in hand with a lower cognitive effort to understand the
underlying environmental consequences, finally leading to a decrease in customers’ intention to place
a selection order and to return one of these products. Furthermore, it could be shown that the hedonic
and gain goal frame are crucial for the pro-environmental attitude, while customers’
environmentalism, representing the normative goal, has no moderating influence on the
relationship between retailers’ sustainability communication and customers' pro-environmental
behavior.

Key Contribution:
The assumptions of nudging, that goal frames influence the decision behavior of individuals,
could be demonstrated in the context of return behavior for online purchases, where
customers’ awareness of environmental costs lowered the intention to place a selection order
and to return. It could be shown that customers' behavior can be attributed to several goal
motivations confirming goal framing theory. Findings suggest that both hedonic and gain goal
frames are relevant for pro-environmental behavior of the customer. While findings show that
especially customers' gain goal frame has the strongest influence when there is just a
monetary incentive and no additional communication of environmental costs in place, no
evidence was found that customers' normative goals regarding individuals’ environmentalism
influence pro-environmental behavior. Thus, the assumptions of norm activation model could
not be confirmed. Results also provide important implications for practice. It was shown that
retailers’ communication of environmental costs and monetary incentives reduced both orders
of the same product in different sizes and returns in general, while the general purchase
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intention was not influenced. Accordingly, returns management should rely more on
communication of environmental costs and a system of monetary incentives, rather than
discouraging customers from buying online through strict returns policy.
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Description: This study addresses the importance of the daily recovery of frontline service
employees (FLEs) and work-family interface on their extra-role service behaviors: Customerdirected and coworker-directed extra-role service behavior
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Although FLE’s extra-role service behaviors are regarded as critical elements for service
competitiveness, there has been a lack of academic inquiries in the service literature as follows:
Firstly, how can daily events such as off-work relaxation and recovery affect FLEs to
achieve extra-role service behaviors, given that FLEs often suffer from exhaustion and burnout
due to their emotional labor?
Secondly, how do FLEs manage to assign their attention to customer-directed (C-ERSB)
or/and coworker-directed extra-role service behavior (CW-ERSB) as they run out of resources or
into distractions?
Thirdly, how does the work-home interface interfere FLEs with off-work relaxation and
extra-role service behaviors during work?
This study provides important theoretical insights that can lead to future research on extrarole service behaviors in the service literature and practical considerations on managing serviceoriented high-performance work systems (SHPWS).

Method And Data
Frontline employees in various service organizations (e.g., financial service, hospitality, medical,
and retail sectors) in South Korea participated in the study. To be eligible to participate, FLEs had
to work five days per week and access the internet at their workplace. A total of 311 participants
provided background information in an initial survey. Two weeks later, they were asked to
complete two online surveys per day over a period of 5 consecutive days. The morning survey had
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3
to be completed before starting work, and the end-of-workday survey had to be completed at the
end of the workday.
Of the 311 participants, only the data from those who responded for more than three days
(n = 135) were retained for analysis to minimize missing data and maximize statistical power. The
final sample thus included 135 participants who provided 636 days (94.2% completion rate; 4.7
days per person). With respect to demographics, 59.3% were female; the average age was 37.37
years (SD = 8.82); the average organizational tenure was 5.75 years (SD = 4.92); and the reported
educational levels were high school (13.3%), two-year vocational college (16.3%), four-year
university (65.9%), and graduate school (4.4%).

Summary of Findings
The results indicated that evening off-work relaxation was positively related to FLEs’ next-day CERSB and CW-ERSB via recovery state the next day. Work-family conflict (WFC) was found to
mitigate the positive relationship between evening off-work relaxation and the next-day recovery
state. Similarly, family-work conflict (FWC) was found to weaken the positive relationship
between the next-day recovery state and CW-ERSB. The positive effect of the next-morning
recovery state on the next-day CW-ERSB was not significant for average to high levels of nextday FWC. Conversely, when next-day FWC was at a low level, the positive effect of the nextmorning recovery state on next-day CW-ERSB was statistically significant. However, FWC did
not affect the relationship between the next-day recovery state and C-ERSB.

Statement of Key Contributions
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This research provides theoretical underpinnings. First, by integrating recovery and work–family
literature, we expanded our understanding of the influence of recovery and the work–family
interface by performing an episodic sampling method beyond previous research on extra-role
service behaviors. Second, we found that FLEs prioritized resource allocation on C-ERSB rather
than CW-ERSB as they ran out of resources. This research filled a gap in predicting the context in
which FLEs may (im)balance between C-ERSB and CW-ERSB. Third, our findings confirmed
that WFC and FWC are significant sources of threat in resource recovery and resource allocation.
This study also suggests important managerial considerations. First, as WFC was found to
hinder FLEs’ extra-role service behaviors the next day, managers are recommended to pay
attention to lingering work pressures. Second, the current study empirically tested a previously
unclear relationship between FWC and extra-role service behaviors and proved that FLEs have a
propensity to sacrifice their CW-ERSB as they run out of resources due to FWC. Hence, it is
critical for service organizations to monitor FLEs’ level of FWC and develop practices that help
FLEs achieve an optimal balance between work and family.
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LEADERSHIP BEHAVIORS AND EMPLOYEE COMMITMENT TO SERVICE
QUALITY
Ji (Miracle) Qi, Grand Valley State University
Lowman Graham, Kennesaw State University
Arash H. Zadeh, Illinois State University
Tom Bellairs, United States Air Force Academy

For further information, please contact Ji (Miracle) Qi, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Grand
Valley State University (qij@gvsu.edu).

Keywords: Managerial Job Engagement, Managerial Behavioral Integrity, Employee
Commitment to Service Quality, Bi-Communication, Social Influence Theory

Description: drawing on social influence theory, we explored the relationship between managerial

job engagement (MJE) and managerial behavioral integrity (MBI) on employee commitment to
service quality (ECSQ) and employee service outcomes.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question

Customers judge service experiences based on their direct interaction with employees.
Examining which factors influence frontline ECSQ provides more direct insight into how service
firms can improve customer perceptions of service quality. This research investigates how
employee perceptions of different leadership behaviors impact ECSQ and how ECSQ drives
frontline employee work related performance and psychological outcomes.
Method and Data

Manager and employee dyadic data were collected over three time points approximately
six weeks apart. Participants were recruited from a community service department of a higher
educational institution in the South Eastern United States. This department has 258 service
employees working under 23 managers. Due to the nested nature of the data (i.e., data waves are
nested within employees, and employees are nested within managers), we test the hypotheses
with multilevel longitudinal modeling using StataMP 15 (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 2012).
Time constitutes our level-1 unit, while employees and managers represent level-2 and level-3,
respectively.
Summary of Findings

In support of H1, PMJE was positively and significantly related to ECSQ. The results
indicate that MBI positively influences ECSQ, which provides support for H2. H3a,b,c,d
suggested positive relationships between ECSQ and employee outcomes. Results indicated
ECSQ is positively associated with employee job performance, intention to stay, and job
satisfaction.
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H4a hypothesized the positive moderating effect of bi-communication on the relationship
between MJE and ECSQ. Surprisingly, the results indicated that bi-communication negatively
moderates the MJE and ECSQ relationship, which rejects H4a. The moderating effect of bicommunication on the MBI – ECSQ relationship was non-significant, suggesting the rejection of
H4b.
Key Contributions
Our findings make several contributions to both leadership and service marketing
literature as well as theory building. First, this is the very first study the researchers are aware of
that explores the impact of managerial engagement on employees’ service performance. Second,
despite the fact that most of previous studies treat ECSQ as the outcome variable, this research
advances the extant literature on ECSQ by being an important intervening mechanism between
leadership behaviors and employee favorable work-related outcomes. Third, this study explores
the strategic value of bi-communication as a critical moderator and offers some counterintuitive
findings pertinent to contingent impacts of different types of leadership behaviors on ECSQ.
Fourth, drawing from social influence theory, this research provides an enriched theoretical
background in bridging leadership behaviors and service employee performance.

References are available upon request.
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1
THE C IN CRISIS STANDS FOR CHARISMA – THE ROLE OF ADVISOR
CHARISMA IN CRISIS SITUATIONS FOR SERVICE SUCCESS

Heike Hebborn
Department of Strategic Management, Marketing, and Tourism, University of Innsbruck
Tel.: +43 (512) 507-72410
E-mail address: heike.hebborn@uibk.ac.at

Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Heike Hebborn
(heike.hebborn@uibk.ac.at), Department of Strategic Management, Marketing and Tourism,
University of Innsbruck.”

Keywords: Advisor charisma, crisis situation, customer advice taking, customer response,
service interactions

Description: As effective advisors are decisive in times of crisis, the present work
theoretically develops and empirically tests a research model to investigate the impact of
advisor charisma on customer advice taking during a crisis situation, while also exploring the
moderating effect of customer self-construal and, importantly, the interrelationship of advisor
charisma and crisis situations.
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2
EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Service interactions, which are largely shaped by advisors’ skills and characteristics, must be
highly effective for service providers to remain competitive. Service literature has just
recently recognized advisor charisma as a powerful tool that necessitates further research
since it might impact service interaction outcomes (Lindblom, Kajalo, and Mitronen 2016)
and enhance customer response (Pauser and Wagner 2018). The first objective of this research
is thus to shed light on the effect of advisor charisma on customer response (i.e., advice
taking) in service interactions.
Leadership research (Shamir and Howell 1999) highlights the effectiveness of charisma
in times of crisis. Also, in service literature calls are emerging to test the impact of charisma
in service management based on environmental characteristics (Finsterwalder and
Kuppelwieser 2020; Lindblom et al. 2016) like crisis situations. As a second research
objective, this paper looks into the interrelationship of advisor charisma and a crisis situation
on customer advice taking.
Prior research establishes that the effectiveness of charisma is partly based on the extent
of its influence on the self-construal of others (Ehrhart 2012). In a third research objective,
this paper investigates the influence of customer independent self-construal on the
relationship between advisor charisma and customer advice taking.

Method and Data
To test the proposed relationships, an online experiment was conducted (n=136, Mage=36.04
years, SD=14.71, 36.00% male) using a 2 (advisor charisma: charismatic vs. non-charismatic)
x 2 (crisis situation: yes vs. no) between-subjects factorial design. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the four experimental conditions and were presented a brief scenario asking
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3
them to imagine working in a company that is either in a crisis or non-crisis situation. The
crisis situation (e.g., possible company closure) was based on the model of crisis perception
by Billings, Milburn, and Schaalman (1980). The non-crisis situation was presented as a
stable company condition (e.g., secure job situation). Next, participants were asked to imagine
that their company has organized a consulting session with an external advisor in which they
participate. The advisor was then described as either charismatic (e.g., shows sensitivity to the
well-being of everyone, presents future-oriented ideas) or non-charismatic (e.g., stays
objective, presents tangible ideas) according to Conger et al.’s (1997) definition of charisma.
After being exposed to the stimulus, the participants completed manipulation checks and
subsequently filled in an online questionnaire on their advice taking, followed by questions on
their independent self-construal, all measured on 7-point Likert scales, and sociodemographic questions.

Summary of Findings
Manipulation checks were successful. Results using two-way ANOVAs reveal a highly
significant effect of advisor charisma on customer advice taking (F(1, 136)=10.39, p<.01,
𝜂2=.01). A comparison of means shows that customer advice taking is significantly higher
when being confronted with a charismatic (MCharismatic=4.88, SD=1.19) than with a noncharismatic (MNon-Charismatic=4.16, SD=1.52) advisor. The results further indicate that the
interaction of advisor charisma and the crisis situation has a significant effect on customer
advice taking (F(1,136)=5.07, p<.05, 𝜂2=.00). Post hoc-comparison of a one-way ANOVA
using LSD tests shows that an interrelationship between advisor charisma and crisis situations
exists: during a crisis situation, a charismatic advisor leads to a significantly higher customer
advice taking (MCharismatic=4.78, SD=0.94) than a non-charismatic advisor (MNonCharismatic=3.56,

SD=1.47; p<.01), while no significant differences were found for the non-crisis

situation. Process Model 1 (Hayes 2018; bootstrap=5.000) did not provide significant results
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4
for the moderating effect of customer independent self-construal on the relationship between
advisor charisma and customer advice taking.

Key Contributions
This research investigates the influence of advisor charisma on customer advice taking in
service interactions during times of crisis, considering customer self-construal as moderating
the effect of advisor charisma on customer advice taking. An experimental study using a 2
(advisor charisma: charismatic vs. non-charismatic) x 2 (crisis situation: yes vs. no) between
subjects-design shows that a charismatic advisor leads to higher customer advice taking than a
non-charismatic advisor. Importantly, results reveal an interrelationship between advisor
charisma and crisis situations. During crises, a charismatic advisor leads to significantly higher
customer advice taking than a non-charismatic advisor. No differences were found for the noncrisis situation. Customer self-construal does not impact the relationship between advisor
charisma and customer advice taking. This paper contributes to service management literature
on crises and reveals that advisor charisma is a decisive factor for customer advice taking,
eventually influencing service success. During crises, service providers should improve their
understanding of employee charisma in service interactions and rely on unconventional and
future-thinking advisors (i.e., charismatic advisors). Training advisors in characteristics of
charisma (e.g., communication, emotional competencies) can improve customer response. This
work links service management research to literature on charisma and crisis and derives
implications for academia and management.

Selected References are available upon request.
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THE IMPACT OF CO-LOCATION OF DEPARTMENTS ON JOINT SALES IN
RETAIL STORES
Laxminarayana Yashaswy Akella, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad, India;
Praveen Kopalle, Dartmouth College, NH; Dhruv Grewal, Babson College, MA; Jens
Nordfält, University of Bath, United Kingdom
For further information, please contact Laxminarayana Yashaswy Akella, Doctoral Candidate
in Marketing, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (phd18yashaswy@iima.ac.in)
Keywords: co-location, joint sales, retail stores, assortment, store layout
Description: The impact of co-location of departments on the joint sales in retail stores by
considering department layouts and category offerings.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions
Retail stores have finite space in which they decide the arrangements of departments. Relying
on blueprint and store layout data from a retailer across 64 stores, this research presents the
importance of considering co-location on joint sales. Three research questions are answered
through this paper.
1.

What is the impact of co-location of departments on store sales?

2.

How does the type of co-located departments (substitutes, complementary, and

neutral) impact the sales in the stores?
3.

How does the department layout and variety of department offerings moderate the

relationship between co-location and store sales?
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Method and Data
Data was collected across stores and departments creating many department combinations and
co-locations per store. The sales data is collected for 52 weeks. This data is analyzed through
robust econometric analysis using the random-effects model as indicated by the Breusch-Pagan
test. The dependent variable is the joint sale of two departments in a particular store at week
‘t’. The independent variable, co-location, is the distance between two departments in one
specific store. The location of each department is measured as the distance from the entrance
of the store. The departments layouts are identified from blueprints into three specific
categories (grid, free-flow, and racetrack) from Levy, Weitz, and Grewal (2014). The
department varieties are listed for each department and difference of each combination of
department is considered for creating the variable.
Summary of the findings
For the first research question, the results indicate that co-location significantly impacts joint
sales. Co-location has an ‘inverted U’ relationship with joint sales, with the location and area
of the two departments as controls. This suggests that sales of the department increase as the
distance between the departments increases only up to a certain point, after which sales start
decreasing and show a downward trend. For the second research question, the type of
departments, complementary, substitutes and neutral departments, are tagged to each
department combination. Results show that the complementary departments must be arranged
so that the entire set of departments beside each other appear complementary. In contrast,
substitutes of the same department must be placed at the exact location. and cannot be dispersed
through the store. In neutral department cases (i.e., where the departments are unrelated), they
can be placed at sufficient distances to each other. For the final research question about the
department layout moderating the relationship between co-location and sales, results show that
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joint sales increase when departments have different layouts (compared to same layouts). This
indicates that customers may perceive the same layout departments as similar and those
belonging to different layouts as novel while increasing sales. The difference of variety of
offerings of departments also moderates the relationship between co-location and sales. Results
show that joint sales increases when adjacent departments have higher difference of product
categories (than lower difference). This indicates customers prefer to make decisions only at
certain points in the store and not always.
Key Contributions
This paper makes three critical contributions to existing research on co-location. First, this is
the first empirical study involving co-location along with location and area of the departments,
thus working as a complement to the vast behavioral literature on co-location. Second, this
paper contributes to the arrangement of complementary, substitutes, and neutral departments
in the store by considering the relationships between all the department combinations in the
store for making the arrangement decision. Third, it is important that the layouts of the
departments differ from each other. Implementing different layouts for different departments
significantly improve sales over having same layout for each department. Finally, it is
important to have adjacent departments with different number of product offerings to enable
consumers in efficient decision making.
References are available upon request.
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THE MODERATING EFFECT OF VIETNAMESE GEN Z CUSTOMERS' EXPERIENCE
WITH CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) ON THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CSR TYPE AND THEIR BUYING BEHAVIOR
The Anh Phan, Eastern International University
Chi-Cheng Luan, National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University
Thi Thanh Thuy Nguyen, Eastern International University
For further information, please contact The Anh Phan, Lecturer in Marketing, Eastern
International University (anh.phanthe@eiu.edu.vn)

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibilities (CSR), Customer CSR Experience, Gen Z,
retailing sector, shopping mall.
Description: This research explores the moderating effects of customer experience on CSR four
dimensions (economic, philanthropic, legal, and ethical responsibilities) and the relationships
between the four dimensions of CSR and customer buying behavior.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
This research examined Gen Z consumers' evaluation of a Vietnamese shopping mall’s corporate
social responsibilities (CSR) in the four main dimensions (economic, philanthropic, legal, and
ethical responsibilities). Shopping malls in Vietnam participated in many CSR activities to satisfy
the expectation of society. Therefore, the results are useful to determine the most critical CSR
dimensions in which Gen Z consumers expect that the companies will perform. In this study, an
empirical survey was carried out with 200 valid online questionnaires. The results emphasize the
positive relationships between the four dimensions of CSR and customer buying behavior. In
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addition, customer CSR experience moderated the effects of economic and philanthropic
responsibilities on the buying decisions. In particular, customers who have more experiences with
CSR activities are more affected by philanthropic responsibilities, while those who have fewer
experiences are more affected by economic responsibilities.
Key contributions
According to Carroll (1991), economic responsibilities are considered as the most influential factor
to drive customers’ purchasing intention, whereas philanthropic responsibilities are the lowest
factor. In this study, philanthropic responsibilities are presented as highest priority, while
economic responsibilities are presented as lowest priority. Numerous authors have highlighted the
Pyramid portraits of Carroll in developed countries context (Amatulli et al., 2018; Zapata-Ramos
and Kim, 2018). However, developing countries represent distinctive CSR challenges that are
different from developed countries (Arli and Lasmono, 2010). The findings indicated that
philanthropic responsibilities still remain as top priority in Vietnam because developing countries
tend to have a deep-rooted culture of philanthropy.
Companies engage in CSR activities not only to increase the benefits but also create
customers experiences and perceptions of such activities (Lo, 2020). Even though customer
experience is a key success of CSR activities, however, prior literature did not devote much
attention to this aspect. Customers who have joined CSR activities generate a feeling of
connectedness and reduce their psychological distance to organizations doing CSR activities,
thereby, it has a direct impact on their buying behavior. The results illustrated customer CSR
experience as a moderator of the effects of philanthropic responsibilities and economic
responsibilities on purchasing decisions. In particular, customers who have a higher CSR
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experience are more influenced by philanthropic responsibilities in their purchasing behavior,
while customers who have fewer experience with CSR activities are more affected by economic
responsibilities. The more customers involved in CSR activities, the more aware they will be with
regard to companies’ philanthropic responsibility. Companies should implement their
philanthropic activities, such as supporting programs for public health. In contrast, for those
customers who fewer experience CSR activities, companies should implement companies’
economic responsibilities in activities such as the commitments contribute to the sustainable
development of economy, labors and societies.

Research Questions
Carroll’s four CSR dimensions influence customers’ perception towards company and the
prior studies have been found that each responsibility produces different effects. For example,
customers consider economic and ethical responsibilities as the important factors to result in
buying behaviors (Amatulli et al., 2018). Customers are more willing to pay for economic
responsibilities of a firm for creating jobs, provides housing and meals to their employees
(Ramasamy and Yeung, 2009). In another study, Bae and Kim (2013) found that the perceived
importance of legal, ethical, and economic responsibilities was highly associated with purchase
intention, while philanthropic responsibilities were not. In contrast, past study indicated that
companies’ philanthropic activities result in more favorable views as well as purchase behaviors
because it helps customers learn about the company's value system (Lee et al., 2009). Developing
countries represent distinctive CSR challenges that are different from developed countries like
Korea or Europe. Developing countries have culture of philanthropic in which people have
expectations for philanthropic norms embraced by companies (Kane et al., 2022). In Vietnam,
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philanthropic activities are considered as charitable contributions, sponsorship, and voluntary
activities. The gap between rich and poor was quite large in Vietnam (Huang, Do, and Kumar,
2019). In the throes of a crisis like COVID-19, people have higher expectations for philanthropic
activities embraced by companies. Through philanthropic activities, companies can communicate
effectively to different customers as a way to prove how they support their communities through
employee volunteering, or donations in kind. Lo (2020) illustrated that customer experience in
CSR engagement activities promote their functional, psychological and value benefits. The process
of accumulating knowledge via joining CSR activities increase the customer awareness about the
importance of CSR and respond positively to CSR initiatives from companies. Customers'
experience with companies’ CSR activities also strengthens their relationship, trust, commitment
towards the companies (Hui-Wen Chuah et al., 2022). Thus, it is important to understand how the
level of customer experience will perceive different CSR dimensions. For example, consumers
having a lower level of experience with CSR activities will not be able to appreciate philanthropic
activities as they may perceive it is for the firms' own benefits as they cannot see its impact. We
propose the following hypotheses:
H1: Economic responsibilities have a positive impact on customers' buying behavior
H2: Philanthropic responsibilities have a positive impact on customers' buying behavior
H3: Legal responsibilities have a positive impact on customers' buying behavior
H4: Ethical responsibilities have a positive impact on customers' buying behavior
H5: Customer CSR experience moderated the impact of economic responsibilities on customers'
buying behavior
H6: Customer CSR experience moderated the impact of philanthropic responsibilities on
customers' buying behavior
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H7: Customer CSR experience moderated the impact of legal responsibilities on customers' buying
behavior
H8: Customer CSR experience moderated the impact of ethical responsibilities on customers'
buying behavior
Method and Data
A statistical technique used in this research was multiple linear regression to analyze the
relationships of four independent variables including economic responsibilities (ECO),
philanthropic responsibilities (PHI), legal responsibilities (LE), and ethical responsibilities (ETH),
customer buying behavior (CB) as dependent variable , and customer CSR experience (CCE) as
moderator variable.
We conducted an online survey with 200 participants to test the hypotheses about their
buying intentions at Aeon mall. In Vietnam, Aeon mall is a prominent shopping mall that
participated in many CSR activities since 2014. The majority of participants are university students
at 74.5% (149 responses) that geographically bound around the mall. Five items of every CSR
dimensions (25 items in total), four measurement items for customer buying behavior, and three
moderator measurement items were adopted from Moisescu (2017), Shabib and Ganguli (2017),
and from Tian, Wang, and Yang (2011), respectively. All items were measured on a 5-point Likert
scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree).
Summary of findings
As shown in Table 1, Factor Loading, Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability (CR), and average
variance extracted (AVE) were assessed to test reliability. In the table 2, an analysis of the
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discriminant validity of the constructs was conducted by using Fornell and Larcker’s approach
(1981). The results indicated good internal consistency, high convergent and discriminant validity
for further analysis. In addition, Harman’s single-factor test is used to test common method
variance (CMV). Recent studies have used this method to test the CMV (Songmi and Heejung,
2020; Lee, 2021; Ding, L., Shi, Y., et al, 2021, Lily and Aharon, 2021). The results show that a
single factor is extracting 39.31 % of the total variance (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986). Therefore,
there is no threat regarding the risk of CMV in this research.
The results showed that the coefficients of PHI, LE, ECO, ETH on CB are 0.537, 0.687,
0.423, 0.390 at a p-value less than 0.001 respectively. Thus, the findings confirmed H1, H2, H3
and H4. Then, PROCESS Model 1 was conducted to test the moderating hypotheses. The results
determined that there is no moderation of CCE in the relationship between LE and ETH on CB
(pLE =0.686; pETH =0.741). Therefore, H5 and H8 are rejected. In contrast, CCE was found to have
a moderating effect on PHI and ECO on CB (βPHI=0.239; p<0.05; βECO= -0.312, p<0.01).
Moreover, the coefficient of the interaction between ECO and CCE on CB is negative, suggesting
that consumers who have a higher experience with CSR activities, are less affected by ECO
responsibilities in making purchasing decisions, whereas consumers who have less experience
with CSR is more affected by economic responsibilities in making purchasing decisions. Figure 2
shows a moderating effect of CCE on the relationship between PHI responsibilities and CB. There
is no difference for customers who have less experience with CSR when the number of firm’s
philanthropic activities is low or high. However, when the firm engages in philanthropic activities,
customers who have a higher experience with CSR activities are more willing to buy the products
than those who have fewer experience. Figure 3 also illustrates that CCE had a moderating effect
of ECO responsibilities on CB. In particular, when the firm increases the responsibilities in ECO
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activities, consumers are more willing to buy the products from the business. There is not much
difference in purchasing decisions for those consumers who have a higher experience with CSR
when ECO responsibilities are low or high. However, when companies enforce their ECO
responsibilities from the firm, consumers who have fewer CSR experience are more willing to buy
the products.
References are available upon request.
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THE ROLE OF EMOTIONS ON CONSUMERS’ DESIRE TO USE AUGMENTED
REALITY APPLICATIONS
Pei-Shan Soon, Sunway College, Malaysia
Sanjaya Singh Gaur, New York University, USA
For further information, please contact Pei-Shan Soon, Dr, Senior Lecturer
(peishans@sunway.edu.my).
Keywords: augmented reality, positive emotions, desire, willingness to purchase
Description: This study examines consumers’ desire towards AR applications by exploring the
pattern of positive emotions elicitation resulting from their use.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Despite the fact AR apps are still in their infancy in the consumer market (McLean and Wilson
2019), research on AR has been gaining importance in recent years and several scholars have
emphasised the need for further research in this area (Rauschnabel et al. 2019; Rauschnabel et
al. 2018). A recent study by Rauschnabel et al. (2019) showed that the use of AR evokes
inspiration through emotion and influences brand attitudes. However, the distinct positive
emotions and the emotional processes that are involved in consumers’ use of AR applications
have received little attention in the extant literature. With the rapid development of AR,
thorough research is urgently needed to understand consumers’ interaction with the technology.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to examine the elicitation pattern of positive emotions and
the impact on consumers’ behaviour.
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Method and Data
Two experimental studies were conducted to examine users’ positive emotions towards AR
apps. For Study 1, the experimental group explored cosmetic products using an AR app called
Sephora virtual mirror while the control group browsed the mobile website of Sephora without
the AR feature. Female university students were invited to take part in the experiment for
makeup products. A total of 224 completed responses were collected and recorded
(experimental group, n = 116; control group, n = 108). For Study 2, the experimental group
explored Ikea AR app called Ikea Place while the control group browsed the mobile website of
Ikea to view and select the furniture of their choice. This study used a convenience sample of
adults aged 25 to 45 years old as this group is deemed to be the prime demographic for furniture
buyers (Napier Marketing Group 2018). A total of 200 completed responses were collected and
recorded (experimental group, n = 100; control group, n = 100). All responses recorded were
analysed using Partial Least Square based Structural Equation Modeling (SmartPLS). To verify
the effect of manipulation of each experiment, between-group differences were compared using
independent samples t-tests conducted via SPSS version 25.0.

Summary of Findings
The use of AR applications induces positive expressive emotions which elicit physiological,
affective, motivational, and cognitive emotions. Two out of four components of the elicited
emotions (affective and motivational) generate a desire to use an AR application and in turn
positively lead to a willingness to purchase a product. Considering physiological emotions did
not consistently lead to desire in the both studies and the relationship in Study 1 is scarcely
significant at a 5% level, the overall findings suggest that physiological emotions are not a
significant determinant of desire to use AR apps. The inconsistent results are likely to relate to
the differences in the technologies applied based on the product category and to the types of
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experience provided. The overall findings suggest that desire is an essential motivator in
decision making.

Key Contributions
The major theoretical contribution of this research is identifying the elicitation pattern of
positive emotions associated with the use of AR apps. While the extant research in both
marketing and technology acceptance has neglected the process of emotional responses, the
empirical findings of this study successfully explain the positive emotional process involved
in consumers’ use of AR apps and the impact of this process on consumer behaviour. The study
contributes to the existing literature by focusing on the actual induction of emotions.
This study helps developers and marketers understand the antecedents of consumers’ desire to
use AR apps and suggests that they should create AR apps that astonish and surprise consumers
so that other positive emotions are elicited and the desire to use the apps is reinforced. The
study provides new insights for marketers on how to develop personalised positive engagement
with consumers and move beyond experimentation with AR to achieve bottom-of-funnel
objectives.

References are available upon request.
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UNETHICAL RETAIL DISPOSITION:
CAN RETAILERS PROVOKE AND MITIGATE IT?
Lynn C. Dailey, Capital University
For further information, please contact Lynn C. Dailey, Professor, Capital University,
ldailey@capital.edu
Keywords: consumer behavior, return fraud, unethical retail disposition, psychological reactance,
experiment
Description: This research discusses how retailers may be provoking unethical retail distribution
through restrictive product return policies and how they can mitigate it.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
H1: When consumers are denied the return of product, they will experience a) decreased
likelihood of patronizing the retailer in the future and b) if they do patronize the retailer, an
increased likelihood to engage in future unethical retail disposition (URD) against the retailer
when they expected to be able to return the product compared to when they did not expect to be
able to return the product.
H2: When consumers are unexpectedly denied the return of product, they will experience
a) decreased likelihood of patronizing the retailer in the future and b) if they do patronize the
retailer, an increase likelihood to engage in future URD against the retailer when they do not
receive an empathetic apology opposed to when they do receive an empathetic apology.
Method and Data
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A 2 x 2 experiment was conducted to test the hypotheses. This experiment manipulated
expectation of return control (high or low) and apology (no apology or empathetic apology).
Each participant read a randomly assigned scenario of a hypothetical purchase and return. They
then answered survey questions including manipulations checks, which were both successful,
and the dependent variables of repatronage ( = .83) and intention to engage in future URD ( =
.80). Participants included 90 undergraduate and MBA students at a Midwestern liberal arts
university. Average age was 24.92, and average income was $25,283. Hypotheses were tested
utilizing ANCOVA with the covariate of consumer fraudulent return proclivity ( = .74).
Hypothesis H1a and H1b were both significant, F(1,57) = 25.70, p < .001 and F(1,57) = 50.14, p
< .001, respectively. H2a and H2b were also both significant, F(1,57) = 55.33, p < .001 F(1.57) =
36.41. p < .001, respectively.
Summary of Findings
H1a and H1b demonstrate that when consumers expect to be able to return a product and
are denied compared to when they did have that expectation and are denied, they have a
decreased likelihood of shopping at the retailer in the future. Moreover, if they do shop at the
store in the future, they have an increased likelihood of engaging in URD
H2a and H2b demonstrate that a retail associate apology can mitigate the negative effects
of an unexpected product return denial. When the clerk apologized to the consumer after the
consumer had been unexpectedly denied a return as opposed to not apologizing, the participants
had an increased intention to shop at the retailer in the future and a decreased likelihood to
engage in future URD against the retailer.
Key Contributions
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Although URD has been addressed within the marketing literature, the notion that return
policies may provoke future URD and how retailers may mitigate this provocation has not. This
research shows that retailers can provoke URD as well as mitigate it. Retailers should ensure
consumers are aware of their return policy prior to purchase. Interestingly, denying a product
return does not necessarily provoke URD; expectation of return control plays a primary role.
This research makes it clear that future URD may be lessened or possibly avoided by ensuring
the consumer understands the return policy prior to purchase. This informative action can be
done through more accessible signage throughout the store, language on the website, and/or
associate communication. Retailers should also consider the risk of varying their return policies
on different product categories and/or different times of year (holidays, etc.) because increased
return policy variation may lead false return expectations, which may provoke future URD.
Finally, retailers should train associates to apologize to consumers when returns are rightfully
denied because this research found that retailers may be able to mitigate future URD through a
simple, inexpensive apology.
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What are the critical value attributes sought by shoppers
in online shopping?
Abstract

Statement of Contribution

Using a grounded theory approach our study,
presented at a previous AMA conference
identified 6 types of values derived by shoppers
when shopping online. Although all the identified
values were found to impact user loyalty
positively, the audience during the conference
presentation and study participants during the
exit interview inquired which items of these
values were critical to online shoppers. We found
the request to be interesting and conducted this
study to find out. We conducted the study using
the widely accepted Kano model for attribute
classification. The finding show that as expected
items identified under Psychological Safety
(comfort value) and Quality Value were key
(must-have) for online shoppers. The findings
have useful practical implications for online
shopping business.

This study perhaps for the first time identifies the
critical values attributes sought by shoppers
while shopping online. The findings have
implications for online retails in deciding their
shopping policies and designing online websites
that have maximum impact of shopper
satisfaction.
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Theory and Literature Review

Brandt and Reffet, 1989; Stauss and
Hentschel,1992; Johnston,1993; Anderson and
Mittal,2000) found empirical support for a threefactor theory, the third factor leading to
dissatisfaction as well as satisfaction. Today the
three factor theory is widely accepted (kakar,
2018abcdef; Kakar, 2020abcdef). The threefactor theory is popular in quality literature as the
“theory of attractive quality” (Kano et al, 1993)
and as discussed is based on and extends
Herzberg’s two factor theory. The three factors in
the three-factor theory are:

We used the well-established Kano model
(Löfgren and Witell, 2008) to assess which type
of requirements and how they impact user
satisfaction.
Frederick Herzberg and the two-factor theory
Investigators of consumer satisfaction have
frequently adapted models and techniques from
studies of job satisfaction (Pfaff, 1973; Czeipiel,
Rosenberg and Akerele, 1974). The adaptations
have face validity because the concept of
satisfaction is common to both types of studies
(Maddox, 1981). Therefore, although the
Motivation-Hygiene Theory was developed by
Frederick Herzberg (1959) as an alternative to
Maslow’s theory (1954) for studying job
satisfaction, it has contributed to a body of
knowledge on customer satisfaction.

Basic factors: They are prerequisites and must be
satisfied first at least at threshold levels for the
product to be accepted. The fulfillment of basic
requirements is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for satisfaction. The customer takes
Basic requirements for granted, and therefore
does not explicitly ask for them. They are similar
to Herzberg’s “Hygiene factors” or “Dissatisfiers”.
The other names used for Basic factors are
Minimum Requirements (Brandt, 1988), Mustbe requirements (Kano et al, 1993). “The
fulfillment of basic requirements is a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for satisfaction”
(Matzler, Fuchs and Schubert, 2004; Kakar,
2017abcd; Kakar, 2021).

According to the Motivation-Hygiene theory
(Herzberg and Synderman, 1967) job satisfaction
and dissatisfaction must be separated into two
different continua, and are determined by two
different sets of factors. Factors found to affect
job satisfaction (recognition, achievement, work
itself, advancement, and responsibility) are called
“motivation factors.” Factors found to affect job
dissatisfaction (salary, company policies,
technical competence, interpersonal relations
and working conditions), called “hygiene factors”
(Brenner and Carmack, 1971; Kakar, 2018abcdef;
Kakar, Kakar, 2012ab; Kakr 2014abc). By
implication, customer requirements can be
classified into two categories, those that cause
customer dissatisfaction if not fulfilled but no
significant satisfaction if fulfilled and those that
cause customer satisfaction if fulfilled but no
dissatisfaction if not fulfilled. “Hygeine” factors
are also called “Dissatisfiers” and “Motivation”
factors are called “Satisfiers” (Kakar, 2015abcd;
Kakar, 2016abcd).

Performance factors: These are requirements
that the customer deliberately seeks to fulfill.
They are uppermost in her consciousness.
Fulfilling these requirements leads to customer
satisfaction and not fulfilling them leads to
dissatisfaction. The other name for Performance
factors is One-dimensional requirements (Kano
et al, 1993). As “Performance factors are typically
directly connected to customers’ explicit needs
and desires .Therefore, a company should be
competitive with regard to performance factors”
(Matzler, Fuchs and Schubert, 2004).
Excitement factors: Excitement requirements are
those that the customer did not expect. They
surprise the user by adding unexpected value to
the product thereby delighting her. The
Excitement factors are similar to Herzberg’s
“Motivation factors” or “Satisfiers”. The other
names for Excitement requirements are
Attractive requirements (Kano et al, 1993), Value
enhancing requirements (Brandt, 1988).

The Three-factor theory
Earlier empirical studies (Swan and Combs,1976;
Maddox 1981; Cadotte and Turgeon, 1988;
Johnston and Selvestro, 1990) of customer
requirements found support for Herzberg’s
(Herzberg and Synderman,1967) two factors
theory. However, later studies (Brandt, 1987;

2
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Implementing excitement features differentiate
the product from competition.

I can live with it this way, 5. I dislike it this way.
Asking both functional and dysfunctional
question helps managers assess user priorities. If
the user expects some attribute feature to be
present, but can live without the feature, it is not
a mandatory or critical feature. Based on the user
responses to the questions in both functional and
dysfunctional form for each of the user’s
requirements, the quickest way to assess the
questionnaires is to map response for each
attribute in Table 1 and using plurality of subject
responses to determine the attribute category to
which it belongs. The plurality of responses of all
participants determines the overall category for
the attribute.

Kano survey method: In the Kano Survey
Method subjects respond to two questions for
every attribute: the functional question "How do
you feel if this feature is present?" and
dysfunctional question "How do you feel if this
feature is NOT present?” The first question
concerns the reaction of the user if the product
includes that feature, the second concerns his
reaction if the website does not include that
attribute. The user must choose one of the five
possible options for the answers for both the
functional and dysfunctional question: 1. I like it
this way, 2. I expect it this way, 3. I am neutral, 4.

Table 1. Kano Method used for categorizing Value Attributes
Method of Data Collection Round 2 of the
study was conducted using the Kano survey
method for 39 items from the previous study
(Kakar ,2020f) (see Table 2 for details). The same
222 subjects who participated in the previous
study (Round 1) provided data. The subjects who
provided their response to the Kano
questionnaire were 19-24 years old. 51.3%
respondents were female, and 49.7 %
respondents were male. The average age of
respondents was 19-23.2 years and average
length of online shopping experience of 5.1 years.
A sample pair of questions question for item UV
is “How do you feel if the shipping charges are
reasonable on the shopping website” and “How
do you feel if the shipping charges are not
reasonable on the shopping website”. The subject
provides one of the following responses for each
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question “1. I like it this way, 2. I expect it this
way, 3. I am neutral, 4. I can live with it this way,
5. I dislike it this way”. If the plurality of subjects
responses are Like it for the first functional
question and disklike if for the first dysfunction
question then using Table 1 the item is
categorized as Performance value item.
To test the validity of the categorizations using
the Penalty Reward Contrast Analysis Method
(PRCA), subjects also rated their overall
satisfaction with the websites using a single item
7 point scale (Andrews and Withey, 1976) with a
neutral midpoint of 4, terrible at one end of the
scale (1) and delighted at the other end of the
scale (7): 1 - Terrible 2 – Unhappy 3 – Mostly
Dissatisfied 4 – Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
5 – Mostly Satisfied 6 – Pleased 7 – Delighted.
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Single-item measures offer advantages of being
short, flexible, and easy to administer (Pomeroy,
Clark and Philip, 2001). They are also less time
consuming and not monotonous to complete
(Gardner, Cummings, Dunham. and Pierce,
1998), thus reducing response biases (Drolet and
Morrison, 2001a). Hence, they are appropriate
for use in large scale studies (Robins, Hendin,
and Trzesniewski, 2001).

The finding of the study is shown below. All items
or attributes of Utilitarian Value were categorized
by participants as Performance attributes, all
items of Hedonic Value and Social Value were
categorized by participants as Excitement
attributes, all items of Quality Value and
Psychological Safety were categorized by
participants Must-have attributes, one item of
Epistemic value was categorized as Performance
attribute and 2 items were categorized as
Excitement attributes.

Results and Analysis
Items
UV1
UV2
UV3
UV4
UV5
UV6
HV1
HV2
HV3
HV4
HV5
HV6
SV1
SV2
SV3
SV4
SV5
SV6

PS1
PS2

Description
Utilitarian Value (UV)
I save money when I shop at this website

Performance

The shipping charges are reasonable
My purchases are done cheaper at this
shopping site than if I had made them
Ielsewhere
was able to get everything I needed at one
stop
I was able to shop at this site without
disruptions and delays
My order was delivered accurately
Hedonic Value (HV)
I enjoy shopping at this site
I enjoy browsing this website even when I have
no intention of buying anything
Shopping on this website is fun
In my opinion, shopping at this site is a
pleasant way to spend leisure time
While
shopping
at purchases
this site, I feel
am able
to get my
donehappy
The website images are aesthetically pleasing
Social Value (SV)
Patronizing this shopping site fits the
impression that I want to give to others
I am eager to tell my friends/acquaintances
about this shopping site
I feel that I belong to the group of shoppers
who shop at this site
I found this shopping site to be consistent with
my style
I felt like a smart shopper by shopping at this
site
This shopping site gave me something that is
personally important or pleasing for me
Psychological Safety (PS)
I know if I made a mistake in the order the
online retailer would offer me a second chance
I have concerns about cybersecurity at this
website R

4

Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement
Excitement

Must Have
Must Have
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PS3

The website has a friendly return policy

Must Have

PS4

When I buy at this site, I am guaranteed the
best possible deal
I have concerns about identity theft when
shopping online R
I have concerns about counterfeit goods when
shopping online R
I feel secure about accepting deliveries from
this online retailer
I am assured about timely deliveries
If I have a question before placing the order, I
get honest answers quickly
Epistemic Value (EV)
I can examine the product almost as if I am
shopping in a brick-and-mortar store
There is always something new and exciting
when I browse this website
It is as if I am embarking on a great adventure
when I visit this website
Quality Value (QV)
The website is easy to locate
I can easily check my order status
The website is legible
I was able to find the website quickly
The web pages loaded quickly
It was easy to navigate the website

Must Have

PS5
PS6
PS7
PS8
PS9

EV1
EV2
EV3

QV1
QV2
QV3
QV4
QV5
QV6
QV7

Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have

Performance
Excitement
Excitement

Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have

The website is well-organized
Must Have
Table 2. Results of Kano Categorization of Value Attributes

Testing Validity of Results

below mean). Based on this coding scheme,
multiple regression analysis was conducted with
overall shopper satisfaction for the value-added
set as dependent variable and the individual
subject responses (high or low) to the 6 values of
the websites as independent variable. Two
regression coefficients are obtained after
regression analyses — one to measure the impact
when value provided by the website is high and
when the value provided by the website is low.
The results are summarized in Table 3 below.

To test validity of these categorizations we adapt
the widely accepted PRCA (Penalty Reward
Contrast Analysis) (e.g., Brandt, 1987; Anderson
and Mittal, 2000; Brandt, 1988; Matzler and
Sauerwein, 2002; Mittal, Ross and Baldasare,
1998) technique to determine the dissatisfaction
if a particular value (e.g., UV) for the website is
low and satisfaction level if the value is high.
Validation was done at the level of 6 Values as the
sample size did not permit the validation to be
done at the level of individual items. PRCA
methods involves the use of regression analysis
with two sets of dummy variables representing
each value. A value of (1, 0) indicates the level of
a particular value derived by shopping from the
website is high (1 SD above mean) and a value of
(0, 1) indicates the value derived is low (1 SD
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Thus, PRCA analysis (Table 3) shows that UV is
Performance value attributes, HV, SV and EV are
Exciters and PS and QV are Must-Have value
attributes. This is in accordance with their value
categorizations of the items of these values in
Table 2.
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Name of the Value
Utilitarian Value
Hedonic Value
Social Value
Psychological safety
Epistemic Value
Quality Value
*p<0.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

Satisfaction at High Value
0.337**
0.267**
0.206**
0.061
0.108*
0.069

Dissatisfaction at Low Value
-0.321**
-0.032
-0.045
-0.437***
-0.53
0.126*

Table 3. Results of PRCA Analysis
Conclusion
In this study we answer the question raised by the
audience in our previous article presented at
AMA conference: Psychological safety and
Quality Value are Must-have value attributes of
the online shopper. Among the two Psychological
Safety has higher level of dissatisfaction when not
provided for to the shopper by the online website.
It implies that Psychological Safety and to a lesser
extent Quality value are prerequisites and the
online shopping site is unlikely to succeed
without these values. Utilitarian Value on the
other hand is a performance requirement. It will
make the online shopping website competitive.
The higher the utilitarian value the higher the
shopper satisfaction. Hedonic Value, Social value
and Epistemic Value are Exciters. They will
differentiate the website from competition. In
terms of priority, online websites should first
ensure high levels of Psychological Safety and
Quality Value to be accepted in the marketplace,
followed by Utilitarian value to compete
successfully with other shopping websites. Once
these values are fulfilled then websites can focus
on providing hedonic Value, Social Value and
Epistemic Value to attract and delight the online
shopper.
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WHY WOULD CONSUMERS PURCHASE FOR UNKNOWN PRODUCTS?
EXPLORING THE EFFECT OF MYSTERY SHOPPING
Emma-Wenjun Guo, University of Washington
Beibei Dong, Lehigh University
Robert. W. Palmatier, University of Washington

For further information, please contact Emma-Wenjun Guo, Dr., University of Washington,
(guowj@uw.edu).

Keywords: purchase intention, mystery, shopping journey, surprise marketing
Description: This study examines the effect of mystery shopping, an emerging marketing
technique with which the core product or some product features are concealed from customers
prior to their purchase, such as mystery boxes, mystery featured products, subscription boxes etc.

EXTEND ABSTRACT
Research Question
Many well-established literature posit that customers typically prefer to know exactly what
they purchase. However, marketing practices have seen a growing trend of mystery shopping, an
emerging marketing technique with which the core product or some product features are
concealed from customers prior to their purchase, such as, Pringles with mystery flavor (i.e.,
product with mystery feature), lootie.com (i.e, mystery product), Birchbox (i.e., some monthly
subscription service). Despite the increasing popularity, research dedicated to looking into
mystery shopping is missing. To fill in this gap, our research examines three research questions:
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what is mystery shopping? What is its effect and underlying mechanism? How does price
influence its effect?
Mystery shopping is defined as customers purchasing a product with an unknown feature
prior to their purchase (Bischof et al. 2020). In contradiction with regular shopping, mystery
shopping is an intentional purchase of a product with concealed features, bearing the
characteristic of surprise marketing. Surprise marketing suggests customers respond to surprise
stimuli both cognitively and emotionally. However, unlike the typically studied surprise that is
free of charge and unexpected, the surprise in mystery shopping possesses two distinct
characteristics: purchase-required and anticipated surprise. Following this string, this paper
intends to unveil the mystery of mystery shopping.
Method and Data
Two experiments were conducted. Study 1 tests the baseline effect of mystery shopping
and the mediating mechanisms, using two product types (i.e., hedonic and utilitarian). Two
hundred and forty-five students participated in a 2 shopping condition ×2 product type mixdesign experiment. Results show that purchase intention for the hedonic product has no
significant difference in both shopping conditions, whereas significantly lower for utilitarian
product in mystery condition. The effect is mediated by perceived risk and feeling of sensation.
Willingness to pay in the mystery condition is significantly higher than that in the regular
condition for both product types.
Study 2 tested the effect of price. Three hundred forty-eight consumers participated in a 2
shopping x 3 price levels x 2 product types mix-design experiment. Results show that with the
existence of product prices, purchase intention for the hedonic product in mystery condition is
significantly higher than than in regular shopping, whereas no difference for utilitarian product.
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Purchase intention in mystery shopping decreases as price increases. An additional analysis on
repurchase intention in mystery shopping after the unboxing process shows that the repurchase
intention after unboxing is nearly significant lower than purchase intention (p = 0.72).
Summary of Findings
Study 1 shows the outcomes of mystery shopping are not intuitively positive. Even though
customers are willing to pay more for mystery products, which means mystery shopping can be
efficient in the short term, they are less like to buy it. Furthermore, mystery shopping could
elevate customers’ feeling of sensation but also raise their perceived choice risk, which leads to
less beneficial outcomes. Study 2 shows that mystery shopping becomes positive in increasing
customer purchase intention with the existence of price, resulting in positive purchase intention
for mystery hedonic products. However, after unboxing, the positive effect of price no longer
exists, which calls for further attention to the unboxing process.
Key Contributions
These findings make three contributions to the marketing literature. We contribute to a
significant but neglected stream of research on surprise marketing — the purchase of anticipated
surprise. Existing research on surprise marketing is mainly focused on unexpected free
giveaways. By looking into the mystery shopping phenomenon, this research fills in the vacancy
on surprise marketing and unveils the underlying mechanism of this particular type of surprise.
Second, we contributed to the research on the customer shopping journey. The nature of mystery
shopping stands out as a unique shopping process, which posits knowing the product after
purchase. It could potentially address the choice paradox and make emotion a critical and
integral part of shopping. Third, mystery shopping represents an innovative shopping experience
beyond a regular purchase. It reveals the importance of surprise in the customer consumption
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experience by offering customers an irresistible gambling-like experience. Therefore, this
research also supplements existing work in experience marketing by integrating research in
surprise marketing and gambling literature. Our research also provides critical managerial
implications for managers to effectively use and design mystery shopping to attract attention,
convert sales, and at the same time provide an exciting and delightful shopping experience to
customers.
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Bringing Sales Employees Envy Into Focus: Prevention- Versus Promotion- Focused
Employees On Engagement And Turnover Intention
Teng Wang, Hohai University
Murong Miao, Northern Michigan University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Teng Wang, Hohai University,
hhbswt@hhu.edu.cn
Keywords: Benign Envy, Malicious Envy, Prevention/promotion Focus, Engagement, Turnover
Intention
Based on social comparison theory, this study suggests that malicious envy decreases employee
engagement for prevention-focused than for promotion-focused employees, while benign envy
increases employee engagement more for promotion-focused than for prevention-focused
employees. Besides, the conditional effect of malicious envy on turnover intention is mediated
by engagement.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Relationships have always been important to marketing and sales and have been studied
for decades (Berry 1995; Morgan and Hunt 1994). In particular, interpersonal relations are an
essential factor to an organization’s success; yet in comparison with work attitudes and behaviors,
negative workplace interpersonal relations receive far less research attention (Duffy et al. 2002).
Interpersonal relations are becoming more observable as many employees engage in social
networking that places many of their relationships in a more public work environment (Palmatier
2008). In a shared physical work environment, employees have ample opportunities to observe
and compare one another’s capabilities and resources. Such interpersonal comparison may lead
to human emotions, such as envy. Imagine while you joined a firm with a colleague at the same
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time, you witnessed that your colleague received a salary promotion, but you did not get the
same treatment. You may feel malicious or benign envy depending on your perception of the
colleague’s deservedness of the reward.
From a psychological perspective, envy is a “social comparison-based emotion and is
mostly likely to occur when agents are confronted with an upward comparison” (Lange and
Crusius 2015). Envy indicates a perceived threat to a relationship be present as a result of this
social comparison. While envy as an emotion in the general context of life has received extensive
research attention, how envy is experienced in a relationship in a sales setting setting is less
understood. To date, only a few studies in the marketing and sales literature have investigated the
topic. The concept of employee envy is predominantly under-researched in the literature (Scott et
al. 2012), and research on employee envy is limited to purchase behaviors (Crusius and
Mussweiler 2012), pricing comparisons (Ackerman and Perner 2004), and its drivers and
consequences (Wobker and Kenning 2012; Zeng et al. 2021).
What is unknown is envy could impact employees’ activities. Given the increased
importance of relationship portfolios and social selling to salespeople, the present research
identifies an understudied area directly related to how employee engagement and turnover
intention vary in the context of benign and malicious envy towards coworkers. Thus, given the
potential threat that employee envy poses on employee activities, the present study advances that
specific analysis of its role on employee-related outcome variables is in order. Drawing on
regulatory focus theory, we investigate the role of regulatory focus in employees’ reaction in
their envy of coworkers.
Method and Data
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Two lab experiments are conducted to examine the roles of employee engagement and
regulatory focus as mechanisms between malicious/benign envy and turnover intention. The lab
experiments provide evidence by manipulating malicious/benign envy in a sales setting. The
combined findings suggest that malicious envy negatively influences employee turnover
intention through engagement, whereas benign envy positively influences turnover intention
through employee engagement. Besides, the direct effect of benign envy on turnover intention
was not statistically significant.
Further, this current study found that the conditional effect of malicious envy has a
weaker negative effect on employee engagement for prevention-focused than for promotionfocused employees. In comparison, the conditional effect of benign envy has a stronger positive
effect on employee engagement for promotion-focused than for promotion-focused employees.
Specifically, with a high level of prevention focus, the positive effect of malicious envy on
turnover intention through engagement will be diminished. Examining simple slopes, we find
that the positive effect of malicious envy on turnover intention via engagement is significant and
positive at low and mean levels of prevention focus. High prevention-focus suppresses the
positive relationship between malicious envy and turnover intention, making that relationship
non-significant.
Summary of Findings
Malicious envy positively predicts turnover intention, while benign envy negatively
predicts turnover intention. Malicious envy decreases employee engagement for preventionfocused than for promotion-focused employees, however, benign envy increases employee
engagement more for promotion-focused than for prevention-focused employees. Furthermore,
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the conditional effect of malicious envy and benign envy on turnover intention is mediated by
engagement.
Key Contributions
Considering the influence of employee malicious and benign envy for both practice and
theory, we seek to address these gaps and contribute to the extant literature in several important
ways. First, we answer calls to enhance theoretical and empirical understanding of the
consequences of employee envy. We explore whether and how employee envy influences
turnover intention through employee engagement. We find that envy is not always harmful for
the organization. Specifically, the results suggest that malicious envy results in low employee
engagement and thus high turnover intention, while benign envy enhances engagement and
diminish turnover intention.
Second, we utilize regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1998) to extend envy research by
investigate when employee envy may impact employee engagement and result in a high turnover
intention. We use regulatory focus theory to the study of employee envy and demonstrate that
regulatory focus might shape people’s reactions to their feeling towards others. Specifically, we
demonstrate that malicious envy exerts a weaker negative effect on employee engagement and in
turn a weaker positive effect on turnover intention when employees have a predominant
prevention (vs. promotion) focus. However, benign envy exerts a stronger positive effect on
employee engagement and job performance when employees have a predominant promotion (vs.
prevention) focus. That is, employees’ regulatory focus can explain some of the heterogeneity in
their results of being envy towards coworkers. This finding promotes further theory development
by establishing a critical integration between regulatory focus theory and emergent research on
envy in a sales setting.
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In addition to the theoretical contribution to theory, this study also provides insights to
organizations on how they can mitigate the risk that malicious envy can lead to negative work
engagement and positive turnover intention by focusing on prevention motivation. For example,
managers could prime employees’ prevention focus as opposed to promotion focus when they
maliciously envy coworkers. If sales managers can get sales employees to think like preventors,
they can attenuate the negative effect of malicious envy. Besides, managers could prime
employees’ promotion focus when they benignly envy coworkers. If managers can manipulate
sales employees to think like promotors, they can strengthen the positive effect of benign envy.
*References are available upon request
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EMOTIONAL OR PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR COMPETENCE? – THE KEY TO
SUCCESS IN CURATED FASHION RETAILING

Anna Teresa Wanisch
Department of Strategic Management, Marketing and Tourism, University of Innsbruck
Tel.: +43 (512) 507-72403
E-mail address: anna.wanisch@uibk.ac.at

Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Anna Teresa Wanisch
(anna.wanisch@uibk.ac.at), Department of Strategic Management, Marketing and Tourism,
University of Innsbruck.”

Keywords: Advisor emotional competence, advisor professional competence, customer
emotional state, customer responses, curated fashion retailing

Description: This research investigates the influence of advisor professional and emotional
competence on customer emotional state and, further, on customer responses in the context of
curated fashion retailing.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
In curated fashion retailing – a rather new trend in the retail industry – advisor competencies
play a major role for the success of dyadic service interactions. While literature has mainly
focused on advisor professional competence, this study examines the roles of both
professional and emotional competence. In traditional retailing, evidence exists on customers’
appreciation of emotional competence (Cartwright and Pappas 2008), which is understood as
a variety of interconnected skills of individuals in order to being able to deal with emotions
(Wong and Law 2002). The first objective of this research is, thus, to examine the influence of
advisor professional and emotional competence in combination on customer responses in the
context of curated fashion retailing.
To provide a holistic view of the service interaction, the customer as interaction
partner also needs to be considered. Customers’ emotional state should be taken into account
as the advisor may potentially influence customers’ feelings (Lee and Dubinsky 2003).
Moreover, customers’ emotional state most likely drives their behavioral responses (Bosch,
Schiel, and Winder 2006). The second objective of this research is to examine the role of
customers’ emotional state in the relationship between advisor professional and emotional
competence and relevant customer responses in curated fashion retailing.

Method and Data
An experimental study (n=187, Mage=39.96 years, 57.30% male) using a 2 (advisor
professional competence: high vs. low) x 2 (advisor emotional competence: high vs. low)
between-subjects factorial design was conducted to test the proposed relationships.
Manipulations were successfully pre-tested and the online panel “Clickworker” was used for
this data collection (e.g., Schroll, Schnurr, and Grewal 2018). Participants were first given a
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short scenario asking them to picture themselves being a customer at a fictive online fashion
retailer called “DressMe”, which offers personal online style counseling. In the following,
they were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions. The fashion advisor was
characterized by either high or low professional and emotional competence. While the first
dimension refers to the advisor’s task-related competencies, skills, and expertise (White
2005), the second deals with the advisor’s ability to control and share his/her emotions and to
recognize how customers are feeling (Schutte et al. 1998). After being exposed to the
stimulus, participants were asked to answer an online questionnaire measuring their intention
to take advice, satisfaction with the advisor, and social rapport, as well as their emotional
state. The questionnaire finished with socio-demographic questions. All construct items were
measured using seven-point Likert scales.

Summary of Findings
Two-way ANCOVAs reveal a significant difference regarding customer advice taking
(F(1,185)=76.33, p<.001), satisfaction with advisor (F(1,185)=86.10, p<.001), and social
rapport (F(1,185)=4.08, p<.05) between high and low professional competence. The same
applies to emotional competence and a comparison of means shows that the effects are in the
proposed direction. Further, results reveal that the interaction of advisor professional and
emotional competence is significant for advice taking (F(1,185)=7.98, p<.005) and
satisfaction with advisor (F(1,185)=4.20, p<.05), and marginally significant for social rapport
(F(1, 185)=3.07, p<.10). To gain more concrete insights a one-way ANCOVA was applied.
Post-hoc tests using multiple comparisons show that only in the case of social rapport there is
no significant difference between an advisor with high or low professional competence given
high emotional competence (MEC_high x MPC_high=5.73, SDPC_high=1.16 vs. MEC_high x
MPC_low=5.65, SDPC_low=1.14) (p>.10). Process Modell 8 (Hayes 2018; bootstrap=5,000)
reveals a positive impact of advisor professional (B=1.14, p<.001, CI95[.68…. 1.61], R²=.50)
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and emotional competence (B=2.10, p<.001, CI95[1.63…. 2.57], R²=.50) on customer
emotional state, which, further, drives customer advice taking (B=.55, p<.001, CI95[.45….
.65], R²=.68), satisfaction with advisor (B=.69, p<.001, CI95[.60…. .77], R²=.82), and social
rapport (B=.0, p<.001, CI95[.59…. .81], R²=.80). Thus, confirming the mediating effect of
customer emotional state.

Key Contributions
This study contributes to service research by demonstrating that high professional and high
emotional competence interact and lead to more positive customer responses in curated
shopping. Interestingly, the effect of professional competence decreases when emotional
competence is high. Further, it adds to advice taking literature by revealing that not only
highly professionally competent but also highly emotionally competent advisors can increase
customer advice taking. Moreover, this work contributes to emotion theory by revealing that
customer emotional state plays a mediating role in this relationship, also in the rather new
context of curated fashion retailing.
To increase positive customer responses, marketers must design the recruiting process
in a way that it truly reveals the applicants’ capabilities. Not only task-specific knowledge
should be covered but, importantly, also the ability to deal with emotions. In addition,
workshops and advanced training for existing staff should be held on a regular basis, as
professional competence can be improved, and emotional competence can be developed over
time. To sum up, the underlying study links advice taking literature, emotions, and customer
responses to generate knowledge for academia and practice.

Selected References are available upon request.
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EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF SALESPERSON LONELINESS
Valerie Good, Grand Valley State University
Amy Greiner Fehl, Georgia Gwinnett College
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Dr. Valerie Good, PhD, Assistant
Professor of Marketing, Grand Valley State University (goodv@gvsu.edu).
Keywords: Loneliness, Social Awkwardness, Personal Selling, Sales Management
Description: This research explores both positive and negative outcomes of salesperson
loneliness.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
How does loneliness affect salesperson-customer interactions and subsequent sales performance?
Method And Data
We gathered survey data from an online panel of salespeople working in both B2B and B2C
from a variety of industries. Data were analyzed using structural equation modeling. Using an
experimental approach to explore the impact of rejection, such as what salespeople encounter
regularly, we developed a manipulation based on previous literature. Approximately half of
respondents were randomly assigned to the control group while the other half experienced the
rejection manipulation. All latent variables were measured using scales already published in reputable
scholarly journals. To gauge memory performance, participants watched a pre-recorded video of a sales
interaction and were then asked to recall details, such as the name of the company and the buyer’s
dominant buying needs. For every correct answer, respondents earned one point toward a final
composite score of remembered details.
Summary of Findings
Findings reveal that on the one hand, loneliness increases social awkwardness, overspending on
customers, and impaired memory during the needs assessment phase of the sales process. On the
other hand, results also show that loneliness decreases sales call reluctance while increasing
organizational commitment. Consequently, loneliness has a moderately positive relationship with
salesperson performance. By employing an experimental approach with random assignment to a
rejection manipulation versus control group, the results also demonstrate that rejection weakens
the relationship between loneliness and organizational commitment, which has important
practical and managerial implications.
Key Contributions
Managers must first recognize that loneliness can lead to social awkwardness in customer
exchanges and conspicuous overspending (“sweethearting”) on accounts, which may be
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unwarranted and costly for companies. Likewise, loneliness is associated with remembering
fewer details in customer exchanges, which can lead to misunderstanding customer needs and
not providing appropriate product solutions. Nonetheless, there are some constructive aspects to
salesperson loneliness that managers would do well to consider, such as the positive relationship
to organization commitment and less call reluctance. Managers may be able to highlight the
positive aspects of a desire to connect with the organization and potential customers while still
working to mitigate the negative effects of loneliness on salesperson wellbeing and performance.
Overall, with increased digitalization of sales and exploding use of video calls in business, even
more triggers for loneliness exist for salespeople today. Managers and salespeople need to adapt,
first by recognizing the challenges faced by lonely salespeople and then by taking steps to
mitigate them while also leveraging the positive effects.
References are available upon request.
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OPTIMAL COMPENSATION POLICY FOR SALESPERSON
Anomitra Bhattacharya, McMaster University, Canada

For further information, please contact Anomitra Bhattacharya, DeGroote School of Business,
McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada L8S 2G2, email: bhatta1@mcmaster.ca.

Keywords: salesperson compensation, static, dynamic, incentive, health constraints, ability,
social resources

Description: The paper studies the optimal salary structure of an experienced salesperson in a
static and a dynamic setting given the need for incentive alignment of the salesperson and the
firm, the health constraints of the salesperson, her ability and social resources limitations, and the
product’s price, sales depreciation, firm’s profitability and organizational goals.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Salespersons’ performance is critical to a firm’s profit. There is an upper limit of the fixed salary
so that the salesperson is motivated enough to close deals and garner more sales. There is also an
upper limit of the variable salary beyond which the salesperson breaks down. This is rational for
the firm since losing a salesperson’s service means lost sales. These upper limits are determined
by industry or firm standards. Given the upper limit of the fixed and variable salary as per Habel
et al (2021) and the sales functional form from past data (convex or concave), what is the optimal
fixed and variable salary in a static setting to maximize firm profit considering the health
constraints and the need for incentive alignment of the salesperson and the firm?
Given the ability (measured by past performance) and the social resources (measured by 360degree feedback) of an experienced salesperson, as well as the sales depreciation rate, the
product price at any point in time, and the discount rate, what is the optimal compensation of an
experienced salesperson in a dynamic setting to maximize firm profit?

Method and Data
The paper uses game theory, Kuhn Tucker optimization and optimal control theory. It derives
precise formulae for the optimal fixed and variable salary in a static and a dynamic setting. It
discusses method to recover parameter values using instrumental variables.
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Summary of Findings
Static Case: The sum of the fixed and variable salary upper limits percentages must be greater
than or equal to 100.
For a convex sales function, while the salesperson’s salary and sales increases as the upper limit
of the variable compensation percentage increase, the fixed salary increases only if the variable
salary limit is less than 75% of the total salary. The firm’s profit increases only if this upper limit
is greater than a specified value.
For a concave sales function, two optimal variable compensation rates are found which gives
policy options during product life cycle stages.
For the lower rate, it decreases with increase in the upper limit of the variable compensation rate,
while the sales and firm profit increases. The fixed compensation also decreases subject to
certain conditions.
For the upper rate, it decreases with decrease in the upper limit of the variable rate, while the
sales and firm profit increases. The fixed compensation increases subject to certain conditions.
Dynamic Case: The optimal variable salary decreases with time (if all other variables are
constant) and is independent of the initial sales numbers achieved. Variable compensation and its
rate change with change in sales decreases with time if prices are kept constant. The variable
compensation decreases with an increase in the interest rate, sales depreciation rate, and cost of
manufacturing and distribution, and increases with increase in the period under consideration,
ability and social resource of the salesperson, and price of the product.
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The optimal fixed salary is always a function or scalar multiple of the variable salary in both
settings.
Key Contributions
Rather than using agency theory, contract theory, or transaction cost theory, I use concerns for
behavioral and health aspects of salespersons in deriving precise formulae for the optimal fixed
and variable salary in a static and a dynamic setting. I avoid using any utility function or
distribution as there could be disagreement on it use.
Instead of a salesperson’s effort which may not be observable nor its intensity be agreed upon
easily by the parties involved, I derive compensation policy using measurable outcomes (e.g.
sales) on which there can be no disagreements. The effort variable is endogenized. Concern for
health is incorporated through the upper limit of the variable salary beyond which the
salesperson breaks down (other measures invade privacy).
In the static setting for a convex and a concave sales function, rules for change in fixed and
variable salary is derived when the upper limit of the variable salary changes due to industry or
firm standards which gives managers tools to control firm profitability.
In the dynamic setting, it is suboptimal to decide the salary seeing the initial sales numbers
achieved. The optimal variable salary decreases with time (if other variables including ability
and social resources remain constant) which provides a counterfactual explanation for pink slip.
Variable compensation increases with increase in the period under consideration, the ability and
social resources of the salesperson, and the price of the product which provides an explanation
for high salary of young new employees. Employee with reputation or influence, loyalists (old
hand with knowledge of legacy systems, close acquaintances of top decision makers) remain in
4
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the company while other experienced employees may be terminated or forced to job hop (e.g.
tech industry). The model explains why continually developing ability and social resources
through training and relationship building is crucial. The time dependent compensation structure
allows a firm to budget its spending and savings accordingly and make better managerial
decisions.
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SALES MANAGER ENCOURAGEMENT BEHAVIOR IN VALUE-CENTRED
BUSINESS MODELS

Clara Hoffmann, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Sascha Alavi, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Christian Schmitz, Ruhr-Universität Bochum

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Ms. Clara Hoffmann, RuhrUniversität Bochum (Clara.Hoffmann@rub.de)

Keywords: Sales manager encouragement behavior, value-centred business models, firm
performance, in-role encouragement, extra-role encouragement

Description: By using regression analysis on data from 209 firms working in (sales)
management positions we find that in-role encouragement behavior is more effective than extrarole encouragement behavior to achieve financial firm performance in value-centred business
models.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Although sales managers’ encouragement behavior is important in a wide range of
contexts, extant research is largely silent on the role of their encouragement behavior in valuecentred business models. Prior sales encouragement behavior research indicates that sales
managers might constitute cornerstones of value-centred business models (e.g., Panagopoulos et
al., 2017; Schmitz and Ganesan, 2014; Schmitz et al., 2014), but specific encouragement behaviors
conducive to firm performance in value-centred business models in sales have not been examined
to date. Overall, when it comes to effective sales leadership for value-centred business models,
many unresolved questions remain that have not been addressed by prior empirical research but
that necessitate empirical investigations. For instance, one key research question pertains to
whether in-role or extra-role encouragement leadership behavior is more eligible for value-centred
business models. In-role encouragement refers to a more guiding sales manager who clarifies
expectations and work-related tasks, while extra-role encouragement refers to sales managers who
not explicitly define expectations and work-related tasks and stimulate their salespeople to think
outside the box of doing things (MacKenzie et al., 2001). This paper attempts to fill this gap in the
literature.
Method and Data
We conducted a cross-industry, key informant study to test the hypothesized effects of
value-centred business model ratio on financial firm performance, moderated by in-role and extrarole encouragement as relevant leadership styles. To examine these effects, we needed data that
provides insights into firms’ sales manager leadership behaviors. Therefore, we collected primary
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data via online surveys of key informants of 209 firms in the DACH region (Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland). In this major economic region value-centred business models assume an
important role and many firms try to develop in this direction. 92.5 % of the respondents are male
and 87 % work in (sales) management positions. With 71 % of respondents coming from industrial
and service firms, 12 % coming from consumer goods firms, 6 % wholesaler, and 11 % from other
industries, the average number of employees was 10.001 employees.
We employed a regression model to test all hypothesized effects in Mplus 7.0. We
estimated two models. Model 1 comprises only the main effects of value-centred business model
ratio, encouragement behavior, and our control variables on financial firm performance. Model 2
additionally includes the interaction effects of our predictor with moderators and the control
variables on financial firm performance.
Summary of Findings
The results show that the effect of value-centred business model ratio on financial form
performance is contingent on the right encouragement behavior of sales managers. Sales manager
in-role encouragement positively moderates the value-centred business model ratio on financial
firm performance and extra-role encouragement negatively moderates the main effect. The
positive effect of value-centred business model ratio on financial firm performance is stronger
when in-role encouragement is high but weaker when in-role encouragement is low.
Correspondingly, the positive effect of value-centred business model ratio on financial firm
performance is stronger when extra-role encouragement is low but weaker when extra-role
encouragement is high. Thus, in value-centred business models, high in-role encouragement is
more effective to achieve financial firm performance as compared to high extra-role
encouragement of sales managers.
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Key Contributions
We show that a firm’s financial performance in value-centred business models is
contingent on the right encouragement behavior of sales managers. While prior research has
mainly concentrated on the main effect of value-centred business models on firm performance and
on the effect of encouragement behavior on salesperson performance, we make a contribution to
both research streams by integrating them.
Differentiating the results from Fang et al. (2008), we show that the j-shaped effect of
value-centred business model ratio on financial firm performance fundamentally depends on sales
managers’ encouragement behavior. That is, we find the j-shaped effect of value-centred business
models for strong in-role encouragement and low extra-role encouragement. Additional research
should attempt to replicate our findings by using isolated objective performance variables (e.g.,
turnover, costs, profits).
Firm managers must encourage sales managers in value-centred business models to engage
in in-role encouragement and thus intensify their micromanagement. Micromanaging the
salesforce comprises extensive guidance regarding their expectations and execution towards their
salespeople’s work-related tasks and their way of thinking. Therefore, they need to closely support
their salespeople by providing a clear structure as framework for their tasks and work environment
and a strategic alignment along the sales organization.

References are available upon request.
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SUPERVISOR BOTTOM-LINE MENTALITY: THE COOPERATIVE SALES
CULTURE SLAYER
Barron W. Brown, Louisiana Tech University
For further information, please contact Barron W. Brown, Marketing Doctoral Candidate,
Louisiana Tech University, (bwb024@latech.edu).
Melanie Moore Koskie, Louisiana Tech University
Brittany B. Beck, Louisiana Tech University
William B. Locander, Louisiana Tech University
Keywords: Supervisor Bottom-line Mentality, Job Demands, Cooperative Sales Culture,
Competitive Intensity
Description: The present study examines the influence competitive intensity on supervisorbottom line mentality (SBLM), SBLMs resulting impact on cooperative sales culture, and
cooperative sales culture’s impact on individual salesperson outcome performance as well as
their intentions to seek alternative employment opportunities.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The driving forces of competition in today’s business-to-business (B2B) markets have significant
effects on sales organizations and their employees. The translation of such external forces to
sales managers affects what they deem important, their behaviors, and the culture of their
organization. This research employs a sample of 264 B2B salespeople drawn from a Qualtrics
panel. Salespeople report on their supervisors’ bottom-line mentality (SBLM) which affects their
personal job demands and the sales organization culture in which they operate. Both SBLM and
the nature of workplace culture affect not only outcome performance but also influences
salesperson intentions to seek alternative employment opportunities.
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2

Research Question: What impact does SBLM have on salesperson individual job demands, and
what is their combined impact on building a cooperative sales culture in B2B selling contexts?
Method and Data: This research employs a sample of 264 B2B salespeople obtained from
Qualtrics and is analyzed using structural equation modeling.
Summary of Findings: Findings show that SBLM positively influences salesperson individual
job demands. SBLM and increased job demands then negatively affect a cooperative sales
culture. Additionally, findings of the present study suggest an important role for a cooperative
sales culture as it positively influences salesperson outcome performance and negatively
influences turnover intention. Given that sales organizations strive to achieve these outcomes,
this research offers important insights that can aid sales executives in their quest to achieve a
cooperative sales culture.
Key Contributions: This research is one of the first studies to introduce supervisor bottom-line
mentality (SBLM) to the sales literature and the first to highlight competitive intensity as an
antecedent to SBLM. As competition in the market grows, so does pressure on sales managers to
increase sales volume and cut costs, creating an environment ripe for supervisors to rely on
SBLM. Next, the study contributes to sales research by considering how SBLM affects a
salesperson’s perceived job demands and how these constructs in combination influence the
overall culture of the salesforce. This research offers empirical evidence that salesperson
perceived job demands and the overall culture of the salesforce may be the product of
interpersonal relationships with sales supervisors.
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SYNERGIES BETWEEN SALESPERSON ORIENTATION AND SALES FORCE
CONTROL SYSTEMS: A PERSON-ORGANIZATION FIT PERSPECTIVE ON
ADAPTIVE SELLING BEHAVIORS AND SALES PERFORMANCE
Yaqin Zheng
University of Shanghai for Science and Technology
Hsin-Yi (Grace) Liao
Niagara University
Wyatt A. Schrock
Michigan State University
Yi Zheng
University of Texas at Arlington
Zhimei Zang*
Central South University

*For further information, please contact Ms. Zhimei Zang,
Central South University (yukimi2009@126.com)

Keywords: hunting orientation, farming orientation, adaptive selling behaviors, behavioral
control, outcome control

Description: The mediating effect of adaptive selling between the interaction of customer
orientations (hunting orientation and farming orientation) and organizational control systems
(outcome control and behavioral control), and sales performance.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Adaptive selling behavior is commonly defined as “the altering of sales behaviors during a
customer interaction or across customer interactions based on perceived information about the
nature of the selling situation, and is viewed as a critical salesperson skill. Given the significance
of the construct, two important adaptive selling-related research gaps remain. First, the
interactions between its antecedent factors at different levels (i.e., individual-level and firmlevel) have received limited attention. Second, some increasingly prominent individual-level
salesperson characteristics (i.e., hunting orientation and farming orientation) remain unexplored.
By addressing these gaps, we develop and test a conceptual model grounded in personorganization fit theory, and examine the mediating role of adaptive selling between the
interaction of customer orientations (hunting orientation and farming orientation) and
organizational control systems (outcome control and behavioral control), and sales performance.

Method and Data
Survey data were collected to test our hypotheses. We randomly chose 80 manufacturers
located in an eastern province in China from Enterprises Yellow Pages, consistent with previous
research. Ultimately, we received valid salesperson questionnaires from 391 salespeople and 50
sales managers from 50 firms. The possibility of nonresponse bias was checked. Further, after
checking the reliability, validity, and multicollinearity of the constructs, our hypotheses were
tested using hierarchical linear modelling (HLM) with group-mean centered individual-level
variables and grand-mean centered firm-level variables.
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Summary of Findings
Results show that adaptive selling behaviors mediates the relationship between two customer
engagement orientations (i.e., hunting orientation and farming orientation) and sales
performance, with hunting orientation having a stronger impact on adaptive selling behaviors
than a farming orientation. Moreover, the data reveal that organizational control systems
moderate these relationships. Although outcome (behavioral) control strengthens (weakens) the
positive effect of hunting orientation on adaptive selling behaviors, behavioral (outcome) control
strengthens (weakens) the positive effect of farming orientation on adaptive selling behaviors.

Key Contributions
Our study’s findings provide insights regarding mechanism and moderators associated with
hunting and farming orientations, and thus shed light on an important and growing literature
stream. Specifically, we develop and test a conceptual model grounded in person-organization fit
theory. Two sales force control systems as situational factors that interact with salesperson
hunting and farming orientations shape adaptive selling behaviors. Further, adaptive selling
behaviors is explored as a consequence of person-organization “fit” (or “misfit) with beneficial
(or detrimental) consequences. Moreover, by exploring the role of adaptive selling behaviors as
an important mechanism linking the two orientations to sales performance, we provide insights
on why salesperson hunting and farming orientations drive sales performance outcomes. These
findings are actionable in that they highlight the way in which different control systems can be
synergistic with different salesperson tendencies towards customer engagement, and provide
guidance for the managers regarding managing sales personnel in a more optimal fashion.
References are available upon request.
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THE NEUROTIC SALESPERSON
All authors contributed equally to this work and are listed in alphabetical order

Ad de Jong
Copenhagen Business School
Johannes Habel
C.T. Bauer College of Business, University of Houston,
Nathaniel Hartmann
MUMA College of Business, University of South Florida
Selma Kadić-Maglajlić
Copenhagen Business School
Nicolas Zacharias
Faculty of Law Faculty of Law, Economics and Business, Martin Luther University HalleWittenberg

*For further information, please contact corresponding author Selma Kadić-Maglajlić,
Copenhagen Business School (skm.marktg@cbs.dk).

Keywords: sales; salesperson; neuroticism; personality; locus of control
Description: This research challenges the long-standing assumption that neuroticism is a stable
trait and provides a series of studies showing that the sales environment is particularly
susceptible to fostering neuroticism.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
For at least six decades, sales research has strived to understand salespeople's neuroticism by
conceptualizing neuroticism in two ways: as neuroticism per se or as emotional stability, which
is the opposite of neuroticism. In either case, scholars typically view neuroticism as exogenous –
and thus as an antecedent to the outcomes of interest. However, the emerging psychological
literature questions the plasticity of neuroticism by showing that neuroticism can increase in
environments that are unpredictable and uncontrollable. In such environments, individuals
perceive different emotional states and are in a persistent state of emotional instability, which
corresponds with neuroticism. We argue that this emerging theory on plasticity is particularly
relevant to the sales profession because this profession is characterized by high levels of
uncertainty, insecurity, and stress. Salespeople often face rejection, difficulty closing sales
opportunities, competing interests in negotiations, and pressure due to their ambitious sales goals
and incentives. Thus, we propose that salespeople's neuroticism is subject to change and is codetermined by the sales environment. Specifically, we examine two research questions: (1) How
do salespeople differ from individuals in corporate non-sales jobs in terms of neuroticism? (2) If
there are differences in neuroticism, how do they arise?

Method and Data
To test these research questions, we initially performed exploratory field research that revealed
the neuroticism of graduate students studying sales increased after they performed a series of
sales tasks. We then conducted two studies. Study 1 is based on survey data collected from
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employees of a large business-to-business company. Of the 1,723 complete cases, 1002
employees were in non-sales roles and 721 employees worked in sales roles. After performing
propensity score analysis to create comparable non-sales and sales groups, we assessed the
relationships of interest using multiple regression analysis. To adjust for possible remaining
biases in the covariates for the sales and non-sales groups, the analysis included the variables
used in the propensity score analysis. Study 2 is based on a cross-industry data collected through
a data panel (i.e. Prolific Academic). We collected 418 responses, of which 209 were salespeople
and 209 were from people working in non-sales roles. We used the same procedure as in Study 1
to mitigate the risk of endogeneity and increase robustness of the results and estimates. To assess
the relationships of interest in Study 2, we performed structural equation modeling using Lavaan
in the R statistical programming language.

Summary of Findings
In Study 1, we find that employees in sales roles have higher neuroticism than their non-sales
counterparts, and that tenure increases the strength of the positive association between sales role
and neuroticism. In study 2, we show that in comparison to non-sales roles, salespeople, on
average, score higher on chance locus of control but no differently on internal locus of control.
We find that chance locus of control mediates the effects of being in a sales role on neuroticism,
which is not the case for employees in non-sales roles. In addition, we assessed the moderation
effect of tenure on the relationship between the sales dummy and internal/chance locus of
control. We find that chance locus of control increases over time for employees in sales roles but
decreases over time for those in non-sales roles.
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Key Contributions
Our findings have the potential to significantly advance sales theory as well as personality
theory. As such, this research integrates emergent neuroticism-related research on Personality
Dynamics and Cybernetic Big Five Theory to sales research. This fosters a novel perspective, at
least amongst sales researchers, and demonstrates the relevance of examining how neuroticism
and other within-salesperson factors change over time. Using advanced empirical methods, this
study provides unique insight into the plasticity of neuroticism and how this depends on the type
of job position (sales vs. non-sales), which may encourage future scholars in sales and related
research streams to view neuroticism as endogenous rather than exogenous.

References are available upon request
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WHEN DOES SALES SYSTEM AGILITY LEAD
TO ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE?

Robin Wagner-Fabisch
University of Mannheim
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For further information, please contact Robin Wagner-Fabisch, Research Assistant,
University of Mannheim (robin.wagner-fabisch@uni-mannheim.de).

Keywords: sales system agility, multichannel sales systems, governance mechanisms,
dynamic capabilities perspective, agency theory extensions

Description: This study introduces sales system agility and examines its performance
consequences from a contingency perspective using a cross-industry, multisource data set.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Prior research has not yet examined sales system agility (SSA). However, research on
subfactors of SSA offers only contradictory results regarding its performance-generating
potential. This observation is well in line with a recent qualitative systematic review on
marketing agility; its authors propose (but do not test empirically) that execution challenges
are ubiquitous, rendering “the business impact of … agility … not a given” and implying that
“benefits realized [from agility are] … contingent on several factors.” Consequently, our first
research question is,
RQ1: Does SSA lead to organizational performance?
According to theory and prior empirical work, performance effects of dynamic
capabilities typically depend on contingency factors. On this account, authors of conceptual
work in this area argue that both structural and managerial aspects play a superior role in
organizational systems. We transfer this insight to the sales system context and identify sales
partners as representing execution challenges for SSA. Consequently, we propose that the
design of the sales system and its management likely affect the returns to SSA.Thus, our
second and third research question ask,:
RQ2: How does sales system design affect the performance effect of SSA?
RQ3: How does sales system management affect the performance effect of SSA?

Method and Data
To empirically analyze our research questions, we pursued a unique research design with a
cross-industry, multisource data set. In particular, we use secondary data to measure our
dependent variable, financial performance. Because data on our focal constructs (e.g., SSA)
cannot be obtained from secondary data sources, we conducted a primary field study among
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business-to-business manufacturing firms. Moreover, as sales systems differ depending on
their sales partners and therefore necessitate special attention, we decided to also include
corresponding sales partner data in our research design. The results of our endeavors ended in
a cross-industry sample of 101 matched sales partners and manufacturers (with financial
performance information available).
We use ordinary least squares regression with standard errors clustered at the industry
level to estimate our models. Moreover, we standardized our data before estimation to
account for differences in scaling. However, because our research design might raise
endogeneity concerns, we further specified our model: We accounted for sampling-induced
endogeneity (via Heckman selection models) as well as for potentially omitted variables (via
the two-step control function approach). Besides, we also checked for potential nonlinearities
or three-way interactive effects of SSA as alternative specifications. However, we find no
empirical support for these relationships.

Summary of Findings
Although we do not formulate a hypothesis, we find that SSA does not significantly correlate
with financial performance. This nonfinding clearly indicates that the returns on SSA are
neither a given nor always positive; rather, they are contingent on the sales system’s design
and management components.
Accordingly, we find that multichannel usage as the sales system’s major design
decision decreases the positive returns of SSA (βSSA × MCU = –.24, p < .01). Agency conflicts
likely intensify in such situations, since sales partners fear competition from or replacement
threats by other sales channels. Therefore, their resistance to manufacturer decisions and
potential opportunistic behaviors against the manufacturer increase.
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By contrast, our set of governance mechanisms (centralization [βSSA × CENT = .11, p <
.10], reduction of conflicts [βSSA × REDU = .22, p < .05], and trust [βSSA × TRU = .17, p < .05])
enhances the positive performance effects of SSA. These sales system management
components decrease concerns about moral hazard among sales partners and thus curtail
reactance and/or increase decision-making speed.
Overall, we find that the alignment between SSA and multichannel usage alleviates
performance while alignments between SSA and our set of formal and informal governance
mechanisms are beneficial.

Key Contributions
Our study provides three contributions to the literature. First, we introduce agility to the sales
system context and, in doing so, answer both general and specific calls for agility research.
Both the Marketing Science Institute (2020) and the Institute for the Study of Business
Markets (2021) identify agility as a focal research priority. More specifically, we address
explicit calls for extending research on the concept of marketing agility to the sales
environment.
Our second contribution is the exploration of execution challenges for SSA. To unfold
SSA’s full value-creating potential, companies need to overcome—or at least counteract—
sales partners’ resistance. We extend the literature on sales partner management and examine
the contingent effects of both formal and informal governance mechanisms in manufacturer–
sales partner dyads.
Third, we examine the tensions when SSA is introduced to multichannel sales
systems. Multichannel literature largely suggests that various routes to the market increase
performance, as such systems respond to diverging customer needs. However, we find
tensions between multichannel usage and SSA, attenuating its performance effects.
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Beyond its theoretical relevance, our work is also highly useful for practitioners.
Overall, our findings indicate that agility is not a sure-fire success factor but requires active
management.
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Special Session Proposal
You Don't See What I See: Deviation and Trust in Today’s Marketplace
Session Chairs:
Jody Crosno, West Virginia University, Jody.Crosno@mail.wvu.edu and Annie Peng Cui, West
Virginia University, annie.cui@mail.wvu.edu*
Panel/Roundtable Participants
1. Raj S Agnihotri, Iowa State University, Email: raj2@iastate.edu
2. Mohammad Amin, Western Michigan University, Email: mohammad.amin@wmich.edu
3. Julian Givi, West Virginia University, Email: julian.givi@mail.wvu.edu
4. Yumei Mu, West Virginia University, Email: ym0028@mix.wvu.edu
5. Alexis Yim, Radford University, Email: ayim@radford.edu
6. Lin Zhao, West Virginia University, Email: lz0004@mix.wvu.edu
7. Paige Harrison Fender, West Virginia University, Email: ph00011@mix.wvu.edu
Description
This session will address the overarching issue of how deviation in perceptions, attitudes
and social stances affect individual’s trust-related assessment and behavior in the sales setting.
Across five research projects, we aim to offer theoretical and managerial insights to advance our
knowledge about how personal biases and discrepancies lead to suboptimal performances of
salespeople and firms. The findings of these studies help us understand how marketing practices
can inspire positive change by overcoming these biases and discrepancies. Jointly, these papers
contribute to the conversation of marketing’s role in driving positive change, the theme of this
conference.
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Proposal
Drawing on relational signaling theory, the first presentation examines deviation in
seller’s effort as a signal of trust. Despite a plethora of studies on trust, effort (and deviation in
effort as reported by seller and buyer) has largely been overlooked as a potential antecedent to
trust. This research attempts to fill this gap. Specifically, this study proposes that buyers evaluate
a seller’s effort, and that evaluation being in line (out of line) with the seller’s self-reported effort
strengthens (erodes) trust in sellers. Further, satisfaction is examined as a mediator the efforttrust relationship; and the results find that satisfaction fully mediates the effort-trust relationship.
The second presentation introduces a new concept into the sales literature – sound
symbolism. Sound symbolism is a linguistic concept that posits individual component sounds
can convey meaning separate from the definition assigned to the words they create (e.g., “K”
sound is associated with harshness, largeness and threat). This study examines sound symbolism
associated with the salesperson’s name as a heretofore unexplored antecedent of salesperson
trust; and a potentially important one given that the salesperson’s name may be the first trust cue
or signal, driving initial trust decisions, oftentimes even proceeding the initial meeting between
customer and salesperson.
The third presentation adds to our conversation from the perspectives of how salespeople
manage discrepancies of their skill levels and the challenges of the sales tasks they are given.
This study proposes that such a discrepancy (either skill exceeds challenge level or vice versa)
leads to decreased sales force well-being, mental health and satisfaction, which leads to high
turnover rates and suboptimal firm performance. By introducing the flow experience concept to
sales research, this study examines how salespeople’s flow state (i.e., Mental state when
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individuals are fully engaged in a task and experience genuine satisfaction.) is influenced by
firms’ behavioral vs. outcome control systems.
The fourth presentation addresses the issues of consumer-firm discrepancies in social
activism and how the controversy in these social issues enhances consumers’ distrust and
detachment of the firm, making it particularly difficult for salespeople to gain consumers’ trust.
With the growing visibility and importance of controversial issues in business, an in-depth
discussion on controversy is both timely and necessary, especially the controversial nature
associated with brand activism in practice. This study investigates how cause controversy affects
the effectiveness of brand activism and the dynamics between the brand and the consumer.
The fifth study examines attitude deviation in the gift-giving situation. As gift givers
often have different values, beliefs, and/or morals than their recipients, there are many situations
in which givers must consider the possibility of choosing an attitude-inconsistent gift. This study
proposes that givers are less likely to choose a gift when it is attitude-inconsistent (vs. attitudeneutral), even when they believe it is the gift the recipient desires most, because they anticipate
that choosing an attitude-inconsistent (vs. attitude-neutral) gift would cause them to experience
more psychological discomfort. By showing givers’ deviation from recipients’ preferences
regarding attitude-inconsistent gifts, this work adds to the emerging research demonstrating
givers will sometimes intentionally choose gifts they perceive as less-preferred. Findings of this
study have implications for salespeople when selling to consumers with these attitude
discrepancies.
Presentation 1
Overcoming the Discrepancy between Skills and Challenges: Maximizing Salespeople's
Flow Experience Through Control Systems
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By Alexis Yim, Annie Cui, and Raj S Agnihotri
The sales force's well-being, mental health and satisfaction have been important matters
for organizations to lower turnover rates of high-performing salespeople. However, many
organizations have struggled with the high cost of salespeople turnover and underperforming
salespeople. On the other hand, when activities are extremely fun and enjoyable, salespeople
become deeply involved in them and perform to the maximum of their ability. Phycologists refer
to this 'in the zone' state as a flow state (i.e., Mental state when individuals are fully engaged in a
task and experience genuine satisfaction.).
The current study will examine how control systems impact salespeople's flow
experience. Specifically, the study demonstrates that behavioral control systems are helpful for
salespeople with a low skill level when the task challenge is high, whereas outcome control
systems are beneficial for salespeople with a high skill level when the task challenge is low. The
author uses flow theory to explain the proposed phenomena, building on existing research on
flow experiences and control mechanisms. This research extends the literature on control
systems and salesforces by studying the effect of the former on sales performance, using
salespeople's flow experience as a mediator. In addition, the current study describes the effect of
salespeople's flow experience on sales performance across different cultures.
Scholars have been attempting to propose criteria for the selection of control systems
previously applied agency theory and transaction cost economics (Anderson and Oliver 1987;
Heide et al. 2007). However, the current study is the first one to bring flow theory from
psychology into control mechanism literature in marketing. Differentiated effects of behavioral
and outcome control mechanisms on flow experience would imply that control mechanisms play
a role in the balance between task challenge and salespeople skill, which in turn affects the
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likelihood of experiencing flow state. Thus, the current article expands flow theory by applying it
to control systems. A proposed significant effect of flow experiences in salespeople's
performance would also extend the implications of flow theory into salesforce management
literature.
Determining the nature of the relationship between different control mechanisms, the
balance between task challenge and skill, the likelihood of experiencing flow, and the subsequent
effect of flow state on performance would allow practitioners to implement changes to a
salesforce control mechanism. Employees in a state of flow are more focused on their task at
hand, are more motivated, and feel that their work is more fun and enjoyable (Mainemelis 2001).
The anticipated findings could improve salespeople's flow experience and ultimately their
performance. Salespeople's performance is critical for organizations to generate revenue and
build brand image (Fatima and Azam 2017). Adjustments or selection of control mechanisms
that manipulate the task challenge and salespeople's skill level could result in a salesforce that
enjoys and is more involved with its work.
Establishing the distinct effect of behavioral and outcome control mechanisms on flow
experience has important managerial implications. Our study will provide insights to sales
managers and principals that they should choose the most appropriate control mechanisms
depending on the task difficulty experienced by their salespeople and their skills in order to
maximize their performance. For instance, if salespeople perceive their tasks as highly
challenging and lack the skills to complete them, applying behavioral control mechanisms could
help to induce flow experiences and, in turn improve salespeople's performance. On the other
hand, if salespeople's work is too simple compared to their skills, a firm can use outcome control
to induce salespeople's flow experience by increasing the difficulty of their tasks.
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Presentation 2
An “A” for Effort? Examining Effort as a Signal of Salesperson Trust
By Mohammad Amin and Jody L. Crosno
Trust, particularly the antecedents of trust, has received considerable attention in buyerseller relationships (Dadzie et al. 2018). For example, Selnes (1998) showed that satisfaction,
commitment, communication, and competence are directly related to trust; Dash et. al (2007)
examined cooperation, relationship duration, social bonding and satisfaction as antecedents of
trust; and Zhang et al. (2020) studied contractual governance and relational governance to
understand buyer’s trust in sellers. Previous research also showed that salesforce control can
diminish trust (Husted and Folger 2004). Despite a plethora of studies on trust, to the best of our
knowledge, effort (and deviation in effort) as has largely been overlooked as an antecedent to
seller trust. Using the tenets of relational signaling theory (Lindenberg 2000), we posit that a
high deviation in effort erodes buyer’s trust in sellers.
Previous research has used the lens of relational signaling theory (RST) to understand
how trust develops (Six et al. 2010). According to RST, a trustor looks for signals (e.g.,
behaviors, actions) from the trustee, and then decides if the relationship can be maintained or not.
In this research, we posit that the buyers evaluate a seller’s effort (as a signal), and that
evaluation either strengthens or erodes trust in sellers. Further, we argue that satisfaction
mediates this relationship.
We empirically test our model using the data collected from a lab experiment. We
recruited 100 undergraduate students to participate in the lab experiment where half of the
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students recruited (i.e., 50 students) were assigned the role of the salesperson and the other half
were assigned the role of the buyer. However, because of missing data, we deleted 4 matched
dyads, making the final sample size: 46 sellers and 46 buyers. We used “Chatplat,” an online
application, and with this app, salespeople were engaged in negotiations with buyers. After a
negotiation task, both buyers and sellers reported on effort, satisfaction, and trust. Results of our
study demonstrate that deviation in effort (as reported by buyer and seller) affects the buyer’s
level of trust, and this relationship is fully mediated by buyer’s satisfaction. Implications and
future research directions are discussed.
Presentation 3
What does Trust Sound Like?
An Exploratory Study of Sound Symbolism and Salesperson Trust
By Paige Harrison Fender and Jody L. Crosno
Salesperson trust is defined as the belief that the salesperson can be relied upon to fulfill
his/her obligations to the customer and to behave in a manner that will serve the customer’s longterm interests (Scheer 2012). Research has long acknowledged the important role of trust in sales
relationships (Swan and Nolan 1985; Doney and Cannon 1997). As a result, sales research has
identified several factors that enhance customer’s trust in the salesperson, including salesperson
competence/expertise, salesperson’s use of low pressure selling tactics, salesperson’s customer
orientation, customer-salesperson similarity, salesperson’s likeability, salesperson’s firm
characteristics, frequency of business contact between customer and salesperson, among others
(Doney and Cannon 1997; Guenzi and Goerges 2010; Kennedy et al. 2001; Swan, Bowers,
Richardson 1999).
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Implicit in much of the research on trust in sales (and other contexts) is that trust
develops over time (Blau 1964; Swan and Nolan 1985). 1 Yet some researchers have been
surprised by the high levels of trust reported at the outset of a relationship (cf. McKnight,
Cummings, and Chervany 1998), leading to more research on initial trust formation (McKnight,
Cummings, and Chervany 1998) and trust signals (Barney and Hansen 1994: Jones, Fawcett,
Fawcett, and Wallin 2010). This line of research suggests “people rely on heuristics to make trust
decisions quickly, often with little information about the true trustworthiness of their social
partners” (cf. Clerke and Heerey 2021).
A heretofore overlooked heuristic is sound symbolism. Sound symbolism is a linguistic
concept that posits individual component sounds can convey meaning separate from the
definition assigned to the words they create (Imai and Kita 2014). Sound symbolism is believed
to have evolved from our voiced communications as mammals (Pitcher et al., 2013). Just as
animals use varying sounds and frequencies to communicate intentions, the sound components of
our language do the same (Pitcher et al., 2013). For instance, because the letters K, P, T, S, and F
require great difficulty, effort, control, and robustness to vocalize, they are associated with
harshness, largeness, and threat (Pathak et al., 2020).
Extant research demonstrates that sound symbolism can convey a wide variety of
attributes, including speed, size, weight, attractiveness, femininity, shape, and color hue (Klink
2000; Klink 2003). More recently, sound symbolism has also been linked to risk assessments
(Botner et al., 2020). We extend research on sound symbolism by examining its influence on
perceptions of salesperson trust. Specifically, drawing on similarity theory and using a multi-

According to Clerke and Heerey (2021): “Research on trust development has generally focused on how
similarities between people influence trust allocation. However, similarity in interests and beliefs, which underpins
trust development and may be critical to relationship success, is seldom apparent upon initial interaction and thus
may not be a primary predictor of initial trust decisions.”
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method study, we examine the relationship between sound symbolism of a salesperson’s name
using Smith’s (1998) scale and customer’s perceived trust. Our research contributes to sales
research by introducing sound symbolism into the sales literature and by identifying it as a
heretofore unexplored antecedent of salesperson trust; and a potentially important one given that
the salesperson’s name may be the first trust cue or signal, driving initial trust decisions,
oftentimes even proceeding the initial meeting between customer and salesperson.
Presentation 4
Are brands doing too much? Brand activism in a controversial world
By Lin Zhao and Annie Cui
Belief-driven buying are now the mainstream around the world, and 60% of global
consumers believed that brands should make brands’ values and positions on critical issues more
presentable and accessible before consumers make a purchase (Edelman 2018). According to a
recent study, 64% of international consumers buycott or boycott a brand based on its stance on
social issues, indicating an increase of 13% compared to the previous year (Edelman 2018).
Brand activism is defined as the act of publicly demonstrating a stance on divisive sociopolitical
matters by a brand or a brand-associated individual, such as CEO, brand owner, brand’s
spokesperson (Kotler & Sarkar 2017). Brand activism allows consumers to determine if a
brand’s moral judgements are in line with their own (Mukherjee and Niek 2020), contributing to
the changes of consumer attitudes, intentions, and behavior. Consequently, this research helps
better understand consumer purchase decision making processes.
Brand activism is also considered an emerging marketing strategy for brands aiming to
stand out and possibly create competitive advantages in a fragmented marketplace (Vredenburg
et al. 2020). However, brand activism can be a double-edged sword, with its uncertainty of
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bringing tremendous advantages or disadvantages to brands. Therefore, it is of great importance
to figure out in what case brand activism can generate potentially extraordinary benefits and in
what case brands can be faced with possible severe risks, including worsened reputation,
decreasing sales, lower customer equity.
According to Pew Research Center, American public is more ideologically polarized than
it was in the past two decades, and a comparable trend has been observed around the world (Pew
Research Center 2016; Mukherjee and Althuizen 2020). With the growing visibility and
importance of controversial issues in business, an in-depth discussion on controversy is both
timely and necessary, especially the controversial nature associated with brand activism in
practice. Some past research has touched controversy and validated its importance (Mukherjee
and Niek 2020; Vahdati and Voss 2019), but they didn’t thoroughly investigate how cause
controversy affects the effectiveness of brand activism and the dynamics between the brand and
the consumer.
As hedonic brands and utilitarian brands are perceived to emphasize different brand
characteristics and trigger different purchase considerations and mindsets for consumers, the
effect of brand activism can vary hugely for brands in different categories. Currently no research
has been done to differentiate the effect of brand activism for hedonic brands and utilitarian
brands. Bridging this gap can improve the success of brand activism to serve as a marketing
strategy and motivate brands to be rational activists.
Marketers have been increasingly striving to build strong, deep, and meaningful
relationships with their customers, and consumer-brand identification (CBI) is a key relationship
marketing construct proven to generate desirable outcomes for the brand (Lichtenstein et al.
2004; Lam et al. 2010; Vahdati and Voss 2019). Thus, we introduce CBI as one of the main
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constructs to connect and complete the picture depicting the relationship between brand activism
and consumer attitudes. In addition to CBI, we also believe that distrust could play a main
mediating role in this relationship.
This study would not only deepen marketers’ understanding of the controversial nature of
brand activism and its different effects on consumer brand identification and loyalty in the long
run, but also help brands better use their voices to build a better world.
Presentation 5
Your Gift, But My Attitude: Gift-Givers’ Aversion to Attitude-Inconsistent Gifts
By Julian Givi and Yumei Mu
Gift-givers do not always choose the types of gifts recipients want to receive. Oftentimes,
this happens unintentionally. That said, recent research has shown givers sometimes intentionally
refrain from choosing the gifts they believe recipients most desire. In other words, givers
knowingly deviate from recipients’ preferences. In the present research, we build on previous
findings by exploring a novel instance in which intentional preference-mismatching in giftgiving could emerge: whenever a giver is considering choosing a gift that is inconsistent with
their own attitudes (an “attitude-inconsistent gift”). For example, consider a vegetarian faced
with the possibility of choosing a steakhouse gift card for a recipient who likes steak or an
opposer of Donald Trump contemplating the possibility of choosing a “Make America Great
Again” hat for a recipient who is fond of Trump. As these examples illustrate, because givers
often have different values, beliefs, and/or morals than their recipients, there are many situations
in which givers must consider the possibility of choosing an attitude-inconsistent gift.
Consumers generally avoid attitude-inconsistent products when purchasing for the self
(Lee et al., 2011). Oftentimes, the attitudes are tied to consumers’ values, beliefs, and/or morals.
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For example, consumers reject foreign brands they believe put workers in their home country out
of employment and thus see as inconsistent with their valuing of their fellow countrymen’s wellbeing (Shimp and Sharma, 1987). Some extant gift-giving research indicates that consumers also
consider their values, beliefs, and morals when gift-giving. For example, Otnes et al. (1993)
show givers sometimes use a “buy what I want them to have” strategy whereby they strive for
their gift to say, “here are some values or knowledge that I wish you to possess” (p.236).
Building on this work, we suggest consumers’ tendency to avoid attitude-inconsistent products
when purchasing for the self extends to the gift-giving context wherein they are choosing for
others.
What mechanism might cause givers’ aversion to attitude-inconsistent gifts? For an
answer, we turn to the cognitive dissonance literature. Cognitive dissonance occurs when two of
a consumer’s cognitions contradict each other, and it is experienced as psychological discomfort
(Festinger, 1957). Consumers have a preference for consistent cognitions and a distaste for
inconsistent ones. When there is inconsistency, consumers feel uncomfortable and bothered, or
in other words, experience psychological discomfort. Given that psychological discomfort is
unpleasant, consumers are motivated to eliminate it whenever it emerges (Festinger, 1957). We
suggest that, in addition to being motivated to eliminate psychological discomfort once it has
materialized, consumers are motivated to keep it from arising in the first place. Specifically, we
suggest givers avoid attitude-inconsistent gifts because they anticipate that purchasing these gifts
would cause them to experience much psychological discomfort. We also posit that even when
an attitude-inconsistent (vs. attitude-neutral) gift is thought to be the gift the recipient desires
most, givers will still be more likely to avoid it. More formally, our predictions are as follows:
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Givers are less likely to choose a gift when it is attitude-inconsistent (vs. attitudeneutral), even when they believe it is the gift the recipient desires most, because they
anticipate that choosing an attitude-inconsistent (vs. attitude-neutral) gift would cause
them to experience more psychological discomfort.
Our hypotheses have been consistently supported across six studies (N = 1,169), including two
with incentive compatible designs.
Our work makes three important contributions to the gift-giving literature. First, we
provide an initial demonstration of givers’ reluctance to deliver attitude-inconsistent (vs. attitudeneutral) gifts. Second, we show givers’ aversion to attitude-inconsistent gifts is so powerful that
givers often refrain from giving them even when they are viewed as preferred by recipients.
Thus, by showing givers’ deviation from recipients’ preferences regarding attitude-inconsistent
gifts, our work adds to a small body of research demonstrating givers will sometimes
intentionally choose gifts they perceive as less-preferred. Third, we shed light on a previously
unexplored consideration that influences givers: anticipated feelings of psychological discomfort.
This consideration is egocentric in nature such that it relates to the giver’s (vs. the recipient’s)
interests, which calls into question the assumption that a giver’s primary focus is pleasing the
recipient. It also means researchers studying giver-recipient gift choice asymmetries should
consider the possibility that the phenomenon they are studying is not an accident: an egocentric
consideration could be influencing givers’ decision-making.
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A BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS IN THE AREA OF VOICE MARKETING

Hannah Kraemer, University of Applied Sciences Mainz
Isabelle Hillebrandt, University of Applied Sciences Mainz
Bjoern Ivens, Otto-Friedrich-University of Bamberg

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Hannah Kraemer, University of
Applied Sciences Mainz, hannah.kraemer@hs-mainz.de

Keywords: Voice Marketing, Bibliometric Analysis, Co-Occurrence Analysis, Research Agenda
Description: This study conducts a bibliometric analysis to identify the thematic structure of
voice marketing as a research field and existing research gaps.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Voice marketing (VM) is executed via voice assistants. Recently, the popularity of voice devices
and the sales revenue generated through them have increased (McLean, Osei-Frimpong, and
Barhorst 2021; Ramadan 2021). VM as a research field receives growing attention. Several
studies examine different facets of the use of voice assistants, such as user motivations (Lee and
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Cho 2020), consumer’s acceptance (Ewers, Baier, and Höhn 2020), consumer’s attitude towards
voice assistants (Ashfaq, Yun, and Yu 2021; Poushneh 2021), and voice shopping (Bawack,
Wamba, and Carillo 2021; Whang and Im 2021). An overarching analysis that examines the
extant literature from a meta-perspective, however, is missing. Therefore, it is not clear which
central topic areas constitute the research field, which subthemes of these topic areas are covered
by extant studies, and which research gaps remain to be filled. The purpose of this research is to
address two research questions: How can the research field of voice marketing be thematically
structured, and which research gaps remain to be filled? For this purpose, we conduct a
bibliometric analysis in the form of co-occurrence analyses based on author’s keywords
respectively terms.

Summary of Findings
This research extracted 468 papers from Scopus for the bibliometric analysis. Our study results
reveal that the VM research field can be structured into three central topic areas: device, usage,
and technology. In terms of content, the topic area device comprises device-related aspects e.g.,
regarding Amazon Alexa. The topic area usage deals with aspects related to usage issues such as
satisfaction and trust. The technology topic area encompasses technological aspects that focus on
e.g., machine learning and performance.
Additionally, our analysis reveals that VM as a research field lacks in-depth research. The topic
area device especially needs further investigations on application devices (e.g., Google Home),
the comparison of application devices (e.g., Amazon Echo vs. Google Home), and the
clarification of commonly used definitions of terms for voice assistant and related application
devices. The topic area usage specifically requires research on the B2B perspective of VM, the
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study of older adults as a user group with specific benefits from VM and possible use cases, and
in-depth research on personalization and satisfaction issues in the context of VM. Due to the
marketing focus of our research, we do not describe research gaps for the technology topic area.

Statement of Key Contributions
In terms of academic research, this paper contributes to the existing literature in the VM research
field in a twofold manner. First, our analysis reveals device, usage, and technology as the three
topic areas around which VM evolves. Hence, the findings of this study allow to explore and
develop the research field in a more thematically structured manner. Second, we identify the state
of the art and derive several research gaps. This reveals the under-researched aspects of VM as
well as future research topics.
For practitioners, this paper highlights the growing importance of VM in a twofold way. First,
our study provides information that improve their knowledge about VM. The findings raise the
attention to important issues such as privacy and trust that need to be considered in the case of
implementing VM. Second, our study identifies research gaps and upcoming questions such as
the relevance of VM in the B2B context. Companies should address and evaluate these potential
future topics from a strategic perspective at an early stage to evaluate the relevance of the topic
for their company.

References are available upon request.
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An investigation of Pre-COVID-19 and Post-COVID-19
Change in Consumer Product Perceptions
Abstract
Traditionally software products have been
classified as utilitarian or hedonic based on the
value they provide to the users. In this crossdisciplinary study, we introduce another category
of software products called social products i.e.
those which provide symbolic value to its users.
However, we also suggest these three types of
software products are ideal types. In reality, most
software products are likely hybrid. They provide
differing magnitude of all three values: Utilitarian,
Hedonic and Social. We use the different levels
(high, medium and low) of these three values to
classify products as predominantly Utilitarian,
predominantly Hedonic, predominantly Social and
five types of Hybrids. This classification of
products offers a fresh perspective into how users
view different products in terms of the value they
provide to them. The insights from the study can
be used to assess software product positioning and
to develop suitable product development
strategies.

Keywords
Utilitarian products, hedonic products, social
products, hybrid products

Statement of Contributions
In our previous study (Kakar and Kakar, 2020d)
(name redacted for blinded review) we developed
a new typology of software products based on three
types of values provided by software products to

the users by including SV (Social Value) to
Hedonic Value (HV) and Utilitarian Value (UV)
which were traditionally used in classifying
software products. All 69 software products
assessed in the study provided a significant amount
of SV to its users. Further, SV contributed
substantially to the behavioral intention (BI) of
users to use the software product. With the
inclusion of SV, the typology of software products
was more complete. The results of the study also
show that few products were classified as
predominantly representing only one of these
perspectives. As expected, most products were
classified as Hybrid. For example, LinkedIn was
categorized as a UV-SV hybrid and Facebook was
classified as a HV-SV hybrid.
These findings were found to be valid in the postCOVID era as well with some interesting
deviations. The impact of UV which was the
dominating factor impacting BI declined slightly
in the post-COVID era but the impact of HV on BI
increased. However, the greatest increase in
impact of BI was caused by
SV which is
understandable and could be due to the enhanced
need to derive SV as well as HV due to social
distancing enforced in the state resulting in fewer
opportunities to derive pleasure and social
interactions outside of home. Perhaps for the same
reason, a noteworthy difference of the most used
software products in pre and post COVID era were
the inclusion social networking games and a social
interaction software tool in the post-COVID list of
top 10 softwares used by users.
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Introduction
The typology of utilitarian and hedonic products
and services is well established in information
systems literature as in consumer product
marketing literature (van der Heijden, 2004;Wu
and Lu, 2013; Gerow, Ayyagiri, Thatcher and Roth,
2013; Kakar, 2012abc; Kakar, 2014ab; Kakar,
2015abcd) While utilitarian goods are “functional
and goal oriented and generate cognitive response
from the user”, the hedonic goods provide “novelty,
aesthetics, unexpectedness, pleasure and fun and
evoke affective user responses” (Strahilevitz and
Myers, 1998). For example, swiss army knives with
their versatile applications provide utilitarian
value to the user while a perfume provides hedonic
value to the user.
But we suggest that there is another class of
software products (and services), those that
provide social value to the user. Social value (SV)
helps consumers establish self as well as social
identity. For example, using Apple product creates
the impression of one being “creative” (Aaker,
2009) while membership of an exclusive club
enhances social status and prestige. Recognizing
the SV of products (and services) can help
providers position and develop products that
enhance consumers’ self and social expression. The
strongest attachment with the product is said to
occur when it provides personal meaning and
when the product is considered the extension of the
self (Park, MacInnis and Priester, 2006; Kakar,
2016abcde; Kakar, 2017abcd). However, unlike
consumer product literature, information systems
literature has largely ignored the SV provided by
software products. We use SV of provided by
software products in extending the typology of
software products beyond the utilitarian and
hedonic.
An empirical study with actual users of software
products found the suggested typology of products
into three types: utilitarian, hedonic and social to
be valid. In addition, multiple new types of hybrid
products could be discerned depending on the
combination of values provided by these products.
While the hybrid of UV (Utilitarian Value) and HV
(Hedonic Value) is well known in literature (e.g.
dark chocolates provide pleasure as well as health
benefits to the consumer, Gamified eLearning
enhances learnings aa well as makes learning fun),
these new types of hybrids add further to our
understanding and knowledge. For example, email
was found to be a hybrid of UV and SV. It provides
significant
utilitarian
(facilitates
official
communication) as well as social benefits to its
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user (helps in connecting with friends and
relatives). The unique findings of the study are
discussed. The useful implications of the typology
for product managers in making product design
decisions, enhancing brand loyalty of products and
developing suitable product strategies are
discussed.

Literature Review
The classification of products into utilitarian and
hedonic has vastly increased our understanding of
how these product types impact consumer choice,
satisfaction and loyalty (Kakar, 2018abcdefg). A
large number of studies in all three literatures have
investigated the impacts of HV and UV on
intention to buy, use, promote and remain loyal to
tangible and intangible products such as mobile
phones, laptops, computer software, consumer
staples, office supplies and services such as travel,
tourism and hospitality (e.g., Chitturi et al., 2008;
Park and Mowen, 2007; Kivetz and Simonson,
2002; Gursoy, Spangenberg and Rutherford, 1996;
Babin, Darden and Griffin, 1994; Chandon et al.,
2000; von Dran, Zhang and Small, 1999; van der
Heijden, 2004; Wu and Lu, 2013; Gerow, Ayyagari,
Thatcher and Roth, 2013; Kakar, 2020abcdefg).
It has been suggested that the utilitarian and
hedonic dimensions of the product are distinct and
together capture the essential facets of a product
(Batra and Ahtola, 1999; Block, 1995; Dhar and
Wertenbroch, 1999; Kakar, 2015b; Mano and
Oliver, 1993; Schmitt and Simonson, 1997;
Strahilevitz and Myers, 1998; Veryzer, 1995; kakar,
2021). While these investigations have enhanced
our understanding of the relationship between HV,
UV and user outcomes, very few studies in the past
have empirically examined the impact of SV on
user outcomes.
Recently Kakar (2018a) and Kakar and Kakar
(2020ac) conducted studies in which they argued
that social value can get confused with social
capital, a term used in social sciences with its
utilitarian connotations such as use of social
networks for economic development and
prosperity. They also highlight that in the initial
stages, SV was considered (e.g. Holbrook and
Hirschman, 1982) as a part of HV. However, in
later stages (e.g. Keller, 1993; Park et al., 1986) a
clear differentiation emerged between hedonic and
social values.
While UV is associated with
functional value, HV is associated with emotional
value and SV is associated with symbolic value. The
social dimension of consumption came to be
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understood through the symbolic interactionism
perspective which emphasizes the role of product
consumption in the context of social roles played
by people (Solomon, 1983; Belk, 1988). The
symbolic meaning of product is realized outwardly
through the construction of social identity in the
social world and inwardly in the construction of
self-identity (Elliott, 1997).

In this study, we further advance our
understanding in the domain of value constructs by
clarifying and systematically compiling the
essential differences between UV, HV and SV from
a comprehensive and reflective review of past work
in the domain (see below):

We then use this tripartite conceptualization of
value, UV, SV and HV to develop and test our
typology. In this typology we also include Hybrids.
Studies in the past have shown that HV is
important for even products designed for
utilitarian use.
In their meta-analyses of
technology adoption literature for software
products, Gerow, Ayyagiri, Thatcher and Roth
(2013) noted that UV and HV are equally
important in impacting the user intention to use
the system. HV provides intrinsic psychological
rewards to users which in turn lowers perception of
effort. The pleasure and enjoyment derived from
using the system make the users use the system
more extensively (Moon and King, 2001), The
impact of Hedonic benefits can also be explained
by the “halo effect” in social psychology, People
frequently attribute positive characteristics to

attractiveness and negative characteristics to
unattractiveness (Fogg, Kameda, Boyd, Marshall,
Sethi, Sockol and Trowbridge, 2003). Users will
thus attribute positive characteristics of a product
such as its usability to its attractiveness such as its
aesthetic design, an example of a hedonic attribute.
Norman (1998) suggested that once a software
product meets the functional requirements of the
users, considerations of convenience and
reliability, and, later, of appearance and symbolic
ownership will become more important. Thus, the
SV derived from the use of the software product
may become increasingly important in future. The
watch industry today, Norman (1998) noted, after
having met the consumer needs of accurate time
keeping and durability is focusing on styling and
exclusivity. For example, Rolex watches are
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purchased as a symbol of status, image and
prestige. Thus, products may start off as utilitarian
but are more likely to evolve into hybrids providing
varying degrees of HV, UV and SV.

Typology Development
From the perspective of motivation theory (Deci
and Ryan, 1987), UV and HV motivates users to use
or patronize products in different ways. While HV
as an end valued for its own sake provides intrinsic
motivation to the users, UV as a means to
accomplish instrumental goals provides extrinsic
motivation to the user to use the software (Wu and
Lu, 2013). However, the SV of consumption can to
be
understood
through
the
symbolic
interactionism perspective which emphasizes the
role of product consumption in the context of social
roles played by people (Solomon, 1983; Belk,
1988).The symbolic meaning of product is realized
outwardly through the construction of social
identity in the social world and inwardly in the
construction of self-identity (Elliott, 1997).
Users are known to identify themselves in relation
to other users or group of users (Bagozzi, 2007;
Kelman, 1974). This social identity includes selfawareness of group membership and feeling of
attachment and belongingness to the group (Taifel,
1978). For example, consumers of Volcom
products are youth who feel a sense of belonging to
those who are against the world of adults. In
addition to the social identity, products and their
Product Value
Product Types

Utilitarian Value
Low

Medium

High

attributes through their symbolic value often
become part of the extended self of the user and
reflect his self-identity (Belk, 1988). For example,
users feel “creative” when using Apple products
(Aaker, 2009).
Users wo derive significant SV from association
with the product consider the product as an
extension of the self (Park, MacInnis and Priester,
2006). Consumers and users of such products
believe that their absence will have a negative
impact on their lives, thereby making them
irreplaceable. Thus all three values UV, HV and SV
are important dimensions of value sought by
users/ consumers. Brand attachment literature
reveals that as in inter-personal relationships
between people, consumers seek a total experience
with brands, an experience not limited to the
functional but also but also emotional and social
(Fombrun,
2001;
Brakus,
Schmitt
and
Zarantonello, 2009; Iglesias, Singh and BatistaFoguet, 2011). The stronger and more varied the
dimensions of experience the more will be the
strength of brand attachment and greater will be its
impacts on consumer outcomes such as their
loyalty to the brand.
In line with this reasoning we develop a typology of
products based on the magnitude of each type of
value provided by the product. The high, median
and low levels of each value helps us classify
software products into nine categories (see Table
1):
Hedonic Value
Low

Medium

Social Value
High

Low

Medium

High

Utilitarian
Hedonic
Social
Hybrid 1
Hybrid 2
Hybrid 3
Hybrid 4
Hybrid 5
Low<2.25; High >6.75; Medium >=2.25 and <= 6.75 on a 9 point scale
Table 1. The Typological Scheme
Based on this
predominantly
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we classified products as
Utilitarian,
predominantly

Hedonic, predominantly Social, Hybrid Type 1
(UV-HV), Hybrid Type 2 (UV-SV), Hybrid Type 3
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(HV-SV), Type 4 (UV-HV-SV) and Type 5 (NULL).
Thus, SV provided by the product enables us to
create many new categories of products. In
addition to predominantly social products,
considering SV engenders at least four more hybrid
categories in the typological scheme (Type 1, 2, 3
and 4).
Aaker (2009) noted that SV may be critical in
building brands. He gave examples of selfexpressive benefits of brands such as Olay
“heightens consumers’ self-concept of being gentle,
sophisticated, mature, exotic, mysterious and
down-to-earth”, driving Lexus creates the
impression of being “successful”, using Apple
product creates the impression of being “creative”,
buying clothes at Zara creates the impression of
being “cool”. Brands also provide social benefits
such as Betty Crocker Mixer Web site that “allows
members to talk to experts and connect with
others” or “When I go to Starbucks, I am part of a
closed club of aficionados even if I don’t interact
with any.” Or provide membership to aspirational
groups: “When playing with a Titleist Pro V1, I am
among a group that contains some really good
golfers.” Apple, Nokia and Philips, have “converted
products that are conventionally viewed as tools
into personally meaningful objects” and “enable
consumers to make statements about identity,
status, and their varied selves.” (Ravasi and
Rindova, 2008).
Social networking products such as Facebook and
LinkedIn provide SV to its users. It helps users to
create a self as well as social identity in the desired
community of friends, family and professionals. In
support of the typological scheme we expect many
more software products to provide SV. Further we
expect SV to be relevant in impacting the
behavioral intention (BI) of users to use the
software product. The impact of HV and UV of BI
of users to use the software is well established in
literature. BI a more relevant measure in the
context of software products as software often is
not purchased as it is provided for by the
organizations to the users or made available by the
providers free of cost.

Method

Study Setting and Design

An Experimental method was adopted in the study.
Each randomly chosen subject in the study
answered a questionnaire based survey that
captures data on demographics, relevant
independent variables, dependent variable and
control variables. Actual users of software products
provided their responses for the software products

they used most extensively during the past 6
months.

Subjects
The subjects were recruited from a large public
university. The college of business of this
university encourages research exposure by
awarding students extra credit for research
exposure. An email was sent randomly to 200
students of the college of business from among its
2300 students inviting them to participate in the
study. We received a total of 181 responses. Based
on this response, we invited all 181 students to
participate in the study. Among those invited to
participate 172 students actually participated in the
study and answered a questionnaire based survey.
The subjects’ age ranged between 19 and 24 years
and female students (69 out of a total of 122)
outnumbered males (53 out of a total of 122). The
average age of the subjects was 21.28 years with the
female subjects averaging 21.34 years and the male
subjects averaging 21.22 years.

Measures Used
Tested measures (Appendix A) were used to
capture data pertaining to HV (Babin, Darden and
Griffin, 1994), SV (Babin, Darden and Griffin,
1994), UV(Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) and BI
(Venkatesh, Thong and Xu, 2012). All measures
used a 9-point Likert scale with anchors of 9
(strongly agree) and 1 (strongly disagree) in line
with the recommendation that increasing the
number of choice-points increases scale sensitivity
without damaging scale reliability (Cummins and
Gullone, 2000). Responses were coded such that
high levels of the constructs are represented by
high values. Some items were reverse coded. The
overall value for each construct was created by
averaging the subject responses.

Control Variables
Extraneous variables such as age, gender and
length of use experience were controlled for in the
analysis of subject responses. Studies have shown
that HV impacts females and males differently
(Gefen and Straub, 1997; Venkatesh, Morris, and
Ackerman, 2000; Wu and Lu, 2013). Further,
younger men tend to seek greater novelty and
innovativeness in the early stages of using a new
product or technology (e.g., Chau and Hui, 1998).
Thus, age and gender may impact the assessment
of HV derived from a shopping site. Additionally,
length of use experience may impact BI. If the
consumer derives value from using a software
product it becomes increasingly important to him
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due to habitual use behavior. When a behavior has
been performed many times in the past,
subsequent behavior increasingly becomes under
the control of an automated cognitive process
(Aarts, Verplanken and van Knippenberg, 1998).
Consumers form favorable intentions about acts
they have frequently performed in the past
(Ouellette and Wood, 1998), such as repeated use
of the product, making them increasingly
dependent on the habit (Gefen, 2003) thereby
enhancing their BI.

Procedure
172 subjects answered a questionnaire based
survey in November 2019 which included
questions about demographics. In addition,
subjects provided a total of 1720 responses to the
survey questions by providing data on UV, HV, SV
and BI for her top 10 most extensively used
software products in the past one month. They also
ranked the most extensively used software
products in the descending order of the time they
spent using the product. The results were
published at a top conference (Kakar, and Kakar
2020). However, with the advent of Covid-19 we
also requested subjects for data in the month of
April 2020. We received another 1720 responses in
this round 2 from the same subjects as all of them
complied with the request.

Method of Analyses

Products were classified based on a combination of
high, low and medium values of HV, UV and SV. A
product value (UV, HV or SV) of particular product
is considered high if it is >= 6.75 on a 9 point scale.
Similarly, a product value (UV, HV or SV) of
particular product is considered low if it is < 2.75
on a 9 point scale. All other ratings of UV, SV and
HV on a 9 point scale i.e. >= 2.75 and >= 6.75
constitute medium values/ Based on the high, low
and medium values for UV, HV and SV so obtained,
a product is classified as either utilitarian, hedonic,
social or one of the nine types of products (see
Table 1).

Factor analysis was performed on the data set
obtained from the subjects to identify the latent
factors and establish the validity and reliability of
the measures used in the study. Further, the
correlation matrix and internal reliabilities of the
measures were also examined. The widely
recommended Moderated Hierarchical Multiple
Regression (MHMR) was used for testing the direct
and interaction effects of independent variables
(Cortina, 1993; Cohen, 1978; Dunlap and Kemery,
1987; Stone and Hollenbeck, 1989). MHMR reveals
how well each independent variable predicts the
dependent variable, after extracting variance due
to other independent and control variables in the
regression equation and interaction effects after
extracting variance due to independent and control
variables.
In the first step of MHMR analysis gender, age and
length of use experience of subjects were included,
followed by UV in the second step, HV in the third
step, SV in the fourth step and the interaction
terms of the three values, UV*HV*SV was
introduced in the fifth and final step. The
interaction effect is present if significant variance
in the dependent variable is explained by the
interaction terms over and above the variance
explained by the control variables and the direct
effect of the predictor variables (Cortina, 1993).

Results and Analyses
The results of the factor analysis showed that the
four factors extracted using Varimax rotation
represented the four scales used in the study, HV,
UV, SV and BI. The high loadings (>.50) within
factors demonstrated convergent validity of
items within scales, and the no cross loadings
(>.50)
between
factors
demonstrated
discriminant validity between scales. The
internal reliabilities of all the scales used in the
study were greater than .70 (see Table 2).

Name of the scale

Cronbach’s Alpha

Number of Items

Utilitarian Value (UV)

0.960

5

Hedonic Value (HV)

0.941

5

Social Value (SV)

0.888

6

Behavioral Intention (BI)

0.881

3

Table 2. Internal Reliability of Scales
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Ste
p

Variables added in each step

Change in R- Square

1
2

Control: Gender, Age,
Experience,
Main
Effect: UV

0.06*
0.21*

3
4

Main Effect: HV
Main Effect: SV
Interaction Effect
(UV*HV*SV)

0.14*
0.13*

5

0.34***

*p < .05 ***p<.001

Table 3. MHMR for Impacts of UV, HV and SV on BI -round 1

Ste
p

Variables added in each step

Change in R- Square

Control: Gender, Age,
Experience,
Main
Effect: UV
Main Effect: HV
Main Effect: SV
Interaction Effect
(UV*HV*SV)

0.02*
0.20*
0.16*
0.18*

1
2
3
4
5

0.34***

*p < .05 ***p<.001
Table 4. MHMR for Impacts of UV, HV and SV on BI -round 2
Among the 1720 subject responses for a total of 67
could explain 13 % of the variance in BI in round 1
software products in round 1, only 1 product was
and 18% of the variance in BI in round 2.
classified as predominantly social (Twitter), 6
The top 10 software products classified by subjects
products as predominantly utilitarian (e.g.
in round 1 is shown in Table 5. As can be seen the
Blackboard) and 5 products as predominantly
top 2 products were utilitarian software. out of a
hedonic (e.g. Critical ops, a computer game). Most
total of 67 software products on which the subjects
of the software products, as expected were found to
provided their response. The maximum number of
be Hybrid. Of the remaining 56 products, 31 were
products in the top 10 most used products were
classified as UV-HV (e.g. Prdocteev, a personal
UV-HV hybrids. All 172 subjects classified them in
task manager), 6 as UV-SV (e.g. Gmail) and 17 as
that category with MS Word the most used
HV-SV (e.g. Facebook) and 2 were classified in no
software. The list of top 10 products classified (see
category. None of the products were classified in
Table 6) out of a total of 70 software products by
the UV-HV-SV category. All 67 products provided
subjects in round 2, show that the utilitarian
significant (statistically > 1 on an average on the 9
software continued to be among the top 3 ranks.
point scale) amounts of all three values SV, HV and
Also, the maximum number of products among the
UV. Further all the three values had a positive and
top 10 used products remained in the UV=SV
significant impact on BI (see Table 3 and 4). The
hybrid category in round 2.
MHMR analyses (Table 3 and 4) show that SV

Product
Value
Product
Types
Utilitarian

Utilitarian
Value
Low

High

Hedonic
Value
Low

High

Social Value
Low

Product-wise
Rankings

High
MS Word (1),
MS Excel (2).
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Hedonic

Kerbal (6)
Doom Eternal (7)

Social

Twitter (10)

Hybrid 1

Monday.com (8)

Hybrid 2

LinkedIn (9)
Gmail (5)

Blackboard (3)

Hybrid 3

Facebook (4)

Hybrid 4
Table 5. The Top 10 most used products pre-COVID (ranks given in brackets)
and could be due to the enhanced need to derive
SV as well as HV due to social distancing and stayat-home orders in the state resulting in fewer
options to derive pleasure and social interactions
outside. Perhaps for the same reason, a noteworthy
difference of the most used software products in
rounds 1 and rounds 2 is the inclusion social
networking games and a social interaction software
tool in the post-coronavirus list in the HV-SV and
UV-HV-SV categories respectively. In round 1 no
software product was classified in the UV-HV-SV
category by users.

Discussion
MHMR analysis show that overall the constructs
used in the study accounted for a noteworthy 82 %
of variance in BI of software product users in round
1 and 88% of variance in BI in round 2. UV was the
dominating factor impacting BI accounting for
21% of variance in BI in round 1 but marginally
declined to 20% of variance in BI in round 2. The
impact of HV on BI increased from 14% in round 1
to 16% in round 2. However, the greatest increase
in impact of BI was caused by SV from 13% in
round 1 to 18% in round 2. This is understandable

Product
Value
Product
Types

Utilitarian
Value
Low

High

Hedonic
Value
Low

Utilitarian
Hedonic

High

Social
Value
Low

Product-wise
Rankings

High
MS Word (1),
MS Excel (3)
Doom Eternal (8)
Dark Souls (9)

Social
Hybrid 1
Hybrid 2
Hybrid 3
Hybrid 4

Monday.com
(10)
Zoom (5)
Gmail (4)

Blackboard (2)
Facebook (6)
FarmVille 2 (7)
Skype (10)

Table 6. The Top 10 most used products post-COVID (ranks given in brackets)

Conclusion
The results of the study highlight the relevance of
including SV in the typology of software products
as all products were found to provide a statistically
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significant amount of SV to its users and the largest
number of the 10 most used software by users
belonged to the combined HV-SV, UV-SV and UVHV-SV hybrid categories. Further, the study
findings show, perhaps for the first time that SV
contributes substantially to the users’ intention to
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use the software product. With the inclusion of SV,
the typology of software products is more complete
than considering only UV and HV. It is the next
step in the evolution of viewing consumers as a
utility calculator (Homo Economicus) to the
experiential view (Homo Ludens) which
highlighted the influence of 3 Fs - fantasies,
feelings and fun – to the perspective where the goal
of consumption is symbolic i.e. to define a selfconcept and seek membership of a desired social
community.
However, few products were classified as
predominantly representing only one of these
perspectives. As expected most products were
classified as Hybrid. For example, LinkedIn was
categorized as a UV-SV hybrid. The typology of
products thus offers product managers strategic
choices. Based on the categorization, LinkedIn
could either be redesigned to enhance its UV or SV
to promote greater BI or maybe position it
differently as not only a professional networking
software but also one which provides fun in its
usage by enhancing its hedonic attributes.
Similarly, Facebook was categorized as a HV-SV
hybrid. It may either continue with its present
positioning or attract new users through enhancing
utilitarian features that provide functional value to
its users.
Yet, it should be noted that introducing SV in the
typology is not relevant only in the context of social
networking products but all products. For
example, most computer games were classified in
the HV-SV category. People enjoy playing games
together with their friends and even strangers.
Perhaps enhancing UV of these products may make
them even more relevant as users might seek a
complete experience with the product that not only
provides emotional value to its users but also
functional and symbolic values. Aaker (2009, p 23)
had suggested that “… aspire to deliver multiple
benefits. We know that providing both functional
and emotional benefits is more effective than just
one of the two, and this ¬ finding could probably
be generalized with the right research” (Aaker,
2009). This is borne out by the findings of the
study (Tables 3 and 4) which shows that not only
do UV, HV and SV individually and additively
enhance BI of users, they also demonstrate
significant synergistic interactional effect on BI.
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Appendix A. Measures Used in the Study
MEASURES AND ITEMS

Utilitarian Benefits (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000)
Using this software product improves my job performance.
Using this software product in my job increases my productivity.
Using this software product enhances my effectiveness in my job.
I find this software product to be useful in my job.
I find this software product to be helpful in my job.
Hedonic Benefits (Babin, Darden and Griffin, 1994)
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While using this software product, I feel happy.
Compared to other similar things I could have done, the time spent using this software product was truly
enjoyable.
When using this software product, I feel excited.
I have a very nice time while using this software product.
While using this software product, I am able to forget my problems.
Social Benefits (Rintamaki et al., 2006)
Patronizing this software product fits the impression that I want to give to others
I am eager to tell my friends/acquaintances about this software product
I feel that I belong to the user cohort of this software product
I found this software product to be consistent with my style
I felt like a smart user by selecting this software product
This software product gave me something that is personally important or pleasing for me
Behavioral Intention (Venkatesh, Thong and Xu, 2012)
I have the intention to continue using this software product
I always try to use this software product for managing and planning my tasks
I plan to continue to use this software product frequently

Appendix B. Table B1. Results of Factor Analyses
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Items

Factor
1

SV1

0.930

SV2

0.914

SV3

0.913

2
-0.026
0.001

3

4

-0.048 0.023
0.013 -0.006

SV4

-0.059 -0.004
0.104
0.806 0.089 0.022 -0.141

SV5

0.844 0.044

0.010 0.082

SV6

0.834 0.010

0.079 -0.001

UV1

0.030 0.908 0.135

0.107

UV2

0.078 0.841 0.133

0.231

UV3

0.004 0.875 0.124 0.081

HV1 -0.064
UV4 -0.001

0.146
0.895

0.645 0.085
0.113

0.165

0.886 0.057
0.016
UV5 -0.026 0.918 0.170 0.069
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HV2

0.069

HV3

0.012 0.002 0.859 0.062

HV4

0.019 0.378 0.733 0.029

HV5

0.002 0.135 0.858 0.002

BI1

-0.010

BI2

0.018

BI3

0.008

0.016
0.025
0.001

0.373 0.796
0.095 0.855
0.133 0.840
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ASSESSING CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL SELLING CONTENT
Jen Riley
Purdue University
Prof.jriley@gmail.com
For further information, please contact Jen Riley, Assistant Professor, Purdue University,
prof.jriley@gmail.com.
Keywords: Social Selling, Marketing Strategy, Social Media, Consumer Perceptions
This research assesses the process by which consumers view social media content based on the
author of the post to provide a deeper understanding of how to craft receptive content.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The entrance of social media has not only taken over much of the conversational control from
companies and given it to customers, it has also required companies to develop a new standard of
communication and storytelling. Since the emergence of salespeople leveraging social selling
and producing social media content, it is imperative that industry practitioners and academics not
only understand this phenomenon from the salesperson’s perspective, but also from the vantage
point of the buying party.
Research Question
How do consumers perceive salesperson content on social media?
Method & Data
Researchers gathered primary data through qualitative interviews and a Q-sort activity.
Summary of Findings
Research insights from this study furthered the understanding of how consumers process and
acknowledge the author of social selling content. This research provides insight as to customer
expectations of content from professional entities as well as ideas for how to create content that
will appeal to viewers and encourage receptiveness from audiences hesitant to engage
promotional content.
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Key Contributions
This study explores if consumers note the author of the post and consider intentions of their
activity within social media content posting. By furthering to understand how the buyers process
content via social media, we can inform both marketing and sales as to how to better provide
content consumers are receptive towards.
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BUMPY ROAD AHEAD: THE ROLE OF GRIT IN STRATEGICALLY FLEXIBLE
ORGANIZATIONS

Authors: Marvin Kaes, RWTH Aachen; Sebastian Kruse, RWTH Aachen. For further
information, please contact Marvin Kaes, M. Sc., RWTH Aachen (kaes@time.rwth-aachen.de)
Keywords: strategic flexibility, grit, environmental dynamism, Covid-19, pivoting
Description: This paper introduces a new and promising relation to entrepreneurship by
connecting entrepreneurial grit and strategic flexibility and therefore adds to literature on founder
characteristics and entrepreneurial success.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The current firm environment is characterized by uncertainty, resource constraints, and burdening
responsibilities for firm leaders (O’Shea, Buckley, and Halbesleben 2017). In this environment,
strategic flexibility constitutes an indispensable asset for firms as they are required to develop and
carry out their new strategies effectively to achieve and maintain a competitive advantage
(Brinckmann et al. 2019). Strategically flexible firms have a capacity to quickly adapt to changing
market circumstances, e.g., by addressing new customer demands, adopting emerging
technologies, or developing and even defining new markets (Volberda 1996). Strategic flexibility
is particularly beneficial in dynamic, hypercompetitive environments such as the startup
environment, where firms face new knowledge and innovation quickly and continuously (Hitt,
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Keats, and DeMarie 1998). Hence, this study focuses on the entrepreneurial environment as setting
for this empirical examination.
Previous research has shown that a firm’s ability to realize strategic flexibility is often a function
of its organizational structure and culture. In particular, an emphasis on developing human capital
and increasing employee engagement is among the key factors that are associated with strategic
flexibility (Roca-Puig et al. 2005). However, it remains unclear how individual personality
characteristics affect strategic flexibility and how different environments alter this relation
(Brozovic 2018). This lack of research poses an important issue as individual characteristics have
been shown to substantially influence firm outcomes and therefore pose a fundamental lever to
better understand and optimize strategic flexibility (Cardon and Kirk 2015).
This paper aims to solve this issue by adducing grit as a new predictor variable for strategic
flexibility in the entrepreneurial context. Grit is defined as an individual’s passion and perseverance
in the pursuit of long-term goals (Duckworth et al. 2007; Jachimowicz et al. 2018). Grit entails
working strenuously toward challenges, maintaining effort and interest over years despite failure,
adversity, and plateaus in progress. From various research fields, it is known that grit is a key
predictor of positive outcomes on an individual as well as on an organizational level, rivaling the
predictive capability of other relevant factors such as intelligence (Duckworth et al. 2007;
Mooradian et al. 2016; Mueller, Wolfe, and Syed 2017).
Using stewardship theory, we suggest a startup’s ability to respond to strategic contingencies is
shaped by the entrepreneur’s commitment to the firm. According to the assumptions of stewardship
theory, managers and entrepreneurs have interests that go beyond purely individualistic and purely
economic goals (Chrisman 2019). Identifying with and fulfilling the organization’s strategic
mission can lead to intrinsic satisfaction and be a significant source of personal benefit, particularly
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in the context of entrepreneurship. A firm’s strategic flexibility is associated with the level of
engagement and commitment of its employees, and especially its managers (Roca-Puig et al. 2005).
We argue that entrepreneurs with a high level of grit have a high level of engagement with and
commitment to their firm. Thus, in this study, we examine whether the level of entrepreneurial grit
is associated with strategic flexibility of their firms and pose the following hypothesis:
H1: A firm’s strategic flexibility is positively associated with the level of entrepreneurial grit.
One of the major contributions of stewardship theory is to remind us that individuals are not
exclusively motivated by money or forced control (Davis, Schoorman, and Donaldson 1997). As
managers have intrinsic motives for their actions, this implies that these actions will not
automatically align with the requirements of the firm or the environment. This alignment can
quickly become distorted, especially when multiple goals need to be pursued in an environment
that changes rapidly over time and the manager being still committed to an outdated goal due to
intrinsic interests (Chrisman 2019). We hypothesize this effect to be stronger with a high level of
entrepreneurial grit, as gritty people tend to excessively hold on to their goals (Alaoui and FonsRosen 2021). Therefore, we pose the following hypothesis:
H2: Environmental dynamism negatively moderates the effect of entrepreneurial grit on strategic
flexibility.
The current political, societal, and health-related turbulences pose a special case of environmental
dynamism. Due to the impact of Covid-19, many businesses need to shift their strategic
orientations, business models, marketing innovations and operations quickly and repeatedly (Wang
et al. 2020). Hence, in line with our argumentation for H2, we pose the following hypothesis:
H3: Covid-19 impact negatively moderates the effect of entrepreneurial grit on strategic flexibility.
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Method and Data
We conducted an online survey among German entrepreneurs. Founders and leaders are
particularly suited to answer our research questions due to their central role in their firms (Cardon
and Kirk 2015). Data collection has been finalized by the end of 2021 and resulted in a
comprehensive sample containing information of over 1,500 cross-industry Germany-based firms.
We draw on established measures for our constructs. To assess strategic flexibility, we use the scale
developed by Zahra et al. (2008). Entrepreneurial grit is measured by a reconceptualized version
of the revised grit scale (Duckworth and Quinn 2009; Jachimowicz et al. 2018), with adaptations
to the entrepreneurial context. We use a dyadic research approach to prevent single informant bias
and integrate all common controls (e.g., age, gender, tenure), including controls for social
desirability bias and common method bias (Podsakoff et al. 2003).
Summary of Findings
Initial tests with the full dataset confirm the main relationship and the proposed moderators.
Entrepreneurial grit is positively associated with strategic flexibility. As expected, the moderators
environmental dynamism and Covid-19 impact do negatively affect this relationship. These
findings highlight the central role entrepreneurial grit plays in successfully innovating and thereby
securing firm survival while defying market turbulences. Further, this study provides empirical
support for the predictions of stewardship theory. The final results will be available for the 2022
AMA Summer Conference.
Key Contributions
From a theoretical standpoint, our study contributes to the existing literature threefold: First, this
study examines the previously unexplored relationship between grit, defined as passion and
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perseverance for long-term goals, and strategic flexibility on organizational level. By introducing
this new relationship, we highlight the important role of grit as a form of human capital in
influencing strategic firm outcomes. We argue that grit has a positive relation to firms’ ability to
act strategically flexible. Therefore, we extend recent research that suggested individual
characteristics to be able to significantly influence positive firm outcomes and performance
(Cardon and Kirk 2015). This is especially relevant to the marketing and entrepreneurship literature
in light of recent market turbulences calling for increased flexibility (Beraha et al. 2018).
Second, we advance existing research on the outcomes of grit and relevant moderating effects.
While past research has mainly focused on the relationship between grit and the decision to start a
venture (Wolfe and Patel 2016), research on grit among active entrepreneurs remains scarce. This
study identifies environmental dynamism and Covid-19 impact as important moderators. Thereby,
this study identifies important boundary conditions and answers research calls on the relationship
between grit and potential moderators of its impact on performance (Datu 2021; Dugan et al. 2019).
Third, we discuss stewardship theory in this context, allowing us to establish the efficacies and
limits of this theory. Our results provide empirical evidence supporting arguments by scholars that
a stewardship theory perspective is useful for understanding organizational performance outcomes.
Moreover, our research advances the ongoing discussion regarding the combination of stewardship
and agency theory (Chrisman 2019).
From a practitioner’s perspective, we provide evidence on the value and application of grit to defy
market turbulences and stay strategically flexible as an organization, with a strong connection to
the current societal and health-related turbulences.
References are available upon request.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions
The climate change literature on firm responses to climate risks focuses mainly on firms’
efforts to mitigate climate change, with less attention given to adaptation strategies (how firms
cope with the adverse effects of climate change). To address this gap, this research examines the
impact of climate change on firms’ innovation output, controlling for firms’ efforts to mitigate
the impact of their activities on the climate. Do firms faced with climate hazards in their main
areas of operation innovate less? Or, are these environmental challenges leading firms to be more
innovative and entrepreneurial? More formally, in our paper we examine the following research
questions: (1) How does climate change impact firms’ innovation output? (2) What is the
underlying mechanism through which climate change impacts innovation? (3) Are there any
contingency factors that moderate the effects of climate change on innovation output?
Method and Data
We use a sample of 1,193 firms headquartered in 100 US and international cities to test
our hypotheses on the effect of climate change on firms’ innovation output. Empirically, we
propose a serial moderated-mediation model with climate change as the focal independent
variable, firm innovation output as the focal dependent variable, financial slack and R&D
expenditures as mediators and R&D leadership as the moderator on the slack-R&D relationship.
Climate change is measured as a change in climate hazards and comes from CDP. The firm
innovation output is measured as the count of new product introductions and comes from
RavenPack. The mediators and moderators come from Compustat. To test our hypotheses, we
first estimate a first-stage Heckman selection model to address the issue that the list of
headquarter cities considered in our sample is not a random sample. We then employ a two-step
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control function approach using industry peer group averages for slack and R&D as instruments
to address endogeneity concerns on the mediators. The first two equations (climate change to
slack and slack to R&D) of the mediation model are estimated using a linear functional form.
The R&D to innovation output relationship is estimated using a negative binomial model.
Summary of Findings
We find that climate change is negatively associated with the firm’s slack resources,
which provides evidence of firms experiencing a reduction in their slack resources in times of
environmental disruptions such as climate change. Industry Emissions is positively associated
with Slack, suggesting positive effects of mitigation efforts on firm resources. Slack is positively
associated with R&D, consistent with expectations that as a firm’s slack resources decrease in
the aftermath of an increase in climate change, so does its R&D expenditure. R&D leadership in
the industry is positively associated with the R&D expenditure, which suggests that firms that
exhibit a higher level of R&D in their respective industries seek to maintain their R&D levels
even in times of environmental disruptions such as climate change, whereas firms with lower
levels of R&D are more likely to decrease their R&D in line with the decrease in slack resources.
At the median value of the moderator R&D Leadership, the effect of Climate Change on
Innovation Output mediated by Slack and R&D is negative and significant. In addition to the
mediated negative effect, we find that climate change also has a direct negative effect on the
firms’ innovation output.
Key Contributions
We extend the innovation literature in marketing by examining the impact of a natural
environmental threat on corporate innovation. In contrast to most of the extant innovation
literature in the discipline that examines factors that drive innovation in firms, we highlight an
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impediment to innovation. Our results highlight the role of R&D leadership as a contingent
factor that helps firms cope with adversarial consequences to their innovation output. We also
contribute to the organizational strategy literature by extending the body of work on the
behavioral theory of the firm to the domain of threats from the natural environment and to the
adaptation stream of climate change research. From a practice standpoint, while most managers
would acknowledge that climate hazards negatively impact their firms, our findings articulate
one way in which this negative effect can materialize, along with a way to reduce it. We provide
insight on how firms can reduce the negative effects of climate hazards through their R&D
leadership. Our results also have potential implications for policy makers who could consider
policy instruments such as R&D subsidies or R&D tax credits that encourage R&D spending and
incentivize corporate innovation, thereby aiding corporate responses to climate crises.

(References are available upon request)
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Understand the impact of data privacy laws on firm performance. How does the effect differ
based on (a) regulation elements, (b) business-context factors, (c) firm-level factors?
Method and Data
The authors develop a conceptual framework to understand the effects of data privacy
regulations on firm performance based on insights from Study 1, which employs a theories-inuse methodology through the lens of control theory. The framework is tested in two studies:
Study 2a employs a global sample of 1,185 firms affected by 16 regulations covering 21
countries and Study 2b uses a sample of 221 United States-based firms following the
introduction of the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Paired, the two studies provide an
understanding of study the diverse impacts of data privacy regulations from three perspectives:
the regulation, the country, and the firm. Subsequently, Study 3 uses a 2 × 2 between-subjects
experiment design to assess customer response to control regulation elements on data-in-use as
moderated by firm authenticity.
Summary of Findings
The results suggest that the overall impact of data privacy regulations is negative, yet the severity
of the impact is contingent on the elements found within the specific law, country-level business
conditions, firm attributes, and firm strategies. Laws granting customers control over their
personal information mitigate the negative performance implications, while those requiring firm
transparency over data management practices and with greater noncompliance penalties enhance
the negative impact. Operating in a highly litigious environment enhances the negative
performance effects yet operating in a competitive context suppresses the negative implications.
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Additionally, the severity of the effect differs based on the firm attributes: the negative effect is
mitigated when the firm is larger, more authentic, and stores data externally on the cloud; it is
enhanced when the firm sells primarily services and integrates data across multiple sources. An
experiment testing the moderating impact of firm authenticity on the relationship between
regulations granting customers control of their data and customers sharing personal information
suggests that data privacy regulations may prove advantageous for certain firms.
Key Contributions
•

Introduce a comprehensive theoretical foundation through the lens of control theory to
understand the impacts of data privacy regulations on firm performance. The framework
includes the boundary conditions on three levels: the regulation, the country, and the
firm.

•

Regulations impact firm performance through economic cost, data in use, and risk.

•

Though the overall impact of data privacy regulations is negative, the severity of the
impact is contingent on the elements found within the specific law, country-level
business conditions, firm attributes, and firm strategies.

•

When a firm is authentic and a data privacy regulation grants customers control of their
data, the customer will share even more data with the firm.

•

The most and least favorable firm-level conditions yields a difference in abnormal stock
returns of 3.7%, which is equal to an average of $736 million in market cap for the firms
in our sample.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
This study aims to re-focus academic research on targeting, one of the core stages of
marketing strategy process. Since our comprehension of marketing strategy is currently
definitely not complete and significant changes have occurred during these last twenty years
(Hunt, 2018), this research is posed to contribute by enriching our understanding of the targeting
facet of the marketing strategy.
A critical literature review of marketing management and strategic marketing textbooks
revealed that all authors argue that marketing strategy is composed by three stages, i.e.
Segmentation – Targeting – Positioning, albeit with some minor differences at the description
of each stage.
Taking into consideration the only typology of strategic alternatives presented by Kotler
(1994 – adopted from Abell, 1980), and the International Marketing literature, three dimensions
were identified as relevant: (a) the number of the products which a firm offers, (b) the number
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of segments which the firm targets and (c) the speed of expansion into new segments. Following
recent suggestions on managerial decision-making (Morgan, et al. 2019; Chung & Low, 2021)
we have utilized Regulatory Focus Theory (RFT) to explain the variability of marketing
targeting decisions.
The developed model examines the causes of targeting strategy selection and its effect
on firm’s capabilities development and performance.

Method And Data
In order to investigate the perceived deployment of the targeting strategies, an e-mail
survey took place among marketing oriented FMCGs companies in a single southern European
country. The sample, consisted of 2500 companies, from a cross-sectional background of high
and low technology sectors of varying dynamism (mature vs emerging markets).
For the purposes of the research a structured questionnaire has been developed. The
questionnaire contained items measuring company’s products and environment characteristics,
the adopted targeting strategies, firm’s marketing capabilities, firm’s performance and
regulatory focus orientation of key decision makers. The questionnaire also included questions
about the company’s size and the managers’ profile and experience.
The adopted targeting strategy was measured using the three dimensions previously
mentioned. Especially, managers had to indicate the number of products they were offering, the
number of segments they were serving and the speed of entrance to these markets, using in all
cases a 20-point scale.
The remaining variables, i.e., product quality, price advantage, product innovativeness,
product complexity, competitive environment, competitive intensity, market turbulence,
technological turbulence, firm’s capabilities and performance were all measured with wellestablished scales.
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Regulatory focus was measured based on Westjohn, et.al. (2016) suggestion, using the
composite regulatory focus scale developed by Haws, Dholakia, and Bearden (2010).

Summary of Findings
The structural equation modeling (SEM) using the WarpPLS 6.0 software was used to
provide the necessary analysis to serve the objectives of this study. The measurement model
test resulted in statistically accepted goodness of fit between the data and the proposed
measurement model.
All relationships leading to the selection of Targeting Strategies have been found
significant. The construct of time, acted as moderator and more precisely as booster of the
relationship between firm’s marketing mix capabilities and (a) customer satisfaction, (b) market
effectiveness and (c) profitability. The model explained substantial variance of the adopted
strategy (23%), which in turn acts as a significant determinant of company’s performance
(59%).
The analysis finally reaffirmed the moderation nature of RFT focus found in Tumasjand
& Braun (2012). The significance of these results reveals that:
a.

When managers perceive their product as possessing significant competitive advantage

in terms of unique innovativeness, their promotion orientation speeds up the timing of
expansion, accelerating the growth path of the firm.
b.

When managers perceive their business environment as risky and chaotic, their

prevention focus forces them to reduce the number of targeted segments, acting thus as a brake
to the expansion plans of the firm.

Statement of Key Contributions
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Empirical research on the actual targeting strategies of firms is missing. This research
shed ample light to targeting strategies within the boundaries of the overall marketing strategy
and investigated the actual targeting alternatives pursued by firms. In addition, the impact of
the followed targeting strategy on firm’s performance has been investigated.
The results confirmed that managers take into consideration these three dimensions
(number of products a firm offers, number of segments a firm targets and time of expansion to
segments) when deciding the most suitable targeting strategy. The analysis also revealed that
the number of products and the number of segments selected by the company to compete, affect
the development of relevant to the company’s product, price, promotion, selling and distribution
capabilities.
However, the construct of time (speed of entry) does not directly affect the firm’s
capabilities but moderates the relationship between capabilities and firm’s performance. In the
tested model, all the relationships among these constructs are curvilinear.
The authors feel that it is a legitimate goal to try to provide managers with an empirically
developed and verified framework for targeting strategies, encompassing all its pivotal
dimensions, since managers can use this framework to form and implement the most
appropriate targeting strategy.

“References are available upon request.”
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Description: This paper conceptualizes new contingencies in the relationship between
entrepreneurial grit and the success dimensions well-being, societal impact, and venture
performance and hence introduces entrepreneurial grit as a relevant antecedent to entrepreneurial
success.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Startups implement innovative ideas and thus promote societal progress, growth, and
competitiveness. As startups are exploring, creating, and delivering value to meet the needs of a
target market, marketing plays a key role in startups’ role to contribute to society. While growing
in importance, the entrepreneurship sector remains harsh, characterized by high uncertainty and
stress, strong competition, and high failure rates. Hence, one of the central questions of
entrepreneurship literature is how to foster success. Recently, there has been a change in paradigm
regarding the definition of success: in line with increasing scholarly attention on well-being and
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positive psychology, success criteria shift from pure economic indicators to a broader definition
including personal and social goals such as workplace relationships, personal fulfilment, and
community impact (Wach, Stephan, and Gorgievski 2016).
It is increasingly acknowledged that individual characteristics of entrepreneurs are central to the
understanding of the entire entrepreneurial process, including success outcomes (Cardon et al.
2009; Lex et al. 2020; McGee et al. 2009). However, our knowledge regarding success antecedents
remains vague (Staniewski and Awruk 2019). Therefore, recent studies suggest to integrate new
approaches and antecedents to advance the scientific debate (Christopoulou et al. 2018; Mueller,
Wolfe, and Syed 2017). By adducing grit, defined as passion and perseverance for long-term goals
(Duckworth and Quinn 2009; Jachimowicz, Wihler, and Galinsky 2017), this study introduces such
a new factor in an empirical examination.
The construct of grit has been introduced to the scientific debate in the field of psychology and
education and has already grown to be an important construct in other research fields (Alan,
Boneva, and Ertac 2019; Duckworth et al. 2007; Ion, Mindu, and Gorbănescu 2017). Nevertheless,
grit has received little scholarly attention in the entrepreneurship literature so far (Arli et al. 2021;
Jordan et al. 2019). This constitutes a major gap, as an entrepreneur’s passion and perseverance for
long-term goals is likely to be required for success in the highly uncertain and risky entrepreneurial
environment. In accordance with previous scholars from other fields, we predict entrepreneurial
grit to have additional explanatory power over other antecedents of success (Duckworth et al. 2007;
Jordan et al. 2019). Therefore, entrepreneurial grit is a promising construct to add to the discussion
on the influence of individual characteristics on success outcomes.
There is an ongoing debate about the structure and predictive capability of the construct of grit
(Alaoui and Fons-Rosen 2021; Arco-Tirado et al. 2019; Credé 2018; Jordan et al. 2019). While grit
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has shown enormous potential to predict success, there are still some conceptual and
methodological issues to be resolved (Credé 2018; Jachimowicz et al. 2018). Therefore, in this
study we advance this discussion by reconceptualizing entrepreneurial grit in two ways. First, we
use a domain-specific version of grit, which has been shown to increase validity and predictive
power substantially in other fields (Cormier, Dunn, and Causgrove Dunn 2019). Second, we react
to the criticism regarding the measurement of grit to be focused on perseverance and not adequately
capturing passion, by including passion attainment into our research model (Jachimowicz et al.
2018). Finally, we go beyond preceding research and use this improved construct to measure not
solely financial performance, but all dimensions that entrepreneurs use to assess their achieved
success, namely firm performance, workplace relations, personal fulfilment, societal impact, and
personal financial rewards (Wach, Gorgievski, and Wegge 2017).
Using the invest-and-accrue model, we hypothesize that the relationship between entrepreneurial
grit and entrepreneurial success is strongly positive. The invest-and-accrue model claims that
individuals with high levels of certain characteristics such as conscientiousness increasingly invest
in behaviors that accrue future success. As grit is conceptualized as a sub-factor of
conscientiousness (Duckworth et al. 2007), we pose the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Entrepreneurial grit is positively related to well-being in the form of personal
fulfilment and workplace relations.
Hypothesis 2: Entrepreneurial grit is positively related to societal impact.
Hypothesis 3: Entrepreneurial grit is positively related to performance in the form of firm
performance and personal financial rewards.
Using self-regulation theory, we hypothesize that the relationship between entrepreneurial grit and
entrepreneurial success is moderated by anxiety. Common theories of self-regulation suggest that
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individual motivation determines general goal direction. Individuals pursue goals longer if they
enjoy the very process of pursuing the goal (Armstrong et al. 2018). We argue that anxiety
negatively moderates all relations between entrepreneurial grit and entrepreneurial success
dimensions due to its inhibiting nature counteracting the positive effects of entrepreneurial grit. We
pose the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 4a-c: Anxiety negatively moderates the relations between entrepreneurial grit and
entrepreneurial success (well-being, societal impact, performance).
Method and Data
We conduct an online survey in Germany that addresses entrepreneurs of firms between three and
ten years old. Data collection has been finalized by the end of last year and resulted in a sample
containing responses of over 1,500 cross-industry Germany-based firms. To the best of our
knowledge, this constitutes one of the largest and most comprehensive samples ever collected in
this context.
We reconceptualize entrepreneurial grit by using the short grit scale (Duckworth and Quinn 2009),
complementing it with a new passion factor following Jachimowicz et al. (2018) and adapting it to
the entrepreneurship context. Our dependent variable covers the full range of entrepreneurial
success outcomes (Wach, Gorgievski, and Wegge 2017). We use a dyadic research approach to
prevent single informant bias and integrate all common controls (e.g., age, gender, tenure),
including controls for social desirability bias as well as common method bias (Podsakoff et al.
2003).
Summary of Findings
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Initial tests with the full dataset confirm the hypothesized main relationships and the proposed
moderator. We find a positive association between grit and all hypothesized entrepreneurial success
outcomes. Further, anxiety consistently has a negative moderation effect on the proposed
relationships. These insights resolve existing contradictory findings on the importance of
entrepreneurial grit in entrepreneurship and of grit as an antecedent of success in general.
Furthermore, these findings confirm the central role grit plays in predicting positive well-being
outcomes beyond mere financial success. The final results will be available for the 2022 AMA
Summer Conference.
Key Contributions
Our study makes a substantial contribution to theory and practice at the interface of marketing,
entrepreneurship, and psychology. From a theoretical perspective, our study contributes to the
existing literature threefold:
First, this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study to introduce the new construct of grit
(Jachimowicz et al. 2018) to the entrepreneurship context to predict entrepreneurial success.
Preceding studies provided fragmented and partially contradictory findings on the relation between
grit and success (Credé 2018). With our reconceptualized version of entrepreneurial grit, this study
brings clarity into the debate and further advances the discussion on the relationship between
individual entrepreneurial characteristics and entrepreneurial success.
Second, we show that anxiety negatively moderates entrepreneurial success. By introducing this
new moderator and combining it with entrepreneurial grit, we improve the field’s approach in
measuring success and therefore add to the ongoing discussion about the role of grit and other
individual characteristics for success in entrepreneurship (Cardon and Kirk 2015; Mol et al. 2020).
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Third, we contribute to the current debate by integrating the growing literature stream of positive
psychology and well-being into the discussion. We place entrepreneurial grit as a predictor not
solely for financial performance but for personal outcomes as well, thereby adopting a modern
form of entrepreneurial success. Hence, this study contributes to literature by examining a
previously unexplored relationship and answers research calls on how various profiles of grit may
relate to optimal levels of achievement in different domains of performance (Christopoulou et al.
2018; Datu 2021).
From a practitioner’s perspective, our insights help entrepreneurs and firms to understand the
importance and challenges of long-term dedication and perseverance. This newly gained
knowledge offers the potential to equip entrepreneurs with a perspective for self-reflection and
optimal line-up of their firms to foster success and well-being.
References are available upon request.
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Pretended or Real Disruption: How Disruptive Vision Affects
Short-term Analyst Forecast and Long-term Financial Performance

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Since the introduction of the innovator’s dilemma in 1997 stating incumbents fail to
maintain their market share against new entrants and technologies (Christensen 2013), disruption
has become indispensable due to its popularity (Hopp et al. 2018). After critics pointed out that
Christensen neglected the possibility established firms inventing disruptive innovations themselves
(Danneels 2004), research recently shifted to continual disruption referring to technological
changes affecting entire ecosystems than only single incumbents (Kumaraswamy, 2018). Neither
the success nor the survival of market players depends merely on the use of disruptive technologies
but rather on visionary leadership that embraces change (Tellis, 2006). Following Kumaraswamy,
Garud, and Ansari (2018), an incumbent may even gain an advantage over ventures by framing its
disruptive innovations to established partnerships within an ecosystem and thus, achieves a broad
technology understanding and collaboration opportunities. Addressing both phenomena, we argue
that incumbents might profit from public vision communication of the CEO intending to frame the
firm’s identity around disruption.

As an indicator for an entrepreneur’s vision to upend industries, disruptive vision was
introduced as a construct stating “the thematic content of vision communication that articulates
intentions to disrupt organizations, markets, and ecosystems” (van Balen, Tarakci, and Sood 2019,
p. 304). The authors identified a positive impact of disruptive vision in founders’ statements on the
likelihood of closing a first funding round. This link derives from the impression management
2
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theory which explains how social actors (e.g., individuals or firms) intentionally control others’
impression of them in order to enhance their reputation (Goffman 1978; Highhouse, Brooks, and
Gregarus 2009; Leary and Kowalski 1990).

Transferring the demonstrated relationship from an entrepreneurial to an incumbent’s
perspective, we argue that executives’ disruptive vision might affect analyst forecast in a similar
way to venture investors. This is explained by a mutual influence of management activities, like
issuing press releases, and analyst forecast (Washburn and Bromiley 2014) as well as by a positive
impact of verbal communication by CEOs on convergence of investors’ opinions (Guo, Wei, Metin
Sengul, and Tieying Yu 2021) leading to Hypothesis 1. Assuming leaders delivering on their
promise by executing their vision (Tellis 2006), we use Hypothesis 2 to test if disruptive vision is
actually followed by an increase in financial performance.
Hypothesis 1: CEOs’ disruptive vision has a positive relationship to predicted performance
by analyst forecast
Hypothesis 2: CEOs’ disruptive vision has a positive relationship to financial performance
In addition, we test if CEO narcissism at the individual level as well as CEO power at the
institutional level moderates Hypothesis 1 & 2. Narcissistic CEOs strive for daring actions,
especially for the adoption of a discontinuous technology (Gerstner et al. 2013), which enhance
their reputation by drawing attention to their vision and leadership (Judge, Piccolo, and Kosalka
2009). However, narcissistic CEOs also tend to overinvest in M&A and R&D expenditures leading
to lower financial profitability (Ham, Seybert, and Wang 2018) considered in Hypothesis 3. Finally,
Hypothesis 4 results from CEO power found to moderate the positive relationship of board capital
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breadth to more strategic change (Haynes and Hillman 2010) as well as lead CEOs to pursue
exploratory innovations with higher risk (Sariol and Abebe 2017).
Hypothesis 3: A narcissistic CEO strengthens the relationship of CEOs’ disruptive vision
and analyst forecast but weakens the actual financial performance
Hypothesis 4: High CEO power strengthens the relationship of CEOs’ disruptive vision
and analyst forecast as well as actual financial performance

Method and Data
We test our hypotheses using a large-scale, cross-industry sample from 2001 to 2016 based
on multiple data sources: Shareholder letters, Thomson Reuter’s I/B/E/S database, and the
Compustat North America database. Data collection is in its final stage. Currently, the dataset
consists of circa 3,510 shareholder letters from 326 S&P 500 firms.
To calculate a disruptive vision score we applied content analysis in shareholder letters
since they signal managerial actions (Barr, Stimpert, and Huff 1992) and ultimately affect
organizational change (Short et al. 2010). Building on a manual coding approach used for
disruptive vision (van Balen, Tarakci, and Sood 2019), we follow the operationalization process of
computer-aided text analysis (CATA) to analyze the novel construct in longitudinal settings
(MacKenzie, Podsakoff, and Podsakoff 2011; McKenny et al. 2018; Short et al. 2010). The
construct measurement was performed using Cat Scanner (McKenny, Short, and Newman 2012)
analyzing the frequency specific words appear in a shareholder letter which are compiled in an
iteratively developed dictionary. The preliminary CATA dictionary includes 113 words along three
4
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dimensions for disruptive vision and was established with a sample of 5,380 shareholder letters
from 464 firms listed in the S&P 500 between 2001 and 2016. The operationalization process is
addressed in the context of a complementary scientific work.
Following Chatterjee and Hambrick (2007), we measure CEO narcissism by the
prominence of CEOs’ photographs and the use of first-person singular pronouns in our sample of
shareholder letters as well as in further press releases. Using data from Compustat, the institutional
power of a CEO is measured by CEO duality (Haynes and Hillman 2010) as well as by the ratio of
board directors, equity holdings, and appointed directors (Cannella and Shen 2001). As for studies
dealing with performance feedback while entering new markets (Chang 1996; Lin 2014), we used
return on assets (ROA), calculated as net income divided by total assets, as a proxy for financial
performance (Ref and Shapira 2017). Financial analyst projections were obtained from Thomson
Reuter’s I/B/E/S summary-level historical earnings estimates database. We incorporate multiple
control variables including firm age and size, industry type, market and technological turbulence
within the industry, and prior firm performance.

Summary of Findings
Initial tests with a preliminary dataset confirm the main relationships and proposed
moderators. In fact, the CEOs’ degree of disruptive vision appears more positively related to
predicted than to actual financial performance. This delta is additionally leveraged by a narcistic
CEO. From a practitioner’s perspective, our results reveal that disruptive vision may be used as a
communication tool, signaling innovativeness towards analysts and further stakeholders, but also
may shed light to the question how disruptive innovation can be spotted early (Hopp et al. 2018).
5
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Key Contributions
Building on Impression Management theory, our study shows that CEOs’ degree of
disruptive vision, i.e. textual narratives in shareholder letters expressing firms’ disruptive potential
in ecosystems, is more positively related to predicted financial performance by analysts than to
actual financial performance. At the intersection of Impression Management and corporate
communication literature, prior researchers assumed that managerial activities influence financial
forecast resulting in a dyadic relationship between managers and analysts (Washburn and Bromiley
2014). Scholars called for social tactics of organizational leaders changing the perception of
stakeholders (Westphal et al. 2012) and identified for instance, a positive investor reaction followed
by concrete language of top managers (Pan et al. 2018). Following Westley and Mintzberg (1989)
arguing a "strategic vision cannot exist without being recognized by followers”, we contribute to
the impression management theory by introducing disruptive vision as a communication tool within
marketing strategies towards analysts. Moreover, our study answers multiple calls in disruption
research concerning the early recognition of disruption (Hopp et al. 2018) and framing strategies
pursued by disruptors (Kumaraswamy, Garud, and Ansari 2018). Van Balen, Tarakci, and Sood
(2019) introduced disruptive vision analyzing the impact of founders’ visions on investors’
funding. By operationalizing the novel construct, we enable to apply disruptive vision in
longitudinal settings leading to various research opportunities.
Furthermore, our study provides numerous practical contributions. As for strategic noise
during CEO announcements (Graffin, Carpenter, and Boivie 2011), downward earnings after CEO
change (Godfrey, Mather, and Ramsay 2003), and precise earnings forecasts after setbacks
(Hayward and Fitza 2017), disruptive vision can act as an impression management tool. Thus, firms
may attract analysts by framing their image around disruption. Addressing the fact firms associated
6
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to disruption faced massive growth during the last decade (MSCI Inc. 2022), our study links
disruptive vision to actual performance and therefore shed some light on identifying real or
pretended disruption.

References are available upon request.
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Pricing Paradigms in Retail Gasoline: A Machine Learning Approach
Syed Mohammad Ali Shah, McMaster University
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Description: This research explores the impact of a carbon tax on price competition in the retail
gasoline market
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Pricing is crucial to firms’ profitability and has been extensively studied in Economics and
Marketing. When discussing retailers’ pricing decisions, significant attention has been paid to a
product’s price level, and price variance resulting from changing its price. While price level and
price variance both relay a sense of the magnitude of the price level and price change, they do
not inform us of the frequency of these changes. This frequency of price adjustment is an
understudied area of retailers’ pricing decisions, which we aim to address. In this paper, we
investigate the role of price adjustment frequency, and how it, along with price level and price
variance, forms an important dimension of a manager’s pricing decision. We also explore how
the three pricing dimensions are taken together from distinct paradigms and how the relationship
varies between them. Additionally, we want to see how the addition of price adjustment
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frequency as a component of retailers’ pricing toolkit extends our current understanding of
pricing decisions.
Method and Data
The data for this study comes from a sample of 79 gas stations in Hamilton in Ontario, Canada.
From February to April 2019, hourly price data for regular grade gasoline was collected at each
gas station. Google provides gas prices in real-time for each gas station. Latitude and longitude
coordinates for each station were obtained from Google maps to calculate the distance among
gas stations and the concentration of local competition. Statistics Canada provides demographic
characteristic data at the postal code level, which can be aggregated to yield more information
regarding local operating environments. Given the hourly price daily of regular gasoline, we first
extract multiple features of daily price at the gas station level and then apply unsupervised
machine learning to cluster them along the dimensions of the price level, price variance, and
price adjustment frequency to obtain three pricing paradigms significantly different from each
other. Once the pricing paradigms have been identified for each retailer, we use multinomial
logistic regression with measures of local competition and gas station characteristics to
understand what factors are prominent in selection of pricing paradigms among the gas stations.
Summary of Findings
The clustering outcome indicates that gas stations with a relatively lower average price change
their prices more frequently, while those with higher prices keep comparatively more stable.
Retailers with price levels falling in the middle tier also adjust their prices at a medium
frequency. The inverse relationship between price adjustment frequency and the price level is
contrary to consumer search theory predictions, which suggests that firms play mixed strategy
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pricing to prevent consumers from identifying the retailer with the lowest price. The implication
is that higher-priced gas stations have more incentive to change prices frequently. We argue that
gas stations’ selection among the three pricing paradigms is influenced by a combination of local
demand and competitive pressures and gas station characteristics. We find that gas stations
located in neighborhoods with higher median income, stores operating under chain brands, and
those facing a higher number of competitors in their local areas are more likely to choose a
strategy with a high adjustment frequency. Moreover, we find that the gas stations near highways
prefer strategies with low price adjustment frequency.
Key Contributions
This paper contributes to Marketing by addressing several key gaps in the literature. First, in
pricing strategies for retail gasoline, researchers have extensively studied price level and price
dispersion of retailers. Still, to the best of our knowledge, price adjustment frequency, which is
also an important decision tool for retailers, has yet been studied. Secondly, we identify price
adjustment frequency as a complementary strategic tool and integrate it with price level and price
dispersion to offer a comprehensive picture of retailers’ pricing strategies. Specifically, we
uncover an inverse relationship between a gas station’s price and price adjustment frequency.
This finding runs counter to existing literature which offers consumer search explanations for
observed price dispersion in retail gasoline and suggests a higher incentive for a frequent price
adjustment to high-priced gas stations. In addition to academe, marketing practitioners can also
benefit from this study. For managers, this study gives insights as to how retailer pricing may be
affected by local competition, demographics, and retailer characteristics. Additionally, by
showing three different price cohorts, this study also provides a template for managers to
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understand where they stand in the market in relation to competitors based on a pricing
perspective.
References are available upon request
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Despite greater attention to channel integration practices deployed by multichannel
retailers, its impact on financial performance is not clear. While channel integration offers several
benefits, they are often associated with significant transaction costs and risks – so, their benefits
are not inevitable. Indeed, industry reports indicate significant concerns around the effectiveness
of such strategies.
With little empirical research and growing relevance to the practitioner’s community, our
research examines the following questions:
1. Do channel integration investments pay-off?
2. Under what conditions, channel integration helps or hinders financial performance?
Drawing on the contingency perspective that emphasizes importance of a fit between firm’s
strategic action and that of its resources, competencies, and the market conditions- we examine the
link between channel integration and retailer’s financial performance. We identify eight factors
that moderate channel integration-retailer performance relationship. Among them, four
contingent factors are part of retailer competencies. They include e-commerce experience, physical
store presence, retailer’s channel integration relative to competition, and inventory management
competency. Two retailer resources are capital intensity and selling efficiency. Two industry-level
factors are industry competition and industry turbulence.
We argue that channel integration affects financial performance through four major
mechanisms. They include improved organizational learning, increased customer loyalty, higher
cost of transaction and organizational risks. The improved organizational learning and increased
customer loyalty facilitate the performance enhancing effects of channel integration whereas the

2
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higher cost of transactions and organizational risks contribute to the performance destroying
effects. Based on these mechanisms, we develop a conceptual framework to examine the main
effect of channel integration on firm performance and the moderating effect of the contingent
factors.
Method and Data
With heterogeneity among retailer’s resources and market conditions, future economic
rents rest on retailers’ ability to implement channel integration initiatives. To test our hypotheses,
we compiled publicly available data for the U.S. multichannel retailers for 2008-2019 period. Our
final sample includes 87 retailing firms, covering such retail sectors as apparel retailers, drug
retailers, food retailers, home-improvement retailers, broad line retailers, and specialty retailers.
Through a structured content analysis of annual reports, investor presentations, press releases and
company websites – we identify each retailer’s strategic activity that relates to the integration of
multichannel developments.
We employ fixed-effects panel data model to test our hypothesized effects. The fixedeffects panel data model allows us to control the unobserved retailer-level heterogeneity that is
unlikely to change over time but likely influence the retailer performance (e.g., organizational
culture and executive traits). While the fixed-effects model accounts for the unobserved retailerlevel heterogeneities, it suffers from endogeneity problems. We include Gaussian copulas to
correct for biased estimates due to endogeneity issues. This allows us to generate consistent
parameter estimates even when the assumed normal distribution of the error term is not present.
Summary of Findings
Our study finds that channel integration has negative effect on retailer’s financial
performance, measured in return on assets. However, retailer’s inventory management
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competency has positive moderating effect. It can help reduce the detrimental effects of channel
integration on financial performance. Furthermore, retailer’s capital intensity, which refers to the
fixed assets such as gross plant, property and equipment scaled by the total assets - positively
moderates the relationship between channel integration and firm performance. Among the
industry-level factors, retailers operating in a turbulent sector seem to benefit with the channel
integration activities.
Key Contributions
The main contributions of our study are twofold. First, we empirically examine effects of
retailer’s channel integration activities on its financial performance. By doing so, we contribute to
the multichannel literature. Second, using the contingency perspective as an organizing principle,
we identify both the retailer-level factors and industry conditions that moderate the “channel
integration- financial performance” relationship. With channel integration taking centre stage in
many channels related initiatives, our findings provide vital guidance to the practitioners in
managing strategic channel integration activities.
Taken together, our results illustrate the key roles played by retailer competencies and
resources, as well as the role of business environment, in determining the link between channel
integration and retailer’s financial performance.
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Relative Advertising- Antecedents and Consequences
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Marketing scholars have urged for upper echelons theory to be extended to the field of
marketing and to explore how CEOs’ traits influence marketing and advertising outcomes
(Whitler, Lee, Krause, and Morgan, 2020). Despite these calls for research, only scant
literature explores the influence of CEOs’ traits on advertising intensity and related outcomes
(Kashmiri, Gala, and Nicol, 2019). Responding to these calls, we explore whether relative
advertising intensity (i.e., advertising intensity relative to competitors) varies with CEO
competitive aggressiveness under the boundary conditions of the CEO’s marketing
background. We further explore whether relative advertising intensity mediates the
relationship between a CEO’s competitive aggressiveness and a firm’s market performance
under the moderating effect of the CEO’s marketing function background. We have received
evidence supporting our hypothesis based on a sample of 287 Indian firms from 2008 to
2014. Our findings have significant implications for boards of directors and leadership
development institutes that could coach and counsel CEOs to be more competitively
aggressive and invest more in advertising than their competitors to enhance their firms’
market valuation.
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KEY CONTRIBUTIONS TO ACADEMICS AND PRACTITIONERS
Contribution to Academics
Advertising literature has primarily leveraged rational economic theories to explain variation
in advertising intensity. The authors of this study leverage upper echelons theory to explain
the same. Certain CEO traits, such as competitive aggressiveness, can make them invest more
in advertising compared to their rivals, thus making it essential to explore relative advertising
intensity, a factor not yet explored in advertising literature to the best of our knowledge.
Given that firms experience resource constraints, how much a CEO decides to invest
in revenue-generating projects such as advertising is likely influenced by the importance a
CEO places on performing better than competitors’ vis-a-vis sustaining prior performance.
However, despite the significant impact of advertising, scholars have not investigated the role
of CEO competitive aggressiveness as a possible antecedent of advertising outcomes, despite
scholars calling for such an investigation (Kashmiri et al., 2019).
Extant marketing literature exploring the significance of CEO traits on firms’ strategic
marketing outcomes has largely focused on firm-level factors such as governance as
boundary conditions (Kim et al., 2018). This study explains how demography-based
boundary conditions, namely CEOs’ marketing backgrounds, influence the relationship
between CEOs’ competitive aggressiveness and relative advertising intensity. The present
study adds to the advertising literature. Extant literature has explored changes in firms’
market valuation accompanying advertising intensity (Vitorino, 2014). However, the role
of relative advertising intensity in influencing firms’ market valuation is unknown.
Contribution to Practitioners
Our findings are relevant to CEOs, boards of directors, and institutes offering leadership
development programs. CEOs’ behavioral attributions can be altered; for example, if CEOs
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are not aggressive, they can be mentored and coached to behave that way (Waldman,
Ramirez, House, and Puranam, 2001). Thus, our findings imply that firms could counsel,
coach, and train CEOs to be competitively aggressive and take into consideration the
advertising strategies of rivals while making their own advertising investment decisions.
When a firm carries out succession planning for the leadership talent pipeline and
training potential would-be CEOs, firms should consider imparting competitively aggressive
skills as a key priority. Our results also suggest that the marketing background of CEOs
further enhances their competitively aggressive tendencies, thus moderating its relationship
with relative advertising intensity. Therefore, boards of directors should expose the CEO
talent pipeline to marketing functions before promoting them to the CEO position, as CEOs
are generally hired from marketing positions.
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INTRODUCTION
Advertising has been the most explored element of marketing strategy among the influence of
different marketing mix elements on firms’ performance (Altman, 2010; Swani, Brown, and
Mudambi, 2020). This may have happened because of advertising's potential to enhance
firms' financial outcomes, such as sales, market capitalization, and ROI. (Buil, De
Chernatony, and Martínez, 2013; de Vries, Gensler, and Leeflang, 2017). Furthermore,
managers consider competitors' investments when making advertising investment decisions
(Mian, Sharma, and Gul, 2018).
Given that pay off from advertisement investment is uncertain (Mizik, 2010), it
requires more managerial discretion (Mian et al., 2018) and is likely to be influenced by
managerial traits. Among managerial traits, extant literature has focused on aspects such as
the regulatory focus of CEOs in determining investment in advertising (Kashmiri et al.,
2019). However, how CEO traits influence relative advertising intensity investment
decisions, i.e., making advertisement investments in comparison to competitors, has not been
explored in the extant literature. Given that for CEOs, comparative parity in making
advertising investment decisions is of utmost significance (Mian et al., 2018), it is vital to
investigate what traits of CEOs drive them to invest more in advertising than their
competitors. In their meta-analysis paper on upper echelons theory's application in the
marketing literature, Whitler et al. (2020) also called for more exploration of how CEO traits
influence advertising decisions. We cover this gap in the literature by exploring how the
competitive aggressiveness of CEOs affects their decision to invest more in advertising
relative to the competitors.
Leveraging upper echelons theory in this paper, we explore how competitively
aggressive CEOs (i.e., those who prefer to be ahead of competitors) tend to invest more in
advertising relative to their competitors. A way in which an aggressive CEO can beat
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competitors is by keeping the focal firm's brands on top in consumers’ minds. This objective
can be achieved through advertising in B2C and B2B markets (Guenther and Guenther,
2020). We assert that competitively aggressive CEOs would thus invest more in advertising.
Although this is more likely to be a function of the brand size in the market and is the goal of
manufacturers (regardless of the CEOs' quality) (e.g., Romaniuk and Nenycz-Thiel, 2013),
we assert that competitively aggressive CEOs would be more concerned about this goal and
would invest in advertising relatively more than competitors.
Furthermore, Rahman, Rodríguez-Serrano, and Lambkin (2017) asserted that
“advertising intensity equates to information intensity, reducing the information gap between
the company and the customers” (p. 371). However, a CEO having a marketing background
is likely to appreciate the significance of this aspect of advertising compared to a CEO with a
non-marketing background (Chakravarty and Grewal, 2016). A competitively aggressive
CEO with a marketing background would thus be even more motivated to invest in
advertising than an aggressive CEO without a marketing background, implying a moderating
effect due to the CEO’s background. Finally, competitively aggressive CEOs may be deterred
from investing more in relative advertising if it does not produce a better market valuation for
their firms. For combating stock market challenges, extant literature suggests that firms have
relied on advertising investments to enhance investor confidence and secure demand for their
stock (e.g., Chemmanur and Yan, 2009; Lou, 2014). Extrapolating the implications for
competitively aggressive CEOs, especially those with a background in marketing, we thus
assert the mediating role of relative advertising intensity in the relationship between a
competitively aggressive CEO and the firm’s market valuation under the boundary condition
of the CEO’s marketing background.
We believe that this research contributes to the advertising literature by extending
upper echelons theory to incorporate CEOs' competitive aggressiveness in influencing
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advertising decisions and firms’ performance. Competitive aggressiveness is a scantly
explored CEO trait (Blackford, 2014) and deserves attention in advertising literature for the
reasons explained above. Our research should be of special interest to CEOs and boards of
directors, who could coach CEOs to become competitively aggressive, depending on the
strategic directions they want the CEOs to consider.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Upper Echelons Theory
Upper echelons theory deals explicitly with the behavioral traits of executives and their
impact on firms’ strategic choices. This theory considers executives' or CEOs' demographic
traits, such as their functional background, age, or tenure, as substitutes for their underlying
psychological traits (Hambrick, 2007). Thus, upper echelon theory emphasizes the role of
executives underlying personality and psychological traits in making decisions.
Marketing scholars have recently started leveraging upper echelons theory to explain
several marketing outcomes, such as sustainability initiatives, product-harm crises, and a
firm’s strategic emphasis or market orientation based on CEO’s personality traits such as
regulatory focus, narcissism, and hubris, among others (Brower and Nath, 2018; Connelly,
Ketchen, and Slater, 2011; Kashmiri et al., 2017; Kim, Xiong, and Kim, 2018). One such
CEO trait explored in the context of advertising is the risk propensity of managers such that
managers with higher risk propensity invested more in advertising, especially when a firm’s
performance fell below aspiration levels (West and Prendergast, 2009).
These findings imply that CEOs’ decisions about advertising expenditures will likely
be influenced by their psychological traits (Carpenter, Geletkanycz, and Sanders, 2004),
resulting in some firms investing more in advertising than others (Feng, Morgan, and Rego,
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2015). This study explores the role of CEO competitive aggressiveness in influencing
advertising decisions, as explained ahead.
CEOs’ Competitive Aggressiveness and Relative Advertising Intensity
Psychology literature exploring employee competitiveness defines trait competitiveness as a
personality type that involves “the enjoyment of interpersonal competition and the desire to
win and be better than others” (Spence and Helmreich, 1983, p. 41). Extending trait
competitiveness to upper echelons, Papadakis and Barwise (2002) found that the top
management team’s (TMT) competitive aggressiveness was the most powerful managerial
predictor of their strategic decision-making process. However, Papadakis and Barwise did not
include the CEO as part of the TMT and called for future research in this area.
Competitively aggressive CEOs develop a combative perspective toward competitors
and intend to conquer threats in a competitive marketplace (D’Aveni and Ravenscraf, 1994).
They develop processes and strategic actions that defend the market positions of the firm.
Being competitively aggressive demands a CEO to quickly respond to competitive threats
and gain a temporary competitive advantage (Dagnino, Picone, and Ferrigno, 2021). CEOs
usually achieve this through more relative advertising (Whalen et al., 2016).
Yet another way to combat competition is to remain at the forefront of customers’
minds, thus increasing the chances of purchase intention because this is also achieved by
aggressively investing in advertising more than competitors (Prendergast, West, and Shi,
2006). CEOs with higher competitive aggressiveness are likely to fight firms’ market
valuation battles through aggressive advertising, implying more relative advertising (Ferrier,
2001). Therefore, CEOs with higher competitive aggressiveness are likely to have an
advantage over competitors by virtue of creating a differentiation effect through more relative
advertising.
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Another view on advertising, which is the persuasive view of advertising, suggests
that advertising enhances a firm’s competitive ability. It has an entry deterrence effect that
creates brand loyalty among consumers and raises entry barriers to non-established firms
(Bagwell, 2007). Regarding the competitive effects of advertising, Robinson (1933, p. 101)
stated that if “a firm finds the market becoming uncomfortably perfect (i.e., more
competitive), it can resort to advertisement and other devices which attach customers more
firmly to itself.” Resultantly, advertising is a solid ground for competitively aggressive CEOs
to play competitive battles against rivals in the industry. Overall, highly competitively
aggressive CEOs would invest relatively higher amounts in advertising to successfully
achieve a competitive advantage (Meng, Zeng, Xie, and Zou, 2019). The authors thus posit
the following hypothesis:
H1: As a CEO’s competitive aggressiveness increases, a firm’s relative advertising
intensity also increases.
The Moderating Role of the CEO’s Marketing Function Background
Among the different upper echelons demographic characteristics examined in the previous
literature, the CEO’s functional background is the most significant for the study of
advertising (Cannella Jr., Park, and Lee, 2008). A CEO’s functional background influences
the customer-oriented mindset, which is vital for aggressive advertising, i.e., higher relative
advertising investment (Özturan, Özsomer, and Pieters, 2014). A strong dedication to
advertising also reduces the time to market new offerings. CEOs with a functional
background specialization in marketing are more likely to identify and bundle the available
distributed pieces of valuable marketing information into well-integrated advertising
information (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994).
Competitively aggressive CEOs are already motivated to invest in advertising to be
ahead of their competitors. Under these circumstances, their marketing backgrounds would
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further allow them to invest appropriately in advertisements and compete aggressively. For
instance, CEOs with marketing backgrounds would help competitively aggressive CEOs
make an informed decision on differentiating firms' brands through advertising and thereby
enhancing value. Scholars use firms’ advertising intensity to measure their brand
differentiation (Nath and Mahajan, 2008), which is critical to competing aggressively. Since
competitively aggressive CEOs intrinsically believe in exploiting opportunities to have a
sense of control over their environment, their marketing function experience would further
fuel their tendency to invest in advertising to compete aggressively against other firms. Based
on these arguments, the authors hypothesize the following:
H2: A marketing background moderates a CEO’s relationship with competitive
aggressiveness and relative advertising intensity so that when a CEO has a marketing
background, the increase in relative advertising intensity with a CEO’s competitive
aggressiveness is higher compared to when a CEO does not possess a marketing
background.
Relative Advertising Intensity and a Firm’s Valuation
Various capabilities, such as R&D intensity or human capital management, could enhance a
firm’s valuation. However, by focusing more on “investment productivity,” competitively
aggressive CEOs are more likely to enhance advertising investment. Their marketing
functional background is further likely to drive this tendency. Investment productivity
signifies a firm’s efficiency in its sales revenue expenditures (Hughes, Hughes, Yan, and
Sousa, 2019). Unlike advertising, most strategies such as R&D may not pay out or generate
first-year profits or positive first-year cash flows (Blattberg and Deighton, 1991).
Scholars also suggest that due to spillover and the signaling effect of advertising, a firm’s
advertising expenditure positively influences its market valuation (Joshi and Hanssens, 2010;
Currim, Lim, and Kim, 2012).
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As firms led by competitively aggressive CEOs incur more significant advertising
expenditures than others, a tendency further enhanced by CEOs’ marketing backgrounds, the
brand awareness and perceived brand quality of products are also likely to be greater. This
enhanced brand equity value is expected to spill over to the stock market (Frieder and
Subrahmanyam, 2005; Huberman, 2001), thereby leading to higher market valuation for the
firm. Extant research suggests that such relative investments in intangible assets increase a
firm’s market value (Johnson and Pazderka, 1993). Overall, competitively aggressive CEOs
with marketing backgrounds can better convey their firms’ intrinsic value by raising future
cash flow expectations through enhanced relative advertising intensity (Barber and Odean,
2008; Kurt and Hulland, 2013; Lou, 2014; Wies, Hoffmann, Aspara, and Pennings, 2019).
Therefore, we hypothesize:
H3a: As a firm’s relative advertising intensity increases, its firm market valuation
also increases.
H3b: A CEO’s competitive aggressiveness has a conditional indirect effect on a
firm’s market valuation through relative advertising intensity so that the relationship
between the CEO’s competitive aggressiveness and the firm’s relative advertising
intensity is moderated by the CEO’s marketing background.
METHODOLOGY
The sample of the current study was obtained from India. The authors focused on mid- and
small-cap category Bombay Stock Exchange-listed firms in India from 2008 to 2014. After
using several filtering criteria, such as availability of financial information and status of the
firm, i.e., foreign versus Indian, the authors were finally left with a sample of 287 firms and
287*6 = 1,722 firm-year observations. Firm- and CEO-related information were collected
from multiple sources, including Prowess, and online sources, such as the company website,
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annual reports, Bloomberg, and Wallmine. Using online sources for firm-related and CEOrelated information is a standard practice in extant research (e.g., Huang, 2013; Kashmiri et
al., 2017).
Dependent Variable
Market valuation: This was measured as Tobin’s Q: the market value of common stocks and
the book value of total debt divided by the book value of total assets (Jackling and Johl,
2009):
TA (total assets) = Firm’s assets, i.e., cash, receivables, inventory, and plant book value
D (Debt) = (AVCL - AVCA) + AVLTD
where: AVCL = Accounting value of the firm's Current Liabilities = Short Term Debt +
Taxes Payable; AVLTD = Accounting value of the firm's Long-Term Debt = Long Term
Debt; AVCA = Accounting value of the firm's Current Assets = Cash + Inventories +
Receivables
Mediating Variable
Relative Advertising Intensity: In the present study, relative advertising intensity was the
mediator. First, advertising intensity was calculated as the ratio of advertising expenditure to
sales (Rahman, Rodríguez-Serrano, and Lambkin, 2020). For relative advertising intensity,
we took the difference between the focal firm’s advertising intensity and industry advertising
intensity, where the industry referred to a 2-digit NIC code system in India (Tang, Li, and
Yang, 2015).
Independent Variables
CEO competitive aggressiveness. Measuring CEOs’ traits from the content analysis of
statements given by CEOs in letters to shareholders (LTS) is a commonly used aspect of
marketing research (Kashmiri et al., 2017). LTS, along with three other archival sources, was
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used for constructing CEO competitive aggressiveness (Nadkarni and Chen, 2013): (1)
CEOs’ published interviews (2) CEO speeches, and (3) press releases made by the CEOs.
Interclass correlation for these data sources ranged from 0.73-0.76. Some of the competitive
aggressiveness words used were: “compete,” “challenge,” “intense,” etc.
CEO Marketing Background (CEOMKT). CEO marketing background was a dummy,
which we coded as one when the CEO’s significant functional experience was in marketing
and sales only (Buyl, Boone, Hendriks, and Matthyssens, 2011).
Interaction effect of CEO competitive aggressiveness and CEOMKT. This was
calculated by first mean-centering the two variables: CEO competitive aggressiveness and
CEOMKT, to avoid multicollinearity, and then multiplying the mean-centered values with
each other (Shieh, 2010).
Control Variables
We also controlled for several firm-level and CEO-level variables that could affect
advertising intensity. For firm-level variables, we controlled for firm age, size, leverage, and
slack. These were operationalized as follows: Firm age (Fort, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and
Miranda, 2013) was calculated as the natural logarithm of the total number of years of the
firm since its years of inception. Firm size (Fort et al., 2013) was calculated as the natural
logarithm of the number of employees in the firm. Natural logarithm of values of firm age
and size were taken to reduce skewness. Firm slack was calculated as the natural logarithm of
cash-in-hand (Srinivasan, Rangaswamy, and Lilien, 2005). Leverage was operationalized as
the debt-equity ratio. As in emerging markets like India, business groups are prevalent; we
also controlled for business group affiliation of a firm, with a dummy variable code of 1,
when the firm was affiliated to a business group, otherwise zero.
Among CEO-related variables, we controlled for CEO age and CEO tenure in the
organization (Henderson, Miller, and Hambrick, 2006). The natural logarithm of CEO age
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was taken to reduce skewness. CEO tenure was measured in years. We also controlled
for CEO duality, i.e., if a CEO was also a board chairman or not. When CEO duality existed,
it was dummy coded as 1. We controlled the board of directors as the total number of board
members. We also controlled the marketing experience of top managements', influencing the
firms' advertising decisions (Brower and Nath, 2018). We captured a TMT's marketing
experiences information from their biographies, which are available on the company's
website or LinkedIn profile. We captured this as the proportion of the TMT with marketing
experience (excluding the CEO and the CMO). As our sample consisted of both B2B as well
as B2C industries, we controlled for industries as dummy variables, with B2B being dummy
coded as “1” and B2C dummy coded as “0” (Hoejmose, Brammer, and Millington, 2012).
ANALYSIS
To test hypotheses 1, 2, 3a, and 3b, we conducted a moderated-mediation analysis. For
moderated-mediation analysis, we used Model 7 of the Process macro (Version 3.4) (Hayes,
2018). In this model, market valuation was the outcome variable, relative advertising intensity
was the mediating variable, CEO competitive aggressiveness was the predictor variable, and
CEOMKT was the moderator. Following a similar strategy as employed by Buckley and Tian
(2017), we employed a bootstrapping approach for conducting the mediation analysis and the
two moderated-mediation analyses. Figure 1 presents the moderated-mediation model.
-------------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here
-------------------------------------------
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RESULTS
Table 1 presents the results. CEO competitive aggressiveness is related positively to relative
advertising intensity (β =0.132 p<0.01), supporting H1, i.e., relative advertising intensity is
positively associated with the CEO’s competitive aggressiveness. Next, we analyze the
interaction effects of CEO competitive aggressiveness and marketing background. Since the
beta coefficient of the interaction effect was positive and significant (β =0.098, p<0.01), we
receive evidence in support of the second hypothesis, i.e., CEO marketing background
moderates the CEO's competitive aggressiveness and relative advertising intensity
relationship. With Tobin's Q as the dependent variable, we find that the beta coefficient of
relative advertising intensity was positive and significant (β =0.116, p<0.01). Thus, we
receive evidence in support of H3a, i.e., relative advertising intensity is positively associated
with Tobin’s Q (market valuation).
Through hypothesis 3b, we speculated that CEO competitive aggressiveness has a
conditional indirect effect on market valuation through relative advertising intensity, where
the relationship between CEO competitive aggressiveness and relative advertising intensity is
moderated by marketing background. It was revealed that the indirect effect of CEO
competitive aggressiveness on market valuation was more positive and significant when CEO
had a marketing functional background (θRelative Ad Intensity =0.0267; LCI=0.0210; UCI=0.0307)
than when the CEO had no marketing functional background (θRelative Ad Intensity=0.01531;
LCI=0.01488; UCI=0.01571). Overall, hypothesis 3b is supported.
----------------------------------Insert Table 1 about here
-----------------------------------
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper explored the moderated mediated relationship between a CEO’s competitive
aggressiveness and a firm’s market valuation. The relative advertising intensity mediated the
relationship between the CEO’s competitive aggressiveness and the firm’s market valuation
under the boundary conditions of the CEO’s marketing background, which moderated the
relationship between the CEO’s competitive aggressiveness and the firm’s relative
advertising.
The authors find support for all three hypotheses (i.e., a CEO’s competitive
aggressiveness enhances a firm’s relative advertising intensity, and a CEO’s marketing
background enhances the influence of the CEO’s competitive aggressiveness on the firm’s
relative advertising intensity, which then mediates CEO competitive aggressiveness and firm
market valuation relationship). Enhanced advertising intensity is a matter of significance not
only from the perspective of advertising but also from that of overall firm performance.
Relative advertising intensity thus increases a firm’s market valuation. This perspective gives
firms strategic advantages, including more visibility with shareholders. The authors thus link
existing marketing and advertising literature to upper echelons theory.
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Figure 1. Moderation-Mediation Model
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Table 1: Results of Moderated-Mediation Regressions (Moderator is CEOMKT)
(n=1722)
Relative Advertising Intensity

Variable
CEO Competitive
Aggressiveness

Model 1

CEOMKT

Model 2
0.132***
(0.041)
0.027***
(0.008)

CEO Competitive
Aggressiveness *
CEOMKT
Relative Advertising
Intensity

Model 3
0.133***
(0.042)
0.029***
(0.009)

0.076
(0.053)
0.081
(0.053)
0.022
(0.017)
0.01**
(0.004)
0.005
(0.004)
0.025
(0.016)
0.108
(0.073)
0.063
(0.048)
0.071
(0.045)
0.103**
(0.048)

0.105**
(0.050)

0.028
(0.021)
Yes

0.025
(0.016)
0.015
(0.011)
Yes

0.027
(0.018)
0.016
(0.012)
Yes

0.204
32.41***

0.124
23.02***

0.178
27.68***

0.087
(0.069)
0.095
(0.065)
0.049
(0.031)
0.019***
(0.007)
0.015
(0.012)
0.033
(0.026)
0.116
(0.074)
0.045
(0.032)
0.087
(0.063)

0.072**
(0.034)

0.075**
(0.036)

0.079**
(0.039)

0.033
(0.024)

0.036
(0.025)

0.037
(0.026)

Year Effect

0.027
(0.019)
Yes

0.028
(0.020)
Yes

Adjusted R2
F-Statistics

0.131
24.68***

0.172
28.45***

Leverage
Firm Slack
CEO Age (Ln)
CEO Tenure
CEO Duality
Board of Directors
Business Group
Affiliation
Proportion of TMT
with Marketing
Experience
CEO Predicted
Competitive
Aggressiveness Scores
Industry

Model 5
0.076***
(0.025)
0.016***
(0.005)

0.116***
(0.037)
0.077
(0.054)
0.082
(0.054)
0.023
(0.018)
0.012**
(0.005)
0.006
(0.004)
0.027
(0.019)
0.109
(0.074)
0.064
(0.048)
0.073
(0.046)

0.085
(0.069)
0.094
(0.063)
0.046
(0.030)
0.018***
(0.006)
0.012
(0.010)
0.032
(0.025)
0.115
(0.073)
0.045
(0.032)
0.086
(0.062)

Firm Size (Ln)

Model 4

0.098***
(0.031)

0.084
(0.067)
0.092
(0.067)
0.041
(0.027)
0.015***
(0.004)
0.01
(0.009)
0.031
(0.023)
0.114
(0.072)
0.042
(0.030)
0.085
(0.061)

Firm Age (Ln)

Market Valuation (Tobin’s Q)

***,p<0.01, **,p<0.05, *,p<0.10; s.e. in parenthesis
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This paper investigates the influence of CEO regulatory focus on the international diversification
of firms.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Some firms are more diversified internationally than others due to demographic characteristics of
firm leaders (Herrmann and Datta 2005), such as a CEO's level of education, international
experience, age, and other characteristics. We argue here that a firm's international diversification
depends on not only demographic factors of CEOs but also psychological factors, such as the
CEO's regulatory focus (i.e., promotion focus and prevention focus), which is a motivational
attribute (Gamache et al. 2015) and a relatively stable personality trait (Higgins et al. 2001). We
propose that motivational attributes, such as regulatory focus, have a direct and consequential
impact on strategic choices and a firm's outcomes (Jiang et al. 2020). This study explores how
CEO promotion-focus predominance (i.e., promotion focus relative to prevention focus)
influences the focal firm's international diversification. Specifically, we addressed the following
questions: (1) Do CEOs' psychological traits have any association with a firm's international
diversification? (2) If so, do certain factors (s), such as a firm's performance relative to that of peer
firms (also called "social aspiration level"), the CEO's total compensation, and environmental
turbulence, impact the relationship between a CEO's regulatory focus and the focal firm's
international diversification?
Method and data
We assembled our sample from the S&P 500 firms with a final sample n = 1,965 from 269 firms
during 2010 through 2019. We counted promotion-related and prevention-related words for every
100 words within each shareholder to obtain percentages. We then subtracted the average number
of prevention-related words from the average number of promotion-related words in each firm's
letters to shareholders (Kashmiri et al. 2019). We used an entropy index to estimate international
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diversification as Σ [pi*ln (1/pi)], where pi is the percentage of sales in geographic segment i, and
ln(1/pi) is the weight of each geographic segment (Miller and Pras 1980; Kim et al. 1993). To
measure firm performance, we used the following equations:
Performance below social aspirationsit = Aspirationsit - ROAit if ROAit < aspirationsit
= 0 if ROAit > aspirationsit ………(Equ.1)
Performance above social aspirationsit = ROAit - aspirationsit if ROAit > aspirationsit
= 0 if ROAit < aspirationsit ……… (Equ. 2)
We measured environmental turbulence as the standard deviation of annual sales of all firms in
the industry as defined by the 4-digit SIC code for the previous three years (Feng et al. 2022). A
CEO’s total compensation as his/her base salary, annual bonus, restricted stock grant, and longtern incentives as suggested by Gaver and Gaver (1995, p. 25).
Summary of findings
A Generalized Least Square (GLS) random effect regression model was employed for our
regression model. We found support for H1: the greater a CEO’s promotion focus predominance,
the greater the firm’s international diversification is likely to be (i.e., β = 0.05, p<0.05). We also
found support for H2: the greater a focal firm’s performance is below that of industry peers, the
lower the predominance of a CEO’s promotion focus affects the firm’s international diversification
(i.e., βperformance below social aspiration

interaction =

-.21, p<0.01). However, we did not find support for H3

(i.e., βperformance above social aspiration interaction = -.001, p= .55). We also found support for H4: the higher
environmental turbulence, the lower the effect of CEO’s promotion focus predominance on the
firm’s international diversification (i.e., βenvironmental turbulence interaction = -9.85, p<0.01). Furthermore,
we found support for H5: the higher a CEO’s total compensation, the stronger the CEO’s
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promotion focus predominance and support for the firm’s international diversification (i.e., βCEOs
total compensation interaction

= 0.06, p<0.05).

We also used Generalized Estimation Equation (GEE) an alternative regression model to control
for heteroscedasticity. The results of the alternate analysis were consistent with those of the main
analysis using the GLS regression model.
Key contribution
Our work makes several contributions to existing research. First, we show that CEOs' regulatory
focus (i.e., a promotion focus or a prevention focus) affects a firm's international diversification.
We further show an important boundary condition on this relationship insofar that a firm’s
performance above or below industry peers (a firm’s social aspiration level), CEOs compensation,
and environmental turbulence moderates the influence of a CEO’s regulatory focus. Finally, our
results have important practical implications for corporate managers, investors, and policymakers
alike by illuminating how certain psychological aspects of CEOs influences corporate decisionmaking regarding international diversification.

References are available upon request.
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Shareholder Communication as Turnaround Intention:
How Negative Attainment Discrepancy Affects the Degree of CEOs’
Disruptive Vision

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Previous research based on the Behavioral Theory of the Firm explains that firms change
strategic actions for a discrepancy between aspiration and actually attained performance (Cyert and
March 1963; Greve 2003a; March and Simon 1993). Regarding performance below aspiration, the
Behavioral Theory of the Firm expects firms to start problemistic search resulting in an
organizational change to overcome the state of underperformance (Cyert and March 1963;
Levinthal and March 1981). According to Kotiloglu, Chen, and Lechler (2021), there are five key
organizational actions responding to performance feedback discussed to date: Investments in
tangible resources and R&D, organizational risk taking, strategic change as well as the introduction
of new technologies.
However, the survival of a firm does not merely depend on the introduction of new
technologies but rather on visionary leadership that embraces change (Tellis, 2006). In
entrepreneurship literature, the content of a vision was found to impact the subsequent growth of
ventures through verbal and written communication (Baum, Locke, and Kirkpatrick 1998). In an
incumbent’s context, after CEO change, firms use communication tactics like strategic noise
(Graffin, Carpenter, and Boivie 2011) as well as downward earnings (Godfrey, Mather, and
Ramsay 2003) with respect to performance feedback. By integrating impression management
theory which explains how firms intentionally control others’ impression of them (Goffman 1978;
2
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Highhouse, Brooks, and Gregarus 2009; Leary and Kowalski 1990), we argue that additionally to
an implementation level of organizational actions (Kotiloglu, Chen, and Lechler 2021)
a communication level supports counteracting underperformance.
Arising from entrepreneurial research, disruptive vision was introduced as future-oriented
vision communication articulating the intention to disrupt industries (van Balen, Tarakci, and Sood
2019). By testing their novel construct, the authors found a positive impact of disruptive vision in
ventures’ statements on the likelihood of raising seed funding. For incumbents, we expect
disruptive vision in shareholder communication signaling a turnaround intention for several
reasons. Internally, the CEO's communication of strategic vision leads employees to buy into this
vision and strive to realize it (Westley and Mintzberg 1989). Externally, facing new entrants and
fearing disruption (Christensen 2013), incumbents may even gain an advantage over new market
players by framing its own innovations around disruption to established partnerships and thus,
achieve a broad technology understanding and collaboration opportunities (Kumaraswamy, Garud,
and Ansari 2018). Moreover, failing to meet aspirations causes decision-makers to accept higher
risks (Greve 2003a) which is inherent with the introduction of a disruptive technology. Following
Ref and Shapira (2017) examining attainment discrepancy concerning the probability of entering
new markets, we assume an U-shaped relation of performance below aspiration and the degree of
CEOs’ disruptive vision. As the performance falls below aspiration, the communication related to
disruption rises, reaches a maximum, and falls again when the performance is too low which makes
potential disruption unbelievable or impossible, reflected in Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 1: Performance below aspiration has an inverted U-shaped relationship with
CEOs’ disruptive vision
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To incorporate disruptive innovations, firms need to focus on their long-term capabilities
to create customer-valued advancements into novel offerings (Paap and Katz 2004). A futurefocused CEO can foster “goal-setting, motivation, and achievements strivings” (Shipp, Edwards,
and Lambert 2009). Furthermore, within dynamic markets, new products are commercialized faster
in companies headed by CEOs with both high present and future, but low past focus (Nadkarni and
Chen 2014), resulting in Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2: CEOs characterized as both present and future-focused positively moderate
the U-shaped relation between performance below aspiration and CEOs’ disruptive vision

Method and Data
We collect longitudinal data on a sample of high-tech industry, U.S. firms from 2005 to
2016, including firms’ fundamental data and shareholder letters. Data collection is in its final stage.
Currently, the sample consists of circa 850 firms with 2,300 firm-year observations. As for studies
dealing with performance feedback while entering new markets (Chang 1996; Lin 2014), we used
return on assets (ROA) calculated as net income divided by total assets as a proxy for firm
performance. Consistent with Ref and Shapira (2017), we calculated companies’ attainment
discrepancy as difference between observed performance and performance history considered as
aspiration level one year prior the observation. Following Nadkarni and Chen (2014) and
DesJardine and Shi (2021), we use existing dictionaries for past, present and future focus from the
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) database to test temporal focus in shareholder letters.
We control for firm age and size, market and technological turbulence, industry munificence and
dynamism.
4
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To quantify disruptive vision we conduct content analysis in shareholder letters since they
signal management intentions (Barr, Stimpert, and Huff 1992) and ultimately affect organizational
change (Short et al. 2010). Expanding from a manual coding approach used for disruptive vision
(van Balen, Tarakci, and Sood 2019), we follow the operationalization process of computer-aided
text analysis (CATA) enabling a measurement of the novel construct in longitudinal settings
(MacKenzie, Podsakoff, and Podsakoff 2011; McKenny et al. 2018; Short et al. 2010). For
implementation, we use the software Cat Scanner (McKenny, Short, and Newman 2012) parsing
the occurrence of words of an iteratively developed dictionary for disruptive vision. The
preliminary CATA dictionary contains 113 words along three dimensions and was developed with
a sample of 5,380 shareholder letters from 464 firms listed in the S&P 500 between 2001 and 2016.
The operationalization process is addressed in the context of a complementary scientific work.

Summary of Findings
Initial tests with a preliminary dataset confirm the U-shaped relationship between
performance below aspiration and the degree of disruptive vision in shareholder letters. As
assumed, CEOs who combine the characteristics of presence and future orientation, even use a
higher degree of disruptive vision in their communication when negative attainment discrepancy
occurs. From a practical point of view, our findings propose disruptive vision may be used as a
communication tool serving marketing strategy, signaling innovativeness towards employees and
stakeholders and thus, enable a turnaround after performance shortfall.
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Key Contributions
Building on the Behavioral Theory of the Firm and Impression Management, we provide
empirical evidence for the utility of disruptive vision, i.e. textual narratives within shareholder
communication expressing firms’ disruptive potential, to counteract negative attainment
discrepancy. Therefore, our study contributes to performance feedback and marketing literature in
two major ways. First, adding to prior research characterizing organizational aspiration as a trigger
influencing numerous organizational behaviors (Greve 2003b), we find support for a U-shaped
relationship between performance below aspiration and the degree of disruptive vision in
shareholder letters. We do so by applying Impression Management theory explaining how firms
intentionally control the impression of social actors (Goffman 1978; Highhouse, Brooks, and
Gregarus 2009; Leary and Kowalski 1990). Second, by introducing disruptive vison as a
complementary marketing tool with firms’ activities answering performance below aspiration
(Kotiloglu, Chen, and Lechler 2021), we address research calls on different reconfiguration
activities while entering new markets (Ref and Shapira 2017) and on novel behaviors in case of
performance shortfalls (Posen et al. 2018). Moreover, our study follows calls in disruption research
by considering disruptive vision as a response strategy facing disruption itself (Christensen et al.
2018) and a communication style to frame firms’ business around disruption (van Balen, Tarakci,
and Sood 2019). Finally, we contribute to research on the influence of CEOs' temporal focus in
dynamic environments. Whereas the successful implementation of strategic change requires a
simultaneous past and future focus (Back et al. 2020), we show that strategic change in a disruptive
context is especially forced by CEOs combining a presence and future focus.
Aligning to the fact that firms associated to disruption are facing strong growth during the
last decade (MSCI Inc. 2022), we sensitize practitioners for the first time to disruptive vision
6
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communication as a marketing tool signaling punctual innovativeness towards stakeholders and
thus, enabling a turnaround after performance shortfall.

References are available upon request.
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This research paper investigates the impact of shareholder activism on firms' marketing
functions and leadership.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Shareholder activism evolved into one of the most pressing factors influencing firms' strategy
and governance. Activist hedge funds are considered the most potent form of activism, and
boards of directors and top management teams fear their demands and tactics when influencing
firms. A good example is the campaign of the hedge funds Pershing Square and Vornado Realty
Trust on the US department store chain JC Penney in 2010-2013. As a result, the two activist
investors acquired a relevant share position in JC Penney and successfully requested
representation on the board of directors. Moreover, they contributed to replacing the CEO and
further changes to the management team, including the appointment of a new Chief Marketing
Officer (CMO) and president.
While existing studies investigate the effects of activist shareholders on firms' financial and
strategic decisions, board of directors, and CEOs, the impact on firms' marketing function is
underinvestigated. We address this gap by exploring the association between activism
campaigns and CMO turnover. Thereon, we investigate a moderating effect of other top
management team (TMT) members' marketing expertise and industry competitive dynamism
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on the focal association. We amend our insights by evaluating the impacts of activism
campaigns and CMO turnover on firms' marketing spending.
Method and Data
This paper employs a sample of S&P 500 firms from 2006 to 2020. We make use of handcollected databases on shareholder activism as well as on top management teams. Specifically,
we leverage the SEC's Schedule 13D filings to identify activist investors' campaigns. This filing
is required for US-listed firms and has been used in related studies. For top management team
data, we use an extensive dataset covering more than 15'000 TMT members of the sample firms.
Our initial sample contains 7'062 firm-years, of which 35 % have a CMO in their TMT. For
measuring marketing spend, we make use of Compustat data on advertising spending.
Moreover, we include a set of control variables, including firm-level controls on size, sales
growth, return on assets, market-to-book ratios, and liquidity, as well as CMO age and CMO
firm experience ("insiderness") as CMO-level control. Our timeframe from 2006 to 2020
reflects the growth in shareholder activism since the mid-2000s. The number of activism
campaigns in the US significantly increased (~ factor 4 in 2006 compared to 2004).
Our empirical models on CMO turnover as a dependent variable use a logit-link generalized
estimation equation (GEE) model, while our models on marketing spending use fixed-effects
regression.
Summary of Findings
Our empirical evaluations largely confirm our hypotheses. First, we find an association between
activism campaigns and increased CMO turnover. This effect is robust to a set of robustness
tests. Moreover, our additional analyses indicate a partial mediating effect of CEO turnover on
CMO turnover. However, we do not observe a significant moderating effect of TMT marketing
experience on the focal relation. Yet, we find a significant, moderating effect of industry
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competitive dynamism on the link between activism campaigns and CMO turnover. Moreover,
we find the hypothesized negative association of activism campaigns on firms' advertising
expenses. Lastly, our results indicate that CMO turnover during activism campaigns partly
offsets the former negative association.
Key Contributions
Our research adds to the literature on the intersection of capital markets and marketing. We
confirm the theorem of shareholders emerging as key stakeholders in firms' marketing
functions. Our research addresses the proposal for research in marketing to leverage
developments in finance research.
Second, we contribute to the (hedge fund) activism research. We address the call to investigate
further the role of incumbent managers in hedge fund activism and discuss how boards and top
managers respond to activists' demands. We are among the first to discuss shareholder activism
leveraging agency and contingency theory. Our empirical findings support our proposition of
activism campaigns constituting a contingency that impacts firms' marketing functions and
leadership.
Third, our empirical insights add to previous literature on top executives, particularly CMO
turnover, pointing out an association between shareholders and CMO turnover. Lastly, our
findings on activism campaigns' impact on advertising expenses confirm prior literature on
activism driving up short-term profitability by cutting costs.
References are available upon request.
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Description
The research focusses on voice assistants and their potential for marketing and branding and
the support of marketing strategy.

ABSTRACT
The research elaborates on the significance of voice assistants for marketing and branding and
derives how they can support marketing strategy. A systematic literature review and expert
interviews (n=10) are conducted. The results show that voice assistants create new touchpoints and marketing opportunities in the pre- and post-purchase phase.

1. INTRODUCTION
New technologies and the advancing digitalization change existing products and services
(Seyyed Amiri et al. 2017). In recent years, companies such as Google and Amazon have successfully introduced voice assistants. Due to rising usage rates (Statista 2021), voice assistants
are becoming increasingly important (McCaffrey et al. 2018; Monitor Deloitte 2018). The
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term Intelligent Voice Assistant (IVA) has not yet been uniformly defined. Literature agrees
that IVAs are AI-supported, software-based agents controllable by voice commands due to
speech recognition and are either integrated in mobile devices or built into standalone speaker
devices (Dawar and Bendle 2018; DeKeyser et al. 2019; Foehr and Germelmann 2020).
From a marketing perspective, IVAs create new direct-to-consumer touchpoints that have the
potential to significantly change the customer journey (Mari, Mandelli, and Algesheimer
2020; Smith 2020; Sterne 2017). With the predicted further usage of IVAs, it is strategically
relevant for brands to develop a strong voice presence and to respond to accompanying
changes (Mari, Mandelli, and Algesheimer 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to examine the
significance of IVAs on marketing and branding to conclude how they can be effectively used
and integrated into strategic marketing approaches. The study thus elaborates on the significance of IVAs for marketing and branding from a corporate view. To develop a comprehensive picture, first, we conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to assess the state of the art
and to derive research questions. Subsequently, we conduct an empirical investigation to answer the identified research questions using expert interviews.

2. SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In Phase 1 of the SLR, a suitable search strategy was developed and the search syntax was defined, which is divided into two parts (Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart 2003; vom Brocke et al.
2015; Xiao and Watson 2019). In the first part, different terms for IVAs were linked. The second part refers to marketing, branding, and related terminology often associated with IVA in
the literature. Boolean operators were used to connect the search areas in order to make the
search results more precise for the research field and to specify the topic area to be investigated in a more goal-oriented manner (vom Brocke et al. 2015; Xiao and Watson 2019).
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In the subsequent phases, different steps were carried out to define the criteria for inclusion
and exclusion of publications resulting in 28 papers altogether (Durach, Kembro, and Wieland
2017; Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart 2003; vom Brocke et al. 2015; Xiao and Watson 2019).
Finally, the papers were analyzed using Webster and Watson's (2002) concept-centric approach, to map the current research state in the field of voice marketing and to derive further
research needs (Durach, Kembro, and Wieland 2017; Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart 2003).

2.1 Quantitative Results
An analysis of the years of publication shows that IVAs have become more relevant in the
marketing literature since 2018 and sixty-one percent of the 28 papers were published after
2020. This indicates that research is still in its early stages.
All identified journal articles were classified into the concept matrix by reviewing their full
texts. On the first dimension, the matrix was differentiated into the categories of marketing
and branding. On the second dimension, the concepts were identified in the form of the research fields already examined in the articles and subdivided into nine concepts. The investigated concepts can be separated in Usage & Acceptance (n=10), Voice & Commerce (n=6),
Psychographic brand effects (n=5), Trust of Users in IVA (n=4), Customer Journey & Customer Experience (n=3), Successful Advertising with IVA (n=3), Voice Search (n=2), Characteristics of Voice (n=2) and Superordinate Marketing Strategy (n=2).

2.2 Qualitative Results
Next, the literature was evaluated based on the nine identified concepts. For reasons of space
limitations, only aggregated results are shown here.
From the findings, it can be deduced that IVAs offer the potential for change in marketing and
branding, emphasizing the importance of functionality as well as the significance of social,
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relationship-related aspects. Since research to date has primarily focused on individual research strands, no holistic analysis of the significance of IVA for marketing and branding exists. Furthermore, literature mainly considers the user perspective. Due to this, there is a need
to further investigate the relevance and potential of IVA from a management perspective.
Based on the findings, we derived the following research questions regarding the significance
of IVAs for marketing (Q1) and branding (Q2) and the opportunities they offer as well as regarding challenges and success factors (Q3) of IVA-usage from a management perspective:
RQ1 Marketing: What impact and potential do voice assistants bring to marketing, and
how can this be used in marketing practice? (F1)
RQ2 Branding: How do voice assistants influence branding and what significance and
added value do they offer brands? (F2)
RQ3 Challenges and Success Factors: What are the emerging challenges and success
factors for the use of voice assistants in marketing and branding? (F3)
The research questions will be addressed based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
(Davis 1986; Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989; Park, Lee, and Cheong 2007) and the Customer Journey (CJ) (Esch et al. 2014; Homburg, Jozić, and Kuehnl 2017; Lemon and Verhoef
2016). These theories are used primarily to examine IVA in the marketing literature and represent both, user and company perspectives, and provide relevant theoretical frameworks.

3. EMPIRICAL STUDY: EXPERT INTERVIEWS
Next, an empirical investigation was conducted to provide answers to the research questions.

3.1 Procedure and Data Collection
Due to the relevance of the topic to marketing practice, eleven experts were selected, with the
first interview serving as a pretest. Due to extensive experience in the marketing industry and
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their responsibilities in the field of voice marketing, the selected experts possessed the required practical and experiential knowledge (Bogner and Menz 2002). To ensure heterogeneity of the sample and strengthen validity of the findings, experts from firms with different orientations and client segments were chosen.
The interview outline was developed based on the preceding analysis of existing literature and
the resulting research gap (Aghamanoukjan, Buber, and Meyer 2009). Interview questions in
the main section were structured based on the research questions and the underlying concepts
of the theoretical frameworks (Jäger and Reinecke 2009). All interviews were conducted via
videoconference, recorded, and transcribed (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2009). The interviews ranged from 45 to 75 minutes and were conducted in August and September 2021.

3.2 Analysis and Results
The changes associated with IVA influence usage scenarios and usage habits of consumers.
Their consideration is important as they significantly influence the successful use of appropriate marketing measures. From a user's perspective, primary areas of use of IVA can be divided into three areas: First, efficiency enhancement and usefulness, with reminders and to-do
lists. Second, information and inspiration, which predominantly includes search queries. And
third, entertainment, for activities related to gaming and sports.
IVA as new platforms and the accompanying changes in usage habits influence potential marketing activities (see Figure 1).
In the area of information and inspiration, voice search is important. Compared to text search,
search queries consist of complete sentences rather than short keywords. Besides, search results
must be speakable and are also influenced by new output algorithms and systems of the platform
providers. This differentiates the technical functioning of voice search from text search. Moreover, since only a limited number of answers are returned, brands on IVA must be part of the
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first results of a search query. To be findable on IVA, conventional SEO must hence be extended by so-called voice SEO and adapted for voice search and new search contexts.
Voice apps form another option for activities on IVA. So-called "Skills" can be used as voice
apps within the Amazon platform and "Actions" in the Google system. Voice apps can be used
in various application areas, including brand-related but non-service-related topics. In addition,
voice apps can bring attention to a brand's own service range or to expand existing services.
Other areas of use for voice apps include customer loyalty measures and use in customer service. In particular, FAQs can be integrated via IVA for answering standard inquiries.
Concerning audio content, brands can create short podcasts and inform about current news.
To draw attention to content, audio ads played via IVA, so-called "voice ads" are suitable.
These work purely auditorily and can be placed via classic audio channels such as web radio,
podcasts and music streaming providers with targeting limited to IVA.
A combination of audio advertising and voice apps is called “Sampling”. The voice app "Send
me a Sample" allows brands to offer free product samples. Attention to these can be drawn
through audio ads in conjunction with a call-to-action, and samples can ultimately be requested
by users calling up the voice app with “Send me a sample”.
Voice commerce, which involves the use of IVAs for purchases, constitutes another area for
voice-based marketing activities. Ways to sell directly via IVAs include product placements on
the Amazon marketplace, output as first result on Google Shopping, and creating a product
overview using own voice apps. More broadly, voice commerce is thus not purely limited to
the transaction phase of the buying process, but also includes purchase initiation activities.
“Voice integration” is another option using speech for marketing activities. IVA can be integrated into existing products, e.g., cars. As a final step in voice integration, brands can diversify
their portfolio and offer a stand-alone language-based product or service.
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Lastly, IVA can be used for sponsored content. Thereby, the brand is not actively part of the
content, but presents e.g., podcasts and voice apps as a sponsor.
To obtain a detailed picture of the potential, the aforementioned voice-based marketing activities were classified based on the CJ.
The classification (see Figure 1) shows that IVA can be used in various ways and that their use
creates new touchpoints. Although the measures can be roughly classified, it is not generalizable for all brands in which phases voice marketing activities add value. However, the results
indicate that the "Awareness", "Favorability" and "Consideration" phases, as well as the "Retention" phase are more important than the "Conversion" and "Advocacy" phases. This is the
case as purchases on IVA are still less relevant compared to the use of other marketing activities. In after-sales, the main usage area of IVA is in customer service, which is why the "Retention" phase is rated as more important than the "Advocacy" phase. Overall, IVA can be considered significant in the pre-purchase phases and in the direct post-purchase phase (see Figure 1).
Equivalent to the above-mentioned influencing factors for marketing, the use of IVA requires
changes in branding. First, brand perception, which is purely auditory via IVA, demands adaptation of visually-oriented measures. Due to a lack of visual components, brands are perceived
more poorly. At the same time, auditory brand associations have been almost non-existent.
Since IVA represents a new channel, an additional dimension is added to the previous brand
identity in the form of an audio-only presence.
Due to the changes, it is important for companies to further develop an existing brand identity
and to create additional auditory brand associations that optimally complement existing visual
associations. This must lead to the development of a sound branding that matches brand identity. A sound branding should create recognition and make comprehensible what a brand stands
for. To achieve this, factors such as voice, tonality, speech, audio effects, audio content, and an
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audio logo can be considered. Furthermore, as with visual measures, brands can position themselves via content and subject areas and convey a specific "brand image".
Audio advertising, sampling, and sponsorship can be used to create a strong brand awareness.
Trust in brands can be promoted auditorily through natural, human-like communication. In addition, technical functionality, and the creation of a positive brand experience for users should
be considered, as direct and smooth interaction with the brand creates additional trust.
As a basis for the effective integration of IVA into the marketing strategy, added values and
objectives of IVA usage were considered.
Voice marketing measures can help reach different objectives. Since voice-based marketing
activities create additional brand touchpoints, further positive brand associations can be created, which positively influence brand perception. Brand presence on IVAs and the added
value of offered content can also generate positive effects for the brand image. Furthermore,
differentiation from competitors can be achieved. Also, additional attention and awareness
can be generated using IVA, assuming increasing user numbers. In addition, existing customer contacts can be intensified, and stronger brand loyalty achieved through synergies with
other channels. This is fostered by an optimal content- and brand-related user experience. In
customer service, constant availability and fast response times can lead to higher customer
satisfaction as well as cost savings.
Targets that will gain importance in the future, but have so far remained subordinate, are sales
targets. In the future, this should not be regarded as an isolated goal, but as a result, whose
achievement is only possible based the successful implementation of other measures.
However, integrating IVA into existing marketing strategies comes with multi-layered challenges. Furthermore, success factors must be considered for implementation. To classify challenges and success factors for IVA deployment, we first look at user requirements based on
the "user perspective" category. The key findings are summarized in Figure 1.
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Based on the empirical results, strategic recommendations can be given for the integration of
IVA into marketing strategy (see Figure 1). First, conduct an analysis of voice readiness. Second, an analysis of customer needs and interests, as well as a search analysis must be carried
out to determine a voice strategy with suitable use cases. Third, based on this strategy, sound
branding can then be developed considering the brand identity.
Fourth, based on the results, a content strategy is to be developed in harmony with existing
audio content, brand identity, and the product offering. Finally, during implementation, all
voice-based marketing activities should be integrated into the existing marketing mix and after successful integration, continuously optimized to create a holistic brand experience.

4. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The aim of this study was to identify the factors influencing marketing and branding when using IVA and to shed light on the resulting challenges and success factors for practitioners. As
the findings are extensive and complex, we present a summary of the results in Figure 1.

4.1 Theoretical Implications
The first research question aimed to elicit effects and potentials for marketing and derive the
significance of IVA for marketing. Based on the research results, the emergence of new
touchpoints through IVA was deduced while in existing literature, changes were mainly examined from a user's perspective. The findings enabled us to categorize use cases into the areas of efficiency enhancement and usefulness, information and inspiration, and entertainment.
Additionally, this study considered emerging opportunities for marketing activities through
IVA, which include voice SEO, brand presence via audio advertising and voice apps, and audio content. Further possible activities include voice commerce and after-sales. Lastly, IVA
can be used for integration into existing products or the offering of new services. In all areas,
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more knowledge is required to skillfully apply the new technology. Moreover, our study
achieved additional results from a corporate perspective and identified opportunities for
brands that have been neglected in current research. Thereby, a structured overview of the potential areas of use was created.
Beyond the effects, all measures were classified into the CJ. According to the research results
(see Figure 1), the pre-purchase, as well as post-purchase phases are more important than the
purchase phase for the usage of IVAs at this stage.

Figure 1: Summary of the Results from the Literature Review and the Expert Interviews
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With respect to the second research question, the empirical study focused on the corporate
perspective and its significance for branding. The results serve as important strategic directional guidance for brands regarding the added value of IVA.
The third research question focused on identifying challenges and success factors. Since few
articles considered the higher-level marketing strategy and hence address challenges from a
corporate view, our study added, e.g. limited visibility, to the identified challenges. Regarding
success factors, theory showed that key factors relate to an optimized user experience. Natural
communication and a smooth dialogue, content with added value for users, adaptation of content for voice-based playout and findability were identified as success factors, amongst others.
On all the identified aspects, more knowledge is required to gain a better understanding of
working with IVAs.

4.2 Managerial Implications
In order to comprehensively portray the significance for marketing and branding, strategic
recommendations for the integration of IVA into the marketing strategy were derived.
In retrospect, the theoretical frame of reference confirmed and supplemented key aspects of
the TAM with respect to the use of IVA. In the literature, motivations for the use and acceptance of IVA were primarily examined from the user's perspective.
This work largely substantiates the results about user requirements and the intention to use,
and supplements essential factors that contribute to interaction with brands from a company
perspective. In this way, the significance of the TAM for practice was demonstrated and previous results were expanded from a company point of view. Only by including consumers' usage motives, suiting use cases be identified from a brand perspective. For this reason, it is
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highly relevant for companies to include user requirements in the development of a voice
strategy with respect to voice activities.
Since IVAs create new and change existing touchpoints we developed an overview for practice by classifying the marketing measures in the CJ. Based on this, brands can derive which
measures can complement the existing CJ.

4.3 Limitations and Avenues for Future Research
The literature screening was conducted using specific inclusion and exclusion criteria based
on factors and limitations commonly used in science. However, this also led to a limitation of
the scope of the study. Moreover, despite the scientific and transparent approach, final selection of articles may be partially influenced by subjective decision-making processes.
Aspects contributing to the quality of this work in terms of reliability, validity, and objectivity
were followed throughout the research process, as described (Bortz and Döring 2006;
Mayring 2015). Nevertheless, the research design of the empirical study is subject to limitations. Despite the criteria-driven selection, a partially selective choice reflecting the author's
network can only be avoided to a limited extent. Furthermore, the interviewees were classified as experts in the field of voice marketing to ensure the required practical knowledge. Due
to this, however, it can be assumed that the average was less advanced. Moreover, as findings
are based on qualitative research, they comprised a relatively small sample (n=10) compared
to quantitative studies. For a more representative analysis, future research should increase the
sample size and reflect the population by a suitable distribution of characteristics. However,
this is only possible as soon as voice marketing is applied on a larger scale.
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Description: This study uses a meta-analysis of 36 published articles on bundling to integrate
the effects of bundling strategies and assess their association with performance (i.e.,
willingness to pay – WTP - and sales volume).
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Bundling, or the sale of two or more products or services in a single transaction (Stremersch
and Telli 2002), has been widely used by firms. Bundling strategies are widely used as sales
and pricing strategies (Derdenger and Kumar 2013; Venkatesh and Mahajan 1993). In
addition to offering more advantageous prices, bundling strategies allow firms, for example,
to deliver to their customers attributes they value, and to reduce risks underlying choice,
assembly, and convenience in packaging and integration (Rhodes and Zhou 2019), allow the
creation of new product lines (Derdenger and Kumar 2013), and improve existing products’
quality (Shao and Li 2019). Although the literature is vast in the theoretical aspects of
bundling, the empirical understanding of its association with performance is limited
(Derdenger and Kumar 2013). Moreover, a comprehensive literature review that
consolidates the accumulated knowledge on the subject s required. Furthermore, empirical
bundling studies are traditionally based on experiments, rather than statistical regressions.
To fill part of this gap and understand the impact of bundling on firm performance, as well
as to consolidate the academic knowledge accumulated over the years on the subject, this
study aims to answer the following research question: How do bundling strategies affect
performance outcome?

Method and Data
This study uses a meta-analysis (Grewal, Puccinelli and Monroe 2018), based on published
articles on bundling, to integrate the effects of bundling strategies and assess their
association with performance. To locate and select the studies: (1) we first selected
academic journals (ranked ABS4 and ABS4*) from various fields of study; (2) afterwards,
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comprehensive searches were performed for relevant terms on Google Scholar, SSRN,
JSTOR and EBSCO platforms, resulting in the selection of 649 academic articles; (3) a
detailed evaluation of these articles was resulted in 360 articles; (4) finally, we selected 36
articles published before June 2021. These contained empirical quantitative data and
included measures of the relationship between bundling and WTP or sales volume. Several
articles contained more than one study, resulting in the final sample of 59 studies and 64
measures of correlation for the meta-analysis. Each study was analyzed considering the
independent (i.e., bundling strategies) and dependent variables (i.e., WTP or sales volume),
and their adherence to our conceptual model. To ensure coding reliability, a coding model
and procedure was established and applied independently by two researchers. The
coincidence index between coders was above 90%; differences were resolved by consensus
(Szymanski and Henard 2001).

Summary of Findings
The results show that bundling strategies have a much more comprehensive and strategic
application than the simple combination of different products in the same combo or
promotions such as “take 3, pay 2”. The study confirms that, although bundling is associated
with reduced customers’ willingness to pay, due to its promotional nature and inclusion of
lower utility products in the bundles, it is also associated with increased sales volume, due to
price discounts and added benefits. Furthermore, results also show that also shows that these
positive and negative associations are contingent on several dimensions, namely the type of
bundling (price or product), bundling format (pure or mixed), business model (B2B or B2C),
physical characteristics of the product (service or tangible good), and product specialization
characteristics (commodity or specialty). More specifically, the association with decreasing

3
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willingness to pay is greater in pure bundling and services bundling, and the association with
increasing volumes is greater in price bundling, tangible goods, and commodities.

Key Contributions
As key contributions of our research to theory, first, the results of this meta-analysis
consolidate and organize the accumulated empirical knowledge on bundling and the effect of
bundling on firm’s performance, stimulating further research. Our results sheds light into the
extant marketing literature on the subject, which addresses bundling optimization by sellers
(Shaddy and Fishbach 2017), impacts on customer satisfaction (Engeset and Opstad 2017)
and the strategies adopted by firms (Shao and Li 2019). Second, a Conceptual Framework of
Bundling Performance is proposed, which considers the association between bundling and
performance, as well as the contingency effect of different dimensions such as bundling type
(price or product) and bundling format (pure or mixed). This moderation analysis provides
insights into the nuances underlying the association between bundling and firm performance.
Our study makes also two contributions to the marketing practice, by informing managers
that the joint adoption of bundling with other strategies that enhance benefits for the
consumer can attenuate the negative association between bundling and customer WTP
and/or increase the positive relationship with sales volumes. Moreover, the results of the
subgroup analyses allow managers to identify the bundling strategies that best suit the
characteristics of their businesses.

Note:
References are available upon request.
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Description: This study examines the impact of product recall announcements on shareholder
value based on the characteristics of three stakeholders involved (consumers, regulators, and
suppliers) in this process.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
When responding to a firm’s product recall announcement, shareholders use signals to estimate
the direct and indirect losses to the firm. Three stakeholders provide these signals: the regulator,
the supplier, and the consumers. We hypothesize one characteristic of each of the three
stakeholders to affect the recalling firm’s shareholder value: (1) the regulatory influence (via the
regulator’s defect investigation), (2) the locus-of-failure (i.e., the defective component
manufactured by a supplier and not by the recalling manufacturer), and (3) the market age of the
recalled product.
Method and Data
We address our research question in the context of automobile (passenger cars, light trucks, and
motorcycles) recalls in the U.S. in 2009-2019 (11 years). The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) announces each recall on its Twitter page
(https://twitter.com/NHTSArecalls). In the tweet, the NHTSA reports the year-make-model
recalled, the reason for the recall, and the link to the manufacturer’s regulatory filing. We
sampled 612 automobile recalls initiated by 14 manufacturers in the United States in 2009-2019.
We used the date of Tweet as the event date and applied the event study method to measure the
recalling manufacturer’s abnormal return to the recall announcement. Next, we used crosssectional regression to estimate the impact of the three hypothesized characteristics and other
control variables on the abnormal return.
Summary of Findings
We find that automobile recalls cause a drop in the recalling firm’s value by a mean of .22%,
equivalent to $81 million. Whereas regulatory influence aggravates the loss, product age
alleviates it. The locus of failure does not matter.
Key Contributions
We contribute to the discipline’s knowledge about how adverse events within the scope of
marketing affect a firm’s shareholder value. We next study how the involvement of a supplier,
consumers, and the regulator shape the shareholder reaction.
Our finding that regulatory influence aggravates the return to a recall is of consequence to
managers, regulators, lawmakers, safety advocates, and news reporters. Our result that locus of
failure does not matter is contrary to our hypothesis and interesting in itself. It suggests that
shareholders do not distinguish between insourcing and outsourcing. This finding adds to the
public discourse on the benefits and costs of insourcing vs. outsourcing.
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THE SUSTAINABILITY MARKETING CANVAS: CREATING ORDER FROM DISORDER
Nikolina Fuduric, Andreas Kuster, Melanie Bolliger: University of Applied Sciences & Arts
Northwestern Switzerland; Ashuhan Dogan, Cinzia Estori: Hilti AG
For further information, please contact: Prof. Dr. Nikolina Fuduric, University of Applied Sciences & Arts Northwestern Switzerland (nikolina.fuduric@fhnw.ch)
Keywords: Sustainability Marketing, Sustainability Marketing Canvas, 7 P’s, Triple Bottom
Line, Sustainability Value Propositions
Description: The Sustainability Marketing Canvas (SMC) is a tool that was tested and refined at
Hilti AG where it brought more coherence to sustainability marketing strategies, more comparability in competitor sustainability benchmarking and therefore, the possibility of new value propositions.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question1: Can the Sustainability Marketing Canvas create more coherent sustainability marketing strategies and competitive sustainability benchmarking at large firms?
Research Question 2: Using Hilti AG as a case, what would be a more exact taxonomy of the
rubrics withing the Sustainability Marketing Canvas?
Research Question 3: Using Hilti AG as a case, how can the Sustainability Marketing Canvas
move from being a descriptive tool to one that includes a quantitative perspective?
Method and Data: A qualitative research approach is taken using Hilti AG as a case study. The
Hilti 2021 Sustainability Report and their key competitor’s 2021 sustainability report were examined using content analysis coding. About 300 statements per company were coded. Using axial coding, specific categories were identified as a taxonomy to the Sustainability Marketing
Canvas. These coding categories were tallied in absolute numbers and in percentages to assess
each company’s presence or lack of presence in a sustainability category.
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Summary of Findings: Marketing as a discipline is uniquely poised in offering sustainability
answers because of its broad disciplinary reach. One way to offer new value propositions, help
regenerate environmental and social systems is to marry notions of sustainability marketing with
“normal” marketing in a decision-making tool. The Sustainability Marketing Canvas is introduced where the 7P’s are fused with the Planet and People aspects of the Triple Bottom Line to
create order in this conceptual disorder. Hilti AG, a multinational construction solution company
with 31,000 employees was used as a case to evolve the SMC. The SMC did help Hilti see their
sustainability strategy with a more holistic perspective. It was especially helpful in competitive
benchmarking because the variables being compared could be placed in the same categories, in a
sense, being able to compare apples to apples. Having coded about 600 statements from Hilti and
their competitor, we could create a more precise taxonomy for each rubric in the SMC. This
helps companies have a common understanding of sustainability and as a result, a common comparability. This exactness enables a quantitative component that lends itself to more precise sustainability strategy assessments within firms and with their competitors.
.
Statement of Key Contributions: Marketing has made questionable impact upon environmental, social and economic sustainability due to a conceptual and level-of-analysis fragmentation.
Not only is this a barrier to theoretical development but perhaps, most importantly, for coherent,
sustainable action. Marketing is suited to make an impact on sustainability issues because its domain of influence is so broad. Presently, there is a fragmentation between “normal” marketing
strategy and specialty disciplines like green, social, and sustainability marketing. The Sustainability Marketing Canvas is introduced as a tool for marketing practitioners who need a simple,
yet comprehensive structure to generate coherent sustainability marketing strategies. The key
contributions of this paper are: challenging the generally accepted notion of siloizing sustainability marketing from “normal” marketing, dismantling this theoretical and tactical siloization
through the Sustainability Marketing Canvas, enabling adoption by using two well-adopted
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frameworks – the 7P’s and the 2 P’s of the Triple Bottom Line, and finally, providing a universal
structure regardless of industry or firm size. It supports a management line-of-questioning which
helps set strategic and operative plans and measurements. Additionally, the SMC can give a
comprehensive and comparable view of competitors’ sustainability efforts. It helps to synchronize actions across different disciplines and helps marketers to concisely communicate their actions to stakeholders.

References are available upon request
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CONSUMERS’ BELIEF THAT THE MODEL USES THE
PRODUCTS IN THE SAME WAY THEY DO IN THEIR DAILY
LIVES: A NEW PERSPECTIVE THAT CREATES EMPATHY
IN MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Takumi Kato, School of Commerce, Meiji University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Takumi Kato, Senior
Assistant Professor, Meiji University (takumi_kato@meiji.ac.jp).
Key words: brand management; celebrity; unknown model; self-image congruence
Description: This study clarified that empathy—or consumers’ belief that the model
uses the products in the same way they do in their daily lives—positively affects
repurchase intentions, for the Japanese personal computer and smartphone market.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question: Previous literature investigating the relationship between
models and products in marketing communications primarily considered celebrities.
Remarkably, extant literature does not include examples of unknown models that
focus on empathy in product usage scenes. Therefore, this study set the following
research question for the Japanese personal computer and smartphone market; how
empathy—or consumers’ belief that the model uses the products in the same way they
do in their daily lives—positively affects repurchase intentions.
Method and Data: Propensity score was applied to the online survey results to
estimate the causal effect.
Summary of Findings: The results demonstrated that empathy positively affected
purchase intention in both the celebrity model and the unknown model. Additionally,
the effect was higher in the celebrity model.
Key Contributions: Research is yet to be conducted regarding the empathy factor
toward models using products, as depicted in an advertisement scene. At the same
time, very few examples have compared the effects of the celebrity model and the
unknown model on empathy. The results bridge this gap in the literature. In addition,
the results can be considered as the cognitive match between consumers’ self-concept
and product usage; thus, this study enriches the knowledge of self-image congruence.
1
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DOES CEO NARCISSISM MATTER? THE MODERATING ROLE OF CEO
NARCISSISM IN GENERATING ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS
Joo Hwan Seo, Dong-A University, Busan, S. Korea
Mark Yi-Cheon Yim, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Joo Hwan Seo, Associate
Professor of Marketing, Dong-A University (joohwans@dau.ac.kr)”
Keywords: CEO narcissism; ad effectiveness; hospitality management
Description: This study examines the intangible asset value of advertising by using a total of
343 observations of 22 publicly traded restaurant companies over the past 16 years.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Over the last few decades, the impact of advertising spending on firm performance has been
debated, but practitioners and scholars have yet to achieve consensus regarding this relationship.
As an important boundary condition explaining the inconsistent results of advertising on firm
performance, this study examines the important role of chief executive officer (CEO) narcissism.
Method and Data
Secondary data were used for empirical quantitative analysis. Data were collected from publicly
traded U.S. restaurant companies, identified using SIC code 5812. Based on the availability of
data from different archival sources, this study compiled a total of 343 observations from 22
restaurant companies over a 16-year period between 2001 and 2016. This study examined two
firm performance variables: firm sales and firm value with market value added (MVA). Firm
sales were measured as reported company annual sales in the financial statements in the
COMPUSTAT database. Firm value was measured using MVA, calculated as market value
minus capital, where market value reflects the equity market valuation of the firm and capital
reflects the debt and equity invested in the firm. Advertising spending was measured using the
reported firm advertising expenditure in the COMPUSTAT database for publicly traded U.S.
restaurant companies between 2001 and 2016. Among the available methods for measuring
narcissistic personality characteristics (e.g., Narcissistic Personality Inventory by Raskin & Terry
(1998), we referred to the CEO narcissism index suggested by Chatterjee and Hambrick (2007,
2011), as it has been the most commonly accepted measurement for CEO narcissism studies
(e.g., Capalbo et al. 2018; Cragun et al. 2020).
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Summary of Findings
The results reveal that advertising spending positively influences sales and firm value, and that
greater CEO narcissism enhances the influence of advertising expenditure on firm performance
in the hospitality industry.
Statement of Key Contributions
Unlike what practitioners have expected from the benefits induced by advertising, empirical
studies in the hospitality industry have proposed some inconclusive and contrasting effects of
advertising spending on firm performance. Such inconsistent findings are seemingly due to a
variety of available boundary conditions that may heighten or weaken the effect of advertising on
firm performance. The current study examines another scholarly meaningful but unexamined
confounding variable, the influence of a CEO’s personal values and preferences. Specifically, we
aim to shed light on the role of CEOs’ narcissism in the relationship between advertising and
firm performance, as the upper echelons theory (Hambrick and Mason 1984) argues that
organizational outcomes, both strategies and effectiveness, reflect the values and cognitive bases
of powerful actors in the organization. The current study found that greater advertising spending
in the hospitality industry made a significant improvement in firm sales and value. More
importantly, for companies managed by higher narcissistic CEOs, greater advertising spending
drove greater firm sales and value than those managed by low narcissistic CEOs.

“References are available upon request.”
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DYNAMIC, TEMPTING? BUT DANGEROUS!
HOW DYNAMIC FOOD IMAGERY LEADS TO LESS HEALTH INFERENCES

Junjie (Jensen) Gui, Dickson Tok, Xing-Yu (Marcos) Chu
Nanjing University, China

For further information, please contact Xing-Yu (Marcos) Chu, assistant professor, Nanjing
University (marcos.xy.chu@gmail.com).

Keywords: Dynamic imagery, perceived health risk, calorie perception, healthfulness
inference, unhealthy food
Description: Dynamic imagery affects consumers’ inferences regarding a product’s
healthfulness and further lowers their attitudes toward unhealthy food.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Please take a moment and imagine a soda can with the beverage flowing out of it, a
piece of chocolate floating down a river of melted chocolate, a dancing calorie-rich
hamburger flying with cheering fries…we are inundated with calorie-rich food. Today’s food
advertisements and packaging commonly incorporate dynamic imagery in their design. Why
do marketers employ this dynamic design strategy? Do consumers really find it attractive?
The current study suggests that dynamic imagery (vs. static imagery) will lower one’s
attitudes and intentions toward unhealthy food. Dynamic imagery increases the perception of
risk (Cian, Krishna, and Elder 2015; Kim and Lakshmanan 2021) as it signals something
unpredictable. In the food domain, excessive consumption of unhealthy food naturally poses
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a health risk (Tangari et al. 2019), associated with the concept of calories. The risk to one’s
health is salient when consuming unhealthy food. Thus, it is expected that dynamic imagery
sensed from unhealthy food packages or ads will increase consumer health risk perception,
increasing the perceived calorie count, reducing inferences regarding healthfulness, and
decreasing purchase intention.

Method and Data
Five studies systematically tested the relationship between dynamic imagery and
consumers’ perceptions and behaviors. The first four studies employed a single-factor (ad
imagery: dynamic vs. static) between-subjects design. According to a store audit from an
online store, the pilot study showed that marketers were more willing to use dynamic images
to promote unhealthy food. However, Study 1 showed that dynamic (vs. static) imagery
decreased consumer purchase intention for unhealthy food. It differed from the marketer’s
initial aims: to use dynamic imageries to attract consumers, promote unhealthy food, and
increase purchase behaviors. Study 2 indicated that dynamic imagery leads to more
unhealthfulness inference. Study 3 further examined the underlying mechanism of the
perceived health risk. Using a moderation-of-process design, Study 4 had a 2 (ad imagery:
dynamic vs. static) × 2 (health risk: presence vs. absence) between-subject design. As
expected, the results showed that dynamic imagery (vs. static imagery) leads to lower
healthfulness inference in the health risk absence condition. However, in the health risk
presence condition, no differences in the healthfulness inference existed between the two
imagery conditions.

Summary of Findings
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Across five studies, the current research provided evidence for the proposed effect
and uncovered the underlying mechanisms. A pilot study examined the usage of dynamic
imagery in real-world product packaging, which established that companies were more likely
to use dynamic imagery to promote unhealthy food. However, our investigation showed that
dynamic imagery decreased purchase intention (study 1) and healthfulness inference (study 2)
for unhealthy food. We further confirmed the mediation role of perceived healthy risk (study
3). Moreover, a moderation-of-process design increased the robustness of our proposed
underlying mechanisms (study 4). That is when consumers were primed with a high health
risk perception, the effect of dynamic imagery was attenuated.

Key Contributions
First, the current research adds to the research stream regarding dynamic imagery and
visual cue in advertising effectiveness. Second, our study outlines a novel theoretical
framework for why dynamic imagery generates adverse effects on consumer healthfulness
inference and extends the literature on calorie perception and health risk theory. Dynamic
imagery triggers health risk perception, leading to higher calorie perception and, eventually,
less healthfulness inference.
The current research offers rich managerial implications for non-academic
stakeholders. First, our study shows how unhealthy food depicted dynamically can lead to
less healthfulness inference and lower consumer purchase intention. Thus, companies who
sell unhealthy food should pay attention to the usage of dynamic imagery. Second, our
findings provide valuable insights into how and why marketers should adjust their marketing
strategy and commination tool (i.e., advertisement) based on product type. Finally, dynamic
imagery can be treated as a cue that reminds consumers to consume less calorie-rich food,
directly impacting consumer welfare.
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GREEN WITH ARROGANCE:
HIGH-MARKET SHARE BRANDS BENEFIT FROM ASSERTING THEIR
SUSTAINABILITY SUPERIORITY

Tyler Milfeld, Villanova University
Matthew Pittman, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

For further information, please contact Tyler Milfeld, Assistant Professor of Marketing,
Villanova University, tyler.milfeld@villanova.edu.

Green advertising, sustainability marketing, message appeals

Contrary to extant research and conventional wisdom, we find that arrogance as a messaging
strategy offers potential, but only for brands that have already established dominance in a
product market.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

RESEARCH QUESTION
Green advertising has explored messaging strategies such as communicating an economic
motive to complement the altruistic message (De Vries, Terwel, and Ellemers 2015), incorporating
nature-evoking imagery (Schmuck, Matthes, and Naderer 2018), and using vague verbal claims
(DeJong, Harkink, and Barth 2018) to improve consumer receptivity. While this research has
helped enhance our understanding of green advertising effectiveness, the messaging strategy
remains an understudied arena (Atkinson and Rosenthal 2014). Specifically, the messaging
strategy of asserting a brand’s superiority compared to other brands has not been explored but may
present a new approach to improving consumer attitudes toward the brand. However, this
communication strategy may incite perceptions of brand arrogance – behavior that signals a
company’s sense of superiority to others (Brown 2012). While management literature has cited an
array of negative outcomes associated with arrogant leadership, emerging marketing literature has
identified some conditions for which arrogance may be acceptable (Silverman et al. 2012; Senyuz
and Hasford 2022). These findings clash with popular press discourse encouraging marketers to
be humbler, pointing to brand humility as essential to authentic consumer-brand connections
(Smith 2019). This strategy may enable brands to demonstrate their expertise and showcase their
contributions.

METHOD AND DATA
Study 1 employed a 2 (market share: low versus high) X 2 (arrogance: low versus high)
between-subjects design. Study 1 showed that arrogance in sustainability messaging is a strategy
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that may benefit a high market share brand but hurt a low market share brand. Asserting its
superiority in sustainability efforts helped the high market share brand to generate a positive brand
attitude via enhanced credibility. Study 2 employed a similar 2 (market share: low versus high) X
2 (arrogance: low versus high) between-subjects design. Study 2 confirmed the results of Study 1,
this time with a fictional brand. Study 3A employed a single factor (market share: low versus high)
between-subjects design. Participants rated a high market share brand as more credible, which
makes sense. For a firm’s products to be successful in the market, it has likely demonstrated
trustworthiness and expertise, the factors that comprise credibility. However, consumers do not
automatically assume a high market share brand is more committed to the environment, nor do
they necessarily have a positive attitude toward it. We propose that arrogance—the act of bragging
about one’s achievements while denigrating one’s competitors—triggers the consumer to use
market share as a cue for environmental commitment. Study 3B employed a 2 (market share: low
versus high) X 2 (arrogance: low versus high) between-subjects design. Our final study
demonstrates that arrogant advertising generates more favorable brand attitudes when market share
is high, offering a more stringent test of the dominance effect through a lower stated market share.
The effect on brand attitudes is mediated by source credibility and environmental commitment.
Thus, arrogant advertising activates the market share cue only when market share is high.
Additionally, the final study shows that arrogance applies to a more specific environmental
message.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Through a series of four studies, we show that dominant brands who use high (versus low)
arrogance messaging can improve brand attitudes because they are perceived to be more credible
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versus low market share brands. While dominant brands may have earned the right to be arrogant
because of their product performance, we find that dominance extends to green advertising. A
dominant brand can generate more favorable brand attitudes by using high (versus low) arrogance
in their green advertising. We find this effect holds using general and specific messages, real and
fictional brands across three different product categories: toothpaste, reusable water bottles, and
beverages. Our findings challenge the conventional wisdom that humility is preferable to
arrogance.

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
This research makes three contributions to advertising literature. First, we answer a call to
develop more novel messaging strategies for green advertising, an understudied area in this
literature (Atkinson and Rosenthal 2014). Second, we challenge the conventional wisdom that
brands should be humbler and less arrogant, demonstrating that arrogant brand communication is
more effective for dominant brands than humble communication. Furthermore, we extend
arrogance beyond product performance to another domain where brands often tout their
achievements: green initiatives. Finally, we establish brand dominance, operationalized as high
market share, as a cue for source credibility. While the source credibility literature often compares
credibility for different sources (e.g., commercial versus non-commercial), we show a distinct
source characteristic – market dominance – contributes to messaging receptivity.

References are available upon request.
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GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER: INTERRACIAL COUPLES IN ADVERTISING
Kelly Cowart, University of South Florida
Zhihao Yu, University of Nebraska at Omaha
Aihui Ding, University of South Florida
For further information, please contact Kelly Cowart, Associate Professor, University of South
Florida (cowartk@usf.edu).

Keywords: inclusiveness, diversity, couples, advertising, ulterior motive, customer-facing
Description: This paper documents that despite the plethora of interracial pairs in
American media, consumers may respond more positively to Black employee pairs in
advertisements (a practice not yet widely adopted).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
What is the impact of a heterogenous pair’s racial combination on customer perceptions
of an advertisement and the associated organization?

Method and Data
Five studies (Nlab = 1,470, Nfield = 20,351) examined how business owners and
prospective customers view an interracial, versus a same race, couple in an advertisement. Study
1 examined small business owners’ preferences for a 4 (couple-ethnicity: Black man & Black
woman vs. White man & White woman vs. Black man & White woman vs. White man & Black
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2
woman) choice-share design. Subjects selected one of the four advertisements to represent their
business. Business owners chose either Black man & White woman (39%) or White man &
Black woman (33%), significantly more than Black-couple (17%; p < .001) or White-couple
(11%; p < .001), suggesting that business owners have a stronger preference for interracial
imagery in advertising.
Study 2 examined consumer reactions and the proposed mechanisms, employing a 2
(male-ethnicity: Black vs. White) ×2 (female-ethnicity: Black vs. White) between-subjects
design. We adopted the stimuli from Study 1. Participants indicated their purchase intention and
two process measures: (1) the ulterior motive of the company (e.g., “Do you believe the
company has ulterior motives to use the racial group(s) shown? 1: not at all; 7: very much”), and
(2) company inclusiveness (e.g., “Is the Yummy Delivery management team committed to hiring
a workforce that represents all segments of society? 1: strongly disagree; 7: strongly agree”).
Based on Study 1 results, we re-coded the male-ethnicity by female-ethnicity combinations as
their mathematical equivalent three-level couple-ethnicity (couple-ethnicity: Black-couple vs.
White-couple vs. interracial-couple). The results revealed a significant main effect (F(1, 242) =
4.02, p = .019) where the Black-couple advertisement (M = 5.18) produced greater purchase
intention than the White (M = 4.81; p = .046) and interracial (M = 4.81; p = .021) couple
advertisements. Parallel mediation (PROCESS Model 4) showed that the effect that Blackcouple ad outperformed White-couple ad on purchase intention was driven by enhanced
company-inclusiveness (CI = [.57, 1.33]) but not ulterior-motive (CI = [-.60, .08]). Black-couple
ad outperformed interracial-couple ad on purchase intention was driven by abbreviated ulteriormotive (CI = [-.22, -.03]) but not company-inclusiveness (CI = [-.02, .16]).
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3
Study 3 further examined the proposed mechanism: corporate-inclusiveness, employing a
2 (male-ethnicity: Black vs. White) ×2 (female-ethnicity: Black vs. White) ×2 (actor-role:
customer vs. employee) between-subjects design. We hypothesized that a Black couple will not
signal greater company-inclusiveness when they are not shown as members of the company (e.g.,
customers), leading to attenuated effects. As predicted, the results revealed a significant a
moderation effect (F(1, 303) = 5.21, p = .048) where Black-couple ad (M= 4.69) produced
greater purchase intention than the interracial (M= 3.75; p= .008) and White (M= 3.45; p= .002)
couple ads when actors portrayed employees (F(1, 303) = 5.32, p = .005), but not when actors
portrayed customers (p = .129) in the ad.
Study 4 tested another boundary condition, using a 2 (man-ethnicity: Black vs. White) ×
2 (woman-ethnicity: Black vs. White) ×2 (company-type: front facing vs. non-front facing)
between-subjects design. We hypothesized that consumers may have lower company-diversity
expectations for a non-front facing company because their personnel are unlikely to physically
interact with customers. The former manipulations and dependent measures were retained. We
manipulated front-facing company by using a meal-delivery service and non-front-facing
company by using a cyber security provider. The results showed that Black-couple ad (M = 5.19)
produced more favorable attitude than interracial (M = 4.84; p = .053) and White (M = 4.61; p
= .007) couple ads only when the company was front-facing (F(2, 610) = 3.83, p = .022), not
non-front-facing (p = .369).
Study 5 was a field replication employing a one-way (couple-ethnicity: Black man &
Black woman vs. White man & Black woman) between-subjects design using Facebook Ads
manager’s A/B Test function. With 20,351 unique Facebook exposures, Black-couple ad (0.6%,
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4
48/7,852) received greater click-through-rate than interracial couple-ad (.3%, 37/12,499; χ2(1) =
11.53, p < .001).

Summary of Findings
The results of this project show that when presented with Black, White, or interracial
employee pairs, small business owners will choose the interracial pairs to represent their
businesses in an advertisement over the Black pair or White pair (Study 1). However, the ad
featuring the Black pair produces more favorable customer evaluations than the ads featuring the
White pair or the interracial pairs. This is because while the Black employee pairs and
interracial employee pairs (vs. White employee pairs) can improve organizational inclusiveness,
generating more favorable attitudes, interracial employee pairs also elicit greater suspicion of
ulterior motive, reducing evaluations of the retailer (Study 2). The positive evaluations
associated with the Black pair were attenuated when the pairs posed as customers instead of
employees in an ad (Study 3). The positive evaluations of the Black employee pair occur for
customer-facing organizations, but they are significantly lower for non-customer-facing
organizations (Study 4). Social media users chose the Black employee pair significantly more
than the interracial employee pair in an online ad, thereby adding external validity to our
experimental studies (Study 5).

Key Contributions
This research helps inform the important conversation on diversity equity and inclusion
(DEI) that is occurring in businesses across the nation. The research delves into the timely,
relevant, yet provocative, topic of racial representation in advertising. The findings present two
critical truths: the employment of racially diverse actors in advertisements may not signal a
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5
firm’s diversity commitment or evoke favorable outcomes compared to same-race
representations. This research is a critique of a multi-billion-dollar marketing trend that may not
breed desired outcomes such as increased purchase intention or brand loyalty.
Diversity representation is understudied in the marketing literature which tracts subpar
with current and projected demographic patterns. This project expands on the few, recent
marketing studies that address the intersection of marketing and race (e.g., Johnson and Grier,
2012; Wooten and Rank-Christman, 2019) while speaking to the broader business community
that operates in an unchartered socio-cultural landscape.
The prevalence of ads featuring interracial couples and families indicates that this
feedback is needed and should be considered by many brands including Fortune 500 firms. Wellmeaning firms may experience negative repercussions if they fail to understand how some
attempts to connect with diverse communities can be seen as hypocritical and opportunistic by
consumers.
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INFLUENCER MARKETING OF GREEN PRODUCTS

Satadruta Mookherjee
Amy Song
For further information, please contact Satadruta Mookherjee, Assistant Professor, Grenoble
Ecole de Management (satadruta.mookherjee@grenoble-em.com)

Keyword: Influencer, advertisement, sustainability, green products, social media
Description: The paper examines the role of influencer marketing of green products

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

RESEARCH QUESTION
Given social media’s popularity and speed of diffusion, it is a top choice for companies
to promote green innovations to compete the cheaper non-ecofriendly products, particularly
with the emergence of influencers (Ahmed 2017). The objective of this research is to
understand the effectiveness of Instagram influencers in promoting green products.
The theory of Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) suggests that the process by which
consumers adopt new products follow either a central or a peripheral route. When processing
by central route, factors like credibility and involvement play a significant role whereas when
processing by peripheral route, factors like attractiveness and relatability have significant
effects. Therefore, when the product is the exclusive focus of a campaign, it is likely to be
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evaluated for its credibility and degree of involvement i.e., via the central route. Since
consumers are drawn to the influencers for their attractiveness and relatability this can result
in consumers processing the information via the peripheral route. According to Wang and
Lee (2019), the central route has stronger effects on the acceptance intention for new
products. Thus, in the context of green products we expect posts for green products featuring
the product to be more persuasive.

METHOD AND DATA
In this experiment, we have a 2 X 2 X 3 design, with two product categories (bottles
and clothes), product type (green and non-green) and the type of post (product/ megainfluencer/ micro-influencer) to test our hypotheses. After this, we measure the participant’s
attitude (alpha=0.94; Ajzen 2008) by measuring their likeability of the product, purchase
intent and recommendation likelihood for the product on a 9-point Likert scale (1=strongly
disagree, 9= strongly agree). We measure the mediators by asking about their extent of
involvement, credibility and relatability (1=not at all involved, 9= very much involved).
626 M-Turk participants (64% female) who possess Instagram accounts took our
survey. The results of GLM analysis show that the influencer posts are less effective for
green products (as opposed to non-green). We observe significant interaction effects of
product type and type of post on the mediation variables – level of involvement (F=2.7,
p=0.007), credibility (F=1.8, p=0.07), and relatability (F=2.7, p=0.007). Further, we find
the consumer’s attitude to be significantly influenced by these mediating factors – relatability
(F=183.6, p<0.001), credibility (F=91.1, p<0.001), and level of involvement (F=61.3,
p<0.001).

2
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
To summarize the results of our study, we find that the central route factors
(credibility and involvement) were significantly lower for the influencer posts (mega/micro).
Thus, the post focusing on the target green product is more involving and credible than the
one featuring an influencer (mega or micro) with a more favorable effect on consumer
attitude. This is consistent with our theorization that consumers focus more on the product
when adopting a new product, as information is processed through the central route factors
(Wang & Lee, 2019). There was no significant difference between mega and microinfluencers. The influencer advertisements worked better for non-eco-friendly products.
Here, relatability and consequently the effect on attitude is significantly higher for mega
influencers compared to advertisements featuring both micro-influencers and products. Thus
we see find evidence of the mediating factors and how they influence consumer attitudes for
different types of advertisements.

STATEMENT OF KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
Our research contribution is three-fold. First, in line with the ELM theory, we find
that for green products, posts focusing only on the product were perceived as more involving
and credible (central route factors) and hence more persuasive than influencer endorsements.
For non-green products, mega-influencers were deemed more attractive due to their
relatability (peripheral route factor). Secondly, contrary to the previous research findings
which advocated the power of micro-influencers over mega-influencer, there were no
significant differences in effectiveness between the two types of influencers (mega and
micro) in the context of marketing green products. Finally, for the managers, this implies that
the green campaigns or advertisements should focus on the product instead of relying on
influencers.
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INVESTIGATING BRAND ACTIVISM AS A MARKETING COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY: THE MEDIATING ROLE OF BRAND TRUST
Jimmy Sukjin Chung, Yonsei University, Seoul, S. Korea
Mark Yi-Cheon Yim, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Young K. Kim, Southern Connecticut State University
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Mark Yi-Cheon Yim, Associate Professor
of Marketing, University of Massachusetts Lowell (mark_yim@uml.edu)”
Keywords: brand activism; brand trust; ad skepticism; product harm
Description: The current study sets out to assess whether brand activism may be an effective and

sustainable marketing strategy for branding by examining the effects of brand activism on
consumer responses, under the situations of ad skepticism and during product harm scenario.
Two studies are conducted while mainly comparing three different conditions of message
strategies: brand activism, cause-related, and product information messages.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Little research has paid attention to the potential effectiveness of brand activism as a message
strategy to generate diverse marketing outcomes. It is known that brand activism occurs
accidentally without a specific strategic plan, but any activity taken by a brand is likely to result
in responses from consumers, regardless of whether it was intended or not. Therefore, the
companies need to be cautious in taking a public stand on a specific social issue for marketing
benefits (Fredrikson 2020; Milfeld and Flint 2021) and also may want to know what specific
advantages versus disadvantages are expected from implementing brand activism campaigns.
Method and Data
Two studies were conducted to identify the effectiveness of brand activism from a message
strategy perspective. Study 1 addresses the effectiveness of brand activism in avoiding the
negative influences of ad skepticism, compared to the other ad claims, such as ad claims about
cause-related and product information. A total of 202 participants (female = 31.2%, Mage =
38.14, SD = 10.14) were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), an online
recruitment platform. To study participants’ ad skepticism, a survey with three types of ad claim
conditions were constructed and participants were randomly assigned to one of the three
conditions of ad claim. Study 2 examines the effectiveness of brand activism in enduring the
negative influence resulting from a product-harm crises. A total of 229 responses were obtained
from Amazon’s mTurk (female = 42.8%, Mage = 38.38, SD = 10.41). A similar design and
measures to Study 1 were adopted except for two added conditions of product-harm crises. After
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several pre-exposure questions, such as product involvement and respondents’ view on Afghan
immigration, the subjects were randomly assigned to one of three prepared stimulus ads and
asked to answer prepared questions related to the fictitious soft drink, 4U.
Summary of Findings
The results reveal that brand activism may be mostly more successful than product-information
advertising on customer behavior. However, brand activism advertising has a positive impact on
less skeptical customers about ads but performs badly in product-harm situations. Moreover,
brand activism only works successfully when consumers support a brand’s stand on a sociopolitical subject. Most importantly, two study results consistently reveal that all the positive
influence of brand activism on favorable brand attitudes is generated only when the message can
induce brand trust which serves as a mediating role.
Statement of Key Contributions
Our first study revealed that the brand activism ad was mostly more effective than the production
information ad in improving most of the attitude measures, with its effect on brand trust being,
statistically, the most significant. Moreover, we found that for those consumers who were
skeptical about advertising in general, the brand activism ad was an effective message strategy in
improving brand attitude and purchase intention, compared to the product information ad.
However, some of the literature argues that there is a trend of decreasing trust, as ad skepticism
has been increasing in recent years (Kotler and Sarkar 2017), the result of questionable CSR
campaigns, where companies have exploited socio-political issues for profit (Sobande 2019;
Urbański 2020; Vredenburg et al. 2020). Finally, another important finding derived from study
was the indirect effect of increased ad skepticism on brand trust and brand attitude when
consumers are exposed to brand activism. That is, when consumers with high skepticism towards
ads are exposed to brand activism ads, they are more likely to have a more positive attitude
towards the brand, as it stands for the social political issues. The effect is fully mediated by
brand trust.

“References are available upon request.”
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INVESTIGATING DIGITAL TRANSIT ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS IN A
SUBWAY STATION: ONE-YEAR OBSERVATIONS THROUGH FACIAL
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
Mark Yi-Cheon Yim, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Sameed Khan, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Contact Information: “For further information, please contact Mark Yi-Cheon Yim, Associate
Professor of Marketing, University of Massachusetts Lowell (mark_yim@uml.edu)”
Keywords: transit advertising; facial recognition systems; environmental factors; gender; age
Description: Digital transit advertising is installed outside and inside in diverse out-of-home
contexts, and ad viewers’ responses to it are, by nature, susceptible to many environmental
factors. However, it is unknown how external environmental factors affect passersby behaviors
when looking at transit advertising. The current study addresses this research question based on
over one year of observational data produced by facial recognition systems installed in a subway
station. This study combines 70,680 observations of valid ad exposure to passersby across four
seasons with existing public data to identify the relationship between environmental factors and
passersby’s attention span to transit advertising.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
This study explores how external environmental factors affect ad viewers’ attention span to
transit advertising. This study draws theoretical relationships between psychological comfort or
stress and selective attention to advertisements. It predicts that our psychological and physical
comfort levels determine our available cognitive resources, allowing us to attend to our
surroundings selectively, including advertisements. Specifically, the ability to conduct selective
attention is essential to initiate a variety of advertising effectiveness in generating ad viewers’
intention to process messages, forming memory, overall attitudes, and behavioral intention (e.g.,
Yim et al. 2017). This selective attention occurs when people are psychologically and physically
comfortable rather than stressed or relaxed rather than unrelaxed (Ellenbogen et al. 2002; Mainer
and Wilken 2014; Pham, Hung, and Gorn 2011). Therefore, we postulate that any external
conditions that interfere with [facilitate] people’s psychological and physical states negatively
[positively] affect their available cognitive resources. In turn, they control selective attention that
initiates information processing, and finally, it results in a minimal [enhanced] attention to ad
stimuli (Bradley et al. 1995; Braunstein-Bercovitz 2003; Ellenbogen et al. 2002; Mogg et al.
1998). The current study tests our postulations and examines diverse external factors such as
weather (e.g., precipitation) and the timing of exposure opportunity (e.g., rush hour, weekend)
across seasonal changes (i.e., yearly timeline).
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Method and Data
To find empirical evidence of the significance of the proposed factors predicting passersby’s
actual attention to transit advertising, we installed two digital signage displays equipped with
facial recognition systems in a congested subway station before the pandemic. The digital
displays were in place for around 13 months. The facial recognition technology allowed us to
obtain the observational data about passersby’s attention to the media that repeatedly featured
five moving picture-based local advertisements for restaurants, a hospital, and retail stores. Later,
we combined the data obtained from facial recognition systems and existing public data (e.g.,
weather) and tested the relationships among the measured variables.
Summary of Findings
The results reveal that precipitation, rush hour (compared to non-rush hour), weekend (compared
to weekdays), gender, and age significantly affect passersby’s attention span to advertising. We
also find that the negative influence of precipitation on attention to advertising is not manifest
when another negative influence of rush hour is in effect. Compared to males, females are less
susceptible to the positive influence of the weekend and the negative influence of rush hour on
valid ad exposure. Our results show that even though delivering the same ad messages via the
same media at the same location to a mass audience, their attention span to transit advertisements
could vary substantially, depending on the external environments. Specifically, advertisers
widely believed that installing advertisements in congested areas would generate attention from
many people. This reasoning is undeniable, but our findings suggest that although human density
could induce quantity of passersby’s attention, it cannot promise the quality of attention to
advertising. Accordingly, media planners should consider non-rush hours and weekends as
lucrative times for quality and cost-effective ad campaign outcomes. Moreover, our new research
approach using facial recognition systems provides new angles of findings in the advertising
research domain.
Statement of Key Contributions
Although people’s responses to digital transit advertising are susceptible to many external
environmental factors, no study focused on how diverse external factors affect ad viewers’
opportunity or willingness to look at the advertisements. Indeed, for the past decades, existing
studies in the research domain of out-of-home advertising, including transit advertising, limited
their research to an individual level of “consumer evaluations” (e.g., recall, recognition, purchase
rates) or “content/media-related factors” (e.g., format, locations). This study considers this
research gap and explores how external environmental factors affect ad viewers’ attention span
to transit advertising. To this end, this study combines 70,680 observations of valid ad exposure
to passersby obtained from facial recognition systems with existing public data to identify the
relationship between environmental factors and passersby’s attention span to transit advertising
installed in a subway station.

“References are available upon request.”
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MEANING TRANSVERSE IN CELEBRITY POLITICAL ENDORSEMENTS

Keely Morrison, Montana State University
Eric Van Steenburg, Montana State University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Keely Morrison, Jake Jabs
College of Business & Entrepreneurship, Montana State University (keely2018@gmail.com).
Keywords: meaning transfer, celebrities, politics, endorsements, advertising
Description: The research investigates whether Meaning Transfer Theory, which says the
meaning an individual holds about a celebrity transfers to a brand the celebrity endorses, holds in
a political context, or whether meaning transfer acts in the reverse and, unlike a product
endorsement, an individual’s political ideology determines attitude toward a celebrity making an
endorsement in a political advertisement.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Since the 2016 U.S presidential election, there has been an increase in celebrity engagement in
politics and an increase in the use of celebrity political endorsements (Hill 2017). Because of this
uptick it is imperative to understand the effects, if any, a celebrity endorser can have on a
political campaign. Research has shown that celebrity endorsements have positive effects on
sales and can influence appeal (Amos, Holmes, and Strutton 2008). This is through meaning
transfer theory (McCracken 1989) which implies that when endorsing a message, the meaning
that viewers have on the celebrity flows to the object of the endorsement. However, there is little
known concerning the impact of celebrity endorsements in a political realm. This poses the
question: When a celebrity endorses a political issue, will the voter accept the celebrity and their
endorsement, given their previous views of the celebrity, or will voters follow their political
values and reject the celebrity should the message differ from their political beliefs? That is, does
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a celebrity political endorsement transfer the traits of the celebrity to the political candidate
supporting the message, as meaning transfer would allow, or does the political issue transfer its
meaning to the celebrity?

Method and Data
A pre-test was conducted leading to the following celebrities identified as source effects for the
study: Jennifer Aniston (high attractiveness), Renee Zellweger (low attractiveness), Tom Hanks
(high trustworthiness), and Charlie Sheen (low trustworthiness). A 27-item instrument was then
distributed nationwide using existing scales to gather participants’ attitudes toward celebrity
endorsers, attitude toward political endorsement by celebrities, and voting intention as dependent
variables. Political values, conceptualized as a determinant of one’s personal approach to
political issues, was captured as the moderating variable. After indicating their political values,
respondents were randomly shown one of eight advertisements featuring the celebrities. Two ads
were developed for each celebrity, one showing the message “consider the health of others” and
supporting the wearing of masks, and a second advocating not wearing masks through a
“freedom of choice” message. Participants were then asked whether they would support a
candidate being endorsed by the celebrity, and their attitude toward the celebrity. Five hundred
fifty-three individuals initiated the survey. After removing those who failed screening questions,
did not complete the survey, or failed attention checks, a total of 430 (77.8%) responses were
used as the final sample. A one-way ANOVA showed all manipulations were successful (pvalues < .001).
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Summary of Findings
Participants were grouped based on political values, and a GLM regression compared voting
intention for each political group viewing the Hanks ads. Results showed a main effect for the
manipulation (p < .001) and an interaction between the manipulation and political values (p <
.001) with liberals reacting the most (MMASK = 5.57, MNOMASK = 2.91). This was confirmed by
leveraging the PROCESS module, where results showed a main effect for the manipulation (p <
.000, LLCI = 2.4366, ULCI = 8.1737) and political values (p < .000, LLCI = 1.3576, ULCI =
3.1591), with a significant interaction (p < .000, LLCI = -2.0373, ULCI = -.8695). Effects were
seen at the mean (4.95) and one SD above (5.75) but not one SD below the mean, demonstrating
only liberals were affected. Similar results were found for each manipulation. Next, paired
sample t-tests were conducted comparing attitudes toward celebrities before and after the
manipulation. Results showed attitudes changed only among liberals. For example, attitudes
toward Hanks showed a significant difference when he suggested voting for candidates who
supported masks (p = .010, MPRE = 3.81, MPOST = 4.67), but not for conservatives (p > .10). This
held for all manipulations.

Key Contributions
The paper confirms that meaning transfer in political marketing travels the opposite direction
than in traditional endorsement relationships. Results showed significant effects on attitude
towards celebrities when individuals seeing an advertisement of a celebrity supporting a political
issue was not in balance with the voter’s political values. That is, political values affect attitudes
toward the celebrity, rather than the opposite. This research also sheds light on balance theory
(Heider 1958) by demonstrating that in politics specifically, voters have a psychological need to
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find balance within the triadic relation by changing their attitudes toward a celebrity, regardless
of whether they previously held that celebrity in high regard. In all cases, voting intention was
not affected by the celebrity alone, but only in concert with the individual’s political values and
the issue the celebrity was supporting. Party loyalty trumped celebrity endorsement whether the
relationship was in balance or not. Because research has found the less politically important an
issue, the more appropriate it is for celebrities to convey their opinions (Becker 2013), it may be
that celebrities should remain quite on political issues and instead lend their endorsement support
to humanitarian causes, less they suffer damage to their brand.

References are available upon request.
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Keywords: Online advertising spending, Firm value, Consumer heterogeneity,
Investor heterogeneity
Description: Our study explores the direct effect of online advertising spending on firm
value as well as the moderating effect of customer and investor heterogeneity on the
abovementioned effect.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Understanding the effectiveness of online advertising expenditure has garnered
increasing attention from both practitioners and academics. This is not surprising as
digital advertisement accounts for roughly half of the global advertising market
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(eMarketer.com 2019). Existing research has been devoted to examining the direct and
indirect effects of advertising spending on firm value and reported mixed findings (e.g.,
Du and Osmonbekov 2020; Luo and De Jong 2012). The inconsistent results have given
rise to studies on the moderators in the advertising-firm value relationship. For instance,
prior studies have shown that receivable investment (Frennea et al. 2019), company
earnings (Tuli et al. 2012), analyst coverage (Du and Osmonbekov 2020), firm size and
sector (Shah et al. 2021), and firm strategy (McAlister et al. 2016) can influence the
effectiveness of advertising spending.
Despite the research progress, more research is warranted to identify moderators
in the advertising-firm value relationship. Addressing this research gap, our study
explores how customer and investor heterogeneity moderate the online advertising-firm
value link. Our study argues that there is a positive relationship between online
advertising spending and firm value (H1) and such a relationship can be negatively
moderated by consumer heterogeneity (H2) and positively moderated by investor
heterogeneity (H3).
Method and Data
Data were collected using multiple datasets, such as iResearch Consulting Group,
China Stock Market & Accounting Research (CSMAR), East Money Information
(EMI), RESSET Database, and WIND. In total, we used 987 campaigns from 20
publicly-traded companies listed on A-Shares mainboard of Shanghai stock market in
China from January 2011 to July 2017.
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Measurement. Online advertising was measured at the individual campaign level
using data from iResearch Consulting Group. Firm value was operationalized as the
ratio of market value to total assets using data from CSMAR. Moreover, we used an
adjusted stock turnover rate from EMI to measure investor heterogeneity and consumer
confidence index from CSMAR to operationalize consumer heterogeneity. Furthermore,
we chose firm scale- (firm size and firm age), debt-paying ability- (financial leverage,
debt to asset ratio, current ratio, quick ratio, and currency ratio), and profitabilityrelated variables (return on assets and return on owners’ equity) as our control variables.
Summary of Findings
This study applied a fixed-effects model to control for differences between individual
firms. We ran the Hausman test (Hausman 1978) to decide whether a fixed-or randomeffects model would be the right choice. The p-value of the Hausman test was below
0.100, which means a fixed-effects model is preferable. Our study confirms that online
advertising positively affects firm value ((ß=0.272, p<.05), supporting H1. Moreover,
both customer (ß=0.095, p<.05) and investor heterogeneity (ß=1.108, p<.01) enhance
the impact of online advertising on firm value, supporting H3, but not H2.
Key Contributions
Addressing the increasing call for research on the effectiveness of online advertising
spending, our study explores how online advertising affects firm value as well as how
customer and investor heterogeneity moderate above effects. Complementing previous
studies (e.g., Bayer et al. 2020; Du and Osmonbekov 2020), this research provides
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empirical support for the positive role of online advertising in driving firm value in the
Chinese context. Our results suggest that online advertising should be considered a vital
part of capital investment within organizations.
Moreover, our study is the first to combine the commodity and financial markets
to examine the interplay between online advertising and heterogeneity in firm value.
As such, our study is a favorable addition to prior studies on heterogeneity in both
commodity and financial markets (Sajeesh et al. 2020; Zenetti and Klapper 2016) and
contributes to the marketing-finance interface research. Our results imply that managers
should make online advertising decisions from both consumer and investor perspectives.
Stakeholders’ heterogeneity should be considered in decision-making to ensure that
consumers and investors have a more consistent attitude towards online advertising to
yield higher benefits.

References:
References are available upon request.
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THE EFFECT OF THE VIDEO AD CONTENT AND CREATOR TYPE ON
CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT: EVIDENCE FROM YOUTUBE AND TIKTOK
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Keywords: consumer engagement, digital marketing, video ads, marketer-generated content, usergenerated content.
Description: This paper explores what video ad content drives consumer engagement and the
moderating role of the creator type.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
With the increased number of users consuming digital content, businesses have a substantial
interest in designing content that attracts, engages, and retains targeted users. As such, it raises the
question: What ad content impacts consumer engagement? Interestingly, this research question is
understudied for video ads. Prior works mostly discuss informational versus emotional digital
content and its effect on virality (i.e., sharing information). Although sharing information is a
useful indicator of video exposure, it does not reflect the attitude of consumers toward the brand
or the intention behind the sharing motives. Thus, this research attempts to extend beyond existing
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literature by examining the effect of ad content characteristics on consumer engagement with the
assistance of qualitative (content of comments) and quantitative (number of likes, dislikes,
comments) measurements. Moreover, the role of ad content characteristics is further investigated
by examining the moderating role of creator type (marketer versus user). These content-creator
interactions can yield a better understanding of consumer engagement drivers as marketergenerated content is commercial in nature in contrast to user-generated content. There exist only a
few studies that examine the relative effect of UGC versus that of MGC (e.g., Goh et al. 2013),
which are still limited to textual advertising content. Thus, we posit that the moderating role of
content creators for online video ads should be examined separately.
Method and Data
The context of the study is online video ads uploaded on YouTube and TikTok branded channels.
These two contexts are selected because of their popularity as well as unique difference related to
the creator type of content that brands publish on their official channels. We have noticed the
tendency that Youtube is predominantly used for uploading MGC video ads on brand official
channels, while Tiktok is used for combining MGC videos with brand-related UGC. As for the
brands sampled, we included brands that have channels on both platforms. For data collection, we
use the application programming interfaces (APIs) that enable us to retrieve the main dependent
variables such as the number of views, likes, comments, and comments’ content. For contentcoding, we plan to use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). The content of videos will be classified
by using the results from the survey placed on AMT. The dependent variable – consumer
engagement – will be measured quantitatively (number of likes, dislikes, comments) and
qualitatively (sentiment analysis of comments). Although we have over 100 brands in the sample,
we used randomly selected 3 brands (i.e., Starbucks, Pepsi, Walmart) to get preliminary results.
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We collected all video ads that these brands uploaded from February to May 2022 on their TikTok
channels. It resulted in a total sample size of 173 videos that were analyzed for the pilot study.
Summary of Findings
Our empirical findings are based on fixed-effects models. Given the small size of the sample, we
used only the qualitative measures of consumer engagement (i.e., number of views and likes) in
the preliminary study. The content of videos is assessed by using a six-point scale, where 0
indicates “very weak” and 5 indicates “very strong”. The coders rated each video’s
informativeness and emotionality, specifically the extent to which the ad uses factual claims and
arouses emotions. The preliminary results showed that emotional ads generate more views (0.39,
p = 0.02) and likes (0.35, p = 0.04). The coefficient estimates of informative ads were also found
to be positive but statistically significant only for views (0.29, p = 0.05). In addition, the results
reveal negative interaction effects of CONTENT ´ CREATOR, which implies that MGC in general
attracts less consumer engagement than UGC. However, the negative effect size is less for
informative MGC, suggesting marketers create more information-focused ads rather than
emotional ones. The interaction coefficients are found to be statistically insignificant which can
be caused by the small sample size of the preliminary study. Given the large population of videos,
we expect the main study to reveal significant results with practical implications.
Key Contributions
The present study addresses the existing gap in marketing literature on the moderating role of video
ads creator. With the rise of social media interaction, the present study can provide practical
implications to marketers and be a guideline in digital content planning. The preliminary results
provide some evidence that the creator type affects the relationship between content type and
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consumer engagement, specifically suggesting marketers take advantage of UGC and focus on
producing informative MGC. The main study will incorporate qualitative measures of consumer
engagement (i.e., sentiment analysis of comments), being a pioneer in investigating the impact of
video ad content on consumer engagement by using a mixed approach.
References are available upon request.
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Description: This paper proposes and demonstrates that anatomical depiction enhances
product valuation by eliciting simulated assemblage, which leads to reduced uncertainty
around the product’s performance.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Advertisements often visually display a product’s internal architecture by revealing its
component parts and arranging them in the order of assembly. Such displays, which we term
anatomical depiction, visualize a product’s internal components that are normally opaque to
the consumer. Anatomical depiction is already widely used, as evidenced by the marketing
campaigns across multiple Forbes 100 and other luxury brands. In fact, the collective annual
turnover of brands using anatomical depiction in their brand building efforts exceeds $1.7
trillion, with a roster including top-tier consumer brands such as Apple, Nike, Samsung,
Audi, and Lego, as well as some luxury brands such as Rolex and Valentino. Despite the
popularity of anatomical depiction as a product display technique in marketing
communication, it is unclear as to how anatomical depiction affects consumer outcomes or
why it is effective. In addition, there is little knowledge of where the boundaries surrounding
its effectiveness lie.

Method and Data
In Study 1, we conducted a field study using Facebook’s advertising platform with the
objective of increasing click-through rates (CTRs) as consumers’ initial intention of valuing
the product. Facebook’s split-test function randomly assigned Facebook users to either the
anatomical depiction (AnD) or non-AnD condition. The ads were targeted at users living in
the U.S. and aged 18 or above and ran for 24 hours (Final N = 13,817, i.e., unique
impressions).
In Study 2, we conducted a single-factor (product depiction: AnD/non-AnD) betweensubjects online experiment to examine the underlying process in which simulated assemblage
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elicited by AnD affects product valuation through the judgments of product performance. One
hundred and thirty-five individuals from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk; Mage = 37.42, 90
males) were randomly assigned to view one of two ads displaying a smart security camera.
After viewing the ad, participants indicated product liking and purchase intention whose
average formed an index for product valuation. They then rated product performance and
reported simulated assemblage.
In Study 3, we conducted a 2 (product depiction: AnD/non-AnD) × 2 (product
architecture type: modular/integral) between-subjects lab experiment. Two hundred and
forty-seven undergraduates (Mage = 21.51, 89 males) were randomly assigned to view one of
four advertisements for a smart helmet. After viewing the advertisement, participants
provided willingness-to-pay (WTP).
In Study 4, we conducted a 2 (product depiction: AnD/non-AnD) × 2 (firm size:
small/large) between-subjects online experiment. Four hundred and five individuals from
MTurk (Mage = 37.01, 229 males) were randomly assigned to one of four conditions. After
viewing the advertisement with the firm size profile, participants indicated their product
valuation (i.e., product liking and purchase intention).

Summary of Findings
Across four studies, we demonstrate that anatomical depiction, which reveals a product’s
inner components and spatially arranges them in the order of assembly, leads to simulated
assemblage (i.e., mental simulation of product assembly). Simulated assemblage
subsequently increases product valuation by enhancing the judgments of product
performance. Moreover, we identify the type of product architecture (i.e., modular vs.
integral) as a product-related substantive factor that moderates the core effect. Specifically,
when the focal product is framed as being modular, which allows consumers to develop their
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schema about product architecture via simulated assemblage, anatomical depiction enhances
product valuation. However, when consumers form a schema a priori that the focal product is
a completed, integral composite (integral product frame), the positive effect of anatomical
depiction on product valuation attenuates. We further show that the effect of anatomical
depiction on product valuation is circumscribed by firm size. That is, anatomical depiction
increases product valuation for small firms but does not do so for large firms. This finding
implies that enhancing product valuation using anatomical depiction is less likely because
consumers are likely to alleviate their uncertainty in product performance based on the large
firm’s size, regardless of product depiction.

Key Contributions
Our findings make several theoretical contributions. First, while prior work on product
visualization has predominantly examined various ways of depicting a product’s exterior, we
explore how anatomical depiction as a unique product display providing an internal product
view shapes consumers’ visual processing as well as consequential outcomes. Second, we
also extend the visual/mental imagery research by identifying anatomical depiction as a novel
antecedent of mental simulation. Lastly, we contribute to the literature on product uncertainty
and risk management by introducing anatomical depiction as a novel intervention that
promotes customers’ uncertainty of product performance. Our findings also make important
practical implications. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to document evidence
that communicating product architecture with consumers through anatomical depiction
benefits firms, as anatomical depiction may help consumers adopt creators’ rather than endusers’ views of the product. Importantly, we also identify two product- and firm-relevant
factors. First, we reveal that the core effect is more effective for products with modular (vs.
integral) product architecture. This finding suggests that marketers may strategically employ
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anatomical depiction in advertising products that are innately more modular or decomposable
(e.g., digital cameras). Second, we show that anatomical depiction is beneficial for smallsized firms. When products are produced by smaller firms, product quality can be questioned
by consumers. Our finding implies that anatomical depiction can correct such possible
misperceptions.

References are available upon request.
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Description: This research investigates the influence of the vividness of a product image in
context of online product presentations on privacy related issues.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Despite the large number of studies on mental imagery and the increasing relevance of datadisclosure and collection in retail settings, we have found a lack of research regarding the
influence of vividness of online product presentations and mental imagery in virtual
environments in relation to privacy-related customer variables. Especially in situations
marked by uncertainty like online purchases, the vividness of the product presentation could
act as an important information source under the absence of a physical stimuli might
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representing an approach for retailers to make customers’ privacy concerns less salient and
the customer feel that the disclosing of personal data is not an issue anymore.
Hereby, we refer to information processing paradigm (Miller, 1956), explaining customers’
perception of vividness of the product image regarding the assessment and reaction on certain
forms of product presentation. The present study extends the findings of previous studies in
the area of mental imagery in the online retail context by analyzing how the vividness of an
online product presentation influences 1) customers' purchase- and 2) privacy-related
behavior. In detail we formulate our research question: How are customers’ privacy- and
purchase-related behavioral outcomes influenced by the vividness of the online product
presentation?

Method and Data
We conducted an online survey (N=127) using an experimental design in which the vividness
of the product presentation in an online store was manipulated systematically (white vs.
contextual vs. animated-contextual product presentation background). Primary, the subjects
were told to put themselves in the process of purchasing a digital sports watch online. In order
to manipulate the vividness of the product presentation the sports watch was further shown to
the subjects on the wrist of a runner in an image-based fictional online store. In the low
vividness scenario, the subjects were shown the sports watch on the wrist of a runner in front
of a white product background. In the scenario with a medium degree of vividness, the sports
watch and the runner were shown in front of a static-contextual background, whereas in the
high vividness scenario, the contextual product background was furthermore animated
resulting in dynamic and moving product presentation. With regard to the dataset, it was
ensured that the respondents were randomly assigned to one of the three experimental
conditions (low vividness: 39; medium vividness: 46; high vividness: 42), resulting in a total
of 127 subjects with an average age of 29.02 years (SD=10.28).
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Summary of Findings
Our study is able to give insights into customers’ perception and reaction on the vividness of
a product image in context of online product presentations. In detail, we identified a decrease

of customers’ privacy concerns in presence of a higher product image vividness, however,
regarding customers’ word of mouth and intention to provide personal information as well as
to purchase results show a positive effect. Moreover, findings suggest that the vividness of the
product presentation has positive effect on mental imagery, which in turn seems to function as
a mediator.

Key Contribution:
Findings lead to implications for future research and for concrete practical implementations.
Accordingly, the study provides empirical evidence for the framework of advertising-evoked
visual imagery of (online) product presentations. Positive effects of the vividness of the
product presentation on the behavioral outcome variables as well as on the privacy-related
variables could be measured. In addition, the important influence of mental imagery in this
context was confirmed. The study also offers important implications for retailers operating an
online store, where vivid product presentations are shown to be implementable and
exceedingly useful. It was shown that (animated) contextual images can increase the vividness
of the online product presentation. Thus, practitioners could use this information, evaluating
where to implement more vivid or less vivid product images. Especially when selling
products that face data protection concerns, a more vivid product presentation could help for
reducing these concerns and thus support customers’ purchase intention. In addition, a more
vivid online product presentation through (animated) contextual images offers a much easier
and less expensive way for retailers to display new products in their online stores and
providing an informationally comprehensive product presentation than creating complex
product videos or 3D presentations.
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THE MORE THE MERRIER: EXPLORING THE EFFECTS OF
THEMATIC CONGRUENCY IN CASE OF BRAND PLACEMENT
REPETITION

Davit Davtyan, Georgia Southern University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Davit Davtyan, Assistant
Professor of Marketing, Georgia Southern University (morntwins@gmail.com).
Keywords: brand placement repetition, thematic congruency, brand attitudes
Description: This paper compares the attitudinal effects of repetition of thematically congruent
and incongruent brand placements in the context of music videos.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The role of thematic congruency has been extensively researched in traditional
advertising formats. However, despite these efforts, less is known about the impact of thematic
congruency on the effectiveness of brand placement repetitions. Although advertising and PR
professionals consider thematic relevance as one of the main factors when planning brand
placement promotions (Craig-Lees et al., 2008; Karrh et al., 2003), the research examining the
effects of thematic congruency in the context of brand placements is relatively limited.
Furthermore, another critical issue overlooked by prior research is how repetition affects the
effectiveness of thematically congruent and incongruent brand placements. This is also an
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important question, as many brand placement scenarios involve multiple inclusions of a target
brand into a single video episode or over a series of episodes (Davtyan et al., 2020). The present
research addresses these two literature gaps in the context of brand placements in music videos
by comparing the attitudinal effects of repetition of thematically congruent and incongruent
brand placements.

Method and Data
The proposed hypotheses were tested using a quasi-natural experiment. Three hundred eleven
students were recruited from several undergraduate business classes at a major public university
in the US and given access to a Qualtrics hyperlink to participate in the study. After signing the
informed consent form and answering several demographic questions, subjects were randomly
assigned to one of the four experimental groups. Participants in each group watched a particular
version of the video stimulus and completed a questionnaire designed to measure their attitudes
toward the focal brand. Two versions of the experimental stimulus contained three and five
repetitions of congruent placements of the focal brand and two other versions contained three
and five repetitions of incongruent placements of the same brand.

Summary of Findings
The results confirmed predictions that repetition frequency moderates the effect of brand
placement congruency on brand attitudes. Specifically, at the moderate level of repetitions,
repetition of congruent brand placements better enhances brand attitudes than repetition of
incongruent placements; however, at the higher level of repetitions, incongruent brand
placements can have similar effects on brand attitudes as congruent ones.
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Key Contributions
From a theoretical perspective, the current research contributes to two essential literature
streams. First, this is one of the few studies that investigate the role of thematic congruency in
the context of brand placements. The popularity of brand placements as an alternative
promotional method is growing, and our results provide important insights into understanding
the role of a vital execution variable (i.e., thematic congruency) of this promotional tool.
Second, this research contributes to stimulus repetition literature by demonstrating how the
repetition of congruent and incongruent brand placements impacts brand attitudes.
Additionally, this research provides insights to marketing practitioners about designing
effective brand placement campaigns. Specifically, it was demonstrated that at the moderate
level of repetition, exposure to congruent brand placements results in more positive brand
attitudes than exposure to incongruent brand placements. However, at a high level of repetition,
exposure to incongruent brand placements has the same effect on attitude as exposure to
congruent ones. Thus, when the brand is placed in numerous videos or repetitively in the same
video, which implies that consumers will get multiple exposures to the brand placement during
one viewing session, thematic congruence is less critical.

References are available upon request.
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THE TWO-FACET MODEL OF PRIDE AND SELF-CONSTRUAL IN HEALTH
ADVERTISING

Lindsay Bouchacourt, The University of Texas at Austin*
Kathrynn Pounders, The University of Texas at Austin
Deena Kemp, The University of Texas at Austin
Sarah Lee, The University of Texas at Arlington

*For further information, please contact Lindsay Bouchacourt, Doctoral Candidate, The
University of Texas at Austin (lbouchacourt@utexas.edu).

Keywords: pride, emotions, self-construal, health advertising

Description: The present study tests the relationship between the two types of pride—authentic
pride and hubristic pride—and the two self-construal levels—independent and interdependent—
on attitudes and behavior intentions toward a health advertisement promoting the flu shot on a
college campus.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
The present study aimed to answer the following question: how do the two types of pride
(authentic and hubristic pride) and the two types of self-construal (independent and
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interdependent self-construal) interact and affect attitudes and behavior intentions toward a
message promoting the flu shot on a university campus?
Method and Data
This study employed a 2 (hubristic vs. authentic pride) x 2 (independent vs. interdependent
message frame) experimental design. Consistent with prior work on incidental emotion of pride,
hubristic and authentic pride were manipulated through a writing task. Participants were
randomly assigned to either write about a time they felt very proud “because of something you
did” (authentic pride) or “because of who you are” (hubristic pride). Participants were then
randomized to see one version of a PSA which featured the self-construal manipulation.
Consistent with prior work, self-construal was manipulated through a combination of both the
text and imagery in the PSA. Participants in the independent condition were exposed to an image
of an individual person that matched their gender identity, with text that emphasized getting the
flu shot to “protect yourself.” Those in the interdependent condition were exposed to an image of
a group of college students socializing together and were encouraged to get a flu shot to “protect
your friends.” After viewing each ad, participants completed a survey with measures of the
dependent variables. The participants were university students.
Summary of Findings
The findings show that the combination of authentic pride and interdependent self-construal
(which both focus on others) produced the highest attitude toward the message, and the
combination of hubristic pride and independent self-construal (which both focus on the self)
produced the highest behavior intentions to get a flu shot. The findings also show a mediated
moderation effect, where attitude toward the message mediates the moderation effect of pride
and self-construal on behavior intention.
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Key Contributions
Research testing pride has found it to be effective in motivating behavior, however, pride has
rarely been studied in the context of consumer behavior related to health. This work extends
prior work testing authentic and hubristic pride by showing that the two types of pride can be
effective in motivating consumer behaviors. Additionally, this work contributes to the theoretical
domain of self-construal by demonstrating that compatibility effects can occur with pride,
specifically showing that the combination of constructs with a similar focus (self or others)
produces more effective outcomes.
Understanding motivations toward vaccinations is more important than ever as the COVID-19
pandemic has led to anti-vaccination sentiments and debates. The findings suggest strategies to
create effective health campaigns regarding vaccinations, especially campaigns targeting young
adults. Young adults have the lowest vaccination rates for both COVID-19 and the seasonal flu
because they believe they are not vulnerable to getting sick. More efforts are needed to
encourage this group to get vaccinated, and the study’s findings suggest that pairing authentic
pride with an interdependent self-construal can produce strong intentions to get the flu shot.
Utilizing messages that focus on others could be a way to circumvent young adults’ feelings of
immunity to health problems.
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TO BE PERSONALIZED OR NOT, THAT IS THE QUESTION:
PERSONALIZED ADVERTISING IN ATTENTION ECONOMY
Hanlin Wang, University of Manchester
Amy Benstead, University of Manchester
Marta Blazquez Cano, University of Manchester
Zhe Li, University of Manchester
For further information, please contact Hanlin Wang, Doctoral student, University of
Manchester (Hanlin.wang@manchester.ac.uk)
Keywords: Personalized Advertising, Social Commerce, Personalization-Privacy
Paradox, Attention Economy
Description: This research examines personalization-privacy paradox in attention
economy via eye-tracking experiment.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
In the world of media, attention works as a valuable resource, form of capital, and type
of product. This is especially true in social commerce, as the business model is based
on harvesting people’s attention. Therefore, researchers define the system that attracts
and trades the attention of human beings as the attention economy. Personalized
advertising on social media suits the social commerce business mode. As a customized
campaign, personalized content grabs consumers’ attention, encourages engagement,
and converts the attention into behavior. However, though consumers are attracted by,
and even demand, customized communications with a brand, they are also worried by
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the collection of personal information that enables personalization. The conflicting
responses are defined as the personalization–privacy paradox. Previous studies have
attempted to explain the personalization–privacy paradox through microlevel theories
such as privacy calculus theory and information boundary theory. However, few
researchers have tried to understand the role of consumers’ attention within the
personalization–privacy paradox. This study examined the personalization–privacy
paradox via the attention economy, offering new perspectives on privacy concerns as a
macrolevel economic theory.
Method and Data
This study performed a laboratory experiment and eye-tracking study. Study 1
addressed the relationship between advert personalization, privacy concerns, and
cognitive advert avoidance. There were three steps in this laboratory experiment. Firstly,
all respondents were asked to imagine a scenario in which they were purchasing from
an online store, but their purchases were left unfinished due to an unexpected call. Next,
they were asked to imagine another scenario in which they received an advert on social
media. All respondents were randomly assigned either a personalized or nonpersonalized advert. Finally, all respondents were asked to fill out the same
questionnaire. The results in Study 1 suggest a positive relationship between advert
personalization and privacy concerns, leading to cognitive avoidance.
Study 2 was an eye-tracking study that examined the relationship between advert
personalization and consumers’ visual attention. Eye-tracking is considered an
effective tool for understanding consumers’ behavioral intentions and testing existing
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theories because it provides accurate information about consumers’ visual attention. At
this part of the study, we invited respondents to view either personalized or nonpersonalized advert; index such as total fixation duration, time to first fixate, and
fixation count was taken into consideration.
Summary of Findings
This study confirms the positive effects of advert personalization on privacy concerns
and perceived intrusiveness, and it verifies the negative effects of privacy concerns and
perceived intrusiveness on cognitive avoidance. Examinations of the relationship
between advert personalization and visual attention are in progress.
Advert messages that are too personal may trigger consumers’ negative emotions and
responses. To enable personalization, boundaries of data usage and collection were
often blurred. Users believe social media is for killing time and entertainment, and they
believe social media is their personal space. Adverts interrupt ongoing tasks on social
media (e.g., chatting); hence, they lead to perceived intrusiveness. Personalized adverts
are often considered more disruptive and invasive than non-personalized adverts on
social media or other marketing channels. When brands ambush unprepared consumers
with highly personalized content, consumers feel like they are being manipulated.
Personalized adverts that significantly invade consumers’ privacy may reduce
consumers’ perceived freedom of using social media. If consumers are aware and
concerned about unauthorized collection of their personal information for marketing
purposes, they tend to avoid personalized adverts. As a psychological defense
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mechanism, consumers deliberately ignore adverts when they sense the risks of losing
control of their personal information.
Key Contributions
Though an ultimate goal of personalization is to attract the attention of consumers
during the pre-purchase stage so they can be sold to advertisers, only a few previous
studies have tried to integrate consumers’ attention in their research. Scholars have
warned that the lack of research on consumer attention might cause theoretical
development to disconnect from the agendas of businesses and policymakers. Therefore,
by revealing the role of consumer attention in the decision-making process, this
research will contribute to the development of the theoretical framework of consumers’
decision-making process and strengthen the methodology of evaluating social media
advertising.
Additionally, despite the importance of the pre-purchase stage in consumers’ decisionmaking process, privacy research in the retail industry has so far concentrated on
examining privacy concerns during the actual purchase stage. By deepening the
understanding of the informational nature of advertising content and consumers’
perceived risks, this research will fill this void in the literature on privacy concerns. As
a study that pursues ways to benefit consumers during the pre-purchase stage without
violating their online privacy and security, this research will benefit marketing
practitioners who seek to drive the growth of their businesses via personalization.
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WOULD YOU PREFER CRYPTOCURRENCY OR USD? THE MODERATING ROLE
OF PRODUCT INVOLVEMENT
Archana Mannem, Wayne State University
Ayan Bhattacharyya, Saginaw Valley State University
Contact Information: For further information, please contact Archana Mannem, Ph.D.
Candidate, Wayne State University (archanamannem@wayne.edu).
Keywords: Cryptocurrency, Product involvement
Description: We examine the effect of attitude towards cryptocurrencies on preference for using
a currency type (i.e., cryptocurrency or USD), particularly for high (vs. low) involvement
products.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Digital currencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether, etc., popularly known as cryptocurrencies
have slowly been transitioning from being used exclusively as an investment asset to a
disposable currency, largely due to brands such as Microsoft, Starbucks, Travala.com, etc.,
accepting cryptocurrencies as a substitute to institutionalized currencies such as the USD.
However, research regarding consumer perceptions on cryptocurrencies is sparse. Studies found
that users of cryptocurrencies are individuals seeking to belong to a social collective, i.e., to be
part of a community shaping market innovation (Breidbach and Tana 2021), and to achieve
institutional freedom (Gagarina, Nestik, and Drobysheva 2019) but not necessarily to use it as a
disposable currency. Therefore, we are interested in examining what factors could determine the
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use of cryptocurrency as a disposable currency. Particularly we ask, what individual-level factors
(e.g., attitude towards cryptocurrencies), and product-level factors (e.g., product involvement)
could influence preference for the use of a currency type (i.e., cryptocurrency vs. USD) in
making product purchases? More importantly, how do these individual and product-level factors
interact in influencing purchase decisions?
Method and Data
A 2 (product involvement: low vs high) × continuous (attitude towards cryptocurrency) design
was used in this study. 220 mTurk participants (M age = 41.19, 53.9% Female) were randomly
assigned to one of the two product involvement conditions. Participants were shown either a low
involvement product (backpack) or a high involvement product (drone). The price for each
product was shown both in Bitcoins (BTC) and US Dollars (USD). Price for the low involvement
product was displayed as “USD 142 or BTC.003”, whereas price for the high involvement
product was displayed as “USD 24,000 or BTC.51” (price of the products was determined by
referring to the price of similar products in the marketplace; USD to BTC conversion was based
on the exchange value as of December 2021). After viewing the product, participants were asked
to indicate their preference to buy the product using USD (1 = extremely low & 7 = extremely
high). Participants were then asked about their attitude towards cryptocurrencies (α = .93;
Alaeddin and Altounjy 2018). We also measured product involvement (α = .79, Mittal 1989),
and finally asked for demographic details.
Summary of Findings
After eliminating six cases for failing an attention check question, the final analysis was
conducted on 214 participants. First, we conducted a group comparison for the assumption check
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about product involvement and found that participants were significantly more involved in the
purchase-making process for the high involvement product (i.e., the drone) compared to the low
involvement product (i.e., the backpack; M high = 5.59; M low = 5.21; t(212) = 3.04; p < 0.05). For
testing the interaction effect, we regressed preference to use USD on cryptocurrency attitude,
product involvement conditions, and an interaction term between cryptocurrency attitude and
product involvement conditions. There was a significant main effect of attitude towards
cryptocurrency (β = 1.21, t = 6.41, p < 0.05), as well as product involvement (β = -2.22, t = 4.06, p < 0.05). More importantly, there was a significant interaction effect (β = .40, t = 3.40, p <
0.05), suggesting that preference for USD was weaker (vs. greater) for individuals with a less
positive attitude towards cryptocurrencies when the product was a high (vs. low) involvement
product. However, for individuals with a more positive attitude towards cryptocurrencies,
preference for USD did not vary by their product involvement.
Key Contributions
Anchored in the literature on motivated reasoning (Kunda 1990) that information search for
attributes that help justify purchases becomes more (less) important when evaluating high (low)
involvement products due to the symbolic (functional) importance attached to its purchase; we
argue that individuals with less (vs. more) positive cryptocurrency attitude are less (more) likely
to prefer USD for high (low) involvement products because compared to USD, the smaller
absolute value of a high involvement product in cryptocurrency (e.g., product priced USD
24,000 is Bitcoins .51) makes the product seem more attainable. Whereas, for low involvement
products, a weaker desire in evaluating attributes combined with an extremely small absolute
value in cryptocurrency (e.g., product priced USD 142 is Bitcoins .003) underscores existing
skepticism towards using cryptocurrency. This finding has theoretical implications; we show that
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resistance to use new financial technologies (e.g., cryptocurrencies) can be attenuated when it
can be shown to help individuals attain their goals (e.g., desire to purchase high involvement
products). On the practical front, we show that by displaying prices in cryptocurrencies,
especially for high-involvement products, sales can be increased as consumers perceive these
products as more affordable due to the smaller absolute value of the product in cryptocurrency.
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“ILLUMINATING” HOW IMC COMES TO LIFE:
THE CASE OF THE CHICAGO TABERNACLE

Kristina Kaufman, College of DuPage
Peter Kaufman, Illinois State University
Tabitha Garneata, North Park University
For further information please contact Peter Kaufman, Professor, Illinois State University
(pkaufma@ilstu.edu)
Keywords: integrated marketing communications, church marketing
Description: This case study describes the innovative integrated marketing communications
efforts of three events of the women’s ministry division of a church in Chicago.
ABSTRACT
This paper examines the integrated marketing communications (IMC) efforts of the
Chicago Tabernacle church in Chicago, IL. Three events took place for the women’s ministry
division entitled, Illuminate. A creative team designed and built a cohesive, branded and
interactive experience for their target market of females of all ages.
INTRODUCTION
The Chicago Tabernacle (CT) is an approximately 3,000 member Christian church
located in Chicago, Illinois. With a distinctive passion and mission for embracing the arts, the
CT uses a carefully curated multichannel marketing system to effectively communicate events to
targeted groups of potential and current members.
Through thorough and detailed use of social media and event marketing, this case study
examines the branding efforts to promote three events for the church’s women’s ministry
division. Leveraging a team of creatives including church members and volunteers, an intricate
integrated marketing communications plan unfolded that uses print and digital media, tactile and
interactive visual arts, and brand building including giveaways, pop-up shops and worship in a
mid-century theater-like environment.
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CHURCH MARKETING & IMPERATIVE
Marketing in and of itself is a complex endeavor. This involves considering the multiple
dimensions of people’s lives and making a case for their often complex needs and wants (Kotler
& Keller, 2016). Sometimes unsuccessful organizations are the result of a lack of creativity and
that managerial practices could benefit from new perspectives, such as, considering the arts –
welcoming innovation, creativity, collaboration and harnessing intrinsic motivation (AncelinBourguignon, Dorsett & Azambuja 2020; Adler 2006). In the case of the CT, this paper
highlights a managerial approach that is grounded in the arts and infuses a deep regard for
aesthetic and experience in a team-based environment.
Faced with declining congregations over decades and disengaged attendees over time
(Marion 2020; Truss 2018; Butcher 2015) this creates an opportunity to consider strategies that
may help to better communicate a church’s messaging and activities that can create value for
participants. A 2021 study from Pew Research Center found that Christian churches are
struggling. Top findings include: self-identified Christians make up 63% of the U.S. population
in 2021, down from 75% a decade ago; a quarter of U.S. adults say they attend religious services
at least weekly; about three in ten adults are now religiously unaffiliated; and fewer than half of
U.S. adults pray daily. The Covid-19 pandemic has hindered church attendance and affiliation as
well (Golan, Morehouse & English 2021; Wang 2022).
The marketing of a church is the strategy the church uses to portray itself to attract people
to its congregation (Lines 2020). Churches, like any other service or product category, face
competition (Lee 2018), therefore communication about an institution’s particular offerings,
approach to stick out, and value-add for people is essential. There are many benefits to an
engaged congregation including avoiding an overly mature congregation where marketing or
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attracting new people then becomes more challenging, and fiduciary solvency and program
building (Webb 2012). Angheluta & Zaharia (2009) state, “The main purpose of an organization
is to satisfy the expectations of certain target groups. If the organization has no clients, the
reason of the existence of that organization disappears” (p. 173). However, importantly, Wrenn
(2010) highlights:
“Not all churches see a part of their mission as meeting human needs. Trying to
convince the leaders of such institutions that they should be using marketing, with its
expertise in identifying, understanding, and satisfying needs, is likely to be met with
strong resistance. However, those churches that have a mission that includes a sense of
obligation by members to serve the needs of others, both internal and external to their
congregation, might very well be amenable to the use of marketing to help them achieve
these goals” (p. 56-57).

Researchers have found that while people may identify with and commit to a particular
faith, they may not do so with a particular church (Joseph & Webb 2000). Moreover, “people
are unpredictable and tend to switch churches when their needs are not being met” (Webb 2012).
Van Der Merwe et al.’s research of church service participants “found that music is a strong
determinant of whether young adults attend church services, followed by layout and design of
the church and then by the signs and symbols used in the church” with a combination of
traditional, modern and artistic atmospherics preferred (2013, p.1;8). Rodrigue (2002) & Wrenn
(2010) also note music as an important fundamental for churches as well as consideration for the
service length.
Research by Webb (2012) relayed that non-denominational churches are experiencing
better growth while some churches reported dropping too specific of a brand name, such as
Baptist, as they felt it hindered growth.
IMC is defined by the American Marketing Association as “a planning process designed
to assure that all brand contacts received by a customer or prospect for a product, service, or
organization are relevant to that person and consistent over time.” Mulyanegara (2011) cites a
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uniqueness dimension as an important element to attract or retain people to attend church.
Beyond consistency of theme, is the need for creativity, novelty, engagement and perceived
value for participants and prospects. The planning and execution of the Illuminate events is an
example of this special unique factor and of synergistic, integrated marketing efforts.
ILLUMINATE: A CAMPAIGN FOR WOMEN’S MINISTRY
Illuminate, the women’s ministry division of the CT, is positioned as a movement of girls
of all ages and guided by a mission statement:
“Embrace the truth that we are worth the life of the Savior, choose to be refined
and redefined by the Holy Spirit, and passionately take our place as light bearers
who reflect the love of the Father.”

(Chicago Tabernacle 2022, para. 1)
Led by Pastor Al Toledo’s wife, Chrissy Toledo, whose own father was pastor of the
Brooklyn Tabernacle, and who is deeply passionate about the arts, embraces
significant volunteerism for church event planning, the incorporation of lessons
and visual and performance arts-based experiences. Chrissy herself anchors aspects
of her leadership around her challenged youth and own personal miracle story that she chronicled
in her published work, Girl in the Song. Designers are brought into creative efforts, people who
attend the church or volunteer, but they must be believers. Everything is done in-house and
prayer over the vision for each project is an important practice for the CT.
Branding of Illuminate
The gemstone logo appeared to promote the first event as a black and white outline to the
finality of a full-color gemstone by the third event. This symbolized the refining of a gemstone
over time as individuals are also refined by God over time.
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Event 1: Life of a Savior
The first of three events for Illuminate included the reveal of the black
and white gemstone logo with the central theme of “Embrace the truth that we
are worth the life of a Savior.” The logo and theme were shared in social media
posts, a print invitation, online promotional video and at the
event at the church. A specific color palette was chosen of
blueish turquoise shades and carried throughout each piece of
marketing collateral and through the event décor. The event,
held at the church, included a photo booth featuring the
gemstone outline as a backdrop in a take-home for attendees. Female speakers presented, music
and worship occurred, and fellowship opportunities in the lobby of the church were created. An
interactive wall was displayed where gemstone shapes were drawn, and a neon gemstone outline
light was displayed.
Participants were encouraged to draw, color, and write on these walls in chalk and
markers provided in same blueish turquoise tones as the smoke bombs and colors previewed on
social media. The lobby featured several hanging art installations and written text of the mission
statement. The art featured textured pieces in varying shades of gray and darker turquoise. Each
participant also received a complementary gemstone necklace for participation and additional
merchandise was available for purchase including shirts, books and tote bags featuring the
gemstone outline. These items were displayed on carefully stacked crates with string lights and
also featured on social platforms. This allowed for full flexibility to relocate and redesign the
look of the shop which also featured plants and rugs for warmth.
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Facebook and Instagram were used to share information before and after the event. Posts
included key words including embrace, choose and take their place featuring females. Posts also
included a five day countdown to the event using
the same blueish turquoise color palette featuring
women of varying ages and ethnicities. The
photography of the women and girls in the countdown post as well as the print invitation
included church participants and colored smoke bombs in the branded color palette that was shot
by members of the church. The CT uses “creative workshop” and marketing communications
teams that are large groups of volunteers that share handicraft, wood working and digital/creative
technical expertise to help produce the visual communications of the CT. A Biblical reference to
Exodus 35:10-11 is a fundamental perspective that is fostered and shared amongst congregation
and volunteers to acknowledge God-given skills and apply them for His glory and serves as a
guide for the CT’s creative collaboration.
Event 2: Choose to be Refined and Redefined by the Holy Spirit
The theme of event two which took place four months after the first event was “Choose
to be refined and redefined by the Holy Spirit,” which draws connection to the gemstone
analogy. A large hanging poster was displayed with this theme and the parallel imaging of the
gemstone.
Just as with event one, a print invitation was mailed to advertise. Postcards were sent to
attendees, placed in various spots around the church, handed out by ushers before services, and
made available as a download on the church website. A social media post was used to promote
followers to share the invitation about event two hoping word of mouth advertising could
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welcome new attendees. Females of various ages and ethnicities were again used to strategically
promote inclusivity and be representative of church members of the CT.
Event two also employed a social media anticipatory set of posts to generate excitement
and awareness. Short videos capturing a painted gemstone filling in color in three stages was
looped. Additional posts included text only with keywords and a Bible verse. The day of the
event, a boomerang video of a diverse set of females in age and ethnicity wore gemstone t-shirts
that would also be sold at the event.
Three gallery walls were hung strategically to display different components of the
Illuminate mission statement and corresponding process of a gemstone. Walls were painted dark
teal, mint and white with the mission statement written in chalk. On the opposite side of each
wall was a rock installation that mimicked the phase of the gemstone process. The three stages
represented were made of a solid rocky texture, a cut and jagged motif, and finally a façade that
is full of polished and cut gemstones. Another wall was painted gold with the outline of
gemstones for participants to also engage with an interactive wall as in event one. Female
speakers were again in the spotlight during worship in the
theater space. The color of the lighting in the theater was
also blueish to coordinate the overall color palette.
Gemstone cards were distributed to attendees to
create an organized seating process. A giveaway to
attendees included a fabric journal with the gemstone logo
on the cover. Additional were available for purchase in
the pop-up shop as well as new merchandise.
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Post event, social media captured the participants contributions to the wall.
Event 3: Light Bearers
The theme for event three is part three of the mission of Illumination: passionately take
our place as light bearers who reflect the love of the Father. The concepts of “light” and
“reflection” were of focus as part of the inspiration board, also known as “mood board” to the
CT, for the design and execution of event three with the idea that the more light a gemstone
receives, the greater its ability to shine or sparkle. This is a metaphor for the women in the
ministry as well.
A large iridescent installation piece is the final accumulation of visual display for the
light bearer event. It took several months to complete with foils adhered to a fence structure
while lighting was utilized to play off the material to shine an array of bright colors through the
matte white fence sculpture. In addition to the fence, an iridescent geometric jagged shape
collection was designed to mimic the gemstone concept. Further, inside the lobby area the
ceiling was transformed to triangular cuts of a gemstone made from plastic and metal frames that
further complemented the theme and aesthetic. On walls beside this were gemstone outlines
again this time in an iridescent outline with numerous iridescent
postcards with positive sayings written on them. Attendees
could write on these cards as well.
DISCUSSION
Interactive Marketing
The events were successful
attracting between 700 and 1,000
attendees at each event. Social media posts prior to and after
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each of the three events often had a call to action encouraging viewers to share content, tag
friends or engage with other females in uplifting, connected and friendly ways. It is a
longstanding strategy in marketing to engage in call-to-action tactics to encourage a response or
ask people to act in a certain way (Kotler & Armstrong 2016). Additionally, hashtags used in
social media posts included indirect content to gain visibility (Hootsuite 2021) including
#Friday, #girls, #chitown and #love.
Print invitations were described as pieces of artwork that were distributed to hopeful
attendees. The invitation for event two included a scratch off gemstone on the back of the
postcard to reveal event details. Print media was also used to “delight” participants with special
gemstone cards that indicated their seating.
In the church lobby of each of the three events, attendees were greeted with artwork,
printed messaging on various media, and purposeful gathering points for attendees to interact
with other attendees with Christian music being played as people moved throughout the
hallways. Artwork was tactile and representative of the gemstone theme across each event from
hanging paintings, 3-D mixed media gemstones hanging from the ceiling or iridescent triangular
sculptures. Interactive walls with a unique look at each event adorned a long wall-scape where
attendees could write, draw or color thoughts on in themed colors. A
photo booth was provided for attendees to gather with others and take a
picture and share on social media. Engagement opportunities extended
to the area for complimentary water offering several choices of flavored
infused water or servers offering bites to eat. The bathrooms were even
considered as part of an extension of the experience. Words were
written on mirrors and a spa-like atmosphere was designed offering scrubs that were in colors of
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the night’s event provided for attendees to try or take. A pop-up shop was created for each event
that offered viewable merchandise in a small, architected space. Each event of the CT included
worship as a component to the evening that included a concert like atmosphere with music and
guest speakers. By having a kickoff for the women’s ministry shared over the course of three
events this allowed for greater retention of messaging and community building. Repetition in
messaging and imagery has long been recognized as an effective marketing strategy so frequency
of messaging and even an element of surprise are how people learn about and remember the
brand/product/service and ultimately form a preference (Rock 1995).
Purposeful and Cohesive
The strategy behind the efforts of the three events was about art, messaging both directly
and indirectly, and cohesion. The latter is essential for effective integrated marketing
communications (Kotler & Keller 2016). All aspects of Illuminate’s marketing were guided by a
theme, a signature gemstone logo and look, and consistent voice on social media. Through all of
the multichannel cohesive efforts, there is sound marketing theory behind it. For example,
offering a photo booth not only makes the “customer” feel special in some way but creates social
media content for the CT. Reoccurring countdowns prior to the events with unique artistry
served to build event anticipation and awareness. The use of a gemstone is something the CT
felt their female target market could relate to as well given the fit for a jewelry gift and parallel
meaning to how God works in their lives. These shared experiences amongst participants also
help build connection amongst people and community around a related experience. Parallel
meanings were also shared in the large installation of art in the church lobby.
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BIND OR BLIND – HOW NETWORK TIES INFLUENCE A FOUNDER’S
INNOVATIVE ABILITY IN EMERGING ECONOMIES
Author: Tobias Baum
For further information, please contact Tobias Baum,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Group (WIN) – TIME Research Area, RWTH Aachen
University, Kackertstr. 7, 52072 Aachen (baum@time.rwth-aachen.de).
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Social Networks, Social Capital, Innovation Performance,
Emerging Economies
Description: Our empirical study examines to what extent strong personal networks influence
innovation performance, and if there is a point when strong networks can hamper innovation.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Growing a venture is challenging, but growing a venture in emerging economies (EEs) is even
more challenging, as these markets are often characterized by institutional voids, resource
constraints or weak legal systems (Zhou et al. 2020).We know from social capital theory that
personal networks can fill these voids and support entrepreneurial ventures (Boso, Story, and
Cadogan 2013). However, research finds mixed empirical results on potential drawbacks of strong
social networks on innovation, and concurs that previous research from developed economies
(DEs) is less likely to be applicable to EEs (Foo, Vissa, and Wu 2020).
We therefore investigate the impact of social network ties on radical innovation and venture
performance. Our research aims to examine if founders sacrifice radical innovation for incremental
venture performance, and hypothesizes that strong network ties benefit venture performance, but
in certain situations simultaneously reduce innovation radicalness, e.g., due to loyalty to business
partners. Our empirical study answers the research question if founders in emerging markets are
1
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prone to be trapped in incremental success, i.e., that strong ties promote venture performance but
reduce innovation radicalness.
Method and Data
We test our hypotheses using a unique sample collected in an online survey from 753 entrepreneurs
of ventures in 10 emerging markets (i.e., Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa, Venezuela, Iran,
Iraq, Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia). The list of target countries was carefully selected by
subtracting the least developed countries and those with populations of less than 25 million from
the UN's list of developing countries. The remaining 29 countries were then sorted according to
the five dimensions of the entrepreneurial environment (Gnyawali and Fogel 1994). Ultimately,
the countries with the highest and lowest scores along those dimensions were selected to ensure a
high variance in the business environment. Furthermore, our survey was validated through pretesting using 29 practitioners and experienced scholars. To validate our hypotheses, we apply
hierarchical regression modeling.
Our study draws on previous research for items to measure key constructs examined. Following
Collins and Clark (2003), our independent variable Strength of Network Ties is measured through
a multifaceted construct consisting of relationship duration, interaction frequency and emotional
closeness. The independent variables Venture Performance and Innovation Radicalness are based
on the works of Semrau et al. (2012) and Gatignon et al. (2002), respectively. We enrich our sample
with country-level cultural secondary data from Hofstede et al. (2010).
Consistent with prior studies in the field, we control for various effects, including founder
characteristics (e.g., education, growth aspiration, risk-taking behavior), firm characteristics (e.g.,
age, financial slack, industry, business model) and environmental effects (e.g., dysfunctional
competition, culture).
2
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Summary of Findings
We are still conducting tests and finalizing calculations; therefore, the results stated are
preliminary. Initial findings reveal that our hypotheses are partly supported. We find a positive
association between strength of network ties and venture performance (β = .221, p < .001). Also,
we find a positive association between strength of network ties and radical innovation (β = .283, p
< .001), but no curvilinear relationship for the whole multifaceted strength of tie construct.
However, analyzing the three components of strength of network ties, i.e., interaction frequency,
relationship duration, and emotional intensity, we find an inverted U-shape relationship between
interaction frequency and radical innovation (β = -.002, p < .05), indicating a turning point at 20
interactions per month.
Our results show that a strong professional network leads to both higher venture performance as
well as higher radical innovation performance for entrepreneurs in the emerging market context.
However, we illustrate that entrepreneurs can reach a turning point with number of interactions per
month, after which radical innovativeness starts to decrease. To ensure the validity and robustness
of the curvilinear relationship, we carry out all statistical tests recommended by Haans, Pieters, and
He (2015).
Key Contributions
Our research aims to provide novel empirical evidence to advance emerging market
entrepreneurship, social capital, as well as innovation literature, and makes several relevant
contributions to theory.
First, we contribute to a better understanding of the relationship between social capital (i.e.,
strength of network ties) and radical innovation, and support previous findings that social networks
positively impact new venture’s innovative capability (e.g., Chen and Wang 2008).
3
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Second, we provide insights into an ongoing debate about whether social ties have a simply positive
or simply negative relationship on innovation, and show that entrepreneurs can reach an optimum
point for number of interactions with their network ties.
Third, to our best knowledge, our study is unique in elaborating effects on product innovation
across several EEs, accounting for diverse institutional and cultural settings.
Our study further provides practical implications for entrepreneurs, as we gain insights into which
networking practices are beneficial or harmful for their innovative capabilities (e.g., optimal
number of interactions per month). Entrepreneurs should reflect on the number of times they
interact with business partners, knowing that too frequent interactions, e.g., with customers or
suppliers, can lead to a reduced innovation radicalness.
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CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE OF FUNCTIONAL FOOD: THE CASE OF PRODUCTS
FORTIFIED WITH MICROENCAPSULATED FISH OIL
Natalia Maehle, Western Norway University of Applied Sciences
Sewuese Okubanjo, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Eva Falch, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Contact information: For further information, please contact Natalia Maehle, Dr., Western
Norway University of Applied Sciences (natalia.mehle@hvl.no).
Keywords: Functional food, fortified food, microencapsulated fish oil, consumer acceptance.
Description: The current research explores consumer acceptance of the functional food
fortified with microencapsulated fish oil derived from residual raw materials (e.g., skins,
heads, liver, roe, and shells usually discarded after fish gutting and processing).

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Fish is an important source of Omega-3 fatty acids that confer beneficial physiological effects
such as maintenance of normal cardiac function, normal brain function, and normal vision
(Georgiou et al., 2014; von Schacky, 2021; Von Schacky and Harris, 2007). Despite this,
many people do not consume enough fish to reap the health benefits, partly due to its
unwanted smell and taste. The possible solution to overwin these sensory issues is to
introduce functional food fortified with microencapsulated fish oil. However, few successful
food products containing fish oil have entered the market, which can be partly explained by
the consumers’ perceptions of such food.
To address this issue, the current research explores consumer acceptance of the functional
food fortified with microencapsulated fish oil derived from residual raw materials (e.g., skins,
heads, liver, roe, and shells usually discarded after fish gutting and processing). The main
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purpose is to identify the potential consumer concerns for such foods and propose possible
solutions for handling them. Consumer acceptance is pivotal for the success of new food
(Shamal and Mohan, 2017). It is especially important in this case as consumers may be
reluctant to try products containing the ingredients from residual raw materials.
Method and Data
To gain an overview of drivers and barriers for consumer acceptance, a literature review was
conducted. A search was performed on several databases (Scopus, Google Scholar, Wiley
Online Library) to identify the literature on consumer perceptions of food fortified with waste
materials. This search however did not produce any results. Therefore, the search strategy was
changed to focus on functional food. A search was conducted on the same databases with the
following search words: Consumers OR Consumer AND Behavior OR Attitude AND
Functional AND Food OR Foods. Based on the literature review, the classification of the
main drivers and barriers for functional food was developed. At the next stage, focus group
interviews (4 groups with 8-10 participants each) will be conducted to evaluate whether the
drivers and barriers identified in the previous literature are valid for functional food products
fortified with microencapsulated fish oil derived from residual raw materials. After that, the
functional food products will be developed and tested through sensory analysis. The panel of
60 semi-trained individual assessors will evaluate the general palatability of the products and
estimate the importance of key product attributes (e.g., sustainability, social, environmental
and health attributes) for the purchasing decisions.
Summary of Findings
The following trends were identified. Most studies address health benefits (Çakiroğlu and
Uçar, 2018; Goetzke et al., 2014; Yu and Bogue, 2013) and sensory characteristics (Kolbina
et al., 2020; Papp-Bata and Szakály, 2020) as the main motivations for consumption of
functional food. The health benefits that consumers appreciate the most are improving
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memory, maintaining correct body weight, strengthening eyesight, and strengthening immune
system (Kraus, 2015). However, several studies (Barrios et al., 2008; Kraus, 2015;
Newsholme, 2002) demonstrate that consumers tend to doubt the positive impact of functional
foods on their health. The lack of understanding of the meaning of “functional foods” and
how their ingredients lead to health benefits is an important barrier for functional foods
consumption (Newsholme, 2002). Therefore, endorsement by health experts or authorities and
more information about health benefits on labels are necessary to secure trust in functional
foods. Safety, product quality, and naturalness are also indicated to be very important (Kraus,
2015). In addition, as for any new food product, food neophobia – the reluctance to consume
novel foods (Losada-Lopez et al., 2021) – can become a problem. Neophobia can prevent
consumers from trying healthy alternative versions of already familiar products (Schickenberg
et al., 2008).
Key Contributions
The importance of food for human health is getting growing attention due to a global increase
in diet-related diseases. Functional food – i.e., food providing health benefits – has become
rather popular, especially among younger consumers. Consumer acceptance is however
pivotal for the success of new food products, and therefore, it is necessary to understand the
potential motivations and barriers for their consumption. By exploring consumer acceptance
of the food fortified with microencapsulated fish oil, the current study contributes to the
theory by providing a classification of main motivations and barriers for functional food
consumption and addressing a new type of functional food, i.e., functional food fortified with
microencapsulated fish oil derived from residual raw materials. To our knowledge, this type
of food was so far not investigated in the literature despite growing importance of waste
utilization for moving towards a circular economy. In addition, this study provides important
practical implications. Further understanding of the potential consumer concerns for the
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functional food fortified with microencapsulated fish oil can make a basis for finding an
efficient strategy for communicating these food products to target consumers. In the long run,
it may result in societal health benefits related to the increased intake of Omega-3.
References are available upon request.
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DARE TO DISRUPT: THE ROLE OF ALLIANCE NETWORKS IN INTRODUCING
DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION FOR STRATEGIC CHANGE

Authors: Baer, Janosch (Germany), RWTH Aachen University
For further information, please contact Janosch Baer, M.Sc., PhD student (baer@time.rwthaachen.de)
Keywords: disruptive innovation, alliance networks, strategic change, strategy-creation view
Description: This study extends research on the commercialization of disruptive technologies
and shows that commercialization success is contingent on a firm`s willingness to strategically
adapt its business model and alliance network.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
In today’s environment characterized by volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity
(VUCA), firms need to constantly renew themselves for sustained long-term performance. One
opportunity for renewal is the introduction of disruptive innovations and subsequent adaption
of the business model.
This paper contributes to the ongoing discussion of the original disruption theory and
investigates how incumbents can successfully commercialize disruptive innovation
themselves. As empirical evidence on disruptive innovation is still lacking, we do not know
how incumbents address the issue of internal inertia to change established revenue streams, as
they are incentivized to focus on their core business. In addition, firms are often struggling to
successfully introduce disruptive innovations to mainstream markets since customers and
business partners in mainstream markets value different features of the innovation than early-
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adopters. Especially these external inertias from business partners, as they adapted their
processes to the established technologies and business model, show the importance of
considering alliance networks when commercializing disruptive innovations. This study
investigates the role of the alliance network of a firm and aims to answer two research
questions:
RQ1: Do firms use their disruptive innovations for strategic change?
RQ2: Do firms adapt their alliance network in order to successfully introduce a disruptive
innovation?

Method and Data
This study draws on a cross-industry sample of U.S. firms obtained from Compustat. Firms are
included that have continuously been covered by the S&P 500 index between 2005 and 2017.
The disruptiveness of a firm is analyzed through a firm’s patent portfolio using the recently
published measurement by Funk and Owen-Smith. This measurement was proven to reliably
identify disruptive patents. Patents data were obtained by USPTO, resulting in a unique dataset
of more than 250.000 patents.
A patent is identified as disruptive if its cited patents (= disrupted patents) are not cited anymore
by the focal patent’s subsequent forward citations. This indicates a paradigm shift in the state
of this technology area. By aggregating the disruptiveness score of each patent in a given year,
the degree of disruptive innovation of the firm in this year is determined.
Subsequent strategic change is measured with a lag of one year using the entropy measure for
the yearly change in segment revenues, to analyze the willingness of firms to experiment with
the composition of their revenue streams.
Changes in business partnerships are investigated by measuring the change in size and diversity
of a firm’s alliance portfolio and calculated as a binary variable.
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Summary of Findings
Initial tests with a preliminary dataset confirm the main relationship that disruptive innovation
is positively related to subsequent strategic change. This indicates that firms are willing to
experiment with their revenue streams when introducing disruptive innovation. This finding
confirms the argument of the recently published strategy-creation view, that uncertain market
conditions require experimentation with the market approach and business partners to succeed
in commercialization. As disruptive innovations break with traditional market rules, new,
uncertain markets need to be created by the focal firm, which requires experimenting with
business models.
Besides empirically investigating how firms successfully experiment with the introduction of
disruptive innovation, this study conceptually introduces firm’s changes in alliance networks
as a moderator and thereby sheds more light on the causal mechanisms underlying the
successful commercialization of disruptive technologies. This study will test the effect of
forming new and diverse alliances on the main relationship, to validate our hypothesis, that
firms can increase their ability for strategic change by seeking new partners for their alliance
network to gain access to new, previously unavailable capabilities required for successful
commercialization of disruptive innovations.

Key Contributions
The contribution to marketing and innovation management research is threefold: First,
contributing to the ongoing discussion of the original disruption theory, this study analyzes
how incumbents themselves can successfully introduce disruptive technologies. It further
highlights the importance to adapt alliance networks to successfully induce a strategic change
of the incumbent’s revenue composition. Due to the lack of quantitative work based on
secondary data, this study advances disruption research by analyzing a unique longitudinal
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patent data sample. For the identification of disruptive technologies and firms, a recently
published patent-based measurement from innovation literature is applied in a new context to
marketing and innovation management research.

Second, the recently published strategy-creation view is extended within the context of
disruptive innovation. In this context, firms need to create new markets for disruptive
technologies, experiment with their alliance network, and strategically change the composition
of their revenue streams.

Third, the findings offer practical implications and provide guidance on managers’ need to
consider their alliance network when introducing disruptive technologies. As these partners are
adapted to established technologies and business models, managers are advised to experiment
and seek out for new alliance partners with capabilities required for the introduction of
disruptive technology.

References are available upon request.
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DEVELOPING FIRM-LEVEL FRUGAL INNOVATION CAPABILITY IN EMERGING
MARKETS - STRATEGIC IMPACT OF ENTREPRENEURIAL AND MARKETING
ORIENTATIONS
Avinash Shivdas, Amrita School of Business, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Amritapuri, India
Soumya Sivakumar, Marymount University, Arlington VA USA
For further information, please contact Dr. Avinash Shivdas, Amrita School of Business, Amrita
Vishwa Vidyapeetham at avinash_shivdas@am.amrita.edu
Key words: Frugal Innovation, Frugal Innovation Capability, Dynamic Capabilities, Emerging
Markets, Marketing Orientation, Strategic Orientation, Entrepreneurial Orientation.
Description: Empirical testing of several firm-level strategic orientations on Frugal Innovation
Capability using data from emerging market industries.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Emerging markets characterized by rapid economic growth are fueled by a large middle class
with lofty aspirations and limited budgets demanding affordable products/services of acceptable
quality. Firms have responded by inventing frugal products/services to address these needs. This
research aims to understand how firms in emerging markets characterized by weak institutions
and resource constraints, develop frugal innovation capabilities in a fairly under researched
emerging market - India.
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Method and Data
The authors use mixed methods (executive interviews, survey, PLS-SEM) to collect and test
model hypotheses with data obtained from Indian medical devices and automobile sectors.
Specifically, working with their previously established measure of FIC and adapted measures for
other model constructs, the authors empirically test their conceptual model rooted in Dynamic
resource theory, where firm level strategic orientations (entrepreneurial, customer, competitor)
are hypothesized to influence FIC within an environment of institutional constraints.
Summary of Findings
Results show that firms adopt customer and competitor orientations driven by entrepreneurial
orientation in order to develop FIC. The authors discuss the contributions to both marketing
strategy and innovation research and important implications for practice.
Key Contributions
The UN Conference on Trade and Development has recently concluded that many innovations
end up being detrimental to the environment, widen inequalities, and disrupt livelihoods. Further,
dominant innovation forms require skilled workers, mature infrastructure, and heavy capital
investments resulting in products that serve the rich, alienating disadvantaged emerging market
(EM) consumers while simultaneously denying them productive employment. However, EMs
(e.g. India, Brazil) with a huge middle-class population that cannot afford these innovations, are
increasingly being served by an interesting, albeit less researched, innovation agenda that
produces frugal innovations (FIs) - described as affordable products with acceptable quality. Our
study is a pioneering attempt to understand how firms in EMs, characterized by weak institutions
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and resource constraints, develop frugal innovation capabilities (FIC). By locating our research
in two important Indian industries that are FI friendly and by including institutional constraints
that only governments can rectify, our findings also appeal to policy makers. Further, by
addressing important gaps in FI and FIC literature, our scale development, rigorous data
collection using mixed methods, subsequent analysis, and testing of our structural model
conceptually rooted in theory, we make rich contributions to both marketing and marketing
strategy.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND MARKETING INNOVATION: A REVIEW,
SYNTHESIS, AND RESEARCH AGENDA
Gerard A. Athaide, Syracuse University
Jaihyun Jeon, Syracuse University
S.P. Raj, Syracuse University
Guiyang Xiong, Syracuse University
For further information, please contact Mr. Jaihyun Jeon, PhD Student, Syracuse University,
jajeon@syr.edu.
Keywords: Digital Technology, Marketing Innovation, Customer Outcomes, Firm outcomes.
Description: This paper reviews extant literature to offer a comprehensive overview of the links
between digital transformation and marketing innovations.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Compared with business model, product, and business process innovations, research linking
digital transformation and marketing innovations is growing although fragmented. To address
this important limitation, this paper reviews extant literature to offer a comprehensive overview
of the links between digital transformation and marketing innovations. Digital transformation
(DT) refers to the employment of digital technologies by a firm in order to create and appropriate
more value. With respect to marketing innovation, we focus on innovative approaches to
marketing strategy formulation (research, segmentation, targeting, positioning, and customer
relationship management (CRM)) and three of the marketing program elements used to execute
the strategy (i.e., promotion, pricing, and place) as NPD has already been extensively reviewed.
Summary of Findings
Our review reveals that a wide range of digital transformation technologies facilitate marketing
related innovations. For example, managers can draw on artificial intelligence, extended reality
technologies, robots, and blockchain, to innovate their marketing strategy formulation and
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programs. Such innovations can be an important source of competitive advantage because they
lead to favorable customer and firm outcomes. While higher purchase intent and satisfaction are
noted customer outcomes, increased sales is an important firm outcome. While the innovation
literature has prominently featured business model, product, and business process innovation as
important sources of competitive advantage, our review suggests that DT driven marketing
innovation merits consideration.
Key Contributions
Besides providing actionable insights for managers seeking innovation-based competitive
advantage in the marketing function, our study also makes important academic contributions. It
is one of the first to offer a cohesive overview of the links between DT, marketing innovations,
and customer/firm outcomes. Such a synthesis can stimulate further understanding of effective
DT based marketing innovations and their impact on customer and firm outcomes. For example,
while AI and extended reality (XR) technologies have received greatest research attention with
respect to marketing innovations, technologies like avatars and blockchain have received less
attention. Additional research is also needed to enrich understanding of the links between DT
and its outcomes. While extant literature has largely emphasized the positive outcomes
associated with DT, future research should investigate conditions under which DT can provoke
negative or no outcomes as well as the boundary conditions or moderators of these links.
References are available upon request.
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Emerging Economy Innovation: Research Opportunities and Challenges
Sundar Bharadwaj, University of Georgia Athens
Anand Jaiswal, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad
Munesh Makhija, ex CEO GE India and China Technology Centers
Jagdish Sheth, Emory University
For further information, please contact Dr. Sundar Bharadwaj, Professor, University of Georgia,
sundar@uga.edu
Keywords: Emerging Economy, Innovation, India.
Description: The panelists will discuss various aspects of innovation in emerging economies
from both academic and industry perspectives.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
There are three major areas of innovation in emerging markets. First, converting unbranded
consumption to branded consumption and from unorganized to organized distribution. Second,
digital leapfrogging to smart phones, online payments, and social media and crypto currency.
Finally, innovation in emerging markets will also focus on societal issues such as climate
change, poverty, skill development, and healthcare.

In recent years emerging economies such as India have become a fertile ground for developing
frugal innovations. The products and services developed out of these strategies offer acceptable
quality and performance to consumers at the dramatically low costs. Theoretical frameworks for
developing frugal innovation-based strategies are critical.

Serving low-income consumer (LIC) segments in emerging markets can be very profitable
because these segments are highly populous. Several factors affect the acceptability, awareness,
availability, and affordability of new products for LIC segments. Specifically, marketing
innovations (e.g., packaging, pricing, distribution) are also critical to innovation adoption by
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such low-income consumers.

Finally, based on industry experiences with GE India & China Technology Centers, learnings
and insights on innovating in emerging markets that embrace market realities, leveraging global
& local innovation, and reverse innovation will be shared.
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Entrepreneurial Orientation and Innovation of Post-IPO Firms
Kehan Xu, City University of Hong Kong
Runtong Lin , University of Hong Kong
Keywords: Venture capitalists’ tolerance for failure, entrepreneurial orientation, abnormal institutional
investor attention, patent, new product launching
Description: Based on 1,057 post-IPO young firms in the U.S. between 2002 and 2019, we have two
key findings: First, we find that firms obtain more patents when these firms are invested in by VCs who
possess moderate levels of tolerance for failure and when these firms possess moderate levels of
entrepreneurial orientation (EO). Second, when firms launch new products, the higher the EO, the higher
the abnormal stock returns in short event windows [-1, +1]; abnormal institutional investor attention
(AIA) weakens the strength of such relationships, thus indicating the substitution effects of EO and AIA.
In the longer term, one-month buy-and-hold portfolios of new products generate 23% annualized excess
returns (2002–2019).
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions
(1) How do VCs’ tolerance for failure and EO influence patent and new product launching as the two
central aspects of the innovation journey of the young firm? (2) Do institutional investors pay attention
to the innovation journey of young firms, and would such attention affect these firms’ stock returns?
Method and Data
We start with a sample of U.S. IPOs from 2002 to 2019 obtained from the Thomson Reuters SDC New
Issues database. We examine the first five years (Gomulya et al., 2019) after each firm’s IPO and end
our sample period in December 2020. We match the IPO firms to the Centre for Research in Security
Prices (CRSP)/Compustat and the EDGAR database and drop invalid matches. The final sample
contains 1,057 firms and 3,720 firm-year observations.
Using the Refinitiv (formerly Thomson Reuters) VentureXpert Database, we compute VCs’ tolerance
for failure (FailureTolerance) following procedures outlined in Tian and Wang (2014). VC tolerance
measures a VC’s tolerance toward its portfolio companies’ failures, measured as the duration in months
of its investment in eventually failed portfolio companies.
We follow standard textual analysis procedure (e.g., McKenny, Short, Ketchen, Payne, & Moss, 2018;
Titus et al., 2020) to construct the EO measure. After downloading firm 10-Ks from the EDGAR
database, we retrieve the Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section from each 10-K and
conduct textual analyses on the MD&A sections.
Like Ben-Rephael et al. (2017), we obtain the AIA measure from the Bloomberg terminal. The
Bloomberg AIA measure distinguishes between users who read an article and users who actively search
by firms for an article. The reader is assigned a score of 1 and the searcher-reader is assigned a score of
10. Hourly aggregated scores are then averaged in an eight-hour rolling window. The rolling averages
are then ranked among all rolling averages over the last 30 days, with averages between the 94th and the
96th percentile given a rank of 3 and averages above the 96th percentile given a rank of 4. Finally, the
ranks are aggregated to a daily maximum and reported on a daily basis.
We measue patent as the number of patents granted to a firm in a quarter (USPTO PatentsView). We
measure ‘new product launch intensity’ as the number of new product launch announcements made by a
firm in a quarter (RavenPack News Analytics).
Summary of Findings
Using zero-inflated binomial regression models (e.g., Pahnke et al., 2015), our results reveal an inverted
U-shaped relationship between the EO levels and the number of patents of post-IPO young firms, such
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that young firms that have moderate levels of EO are more likely to search for more patents than are
those with high or low levels of EO. Young firms invested by VCs who possess moderate levels of
tolerance for failure obtain more patents. Using piecewise regression (e.g., An, Chen, Wu, & Zhang,
2021), our results reveal that young venture firms behave differently for above the median EO groups
than for below the median EO groups. When EO is below (above) the median level, EO is positively
(negatively) associated with the number of new products launched.
We further show that new product launching attracts AIA, and then it can be incorporated into asset
prices via trading. Bloomberg analyzes user behavior and provides AIA in transformed data (BenRephael et al., 2017). Our results reveal that both EO and AIA are positively associated with abnormal
stock returns. In the short window [-1, +1], AIA weakens the strength of the relationship between EO
and abnormal stock returns, indicating the substitute effects of EO and AIA. In the longer term, onemonth buy-and-hold portfolios of new products generate 23% in annualized excess returns during the
sample period of 2002 to 2019.
Key Contributions
First, our study addresses the gap in understanding why VCs terminate next-round investments. VC
literature suggests that entrepreneurial firms’ relationships with VCs promote their success by helping
them overcome initial resource constraints (Katila, Rosenberger, & Eisenhardt, 2008). Pahnke et al.
(2015) have developed a theory of competitive information leakage via indirect ties and conceptualized
how and why powerful VCs can redirect important information that negatively impacts some
entrepreneurial firms’ innovation. Shafi et al. (2020) have examined the effect of tie discontinuation (i.e.,
when VCs terminate next-round investments) on ventures’ next-round valuation. We shed new light on
this emerging stream of literature by demonstrating that VC tolerance for failure, as the VC investing
standard to terminate next-round investments, significantly influences patent searches of young ventures.
Second, we contribute to the innovation literature by modeling the factor of AIA to examine the stock
market returns. Abnormal stock returns based on new product announcements reveal that both EO and
AIA are positively associated with abnormal stock returns. We contribute to the interorganizational
relationship literature by highlighting the external investor attention dimension to the innovation
journey.
For further information contact: Kehan Xu, Adjunct Professor, City University of Hong Kong
(kehanxu@ciyu.edu.hk).
References are available on request.
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FUTURE-MAKING PRACTICES IN INNOVATION: A CONVICTION NARRATIVE
PERSPECTIVE ON FORESIGHT
Dr. José Antonio Rosa
Iowa State University - Marketing Department
Dr. Marcelo F. de la Cruz
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München - Institute for Innovation Management
Dr. Jelena Spanjol Deganus
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München Institute for Innovation Management
For further information, please contact Dr. José Antonio Rosa, Professor Emeritus
Iowa State University, Ames IA Email: jarosa@iastate.edu
Keywords: Innovation Management, Decisions Under Radical Uncertainty, Narratives
This research proposes a theoretically-anchored explanation for how conviction narratives are
used by managers when making decisions under radical uncertainties and the organizational and
group factors that influence narrative development.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question - Actors involved in innovation initiatives must often make decisions under
radical uncertainty, which require foresight supported by conviction narratives from facts,
assumptions, inferences, and felt ambivalence. Understanding the processes by which conviction
narratives are developed and sustained helps inform innovation management and marketing
practices. This research applies conviction narrative theory (CNT) to craft a nuanced account of
foresight and identifies two context characteristics (perspectives volume and factor breadth) that
contribute to more effective decision making.
Summary of Findings - This research proposes a theoretically rich and pragmatic understanding
of foresight and associated conviction narratives that builds on the psychology of mental time
travel. It applies conviction narrative theory to the innovation domain and develops a framework
that explains how organizations might sustain innovation-fostering mind states in their people
when foresight is involved. It also proposes managerial tactics that strengthen individual
competences and team cohesion.
Key Contributions - This research explains how decisions are made under radical uncertainty,
the most likely outcome from foresight activity in innovation management. Further, it brings to
the foreground the existence and importance of integrated (Is) and divided (Ds) mental states and
their dynamic interdependence, arguing that the sustainment of Is states is beneficial to decision
quality and initiative success but taxing to individuals. Third, it explains how decision context
characteristics can affect Is state sustainment, Lastly, an integral activity in innovation
management, extends CNT and offers marketing and innovation management scholars insights
into future-making practices that help the field better understand and manage foresight in
innovation management. Lastly, it proposes tactics that strengthen individual decision maker
competences, enable team cohesion, and establish an institutional frame for foresight activities.
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INNOVATION AND INTER-TIER PRICE COMPETITION
K. Sivakumar (Lehigh University)

Contact Information: For further information, please contact K. Sivakumar, Arthur Tauck
Chair and Professor of Marketing, Lehigh University (kasg@lehigh.edu).
Keywords: new products, pricing, promotions, prospect theory, conceptual paper
Description: This research examines the impact of new brand introductions on the nature of
short-term price competition between high-tier and low-tier brands
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
A review of the literature demonstrates a significant research gap. No research has focused on
how a new brand introduction changes the inter-tier price competition dynamics using an
analytical approach. Since new brands are continually being introduced in the marketplace,
examining the impact of such new brand introduction on price competition between brand tiers is
vital for developing pricing strategies for existing brands. Our research aims to fill this gap by
examining how a new brand introduction impacts price competition between brands in different
tiers in the marketplace.
Summary of Findings
Using a conceptual framework based on prospect theory, the research derives several research
propositions that predict how the nature of price competition between a high-tier brand and a
low-tier brand is influenced by reference price contexts and the attributes of the newly
introduced brand. Implications for understanding inter-brand competition and new brand
introductions, managerial practice guidelines, and future research directions are delineated.
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Key Contributions
New product introduction literature and the inter-tier price competition literature have developed
into extensive research streams in their own ways. However, integrating these two research
streams to offer insights on how new products impact inter-tier competition is absent in the
literature. By doing so, this research extends both research streams – new product introduction
and inter-tier competition – in theoretically important and managerially significant ways. The
results show that the impact of new product introduction on inter-tier competition is contingent
upon the nature of new product attributes relative to existing products and the reference price
customers use in evaluating products in the choice set. The conclusions from the research offer
insights into positioning new products in the marketplace and managing short-term price
promotions between different brand tiers.
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INVESTIGATING NEGATIVE WORD OF MOUTH AS A CONSEQUENCE OF
CONSUMER RESISTANCE TO INNOVATION: MODERATING EFFECTS OF
CONSUMER CHARACTERISTICS
Iman Jana, University of Essex, UK
Neeru Malhotra, University of Essex, UK
Hongfei Liu, University of Southampton, UK
For further information, please contact Iman Jana, University of Essex, UK
(ij18343@essex.ac.uk)
Keywords: Rejection, Opposition, Postponement, Negative word of mouth, Self-driving car,
Consumer Innovativeness, Consumer Impulsiveness

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research questions
Consumer resistance to innovation (CRI) is argued to be the key cause of most failed
innovations (Heidenreich & Handrich 2015; Ram & Sheth, 1989), especially relating to
disruptive technologies (e.g., self-driving cars) (Casidy et al., 2021). Research demonstrates
that CRI can be expressed into three forms i.e., rejection, opposition, and postponement
(Szmigin & Foxall, 1998). While prior research has investigated the antecedents of these
three forms (e.g., Chen et al., 2019), research examining their detrimental consequences
remains scant (Heidenreich & Handrich, 2015). Further, in innovation resistance literature,
the moderating effects of consumer traits remain neglected, and only few studies have
investigated their direct effects (e.g., Chouk & Mani, 2019). Hence, we address these
research gaps in this paper.
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Extending innovation resistance theory (Ram & Sheth, 1989), we investigate negative word of
mouth (NWOM) as a key consequence of the three forms of CRI because NWOM can have a
significant detrimental impact on innovations’ success (Marchand et al., 2017). Second, we
investigate the moderating role of consumer characteristics of innovativeness and
impulsiveness in regulating these relationships as the influence of different CRI forms on
NWOM may not manifest equally among all consumers.

Method and Data
We develop a conceptual model with three forms of CRI (rejection, opposition, and
postponement) as independent variables, NWOM as the dependent variable and two
consumer characteristics (innovativeness and impulsiveness) as moderators.

We test our model using data collected from consumers in the USA via an online survey.
Participants watched a two-minute concept video on the function and features of self-driving
cars to develop an understanding of the context. 303 valid responses were generated. We
adapted existing scales to measure all constructs. All items were assessed on a 7-point Likert
scale (“Strongly disagree” and “Strongly agree”). Respondents’ age, gender, education, and
employment level were controlled for in model testing.

Summary of Findings
Extending innovation resistance theory, results show that rejection (H1) and opposition (H2),
significantly lead to NWOM. Since rejection and opposition decisions are arrived after
gathering all the available information, consumers are convinced that self-driving cars are
unsuitable for them. Consequently, rejectors and opponents spread NWOM for denigrating
self-driving cars among consumers (Moldovan & Goldenberg, 2004). As expected,
postponement does not influence NWOM (H3). Since self-driving cars are not commercially
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available, postponing consumers are unsure about their decision as they are not clear about the
success rate of such cars (e.g., Kim et al., 2016). By gaining more information, such consumers
may translate their postponement into actual adoption in the future. Thus, ‘postponers’ are not
motivated to provide negative recommendations about such cars. Our findings show that highly
innovative consumers are likely to spread higher amount of NWOM when they reject an
innovation (H4a) (but moderating effect is not significant when they oppose: H4b) as compared
to less innovative consumers. On the other hand, it was found that highly impulsive consumers
are likely to spread higher amount of NWOM when they oppose an innovation (H5b) (but
moderating effect is not significant when they reject: H5a) as compared to less impulsive
consumers.
Key Contributions
This research extends and contributes to the innovation and consumer behavior literature. First,
as little has been done to validate the influence of CRI on NWOM (Heidenreich & Handrich,
2015, our investigation expands innovation resistance theory and clarifies that only aggressive
forms of CRI i.e., rejection and opposition, translate into NWOM, and not postponement
(weakest form of CRI), which has a high probability of transforming into future adoption
(Kleijnen et al., 2009). Second, as little is known about these traits in the innovation resistance
literature (Claudy et al., 2015), this research sheds light on the dark side of individual traits by
enhancing our understanding of the ramifications of innovativeness and impulsiveness among
resistant consumers.
This research highlights managerial implications on how marketers should develop and
implement strategies that could abate rejectors’ and opponents’ negative opinion sharing about
self-driving cars. For instance, presenting the developed prototypes in automobile exhibitions
and introducing trial driving schemes can facilitate consumers’ understanding of the novel
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features of these radically innovative cars. Findings about NWOM sharing nature of highly
innovative and impulsive individuals who resist innovations may help marketers to develop
strategies to identify customer personas (e.g., via email subscriber lists) and tailor trait-specific
communication strategies.
Note: References are available upon request.
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SHIFT TO DISRUPT: CAN THE FLEXIBLE REALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
ENABLE DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION?

Authors: Baer, Janosch (Germany), RWTH Aachen University; Kruse, Sebastian (Germany),
RWTH Aachen University; Brettel, Malte (Germany), RWTH Aachen University
For further information, please contact Janosch Baer, M.Sc., PhD student (baer@time.rwthaachen.de)
Keywords: resource reallocation, disruptive innovation, dynamic capabilities, organizational
capabilities
Description: Purpose of this work is to analyze how firms can use flexible reallocation of
resources to increase their output of disruptive innovation

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Disruptive innovation addresses previous unmet customer needs, enables transitions towards a
sustainable future and provides firms with sustained long-term performance. This study
investigates the effect of resource reallocation as an organizational capability on the
disruptiveness of a firm.
Innovation research has so far neglected the allocation of (financial) resources, one important
lever and dynamic capability for managers to steer a firm, to explain variances in innovation
output. Thus, it remains unclear if the flexible reallocation of resources across business
segments benefits or detriments disruptive innovation. On the one hand, for the development
of disruptive technologies, firms need exploratory learning which would be favoured by
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frequent reallocation of resources to gain diverse experience in different fields and functions.
On the other hand, a too frequent reallocation could result in inefficiencies and hinder the
development of early-stage ideas, thereby suppressing the development of disruptive
technologies. This study, therefore, aims to investigate the effect of resource allocation and
the moderating effect of organizational slack on the disruptive innovation output of a firm, thus
answering two research questions:
RQ1: How does flexible (re)allocation of resources affect the disruptiveness of firms?
RQ2: How is this relationship moderated by the degree of available organizational slack?

Method and Data
This study draws on a cross-industry sample of U.S. firms obtained from Compustat. Firms are
included that have continuously been covered by the S&P 500 index between 2005 and 2017.
The disruptiveness of a firm is analyzed through a firm’s patent portfolio using the recently
published measurement by Funk and Owen-Smith. This measurement was proven to reliably
identify disruptive patents, but application in management research is still scarce. Patent data
was obtained from USPTO, resulting in a unique dataset of 250,000 patents.
A patent is identified as disruptive if its backward citations (= disrupted patents) are not cited
anymore by the focal patent’s subsequent forward citations. This indicates a paradigm shift in
the state of this technology area. By aggregating the disruptiveness score of each patent in a
given year, the disruptiveness of the firm in this year is determined.
Resource reallocation is measured through the yearly change of resource allocation across six
functional dimensions: advertising intensity; R&D intensity; overhead efficiency; capital
intensity; plant and equipment newness, and financial leverage. For the measurement of
organizational slack, the ratio of net income to sales is applied.
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Summary of Findings
Initial tests with a preliminary dataset on one industry confirm the main relationship that the
flexible reallocation of resources is positively related to the disruptiveness of firms until a
certain threshold, from where the effect becomes negative. The result highlights resource
reallocation as a dynamic capability with positive effects on disruptive innovation due to
increased idea generation based on greater integration of diverse and new knowledge. In
addition, it shows the negative effects due to inefficiencies at high levels of reallocation, as
plenty of change imposes additional costs when disrupting processes. This inverse U-shaped
relationship was tested following the procedure from Lind and Mehlum. We found a significant
negative regression coefficient of the squared term, with a positive and significant slope at the
lower bound and a negative and significant slope at the upper bound. Further, the turning point
lies within interval of resource reallocation and the overall test for an U-shaped relationship
was significant.
Beside establishing resource reallocation as a dynamic capability to increase innovativeness,
this study sheds light on the moderating effect of organizational slack. Initial tests show a shift
of the turning point to the right, indicating a weakening effect of organizational slack on the
relationship.

Key Contributions
The contribution to marketing and innovation management literature is threefold: First, this
study analyzes how incumbents can set up organizational capabilities to foster the creation of
disruptive innovations, thereby contributing to the ongoing discussion of the original disruption
theory. Due to the lack of quantitative work based on secondary data, this study advances
disruption research by analyzing a unique longitudinal secondary data sample using a recently
published patent-based measurement.
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Second, this study investigates the previously unexplored relationship between resource
allocation flow, defined as a dynamic capability and the disruptiveness of firms. This highlights
the capability of firms to actively foster disruptive innovation, thus contributing to research on
dynamic capabilities and their long-term effects on firm innovation outcomes. Besides the
aforementioned positive effects, inefficiencies at high levels of reallocation on innovation
outcome are empirically tested on a longitudinal data sample, hence showing the limitations of
this organizational capability.

Third, the findings offer practical implications and provide guidance for managers on positive
and negative effects of resource reallocation regarding innovation outcomes. This may help
firms to foster disruptive innovation by balancing the reallocation of their resources to generate
more diverse ideas without endangering inefficiencies, leading to an increased output of
disruptive innovations.

References are available upon request.
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TEXT MINING CUSTOMER REVIEWS: WHAT MAKES AN IMPACTFUL REVIEW?
For further information, please contact Rae Yule Kim, Assistant Professor, Montclair State
University (kimr@montclair.edu)
Keywords: Online reviews, text mining, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, online review
helpfulness
This paper examines semantic factors that affect online review helpfulness.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
One of the main marketing strategies in the technology industry is to display positive customer
reviews to facilitate innovation diffusion. However, how online reviews influence product
adoption is complicated. Not all reviews have the same impact on customer decisions. What
makes an influential review? Only recently, there have been studies on potential factors that
make an influential online review. Online reviews are easily accessible open-source text data.
Although text mining methods are still maturing, recent advancements in lexicon and improved
classification accuracy have made text mining a relatively approachable method to examine
customer review data. National Research Council, Canada launched an open-source lexicon that
classifies words
into not only binary sentiments but also into eight basic emotions, such as anger, trust, and joy.
This opens new opportunities to explore text data to derive insights on contextual factors that
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influence online review helpfulness. We examined the effect of each emotional valence on online
review helpfulness.

Method and Data
We utilize smartphone online review data on Amazon.com, scraped by PromptCloud. The
dataset contains in total of 413,841 online reviews on various smartphone products from multiple
brands, which were sold on Amazon.com as of January 1st, 2017. In addition, to review texts,
information about the smartphone price and the average online review ratings were included in
the dataset. Some might ask why to focus on one product segment to study online review
helpfulness and why smartphones. There are several benefits to narrowing down the scope to
online reviews for the same product segment and to using smartphone reviews for this study.
Smartphones are a ubiquitous search product, and subsequently, consumers are likely to have
comparable knowledge about the product and seek similar information to assess. In this aspect,
using smartphone reviews to study contextual factors for online review helpfulness helps lessen
the heterogeneity concern about information inequality or subjective standards to determine
online review helpfulness. Also, smartphones are relatively pricey and considered a shopping
product. It is expectable that consumers pay attention to assess alternatives and evaluate online
reviews carefully.

Summary of Findings
The findings of this study based on text mining smartphone reviews on Amazon.com suggest
that the review length improves online review helpfulness, however, sentiment polarity
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moderates the effect. Consumers were more likely to find long, elaborate reviews about
‘unsentimental’ product information helpful. Interestingly, sentiment polarity was effective to
increase online review helpfulness, only when the sentiment was negative. Positive sentiment
polarity was not a significant predictor for online review helpfulness, indicating that consumers
might be wary of extremely positive reviews due to increasingly deceitful review practices.
Among positive emotional valences, trust was the only valence that significantly improved the
online review helpfulness.

Key Contributions
Online reviews are crucial to facilitate innovation diffusion. However, not all online reviews
matter. This study examined what makes online reviews influential (helpful) by text mining
smartphone reviews on Amazon.com. We derived some important managerial recommendations
based on the findings. “Incentivize online reviews for providing objective information not just
expressing positive sentiment. Encourage using trust-triggering words. Negate the impact of
negative reviews with managerial responses since consumers are more likely to be influenced by
negative reviews compared to positive reviews in general.”

References are available upon request.
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THE IMPACT OF INVESTOR BIOLOGY ON VENTURE SUCCESS:
INVESTIGATING THE ROLE OF FACIAL MASCULINITY IN VENTURE
CAPITAL
Konrad Schmidt, RWTH Aachen University
Contact information: For further information, please contact Konrad Schmidt, RWTH Aachen
University (konrad.schmidt@time.rwth-aachen.de)
Keywords: Venture capital; biology; personality; investment decision-making; IPOs
Description: This paper investigates how VC lead investors’ biology, specifically their
masculinity as measured by facial masculinity (which proxies for various characteristics, such
as risk-taking behavior or egocentrism), is related to the success and failure of ventures in which
they invest, and how syndication moderates this relationship.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Emerging research at the intersection of biology and management finds links between
biological factors, such as hormone levels, and outcomes in diverse business contexts (Nofal et
al. 2018). Therein, testosterone, a steroid hormone responsible for masculinization, has been a
focus (Haselhuhn and Wong 2012). Hitherto, however, such a biology-perspective is absent in
venture capital (VC), despite recent research increasingly seeking to explain differences in VCperformance not just through organizational factors (Gompers 1996), but through differences
in individual investors (GPs), substantiating factors such as human capital (Ewens and RhodesKropf 2015) or networks (Gompers et al. 2021).
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We introduce a biology perspective to VC: Our core construct “facial masculinity” (Lu and Teo
2018)

proxies for various masculine characteristics, such as achievement drive (Lewis,

Lefevre, and Bates 2012), (irrational) risk-affinity (Apicella et al. 2008), egocentrism (Anderl
et al. 2016) and aggression (Carré et al. 2009). We address the following research question:
Does facial masculinity and associated characteristics relate to investors’ ventures’ long-term
success prospects, as measured by their IPO or, conversely, failure event? We also ask whether
syndication plays a role in moderating this relationship, joining nascent related research that
draws a connection between VC-syndication and investors’ traits (Block et al. 2019).
Method and Data
Following established research, we leveraged the construct of facial masculinity (Jia, Lent, and
Zeng 2014), arguing that males’ facial width-to-height-ratio (FWtHR) is associated with
prototypical masculine behaviors. Employing picture analysis on 756 male VC General Partners
(GPs), we constructed a unique secondary data set by linking the FWtHR of investors with
Crunchbase data on ventures. Our IV, FWtHR, was manually measured (Lu and Teo 2018) as
the ratio of width (distance between cheekbones) to height (distance upper-lip to mid-brow) of
the investor’s face. We subsequently codified our DVs, VC performance, via IPO (Gompers
1996) and failure (Devigne et al. 2016) events, whereby we granularly classified the latter
through a detailed analysis of which ventures were genuinely abandoned by investors. We then
constructed Cox proportional hazards models on both the IPO- and failure-event, investigating
1,098 companies’ first-round investments between 2000 and 2014 in which our sample of GPs
were lead investors, analyzing their subsequent trajectory. For our moderation, we distinguished
syndicated investments as those where more than one investor participated in the first-round
(Block et al. 2019). We controlled for a variety (n=14) of investment-, investor- and companyspecific factors, as well as conducted multiple robustness checks on our results.
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Summary of Findings
We found that increased FWtHR of the first-round lead investor has a strong positive correlation
with IPO probability of a venture, in line with our hypothesis. More precisely, a one-SD
increase in FWtHR (more masculinity) increases the baseline hazard of an IPO event by ~30%
(p<0.01). Notably, we did not find support for our hypothesized positive relationship between
FWtHR and venture failure, i.e., investor-FWtHR does not have any relationship with venture
failure (p>0.6). Furthermore, our model yields the hypothesized, negatively moderating effect
of syndication – combining the marginal effects between increased FWtHR and IPO probability
with syndication virtually cancels out the previously positive relationship (p<0.05).
Our main results suggest that masculinity not merely “shifts” risk-return patterns of
investments, but that masculinity seems to be conducive to absolute investment performance,
as it increases IPO, but not failure likelihood. Notably, by providing evidence for a positive
relationship between masculinity and investment performance, we find directionally opposite
effects for VC compared to other asset classes, such as hedge funds (Lu and Teo 2018) or
personal stock investing (Barber and Odean 2001). Our results on syndication suggest that
potentially, principal-principal conflicts fostered by “aggressive” traits may exacerbate the
benefits of higher masculinity when investing alone.
Statement of Key Contributions
We make three contributions. First, we introduce a biological perspective on VC and more
specifically on the interplay between biology and VC performance, thereby adding an
explanatory variable to the broader VC performance literature, which increasingly relates to
differences in individual investors (Ewens and Rhodes-Kropf 2015). While links between
biology and outcomes in the business literature are increasingly researched (Nofal et al., 2018),
we begin to fill this research gap within VC. Second, we bring novel insights to the VC
syndication literature, uncovering a new contextuality which seems to be a relevant factor for
3
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the success of co-investments. Third, we contribute to the literature on trait-activation (Tett and
Guterman 2003), through empirical evidence that VC-investors’ increased facial masculinity
and associated characteristics seem to make them outperform their peers, which is contrary to
usual findings around the societal implications of increased masculinity (Anderl et al. 2016)
and its conduciveness to investment performance (Barber and Odean 2001). While this result
is surprising at first glance, it seems in line with the observation that VC is an “all-or-nothing”
industry fostering power-law-distributed outcomes (Sahlman 2010). Our findings therein also
have practical implications for VC-firms, individual GPs, and their stakeholders.
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THE IMPACT OF MICROMOBILITY ON RETAILING:
EVIDENCE FROM THE ENTRY OF E-SCOOTERS

Ruichun Liu, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Unnati Narang, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
For further information, please contact Mr. Ruichun Liu, University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign (ruichun2@illinois.edu)

Keywords: Micromoblity; E-scooter; Retail visit; Quasi-experiment; Difference-in-differences
Description: This research examines the effects of the entry of e-scooters on consumers’ visits to
retailers and finds that the entry of e-scooters has a significant and positive impact on visits to
restaurants.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Shared micromobility services have expanded rapidly in recent years. Within micromobility,
electric scooters (e-scooters) have grown in usage and account for 63% of shared micromobility
trips. Most cities introduce e-scooters with the objective of reducing traffic and carbon
emissions. As such, not much is known about the effects of e-scooters on local retailers.
To our knowledge, only one working paper has empirically analyzed the impact of e-scooters
in the marketing literature (Kim and McCarthy 2022). This paper finds that e-scooter usage
increases consumers’ spending at food-related local businesses.
Prior research has not examined the impact of micromobility on various types of retailers. It
has also not explored what types of retailers (e.g., more vs. less popular, chain vs. non-chain) and
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neighborhoods (e.g., high vs. low population) are impacted by the entry of e-scooters and why.
Therefore, we address three research questions:
•

What is the effect of the entry of e-scooters on consumers’ visits to retailers, particularly
restaurants?

•

What types of retailers and neighborhoods are most impacted by the entry of e-scooters?

•

What mechanisms related to destination and trip characteristics (e.g., trip purpose,
network, etc.) explain these effects on consumers’ visits?

Method and Data
The entry of e-scooters in Chicago provides us with a quasi-experimental setting to examine the
impact of e-scooters on retail visits (Goldfarb et al. 2022). We treat all restaurants in the escooter area as the treatment group and all restaurants in the non-e-scooter area as the control
group.
We use retail visits data from SafeGraph, restaurant category labels from Yelp, and
demographic datasets and zipcode boundaries from the U.S. Census Bureau. We examine the
effects of the entry of e-scooters on retail visits using a two-way fixed effect DID model (Angrist
and Pischke 2008) over a period of 23 weeks before the entry of e-scooters and 18 weeks post-escooter entry. During our data period, SafeGraph records an average of 5.6 retail visits to 3,950
restaurants in Chicago. Of the total restaurants, 47.3% are located in the e-scooter area. To
explore the mechanisms, we cluster and infer e-scooter trip purposes using spectral graph
convolutional networks (GCNs).
We also run a series of robustness checks, such as robustness to outliers, Poisson count data
models, border discontinuity analysis, placebo tests, propensity score matching, and the
Heckman selection model using Internet speed as an exclusion restriction for e-scooter entry.
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Summary of Findings
The results from a difference-in-differences analysis show that the entry of e-scooters has a
significant and positive impact on visits to restaurants. We do not find significant effects on other
types of retail visits (e.g., grocery, other shopping).
These effects are heterogeneous by type of restaurants and neighborhoods. Specifically, four
types of restaurants are significantly impacted by the entry of e-scooter entry. These are coffee
shops, dessert shops, European restaurants, and other places like bars and pubs. Within
restaurants, we find a stronger effect for previously less-visited restaurants and non-chain
restaurants.
The results from the GCN further suggest that e-scooter trips to restaurants are significantly
different from trips to other destinations. E-scooter trips to restaurants tend to be shorter in
distance and slower in speed relative to other trips, suggesting that consumers’ use of e-scooters
for leisure and restaurant discovery could explain our results.
Key Contributions
Our research contributes to two streams of literature on micromobility and consumer movement
and commuting behaviors. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to quantify the impact of escooters as micromobility on various retailers and analyze granular trip data to understand its
mechanisms. Prior research has not examined the impact of micromobility for various types of
retailers. It has also not explored what types of retailers (e.g., more vs. less popular, chain vs.
non-chain) and neighborhoods (e.g., high vs. low population) are impacted by the entry of escooters and why. It is critical to examine the effects for different types of restaurants and
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neighborhoods because not all restaurants and neighborhoods may attract consumers who use escooters or garner more visits from e-scooter users.
Our research contributes to the prior literature in at least three ways. First, we examine the
effect of e-scooters on consumers' visits to different types of retailers and restaurants. Second,
we examine the underlying mechanisms for the effect of e-scooters by using granular trip data
containing trip starting point, ending point, speed, and distance. Finally, we offer descriptive
evidence using deep learning methods, such as GCN on the types of trips by trip purpose and
destination.
References
References are available upon request.
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WEARABLE DEVICES: HOW TO MANAGE CONSUMER ANXIETY THAT COEXISTS
WITH POSITIVE PERCEPTIONS

Miyea Kim, Changwon National University
Jeongsoo Han, Middlesex University Dubai
Mina Jun, Sookmyung Women's University

For further information, please contact Miyea Kim, Assistant Professor, Changwon National University
(yeakim@changwon.ac.kr)

Keywords: Wearable devices, Consumer characteristics, Resistance, Acceptance
Description: Who will accept the wearable devices positively? Explore the positives and anxieties
affecting innovation resistance from a consumer perspective, not a technology perspective.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The wearable technology products that are being introduced in the market are centered on ideas of
producers and suppliers, which makes it difficult to tell whether they meet the needs of the consumers.
Existing studies on wearable technology acceptance has also focused on technology acceptance based on
the TAM model, which is why it is high time that we consider reasons why consumers are not accepting
wearable technology. For this new technology to diffuse, we not only need innovators, early adopters,
and improvement of technology to spread it to the majority but also a clear awareness of consumer
resistance to new technology.
This study is to determine the degree of innovation resistance which has an effect on wearable
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technology acceptance and clarify the precedence factors of innovation resistance. Rogers argued that
innovation resistance is inevitable since acceptance and diffusion take place only when innovation
resistance is overcome. Through identifying what factors affect innovation resistance to wearable
technology, this study can offer academic and operational implications on the acceptance and diffusion
of future wearable technology.
The aim of this study was to deduce an implication on the diffusion of wearable technology through the
relationship between innovation resistance and consumer acceptance. While the acceptance of new
technology has generally been studied using the TAM model, by studying the impact of perceived ease
of use and usefulness on acceptance, this study aimed to offer a strategic implication that can minimize
the innovation resistance which hinders acceptance. While consumers accept technology with positive
sides of technology in consideration, resistance to technology delays the acceptance, and thus applying
technology readiness and consumers’ psychological factors to innovation resistance-acceptance model
would offer a meaningful insight.

Research Question
This study mainly discusses innovation resistance which inhibits the wearable technology acceptance.
Innovation resistance is a natural attitude in the process of acceptance, and is a process variable that
varies in degree (Ram 1987). Existing innovation resistance model was mainly an analysis focusing on
technology properties, but considering that innovation resistance comes from consumers, it is important
that consumer characteristics are reflected in the analysis of innovation resistance. Moreover, since the
current stagnation in the wearable technology market can be negatively affected by consumers’
innovation resistance, this study aims to discuss the relationship between acceptance and innovation
resistance to wearable technology centered on consumer characteristics. This research identifies the
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effect of technology readiness and consumer characteristics on innovation

Method and Data
This study collected data from general consumers. Data collection took place through a selfadministered questionnaire so that it includes those both genders throughout 20s to 60s (sample= 784).
The research subject had 398 males (50.8%), 386 females (29.2%). The age of subject was 142 people in
their 20s (18.1%), 154 in their 30s (19.6%), 180 in their 40s, (23.0%), 247 in their 50s (31.5%), and 61
people in their 60s (7.8%).
The purpose of this study was to identify the effect of technology readiness for wearable technology on
acceptance with innovation resistance as an intermediary. Structural equation modeling was used in the
analysis. Findings were as follows.

Summary of Findings
The effect of technology readiness and consumer characteristics on innovation results were as follows.
In terms of technology readiness, optimism and anxiety had an effect on innovation resistance, but
innovativeness and discomfort did not affect innovation resistance. Of the consumer characteristics,
uniqueness and other dependency had an effect on innovation resistance but price sensitivity did not
affect innovation resistance.
Findings from analyzing the effect of technology readiness and consumer characteristics on acceptance,
the outcome variable, show that optimism and innovativeness had a positive effect on acceptance, but
discomfort and anxiety did not affect acceptance. Uniqueness and price sensitivity also did not have a
direct effect on acceptance. Through this study, it was found that optimism reduces innovation
resistance, and anxiety increases innovation resistance. Moreover, price sensitivity as a consumer
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characteristic does not have any impact on innovation resistance and acceptance. Lastly, innovation
resistance has a negative effect on acceptance, which implies that management of innovation resistance
must receive more attention.

Key Contributions
While the smartphone industry has recently entered its mature phase, wearable devices have been
engaging attention as a new growth engine in the smart devices market. This study examines the
technology readiness and usefulness aspects along with the anxiety and discomfort experienced from
consumers' perspective, not a view of technology. It was found that consumers’ optimism lowered their
resistance to innovation. This study is expected to contribute to deriving possible strategies in terms of
knowledge management for the development of the wearable tech industry in the future.
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Banking the Unbanked:
Using Grocery Data for Credit Decisions
(previously circulated under the title
“Buying and Payment Habits: Using Grocery Data to Predict Credit Card Payments”)

Jung Youn Lee

Joonhyuk Yang

Eric T. Anderson

For further information, please contact Jung Youn Lee, Assistant Professor of Marketing at
the Jones Graduate School of Business, Rice University (jungyoun.lee@rice.edu).

Keywords: grocery data; consumer finance; credit cards; habits.

This paper evaluates the potential of a new type of alternative data source to predict consumers’ creditworthiness: grocery transaction data.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Many consumers across the world do not have access to credit, and one of the key reasons
for that is that lenders do not have sufficient data to assess the creditworthiness of those
consumers. Globally, about 1.7 billion adults are unbanked, or do not have an account at a
financial institution and rely on cash (World Bank, 2017). The unbanked, who tend to have
no financial identity at all, generate no traditional financial data. While most unbanked
individuals live in emerging and developing economies, the lack of consumer data is still a
problem in more developed markets. For instance, in the United States, nearly 50 million
adults have no or limited credit history to generate a conventional credit score (CFPB, 2016).
The recognition that this data problem cannot be solved within the traditional financial
system has led practitioners, regulators and policymakers, and academics to consider the
potential of alternative data sources that can span a much wider range of individuals, and
often are non-financial, to assess creditworthiness.
In this paper, we evaluate the potential of a new type of alternative data source to assess
consumers’ creditworthiness: grocery transaction data. Specifically, we demonstrate how to
effectively transform grocery data into signals of credit risk, test the usefulness of resulting
signals, and explore the consequences of using grocery data for credit decisions on lenders
and consumers. What makes grocery data attractive is its high inclusiveness: virtually every
individual is a grocery shopper, no matter where one lives, what race one is, how much one
earns, or whether one has credit history. In other words, it has the potential to serve as
a channel through which even traditionally under-represented consumers in credit markets
can signal their creditworthiness to lenders.
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Method and Data
Our empirical analysis is enabled by a novel proprietary data set from a multinational conglomerate that operates in Asia. We leverage data from a country in which the conglomerate
is headquartered. In the country, the data sponsor owns a credit card issuer and a largescale supermarket chain, which enables us to merge data from these two domains. Using
a customer identifier, we merge the supermarket’s loyalty card data and the issuer’s credit
card spending and payment history at the individual level for the consumers who appear
in both data sources between January 2017 and June 2019. The merged data allow us to
observe how 30,089 consumers behave in the two seemingly remote domains.
To characterize the impact of grocery data, we simulate a process in which a lender makes
credit extension decisions with and without grocery data. We vary the baseline information
set of the lender to investigate the marginal impact of grocery data separately on the banked
and the unbanked. The unbanked, by definition, do not have access to any traditional
financial services, such as savings accounts and credit cards, and therefore have no credit
history or credit scores. The banked may have credit histories, and therefore credit scores.
With the data and empirical design in hand, we proceed in three steps. First, we perform
feature engineering on grocery data to extract relevant signals from the high-dimensional
data. Second, we examine to what extent features derived from grocery data are incrementally useful in predicting consumers’ credit risk, relative to standard data sources available
to lenders. Third, we examine whether and how such incremental predictive gain can pivot
issuers’ lending decisions, and which consumer groups would get access to credit as a result.
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Summary of Findings
We find that what and how one buys in a grocery store explains what type of payer she is,
even after controlling for various socio-demographic variables and credit scores. For instance,
a cigarette buyer is 2.40 percentage-points more likely to be periodically delinquent, and 4.95
percentage-points more likely to default.
We also explore the distributional impact of grocery data across consumer groups. The
simulation results show that grocery data leads to a dramatic increase in the likelihood
that lower-income, unbanked consumers are granted credit. In specific, consumers in the
lowest income decile in our data would experience a 30.0 percentage-point increase in the
probability of being approved, from 13.3% to 43.3%. The baseline of 13.3% assumes that
only socio-demographics are used to create credit scores, and the approval probability of
43.3% is when grocery data is added on top of socio-demographics.
Finally, many social causes struggle to produce social impacts, because they fail to provide
sufficient incentives for firms. We show that firms may benefit from using grocery data when
lending to the unbanked. While largely illustrative, our financial model suggests that the
incremental profit is as much as 19.1%.

Key Contributions
This paper demonstrates that grocery data can be used to assess consumer credit risk in
information-poor environments, ranging from emerging and developing economies to the
market of new-to-credit consumers in developed economies. We also show that the value of
grocery data is likely to be higher for lower-income consumers, who have been historically
under-represented in the credit market, by allowing them to signal their creditworthiness.
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GETTING USED TO VOICE ASSISTANTS: EXAMINING DRIVERS AND
CONSEQUENCES OF AI ENABLED DEVICES
Pooja Darda, Dr. Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace University, India
Pei-Shan Soon, Sunway College, Malaysia
Sanjaya Singh Gaur, New York University, USA
For further information, please contact Pooja Darda, Assistant Professor of Marketing
(pooja.darda@mitwpu.edu.in).
Keywords: voice assistant, interface familiarity, social attraction, habit, human-likeness
Description: This study presents a research model explaining the enabling factors and outcome
of voice assistant acceptance. An empirical validation of the model with a sample of 675 voice
assistant users is also conducted.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Given our limited understanding of why people communicate with voice assistants, research
on user experience related to voice-powered AI technology is timely and important. In the
extant literature, there is a significant gap in the understanding of consequences derived from
intention to use voice assistant and the underlying mechanisms which motivating and impeding
the use of voice assistant. While voice assistants have their salient personality traits which are
distinctive from other technologies (Poushneh 2021), we argue that there are more sensible
relationships to explain antecedents and consequences of intention to use voice-enabled
technology devices. This research aims to find out the factors that driving and deterring
intention to use voice assistants, as well as whether intention to use is associated with social
attraction, habit, social presence, and human-likeness of voice assistant. Our study builds on
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UTAUT 2 by incorporating structural elements of use to understand behavioural intention and
subsequent consequences (Burton-Jones and Straub Jr 2006).

Method and Data
To test our hypotheses, questionnaire was used to collect the data. The specific group selected
was a purposive sample of adults aged 18 to 45 years old. Respondents were recruited based
on their availability and willingness to participate, as well as whether they are fit for the purpose
of the study. A total of 675 usable responses were recorded and analysed using Partial Least
Square based Structural Equation Modeling (SmartPLS). In terms of measurement of variables,
the scales are adapted from existing literature.

Summary of Findings
Interface familiarity which is driven by system quality, is found to be a determinant of
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and entertainment value. These perceived benefits
and social influence are significantly associated with behavioural intention. Privacy concern
and perceived risk are found to have negative impact on behavioural intention while social
influence is significantly associated with habit. Finally, intention to use is positively associated
with habit, social attraction, social presence, and human-likeness of voice assistant. The
findings of the study enhance the understanding of human interaction with voice assistants and
have few important implications.

Key Contributions
From theoretical point of view, this study demonstrated the functions of a set of antecedent
factors relevant to voice assistant acceptance and consequences of behavioural intention. New
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relationships such as those related to interface familiarity and outcomes of behavioural
intention are tested in our study. Unlike existing research which focus mainly on behavioural
intention as the outcome, this study extends the model by examining the consequences of
behavioural intention.
For practitioners, the study sheds insights on building a voice assistant with high system quality
for interface familiarity establishment which results in perceived benefits of voice assistant.
The study informed service providers of voice assistants to be cautious in dealing with
consumer data. While intention to use can be temporary, our findings suggest that habitual
behaviour is the favourable outcome of such intention. This should be the ultimate goal of
service providers of voice assistant. Lastly, the study implies that it is crucial for service
providers to emphasise on other positive outcomes including social companionship when they
market their voice assistant systems to consumers.

References are available upon request.
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IMPRESSION FOR EXPRESSION:
ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT VOICE AGENT, CONSUMER SELF
DISCLOSURE, AND CONSUMER-BRAND INTIMACY

Priya Premi, Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode
Keyoor Purani, Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode

Contact Information: For further information, please contact Priya Premi, Research Scholar,
Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode (priyapremirs@gmail.com)

Keywords: consumer self disclosure, Artificially intelligent voice agent (AIVA), Impression
management, consumer-brand relationship, conversational agent (CA).

Description: The study examines the effect of conversational agents, artificially intelligent
voice assistants (AIVAs) in particular, and the use of impression management strategies by
AIVAs on consumer self disclosure and brand intimacy.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
In this 'cookieless world' with growing consumer concerns over digital privacy, a firm's ability
to offer superior value through personalization is significantly challenged. Artificially intelligent
voice agents (AIVA) are humanlike technology and may be deployed appropriately to interact
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with consumers and elicit voluntary self-disclosure. As AIVA mimics humanlike behavior and
capability, this research argues that the process and practices of self-disclosure in social
psychology may be applied in consumer-AIVA interactions. Previous research has found that
salespersons adapt their communication styles by using various impression management (IM)
tactics to influence consumers' perceptions and behavior. Applying social psychology's
interpersonal interaction approaches in the human-computer interaction context, this research
argues that AIVA can be designed to elicit consumer self-disclosure. Thus, the current study
addresses very relevant and important research issues, viz., Can AIVA help consumers to selfdisclose? Can impression management (IM) strategy be employed in AIVA conversational
design to persuade consumers to self-disclose more?

Method and Data
A conceptual model examining the influence of AIVA and integration of IM strategy in
designing AIVA conversational strategy on consumer self-disclosure and consumer-brand
intimacy is developed, and hypotheses are built, grounded in the interpersonal process model
of intimacy (Reis and Shaver, 1988) in social psychology. Empirical testing of the relationships
is proposed using an experimental setup.
An online experiment using prolific platform would be used to collect data for the study. It
would be a conversational scenario-based experiment where consumers will be asked to
converse with either AIVA or text-based CA. An AI-based chatbot using Alexa skill
development kit/service (for voice-based CA) and IBM Watson Assistant cloud service (textbased CA) will be used to develop stimuli for the experiment with the help of an independent
professional CA development agency. Participants can freely enter their information or have
open communication instead of rule-based conversation (Adam et al., 2020). A questionnaire
will be sent to only those participants who are users of AIVA as they are familiar with such
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advanced technology. Therefore, it will not be a new interface or experience for them to interact
with these agents to search for, order, or inquire about a brand through this technology.

Key Contributions
This research is expected to contribute to the scarce literature on AIVA in marketing by
examining how voice-based brand interaction through AIVA can elicit consumer selfdisclosure. It also contributes to consumer-brand relationship literature by examining consumer
self-disclosure and extends the scant research on consumer-brand intimacy in marketing. The
study also contributes to the consumer-computer interface by extending the application of the
interpersonal process model of intimacy in the consumer-computer interaction context and
shows how consumers can develop intimate relationships with AI agents. Lastly, the study
contributes to impression management literature by extending its application to humancomputer interaction and communication. It further contributes by examining how brand
personality can moderate, enhance or inhibit impression management strategies' effect on
consumer self-disclosure and intimacy.
The findings might help businesses and brands decide how to leverage emerging technology
like AI-driven conversational agents to build strong consumer relationships. The research
implies that designing communication approaches of the virtual agent of brands may encourage
consumers to disclose more private information, leading to better consumer-brand intimacy. It
also has implications on how brands with different personalities must have different impression
management strategies used in virtual agent and consumer conversations to be more effective.
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SOCIAL ROBOTICS: EMERGING TECHNOLOGY FOR AUTISM SPECTRUM
DISORDER THROUGH THE LENSES OF SERVICE-DOMINANT LOGIC AND
CONVERSATION MANAGEMENT
Anshu Arora, University of the District of Columbia*
Amit Arora, University of the District of Columbia
*Contact Information: For further information, please contact Dr. Anshu Arora, Associate
Professor of Marketing, Director of the National Science Foundation funded Logistics and
International Trade (LIT) Analytics Center, University of the District of Columbia
(anshu.arora@udc.edu)
Acknowledgements: The research is funded by the National Science Foundation Grants #
1912070 and #2100934; and Applied Research Laboratory for Intelligence and Security (ARLIS),
Office of the Under-Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering: HBCU Program Office.
Keywords: Social Robotics, Human Personality Traits, Social Motivation, Anthropomorphism,
Conversation Management, Technology, Service Dominant Approach
Description: This research aims to discuss social robotics with respect to human personality traits
and anthropomorphism by integrating the social robotics literature with service-dominant logic
and conversation management studies for individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) and other learning/cognitive disabilities.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Questions / Objectives
The main purpose of this research is to focus on the big five human personality traits through
robotic anthropomorphism, and how they have the potential to improve social motivation and
cognition for ASD individuals. The research highlights the importance of social robotics for ASD
individuals (or consumers) in the marketplace through service-dominant logic and conversation
management. This study has the following objectives:
1. Examine how people with ASD exhibiting different personality types (Extraversion,
Openness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Agreeableness) react uniquely /
differently to social robots in terms of their social motivation needs.
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2. Manage human-robot interaction (HRI) by integrating the current social robotics-based
literature with conversation management and social motivation literature.
3. Develop theoretical and practical insights by investigating and integrating service-based
dominant approach to social robots through the lenses of (a) anthropomorphism, (b) human
personality traits, (c) conversation management, and (d) social motivation (cognition) in
the context of autism spectrum disorder and other learning / cognitive disabilities.

Propositions
The big five personality traits play a major role in the anthropomorphic features of social robots;
they determine how human-like the social robots are. Social motivation is defined as the need for
someone to interact with others and form social relations. According to the social motivation
theory of autism, individuals with ASD show deficits in orienting toward social stimuli, engaging
with humans, and maintaining social relations (Chevallier et al., 2012; Villaronga & Heldeweg,
2018; Arora et al., 2022; Arora et al., 2021). Typically developing (TD) peers have rewarding
social interactions with humans while ASD individuals are comfortable interacting with
educational-social robots for overcoming sensory barriers (Chevallier et al., 2012; Villaronga &
Heldeweg, 2018; Arora). Consequently, the more anthropomorphic the robot is the more impact it
will have on the social motivation of people with ASD. Therefore, we propose the following:






Proposition 1 – Anthropomorphic lens of social robotics (social robots with big eyes, gaze,
voice, and facial recognition characteristics) with underlying service-based dominant
approach (interactive nature of value co-creation process) leads to better social motivation
of ASD individuals during their human-robot interaction (HRI) with the social robots.
Proposition 2 – Technological lens of social robotics (defining rules and regulations for
social robotics’ infrastructure along with design principles) with underlying service-based
dominant approach (interactive nature of value co-creation process) leads to better social
motivation of ASD individuals during their human-robot interaction (HRI) with the social
robots.
Proposition 3 – Human Personality Traits (focusing on big five personality traits of
(extraversion, conscientiousness, neuroticism, openness to experience, and agreeableness)
with underlying service-based dominant approach (interactive nature of value co-creation
process) leads to better social motivation of ASD individuals during their human-robot
interaction (HRI) with the social robots.
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Key Contributions
With the underlying service dominant approach to social robotics, we have proposed an interactive
and relational value creation in robots through conversation management where conversations
serve “not only to exchange information, but also for conversation partners to relate to each other
and develop a shared reality between them” (Mengis & Eppler 2008, p. 1290). Relational Value
Framework of Social Robotics – is our proposed framework that examines human personality
traits along with anthropomorphic and technological lenses with the underlying service-based
dominant approach to social robotics in the context of ASD spectrum (adapted from Murtarelli,
Gregory, & Romenti, 2021). Social robots function as ‘companions’ or ‘pets’ due to their
conversational management capacities, when they utilize anthropomorphic signals integrated with
human personality traits as outlined in the service-based dominant approach to social robots.
Future research should focus on empirical research to further examine our proposed ‘Relational
Value Framework of Social Robotics’ and enrich service-dominant logic literature along with
conversation management literature by addressing human-personality traits, anthropomorphic and
technology lenses in relation to social motivation of ASD individuals through social robotics.
Future research efforts should examine the interconnections and interrelationships among human
personality traits, anthropomorphic and technological lenses of social robotics, and explore the
theoretical insights provided by service-dominant logic and conversational management
perspectives.

References
Available upon request
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THE ROLE OF CUTENESS IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ASSISTANTS

Alexis Yim, Radford University
Annie Peng Cui, West Virginia University
Michael Walsh, West Virginia University

Contract Information For further information, please contact Alexis Yim, Assistant Professor
of Marketing, Radford University (ayim@radford.edu)
Keywords Cuteness, trustworthiness, attachment, artificial intelligence, voice-controlled
artificial intelligence agent
Description The current research explores effects of cuteness in VAIs on perceived
trustworthiness, attachment, commitment, satisfaction with VAIs, actual usage, and purchase
intention of products/services that VAIs suggest.
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2
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
"Hey Google, where can I go for dinner?" "Siri, find a department store near me." Questions like
these are posed to voice-controlled artificial intelligence assistants (VAIs) daily for search and
shopping (Moriuchi, 2019; Singh, 2021). Voice-controlled artificial intelligence assistants such
as Alexa, Siri are interactive software artificial intelligent devices via voice recognition. Overall,
the role of VAIs in the economy and consumers' involvement with VAIs is growing. For
example, almost 30% of consumers who own VAIs reported placing orders through their VAIs,
and another 40% of them are planning to purchase products through VAIs (Narvar Consumer
Report, 2017). Although VAIs are great tools to enhance brand values for companies and the
VAI market has been growing fast, some consumers hesitate to trust VAIs (Koetsier, 2018;
Liang & Lee, 2017). Given the importance of understanding the new phenomenon of VAIs being
part of consumers' life, the present study aims to extend the importance of cuteness in social
robots and explore whether cuteness in VAIs shapes consumers' perceptions of VAIs (Lacey &
Caudwell, 2019). Thus, how cuteness features of VAIs might affect the relationship between
VAIs and consumers is central to the intent of this paper. Moreover, we propose that cuteness
increases the perception of trustworthiness of VAIs, which leads to consumer attachment toward
VAIs.

Method and Data

We conducted an online survey to test the relationship between the different dimensions of
cuteness (i.e., baby schema cuteness, whimsical cuteness) of a VAI and its trustworthiness.
Moreover, we examined the relationship between consumers perceived trustworthiness of a VAI;
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3
attachment to, commitment to, satisfaction with, and usage frequency of a VAI; as well as
proneness to follow a VAIs suggestions. We collected online survey data from Amazon's
Mechanical Turk (mTurk) to test our hypotheses. A total of 289 participants owning at least one
VAI returned completed questionnaires; 227 responses were deemed usable. First, respondents
viewed images of actual VAIs or the logos of six widely used VAIs (i.e., Alexa, Siri, Facebook
Portal, Google Assistant, Bixby, and Cortana) to make sure that all the respondents understood
the focus of the survey. A 7-point Likert scale was used for most of this study's scales to capture
the variances (Finstad, 2010), except for the usage frequency (8-point Likert scale). All of the
items were adapted from well-established previous studies to ensure the reliability and validity of
the measures. We used a Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Model (PLS-SEM) approach
to analyze the structural components of the proposed measurement and the proposed path model.

Summary of Findings

Our empirical study found that both baby schema and whimsical cuteness of a VAI positively
influenced consumers perceived trustworthiness of the VAI. Such trustworthiness induced
attachment to the VAI. The results also confirmed that attachment to a VAI increased VAI
commitment, proneness to follow its recommendations, VAI satisfaction, and VAI usage
frequency. Therefore, the findings provided support for this work’s theoretical framework. Our
outcomes are somewhat akin to those of past studies that have observed the salutary effects of
cute artificial intelligence and robotic devices.
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4
Key Contributions

First, the current study contributes to the emergent research on cuteness. Our undertaking
enhances knowledge about cuteness by identifying the favorable impact of cute VAIs. We found
that, when consumers perceive their VAIs as cute, they are more likely to perceive them to be
trustworthy, and, in turn, have a greater tendency to feel an attachment to their VAIs. Our
findings are consistent with previous studies that have shown that individuals are more attached
to cute personas, as exposure to cuteness alters the parts of the brain associated with attachment
and reward systems (Steinnes et al., 2019). Next, this research extends the marketing literature
on VAIs by exploring a novel construct: attachment to VAIs (Kowalczuk, 2018; Moriuchi, 2018;
Yang & Lee, 2019). The findings indicated that attachment to VAIs positively influences VAI
commitment, proneness to follow VAI suggestions, VAI satisfaction, and VAI usage frequency.
Previous studies on attachment have determined that consumers build attachment toward social
media, brands, and places (Brocato et al., 2015; Schouten & McAlexander, 1995; VanMeter et
al., 2015). Consistent with the findings of these preceding efforts, we discerned that consumers
also become attached to their VAIs when they find them to be trustworthy.

References are available upon request.
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Description: This study introduced a privacy-preserving federated learning (FL) approach
and explained the process of using FL in modeling airline passengers’ willingness to pay for
upgrade offers.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
A key issue of making upgrade decisions is to match the most relevant upgrade offers
to the right customers at the right time. To optimize upgrade strategies and profitability,
companies seek to break “data silos” between themselves and other business partners for a
more holistic view of customers’ consumption experiences. However, multi-source data
fusion may lead to potential privacy leakage. To overcome these two challenges in data silos
and privacy protection, this study introduced a privacy-preserving federated learning (FL)
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approach and explained the process of using FL in modeling airline passengers’ willingness
to pay for upgrade offers. Using a case study of an airline company, this study demonstrated
how FL-based upgrade algorithms using multi-source data can be developed to improve
upgrade prediction accuracy while preserving customers’ personal data privacy. This study
offers significant theoretical and practical implications for upgrade optimization in the
contexts of airlines and other hospitality-related businesses.
Research Questions
This study introduced a privacy-preserving federated learning (FL) approach for
modeling airline passengers’ willingness to pay for upgrade offers. Federated learning is a
new confidential computing technique that allows companies to train a model cooperatively
by exchanging model parameters instead of the actual raw data, which might include
customers’ privacy sensitive information (Li, Fan, Tse, & Lin, 2020). To protect personal
data privacy, entities participating in a FL process can store their raw data locally and avoid
sharing customer data with other entities in the FL networks. Entities of the FL networks
regularly share their knowledge and parameters of training machine learning models for
constantly improve the models’ performance and accuracy (Li, Sahu, Talwalkar, & Smith,
2020). Using a case study of a Chinese airline company, this study demonstrated how FLbased upgrade models using multi-source data can be developed to improve the accuracy of
predicting customers’ willingness to pay for upgrades while preserving customers’ personal
data privacy. Although we focus on the airline industry in our case study, the proposed FL
approach can be applied to other industries with a similar issue of service upgrade
optimization such as hotels or cruise lines.
Method and Data
A case study of a Chinese airline company was conducted to develop machine
learning models for predicting passengers’ willingness to pay for upgrade offers. The data
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sources used in this case study include the internal database of Airlines A and the external
dataset from another big data service provider (Company B) in China. The Airlines A’s
database includes 19 variables of travel-related information for 13,546 passengers. The
database of Company B consists of 26 variables relevant to individuals’ social economic
background and travel experience. This external database includes records for 47,159
passengers. All data were collected in the past three years. There are three machine learning
algorithms suitable for solving binary classification problems: logistic regression,
SecureBoost, and neural network. Therefore, we adopted all three algorithms for modeling
passengers’ upgrade willingness, then compared the prediction performance of each developed
model to identify the most suitable one. For the different purposes of model development and
comparison, we divided the datasets into training subset and testing subset. The training subset
includes records of 9,472 passengers with matching IDs in the databases of Airlines A and
Data Company B, while the testing subset incudes records of 2,753 passengers with matching
IDs in both databases.
Summary of Findings
Comparing with traditional unilateral model using single-source data, the federated
logistic regression and SecureBoost models demonstrate better model performance. The
SecureBoost model has high values of above 0.9 for all key indexes, indicating the best
overall performance than other models. The key indexes of federated logistic regression
model are also above 0.85, which ranks the second after the SecureBoost model. The
performance of neural network model is relatively poorer because the neural network
algorithm requires a large-scale dataset to support its accuracy. Given the dataset size in this
case study is not large enough, the performance of neural network model is poorer than other
models. However, comparing with traditional unilateral model using single-source data, the
federated logistic regression and SecureBoost models demonstrate better model performance.
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This indicates that the proposed FL approach can enhance the accuracy of modeling airline
passengers’ willingness to pay for upgrade offers while preserving passengers’ data privacy.
The findings also show that the FL-based models generally took longer running time than the
traditional unilateral model due to the design of FL approach in ensuring data privacy.
Key Contributions
This study contributes to the literature of upgrade optimization by introducing the
new FL approach for developing machining learning models to predict customers’ reaction to
upgrade offers. Although we focus on the airline industry in our case study, the proposed FL
approach can be applied to other industries with a similar issue of upgrade optimization such
as hotels or cruise lines, and car rental. From the practical perspective, the proposed FL
approach provides airlines a novel solution for maximizing revenue and protecting customer
privacy at the same time. Although the airline industry is among the early adopters of revenue
management systems (Kimes, 2003), integrating large-scale multi-source data to optimize
revenue management decisions is still a new domain for many airline companies. Especially,
after the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other similar
privacy protection regulations, it becomes more urgent for airlines to consider the issue of
privacy protection in their business analytics practice. Therefore, this study offers a timely
and useful FL approach for airlines to work with other business partners to utilize customer
data for drawing business insights cooperatively while ensuring personal data privacy.

References are available upon request.
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USING SOCIAL NETWORK STRUCTURES TO PREDICT USER ENGAGEMENT:
THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL TIES IN INFLUENCER MARKETING
Pankhuri Malhotra, University of Oklahoma
Remi Daviet, University of Wisconsin Madison
Suengbae Kim, University of California Los Angeles
For further information, please contact Remi Daviet, Assistant Professor, University of
Wisconsin Madison (daviet@wisc.edu)
Keywords: Influencer marketing, social network analysis, user engagement, deep learning.
Description: Quantifying the importance of social ties for predicting user engagement in
influencer marketing.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
As collaborations between brands and social media influencers become increasingly popular,
predicting the capacity of an influencer to generate user engagement has garnered increasing
attention from marketing researchers. Not surprisingly, marketers have been relying on followerbased statistics to identify individuals with potential to reach a vast number of users on social
media. However, this approach may often direct marketers to celebrity accounts with millions of
followers that are generally accompanied with high recruiting costs. In this paper, we argue that
the network structure of influencers on social media is an informative measure for capturing an
influencer’s ability to generate engagement as much as traditionally used variables such as the
number of followers and post content characteristics. Primarily relying on Instagram data, we
perform a deep-learning analysis on the social network of influencers. We show that network
structure alone can explain a large share of the variations in user engagement (specifically
comments). Thus, by documenting the value of social network-based metrics over traditional
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marketing metrics, our study contributes to the emergent literature on the importance of social
ties in the digital environment.
Method and Data
We use a real-world dataset of 4,068,033 Instagram posts published over 14 months from January
2018 to March 2019 by 16,243 influencers. We construct an influencer network graph where each
influencer constitutes a node in the network, and the edges represent interactions between them
(e.g., mentions and comments). To generate the network structure embeddings from the
constructed graph, we employ Deepwalk. The resulting node embeddings reflect the topology of
the original network such that influencers which are closely connected in the original network are
also close in the embedding space. These embeddings are eventually fed into our prediction model
for user engagement. For each influencer, the raw dataset contains: (i) influencer level information
including the number of followers, number of followees, number of posts, number of partnerships
with brands, and the influencer category (beauty, family, fashion, fitness, food, interior, pet, travel
and other), in-degree and out-degree centrality (ii) post level information including the number of
likes, number of comments, number of images, number of hashtags, number of user-tags, post
sentiment, and timestamp of publishing and (iii) network embeddings.
Summary of Findings
We run several analyses using neural networks (NNs) containing various sets of features and
compare the predictive performance using out-of-sample R2. The use of NNs allows us to capture
the potential non-linear interactions between features, and to achieve a higher predictive
performance. Using the network structure alone, our model achieves a reasonable R2 = (35%, 34%)
for likes and comments respectively. Consistent with prior research, the influencer characteristics
(containing follower information), are significant predictors of user engagement with R 2 = (60%,
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27%) for likes and comments. Using the network structure information alone outperforms other
models (containing influencer or post characteristics) for predicting comments, which are widely
regarded as the most valuable user interaction with a social media post. This indicates that
fundamental information relevant to predicting user engagement is embedded in the influencer
network structure. Combining post and influencer characteristics with network structure
information achieves R2 = (68%, 46%). This indicates that information embedded within the
network structure complements standard metrics such as number of followers and post content.
The high informativeness of the network structure is also observed when considering different
follower sizes and category of influencers.
Contribution
With a primary goal of harnessing the social interactions of influencers on social media, our
paper demonstrates that the network structure of influencers is an informative measure for
predicting user engagement. Specifically, our influencer network represents influencers as nodes
and social interactions between influencers are modelled as edges. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the first study to investigate the relationship between the social network structure of
influencers and user engagement. Based on our results, we speculate that computationally
expensive natural language processing of posts' content might not always be necessary to obtain
reliable predictions of potential user engagement as a simple network structure-based score
might be a good indicator for managers to help select influencers for their campaigns. Overall,
our approach offers several benefits to managers but also identifies several avenues of future
research investigating the role of an influencer network structure on social media and the
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effectiveness of sponsored promotional content. The field is still in its infancy, and we hope this
paper will motivate the needs for further research in this domain.
References
Can be made available on request.
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Title: Impact of financial well-being on intention to donate: Does materialism-altruism
matter?
Extended Abstract
Financial well-being (FWB) is becoming an important construct in the domain of consumer
psychology and consumer decision-making. The perception of stress in one’s current
financial situation and the secure feeling about future finances are expected to affect one’s
views towards material possessions, and potential charitable behaviour. This study looks at
how FWB influences the basic intention to donate towards charitable causes. We also posit
that this relationship is not only a direct one but is mediated by materialistic and altruistic
orientations of the individual. The sense of financial comfort can activate a yearning for
adding more material possessions to one’s life or can propel one towards prosocial thoughts
and actions. This research involved seeking opinion from respondents (n = 1081) about FWB,
intention to donate to charity, materialism and altruism, which was carried out through a 45item Likert scale-based questionnaire. Results suggest sense of financial security drives
altruistic behaviour and people think about donating whereas, counterintuitively, present
stress stokes more materialistic thoughts which push people towards charity owing to ego
massage and hubris.
Key contributions to academe and practitioners
This study contributes to the domain of research in consumer well-being, specifically,
bringing in the financial aspects which have rarely been considered. Moreover, when studied,
literature has usually considered materialism and altruism as antecedents of financial wellbeing, whilst this study is built upon the unique premise of financial well-being as an
antecedent to materialism and altruism. We infer that the perception of financial well-being in
an individual will spark materialistic and/or altruistic tendencies. This is a major contribution
to the well-being literature.
This study is the first to show the influence of financial well-being on materialism, altruism,
and intention to donate. The findings indicate that intention to donate is influenced positively
by expected future financial security, and negatively by current money management stress.
Moreover, the influence of expected future financial security on intention to donate is
mediated by materialism as well as by altruism, which indicates that both materialistic and
altruistic motivations encourage individuals with expected future financial security to donate.
On the contrary, the influence of current money management stress on intention to donate is
mediated by materialism but not by altruism, which indicates that only materialistic but not
altruistic motivation encourages individuals with current money management stress to
donate.
From a practitioner perspective, the findings provide communication messaging strategy
suggestions to the charities seeking donations. Individuals with expected future financial
security will donate by themselves, in addition to the materialism and altruism motivations.
The focus of the messaging strategy can be either materialistic or altruistic. However,
individuals with current money management stress will donate only through materialist
motivations. The messaging to target them for donations should include only the materialistic
motivations, i.e., ego boost or pride, else they will move away from donating to any
charitable causes.
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Introduction
World over, individuals are in a state of financial stress for several reasons irrespective of the
economies they belong to – developed or developing. As a result, an understanding of the
financial well-being of the individuals, viewed as citizens or consumers, becomes crucial for
various institutions including brands. People under financial distress can affect societal
harmony and negate the welfare effects. From an academic perspective, studying financial
well-being is becoming imperative for the above-mentioned reasons and for brands as well to
understand their consumers. Financial well-being, as an academic construct, needs to be
researched and hence measured. If an individual bears a feeling of well-being in a financial
sense, then that person will be oriented towards contributing to charity. Liu and Aaker (2008)
suggest that consumers resort to giving to achieve true happiness, which supports the notion
that the sense of well-being drives acts of giving that delivers happiness to consumers. This
study primarily investigates how financial well-being can drive the intention to donate.
Considerable research is being carried out on well-being, but most have looked at it as an
outcome of various factors. This paper aims to seek the consequences of the sense of wellbeing in individuals, specifically financial well-being. In other words, this study is built upon
the premise of financial well-being as an antecedent. The study thus looks into the possible
manifestations of financial well-being in the form of personal traits. A person with a sense of
well-being, from a financial perspective, will try to add to more objects and possessions to
the life or will decide to contribute to charity. These tendencies, materialistic or altruistic,
shape the subsequent behaviour of the individual. An individual with an altruistic bent will
naturally want to make donations to charitable causes. Similarly, someone with proclivity
towards materialism will aim for self-satisfaction not through adding more objects but
through the contentment of making donations to charity. This paper thus posits that
materialism and altruism can be considered as mediators in the relationship between financial
well-being and intention to donate.
Literature Review:
Financial well-being (FWB)
The concept of financial wellbeing has been studied across widely different academic fields
including economics, developmental psychology, financial counselling and planning,
consumer decision making, and even services marketing (Bruggen et al., 2017).
A substantial part of our understanding of a good life is related to personal finances, which
include the conveniences and constraints (Dolan et al., 2008). Although financial constraints
are objective and real for the most part, crucially some of it is perceived by the individual as
only objective measures may not capture the entire construct commensurately (Brüggen et al.,
2017; Netemeyer et al., 2018). This sense of one’s own finances and the level of comfort (or
the lack of it) is captured through the construct of financial well-being (FWB). FWB is
defined by CFPB (2015, p.5) as “… a condition with four components: having control over
day-to-day, month-to-month finances; having the capacity to absorb a financial shock; being
on track to meet financial goals; and having the financial freedom to make the choices that
allow people to enjoy their lives.” According to Xue and others (2019), FWB is important
and useful on several layers. At the individual level, it is an indicator of the individual’s
quality of life which includes both physical and psychological health. Socially, higher is the
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FWB, better will be the social norms and culture, and the social and economic crises shall be
alleviated. Due to these issues, FWB is increasingly becoming a subject of critical interest to
academics, policy makers, marketers, and finance professionals (Netemeyer et al., 2018).
Brüggen and colleagues (2017) assert that objectively, based on assets, income or net worth,
two individuals can have similar financial status but their perception of their own financial
well-being can be quite divergent. As a consequence, a subjective approach captures more
nuances about non-financial matters and is more suited to understanding, defining, and
measuring FWB. For most purposes, FWB can be streamlined into a summary perception of
two aspects of an individual’s finances: the level of peace in one’s current financial situation
and the anticipation about future matters of money. So, financially stressed individuals can
even expect improved situation in the future (Trope & Liberman, 2010; Williams et al.,
2014). Thus, FWB can be expressed through current money management stress and
expectation of future financial security (Fernandes et al., 2014).
Intention to donate
People donate primarily three things for charitable causes: blood, time and money. Bennett
(2003) focuses on several personality traits that influence intentions for any or all of the
above. These include the strength of one’s empathy, self-esteem, compassion and sense of
social responsibility (Lee and Chang, 2007). Some studies suggest that stoking the sense of
nostalgia within the potential donors will trigger the empathy for donation (Gu & Chen,
2021; Zhou et al., 2012).
Moral norms are known to be the prime forces driving prosocial behaviours. Personal
obligations and moral responsibilities are behind charitable actions (Li et al., 2022).
However, in collectivistic cultures prosocial behaviours can also be driven by social
subjective norms that are accepted and expected by the larger community and also the
individual tends to follow such norms more naturally. The affiliation to a group – social,
political, religious, or any other – also has a bearing on the predisposition to donate (Bennett,
2003). However, contrary to accepted wisdom, Bennett (2003) also suggests that the values
driving donation intent are not related to demographics.
Trust on the charitable organisation is a crucial antecedent that will drive the intention of an
individual to donate. The perception that a potential donor builds about the integrity and
efficient usage of the funds by the organisation go on to create the sense of trust (Sura et al.,
2017). Other than trust, brand image of the organisation, and perceived similarity between
self and the intended charity also affect the intention (Bennett, 2003).
The most important and interesting factor that shapes the intention to donate is the ego boost
or the pride that comes with making charity contributions, along with the happiness that is
borne out of the boost (Onwezen et al., 2013).

Materialism
Materialism is defined as a “…distinctive style of consumption that results when consumers
believe that value inheres in consumption objects rather than in experiences or in other
people” (Holt, 1995, p.13). From an individual perspective, it is seen as a value which depicts
the degree of belief that acquisition of objects and money is the most important aim in life,
along with achieving social status and popularity (Scott et al., 2014). Materialists are trapped
in a never-ending need for adding more possessions to remain at the same level of happiness,
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a phenomenon known as ‘hedonic treadmill’ (Kashdan & Breen, 2007). Materialism
increases envy, reduces generosity, heightens stress and is correlated negatively with
satisfaction about personal finances and achievements (Burroughs & Rindfleisch, 2002;
Dermody, 2020; Garðarsdóttir & Dittmar, 2012; Tatzel, 2002). It also leads people into a
infinite cycle of debt and affect the personal money management strategies adversely
(Garðarsdóttir & Dittmar, 2012; Pinto, et al., 2000; Ponchio & Aranha, 2008; Watson, 2003)

Altruism
Altruism is a manifestation of prosocial behaviour. Kinnunen and Windmann (2013) describe
it as a motivation which “…benefits others but is costly to oneself” (p.1). Altruism is an
individual trait (Rushton et al., 1981), which makes one attach higher importance to others
than oneself while making decisions (Crawford, et al., 1987; Liebrand et al., 1986).
One of the forms that altruism can take is costly sharing (Kinnunen & Windmann, 2013). In
this form, one entity gives from one’s resources as a help to the other without getting
anything back. The giver can hope to get the ‘warm glow’ of altruism from this spending
which mostly involves donating money and/or time (Aknin et al., 2013). This is the most
common form of generosity, according to Liu and Aaker (2008). Aknin and co-researchers
(2013) state that psychology and economics theorists have been suggesting that people find
themselves emotionally rewarded by helping others, so seeking the ‘warm glow’ is a
fundamental trait among human beings. Borrowing from self-determination theory (SDT),
Guo and others (2013) transpose the self-efficacy construct into financial self-efficacy,
wherein one believes that one can successfully manage one’s own finances. Financial selfefficacy can get manifested through financial well-being as an individual perceives that
his/her financial situation, present and future, is under control and provides comfort. The
perception about finances matter to people because objective financial security or the
absolute income of the person does not affect financial well-being.
Hypotheses Development:
Financial well-being has a positive impact on the overall well-being, especially in a society
where a large number of people are facing financial problems (Bruggen et al., 2017). The
existing economic literature describes well-being as a concept of happiness or lifesatisfaction (Benz & Frey, 2008; Veenhoven, 1991; Deaton, 2008). Materialism, on the other
hand, is related to positive emotions, including happiness, among consumers as they search
for and acquire possessions (Richins, 2013). Materialistic people have a greater consumption
level, which indirectly encourages individuals to work more to earn more for a higher living
standard (Kasser et al., 2007). So, people are expected to go for adding material possessions
to their lives even if their current financial situation is grim (Stone et al., 2010). The
discussed literature indicates the relationship between FWB and materialism, as the study
expressed FWB as a composite construct of current money management stress and
expectation of future financial security (Netemeyer et al. 2017). Thus, we assume a
relationship between FWB and materialism and propose the following hypotheses:
H1: Expected Future Financial Security positively influences Materialism.
H2: Current Money Management Stress positively influences Materialism.
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The feeling of financial security arising out of FWB drives a consumer to consume material
objects and give to charity (Wiepking & Breeze, 2012). This feeling incorporates both the
dimensions of FWB – the expected future financial security and the current money
management stress. The moral values of individuals related to their finances are known as
financial altruism and are positively related to their psychological needs and personal
happiness (Ryan and Deci, 2002). Financial altruism relates to an individual’s ability to
enhance one’s community or interpersonal relationship (Stone et al., 2010; Francois and
Vlassopoulos, 2008). Thus, FWB affects altruism which, in turn, can lead to an intention to
donate. As a consequence, this study can hypothesise the following:
H3: Expected Future Financial Security positively influences Altruism.
H4: Current Money Management Stress negatively influences Altruism.
In many cultures ‘donation’ or ‘charity’ is considered to be a religious practice (Pratono and
Tjahjono, 2016). It is believed that when people worship through charity, they induce
themselves to leave materialistic practices and follow a simpler lifestyle (Choudhury, 2016).
This research posits that a comfortable financial situation in an individual – about the present
and the future – invokes the intention to donate to charities. Based on this notion, the study
hypothesises:
H5: Expected Future Financial Security positively influences Intention to Donate.
H6: Current Money Management Stress negatively influences the Intention to Donate.
Materialism, touted as a Western-market inspired value, has spread into the Orient and has
turned into a global phenomenon that drives consumption leading to economic growth
(Dermody, 2020). In line with the global trend, the consumption pattern of the Indian middle
class has metamorphosed around attitudes likes conspicuous status-affirmation, hedonism and
instant gratification (Roy Chaudhuri & Majumdar, 2006). On the other hand, more logically,
those who foresee their future finances to be smooth also add more objects. Shrum and
colleagues (2014) assert that the conspicuous consumption element in materialism also
manifests itself as charitable giving by signalling to the world. This is the stepping stone to
the genesis of intention to donate. These ideas give this study the following hypotheses:
H7: Materialism positively influences Intention to Donate.
Altruism is associated with the individuals' intention of sharing a positive and satisfying
experience and caution others by sharing unsavoury experiences, if any (Sundaram et al.
1998). Altruism influences an individual’s volunteerism behaviour (Bendapudi, Singh and
Bendapudi, 1996) and is considered to have a positive association with the behaviour of
helping others (Van Emmerik et al., 2003). The current study considers that altruism
influences behavioural intention of an individual and proposes the following hypothesis:
H8: Altruism positively influences Intention to Donate.

Theoretical Background:
The intention to donate construct has been studied in the context of monetary donation and
most studies used Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) to understand behaviour and intention
to donate (Knowles et al., 2012; Smith and McSweeney, 2007). The TPB model is relevant in
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explaining the individuals’ attitude towards a particular behaviour and predicting their
intention to perform that behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). The current study uses TPB model to
explain how individuals’ materialistic and altruistic attitudes influence their intention to
donate. The donation behaviour, which follows the intent towards donation, is governed by
the perception of the individual based on the values and attitude the individual has (Sura et
al., 2017). These intrinsic factors are borne out of the innate human quality to help others.
Perceived FWB also is used to predict the intention to donate. The financial well-being of an
individual is influenced by their characteristics, financial behavior, and stress (Kim, 2000;
Kim et al., 2003).
Methodology
Sample and Data collection
A structured questionnaire was prepared with 43-items on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from
strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The questionnaire was used as an online survey to
collect the data from the general Indian population, with individuals belonging to different
socio-economic status. A total of 1081 valid responses out of 1552 (response rate 69.7%)
were collected from different states in India between September and November of 2021.
Out of the total responses received 61.15% are males and 38.85% are females. Majority of
the respondents are in the 21-30 years of age (60.31%), followed by 31 to 50 years of age
(27.29%), and the least were above 50 years of age (12.40%). 39.32% of the respondents are
married and the remaining 60.68% unmarried. Regarding income, 56.43%, 26.64%, and
16.93% of respondents are from the income group of below 1 million INR, 1.1 to 2.0 million
INR, and above 2.0 million INR per annum, respectively. The educational qualification of
5.46%, 51.62%, 39.59% of respondents are till high school, graduation, and post-graduationand-above respectively. Responses from salaried respondents comprised of 65.86% salaried,
12.49% self-employed, the 21.65% unemployed.
Measures
The financial wellbeing construct was adopted on the basis of the framework developed by
the Center for Financial Services Innovations (CFSI, 2015). Consequently, FWB was
measured using a 10-item scale from Netemeyer et. al (2018) that consists of two elements expected future financial security and current money management stress. Intention to donate,
consisting of a 6-item scale, was measured through the intent towards monetary donation in
the next three months (White et al., 2017). Materialism was measured through an 18-item
scale that consisted of success, centrality and happiness (Richins and Dawson, 1992).
Altruism was measured using 9-item altruistic attitude scale comprising of attitude towards
helping others and attitude towards charitable organizations (Webb, Green, and Brashear,
2000).
Data Analysis
Measurement Model
Partial Least Square Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) was used to analyze the data.
To check the reliability and validity of the measurement model, the factor loadings of each
item, Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability, and average variance explained (AVE) of each
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scale were analyzed. Since factors with loading of more than 0.69 were only considered,
items with loadings less than that value were removed. As a result, Expected Future Financial
Security scale was measured with five items and one item (EFS_2) was removed. Two items
- CMM_1 and CMM_2 - were deleted from the Current Money Management Stress scale and
the construct was measured with four items. The Intention to Donate scale is measured with
five items. One item (ITD_2) from the Intention to Donate scale was removed due to low
loading.
The second-order factoring of the materialism and altruism constructs was tested using
Hierarchical Components Approach (HCA) (Wold, 1982; Lohmoller, 1989). Materialism was
measured with three sub-constructs, viz. success, centrality and happiness. Three out of five
items from the Success sub-construct (MAT_S_3, MAT_S_4, and MAT_S_6), five items out
of seven items from Centrality sub-construct (MAT_C_1_R, MAT_C_2_R, MAT_C_3_R,
MAT_C_4, MAT_C_7) and two items out of five from Happiness (MAT_H_1_R,
MAT_H_3_R) were removed. Altruism was measured with two sub-constructs. Attitude
towards Helping Others was measured with three items and one item (ALT_AHO_1) was
deleted due to low loading, whereas, Attitude towards Charitable Organizations was
measured with four items and one item (ALT_ACO_2_R) was removed. The Cronbach
Alpha of each scale was found to be more than 0.7 and the composite reliability of each scale
is more than 0.8. The convergent validity of each construct is more than the 0.5, except
materialism which had an AVE value of 0.459, which could be accepted according to Lam
(2012). Since the data was collected in a different context, i.e., Indian population, Lam’s
guidelines were followed. Table 1 shows the discriminant validity of the model as the square
root of AVE was found to be higher than the inter-construct correlation (Fornell and Larcker,
1981).
Structural Model
To analyse the significance of each path of the structural model of the study, bootstrapping
method was used (Ringle et al. 2012). A total of 2000 bootstrapping subsamples was
generated from the original sample to reduce the standard error and provide the p-values to
check the significance of the structural paths (Wong, 2013; Hair et al. 2013).
The results generated by the analysis show a significant positive influence of expected future
financial security on the intention to donate (β = 0.096; p=0.000) and a negative influence of
current money management stress on intention to donate (β = -0.075; p =0.000). Hence H1
and H2 are supported.
The result indicates a significant direct influence of both expected future financial security
and current money management stress on materialism (β = 0.097; p < 0.005 and β = 0.494; p
< 0.005, respectively). This indicates that in addition to expected future financial security,
current money management stress of individuals influences the materialism. Both the factors
together explained 23.4% variance (R2 = 0.234) of materialism. Hence, the results support H3
and H4.
A significant direct influence of expected financial security on altruism (β = 0.188; p < 0.005)
is found, but current money management stress was not found to have a significant influence
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on altruism (β = 0.022; p =0.525). Hence, the results support H6 but not H7. It implies that
individuals with current money management stress do not tend to be altruistic. Thus,
individuals with current money management stress seem to donate for the materialistic
motivation or only for the donation purpose but not for the altruistic motivation.
The analysis also indicated a significant positive influence of materialism on intention to
donate (β = 0.106; p =0.000) and a significant positive influence of altruism on intention to
donate (β = 0.380; p =0.000). Hence, both H5 and H8 are supported.
Discussion and Conclusion
The objective of this study is to understand the influence of financial well-being in
individuals on intention to donate to charitable causes through the routes of materialism and
altruism. Financial well-being is manifested in two constructs, namely, expected future
financial security and current money management stress.
The direct positive effect of expected future financial security and a direct negative effect of
current money management stress on intention to donate are found. This indicates that the
individuals who believe that they would be secured financially in future are likely to donate
for the charitable causes, but those who feel that they are currently under financial stress are
not likely to donate to the charitable causes. It implies that donation can be sought through
various targeting strategies from the individuals with higher expected future financial
security, but seeking donation from individuals with current money management stress would
be challenging.
Further, it is found that the materialism as well as altruism serve as a mediator in the
influence of expected future financial security on intention to donate. It signifies that those
individuals who expect better future financial security would donate through either of the two
motivations, i.e., materialistic and altruistic. An individual might donate to boost her/his ego
or to create a certain kind of image for herself/himself when donating with materialistic
motivation, however, while donating through the altruistic motivation an individual would
donate purely for the well-being of others without thinking about herself/himself.
On the contrary, only materialism and not altruism served as a mediator in the influence path
between current money management stress and intention to donate. One can infer that the
individuals dealing with current money management stress will donate to charitable causes
only for the materialist motivations, and not for the altruistic motivations. This can be further
supported by the fact that the direct influence of current money management on stress is
negative, but the influence through materialism is positive. The results on this at first seems
counter intuitive, however, few studies indicate that, when stressed, individuals tend to
reduce their stress through materialistic possessions. For people with relatively weaker
finances, materialistic achievements can mean filling gaps in having objects of basic
necessities and in the process reduce the overall stress (Dittmar et al., 2014). When a
consumer is facing a threat of social exclusion, then that person may resort to consuming
specific products which will signify group affiliation or evoke nostalgia for shared
experiences (Shrum et al., 2014).
Therefore, the individuals with current money management stress would donate to charitable
causes for the ego-boost or to gain certain kind of image for herself/himself, but will not
donate for the altruistic motivations. These individuals can be targeted for charitable
donations via altruistic motivations like well-being of other.
Finally, materialism and altruism, both positively influence intention to donate. It implies that
individuals might donate to a charitable cause with materialistic or altruistic motivation. In
summary, materialistic motivation to donate to charitable causes encourages individuals with
expected future financial security as well as current money management stress, but the
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altruistic motivation to donate to charitable causes encourages individuals only with expected
future financial security and does not encourage individuals with current money management
stress.
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Table 1: Factor loadings, Reliability, and Validity
Outer Loadings (EFA)

Factor loadings

ALT
ALT_ACO_1

0.799

ALT_ACO_3

0.890

ALT_ACO_4

0.877

ALT_ACO_5

0.855

ALT_ACO
ALT_AHO_2

0.869

ALT_AHO_3

0.886

ALT_AHO_4

0.888

ALT_AHO
FWB_CMM_3

0.773

FWB_CMM_4

0.738

FWB_CMM_5

0.773

FWB_CMM_6

0.690

FWB_CMM
FWB_EFS_1

0.694

FWB_EFS_3

0.824

FWB_EFS_4

0.852

FWB_EFS_5

0.828

FWB_EFS
ITD_1

0.871

ITD_3

0.875

ITD_4

0.796

ITD_5

0.851
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Cronbach's Alpha

CR

AVE

ALT

0.850

0.887

0.529

0.727

ALT_ACO

ALT_AHO

FWB_CMM

0.878

0.916

0.733

0.886

0.856

0.856

0.913

0.777

0.776

0.394

0.881

0.733

0.832

0.554

-0.016

0.009

-0.045

0.744

0.814

0.877

0.643

0.184

0.141

0.172

-0.206

FWB_EFS

0.802

ITD

MAT

MAT_C

MAT_H

MAT_S
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ITD_6

0.812

ITD

0.897

0.924

0.708

0.399

0.379

0.274

-0.051

0.180

0.842

MAT

0.830

0.871

0.459

0.005

0.042

-0.047

0.474

-0.005

0.072

0.678

0.611

0.836

0.719

-0.027

-0.017

-0.030

0.257

0.043

0.103

0.758

0.848

0.781

0.873

0.696

0.015

0.032

-0.012

0.487

-0.049

0.022

0.846

0.475

0.834

0.713

0.840

0.637

0.012

0.072

-0.075

0.376

0.011

0.068

0.841

0.525

0.518

MAT_C_5

0.822

MAT_C_6

0.873

MAT_C
MAT_H_2

0.840

MAT_H_4

0.857

MAT_H_5

0.805

MAT_H
MAT_S_1

0.828

MAT_S_2

0.833

MAT_S_5

0.730

MAT_S

0.798
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Figure 1: Structural Model

Note: *** means p < 0.005; ** means p < 0.05
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IT’S OKAY NOT TO BE OKAY:
UNDERSTANDING MENTAL HEALTH HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOR
McDowell Porter, III, California State University, Fresno
Elyria Kemp, University of New Orleans
Kristi M. Williams, University of North Texas
Jane Cromartie, University of New Orleans
For further information, please contact Elyria Kemp, Professor of Marketing,
University of New Orleans, ekemp@uno.edu
Keywords: Mental Health, Stigma, Spirituality, Millennials
This research examines how social marketing messages can be developed to reduce the stigma
associated with seeking help for mental health conditions.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Questions
The perception of public stigma has been a major barrier among young adults for seeking
mental health treatment (Rickwood et al., 2005; Eisenberg et al., 2007). Research has indicated
that concerns about stigma affects individuals’ decision to not seek treatment despite perceiving
a need (Mason et al., 2013). Social marketing uses a wide range of health communication
strategies, including advertising, as a relevant and motivating medium. Accordingly, is this there
a way in which social marketing messages can be developed to reduce the stigma associated with
seeking help for mental health conditions?
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There is growing evidence that there may be a relationship between an individual’s
“spirituality” and positive health outcomes (Delaney, 2020; Yamada et al., 2020). These
findings have resulted in the consideration of spirituality in mainstream health care. Thus, does
spirituality play a role in an individual’s propensity to pursue help for mental health challenges?
Method and Data
A two factor (ad message: destigmatizing and control) × (spirituality: high and low)
between-subjects design was conducted. Responses (n = 275) were collected using an online
consumer panel by Qualtrics, a cloud-based platform for creating and distributing web-based
surveys. Participants were from the United States. Forty-two percent of participants were male,
and 57% were female (1% selected non-binary/third gender). Study participants belonged to the
millennial generational cohort, with ages ranging from 24 to 39.
Participants were asked to view one of two randomly assigned advertisements, either the
destigmatizing ad or the control. After exposure to one of the ads, participants responded to a
two-item measure that assessed their emotional reaction to the advertisement. Participants were
also asked about their attitude towards the ad. Next, participants indicated their intentions to
seek help for a mental health issue if needed. Finally, participants responded to items from the
intrinsic spirituality scale (Hodge 2003), which was adapted for this research.
Summary of Findings
Findings indicate that when presented with an advertisement that reduces the stigma
associated with mental illness, individuals have a more favorable emotional reaction toward
seeking help for a mental health condition. Furthermore, results indicate that individuals who
reported less intrinsic spirituality had more favorable attitudes toward an advertisement that
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reduced the stigma associated with a mental condition and also expressed greater intentions to
seek help for a mental health challenge when reviewing such an advertisement. Thus, for
individuals whose orientation tends to be “less spiritual,” destigmatizing messaging for mental
illness had a greater impact.
Key Contributions
Results from this research demonstrate that messaging that destigmatizes mental illness
might start by targeting those who are less inclined to believe in transcendence. Moreover, since
spirituality also includes a search for meaning as well as connectedness, value, and growth, such
messaging might also be beneficial to those who are less likely to engage in activities which link
the mind, body and spirit, such as meditation, mindfulness and yoga. In addition,
communications and messaging can be combined with other strategic elements through an
integrated marketing strategy. For example, the prevalence of social media, which sometimes
creates pressure to project a happy, well-connected image, may make millennials more likely to
experience stigma surrounding mental health. Social marketing messages can be strategically
placed on social media platforms, conveying that there is no shame in obtaining help for a mental
health condition. Furthermore, consumer-centric services that involve self-help interventions
and provide support can be offered (Christensen and Hickie 2010). Such offerings provide
agency for individuals in addressing health challenges, which can lead to greater engagement.
This information can be disseminated conveniently on the web—providing greater access.
References are available upon request.
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SPECIAL SESSION ON MARKETING TO END WAR, CREATE PEACE, AND
ENHANCE SUSTAINABLE WELL-BEING

Participants
Clifford J. Shultz, Loyola University Chicago, cjs2@luc.edu
José Antonio Rosa, Iowa State University, jarosa@iastate.edu
Alan Malter, University of Illinois at Chicago, amalter@uic.edu
Clifford J. Shultz, Loyola University Chicago, cjs2@luc.edu
José Antonio Rosa, Iowa State University, jarosa@iastate.edu
Alan Malter, University of Illinois at Chicago, amalter@uic.edu
Andres Barrios, Universidad de Los Andes, andr-bar@uniandes.edu.co
June N. P. Francis, Simon Fraser University, francis@sfu.ca
Dominic Chai, Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human Development, Città del Vaticano,
d.chai@humandevelopment.va
Nicholas Santos, Creighton University, NicholasSantos@creighton.edu
Description
This session brings together scholars interested in marketing and policy research to prevent or
mitigate war and other violent conflict, for the purposes of engendering peace, prosperity, and
well-being for all. The co-chairs will motivate the topic with a rationale for marketing solutions
to war. Brief panelists presentations will illuminate the needs and possibilities through various
perspectives, leading into rich discussion by all attendees and an invitation to participate in a
special issue of the AMA’s Journal of Public Policy & Marketing focused on ending war,
creating peace, and enhancing sustainable well-being.
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TO VACCINATE OR NOT TO VACCINATE –
WHICH BELIEFS SPLIT THE CROWD?
Tatjana König, Nina Buchholz, Martina Schneider, Kristin Manthey
Saarland Business School, htw saar, Saarbrücken
For further information, please contact Prof. Dr. Tatjana König (tatjana.koenig@htwsaar.de)

Keywords: Health-Belief-Model, Vaccination Hesitancy, COVID-19, minorities, structural
equation modeling

Based on the Health-Belief-Model, this research analyzes differences in the factors that drive
or hinder COVID-19 vaccination or booster intention in the vaccinated majority and the
unvaccinated minority in Germany.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Research Question
Concerns about side effects and doubts about the effectiveness of the quickly developed
COVID-19 vaccines led to vaccination rates lower than required for herd immunity in fall 2021.
This situation triggered worries about overstretching the limits of the healthcare system and
ethical discussion around triage. The societal controversy aroused pros and cons (compulsory)
vaccination in several Western countries. These controversies threatened to split societies and
were not helpful in the face of swelling infection numbers in the advent of the fourth COVIDwave in Europe towards the end of 2021. This research was set up to analyze the driving factors
behind the motivation to get vaccinated or not vaccinated. Based on the Health-Belief-Model
(HBM) that links beliefs (severity, benefits, barriers, self-efficacy) and cues-to-action to the
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corresponding health intention or behavior, survey data (N> 1,500) was analyzed to answer the
following research questions.
RQ1: Which factors drive COVID-19 vaccination and booster intention in vaccinated vs.
unvaccinated consumers?
RQ2: How can the division of society through the vaccination controversy be limited without
overstretching the limits of the healthcare system?

Method and Data
The survey included constructs of the Health-Belief-Model, adapted to the COVID-19
vaccination context - measured on 5-point-Likert scales – and potential moderators as well as
concerns of unvaccinated people that had been explored in in-depth interviews. Flyers with
QR-codes leading to the Qualtrics-based online survey were distributed via COVID-testcenters and in public places during December 2021 and January 2022. A sample of 1,455
participants remained after data cleansing (54.2% females; average age 39.3 years; 14.3%
students; unvaccinated: 12.1%). The subsamples (Nvaccinated= 1,279; Nunvaccinated= 176) do not
significantly differ in age or gender distribution. We validated the constructs for both samples
exceeding measurement thresholds for the first (SPSS-based) and second generation (AMOSbased) criteria. Confirmatory factor analysis shows good model fit (vaccinated sample:
CFI=.986, RMSEA=.033, SRMR=.0271; unvaccinated sample: CFI=.973, RMSEA=.053,
SRMR=.0434). We used two separate structural equation models for vaccinated and
unvaccinated participants due to differing dependent variables (vaccination vs. booster
intention). The analysis for potential bias did not indicate a risk of common method or social
desirability bias.
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Summary of Findings
Severity drives booster as well as vaccination intention as expected. Perceived Benefits drive
booster intention, but not vaccination intention (unvaccinated group) unless triggered by
Severity. Barriers hinder vaccination/booster intention in both groups, whereas perceived
self-efficacy and cues-to-action exert positive effects in neither of the two groups.
Moderation analysis with SPSS PROCESS 4.0 indicates that age, and anthroposophical
mindsets (belief in self-healing capacities of the human body) moderate the relationship
between barriers and booster/vaccination intention, yet in different ways. Whereas age reduces
the negative effect of barriers on vaccination/booster intention, anthroposophical mindsets
increase this negative effect. In contrast, subjective knowledge about COVID-19 and the
developed vaccines, only moderates the relationship between Barriers and booster intention,
but not between barriers and vaccination intention (unvaccinated sample). Our survey
additionally found that the belief in democracy decreased for both groups (vaccinated majority
as well as unvaccinated minority) in the aftermath of the vaccination debate.

Key Contributions
This research reveals essential differences in the mindsets of vaccinated and unvaccinated
consumers that influence their COVID-related beliefs and subsequently their vaccination
behavior and, subsequently, led to societal conflict. By identifying worries in each group about
the vaccination (hesitant) behavior of the other group, this research tries to contribute to mutual
understanding and reciprocal tolerance which had essentially suffered leading to a division in
society.
We amended the traditional Health-Belief-Model by linking two formerly independent
constructs (Severity and Benefits), thus indicating an essential effect of perceived severity of
an illness or disease on perceived benefits of a potential cure or remedy. In our COVID-19

3
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vaccination context, benefits of the vaccine are only relevant to unvaccinated participants when
triggered by perceived severity. Future research may want to test if this modification can be
transferred to health behaviors in other areas.
We further extend knowledge by adding significant moderators to the Health-Belief-Model,
specifically between Barriers and vaccination intention. The integration of health-related
mindsets (like Anthroposophical mindsets), as well as socio-demographic factors (like age)
and cognitive factors (like subjective knowledge), may contribute to the general understanding
of what drives or hinders recommended health-related behaviors.
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AMA/PHD PROJECT PARTNERSHIP FOR LATINX FACULTY AND STUDENT
ADVANCEMENT
This session focuses on how AMA and PhD Project members are contributing to contemporary
Latinx faculty and student recruitment and retention in business schools and colleges, and on
laying the groundwork for significant advancement in these areas over the next decade. Session
panelists will speak to demographic and social trends likely to affect b-school faculty and student
body compositions for the next ten years and describe already-in-place and developing
institutional and individual-level initiatives in three areas – improving existing faculty readiness
for more Latinx students in the classroom, more effective recruitment and retention of Latinx
faculty, and the enhanced mentoring for Latinx students.
Participants
Dr. Rebeca Perren – California State University Sam Marcos
Dr. Monica Gavino – San Diego State University.
Dr. James Álvarez – DePaul University, Chicago.
Dr. Carlos Bauer – University of Alabama.
Dr. José Antonio Rosa – Iowa State University.
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